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PREFACE

O deep an interest has been felt in the events of his Pon-

tificate, from the time of his election as Pope, that a number

of very excellent biographies have been prepared and pub-

lished of Leo XIII. They were necessarily brought only to

the period of their preparation and hence are incomplete. The Holy

Father having reached an age of extraordinary length, after having been

elected at an advanced age and while in feeble health, it was thought

in each case that these biographies would come near to the end of his

illustrious career. This belief seemed justified by his then advanced

age, his well-known failing strength, and the constant rumors over tele-

graph and cable announcing from time to time a serious illness, and

on several occasions proclaiming his death, to the world. In a literary

and historical point of view such contemporaneous biographies labored

under great disadvantages, because every important event, every gTeat

undertaking, every significant lesson of a public, special and history-

making man, whether it be Washington, Napoleon, Pope Gregory the

Great, Pope Gregory VII, or Pope Leo XIII, is blended in its signifi-

cance and effects with the subsequent and with all the events in the

lives, administrations and achievements of such unparalleled heroes,

warriors, statesmen, patriots, churchmen, diplomatists and pontiffs.

Comparison and review from beginning to end are essentially necessary.

I commenced the preparation of the present life of Poi^e Leo XIII

nearly ten years ago, at the request of the publishers, but it was ever

intended to reserve its completion and publication until that sad event,

so often expected, predicted or announced, an event now as unwelcome

(6)



6 PREFACE

and 53a<ltleiiing as it was so often anticipated, had aetnallj tiiken place.

Tims the present work lias been constantly and vigilantly kept np to

date, with the view of presenting it to the public at the earliest possible

moment on completion.

I take great pleasure in acknowledging the valuable assistance

which tlie previously-published works on the same subject have afforded

me in the preparation of this work. To the kind friends, both

ecclesiastical and lay, whether at Rome, or in other parts of Europe,

or in America, who have generously encouraged and aided me in my
labors, I most cordially return 'my most sincere thanks.

It is a gratifying circumstance, that in presenting to the public the

Life of Leo XIII, from his infancy, through his boyhood, his manhood,

his public services as governor, diplomat, bishop and Sovereign Pontiff,

I delineate a model for every period of life, for every public or private

man, for the layman and the churchman, for the Christian of every

faith, for the citizen of everv nation.

RICHARD H. CLARKE.
New Yokk, July, 1903.
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LIFE OF

HIS HOLINESS. POPE LEO XIII

CHAPTER I.

His Birth and Early Years.

His Studies axd Ordixation in the Priesthood.

^JTHE entire life of Joachim Pecci, from liis birth to his brilliant

/
I

administration as Sovereign Pontiff, is so intimately asso-

^^^ ciated with the Papacy, that his history seems most appro-

priately Oldened with a brief reference to the sitnation of

affairs at Rome and in the Papal States at the time of his birth. In

the year of his birth, 1810, the mild and saintly Pontiff, Pins Vil,

was a prisoner of Xapoleon at Savona
; not only was Rome

in possession of the French imperial army and the nsiirping new king-

dom of Italy, which Napoleon assnmed to create for the jnirixise of

making it an appendage of his empire, with his treacherons brother-

in-law, Mnrat, as King, bnt snch was also the condition of the whole

of the Papal territory, inclnding the home of the family of Pecci and

the birthplace of Leo XIII. Na}X)leoii declared that he ''deemed it

proper for the security of his empire, and of his people, to take back

the grant of Charlemagne." Yonng Pecci was, therefore, four years

old, a boy of extraordinary brightness, sensibility and thought, when,

in 1814, he caught the sound of those paeons and anthems of joy, with

which the people of the Papal States, of all Italy, and of the world,

hailed the return of Pius VII to Rome, while Napoleon, a fallen

usurper, came to know himself what it was to be a prisoner and an exile.

(16)



16 HIS HOLINESS

It was thus that impressions of loyalty to his temporal prince, and to

the Sovereign Pontiff as the ruler of the Universal Church, were among
the earliest educational impulses received with his mother's milk, and

with the first lessons in prayer and goodness, by the future Pontiff and

spiritual ruler of over two hundred and twenty million spiritual subjects.

Linked thus indissolubly with the Church, and with the Papacy, as the

rock upon which the Church is built, this young and loyal Roman
became consecrated to religion, to order, to truth, and to the destinies

of his country and his Church, from infancy.

The names bestowed upon Leo XIII at baptism were Joachim

Vincent Raphael Louis. He was born in the town of Carpineto, some-

times called Carpineto Romano, from its nearness to Rome. It is a

populous little town of 5,000 inhabitants, situated in the Volschian range
of mountains, and in the cleft of the Monti Sepini. It is in the diocese

of Anagui in the Papal States, and had for its Bishop at this time

Joachim Tosi, from whom and from St. Joachim, the father of the

blessed Virgin, he took his first name. The name of Vincent was given
in honor of St. Vincent Ferrer, the celebrated Dominican, who became

Archbishop of Valentia, in Spain, and it was by the name of Vincent

that his mother ever called him during her life. The name Raphael
must have inspired him to imitate the virtues of that renowned arch-

angel, while that of Louis was the name of his father, and in the

hagiography of the Church is fragi-ant with the virtues of many saints.

On the death of his pious mother, and still more uniformly from 1830,
he preferred and used entirely the name of Joachim.

Carpineto, perched high up in the Volschian Mountains, between
tAvo cliffs, has appropriately been compared to an eagle's nest. The
town nestles like an eyre in a plateau, surrounded by immense crags,
and in the midst of beautiful and majestic scenery. It is a media?val

town, almost inaccessible and impregnable. Here in ancient times the

earliest of the Pelasgier Etrusci, migrating westwardly, found a secure

home, and their descendants in the Middle Ages erected the quaint
houses of stone apparently clinging to the rocks, and marking the streets,
which seem to have followed, from necessity, the uneven surfaces of the

rocks. IsTo motor is now known to engineering or railroad science that
could scale those heights with cars. It is a long and tiresome struggle
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for horses and old-fashioned coaeli to reach the interesting and poacoful
town. The parish chnrch is the prominent object of the phice; on one

side of it stands the parochial residence, and <ni the other an antiqne,
but commanding, palace of fifteenth centnry architecture.

It was in this ancestral home that Joachim Vincent Raphael Louis

Pecci was born, on March 2, 1810. His parents were Domenico
Ludovico Pecci and Anna Prosperi-Buzi ;

the Pecci being an ancient

Siennese family, which in the rivalry and wars between the Siennese

republic and the Florence of the Medici, in tlie sixteenth century, in

the Pontificate and under the patronage of Pope Clement VIT, had come

into the Pontifical States and settled at Car])ineto, There is a family
tradition that the Pecci had not taken sides with patriotic struggles

of their Siennese countrymen against the assaults of the Medici and

Florentines, which culminated in the siege of Sienna of the Florentines,

a struggle in which the Siennese women fought side by side with their

fathers and brothers. After finding a more congenial home at Car-

pineto, which was removed from the struggles of arms and factions,

which constantly disturbed the peace of the Italian States in those days,

they thenceforth followed more attractive and peaceful pursuits in the

ChTirch, at the bar and in professorships in the university. Local

annals contain several distinguished names of the Pecci, in these gentler

walks of peace ; lawyers, professors and divines.

The mother of Joachim Pecci was a daughter of an ancient and

noble Volschian family, the Prosperi-Buzi ; and, while her beautiful and

amiable character enriched the palace of the Pecci with every example

of Christian virtue, the alliance added greatly to the earthly fortunes

of the Pecci, and the descendants of this noble father and mother still

preserve in their possession a liberal patrimony. While the Pecci palace

is not grand, it has ever maintained an air of grace, comfort and refine-

ment.

The children of the family consisted of five sons and two daughters.

The fifth son having died at the age of fourteen, while a student at

Rome, Joachim was the youngest of the four surviving sons. Though

peaceful pursuits had for centuries been the preference of the family,

the father of Joachim, either from an exceptional choice, or perhaps

through the compulsory military laws of Napoleon, had embraced the
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profession of arms, while two of the sons remained laymen, the fourth,

like Joachim, embraced the ecclesiastical state, and was ever noted for

his piety, learning and modesty. The principal distinction possessed

by the town of Carpineto is that of being the birthplace of Pope Leo

XIII. In the family palace the room in which the future Pontiff was

born is still preserved, and there are seen the family portraits, the

crucifix, the simple furniture, the floor of stone and the door leading

to the chapel, where the two priestly brothers often celebrated the sacred

services of the Church.

All accounts concur in describing the home of the Pecci at Car-

pineto as a model Christian household. The Count and Countess Pecci

were both devout Christians. While their examples at the parochial

altar and in their private chapel, were characterized by the frequent

reception of the sacraments, followed to the altar by their pious chil-

dren, their home life was embellished by the modest and unostentatious

practice of every virtue. The abundant fruits of such devout examples
have to this day been most copiously manifested in their descendants,

children and grandchildren. While at Rome the voices of war, imperial

pride, sacrifice, irreligion, spoliation, false philosophy, blasphemy and

vice, were drowning the echoes of the ancient religious and devotional

shrines and basilicas of the Pontifical city, and the saintly Pontiff,

Pius VII, whose almost dying condition appealed not t-o the ruthless

character of the imj^erial ruler of the Tuilleries, was hurried merci-

lessly from his prison in Savona to the prison of Fontainebleau, the

Pecci family, from the Volschian heights, heard the hoarse re-echoes;

but the home circle was peaceful, devout and loving. While the amiable

and virtuous character of this gentle and devout mother, impressed the

character of Joachim Pecci and his brothers and sisters with the indeli-

ble traits of religion, loyalty, filial piety, love of home and of goodness,
and trained them to exercises of devotion an^ grace, tlie manly character

of the father impressed them with moral and physical courage. The

grand scenery of the Volschian Mountains and the struggle with giant

nature, which mountaineers find so charming and so ennobling, added
much to the free and generous natures of these noble boys and girls.
It was then a joyous day, when after so much desolation, the welcome
news reached the home of the Pecci that Napoleon had fallen; that the
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Holy Father, Pius VIT, was again in Eome; that the allied jxtwers

had restored to him the Pontifical States in their full integrity, just

as when the Emperor had seized them; and that the Pontiff-King was

again sovereign of the patrimony of St. Peter and of the Church.

One of the first acts of Pius VIT in his efforts to regenerate a

world and society demoralized by the French Revolution, was to restore

the Society of Jesus, whose suppression by Clement XIV was forced

by the corrupt Bourbon dynasty and the infidel elements of society, and

only assented to as a measure which might prevent greater evils to

religion and society. In 1818, Joachim Pecci, whose character had

been well-formed and well-enriched with every virtue, then eight years

old, and his oldest brother, Joseph, were sent as students to the Jesuit

College at Viterbo. His sweetness of disposition, his noble and gentle

readiness to serve and oblige others, and his demeanor, at once boyish,

yet quiet and thoughtful, if not serious, marked him at once among liis

companions as a student of great promise, as a character destined for

eminence.

It is unnecessary to say that young Joachim was a model stu<lent

at Viterbo. The Jesuits, masters at once of religious training and of

classical and philosophical education, found in him a mind and soul that

responded readily and solidly to their renowned system of teaching.

Here he acquired the classic languages of the Greek and Latin poets,

orators and dramatists, and the whole field of classical studies became

not only congenial, but a fascination to him. Two events show how

he responded to the double system of the Jesuits, religious and classical.

On the 21st of June, 1821, the feast of St. Aloysius, when eleven years

old, young Joachim made his first communion at Viterbo, with such

sentiments of tender piety and such evidences of innocence of character,

as to show how effectually he had made St. Aloysius his model. So,

too, in 1822, when twelve years old, on the occasion of the visit of

Father Vincent Pavani, Provincial of the Jesuits, the students of

Viterbo gave the venerable man a college welcome. It was now that the

muse of the lifelong poet took its first known flight to Parnassus, and

now was exhibited the earliest gentle effort of that fiiie classic taste and

soaring imagination, which have ever since continued to refresh the

father of the faithful in the midst of his world-wide and unfathomable
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cares and labors. He acquitted himself bj the production of a Latin

poem on this occasion that proved his possession of the true, poetical

fire and pure classic taste. We will give a translation of the first

stanza of this maiden poem of the great Pontiff from the pen of Rev.

W. H. Anderson, S. J.

" Dear namesake, Vincent! from my nonage, too.

E'en as Pavani, Pecci bears that name;

Ah, that Pavani's wealth of merit true.

Following that Vincent's lights, may Pecci claim! "

A serious illness now interrupted the student's course, but a vaca-

tion in the native air of his Volschian hills, soon restored him to his

wonted health, which, however, originally robust in his native moun-

tains, was now somewhat impaired. Reinvigorated by the health-

breeding air of Carpineto, and soothed and nourished by the kind and

gentle nursing of the best and most affectionate of mothers, he returned

to Viterbo, where he ever continued to edify and stimulate his fellow-

students, to gratify his preceptors, and to accumulate classical, mathe-

matical and philosophical learning, which formed the basis of his subse-

quent vast attainments. The Count and Countess Pecci were now

spending the most of their time at Rome. While Joseph and Joachim

were pursuing their studies at Viterbo, the other children, except
the youngest, Ferdinando, were at Carpineto. Under the restoration of

the Papacy at Rome, under Pius VII, the Franciscan monks, who had

been dispersed, like the other religious orders, returned to their former

monasteries, and Carpineto had its restored convents of the Franciscans

of the strict observance. The Count and Countess were among their

best friends in supplying the convent and the order with all that was

necessary to equip again their houses and cloisters. But the Countess

went further. She became a member of the Third Order of St. Francis,
and one of the most exact members in performing the devotions and

good works and attending the meetings of the society, which were held

at the chapel of the monastery at Carpineto. Carrying her little onea

with her, they too were deeply impressed with the devout religious life,

voluntary poverty and Christian charity of the brown-clad, girdled and
barefooted children of St. Francis. The monks, when once restored,
as in olden and mediaeval times, were the benefactors of the town, not
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alone bv their virtues and prayers, but by their charitable visits to the

poor and sick, by rendering medical and medicinal aid to the sick, and

by their good ministrations in hut and palace. While the Pecci childroti

at Carpineto were thus edified by daily contact with the religious life,

those of Viterbo received through the correspondence with their j>ious

mother the same impressions in a somewhat more specific manner, by

force of her careful, detailed and motherly letters, while mind and soul

were trained more immediately by the Jesuits.

After the vacation of the Viterbo students in 1823 had been profit-

ably and happily spent at Carpineto, in the union of the whole of this

truly Christian family, Joseph and Joachim returned to Viterbo and

zealously resumed their studies with the learned and zealous sons of

St. Ignatius. But before the return of the next vacation in 182+,

these good students and devoted sons were summoned to Rome, to the

bed of sickness of their gentle and noble mother. At Carpineto, after

sending her two boys back to Viterbo, this exemplary wife, mother and

Christian was taken ill, and as the. disease proved serious. Count Pecci

carried the suffering and good lady to Rome, where every promi)t and

skillful effort was made for her recovery. Joseph and Joachim came,

sorrowful and anxious, to her bedside, but it was only to witness the

edifying death of so good a mother. She who had been their model in

life now proved their example and guide in showing how a true

Christian can die. The impression made by the pious life, religious in-

structions and heroic death of his mother, made an ineffaceable impres-

sion upon the mind, heart and character of Joachim Pecci. Beautifully

has this trait been described by one of his biographers in the following

eloquent and touching words : "The affectionate heart of the thoughtful

and gentle youth yearned long for her, who had left her own image (-n

his features, his heart and his life. People have related to us in Rome

touching anecdotes of the tenderness with which, in his now venerable

age and exalted position, he paints to children presented to him the

unspeakable privilege of possessing a mother's love and care, and insists

on the fulfillment of the sacred duties of filial piety. His voice then

assumes an accent of special tenderness, and his delicate, transparent

features are overspread with a special light,'

• "Life of Leo XIII," by Bernard O'Reilly. D.D.. LL.D

>>*
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The death of the pious mother of the Pecci had already been

preceded by that of the saintly Pontiff, Pins VII, on August 20, 1823,

and by the elevation of Pope Leo XII to the Papal throne on September

28th of that year. The history and spoliation of the Papacy, the

imprisonment of Pius VI and Pius VII by Il^apoleon, and the years of

demoralization which had taken place in Rome, in the States of the

Church, and in all Italy, during the imperial sway of . Napoleon, had

been witnessed by Leo XII, and no one knew better the needs of

society and the great urgency for educational restoration than he did.

He had even shared in the wrongs and sufferings of Pius VII, and

though liis Pontificate was short, it was energetic, enlightened and fruit-

ful.

During the time that young Joachim Pecci was absent from home

making his studies, he continued a most affectionate and intelligent

correspondence with his family at Carpineto, and there in the Pecci

palace are still preserved these valuable relics of the student, the future

Pope. While at Rome his letters to his brother are particularly bright

and observant of the great passing events at the capital of Christendom.

I subjoin the following account of the conclave of 1829, which resulted

in the election of Cardinal Castiglioni de Cengli, who assumed the title

of Pius VIII :

"ROBIE, Aprils, 1829.

"My Dear Brother :
—At lavst, tliauk God, we know who is to he the new Bishop of

Rome, our Pontiff. It is, as von know, his eminence, Francisco Saverio Castiglioni de

Cengli, a man of ahout sixty-eight years of age. No one thought that on Triesday, the

31st of March, would such an event take place. On Sunday, the '29th, it began to rain;
it poured all Monday; accordingly, on Tuesday, the streets were like little lakes, and no
one would have been surpri.sed to see the Tiber overflow. Who would have expected the

new Pope to arrive in .such weather? and yet this event came to pass, and toward ten

o'clock the castle at St. Angelo announced the news by means of cannon. . . .

" Now I should like to know, Tato, what impression this election makes on you and
papa, who hoped, I know, to .see Cardinal Gregario become Pope. Here, as always, pub-
lic opinion is divided

;
the new Pope pleases some and is unpopular with others. The

politicians, as usual, are in doubt, but the learned are delighted to have a clever Pontiff,
who is known to be full of knowledge. On the whole, however, the election is popular.
The new Pope has a stiff neck, and when he walks he seems to dance along. I rather

fancy having once heard that this Castiglioni once stayed with us at Caipineto ;
if this is

really so, I think the fact ought to be put up on the house. Papa would certainly remem-
ber the fact. By-the-way, is he as eager for news as ever? If so, please repeat to him
all this gossip."
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Joachim Peed, after the death of his good mother, was brought to

Rome, together with his brother Joseph, in 1824, and made his home
with his uncle, Antonio, who resided in the pahizzo IMuti. One of the

first acts of the enlightened Pontiff, Leo XII, was to reoi>en the far-

famed Collegio Romano and to restore it to the Jesuits, its former con-

ductors. This was a joyous event for Rome and for the Catholic world.

1^0 one in Rome rejoiced more at this aus})icious act than did the family
of the Pecci. Suppression, dispersion and persecution had not dimin-

ished the learning, or cooled the ardor, or repressed the zeal of the

sons of St. Ignatius. So that when, in the fall of 1824, the halls of

tlie Roman College were thrown open at the solemn inauguration of the

course of studies, both of sacred and secular learning, Joachim Pecci was

one of the fourteen hundred students that hastened from all parts to sit

at the feet of these learned and pious professors and teachers. His older

brother, Joseph, had already joined the Society of Jesus, while his heart

and soul were so deeply impressed by the sublime religious lessons im-

parted by the death of his mother. At the ceremonies of the inaugura-

tion of the college in 1825, there stood Joachim Pecci, moved, as is said

by his biographers, by the guidance of providential promptings, with

his heart and mind intent on study, with the acquisition of every branch

of learning, and leaving to God and his future vocation, the whole ques-

tion of his destiny and of his life's labors, aspirations and results. If, at

Viterbo, he had such a famous professor as Father Liouardo Giribaldi,

so at Rome he ind)ibed the learning so powerfully imi)arted by the

illustrious professors of the Roman College, Fathers Ferdinand.. Minini

and Joseph Bonvicini. At the Roman College he completed the inter-

mediate course of the Jesuits, his Humanities and Rhetoric. At the

end of his year of Rhetoric he composed and delivered an oration in

Latin on the remarkable and profound subject, ''Pagan Rome as Com-

pared with Christian Rome." He was selected for this honorable task

in recognition of his having won the highest reward for excellence in

Latin prose composition. He also won the highest awards for Latin

poetry, having produced the best Latin poetical composition of one

hundred and twenty lines, which he composed in six hours, on a subject

given to him by the professors, and by his own individual resources

without external aid. The highest honors in Greek he also carried off.
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In the juvenile production of the comparison of "Pagan Rome with

Christian Rome," there were remarkable evidences of his careful study
of the political and religious aspects of government, and of his acute

observation of the passing events of his youth, the career of N^apoleon,
the instructive and pathetic history of Pius VII, and an ideal model
of a Christian State. This youthful oration seems almost to contain

the germ of that famous and profound encyclical, which many years

after, was written by the same hand, The Christian Constitution of
States. These evidences of a high order of ability in so young a person
took place in 1825, when our student was only fifteen years old.

The fine intellect of Joachim Pecci was now about to girdle itself

and put on the armor of battle in the field of philosophy, a more difficult

field, and one not suited for every mental constitution. He had dis-

played a mind and taste decidedly apt in the classics and languages
studies requiring a most retentive memory—how would he succeed in

the profounder field of philosophy ? Would it prove true, in his case,

as the poet sang:

"Thus in the mind where memory prevails,

The solid power of understanding fails."

The result was equally remarkable and interesting, as was his

previous career in classics. At the end of three years' study in philos-

ophy, he took the first honors in Physics and Chemistry and the first

honorable mention in Mathematical Physics. Amongst his professors
now had been such distinguished names as Pianciani and Carafa. With
such creditable results down to the year 1828, when our student was

eighteen, he went forward to the labors of 1829, when his proficiency
was such as to cause his selection over all his fellow-students to defend
theses covering the whole field of the philosophy curriculum, against all

objectors, and in public. He was then in his twentieth year, and had
thus won the greatest honor conferrable upon a student at that point in

the college course. Such contests attracted the best and most cultured
circles of Rome and were sometimes, and even frequently, attended by
the members of the Pontifical Court. Few fields of human learning
Avere left out of these theses

; originally in high favor and practice with
the mediaeval universities they were revived with great ardor bv the
Jesuits. Nothing more calculated to give acumen and readiness of argu-
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mentation to the human intellect conUl be devised
;
hut pliysical as well

as mental nerve-power was required for such an ordeal, ^^.ung Pec<M
addressed himself to the difficult but honorable task with modest but

courageous energj', and with an inward consciousness of his ability to

succeed. The disappointment which awaited so worthy and brave a

champion of the scholastic philosophy was a cruel one. Ilis friends

and his family discovered in the young student visible evidences of

overwork and nervous exhaustion. Just as he was ready for the contest,
the honor of victory eluded his grasp. The family physician was called

in, and he was peremptory in his injunction that so weakened a frame
of body and health could not stand such a public strain. The professors
were confident of his success

; they yielded reluctantly to the necessities

of the newly-developed situation
;
and they awarded to the distinguished

student a solemn and attested declaration, a certificate, of the eminent

scholastic merit of Joachim Pecci. The Roman College was proud of

such a student.

During this remarkable course of studies at the Roman College
there were two Leos unconsciously brought face to face together. There

are few things, if any, that more closely link pure and exalted souls

together than a pilgrimage
—a journey partaking of earth and heaven,

in which body and soul unite, a community of prayer, a imion of hopes,

aspirations and rewards. Young Pecci had venerated the memories

and virtues of those two illustrious Pontiff-Confessors of the Faith, Pius

VI and Pius VII, the first elected at the time when the seeds of the

French Revolution were beginning to be sown, the latter elected luider

the protection of the Russian flag in the height of the Revolution.

Although he was, during thirteen years, a subject of Pius VII, we have

no record of his ever having beheld the august person of the Holy
Father. In 1800 the first act of Pius VII, in the midst of those most

troublous days, was to proclaim a Jubilee. What was not its profound

effect upon Joachim Pecci, when, in 182.5, when he was fifteen years

old, Leo XII proclaimed another Jubilee. It was true the world was

at peace and the Popes were sovereigns of Rome and of the jiatrimony

of St. Peter. But what crimes, sacrileges, usurpations, spoliations and

persecutions, committed during that quarter of a century, had now to

be atoned for. Leo XII now loomed up in the mind of Joachim Pecci
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as a Christian hero, a true crusader, a worthy successor of Peter. Eome

became filled with pious pilgrims from all parts of the earth, and the

Holy Father personally saw that his orders for their shelter and enter-

tainment were faithfully executed. The nobility, the clergy and the

people of Rome opened their hearts and homes to thousands of pilgrims.

What language can describe the feelings of our student of the

Roman College, young, intelligent, devout, heroic, tender and gentle,

when the Holy Father himself, in person, made the Jubilee he had

proclaimed and joined in the pilgrimage he had invited, going through

the streets of Rome with bare feet and j^enitential clothes, and visiting

the churches, shrines, hospitals and consecrated places of the Eternal

City! Among the students of the Roman College, who followed the

Father of the faithful, in true manner of pilgrims, just as the Pope
himself did, when he united with all Rome and its thousands of pil-

grims, there was not one in that devout pilgrim army of many thousands

that entered more fully into the soul and spirit of the memorable occa-

sion than young Pecci.

Devoutly as he made the pilgrimage, his mind was almost involun-

tarily exercised withal on a special duty and honor bestowed upon him,

almost the youngest of the ten thousand young men that had followed

the Holy Father through Rome and had finished their pilgrimage in

St. Peter's, and there received the blessing of Leo XII
;
for Joachim

Pecci had been selected from this vast number to lead a deputation of

students to the presence of the Pope and present to him an address in

Latin^ expressing the thanks of the young pilgrims for the spiritual

blessings attached to the Jubilee. The vicissitudes of the longest and

most momentous human lives can never efface the memory of such

scenes as were thus enacted in Rome in 1825. Their effect upon a

youth of fifteen, when made an actor in the vivid proceedings that

succeeded each other, is well calculated to profoundly affect and influ-

ence his whole future career in life. That act in his life, so pregnant
of future events of world-wide effect, when Joachim Pecci gave his

life services to the Vicar Christ, seemed almost like a fruit of the great
Jubilee and pilgrimage of 1825, and the veneration then conceived for

Pope Leo XII, and for the Papacy represented in his venerable person.

In verity there were two Leos then standing face to face within St..
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Peter's, and within touch of the Vatican, Leo XII and the future Leo

XIII!

During his studies at the Eoman College, Joachim Pecci spent his

vacations in his native town Carpineto, and among the rocks, precipices,

ravines, groves and vistas of his own Volschian Mountains. Here his

mental and bodily energies were recruited after severe study. Hunting
was one of his favorite recreations

;
his poetic tastes were promoted by

the grand scenery of the country in distant jaunts and by contact with

conscious nature
;
and his pure character was enriched with thought

and meditation. In one of his expeditions through the mountains, with

his gun in hand, he stopped to rest and pray at the mountain shrine

of Our Lady of the Annunciation. Here he saw in the church a rare

and much venerated picture of the Madonna, which, on full investiga-

tion by him, was found to have been brought hither from an oratory

that formerly stood on the banks of the mountain stream, and he found

that the new church was erected on ground donated by a member of

his own family. His classic and devout mind at once was led to com-

pose a beautiful inscription, which he cut upon a slab of stone, recording

the brief history of the church and the removal of the picture in 1777
;

an inscription exhibiting at once his piety, his faith and the fine culture

he had received at the Roman College ;
a culture, which, with him,

developed a taste for and rare skill in antiquarian and monumental

composition. Amid the varied and momentous scenes of his eventful

life the memories of his boyhood, of his saintly mother, his mountain

home and rambles, his good father and his brothers and sisters, were

always cherished as treasures which gold cannot purchase, and only an

ideal Christian society can generate and foster.

Our young philosopher, who had borne away the honors of the

Roman College, was now twenty years of age; he must now begin to

look the future in the face; for the duties and struggles of life were

before him; his nature was formed on no common mould; mind and

soul had received the highest culture; religion and learning were his

gifts; how could he use them with greatest good to man and honor to

God? The impressions of a religious home, the training received in

the religious and educational houses of the Jesuit Fathers, the moral

impulses, which Papal and Christian Rome had infused into his char-
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acter by its majestic temples, its grand ceremonials, its pilgrimages, its

sacred art in marble and on canvas, its spiritual atmosphere ;
all these,

and thousands of other influences flowing from Catholic Christianity,

had already and without his own consciousness, linked his life forever

to the Church of Christ, to the bark of Peter, to the good and salvation

of his neighbor. As said herein elsewhere, here his whole education

was religious. Catholic, Koman and Papal. Examples of heroic sanctity

and self-sacrifice, which he had studied and even seen from his boy-

hood among Franciscans and Jesuits
;
the histories of two such saintly

Pontiffs as the two Piuses; the very image of Pius VII; the per-

sonal acquaintance he had with Leo XII, whom he greatly admired;

the brief pontificate of Pius VIII, which commenced on March 31,

1829, and closed on December 1, 1830; in fine, the struggles of the

Church to guide mankind to truth and salvation, drew young Joachim

Pecci irresistibly to the life that would be nearest, in one so young, to

the noble examples he contemplated. Having resolved to embrace the

ecclesiastical vocation, although he was much attached to and an

admirer of the religious orders, and especially of the Franciscans and

Jesuits, yet guided by his own meditations and prayers, and by the

finger of a providential guidance, he resolved to join the secular or

ordinary clergy of the Church. But he decided to make his theological

studies among the Jesuits and at the Gregorian University in which he

had for twelve years pursued the study of classical and philosophical

learning in the collegiate department.

Accordingly, in 1830, Joachim Pecci became a theological student

in the Gregorian University, and here he enjoyed the learned instruc-

tion of such noted professors as Fathers Perrone, Maneva, Patrizzi,

and others equally famous. It is needless to say that the science of

theology was a congenial one to a student who had already led his classes

in mastering the classics and philosophy. The honors of the university
he continued to win as he had won those of the colleges. In 1832 he

received the degree of Doctor in Theology, being then only twenty-two

years old. This is the chief academic honor conferred by the Church.

But now another important choice had to be made by him. Having

already devoted himself to the secular clerg}^, young Pecci had now to

choose between the immediate preparation, for the work of a parochial
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priest or for that of the administrative and diplomatin ser\uce of the

Holy See. His choice fell upon the latter, for wliich his superior

education, intellectual attainments and high order of mental structure

and tastes so peculiarly fitted him. His wise selection was cordially

approved by his father and his uncle, Antonio, with whom he had

resided at the Muti palace. He now also entered the college which had

been founded at Rome for the special education of young ecclesiastics

of noble birth, of fortune, or of brilliant abilities. His course of studies

also included a curriculum in public and civil law, and other courses of

study suited for those who were preparing for the administrative and

diplomatic service of Papal government. Learned jurists in civil and

common law were secured here for the instruction of these brilliant stu-

dents. The University of the Sapienza was also resorted to by them for

special and appropriate branches of learning. We now behold our earn-

est student zealously continuing his theological study in the highest

branches, while following the course of civil and ecclesiastical jurispru-

dence. His gifted mind, with its varied training, was specially gifted

for the study of law and diplomacy. Besides other victories won by him

in the public contests of the students, he gained, in 1835, the first honor,

besides the peeuniary reward, given by the faculty, for the best paper

written on some one from among a hundred theses proposed and drawn

for. He drew for his essay the subject in common, being "Immediate

appeals to the Roman Pontiff in j:>erson."

His studies in the College of Noble Ecclesiastics were not unmixed

with social and refined companionships, for there, among other gentle

friendships formed by him, was an intimate attachment between himself

and the young Duke Riario-Sforza, who afterwards, as Cardinal and

Archbishop of Naples, by his virtues, courage and public services, won

the praise of men of every creed, as he was laying up merits for an

eternal crown. Joachim Pecci also won the degree of Doctor in Ci\il

and Common Law. Notwithstanding his modesty, and still more his

religious humility, his reputation as an accomplished scholar spread

through Rome. While his mental accomplishments won admiration, his

refinement of character, delicacy, good taste, gentleness, desire to oblige

and serve others, and his innate modesty, gained for him the affection

of many eminent dignitaries of the Church. Even Cardinals, visiting
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the Sapieiiza and the College of Noble Ecclesiastics, noticed so gifted

and promising a young ecclesiastic, and the celebrated Cardinal Caprara,

who had had large and most trying experience in the trials of the Church

and of Pius VI and Pius Vll with Napoleon, marked out young
Pecci from the gifted and noble students of these institutions, as one

of extraordinary promise.

Afterthe brief Pontificate of Pius VIII, Gregory XVI w\as elected

Pope after a conclave of fifty days. His Pontificate was trying and

stormy. Scarcely had he received the triple crown on his head, when

the secret societies, fruits of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic periods,

broke forth in insurrectionary movements for the union of Italy and

for the secularization of the administration of the States of the Church.

The struggle with Prussia over mixed marriages and the consequent

imprisonment of the Archbishop of Cologne and the Pope's interference

,
in his behalf, Gregory's prudent but bimve intervention with Russia for

the protection of the persecuted Catholics of Poland
;
his condemnation

of the theological innovations or theories and the extreme political

radicalism of Lamennais
;
his grand propagandism of the faith in many

distant parts and his embellishment of the Eternal City with institu-

tions of art, science and charity ;
his warning given on the very walls

of the Vatican to Nicholas, Emperor of Russia, against his ^persecution

of the Poles, a warning which was profoundly regarded by philosophic
historians as casting the very shadow of death on one destined so soon

to fall by the assassin's hand
;
all these features of a Pontificate of fifteen

eventful and troublous years, show us now what a field was opening for

young Pecci, when he embraced the service of the Holy See and the

Papal government ;
a field full of the most crucial issues.

Recommended by Cardinal Pacca to the Pope, for both Cardinal

and Pope were thorough judges of men eminently fitted for careers of

usefulness and achievement, Gregory XVI appointed Joachim Pecci one

of his Domestic Prelates, and thus a member of his household. This

took place on March 14, 1837, and it was followed on March 16th by his

appointment as Referendary to the Court of Segnatura ;
and this again

was soon followed by the appointment to be one of the prelates of the

Congregation di Buongoverno, which was a body of able and learned

divines charged with the financial administration of all the communes of
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the Papal States. He was but twenty-six when he began to receive sucli

appointments, evidences, as they were, of his great future promise. But
his a))le and conscientious discharge of these functions more than con-

firmed the high opinions formed of him. In 1837, being in his twenty-

eighth year, he went again to reside with his uncle Antonio in the Muti

palace.

The time for his ordination was approaching. In the visitation

of the cholera, in that year, young Pecci was an indispensable and un-

flinching, while sympathetic, co-adjutor to Cardinal Sala in relieving

the cholera-stricken patients. He only grieved at his inability, for want

of orders, to administer the sacraments for their spiritual relief and

comfort. He stood and served bravely in the face of the scourge un-

mindful of personal peril. This was a noble preparation for his ordina-

tion in the priesthood.

But soon he received the joyous summons to prepare for Holy
Orders. On N'ovember 13, 1837, he received from the hands of Car-

dinal Odescalchi, the Pope's vicar-general, the orders of sub-deaconship
and deaconship, and on December 31 (some accounts give the date as

the 23d) he received from the same hands, the sacred order of the priest-

liood. The first two of these important events occurred, by the selection

of the young Levite, at the chapel of St. Stanislaus, at Sant' Andrea,

on the Quirinal. What nobler model for this young priest's career could

he have taken than the pure and virtuous character of the young Polish

pilgrim, who came to Rome that he might die a son of St. Ignatius ?

His ordination in the priesthood took place at the private chapel of the

Cardinal, in his residence in the viearate. He is reported to have said

his first Mass in that same chapel of St. Stanislaus, in the Church of

St. Andrew, on the Quirinal. It has been said that a young priest says

his first Mass like an angel. In one so gifted and devout as Joachim

Pecci, that first oblation of*the Divine Lamb must have been a foretaste

of the beatific vision, and of the companionship of God and his angels.

Before proceeding to relate the next stage in the life and services of

Joachim Pecci, it becomes necessary to record the death of his good

father. Count Domenico Ludovico Pecci, which occurred on March 8,

1838. Like the death of his exemplary mother, this sad event was a

great blow to his sensitive nature. His health, already impaired by ill-
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ness at school and severe studies, felt the shock of this bereavement

severely. His native energy, his almost unequalled nerve power, and

his power of labor and achievement, were unaffected by any circum-

stances of life, and these he preserved throughout his long and active

life.

•^^^



CHAPTER II.

Delegate Apostolic at Benevento.

Same at Perugia.

^d^ ERETOFORE we have seen Joacliim Pecci as a student. He

tI-1'
^^^^ ^^ distinguished for his modesty and retiring habits as

jfJ^M
he was for his scholastic attainments and thorough education.

I On the several occasions, when, as a student, he was selected

to perform some duty important and trying in a student's life, such as

a college address, a poetical welcome, a defence of theses in philosophy,
an address to the Pope; he always showed himself equal to the duty

assigned to him. Now that he was a priest, a prelate, and the incumbent

of several offices in the Papal administration, these, together with being
a member of the household of Gregory XVI, would have been to so

active and energetic a temperament a career of comparative ease, though
he sedulously made his official engagements active and useful to the

administration of the Papal States. Such men always find opportuni-

ties for improvement, advancement and progress.

But Gregory XVI saw in the Doctor of the Sapienza marked abil-

ities for government and administration. In one of the provinces of

the Papal States just such a man was needed. Within the territory of the

then kingdom of Xaples and surrounded by Xeapolitan territors', and

scarcely a day's travel from Xaples, was situated the Papal province of

Benevento, a small territory not exceeding forty-six geographical square

miles, one of the royal gifts of media'val times to the predecessors of

the Pope. Although Joachim Pecci, by the interest of Cardinal Sala,

was becoming more and more associated with branches of the adminis-

tration, such as the several Congregations, the Propaganda, of Bishops

and Regulars, of the Council, and had just been appointed by Cardinal

Lambruschini, the Secretary of State to Gregory XVI, to offices in

several important organizations at Rome, the Pope himself was avcII

acquainted with his peculiar fitness for more difficult and important

branches of civil administration.

(83)
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Benevento had had a singular history. Historical tradition, not

without reason, represents Telleyrand, the ex-Bishop of Autun, and an

apostate from the faith he had sworn U) defend, as having been the

instigator of ISTapoleon's policy of seizing the States of the Church.

When Pius VII went to Kome to crown Napoleon, he refused to see

Telleyrand's wife at the coronation ceremonies. It is said that this

unscrupulous minister of the Emperor thenceforth urged the appro-

priation and annexation of the Papal States as appendages of the great

empire. Telleyrand accepted Benevento as Prince of that name. The

restoration of the Papal States to the Popes and succeeding years of

restoration still found Benevento overrun and terrorized by bands of

banditti, smugglers and outlaws of every kind. Noblemen in the prov-

ince itself and officials in Neapolitan territory were believed to be in

connivance with the lawless and to profit by their crimes. Guerilla

bands also swept through the province, levying taxes on towns, hamlets

and individuals, blackmailing the opulent, plundering the middle classes

and taking revenge on private enemies. Smugglers were allied with

these ruffians, and even some of the rich and j^owerful notables used

these bandits for their own private purposes. Outlaws and malefactors

from Naples also took refuge in Benevento. All efforts at repressing

or expelling this lawless element had failed, under the mild administra-

tion of the Popes. When Joachim Pecci was appointed by Gregory

XVI Apostolic Delegate or Civil Governor of Benevento, a student

fresh from the schools, he undertook and accomplished this task so im-

possible of accomplishment by all previous measures. The mild student

showed now the sterner material in his character. He was equal to

the emergency presented to him.

When Joacliim Pecci went to Benevento as Papal governor he was a

young priest of twenty-eight years. The bad elements thought they

could manage him and continue their lawlessness. Noblemen or men of

wealth and influence thought they had sufficient influence at court to

prevent any heroic or effective measures. But the Pope and his council

had confidence in the new young governor, and the young governor
knew he could rely upon his sovereign. They owed to each other a

mutual confidence and support. They both kept their obligations.

Deeming it prudent to secure the co-operation of the King of
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Naples in the embarrassing office and struggles lie liad undertaken, he

first visited Naples on his way to Benevento, and by his address and

prudence he induced the king to reorganize the Neapolitan gendarmerie,
reform the customs service, several of the officers of which were justly

suspected of being colleagued with the Benevento smugglers, and to

enlarge the authority of the royal departments. Having secured this

first important measure, he arrtv^ed at Benevento amid the rejoicing of

the orderly part of the province, who had not only heard of his great

learning and benignity, but well remembered his kind labors in the

scourge of the cholera. His first appearance and acts gained the in-

creased admiration and good Avill of all the people, except the lawless

portion, and these affected to fear not the conflict with so inexperienced
a young official. Sadly enough, he either having received the seeds of

disease at Rome or in passing over the malarious region of the Pontive

marshes, or during his stay at Naples, on the third day was taken

dangerously ill with typhoid fever. While the joy of the orderly
citizens at his arrival was dampened and changed into sorrow, the

criminal classes rejoiced at his misfortune and the lengthened lease thus

given to their evil deeds. The province was agitated with conflicting

sentiments and angry discussions. The citizens lost no time in appeal-

ing first to the best medical ability from Naples, but the governor's

disease was pronounced beyond all their skill, and it must almost cer-

tainly terminate fatally. They next appealed to God
; public prayers

were offered in all the churches of the city for his recovery ;
the shrines

of the Mother of God, especially that more famous one in the Church

of the Virgin of Graces, were besieged with processions and crowds of

supplicants ;
the Jesuits of Benevento, who were proud of so distin-

guished a pupil from their schools, united their Masses and prayers to

those of the people ;
at Rome the Pope caused daily prayers to be offered

up for the recovery of so valuable a member of his administration. The

prayers of the just did avail much in this case, for Joachim Pecci's

fever left him, he recovered his usual strength and energy, and again

appeared in the midst of his grateful people.*

Invited by the venerable Cardinal Bussi, Archbishop of Benevento,

* This illness is placed by some authorities as following the suppression of brisandngc ir

Benevento,

a
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he laid the corner-stone of a new church in honor of Our Lady of Graces
;

he addressed the sermon on this occasion to the crowded assembly of

people from far and near; powerful were the impressions he made

upon the minds of all
; impressions of revived hope in the good, and of

evil omen in the wicked. Still the latter regarded themselves, their

organized bands, their guarded stronghold, and their powerful patrons

as more than a match for this slender, pale and gentle ecclesiastic, who

was more than ever visibly weakened by so severe and recent illness.

The young governor, however, had laid his well-considered plans. He
sent out the Papal troops at his command with full instructions and

strict commands. They made sudden and imexpected descents upon

the retreats and rendezvous of the outlaws, and one by one these strong-

holds of crime and violence were surprised, and the brigands were either

imprisoned or driven from the province. Criminal refugees from the

Neapolitan Kingdom, who had been the cause of friction between the

Papal and Neapolitan governments, were now banished and driven out,

greatly to the satisfaction of the King of Naples. Order now began to

reign. There yet remained in their castle in the Villa Mascambronis

unconquered, a desperate band of fourteen banditti, blackmailers, rob-

bers and murderers, under the command of their dreaded and notorious

chief, one Pasquale Colletta. Consequently there was yet uneasiness in

the air. Great was the joy of all honest and orderly Beneventoni, when

suddenly one morning the Pontifical troops were seen by the whole

population of Benevento marching through the city with their prisoners,

the notorious Colletta and his fourteen companions in crime, the banditti

of the Villa Mascambroni.

The following anecdote is related in the local chronicles and in

some of the biographies of Leo XIII. In the midst of the excitement

consequent on the vigorous and successful measures of the new governor
of Benevento against lawlessness, an excitement which also pervaded
the nei2:hboring Neapolitan districts, a nobleman from the country parts
of Benevento called upon Monsignor Pecci, and as if unconscious of his

own criminality in the active encouragement, protection and participa-
tion in smuggling and brigandage, had the hardihood to complain to

the governor of the audacity of the custom-house officers in not respect-

ing his castle and homestead, nor the dignity of his hereditarv rank as
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a marquis. The governor reasoned cogently with the marquis, and

endeavored to convince him that the laws were made for all, the rich

and the poor, the powerful and the humble, all alike; and still more

that it was the greater duty of the higher classes to sustain order and

good government, and to set an example of obedience to the law and of

support of virtue and good citizenship. The marquis was not accus-

tomed to such practical lectures and lost his tem]^>cr with his dignity;

he then threatened to go to Rome immediately and secure from tlie

Government the governor's recall from an office whose authority tlie

marquis thought he had abused, and thereby caused such confusion in

the province.

One account gives us the answer of Monsignor Pecci as follows:

"Oh, very well, my lord Marquis ;
but in the meantime, before you

start for Rome, permit me to entrust you to these carabineers, to whom
I now give orders to keep you in prison for the space of three months,

and to feed you on bread and water."* ,

Another version of his answer is : "You may go on your errand,

my lord Marquis. But I warn you that on arriving at Rome you shall

liave to pass through Castle Sant' Angelo, before carrying your com-

plaints to the Vatican."!

Whichever of these answers is correct, the result was the same.

Immediately thereafter the castle of the marquis was surrounded by

Pontifical troops ; twenty-eight brigands and smugglers, who had formed

its lawless garrison, were either captured or killed in the struggle, and

this stronghold of crime broken up.

Monsignor Pecci succeeded in completely suppressing brigandage

and smuggling in Benevento. He had a grateful reward. For imme-

diately he received letters of thanks and congratulations from Pope

Gregorv XVI ; he also received testimonials of thanks from King Fer-

dinand II, of N"aples; and the good people of the province could not

sufficiently testify their gratitude and veneration for their indomitable

governor.

With order restored in his province of Benevento, ;Monsignor Pecci

addressed himself ably to the improvement, reform and development of

* This account is given in Rev. Dr. Talbott's and Father Keller'.s biograpliies of Leo XIII.

t This is the answer as given by Monsignor O'Reilly's
" Life of Leo XIII."
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the moral, religious, educational and material interests of liis cliarge.

He projected important improvements in every department. In order

to make Benevento accessible to and from the neighboring provinces of

Molise, Terra di Lavora and Avellino, and the nearby parts of the

Neapolitan territories, he projected new roads, and he made a hasty

visit to Eome for consultation with the authorities. Eeturning with full

power, he soon gave Benevento new roads, and under the full powers he

received at Rome he relieved the Beneventoni from the unjust taxes im-

posed by the French, and whose repeal had escaped the vigilance so far

of the Papal government. He improved the industries of his people,

especially in agriculture and commerce, and prosperity sprang up on

all sides, in a country where liberty, protection from criminals and

banditti, and good government, prevailed.

The King of Naples now proposed the Papal government an ex-

change of the province of Benevento for other and larger territory nearer

and adjoining the bulk of the Pontifical States. The proposition seemed

so reasonable that the Pope and his council were disposed to accept it,

but on consulting Monsignor Pecci and requesting his advice, he wrote

an answer replete with statesmanlike objections to the measure. Apart
from political reasons, he remonstrated on strong religious grounds,

pointing out that Benevento was now provided with a metropolitan and

fourteen Episcopal Sees, and an ample body of clergy, under the Pon-

tifical government, and it was not to be expected that any secular gov-

ernment could or would so amply provide for the religious needs of the

people. The opposition of Joachim Pecci to the measure, and his rea-

soning, convinced the Pope and his council, and the proposition of

Naples was rejected on his sole arguments and recommendation. No

higher tribute could be paid to anyone, than was now paid, when the

Pope and his entire government at Pome yielded their first opinions
to those of a young man of only thirty years.

Joachim Pecci was now summoned to Rome, greatly to tlie fears and

regrets of the people of Benevento. It was evident to Gregory XVI
that his young governor possessed abilities equal to a higher, wider and

more important field of service. Such services were much needed in

the great task transmitted to the Popes of restoring good government
and moral principles in the Papal States, after the misrule of the Revo-
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liition and of Napoleon and his created rulers. The Pope accordingly
in May, 1841, appointed Joachim Pecci Apostolic Delegate to Spoleto.
He was ready to go on the moment, hut on some delay in malvinff out

his commission, and the desire of Gregory XVI to avail himself of such

valuable services in a greater and more important field of administra-

tive labors, the Pope soon thereafter appointed him his Delegate to

Perugia, the capital of Umbria. His appointment was made on June

17, 1841, and the Delegate proceeded at once to his new field of ad-

ministration.

Perugia, like many Italian cities, was a mountain city, possessed

twenty thousand inhabitants, and of media-val origin. Here the

trade-guilds, as in other parts of Italy, had struggled for popular

rights against the feudal nobles, and, as has been well said, free

labor and religion went hand in hand and flourished together. Pietro

Vanucei, the great master of the art of painting, made Perugia his

adopted country, and in its honor assumed the name of Perugino,
and by that name he won his great fame in sacred art, and embellished

the city with some of his masterpieces. The province of Umbria,
besides many noble cities, possessed the town of Assisi, so renowned

for the splendid church and monastery of St. Francis of Assisi, the

pride of the Franciscans. It w^ere well for Perugia had this fair moun-

tain city then been left undesecrated by the schemes of secret societies,

by the false philosophy and polity of the Revolution, and by unholy

plots against the Christian religion and Church. If Italy had more than

a hundred thousand Carbonari, Perugia and Umbria had their share

of them. All were sworn to banish religion and to crush the Church.

While the Church is irreconcilably opposed to Illuminism, elacobinism,

Jansenism, Voltaireism and Revolutionary Propagandism, it Avould be

difficult for anyone to show that any good came from them. Such

were the fruits of these propaganda that the prisons of Perugia, like

those of other cities, were filled with criminals. It was one of the

glories of Joachim Pecci's administration that he not only emptied the

prisons, but by his warfare against crime and his restoration of good

and effective government, he succeeded in preventing them from be-

coming full again. He undertook the construction of new roads, and

especially of one that might make Perugia more accessible to Rome

and the surrounding country.
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So greatly bad the orderly condition of all Umbria improved in tbe

first part of bis administration, tbat Gregory XVI determined to visit

tbe city and province witbout fear of Carbonari or otber enemies of tbe

Papacy. Tbe governor resolved tbat tbe new road to lead from Rome

to Perngia sbould be constructed for tbe Pope's ascent and approach to

tbe latter city ;
bis people discouraged bim from so difficult and appar-

ently impossible an undertaking, especially in so sbort a time, but bis

resolute will and energy carried bim bravely into tbe work and be

accomplisbed it. Tbe Pope bad an easy journey to tbe ancient, mediie-

val city of Perugia, and tbere, as well as tbrougbout tbe entire province

of Umbria, bis reception was worthy of a sovereign and of tbe Pontiff.

Joachim Pecci escorted the Pope throughout bis triumphal procession

through tbe Umbrian bills, and be received from the Holy Father tbe

wannest thanks and the most cordial assurances of admiration for bis

good administration of the city and province. Tbe Pontiff said to bis

governor in a distinguished assembly, and before taking bis departure :

"During this journey through the provinces, I have been in some places

received like a monk
;
in several others with the ceremony due to a car-

dinal
;
in Ancona and Perugia I have had a reception such as truly

becomes a sovereign."*

Joachim Pecci did much for the relief and improvement of Peru-

gia ;
be visited all tbe communes of Umbria, examined every detail of

local administration, reformed abuses, redressed grievances, removed

imwortby and incompetent officials, and reported to tbe Roman govern-
ment many suggestions of permanent reforms. He was unsparing at

once in suppressing secret societies and in removing the burdens and

grievances of tbe people, replaced popular discontent with general peace
and satisfaction, promoted industries of every kind, made public justice
accessible to all; he made tbe law respected and tbe people contented,
and be was unsparing to crime and disorder. He remodeled tbe muni-

cipal councils of Perugia, brought all tbe courts together in one com-

modious courthouse and expedited the business of tbe courts. He
emptied the prisons. He founded a savings bank for tbe thrifty and
industrious. On one occasion, upon information tbat certain bakers

Gregory XVI was in succession a Camaldulian monk in 1783, a Cardinal in 1826 and Pope in
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were defrauding the }X)or by selling bread of light weight, he went out

early one morning, accompanied by proper officials, inspected the baker-

ies, confiscated all bread of inferior weight, and distributed it in the

market place to the poor.

Education was, of course, one of his chief solicitudes, both religious

and secular, and he greatly improved the condition of his people in

both these respects. He promoted the oj^ening of new schools, and he

succored and improved existing ones. He renovated the College Rosi

of Spello with new financial strength, a new corps of professors, a new

curriculum of studies
;
and he greatly promoted religion and education.

His active mind and fine administrative abilities were still planning new

and other measures for the improvement of the community over which

he so laboriously, conscientiously and successfully presided.

Yet in the midst of such immediate and urgent duties, the true

statesman was ever at work studying the general condition, evils and

wants of Italy, for he felt that all Italy was dear to him. His pene-

trating mind pierced the open and hidden shores of the body politic,

moral and social. Some of his subsequent great encyclicals have shown

the splendid fruits of his profound studies and statesmanship. No

words could better express the general result of his reflections than these

well-put remarks of Monsignor O'Reilly in his noble work on the first

years of Leo XIII's Pontificate: "But, even then, at the very outset of

his public career, the young statesman, who sought to grasp the whole

problem of Italy's unrest and aspirations, clearly discovered the fact that

there could be for the peoples of the Peninsula, neither true political

unity nor real and stable social progress and prosperity, without a

thorough moral renovation accomplished by true religion."

Such were the fruits, such the benefits and blessings of the short

administration of eighteen months of the government of Joachim Pecci

at Perugia. The people of all Umbria looked to him as a benefactor,

and, young as he was, as a father. Blending, as he did, high scholastic

learning with a rigid sense of duty and a conscientious desire to achieve

every good for those committed to his care, and with rare abilities for

civil and administrative work and government, with a thorough knowl-

edge of principles and of men, with unquailing moral and physical

courage, and with no ambition save that of doing right, his governmcn);
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of Perugia was eminently successful. It gained for him the greatest

admiration, respect and esteem of his Sovereign and Pontiff, as well

as his gratitude, and a determination to avail himself of his extra-

ordinary talents for affairs in future, larger and even more important
fields of public service.

/

I-'--.



CHAPTER III.

Consecrated Archbishop of Damietta; and sent as Nuncio to

Belgium.

mHILE in the midst of his good work of reform and renovation

at Perugia, and with his thoughts bent only on the discharge
of his present duties, Joachim Pecci was summoned again
to Rome. This summons always meant something impor-

tant with Gregory XVI, especially in his intercourse with this able and

trusted member of the Papal administration. Yet it was with surprise,

and diffidence that he heard from the Pontiff's lips that it was his

intention to send him to Brussels as Apostolic Nuncio. With char-

acteristic modesty and promptness he expressed his ever readiness to

obey the voice of his chief. But according to the customary rule of the

canon law a Nuncio to an European Court must be a titular Bishop or

Archbishop. The Poj^e therefore decided to raise Monsignor Pecci to

the archiepiscopal rank and dignity.

The powers and duties of Papal Nuncios, as laid down in books

on canon law, are both civil or diplomatic and ecclesiastical. Papal
Nuncios stood at the head of the diplomatic corps at the courts to which

they were accredited, and took precedence over other ambassadors on

public and ceremonious occasions. While possessing the usual diplo-

imatic relations to foreign governments, their mission was also to the

'hierarchy and Church and laity of the country over which he exercised,

by delegation from the Pope, extensive ecclesiastical jurisdiction. This

jurisdiction was both ordinary and in many respects concurrent with

that of the Bishop in his diocese or the Archbishop in his province;

and, in special cases, extraordinary. In general the Nuncio represented

the political government of the Pontifical States, and the sovereign

spiritual power of the Supreme Pontiff, as Vicar of Christ and ruler

HI)
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of the Universal Church.* As already mentioned, the diplomatic

school, in which the young ecclesiastics looking to this service were

educated for it, was the College of l^oble Ecclesiastics, of which, as

we have seen, Joachim Pecci was a distinguished graduate.

Accordingly he was nominated by the Pope for the dignity of

titular Archbishop of Damietta, on January 27, 1843, being then only

thirty-three years old. He received episcopal consecration on February

19, in the historic Church of St. Lawrence, on tlie Viminal Hill in

Rome, the very spot where authentic tradition locates the heroic martyr-

dom of St. Lawrence, deacon of the Roman Church, in the second

century. The friend and admirer of tlie new prelate. Cardinal Lam-

bruschini, the Papal Secretary of State, actuated by the deep interest he

took in so gifted and rising a light of Christian Rome, assisted by the

Bishops Asquiri and Castellani, performed the ceremony of consecra-

tion.

Archbishop Pecci, ever ready, simple of habit and preparation,

and devoid of self-seeking, lost no time in repairing to his new field

of duty. He had well studied the history of Belgium, especially its

more recent history of separation from Holland, and the manner in

which European politicians and would-be statesmen had fashioned the

map, the politics and government of that part of Europe. It is difficult

to say, whether the error, or what diplomatists regard as greater than

a crime, the blunder, of the Congress of Vienna, in 1814, in uniting

together two hostile and repugnant peoples, the Belgians and Hol-

landers, under one and the same King and government, or the tyranny of

the European Conference of London in im]X)sing upon the Belgians, in

1830, a King of a different race, education and religion from their own,

and a form of government utterly unsuited to their needs and tastes,

was the greater error or blunder or crime. The result was that Belgium
received a Protestant King by the device of European politicians, and

not by her own election, and had imposed upon her a constitutional

monarchy, better suited to the tastes, traditions and character of the

English ])eople than to those of the Belgians. According to the

American view of popular freedom, the people of every nation have

a right to choose their own respective forms of government. The

• " Elements of Ecclesiastical Law." by Rev. 9. B. Smitb.D. D., page 297-31i,
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Churchy while recognizing all power on earth as coming from God,

equally sustains the right of the peoples to shape their respective forms

of government according to their own untrammeled preferences. Thus

all legitimate and existing governments are regarded as originating

either in remote or recent times, as history may relate, from the choice

of the peoplci Hence there is no power on earth entitled to force upon

a free people or nation a form of government hateful to them, whether

it be absolute or constitutional monarchy, a republic or a democracy.

While English-speaking peoples throughout the world wisely prefer

constitutional forms of government, there are other races of people who

reject it. Neither has a right to impose its choice upon the other.

In 1830, Belgium declared her independence of Holland, whose

laws, language, traditions and religion were repugnant to her own.

Nearly six millions of Catholics thus sought religious liberty in inde-

pendence and self-government ;
for they had been subjected to the relig-

ious intolerance of a people and government of half their numbers and

alien to them in every respect that would determine the question of

union or separation. The Belgians bravely achieved their independ-

ence. Another war wuth Holland followed; a King elected and dis-

carded, a regency was chosen and failed; and finally the choice fell

on Leopold, of Saxe-Coburg, a son-in-law of Louis Philippe, in whose

politics, without principle, he shared. Leopold's Protestantism even was

of the meeker sort. Belgium soon became the furnace for rekindling

or nursing the surviving embers of the French Kevolution, the resort

of secret societies, of anarchists, infidels, socialists and political refugees

of every kind. The people were divided into two principal parties, the

Catholic and the anti-Catholic, the clericals and the liberals
;
and Bel-

'

gian politics from that day to this have greatly turned on questions of

religion and education. The anti-Catholic elements have inaugurated

a propagandism of irreligious liberalism and free thought tending to

anarchy ;
and the Christian religion must be banished from the schools.

The State must become an ally of irreligion in its warfare against the

Church, and practical, earnest and Christian statesmanship must give

way to the experiments of doctrinaires. The elements of the social,

political and religious agitation and peril of Belgium, existed in that

distracted country more or less in 1843, when Archbishop Pecci was
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sent there as Pai.-al Nuncio, and they exist now. No one then, in or

out of Belgium, understood better than he, the festering sores that there

afflicted society
—the very society which he was under the necessity of

meeting. He was at once the most skillful and conscientious ambas-

sador at the court of Brussels, though no doubt the youngest. To meet

the public through difficult questions and vicissitudes of his office, the

open questions that might be affecting the public relations of the Papal

Government witli the Government of Belgium, though under all cir-

cumstances tiring, exhausting and embarrassing, were matters which

the cool head and equable temperament of Archbishop Pecci, and his

thorough knowledge of international law and science, would enable him

to encounter and conduct.

So, too, with even the more difficult complications likely to arise

in relation to the religious and educational rights and interests of the

Catholic citizens of the kingdom, where there was an aggressive and

propagandist minority, constantly disputing every right of Christianity

and struggling to undermine them. But the social duties of the Nuncio

were liable to be more embarrassing; for priest, minister of religion

and man of conscience as he was, as well in this case as a refined and

modest gentleman, pure and devout in his feelings and life, he was

compelled by his official position to mingle more or less in a society in

which to some extent and in too many instances, irreligion, moral

depravity, socialistic theories, loose moral conceptions, worldliness and

vice were but imperfectly concealed under or modified by the refine-

ment of diplomatic courtesy. But the mild and gentle, acute and intel-

ligent, accomplished and imperturbable ecclesiastic and diplomat proved
himself singularly equal to every emergency. Without ever com-

promising his own sense of wrong, and with many effectual, yet adroit,

thrusts at what he would have preferred waging open war against, if he

could have done so, he won the respect, reverence and confidence of the

King, the affections of the people, and even deference and admiration

of the heartless diplomatic circles, and social semi-official contacts then,

more than now, tainted with the declining and corrupting morals of the

European courts of the eighteenth and first half of the nineteenth

centuries. The Nunciature to Brussels was no easy position to fill at

this time, but Archbishop Pecci had filled successfully difficult positions,
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though of a different kind, ever since his entrance upon the public
service of the Pontifical States.

King Leopold was an ally of liberalism, and what was appro-

priately called the "Occult Force;" he was not in sympathy with the

Belgian patriots who had achieved her indcj)endence ;
his mission was

to checkmate the ultramontane sentiments and policies of the majority
of the people he assumed to rule over; opposed to Catholic education

as advocated for the moral and religious training of the bulk of the

rising generation of Belgium; if he had one open and avowed policy

above another it was to use his official and personal influence against

so just a measure for countries divided on religion as the denomina-

tional system of education, which has been conceded in some instances

to Catholic minorities even in countries avowedly Protestant. To us

Americans, accustomed to accord the administration of public affairs

to the majority's legally and constitutionally expressed voice, it seems

incomprehensible how in Prance, Belgium and perhaps other countries,

the Government is controlled to so great a measure by the minority.

While Catholics offer no imj^ediment to Protestants, and all non-

Catholics receiving an education acceptable to them, they object to being

taxed for educational systems of whose benefits they cannot at all or

but partially avail themselves, and are under the necessity of providing

at immense expense another system of schools for their own children.

In Belgium the Catholic majority were not left free to educate their

children in a manner according with their preferences and convictions,

while a minority struggled most aggressively to impose upon them a

system excluding the very elements deemed by them most essential to

the education of conscientious Christians, and especially of Catholics.

A fair field of compromise was presented in the denominational system

of education; but this was repudiated by the secret societies and the

whole anti-Catholic elements of the country. The King sided with the

latter. The fierce struggle for the rights of conscience in Belgium, in

1843, when Archbishop Pecci went to Brussels as the representative of

the Catholic Church as well as of the Papal Government, has continued

to be waged from that time to our own.

Archbishop Pecci lost no time in starting out on March 19th, for

his mission, and he made the journev through Marseilles, Lyons,
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Eheims, Mezieres and Xamur, spending several days at the last-named

place ^vith a clierished friend and sclioolmate of the Eoman College,

Canon Montpellier, vrho afterwards was one of the most distinguished

members of the Belgian hierarchy. In his predecessor as Papal Xuncio

at Brussels, Consignor Tornari, who was now promoted to the Papal

Ximciatiire at Paris, he also met a dear friend, one to whom he was

indebted for much of his attainment in law and diplomacy as his pro-

fessor in the Eoman College of Xoble Ecclesiastics. From this eminent

ecclesiastic and official, the new Xuncio eagerly and prudently obtained

invaluable information as to the situation of affairs in Belgium, the

entire range of his official duties at Brussels, the condition of parties in

Belgium, the divisions of the people on public questions, the leanings

of the King and Government, the critical position of the school question,

and the irrepressible movements and schemes of the secret societies.

The new Papal Xuncio was soon and most cordially presented

and received at court. He went through the ceremonies of presentation

at the palace, and in the offices and salons of the high ministers of

State, with such ease, grace, dignity and scholarly bearing that the

impression he made on King, Queen, the court, and ministers was except-

ionally favorable. He prudently and cautiously confined his conversa-

tions on political subjects strictly to political occasions, while his varied

intellectual and educational attainments made him the equal of the

most learned, the most witty and the most refined, and the superior of

many. His reading was vast, and covered the wide range of general

literature, and so was his fascinating, instructive and elevating con-

versation. The society of the capital, though insincere and artificial,

could not escape the elevating and refined influences of his presence.

The Christian gentleman, the well-bred man. the accomplished scholar

and the keen, yet gentle and just judge of men, soon became a favorite

in all the official, aristocratic, learned and ecclesiastical circles of Brus-

sels. The Queen, Louise, daughter of Louis Philippe, was a devout

Christian, a consistent Catholic and a true friend of Christian educa-

tion. She inherited and cultivated the virtues of her pious Catholic

mother, rather than the indifference and skepticism of her father and

husband; and such were her virtues, her faith, her intelligence and

religious character, that she would have been ap ornament to ^ny royal
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court. Her mind and soul were too lofty and earnest to be impaired
or weakened in her faith and piety by the court and society which sur-

rounded Louis Philippe. She was a sympathizer in Archbishop Pecci's

first and last labors in the Nunciature.

It must also be said that the iSTuncio met with a cordial reception
from the Belgian hierarchy and priesthood; while they, in their long
and heroic battle for the rights of Christian education found a

friend and co-adjutor in the Archbishop. The hierarchy, the Xuncio

and the Queen, mutually supported, enlightened and guided each other,

by counsels not in conflict with the active and public administration of

the kingdom, in originating and encouraging measures and sentiments

for securing to all that freedom of conscience which was one of the

guarantees of the Belgian Constitution, and the one most in danger.

The l^uncio at Brussels, as he had been at Benevento and Perugia,

commenced his official career by giving his attention, zeal, interest and

co-operation to works and institutions of Catholic education. Not only

did he visit the higher colleges and educational institutions, and address

faculties, preceptors and students, but all the agencies of education for

the masses received his open sympathy. He and his co-laborers directed

their efforts at retaining the education of Catholic youth in the hands

of Catholic teachers and under the control of the Church, and as a

means to his end, making them equal or superior to the State and otlier

public schools and colleges. The College of St. ]\[ichael at Brussels, as

a Catholic educational centre, received a very large share of the friendly

care and attention of Archbishop Pecci. He visited it very frequently

and mingled freely and sympathetically with the faculty, and with the

professors and students. Under the reviving stimulus of his friendship

and frequent visits, this institution made rapid and enduring strides

upwards in the direction of higher and more solid education. It was

important that St. Michael's, so public a college of the capital, and liable

to notice and observation from the Government constantly, should be

led to make good exhibits at all times, of its ability to impart the best

educational training, and be prepared to stand the not always friendly

or just comparisons with State institutions.

But singularly enough the so-called University of Brussels had

come now into existence and being, in close proximity and daily con-
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trast and rivalry with the Catholic college. This institution was the

offspring of the modern revolutionary school of thought and government.

While liberalism was a taking name, even with many well-meaning,

but not profoundly observant Catholics, some of whom were swayed

by its high-sounding and deceptive name and promises, it was a mis-

nomer, because under its banner there rallied not only men honestly

partial to constitutional government, but many less well-disposed and

less unhurtful forces. Kevolutionary ideas, socialism, free thought,

secret societies and the whole revolutionary force, went to make up its

ranks and supply its motive power. The Belgian University was their

offspring and consequent idol. Of course, it had to be modeled after

the French University, which has done so much to suppress conservative,

sound, and religious principles and policy in once Catholic France.

The University of Brussels was one of the fruits of the new order of

things, and its origin was contemporaneous with the national independ-

ence. It flourished in the idea of its being national, though it was

hostile to the sentiments of two-thirds at least of the nation, and repre-

sented nothing but the revolutionary school of thought. The only thing

national in it or about it was the government patronage by which it

was sustained. While Archbishop Pecci, as Papal I^uncio, could not

exert any opposition or disfavor towards the State University, he knew

the best way of neutralizing its influences, so distasteful to the majority

of Belgians, was to foster the Catholic College, and this he did with

a hearty good will, but with his accustomed prudence and tact.

It was well known that Archbishop Pecci was in full sympathy
with the Belgian hierarchy, priesthood and laity in their persevering

and honorable efforts to secure, under the Constitution, that equality of

rights and benefits which entitled them to the advantages of denomina-

tional education, which is the fairest system in countries of mixed

and divided creeds. Strenuous efforts had been made and had failed

to bring the university to a standard of true nationality, which could

only be done by making its curriculum, its administration and educa-

tional tone, such as Catholics could accept. How could any management
of an institution like this, claiming to be national and supported from

the national treasury, be just or even constitutional, so long as it

excluded from its benefits so large a majority of the nation itself ? Yet
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the Belgian King and Parliament, the ministry and the press openly

opposed this fair system, due as a right to Catholics, and they were

singularly supported hy the public press of most of the European coun-

tries, and even those of our own country. Archbishop Pecci adopted

the only course open to him, that is, to foster Catholic educational insti-

tutions as the only remedy; and this he did most earnestly and effect-

ually. The Catholic University of Louvain, so famous for its high

and varied means and methods of education in preceding centuries,

but now struggling, had been renovated and revived in 1834, under the

brave and tireless efforts of the Belgian hierarchy. Archbishop Pecci

also took the liveliest interest in this great nursery of religion and

learning. It was already eminent now, as it had been in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, for its great success in turning out brilliant

students and graduates in theology and canon law. Archbishop Pecci

was only too much pleased, in July, 1843, to go and witness the success

in this respect of this venerable seat of learning. It was on the occasion

of the public and solemn session of the university, held for the purjxtse

of conferring degrees. All that was distinguished in the Catholic

Church of Belgium w^as there, and Joachim Pecci was an eminent guest

among so many distinguished ones, including the Cardinal-Archbishop

of Mechlin and many prominent bishops, doctors and priests. Here,

too, he met a distinguished prelate, so well known and kindly remem-

bered in America, where he founded churches and charmed all by his

generosity, his learning, his eloquence and his urbanity. Bishop of

ISTancy, the Count de Forbin-Janson. In this assembly of ecclesiastical

digiiitaries, scholars, orators and divines, the young representative of

the Sovereign Pontiff w^^s not the least eminent, dignified, scholarly,

eloquent or learned. He was received with special honors, and his

personal attainments, no less than his official and honorable position

won general admiration. He was waited upon by the faculty of the

university in a body and an appreciative address read to him, and to

this the Nuncio replied with characteristic grace and elegance of

thought and language.

His address to the students was the oratorical and thoughtful

gem of this busy and intellectual occasion, for the Archbishop was

particularly interested in the young, and above all, in the young
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aspirants to the ministry of the Church. These also, the students of

Louvain, called upon him, including representatives from all the three

great arms of the institution, and one of their number, a member of

the law classes, M. Capelle, since then elevated to the judicial bench

of Namur, pronounced the eloquent welcome of all the students. These

bright and promising young men, candidates for all the learned profes-

sions in life, were charmed and elevated by the admirable answer of the

Papal representative. The journals of the day and the Archbishop's

biographers give us some extracts from this address, from which we

quote but a single passage:

"I am happy to witness here the rapid progress made by an institu-

tion that owes, in a special manner, its birth to the revered clergy of

Belgium, whose illustrious head I see before me. This institution is

also the creation of its worthy rector, of his learned staff of professors,

of the whole body of Belgian Catholics Yes, the traditions

of the ancient University of Louvain are still a living thing; and to you,

gentlemen, it belongs to perpetuate them by your labors. You have

already shown that you know how to continue the work of those who
were here before you ;

henceforth your Church and your country also

know what they can expect from you. Follow persistently the path

you are pursuing ;
it will lead, doubt it not, to the most fruitful results.

For my part, I cannot help being deeply moved by the sight of this

assembly of noble and dear young men, whose souls are aflame with the

love of the true wisdom, and with devotion to the Holy Church. This,

brilliant youtli
—I cannot question it—shall be one day the happiness

and the honor of Belgium."

Among the many services rendered by Archbishop Pecci in Bel-

gium might be mentioned the skill and prudence, with which, in 1845,
instead of undertaking himself the settlement of a serious dispute
between the Jesuits and the University of Louvain, he first secured a

calming down of the public agitation, and then persuaded each side to

consent to refer the whole question to Rome. The decision of the Pope
restored peace to the Church and Catholic community. So, also, when
an energetic controversy arose among the Catholics of Belgium on the

subject of intermediate education, in which the press, the Bishop of

Liege and others were not only of different views, but aggressively main-
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tained them, the Nuncio promptly and discreetly intervened, and at his

Avell-timed recommendation, the public discussion was discontinued.

The Nuncio thus gave peace to the Catholic community, but by his good

management secured for the Catholic clergy of Belgium more than they

liad hoped to gain in the superintendence of the intermediate schools.

8uch examples are most useful in teaching us the valuable lesson, that

in every controversy, not only are the merits of the questions to be

considered and decided upon, but also that due weight should be given

to the fact that a controversy has arisen and needs to be settled, and to

the parties concerned, the effect a decision must have, the environments

of the case, and if necessary, how far justice and public necessity

require concessions, and what those concessions should be. We should

also mention another striking instance of the Archbishop's energy, wis-

dom and tact in the handling of religious and ecclesiastical interests.

It is supposed that the movement known as the ''Old Catholic Church,"

which broke out in Germany and has even, though feebly, extended to

the United States, had for its cause or at least its foreruimer what

has been properly called the Rouge scandal, which then broke out and

was spreading in the Rhenish provinces of Germany. The Nuncio

lost no time in the effort to prevent its spreading into Belgium,

and to localize it where it already existed. He visited and conferred

with the Bishops of Cologne, Treves and Mayence, and also held coni-

numication with the Papal Nuncio at Munich. He thus secured their

co-oj^eration and the schismatical outbreak then went no further, and the

Belgian Church was spared another trial. These and many other

occasions gave fine opportunities for Archbishop Pecci to exert his great

and beneficial influences and his wise intervention for the good of

religion and education in Belgium. It is needless to say that he won

in a high degree the confidence, respect, admiration and gratitude of

the Catholic hierarchy, priesthood and laity of that kingdom, and the

warm appreciation and approval of the Sovereign Pontiff and his

council.

Another important service rendered by the Nuncio to the Church

of Belgium and to its clergy was his proposal that Belgium, like so many

other countries, should have a national ecclesiastical college at Rome.

Such institutions have been from past ages much desired, both by the
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countries thus represented and benefited, and by the Holy See. Their

object was to enable the Bishops of the respective countries to select

the most gifted, studious and zealous of their young candidates for the

priesthood out of the mass of their ecclesiastical students and place

them at Home to imbibe the true and prevailing spirit of the Apostolic

mission, to avail themselves of the su}3erior educational force of that

city for clerics, and to study true Christianity at its very centre. At

the same time they continued in touch with their own countrymen and

under the general direction and supervision of their own Bishops. Such

measures, so much encouraged by the Supreme Pontiffs, have con-

tributed to prove the wisdom and organization of the Church, and caused

her to be so much venerated by her own members, and wondered at,

while admired, by those outside her communion.

Archbishop Pecci laid this proposal before the Belgian Bishops

assembled at Mechlin, in August, 1844, and it received their cordial

and united approbation, and the Holy See was rejoiced at a measure

so much in accord with Papal polity and with the great mission of the

Church. The measure was promptly carried into effect, and a begin-

ning made by the purchase of an unoccupied monastery near the Four

Fountains, a well-known location in Rom^ of sacred and historic tra-

ditions. The old monastery had been founded by the Barefooted Car-

melites, was a relic of the seventeenth century, and had been given by
Pius VII to the Sacramentines, or Nuns of the Perpetual Adoration,

and these latter had secured for themselves a better site near the

Quirinal. The site and buildings were well suited for the Belgian

College, which was in due time inaugurated for its good work, and

remains to this day one of the admirable institutions of Rome, a blessing
to the Church of Belgium and a telling evidence of the foresight and

zeal of Archbishop Pecci, who now, as Sovereign Pontiff, cherishes this

and all such institutions among the treasures of the Catholic Church

and its capital.

The Archbishop's social intercourse Avith the King and Ministers

at Brussels, and with the diplomatic, literary and home circles of the

capital, was one of the most interesting and striking evidences of his

fine head and good heart, as well as of his cultured education. King
Leopold was exceedingly fond of his society, and he was always a wel-
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come visitor at the palace. The Count Henri de Conde wrote a lively

and life-like biographical sketch of the Nuncio in the Belgian paper,

Le Courrier de VEscaut, and from it we make some interesting extracts:

''The affability of Monsignor Pecci, his exquisite tact, and his

deep learning, forced Leopold I, who was a discerning connoiseur of

men, to form a very high opinion of him. He endeavored to make of

him a counselor and a friend, and induced him to be a frequent visitor

at court. The King often conversed familiarly with him, and took

pleasure in propounding all sorts of dithcult questions. The ^N'uncio,

however, was never taken aback, so that the King would cud by saying:

'KphHv, Monsignor, you are as clever a politician as you are an excellent

chnrchniHU.'
"

"Our beloved and regretted Queen, Louise Maria, had a great

veneration for the Arclibishop of Damietta, and never missed an oppor-

tunity to obtain his blessing for herself and her children. This is a

fact which Monsignor Pecci still remembers. Xot long ago a Belgian

priest, who went to Perugia to pay the prelate his respects, heard him

recall these incidents. 'Yes,' said the Cardinal-Archlnshop, 'I knew

well the father of your present King, as w^ell as his pious mother. I

was often admitted to the cordial intimacy of the royal family, and

I have often had in my arms the little Leopold, Duke of Brabant. I

remember, too, that Queen Louise Maria, who was so good a Christian,

used to ask me to bless this, her oldest child in order that he

might be a good king. And I have often blessed him in the hojxi that

he would."

"We say it with sincere pleasure, Monsignor Pecci has preserved a

grateful remembrance of our country. Every time that one of our

countrymen approaches him he never fails to express the sentiments of

affection he entertains towards Belgium. In Belgium itself many of

our active politicians, who then knew him, describe the superior intel-

ligence, the delicate grace, the practical tact, with which he conducted

anything pertaining to the business of his Nunciature in Brussels. In

our highest society people still recollect his noble affability of manner,

his correctness of judgment, and the elevation of his ideas. In the

family of Count Felinde Merode, Monsignor Pecci was a welcome

guest, his brilliant conversation adorning that home circle which has

remained celebrated in the history of modern Belgium."
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The following passage from Mr. John Oldcastle's "Life of Leo

XIII," to whicli also Cardinal Manning, Thomas W. Allies, Kev. W.

H. Anderdon, S. J., and Alice Meynell contributed articles, will be

read with interest, as it relates to the social life of Archbishop Pecci

in Belgium, and gives us a picture of the society of Brussels, in which

his official position led him sometime to mingle: ''It was not without

some misgivings that he entered the city. True, forty years ago, it had

m-ore of the old Flemish and less of the smart Parisian character that

now belongs to it; but it was a strange and to some extent an untried

field to one whose horizon had been bounded from his birth onward, by

that of the States of the Church. The personality of the young l^uncio

was, however, a safe passport for him wherever he went. The qualities

which had won the love of the Pontiff were readily recognized by the

Protestant King, and the tact which had been triumphant over the

banditti of Benevento was triumphant too at the dinner-table and in

Lady Seymour's drawing-room, and in the more Bohemian Salon of

Charles Lever, whose house adjoined the English Embassy, and caught

a stream of people coming from the Envoy's receptions which closed at

eight. At these gatherings the Archbishop of Damietta, truly in parti-

bus infidelium, met the Protestant Archbishop of Dublin, Dr. Whateley,
with whom he made great friends. The loud buzz of conversation, and

the louder laughter which filled the room and followed the rollicking

host wherever he wandered, made convenient cover for the conversa-

tion of these two quiet talkers on things theological, who were inter-

rupted now and then by music, when Lever would sing, with a bow to

the grave ]S[uncio, the German student's song he had translated :

" ' The Pope he leads a happy life,

He fears not married care nor strife,

He drinks the best of Rhenish wine
;

I would the Pope's gay lot were mine.

.
" ' But then all happy's not his life.

He has not maid nor blooming wife
;

No child has he to raise his hope ;

I would not wish to be the Pope.'
"

«-

The following passage from the "Life and Letters of Pope Leo

XIII," by Fathers Talbot and McKenna, of Boston, will further illus-
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trate the social qualities of the Nuncio. After mentioning the habit

of Lever, the Irish novelist, in opening his house for the entertainment

of guests coming from the British Envoy's receptions, and what strange

meetings there took place, the passage continues: ''Dr. Whateley, the

Protestant Archbishop of Dublin, when Lever's guest, would have no
one near him for the evening but the Papal Nuncio. Stranger still, this

Nuncio was no other than the present Pontiff, Pope Leo XIII, better

known, perhaps, as the genial Cardinal Pecci, whose relations with a

Protestant King were so cordial and conciliatory. lie sat beside Queen
Victoria one day at dinner,* and afterwards attended her drawing-room,

presented by Lord Palmerston—the only Pope of whom such things
can be told Some of these conversations have been recorded,
from which it is clear that Cardinal Pecci added the grace of the cour-

tier to the culture of the ecclesiastic. Leopold said, 'I often forget
Pecci is an Italian

;
and his French is so fluent, that, if I were not a

German, I should certainly find myself converted by the charm of his

diction, as well as by the logic of his reasoning.' Leopold said to him
one day at Lacken, 'I am sorry I cannot suffer myself to be converted

by you, but you are so winning a theologian that I shall ask the Pope
to give you a Cardinal's hat.' 'Ah !' replied the Nuncio, 'a hundred

times more grateful than the hat would it be to me to make some im-

pression on your Majesty's heart.' 'Oh, I have no heart,' exclaimed

the King, laughing. 'Then, better still, on your Majesty's mind.' "

The following words from Monsignor O'Reilly's "Life of Leo

XIII" bear also on the social qualities of the Nuncio: "He could

speak on all topics with equal ease and authority. He had also inherited

not a little of Roman wit. None, however, felt its edge save such as,

in his presence, presumed to attack religion or trespass against pro-

priety. For such offenders he had little pity. And more than one

witty saying of his survives in the court circles of the Belgian capital.'*

In illustration of the foregoing remarks, it is related that one

night at a dinner company, a certain Marquis showed Monsignor Pecci

his snuff-box, which had on its coyer a very beautiful Venus. The men

of the party eagerly watched the progress of the joke, and the ]\Iarquis

was said to be choking with laughter. But the joke was reversed when

the Nuncio politely returned the box, with tlie remark : "Very pretty !

Is this the portrait of Madame, the Marquise ?"

* That portion of the above statement wliich relates to Archbishop Pecci's dlnhiK with the

Queen, we think, may be a mistake.



CHAPTER IV.

Appointed Bishop of Perugia. Administration.

^pL
RCHBISHOP PECCI liad now spent three years at Brussels

^Jk as ISTuncio, and had rendered valuable services to the cause

^^ ^ of religion and education, and had won golden opinions from

all with whom he came in contact, King, Queen, court, prelates,

priests and lavmen. He had cemented the friendly relations between

Belgium and the Pontifical States and Holy See. Late in the autumn

of 1845, Pope Gregory XVI determined to recall his faithful and able

representative to Pome. While some have assigned as the cause for

this step the severity of the Brussels climate, which was said not to

agree with the N^uncio's health, others have given as the Pope's motive

the intention of appointing him to the Episcopal See of Perugia. It

is known that the city magistrates and nobility, the clergy and people

of Perugia, who had lost their bishop, Monsignor Cittadini, in April of

that year, petitioned the Pope to appoint Monsignor Pecci their bishop,

and he consented to grant their request, provided they could get the

latter, who was then Nuncio at Brussels, to consent to the exchange of

the Kunciature for the Bishopric. The Nunciature was a more con-

spicuous office
; Perugia was not an Archiepiscopal See, while Monsignor

Pecci already enjoyed the rank of Archbishop; some have thought that

it was an unfortunate move to withdraw so accomplished an envoy
from the diplomatic service of the Holy See, and consign him to an

Episcopal palace in the mountains of Perugia ;
but the far-seeing Pon-

tiff and his Cardinal Secretary of State, Monsignor Lambruschini, fore-

saw the uneasiness of the revolutionary elements in all the provinces
of the Papal States, and in fact throughout Italy. They foresaw that

the Bishops in the various dioceses would be the national guardians of

the faith, the religion and the loyalty of the people. Perugia, not less

"than the other dioceses, needed in an eminent degree, such a father,

(62)
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counselor, guide and protector as they were sure to find in Monsignor
Pecci. When the Pope's thoughts on the subject were communicated
to the Nuncio, he readily consented to serve the Holy See and the

Church in any official position, and in any country, to which he might
be assigned, jguch had been his admirable course in every event of his

life, as we have seen in his services at Benevento, Perugia and Belgium.
In the present instance he felt a particular solace in the prospect of

returning to a people who were so much attached to him and to whom
he was bound by so many amiable and powerful memories and services.

The sequel shows that the appointment of Monsignor Pecci to the See

of Perugia gave not only to that diocese, but also to the Holy See and

to the Holy Father, Pius IX, one of the most earnest, able, eloquent

and fearless defenders of the Church and of religion against the threat-

ening and inevitable outbreaks of the revolutionary volcano, Avhich then

was underlying the Pontifical States and all Italy. When the outbreak

came. Archbishop Pecci was found to be in the right place.

While Perugia rejoiced at the prospect of having amongst its

people and at the head of its Church so noble and eminent a prelate

and benefactor, Belgium sincerely regretted the loss of so learned,

amiable and distinguished a member of the diplomatic corps. The

King and Queen, the royal family and court, the ministers, the prelates

and clergy, the diplomatic body, the highest social circles of the king-

dom and the Catholic educational institutions, all felt and expressed

profound regret at the recall of the young, accomplished and distin-

guished Nuncio. The Catholic press of Belgium made public declara-

tions of their sorrow at the departure of so illustrious a churchman,

which they regarded as a general misfortune of the Church and Xation.

The King, as a special mark of his admiration and friendship, conferred

upon Monsignor Pecci the Grand Cross of the Order Leopold, an order

founded by himself, a ceremony which he performed with the greatest

solemnity. He placed in the hands of the departing Nuncio a written

message to the Pope, as follows:

"I feel bound to recommend Monsignor Pecci to tlie kind protection

of your Holiness
;
he deserves it in every respect, for I have seldom

seen a more uncommon devotion to duty, more upright intentions and

straightforward conduct. His stay in this country must have enabled
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him to do your Holiness good service. I beg you to require him to give,

you an exact account of the impression he takes away with him on

church matters in Belgium. His judgment on all such things is very

sound, and your Holiness can trust him wholly."

To his many accomplishments of mind and heart Monsignor Pecci

determined now to add the ripening experiences and observations of

travel. His route lay through Liege, where he spent several days in

2)leasant converse with his friend and college-companion, Monsignor

Montpellier. Being desirous of seeing some of the fine old mediaeval

cathedrals and cities of the continent, he visited Cologne, Aix-la-

Chapelle, went up the Rhine to Mainz, Treves, Maistricht, and then

through Liege back to Brussels.

Archbishop Pecci, at the urgent suggestion of King Leopold and

Baron von Stockmar, who had contributed much toward bringing Leo-

pold to the Belgian throne, as well as in bringing about the marriage
of Queen Victoria to her cousin. Prince Albert, decided to visit England.
He was accompanied on the voyage from Brussels to London by the

Marquis of Lisbon, the Brazilian Minister, whose guest he remained in

London for two days, and then took apartments of his own. While there

he attended a soiree given by Lord Palmerston, being introduced by the

Austrian Ambassador, whom he had known most cordially at Brussels,

witnessed a great ceremonial at which the Queen took part, and he was

invited to a State reception at court. It was during the whole month

of February, 1846, tliat the Archbishop was in London. The following

passage from an English source is interesting in connection with his

visit to England :

"At the court of the widower of the Princess Charlotte there was

much to call the attention of the Nuncio to England. It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that before he finally left Belgium for the See of Perugia,
the future Pope spent a month in London

;
strolled in the park ;

sat in

the Distinguished Strangers' Gallery in the House of Commons, and

heard O'Connell
;
looked into the print shops of Pall Mall, and, accus-

tomed to the narrow streets of old Italian cities, was moved to admire

Regent street, we may suppose, for its breadth; memories which he

recalls to English visitors at the Vatican year by year. It is hard to

imagine Thomas Aquinas in Holborn, but a niore singular figure, in
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some ways, was that of this future Pope wandering down Piccadilly,

and breathing, what Lord Beaconsfield called, 'the best air in Europe,'

at the top of St. James' street. To the boyhood of Brakespeare* we

must recur to see upon English soil any other predestined occupant of

the throne of the Fisherman built by the Carpenter's son."f

So also a passage or two from Monsigmor O'Reilly will present

another view, such as would naturally be inspired by his sympathies

and interest in the land of his own ancestors. "These Irish exiles in

England, in 1845-46, were mainly instrumental in building up and

supporting the Catholic churches which began to reappear all over Eng-

land, Wales and Scotland; and in 1845 the religious world had already

been startled by the issue of the Oxford movement and the Tractarian

controversy. The foremost theologians and scholars, of which the great

Protestant university boasted, had braved public opinion and renounced

every worldly prospect to join the Church of Rome."

"How could the Archbishop of Damietta forego the opportunity of

seeing a country where the hand of Providence was so visibly sowing

the seeds of a new and mighty religious and political change ? At the

head of the clergy of his Chvirch was then a man whom he had known

in Rome, a great scholar like himself; a churchman, such as Arch-

bishop Pecci, would have all those of his cloth in modern times
;
fore-

most in all learning, secular and divine; one looked up to by the men

of his nation; one revered as a great teacher by the Christian world.

It was consoling to confer with such a man on the religious future of

England, on the providential mission entrusted to the do^vn-trodden

Irish race, from which Dr. Wiseman himself was descended.":}:

On the conclusion of his English trip Archbishop Pecci returned

to Brussels to take his final adieu of the Belgian court and of his many

friends in that country. It seems quite certain his health had its share

in withdrawing him from Belgium, whose climate was too severe for

so delicate a constitution. At the age of twenty he recorded his suffer-

ings, as poets often do, in classic verses, and his marvellous and great

achievements in the midst of infirm health have caused him to be com-

* Pope Adrian IV, 1154-1159, the only Englishman that ever filled the Papal throne.

t Oldcastle's "Life of Leo XIII," pp. 21-22.

X Monsignor O'Reilly's
" Life of Leo XIII," pp. 127-128,
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pared in this respect with Pope Gregory the Great, of whom the Boman

Breviary says, and we may apply the words to Leo XIII, "Marvellous

are the things he uttered, effected, committed to writing, especially with

a health always ailing and infirm."* The poem on his ill health was

written in 1830, but would seem to apply to every period of his eventful

and noble career.

"Scarce twenty years thou numberest Joachim,

And fell diseases thy young life invade !

Yet pain, when charmed by verse, seem half allayed ;

Recount thy sorrows, then, in mournful hjTun.

" Wakeful till latest night, thy limbs in vain

Court needful rest; nor sleep nor food restore.

The strength outworn—thine eyes, all darkened o'er,

Dejected sink, while racked the head with pain.

" Fever consumes thee; chill, as ice congeals.

Or parched with burning thirst. Pallid as death

Each several feature; toils the weary breath—
Through all thy failing form the languor steals.

"Why dream of future years, with promise bland,

While fate swift urges? Then I said:
' No fear

My spirit shall quell ! Draws Death indeed so near?

Cheerful I wait to grasp his bony hand.'

" No fading joy's allurement offer now;
All undelayed, I pant for bliss superne !

Glad, as when wanderer's footsteps home return.

Or seaman, when to harbor veers his prow."

The Xuncio's return to Rome was through Paris, Lyons, Avignon,

among the French cities, to Marseilles
;
and at the last-named port he

went on shipboard, bound for Civita Vesshia. At Paris he spent

several weeks as the guest of his friend, Monsignor Fornari, and he

received honorable attentions from the King of the French and the

royal family, as Queen Louise Maria of Belgium had highly commended

him to them. To one so intelligently observant and so profoundly

thoughtful, the condition of France at this time, though one of outward

and apparent peace, was most alarming. The King upon his throne,

the peasant in his hut, and all the intermediate classes of the body

* £oman Breviary, March 12, Feast of St. Gregory the Great.
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politic and social, were equally to suffer from the apparently quiet vol-

canoes beneath the surface of society and government But in his con-

versations with the French King and with members of the Catholic

hierarchy, and with eminent and skillful judges of human affairs in

various positions to observe and study the portentious signs of the times,
the ]S[uncio heard the rumblings, not so distant, of the approaching vol-

canic eruptions. The forces were at work.

In concert with these views we may quote the following passage
from Monsigiior O'Reilly's already-quoted work: ''Monsignor Pecci

was destined to see more of these terrible workers. He arrived in Rome
on May 22, 1846, when Gregory XVI, lying at death's door, was not

able to read or receive the autograph letter of King Leopold. The two

months spent in visiting London and Paris had a most serious influence

in shaping the course of the Archbishop's afterlife. Had he returned

to Rome immediately on quitting Brussels, the Pope, who so highly

prized his diplomatic services, might have reconsidered and cancelled

Ills nomination to the See of Perugia, and, even if raised to the dignity

of Cardinal, as requested by the King of the Belgians, and half promised

by the Pontiff in recalling him, Joachim Pecci could have rendered

tlie Holy See the most important services at a period when far-seeing

statesmanship was more needed in Rome, and in Rome's representatives

abroad, than at any period in modern history."

Archbishop Pecci had no knowledge during his recent travels of

the degree of danger there was in the illness of the Pope, whom he

found on his arrival at Rome on his deathbed, and who died eight days

afterwards on June 1st. But in the meantime Gregory had made and

reserved in petto the nomination of the Archbishop to the Cardinalate,

and the proclamation of the nomination was only prevented by the

Pontiff's death. But Joachim Pecci, like all others acquainted with

the character, motives and actions of Gregory XVI, knew well the false

reputation which the revolutionists, whose insurrectionary movements

he had checked or suppressed, the English and foreign ministers, whose

interference in his sovereign acts he had with dignity rejected, and

the revolutionary press and its sympathizers, had struggled to fasten

upon that Pontiff. He knew the pure motives, the conscientious sense

of duty, the love he bore for the people and for all Italy, which were
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conspicuous but unrecognized features in the life and character of

Gregory.

Having accepted the Episcopal See of Perugia, the Archbishop,

after rendering a full account of his Belgian mission to the Cardinal

Secretary of State, and having visited his family and relatives at Car-

pineto, lost no time in proceeding to take possession of his See, and

with it, to assume the arduous duties, which, contrary to the views of

those who might have preferred seeing him continue in the foreigii

diplomatic service of the Holy See, made him the sleepless and in-

domitable watcher and sentinel on the watch tower of the Church, of

religion, of order and of civilization. In fact, he foretold much that

followed.

On June 16th, Cardinal Mastai-Ferretti was elected Pope and

successor of Gregory XVI. In the first audience the Archbishop had

with the new Pope, His Holiness said to him: '*We know you well,

and we wish to reaffirm the pleasure all expressed to you on a former

occasion about what you have accomplished in Belgium for the good
of the Church." So, also, Pius IX, to whom it fell to answer the letter

of King Leopold to Gregory XVI, in relation to the Xuncio, made

answer to the King as follows: "Monsignor Pecci, lately Xuncio near

your Majesty, has placed in our hands the precious letter which you
wrote to our venerable predecessor on the 14th of May. The high

testimony which your Majesty has pleased to render to Monsignor Pecci,

Bishop of Perugia, is most honorable to that prelate, who shall in due

time experience the effects of your royal and kindly wishes, as if he had

continued to fulfill to the end the course of his iSTunciatures."

As it has been the lot of the venerable Pontiff, now gracing the

chair of Peter, to have been an eye-witness of the most portentous events

of the present century, so it was that he witnessed the first great act of

the new Pontificate, when Pius IX proclaimed that benevolent, but

illy requited, yet famous amnesty, which, while it opened the prisons

in mercy, had ultimately the effect of adding to the number of open
and aggressive enemies of the Papacy, as well as of order and religion.

The hymns of benedictions and praise, which came up from Rome, at

this notable event had not ceased to resound, and those from the rest

of Europe and from America and all the world were just beginning
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to rise in unison with the former, when the Bishop of Perugia went

from Kome to his episcopal city. The joy of the populace is more

fleeting than its wrath.

Before going to Perugia, Monsignor Pecci made a pilgrimage
to the shrine of St. Francis of Assisi, and tarried devoutly at the tomb

'of the saint in the beautiful sanctuary of the Portiuncula. lie had

been precognized asBishop of Perugia in the Consistory, held on January'

19, 181:6, and he now selected July 26th, the feast of St. Ann, the

mother of the Blessed Virgin, and the patroness of his pious mother,

who also bore the name of Ann, on his solemn entry into Perugia.

In this latter city a joy prevailed, not wholly unlike, yet different from

that which he had just left resounding in Rome
;
but it was a joy that

Avas never supplanted by ingratitude. Although he bore the title of

Archbishop, he was merely Bishop of Perugia, and his designation was

Archbishop-Bishop of that See.

The entry of Monsignor Pecci into Perugia was a great public

ovation, an unanimous outpouring of the whole population of the city

and the surrounding country, to the number of sixty thousand joyous

people ;
a genuine outburst of universal popular joy ;

the glad mani-

festation of a people's gratitude to their benefactor
;
the generous expres-

sion of filial confidence that he who had once been their best friend,

would now and long prove to be their generous father. The splendid

decorations of the fine old Perugian Cathedral, the immense and joyous

assembly therein, the triumphal procession, the decorations of the streets

and houses, the addresses of the civil authorities, of the Cathedral

chapter and clergy and all the organized bodies of the place, and the

illumination in the evening, were but feeble expressions of unbounded

gladness. It was such a scene as often in Italy charmed the heart of

the Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster, Dr. Wiseman, and which

moved his eloquent and learned pen, whenever he undertook to portray

the Italian character and customs.

We will not anticipate the trying scenes and events which were

hastening forward but too speedily, that which so soon arose to harass

and afflict all the Bishops of the Pontifical States and of Italy, and,

more than all, the Chief Bishop, the Bishop of Rome, and the successor

of St. Peter. Enough has been said already to show the reader that
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occult but most active agencies had long been at work, undermining the

foundations upon which the Christian State and the Christian society

had been erected, had flourished, and, as was so well said by Leckey, the

naturalist, "had led so many generations of men with honor through
life to the grave."

Before our Archbishop had entered his See and begun his good
and beneficent administration as one of the successors of the Apostles,

revolutionary demonstrations had already commenced to disturb the

outward peace of many of the Italian cities and towns. While Piiis

IX was in truth the foremost of all Italians and Romans in the sincere

and prudent desire to secure for all Italy and all Italians the blessings

of well-regulated liberty, of good government, and of earthly happiness,

the Church in her conservative and lofty mission was always the

defender of order, peace and legitimate authority. A conflict between

the Church and the Revolution was already, in the summer of 1816,

inevitable, nay, near at hand. To prepare for this conflict was the

anxious study and struggle of every true statesman, and every good and

faithful guardian of the Christian society, of every conservator of

religion, morality and faith, and of every defender of the social and

political order of the world.

It is a mistaken opinion, according to the conservative views main-

tained by Gregory XVI, Pius IX and Leo XIII, that the cause of

the Revolution, as it may be termed in general, is the cause of the

people. The people, as a rule, are quiet, happy and contented. The

Revolution is not directly their work
;

it is the work of the discontented,

communistic, anarchical and radical leaders, who, without authority,

claim to be the representatives of the people. As Americans we prefer
the republican form of government, which, only in name and not in

substance, differs from the constitutional government of England with

a constitutional monarch at its head. The American and British Con-

stitutions strikingly illustrate the fact, in governmental science, that

under such a constitutional monarchy as England, the executive. King
or Queen as it may be, possesses far less power than, under a republic
like her own, is possessed by the President of the United States. - All

forms of government have their strong and their weak points; so that

A\iiile the democratic elements in a republic may be abused or used for
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corrupt purposes, the absolute power of an autocrat under an unlimited

monarchy, may in its mild and just administration resemble the Utopian
virtues of the patriarchal form of government. Administration is more

potent, more imix)rtant than government. The true character of the

modern Revolution may be seen somewhat in the fact that under so

perfect, and the most perfect form of government on earth, that of our

own country, anarchists exist and flourish, as they do under the most

despotic regimes. Dynamite is as familiar a word, and, even a fact, not

unkno%vn to us Americans, as it is to Russians. The Revolution is

opposed to all forms of government, and it glories alone in anarchy.
This is proved by the fact that the beautiful and republican, or demo-

cratic, if you choose, city of Chicago, has its anarchists, as well as St.

Petersburg.

Liberalism should not ally itself with the Revolution; nor should

the true cause of the people be identified with that of the anarchists.

Such were the conservative views entertained by Gregory XVI. And
while Pius IX endeavored under the same form of government to bestow

amnesty and clemency, the same discontent became even more violent,

and the life and imprisonment, as well as the words of Leo XIII, are

even now burning condemnations of that revolutionary propaganda that

culminated in Italy. Whether the people of the Pontifical States were

more happy and prosperous under the mild and paternal government
of the recent Popes, with neither army nor navy nor exliausting taxation,

or under its present government, which maintains an immense standing

army, a powerful navy, and crushing taxation, is a question which may
interest true statesmen, but it is a thing of indifference to the leaders

of revolution.

Bearing closely in mind these principles of good government,

political economy, true liberty and honest administration, we can well

appreciate the following impressive passages from the pen of one, who

is at once a thorough Catholic and a true Christian :

"We know what deep political passions, artfully and scientifically

nursed, and let loose and directed with consummate skill, characterized

the popular demonstrations in nearly all the Italian cities in the suramor

of 1846 and afterward. These passions, created and fostered for the

most sacred of all earthly purposes
—that of securing national liberty

5
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and self-government
—were a force unhappily set in motion and directed

against the religion and the institutions which had been, in Italy, the

parent and the nurseries of Christian civilization. The cause and

interests of religion, by the long and scientific education given by the

Revolution to the j)eople of the cities and to^vns especially, had been

identified Avith what these were taught to regard as the enemy of liberty

and fatherland, as the irreconcilable foe of all amelioration among the

laboring masses.

''It was so often said, repeated, taught, taught over again, repeated,

and said, by every mouth and j^en and organ that could reach the

popular eye, the popular ear, the poj)ular heart, that, more even than

the foreign princes who owned so much of the soil of Italy and held

her peoples in bondage, the Pope, the priesthood, the Church, were the

foes to be beaten down, crushed and got rid of once and forever, that

many of the laboring masses in the cities began to believe it, and the

middle classes who wanted to climb over their betters into power,

feigned to believe it, acted as if they did, and threw themselves furiously

into the rising, swelling and rushing current of popular hatred, leading,

guiding it and lashing it into fury.

'"This the clubs of the secret societies had long been doing in Peru-

gia, as well as elsewhere. They had hitherto done it in secret and dark

places. The amnesty of Pius IX now gave the conspirators an oppor-

tunity to come to the surface and the open light of day. Thenceforward

no earthly power could destroy them, though it might check them for a

brief space."*

To this graphic picture of the Revolution, we would add the ques-

tion: whether the generous Act of Amnesty of Pius IX, and the two

ffreat encvclicals of Leo XIII, the one on the Constitution of Christian

State, the other on the Labor Question, leave any foundation for the

accusations of the leaders of the Revolution that the Church and her

institutions are the "irreconcilable foe of all amelioration among the

laboring masses ?"

In this connection we view together, as one great moral and intel-

lectual landscape, so to speak, varied, yet harmonious in its part,

majestic in its entirety, the three successive pontificates of Gregory

* " Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, N. Y., 1887.
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XVI, Pius IX, and Leo XIII. The first of these three most recent

pontificates might be designated as the pontificate of law and order;

the second as the pontificate of amnesty, tempered with justice; the

third as the pontificate of social, religious, economic and political

enlightenment. The great encyclicals of Leo XIII, which we will have

occasion to notice and quote from hereafter, shed upon human rights,

duties, laws, relations and destinies, such effulgent light as to fully

justify the prophesy of St. Malachy, the lumen in coelo.

At the age of thirty-six, Joachim Pecci commenced his long,

eventful and fruitful episcopate. Perugia, of which he had been the

civil governor, and of which he now becam.e the spiritual shepherd, was

a field well known to him. He knew its social, moral, religious, educa-

tional and temporal situation, and its needs in all these respects. With

gentle and modest manner, clear and exhaustive investigation, prompt
decision and action, great learning and consummate tact, he sat about

the great mission which he had so obediently and so courageously

accepted from the common father of all the faithful. He knew where

in the history of the Church to find the most j)erfect models of a good

Bishop, and in her vast sacred literature the sound, unerring principles

of personal and official conduct. If in St. Charles Borromeo he found

an exemplar of wise and beneficent episcopal administration
;
so also he

found in St. Francis Xavier the type of Apostolic zeal. In his own

heart and conscience, in his earnestness and good faith, he found an

unfailing fountain of charity, sense of duty, tireless activity and con-

sistency of purpose and action. To the apostolate of truth, charity,

faith and religion, which he embraced, there was opposed another

apostolate, not like his, born of heaven, but an apostolate of unbelief,

religious error, social upheaving and revolutionary insurrection. In

disastrous, as well as in fair-weather times, he was a shepherd that knew

and loved his flock, and was ready to lay down his life for it.

The immediate labors of the episcopal office, the routine of ecclesi-

astical duties, the wise and prudent government of his diocese, were

zealously embraced and earnestly and laboriously discharged. Keview-

ing the works and institutions of amelioration and progress, which, as

civil governor he had founded or fostered, his great labor now was to

supplement them with corresponding works, labors and institutions
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needed or beneficial in the higher sphere of the religious, moral and

educational progress and advancement of his spiritual administration.

At Brussels he had witnessed the good accomplished by the Ladies of

the Sacred Heart in the education of young ladies; at Paris he had

visited their venerable foundress, Madame Barat, and had promised

to avail himself of the first opportunity for introducing into his diocese

a colony of these accomplished educators. We shall soon witness how

his clear and discerning mind saw that in the education of his people,

lay the safety of the" Church and of the State, and now, although it was

several years afterward, he took a sincere delight in receiving and

establishing a convent and school of the order, under their superior,

Madame Lehon, a distinguished member of it, who afterwards by her

superior merits and ability, attained the position of suj^erior of the

order. He repaired and beautified his fine cathedral, and gave detailed

care and vigilance to every detail of his episcopal duties. His episcopate

in Perugia lasted thirty-two years, from his thirty-sixth to his sixty-

eighth year.

But there was a wider and deeper sphere of action and services

presented to the Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia, and, in fact, to every

bishop in the Pontifical States and in all Italy ;
a field which grew out

of the necessity of their facing and opjwsing the aggressions and

propaganda of the coming Revolution. The whole Euroj^an situation

was full of grave and momentary problems. Statesmanship seemed

paralyzed before the growing and menacing portents of future evils.

If every throne in Europe shook under the convulsions of the political

and social systems, the Papacy was in an especial manner the most

prominent object of attack. Its sacred and divine origin, its profound

significance in the economies of divine Providence, its supernatural

endowments, its antiquity, its impregnable strength, its mission of

religion, conservatism, order and civilization, its undaunted courage in

the face of the greatest dangers, its indefectability, its spiritual power,

its temporal and spiritual resources, its venerable character, its power
of truth, its supremacy in the spiritual order, its defence of justice,

vested rights and human society ;
all these and many other claims upon

the respect, veneration and support of mankind, only made it the more

prominent and important citadel for assault.
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There were few if any minds in Christendom better suited or more

capable of studying and mastering this sad condition of Europe and

of society, and of these problems, than Archbishop Pecci. The situa-

tion was becoming more openly developed every day, and when we eon-

template the ruthless changes wrought by the approaching storm—
when we consider especially that the oldest, most venerable and most

stable tem|X)ral government in the world was swept away by the surging
and violent throes of the revolutionary storm, it was natural, and

indeed, indispensable, that the sentinels of religion and civilization, of

order and of society, the pastors of the Christian flocks, should sound

the alarm. In measures of defence, prevention and remedy. Arch-

bishop Pecci, though perhaps the youngest, stood at the head of the

Italian episcopate. Whether by his vigorous labors and the splendid

institutions founded or strengthened by him, or his noble and inspiring

pastoral letters to his flock, he became a champion of whom Christen-

dom may well be proud.

It was not the mission, nor was it then within the power of the

Church, to oppose the coming storm with the weapons of temporal war-

fare, however justifiable such a course certainly was, but it was her

mission to defend and protect religion, morals, civilization and the

Christian body by all the powers and means confided to her keejoing

by her Divine Founder. Archbishop Pecci gave this whole subject his

most earnest and profound study. He recommended and adopted meas-

ures the most energetic and best adapted to their purpose, as our coming

chapters on his episcopal administration will show. His admirable

administration was in harmony with the Papal administration of Rome,

and it was supported by his colleagues in the Catholic-Episcopate of

the Pontifical States and of Italy. While it did not prevent tlie out-

break of the Revolution, it saved the Church and her mission in

Perugia, and went far to sustain the right arm of the Sovereign Pontiff

at Rome, and to sustain and defend religion and civilization in the

other dioceses of the States of the Church and of all Italy. It was

well said by one of Leo XIII's ablest biographers, in 1886, that: "It

were hard to say which one may praise most in this laborious episcopate

of thirty-two years in Perugia
—the works accomplished by tlie Arch-

bishop to foster faith, education and piety among his people, or the
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prophetic writing by which he taught them Christian wisdom, and

with them taught also the whole Christian world."

The quaint and mountain-side old medieval city, which was the

principal scene and center of his distinguished and faithful episcopate,

stood out then, more than now, as the complement, the contract, the

filling in and amplification of the blended moral and earthly landscape,

a landscape uniting and reconciling earth and heaven
;

a landscape

which formed the background of that grand and moving panorama,
which now exhibits to the historic eye and to the vision of the world,

the successive and alternating events, revolutionary outbreaks and the

labors of the shepherd for the safety of his flock. A paragraph from

another biography of the distinguished Pontiff, will appropriately close

a chapter, preparatory to the history of that long and important epis-

copate.

"Perugia is the queen of the hill-country, which has the names of

Saints Avedded to the names of its cities—Assisi, Cortona, Viterbo,

Poligno
—towns guarded by the heights, or set secure upon the hill-

sides with the sunshine pouring into their steep streets. Along the

solitudes of this hill-country St. Francis walked, and it was over these

uplands that he saw the sun rise and set—'our brother the Lord Sun'—
to the glory of the Creator. The clear skies with twilights as delicate

and cool as dawns, of this great region of Italy, have their associations

also with the art of TJmbria. Slender trees—such as Pietro Perugino
drew—stand against the lucid blue and the horizons are sharp though,
soft with air and distance. In the streets of Perugia, as the future

Pope found it, there was some of the solemnity of the Umbrian moun-

tains. As late as 1869 those streets had no gas; no carriages or carts

came and went by the dim oil lamps ;
and the pavements on soft

summer night knew only the footsteps and the fluttering of strollers,!

with the sound of their ceaseless Italian voices. The streets were full

of people, and had suggestions now of the stage, now of some palace j

corridors, until one looked up by Gothic towers to the globed stars and

moon. And if Perugia was so much a city of the past on the eve of

the taking of Rome, it must have been most remotely old and mosti

intensely Italian in 1846, when the sometime civil governor went back

as Archbishop."*
* Oldcastle'a "Life of Leo XIII," pp. 27-28.
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It was of these people that Cardinal Wiseman wrote: "iSTo, it is

not so in Italy. Let two friends * * * walk together along the

noisy street
* * *

let their conversation be upon the merest trifle,

the present opera, the last festival, or the next marriage, and each

speaker, as he utters his opinion in flowing musical sounds, will be seen

to move his fingers, his hands and his entire body, with a variety of

gestures, attuned in perfect cadence to the emphasis of his words.
* * * In Italy this dramatic system need not be taught, it is

learned spontaneously with the language."*

Our picture of Perugia is rendered more complete by the following

passage : "Who that has mingled, in the Italian cities of the north and

center at least, with the masses of the common people in street, public

square, or church, on any one of those great religious celebrations which

are so dear to them, but must remember with emotion how gentle, how

orderly, how well-bred, and how courteous toward each other and to

strangers this much-maligned people are ?"f

In such a community as this the figure of the Archbishop in

passing through its quaint historic old streets, in officiating in its grace-

ful and solid Cathedral, in coming and going on his errands of apostolic

zeal and Christian charity, in mingling with its people within social

life, was the most striking and picturesque of all. Youth, dignity,

urbanity, benignity, earnestness of action and purity of motive, great

learning and graceful yet modest movement, made him at once admired

and venerated. His goodness, above all, made him loved. He and his

Perugian flock were not strangers to each other. Truly might he say,

"I know mine, and mine know me."

* "
Essays on Various Subjects," Vol. Ill, pp. 533-547.

t Monsignor O'Reilly's "Leo XIII," p. 135.
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CHAPTER V.

Appointed Bishop of Perugia.

'HAT was said in France during the gi-eat Eevolution, by one

even who had done much toward its promotion and early

propaganda, "Oh, Liberty ! how many crimes are committed

in thy name !" could have been said with relative force of

Italy. It was under the influence of the revolutionary rallying cries

of liberty, union and fatherland, that the most noble and patriotic

sentiments were aroused first, and then misdirected to the subversion of

the religion, the faith and the true traditions of the Italian people. No

secret was made of the purpose of the Revolution to crush the Church

—that spiritual mother by whom so much good had been done for

Italy during eighteen centuries. It was the right, nay it was the duty

of the Church to defend herself and her spiritual children, to preserve

the deposit of faith received from her divine founder, and it was the

duty as well as the right of the Sovereign Pontiff to maintain, in the

face of the Revolution, the integrity of that Patrimony of the Church,

with which Providence had surrounded the Papacy for its security

and for the liberty of the ruler of the Universal Church and Father of

all the faithful. This was certainly a momentous struggle. In it the

Holy See had for its allies and supporters the entire episcopate of the

States of the Church. At the head of that episcopate, in this struggle,

it is not too much to say, that by the- choice of his colleagues and the

pre-eminence of his fitness for the position, stood the Most Rev. Joachim

Pecci, the Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia.

But the struggle commenced in the first instance in each diocese,

and in his own diocese each bishop had to stand valiantly at the head of

his own flock, the good shepherd was willing to lay down his life for

his flock.

In the diocese of Perugia the campaign against the Church,

religion, civilization and true liberty, Avas bravely met by its bishop,
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with consummate skill, untiring labor, and profound administrative

management. While all the efforts of the priestly office were brought

into active service for the immediate preservation and protection of

the faith and religion of the people, the Archbishop, who had studied

the situation in all its length, depth and intent, and had, by his genius

and vigilance, penetrated the enemy's camp, went earnestly and ardently

to work to erect those permanent means of defence, the solid fortifica-

tions which were designed to prove the bulwarks of the spiritual king-

dom on earth. The leading feature in his great and well-matured plan

for meeting the continuous assaults of the enemies of the Church and

of religion, was education-—the education of the Catholic masses,

the higher education of the academic and collegiate ranks of the laity,

and, above all, the higher education of the clergy. Like everything he

did or undertook, his plans were comprehensive, broad, deep and endur-

ing; they were thorough.

With his usual tact he commenced by availing himself of the

works of education already existing in his diocese, and, then after

broadening and deepening their foundations, by building upon them.

He commenced first with that jwrtion of his flock which was least able

to defend their own faith, and most liable to be deceived by the catch-

words of the Revolution—the masses. Quick to avail himself of means

and methods observed by him elsewhere, he had learned from a tablet

or monument in the Cathedral of Milan that early in our century a

zealous priest had founded Christian Doctrine Societies, as if with a

desire to prepare for the coming evils
;
and xirchbishop Pecci resolved

to do the same in Perugia. By means of the work of missions, of

spiritual exercises and retreats, of teaching the catechism, of solemn

observances of First Communion anniversaries, and the multiplication

and better organizations of the Christian Doctrine Societies, he pro-

moted religious education among the people. These measures were

supplemented by a thorough revision of the text of the Diocesan Cate-

chism and the publication of numerous editions; by episcopal injunc-

tions or decrees which he published for regulating and systematizing

the explanations of the Gosj^els and the letter of the Catechism, the

annual preparation and publication of admirable pastoral letters, full

of zeal, learaing and practical wisdom, in and out of the Lenten seasons,
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addressed to his diocesans for promoting the study of their religion,

its practice and adherence to the faith of their fathers.

At Perugia there still existed the mediaeval University of Perugia,

which had been an ancient seat of learning, rivaling even the Universi-

ties of Bologna and Pavia. Pius IX appointed the Archbishop Apos-

tolic Visitor of this venerable institution. With characteristic zeal and

energj^, he remodeled and reorganized the University and its faculty,

secured the services of the most accomplished professors, and reformed

and elevated the entire scientific and professional curriculum. This

also he did for the Collegio Pio della Sapienza and for the College of

Todi
;
so that these institutions again received numerous scholars from

the best circles of Umbria and the Marches. He was Apostolic Visitor

for the Collegio Pio della Sapienza. The fine female academy for

young ladies, daughters of noble and burgess families, as well as of the

laboring classes, founded in 1816, and endowed by Pius IX, became

now, under the name of Conservatorio Pio, and by the energetic meas-

ures of Joachim Pecci, a superior high school of female education. So,

too, the free day-school for small girls was promoted by him and it

became a beautiful and flourishing institution. Xot satisfied with these

noble exertions for providing an excellent education for the more for-

tunate part of the coming generation. Archbishop Pecci took in hand

the work of providing for the poor children a suitable education and

for them he founded the Conservatorio Gazioni, a most excellent insti-

tution, combining at once school and protectory. He founded also the

beneficent charity, the Magdalen Asylum ;
and he placed these two

works in care of the Belgian Sisters of Providence, whom he introduced

into his diocese from Champion in Kamur. Other institutions of a

protectory character followed
;
he established the Antinori Foundling

Asylum, for fallen women and their offspring; the Donnini Hospitle
for incurable and chronic diseases, both of which he placed in care of

the Sisters of the Stigmata of St. Francis. He established night schools

for children engaged at work during the day, and especially for grown
mechanics. Connected with Christian Doctrine classes he founded

pleasure gardens for the recreation of young boys and youths, and

placed them in charge of the Oratorians and his younger clergy. It waa

thus, and in many other ways, his benevolence knew no bounds.
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What stronger proof of the direful condition of the religious inter-

ests of his flock than when the occupation of Umbria by the Piedmontese

was followed by the dispersion of the Monastic and teaching orders of

the Church. By this measure of the Revolution the faithful of his

diocese, especially the young, lost their immediate religious educators,

and the revolutionary propaganda would have had an easy time had

it not been for the prompt measures of the prelate. He organized the

Union of Preachers of the Word of God. This society aimed at spread-

ing the blessings of religious instruction to all classes and in every part

of the diocese of Perugia, and a new impulse was given to the missions,

spiritual retreats, lessons in Christian Doctrine, and First Communion,

by the provident and vigilant rules promulgated by the Archbishop for

regulating, systematizing and giving solemnity and recognition to them.

The parish priests were wisely taken into his counsels, the holding of

fijied divine services were regulated, stated times for mass, sermons

and other devotions were established, and the parish priests and their

assistants were enjoined to supplement the work of Christian Doctrine

societies by similar work for the children in the morning, and for adults

in the afternoon. Such well-timed measures were productive of abund-

ant fruit.

The higher education of the clergy became one of Monsignor

Pecci's most zealous and generous works. The clergy were the forces

that were to meet the revolutionary propaganda. Hard by the Epis-

copal palace stood the Ecclesiastical Seminary of the diocese, which had

been fostered with fraternal care and liberal aid by the predecessors

of the Archbishop. But the present critical times in Umbria, and all

Italy, made the bishops look to their seminaries more than ever for the

preservation of the faith by the labors of a learned and zealous body of

priests. The Archbishop lost no time in carrying out his generous

intentions in regard to his seminary. He enlarged the seminary build-

ings by uniting them to his own residence and giving to the seminary

an adjoining wing, and he expended from his own limited personal

means six thousand Roman crowns in carrying out these improvements.

But, more important than enlarged accommodations, were the improve-

ments he introduced in the higher standard of education and the supe-

rior ability of the professors he provided. In all this was added the
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personal supervision of the seminary, its discipline, studies and man-

agement which his recent changes in the buildings had brought directly

at all times under his own eye. While the officers and professors of the

school felt that their superiors trusted implicitly in their fidelity to

their appointed routine of duties, they all knew, both students and

professors, that his ever vigilant eye quickened the seed they were

planting. The Archbishop had no fixed hours for liimself to visit the

seminary and its classes; he frequently visited them unexpectedly, and

he would quietly enter the classes unobserved or unannounced, and

take his seat with the pupils and closely follow the exercises. So

vigilant was he in respect to his seminary, that one of the professors,

who was a little late in, reaching his class at the regular hour, on his

arrival found his chair occupied by the prelate, who was earnestly con-

ducting the exercises himself. He attended all the quarterly examina-

tions, and presided over the annual exercises, to which he invited the

most cultured citizens of the city. In imitation of his own Jesuit

professors at Viterbo and Rome, he caused public defenses of the whole

course of philosophy and theology to be held, and to these he invited

the most accomplished scholars in theology and the sciences from all

parts of Umbria, and the neighboring bishops and Roman prelates.

While he was thus giving new impulses to the cause of education in

Perugia and throughout Umbria, he conceived another measure, which

was destined to raise philosophical studies to a higher standard, and

at the same time give it the most perfect system and methods for grasp-

ing philosophic truth.

Early in his episcopate, and while the foregoing educational lalx)rs

were being accomplished, he gave out the first manifestations of his

intention to adopt the measure last alluded to, the introduction into the

educational systems of his diocese of the philosophy of St. Thomas,
who had been so worthily designated as the Angelic Doctor. It was

among his Jesuit professors that he became imbued with the Thomasian

philosophy, which St. Ignatius had enjoined his followers to adopt as

the foundation of all their studies in philosophy and theology' : a noble

tribute from the founder of the Jesuits to the greatest luminary in the

Order of St. Dominic. But St. Thomas Aquinas, by the grandeur and

perfection of his great system, has become the property of the Universal
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Church, and the guide and teacher of all the schools. With a mind

enriched with the learning of St. Thomas's system, experiencing every

day the inestimable advantages of his training therein. Archbishop

Pecci was deserving of spreading these advantages among others, and

especially among the clergy and in the schools of his own diocese. In

a later chapter we will relate how the Pontiff addressed to the whole

Christian world his appeals in behalf of the Thomasian philosophy,

which now the Prelate presented to his own diocese of Perugia alone.

St. Thomas Aquinas was the scion of a noble family of Italy and

flourished in the thirteenth century. Trained at first by the Monks of

St. Benedict, in 1243, he embraced the monastic life and joined the

Order of St. Dominic. This was against the wishes of his family. In

order to achieve his vocation he endured imprisonment in the tower

of the Count of Aquino, his father, and after his escape' therefrom, with

the aid of a sister whom he had converted to his cause, he was per-

mittei to pursue his monastic life in peace. While a student of

Albertus Magnus at Cologne, his habitual silence and his large stature

elicited from his fellow-students the nickname of the Dumb Ox. But

the master of the school, who was so amused at the astuteness and

promptness of his answers, that he one day, in answer to the taunts of

the other students, exclaimed, "This dumb ox will give such a bellow

in learning as all the world will hear." WTien he afterwards became a

teacher of ethics at Cologne, head of theolog\' at Paris, Pope Urban

IV recalled him to Home, and he became the great light of the schools

of Central and Southern Italy, and particularly of Naples, Eome,

Bolog-na and Piza. In 1274, while on his way to the Council at Lyons,

he caught his fatal disease, and died on March 7th of that year, be-

queathing to the Church and to the world the priceless treasures of his

unequaled works in philosophy and divinity. His two greatest works

are the "Summa Theologiffi" and the great philosophical treatise entitled

''Summa contra Gentiles," which are recognized to this day as the

most w^onderful productions of the human intellect. The last edition

of his works numbers twenty volumes. He is no less a pride of the

Universal Church than he is of the Dominican Order. Such was the

favorite doctor and teacher of St. Ignatius and of Leo XIII.

To give efficacy and practical effect to his advocacy of the philoso-
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phy of St. Thomas Aquinas, Archbishop Pecci resolved to found at

Perugia an Academy of St. Thomas. This institution was intended

for his own diocese alone. Twice the means and the accommodations

Avithin his power to provide were not adequate to a broader field. In

1858 he prepared the constitution and rules for the Academy of St.

Thomas.

Allusions have been made to the forces and purposes of the Kevo-

lution being so destructive to the great work of the Christian Church

and so paralyzing to her benign influences upon society; behold now

another proof of this in the fact that the generous efforts of Archbishop

Pecci to found a school of St. Thomas Aquinas in his diocese were

thwarted by the revolutionary outbreaks in Italy throughout the year

1859, and by the actual and forcible Piedmontese invasion of the Pon-

tifical States, which put a stop to his generous efforts. Cherishing his

purpose through these convulsive years, he carried them into operation

as soon as it was possible, and, in 1872, he established the Thomasian

Academy; but the unfavorable environment compelled him to restrict

its benefits to the diocese of Perugia, and so also its constitution and

rules were greatly changed. He inspired his clergy, uniting in study

of the works of St. Thomas, with his own zeal, and these efforts were

imitated in other parts of Italy and in Spain. In 1874 the Archbishop

caused the sixth centenary of the Angelic Doctor to be celebrated in

Perugia with increased enthusiasm. New life was given to the

Academy by such rencAved stimulus, and in that very year it published

its first volume, entitled "Scientific Transactions," dedicated most

appropriately to the great Doctor, containing the constitution and rules

of the Academy and many profound and scientific treatises, first

amongst Avhich may be named the "Essay on Anthropological Investi-

gations in Accordance with the Principles of St. Thomas." The second

volume was issued in 1878, and contained "Discussions of the Academy

of St. Thomas Aquinas in Perugia."

Stated in the briefest form the method of St. Thomas Aquinas

embraced the entire field of Revelation, treated scientifically, and first

of all a clear and lucid statement of all the truths and doctrines of

Revelation, also the opposing errors presented and contended for by

other and false systems, then the refutation of those errors, and the
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presentation of the powerful and conclusive arguments, proving the

revealed truths. Propositions presenting special truths of Revelation

or Christian theology are stated seriatim, with the objections thereto

and opposite errors first stated, discussed and refuted, and then are

presented the great mass of scientific knowledge bearing on the par-

ticular proposition in hand, and the arguments sustaining it. Two

contending sides are thus formed with their respective champions ;
both

sides of the controversy are fairly presented; the investigation is open
and thorough ;

the student, who to-day presents and maintains the

opposing errors, is the one who on the next occasion sustains the

Christian truths and refutes the opposing errors, and vice versa. The

objection raised to this system that it narrows and warps the human
intellect is only made by such as are wholly unacquainted with the

method of St. Thomas. On the contrary, the fact that both sides of

every proposition are thoroughly sifted and fully presented refutes the

objection. It is one of the errors of human nature to be intolerant of

opposition, of self-asserting error and of false systems of religion and

philo^.ophy ; so much so that we ordinarily have not the patience to give

them audience. But the system of St. Thomas trains its followers to

tolerate the assertion of error with the utmost patience and respect, in

order to bring it to the light, and to avail themselves of the opportunity

of refuting it. No system could be better calculated to make men broad-

minded and large-minded, and to be tolerant of honest and antagonistic

opinions of men, while stoutly opposing and refuting them. But the

great strength of the Thoftiasian philosophy consists in thorough

scientific methods of defending Christian truth. The process is two-

fold, to wit, a process of refutation of errors, and of proving truths.

Another feature of the system is its wonderful thoroughness. The

(systems of philosophy and religion opposed to those of Christ, have to

'be completely mastered so as to be, first correctly and fairly stated, and

secondly so as to be exposed and disproved.

Among the indelible impressions made upon the mind and soul

of Joachim Pecci was the impression of the sanctity which all candidates

should bring with them to the sacred ministry. Why should the prin-

ciples upon which the priestly lives of the secular clergy be different

from those of the regulars and religious orders ? The chief feature of
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their lives is the same—the priesthood of Melchisedeck and of Christ,

the offering of the same divine oblation on the altar of the new law.

These impressions of the Archbishop were received when he was young,

and these lessons were learned by him from the holy lives of the friends

of his youth, the Franciscans and the Jesuits, Eesulting from these

impressions was his great admiration for discipline and his insistence

of its enforcement in his seminary, academy and colleges. His example

and his love of obedience and exactness, from the high motive of

religious perfection, stripped the rules and discipline of his institu-

tions of all repulsiveness, and even made discipline a source of con-

solation and pleasure to his seminarians. lie was constant in his observ-

ance of the manner in which the rules and discipline of his college and

seminary were maintained by professors and pupils, so that he was

a frequent visitor to the corridors, the recreation rooms and chapel.

Having first won the hearts of his students, by uniform kindness,

patience and companionship, he found less difficulty in accomplishing

his aspirations as a disciplinarian. The students could always get

admission to his presence. While the details of exacting compliance

with the rules were left to the officers, he was in the habit of requiring

special cases of insubordination, disobedience or disedification to be

brought to him; and in such cases he expostiilated in private, thus

avoiding a great defect in so many of the best institutions, of repri-

manding individuals in public and especially in the presence of their

companions. So thoroughly did he become acquainted with the faults

and difficulties experienced by each one of these that he could and did

prepare for each a paper in his own handwriting, in which he kindly

but distinctly pointed out his individual defects, and in an opposite

column were written the remedies for each, which his vast experience

and profound study of spirituality had enabled him to suggest. He

required each student receiving one of these admonition sheets to pre-

serve it always before his eyes when at his desk. In aid of all tliese

well-considered measures, the Archbishop wrote a little book on

Humility, which he dedicated to his pupils, and in which he urges his

young priests to cultivate this virtue in an especial manner as the

gem among priestly virtues
;
and he clearly pointed out the surest

means of acquiring it.* His most exalted method of inculcating the

* Several English traaalations o( tbia little work have been publisbed.
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virtues of docility, humility and, indeed, all the most priestly virtues,

was by the eminent practice of them himself. Joachim Pecci was from
his childhood and throughout his long life a man of prayer and piety,

most edifying in his public and private life. In one of his pastorals,

while Bishop of Perugia, he said : "At times, fervent prayer has been

the divine weapon of the Christian
; but, amid the great calamities of

the present time, we must more than rekindle in souls the love of

prayer, and fly to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, our Saviour." This is

the bishop, who, afterwards, as Pope, ordered that, throughout the

Christian world, every public Mass should be followed by certain pre-

scribed additional prayers, to be said by the officiating priest, at the

foot of the altar, before leaving the sanctuary.

The following brief passages from Father Keller's ''Life of Leo

XIII,'' are descriptive of him, during his episcopate at Perugia : "He
was most simple in his manner of living. He always rose at daybreak,

and after having said his Mass, set to work. He busied himself much

with the study of history and literature, and acquired immense erudi-

tion. He made a profound study of Dante, so far as to be able to

recite by heart long passages upon the simple quotation of a line. His

conversation was amiable and sprightly.

"Like most of his countrymen, Monsignor Pecci took only one meal

a day, at one o'clock. He was an enemy to delicacies, and his fare was

most frugal; it consisted of boiled pastry, which replaced the soup, of

boiled or roasted meat, of some greens, and of the cheese of the country,

made of goat's milk. At all seasons of the year the Archbishop retired

at 10 o'clock.

"Notwithstanding the simplicity of his life, all those who have

known Monsignor Pecci at Perugia aflfirm that his whole person shows a

certain majesty. He is of tall stature; his forehead is large, and his

penetrating eyes betoken a singular vivacity; his countenance, which

r.usterity has furrowed from early youth, betrays great keenness. He
has a strong and sonorous voice, and speaks French and German flu-

ently.

"During the two and thirty years of his episcopate, he constantly

showed himself gentle and benevolent, yet firm and austere. He

admitted no consideration when there was question of principle."
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It was thus that his seminarians, fresh from their readings of the

lives of the saints, saw in their Bishop another and a living model of

sacerdotal and Christian virtues. As was to have been expected, such

a seminary, with such a head, gave to the Church many eminently-

learned, devout and zealous ecclesiastics. Among the number can be

mentioned Monsigiior Rotelli, who afterwards became Bishop of

Montefiascone and Delegate Apostolic at Constantinople; Monsignor

Bocca, who became his special auditor or judge under his Pontificate;

the Professors Satolli, brothers, one of whom, Francis, became the first

Delegate Apostolic in the United States in 1892
; Monsignor and

Professor Balleriri, Professor Brunnelli, Archpriest Boschi, Arch-

deacon Salvatorelli and the two canons Carnicchi, and many others. The

number of professors amongst his pupils in their after life, and others

occupying positions requiring learning and ability, are practical proofs

of the excellent standard of education he established in his diocesan

institutions. These results demanded increasing vigilance on his part ;

a vigilance, which, in 1872, was promptly called into play, when the

Piedmontese government, then in possession of Perugia, promulgated
the curriculum of studies for the government schools

; Monsignor Pecci

prepared and put in force a new plan of studies for his o^^^^ schools,

which possessed the double advantage of containing the best features

and studies of the new government programme as well as those of the

old course of studies.

While thus providing for the future emergencies of the Church

and of religion. Archbishop Pecci was too keen an observer, and too

good a shepherd, not to see the necessity of making immediate prepara-

tion for the then present and still advancing dangers to both the Church

and religion. Por this purpose his strenuous efforts were directed

to strengthening the right arm of the Church in his diocese, the officiat-

ing and missionary priesthood. Thus it was that he established annual

retreats for the clergy, embracing the feature of alternation, so that

each and every priest would make these spiritual exercises every three

years ; monthly conferences of the clergy for the solution of cases in

moral theolog}", over which he himself presided, and local conferences

in the diocese presided over by the local officials
;
the publication of

wise regulations for clerical students residing outside of seminaries, and
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the appointment for them of a special and experienced superior;

appending to the diocesan catechism admirable instructions for the

clergy in their methods of teaching Christian doctrine; a "Manual of

Practical Kules" for guiding the clergy in the external discipline and

the ordinary exercise of the holy ministry ; placing the Oratorians in

charge of the catechism classes of little children, giving them also the

aid of the younger clergy; regulations for the rigid observance of the

ritual and the internal discipline and management of the churches
;

the establishment of Conferences of the Society of St. Vincent de Paul

for the priests, and regulations of the most prudent kind for conducting

them, and avoiding conflict with the ix)litical authorities then in posses-

sion of the country ;
the making of provision for purchasing exemptions

of indigent clerical students, from the harsh military conscription laws

of 1869; founding the benevolent Society of St. Joachim to provide

the means of living for jx)or priests dispossessed of their churches or

other benefices, and the ruthless confiscations of church properties by
the State

;
the founding of the Pious Union of Preachers, who, on the

dispersion and exile of the religious orders, made it their special and

additional work to diffuse Christian instruction among the people, to

hold missions, catechetical instruction, First Communions, and the

surrounding of these works of religion with greater solemnity and more

attractive accessories. When the government enacted the law of com-

pulsorij education and forbade the teaching of catechism in the schools,

he met the loss by renewed and additional efforts in behalf of religious

instruction in elementary schools and on all other practicable occasions
;

in the episcopal visitations of the diocese, which were frequent, close

obsei-vation of the condition of the churches, the lives of the clergy,

praises for the vigilant and edifying and mild ex}X)stulation with the

careless. He placed before every priest in the diocese three standards

of priestly living and vocation, "priestly spirit, an exemplai-y life, and

priestly knowledge." Such were some only of the zealous and untiring

measures adopted and put in practice by Archbishop Pecci, during his

episcopal administration of the Diocese of Perugia.

In his diief pastorate of the Cathedral, as he was in all other

priestly works, he was a model for his clergy. He established the most

perfect order in the conduct of the sacred offices, in the hours for the
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Masses, in the grandeur and beauty of the religious ceremonials, the

beautifying, decorating and repairing of the Cathedral, and the deco-

rous and solemn performance of every religious and ecclesiastical func-

tion. Such Avas his unfailing courtesy and deference towards the other

dignitaries of the Church in his own diocese and to his priests, that he

always succeeded in maintaining the most amiable and influential rela-

tions with them, and with the canons of his Cathedral his relations were

preserved on the very best of terais. His presence in the Church

seemed to be like the force of gravitation in the universe—it pervaded

all, charmanized all, regulated all, and drew all to a common center of

peace, unity and charity.

ut^^^



CHAPTER VI.

Created a CaedijsAi.. The Revolution.

ARCHBISHOP

PECCI had now governed the church of

Perugia seven years, and his administration liad won the

'' admiration of his priests and people, and of his colleagues in

the hierarchy, and warm approbation and praises from Rome.

Po}x? Gregory XVI had reserved Monsignor Pecci as Cardinal in petlo,

in the Consistory of January 10, 1846. The Pope's death alone pre-

vented the promulgation of the appointment and his reception of the

red hat. We have already related the high esteem in which Pius IX
held him. It was not until December 19, 1853, that the Holy Father

created him a Cardinal of the Roman Church, of the order of priests,

Avith the title of St. Crysogno. He went to Rome and received the red

hat from the hands of Pius IX.

In a future chapter on the election of tlie P(»po we will ,<peak

more particularly of that function of Cardinals which relates to their

office as electors. At present we will give a more general view of the

subject.

> ' ..

Tlie College of Caruinals consists of three orders, Cardinal Priests,

Cardinal Deacons and Cardinal Bishops. Xotwithstanding this arrange-

ment, which is the result of the gradual development of the office, the

Cardinal priests and the Cardinal deacons of our time are, in fact,

invariably, but not necessarily, selected from Bishops, whose greater

office includes those lesser ones of priest and deacon. The word car-

dinal is derived from cardo, a hinge; but the office has entirely out-

grown its original meaning.

Before the Council of Xice, A. D. 325, the word cardinal occurs

in ancient ecclesiastical writings or records, and it was then only applied

to the permanent clergy of a church, "who were so built into the Church

and necessary to its being, that it might be said to revolve round them

(95)
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as a door round its hinge."* As early as the time of Pope Marcellus,

A. D. 304, the parish churches of Rome were used to give the titles

to these Cardinal priests. The title afterwards v»'as applied to the

Deacons of the Eonian Church, seven in number, in imitation of the

original Apostolic institution, who in time became assigned to particular

districts of Rome, with their charitable institutions and chapels. Thus, ,

too, the tenure of the charge became permanent and they were called

Cardinal Deacons. Cardinal Bishops were of later origin. The Pope

was, and is, sole Bishop of Rome, but in ancient times the Bishops of

Pontus at the mouth of the Tiber, Ostia at the opposite side of the

river, Praeneste, Sabina, Tusculum, Albano and St. Rupina began to

sit on synods over which the Poj)e presided, and these functions gradu-

ally developed into more intimate and permanent relations with the

Pope. At a Council held at Rome in 1059, under Pope Nicholas II,

the six Cardinal Bishops were recognized as the chief electors of future

Popes, though the assent of the Roman clergy, of whom, of course, the

Cardinal Priests and the Cardinal Deacons were the chief members, was

necessary. But the transitory character of popular applause and of im-

perial governments, which were also anciently required for the choice, led

to these two elements of Papal elections being dropped. The election was

confined finally to the Cardinals alone, who, as their orders of bishops,

priests and deacons, represented the ancient presbytery of the Roman
Church. As the dignity of the oftice increased their local duties

decreased, the Bishops, then the Deacons and finally the Priests, of the

sacred college, gradualh" all became ''drawn into the august circle as

the immediate counselors and assistants of the Roman Pontiffs." The

number of the Cardinals increased from century to century, and were

fixed either by Pontifical or conciliar decree, until finally the constitu-

tion postquam vetus of Sixtus Y determined that the number of Car-

dinals should never exceed seventy, of which six should be Bishops, the

incumbents of the suburban Episcopal Sees Ave have mentioned, fifty

were to be of the Order of Priests, to whom should be assigned "titles"

corresponding to that number of parishes in Rome; and the remaining
fourteen were to be of the Order of Deacons. Such is the present con-

* " A Catholic Dictionary," by Addis and Arnold, p. 118.
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stitution of the College of Cardinals, who are appointed by the Pope,
and are now, as also for some centuries past, being taken from the

Christian nations ofEurope, but chiefly fromltaly ;
until PiusIXcreated

Archbishop McCloskey, of New York, a Cardinal, and Leo XIII created

ArchbishopGibbons,of Baltimore, andArchbishop Tachereau,of Quebec,

Cardinals, representing America. When the Cardinal-elect is in Rome
the ceremonies of his elevation are fourfold. On a dosigiiated day the

elect goes to the Vatican and receives from the Pope the red baretta, or

small, closely-fitting cap; on another day and at a solemn or public

Consistory, and after an imposing ceremonial, he receives the famous
red hat; in a second Consistory os clausit, he closes his mouth, and is

thus forbidden to speak at assemblies of the Cardinals
;

at another

Consistory Ills mouth is opened, whereby he is liberated from the injunc-

tion of silence, and at the same time the Pope gives him a ring and

assigns to him the title of one of the old Cardinatial parish churches

of Rome. If the new Cardinal is absent and has just reason for not

going to Rome, the red baretta is sent to him by Papal officials and

placed upon his head in his own Cathedral with great ceremony. This

was done in the cases of the three American Cardinals, McCloskey,
Gibbons and Tachereau, who, however, in eompliance with an oath,

which, on such occasions. Cardinals-elect are required to take, that

within a year they will go to Rome for that purpose, proceeded to Rome
within the year and received the red hat from the Pope. While at Rome
the new Cardinal takes formal or nominal possession of his titular

parish church in the city.

The duties of Cardinals, besides that of electing a new Pope in

case of a vacancy, consist in assisting the Sovereign Pontiff in the gov-

ernment of the Universal Church by their advice and suggestions, and,

chiefly, they preside over tlie several sacred congregations established

at Rome for assisting the Pope in the vast labors of his administration.

On all ceremonious occasions, even social ones. Cardinals take precedence

over Bishops, Archbishops and even patriarchs ;
are called princes of the

Church, and are regarded by canonists as ranking with reigning princes.

It is said that at an entertainment given by the Prince of Wales, now

King Edward VII, in London, some embarrassment was for a moment

experienced as to what order of precedence should be observed between
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Cardinal Manning and the highest dignitary of the English Church

then present, which, however, was relieved by the Cardinal courteously

advancing to the English divine, taking his arm and walking arm in

ann, to the expected ceremony. On the death of the Pope the Cardinals

have no other power or duty than that of protecting the Church and

maintainino; all things in due order. On such occasions the Cardinal

Chamberlain of the Eoman Church stands at their head. Bishops are

known by the purple. Cardinals by the scarlet color of their vestments.

This brief outline gives but a faint idea of the exalted office to

which Joachim Pecci was now elevated, or of the august body of which

he became a member. On February 25, 1854, Cardinal Pecci's eleva-

tion was celebrated at Perugia with all the religious ceremonials which

the ritual of the Church prescribes, and with all those joyous festivities

which gave expression to the gladness and delight of his clergy and

people.

But there was a sad cloud that hung over this otherwise glad event
;

it was the dreadful famine which then prevailed throughout Central

Italy, including Umbria, and which produced gi*eat sufferings among
the people. It was, however, a noble crowning of his inauguration as a

Prince of the Church, that fine circular letter which he addressed to his

clergy, in which he so generously and cogently appealed to them in

behalf of the poor and hungry. He said :

''Our zeal and charity, which should be the soul of our pastoral

mission, can neither be imperative nor indifferent in presence of the

manifold miseries which now afflict our flock, and which come this year

from the. failure of the harvests and the scarcity of provisions. If our

Lord, after having been so long irritated, and having so long waited

patiently and in vain that we should amend our lives and correct our

evil conduct, has at length lifted the scourge over our heads, . . .

our people should not, therefore, be left without the comfort and help

of religion. . . .

"Explain to your people what are the real causes of the present

distress. . . . Take away from the minds of the fearful or the

unwary the exaggerated and deceptive illusions which the evil-minded

propagate, that their sufferings come from the selfish schemes of specu-

lators or the negligence of the Government."
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By his paternal forethoughts Cardinal Pecci had provided, through

his clergy, '^Deposits of grain" in evei*y rural parish, which greatly

relieved the distress of the poor, and which were supplementary to the

Monti di Pieta, which had so long been popular as Loan Banks in Italy,

and which he had also encouraged. Now, during the distressful scarcity

of 1854, he led the popular measures of relief, and among the practical

means adopted, he opened at his episcopal residence a free kitchen for

the poor, and he recommended this same measure to the adoption and

practice of the rich citizens and to religious comnninities. In

order to thus distribute food to the poor, he left nothing but the bare

necessaries of life for himself. He esteemed this no deprivation to

himself, for in times of superabundance, his mode of living was ascetic

and frugal to a wonderful degree. He now secured the co-operation of

. the wealthy citizens in his measures of relief. While he was thus

practicing charity in the most generous way, the doctrinaires and leaders

of the Italian Revolution had the bad taste to charge the Pontifical

Government with blame for the popular sufferings, alleging that the

Papal authorities had bought up and were now hoarding the grain, and

that, regardless of the starving population, they were speculating with

it. While Cardinal Pecci could point to the Catholic charities of Rome,

Perugia and all Italy as a refutation of this calumny, his only reply to

it was a renewed effort for the suffering. He concerted new measures

with the government of Umbria and Perugia, and with the municipal

authorities for providing food for the suffering, profitable employment

for laborers and cheap food for the strong and able-bodied men. He

also established, and saw to its working efficiency, a Commission of

Charity, composed of his priests and lay flocks, and which by liis ex-

tending it all through Umbria, greatly relieved the necessities of the

people. His wise measures aimed at securing food for the poor, and

employment for the laborer. This good work was inaugurated by a

pastoral letter addressed to each diocese, the tone of which is best judged

by a passage couched in his own burning words :

"To give to the poor from out our superabundance is a duty im-

posed by the Divine Master on all Christians, without exception of

times or persons. But to help them with something more than what is

superfluous, by limiting our desires and what we make use of to live
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upon, when it is required bj their extraordinary necessities, that we

should do so
;

to help theni' so, because they bear the image of our

Heavenly Father and their condition touches our brotherly hearts as if

it were our own
;
to aim, in fact, at enabling them to bless God's fatherly

providence in their distress, because it is His hand, which is reached

out to them in ours. . . . This is what shows in its proper light,

the greatness and helpfulness of Christian beneficence."

Cardinal Pecci, in common with Pope Gregory XVI and Pius

IX and with the prelates, priesthood and laity, and in unison with the

entire traditions and literature of the Catholic Church, lamented the

decline of faith, among nations heretofore zealously Catholic
;
the sever-

ance of those intimate relations which had for centuries existed between

the Holy See and those nations
;
the discontinuance of Concordats, or

the violation of those already in existence and possessing the binding

force of the most solemn treaties
;
the deaf ear turned to the voice of the

successors of St. Peter
;
the dangers besetting the Catholic faith of the

middle and humbler classes which they had inherited through the

centuries
;
the moral revolution which everywhere aimed at the destruc-

tion of the Christendom of the middle ages. In this progressive

decadence of traditional and religious convictions and customs there

was nothing that escaped the vigilant watchfulness of the Archbishop-

Bishoj) of Perugia, as was admirably witnessed by those remarkable

Pastorals which he addressed to his people and by which he instructed

them, a»d all who were so fortunate as to see them. The advancing

Revolution, as he knew, was using every means to promote its own

success.

While in the English-speaking countries, the resort to meetings

for witnessing the feats of mesmerism or spiritualism was solely

prompted by curiosity, in France and Italy these meetings were held

in secret, the unsuspecting were speciously drawn to them, and it became

known that they were used for political purposes against lawfully con-

stituted governments. Cardinal Pecci saw this, and hence, in 1857,

he issued his learned and masterly Pastoral on ''The Abuses of Mag-
netism," in which, while avoiding as far as possible the political aspects

of the question, he made these dangers perfectly apparent to the most

unlearned.
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The Eoman question, after all, is the great feature in the lives and
in the Pontificates of the last three Popes. It began to loom up in the

reign of Gregory XVI ;
it culminated in the Pontificate of Pius IX

;

its possible solution, upon terms compatible with the rights of the Holy
See^ the liberty and independence of the Sovereign Pontiff and the

demands of the Catholic world in the interests of religion, has become a

question which the genius of Leo XIII is best capable of handling ;
an

issue which, safe in his hands, still remains unsettled, though somewhat

modified in its asperities by his wise counsels.

Xapoleon attempted to revoke the gift of Charlemagne ;
the Con-

gress of Vienna, in their treaty re-establishing the equilibrium of

Eul-ope, restored it intact. It is interwoven now with every great prob-

lem of European politics and diplomacy ;
a fact which is an unanswer-

able tribute to Catholic Christianity. We are bound in these pages to

present the Catholic view of the subject, because it is only in that light

that our readers, of whatever creed, can possibly comprehend the life

and administration of Leo XIII, who, in common with his universal

flock tliroughout the world, maintained that the Sovereign Pontiff, the

Vicar of Christ, is entitled in absolute right to the free and independent

exercise of his spiritual functions, and, although God did not attach a

temporal sovereignty to the Primacy of Peter, yet in the present and

long-continued circumstances of the world, that free exercise of his

spiritual jurisdiction is indissolubly connected with his absolute inde-

pendence of all other sovereign powers. We prefer, therefore, to let

Leo XIII state this question in his own words, as he ably did while

Bishop of Perugia, in his famous pastoral letter of February 12,

1860, written in the year of the capture of Perugia, and while Xapoleon

II and Cavour were planning, with the aid of Garibaldi, their famous

campaign against the Austrians. This noble Pastoral, ''On the Tem-

poral Dominion of the Popes," after nearly half a century, still speaks

as if it was written but yesterday, so truly, so graphically does it

portray, even prophetically, the present situation. We regret our

inability to spread the whole of this important document before our

readers.

"To discharge before God the strict obligation, I have as Bishop,

to watch over the dangers which threaten the souls of His flock, and not
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to have one day to reproach my conscience with the terrible Woe is me,

hecause I have held my peace, I address myself to you, O my beloved

people, with all the warmth of my heart, all the zeal of my soul, begging

you, amid the present dreadful upsetting of all nations, the present

fearful and fateful circumstances, to hear the voice of your pastor with

your wonted docility, inspired as it is solely by that charity which

compels him, to prefer the salvation of your souls to all human con-

siderations.

"It is all the more needful that I should do so that, on the one

hand, people are more earnest in their endeavors to persuade you that

this 'temjx»ral dominion' has nothing whatever to do with the real

interests of Catholicism
;
and that, on the other, there are very many

persons who, either on acx^ount of their simplicity of character, or their

lack of knowledge, or their weakness of intellect, do not even suspect

the existence of the wicked purjx)se which is concealed from their eyes
with such a criminal skillfulness. ^There is no question here of religion,'

they say; Sve want religion to be respected. But the Pope must be

satisfied with the spiritual government of souls; he has no need of a

temporal sovereignty. Temjx>ral power turns away the mind to worldly
cares

;
it is injurious to the Church, opposed to the Gospel, and unlaw-

ful'-^with many other silly assertions of this kind, of which it is hard

to say whether they are more insulting than hypocritical.

"Let us omit to dwell on the new ground, on which it is proposed
to strip every proprietor of all that he does not strictly need for his

sustenance. WJiat a farce it would be to say to him that by so doing
the despoilers were relieving him of the trouble of taking care of his

superfluous goods ! Let us say nothing of the august right, consecrated

by eleven centuries of possession, of the most ancient and venerated of

European monarchies
;
if such rights are not sufficient to insure respect,

then there is no kingdom, no empire in Europe which may not be

destroyed.

"Let us say nothing of the open robbery of these possessions which

the piety of the faithful and of sovereigns bestowed on the Roman
Pontiff and on the Catholic body ;

let us pass by in silence the victory

of the Revolution over the most sacred and venerable authority, which

was the corner-stone of European society, as well as the sad state of
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abasement to which it is pro^wsed to reduce the Common Father of

the faithful, the Supreme Pontiff of the Catholic Church.

''Let us pass over in silence the nefarious work of destroying that

temporal principality which has been at all times the august school of

the sciences and fine arts, the well-spring of civilization and wisdom for

all nations, the glory of Italy by that moral primacy which it secures

to her, and which is all the more noble as spirit is superior to matter
;

this bulwark which protected Europe from the waves of Eastern bar-

barism
;
this power which, by restoring the ruins of ancient greatness,

founded the Christian Rome
;
this throne before which the most power-

ful monarchs have bent low their heads in reverent obeisance, to which

from all the courts of Europe, and from Japan at the extremity of the

East, have come solemn embassies proffering homage and respect.

"Let us,- 1 say, omit all that, and all else that might be said of a

design which contemplates the committing of an accumulation of

crimes
;
let us limit ourselves to the consideration of the close connection

which the spoliation of the Papal temporal ix)wer has with the interests

of Catholic doctrine, with tli,e mischievous results sure to follow for

the Catholic religion.

"It is false that any Catholic holds the temporal dominion to be

a dogma of his faith
;
such an assertion can only have come from the

iffnorance or the wickedness of the enemies of the Church. But it is

most true, and must be evident to any intelligent mind, that there is -a

very close connection between this temporal power and the spiritual

primacy, whether we consider the latter in the very conception of its

nature or in its necessary exercise.

"The Church is the Kingdom of Christ. . *. . Can the head

of this kingdom, without unreason, become the subject of a mere earthly

potentate? . . . The Church has for its function to direct

humanity towards its supernatural destiny, its last end
;
the civil power

is only charged with providing and securing the immediate purjxtse

of the present life—peace, security, order, plenty. Is it in accordance

with the dictates of reason that what is final should be made subordinate

to what is intermediary
—that the end should be made to accord with

the means, not the means with the end ? It is a truth attested by faith,

by reason, by our own experience, that the happiness of the present
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life, over which preside the kings of the earth, ... is only a

means for procuring the life eternal. . . . For procuring the

sure attainment of this life eternal watches evermore this High-Priest,

who hath received from Christ the mission of guiding humanity towards

the everlasting felicity. . . . See, then, what upsetting of ideas

it would be to make of this High-Priest of the Catholic Church, the

Eoman Pontiff, the subject of any earthly power.

"We see in history how the ample donations, the vast possessions,

and the acts of civil jurisdiction exercised by the Roman Pontiffs, are

things which are traced back so far as to bring us to the first centuries

of our era. In no other way can we explain the extraordinary

phenomena of a power v.^hich came to be placed in their hands without

their knowing it, against their will even, as the celebrated Count de

Maistre expresses and proves it. Wherefore these, who would have the

Pope stripped of his civil principality, would like to see the Church

brought back to her infant condition, to the first stage of her existence.

And this they would have done without considering that, in their con-

ception, the ordinary condition corresponding to the nature of Chris-

tianity is that first initial stage which developed into tliat grandeur

fore-ordained by Providence, who from out the Catacombs and the

prisons, led the Popes through the bloody path of martyrdom to the

throne of the persecuting Csesars.

"The Pope has to guard intact in its integrity the deposit of the

Faith; he must preserve revealed truth from error and corruption

among the faithful peoples. . . . He must be free to communi-

cate without impediment with Bishops, sovereigns, subjects, in order

that his word, the 6rgan and expression of the divine will, may have a

free course all over the earth, and be there cauonically announced.

"Xow, imagine the Holy Father become the subject of a govern-

ment, and deprived for a time of the liberty to exercise his Apostolic

ministry. Whenever his non licet or any decision of his sounded harsh

to the ears of w^hoever was sovereign over him, or was opposed to that

sovereign's views, or to what they call 'the reason of state,' forthwith

should we hear of threats, of decrees, of imprisonment, of exile, in

order to strangle the voice of truth at its birth.

"Need we recall Liberius, sent into banishment by the Emperor
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Constantius for refusing to sanction tlie sentence against St. Athana-

sius ? or John I, imprisoned by Theodosius for not favoring the Arians ?

or Silverius, exiled by the Empress Theodora because he would not

receive to communion the heretical Anthimus ? or Martin I, torn away
from the Basilica of the Saviour in Rome, and sent to die among the

barbarians on Pontus by the Emperor Constans, a Monothelite ? or, in

fact, all the Pontiffs of the first centuries, who had no other way to

fulfil their ministry than the courage to endure martyrdom ?

''But, in truth, there is no need of prisons or decrees of banish-

ment to bind the hands of Popes who have become the subjects of

another power. Everybody knows how easily a government can, even

by indirect means, close up every avenue to publicity, cut off all means

of communication, put all sorts of obstacles in the way of truth, and

give falsehood a free field. In such a situation how is the Poj^e to

superintend the affairs without number of all the churches, to promote

the extension of God's kingdom, to regulate worship and discipline, to

publish bulls and encyclicals, to convene councils, to grant or to refuse

canonical institution to Bishops, to have at his command the congrega-

tions and courts which are necessary for the management of so many

weighty affairs, to keep off schism, to prevent the spread of public

heresies, to decide religious disputes, to speak freely to rulers and

peoples, to send Nuncios and Ambassadors, to conclude concordats, to

employ censures, to regulate, in fact, the consciences of two hundred

millions of Catholics scattered all over the earth, to preserve inviolate

dogmas and morals, to receive appeals from all parts of the Christian

world, to judge the causes thus submitted, to enforce the execution of

the sentence pronounced
—to fulfil, in one w^ord, all his duties, and

to maintain all the sacred rights of his primacy ?

''Here, then, is what they are aiming at hy taking from the Pope

his temporal power. They mean to render it impossible for him to

exercise his spiritual power.

"From the Sovereign Pontiff proceed decisions which directly

concern what is deepest and most sacred in our consciences, our faith,

our hope of eternal felicity. Every Catholic has a right, in matters

of such an exalted nature, which transcend all the things of earth and

of the present life, which nearly touch the interests of his own immortal
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soul, that the sentence of the judge who is to guide him toward eternal

life shall come freely from his lips
—so freely that no one may hint at

the possibility of such a decision having been obtained through the

dictation of another, or forced from the giver by sheer violence.

"Every Catholic, therefore, demands that the Pope shall be placed

in such a well-known condition of freedom that not only he shall be

independent, but that it shall be clear to the eyes of all that he is so.

Kow, how can the Catholics of all nations believe that the decisions

of their parent and guide are thus free when he is the subject of an

Italian, a German, a French, or a Spanish sovereign ?

"There is no middle course. Either we have to stand faithful to

Christ, to His Church, to that Church's visible Head, and against the

enemies of our religion, or to take j^art with these against God and His

Church.

"It is no longer a matter of policy ;
it is a matter of conscience.

We cannot continue to liesitate between Christ and Belial. . . ."

The gentle character and mild administration of Pius IX was

repeated in the episcojjal career of Cardinal Pecci in Perugia. Both

contrasted with the harsh and relentless measures of the Revolution,

which pressed upon the Pontiff and all his representatives, and upon all

the Bishops of the Pontifical States, and especially in the small terri-

tory then yet left unseized by the Piedmontese soldiers. So far Pied-

mont remained under the Pope's government. In all such places the

revolutionary propaganda resorted to every device for stirring up insur-

rections against the ancient and legitimate authority of the Papal

government. Garibaldi and Mazzini, driven out of Rome in 1849, had

never ceased clamoring for its seizure again, and the Revolution and

all its forces rallied around the King of Piedmont, who, under the

cry of an united Italy, was intent on seizing Rome. Insurrection after

insurrection followed in city after city, as the approach was drawing
closer and closer around Rome. Perugia's turn came for insurrection,

thus instigated, and the disaffected elements rose against the Papal
authorities on June 20, 1859. The insurrection was put down by the

Swiss troops, garrisoned at Perugia, in the Pope's service. The French

garrison at Rome was not called or ordered into the affair; but the

revolutionary party exaggerated the affair in every way, accusing the
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Pope of using his foreign mercenaries for the slaughter of his own
Italian subjects; they denounced the affair as ''the Massacre of

Perugia."

The insurrectionists had, as citizens of Perugia, Avitnessed and

enjoyed the mild government of Pius IX, yet, for a mere sentiment,
these misguided people rose against their Father and their Sovereign.
Cardinal Pecci saw the insurrection coming, and he used the most

earnest and paternal efforts to induce the leaders and the citizens to

abandon so ill-judged and unfortunate a course. But after the sad

result, his heart was still full of charity for the unfortunate sufferers

by their own wrong, doing all in his power to relieve them from their

sufferings, obtaining their pardon from the Pope, and even compensa-
tion for those whose property had been injured by the late insurrection

of their own kindling.

The regard thus shown by Archbishop Pecci for his Italian

countrymen has marked his career, both public and private; it should

have gained for him what he was entitled to, the just respect and

deference of the revolutionary leaders. The movement in Italy was

based upon the oft-repeated and proclaimed principles of liberty. How
did these professions agree with the conquests of free and independent

States by force of arms, the expulsion of its free citizens, who in their

free choice had adopted the life of the Keligious Orders, with the

seizure and appropriation of their property, with the war waged against

the religion of the conquered people, and with acts of tyranny and

despotism at every turn ? It would seem insulting to an American

to compare such a movement to the American Revolution, since in the

latter every State was left free to declare its Independence and join

the Union or not
;
whereas in the former the States of the Church were

forced by conquest into the Kingdom of Italy, and are now suffering

the evil consequences of taxation for maintaining immense standing

armies and navies, and bearing a large share of the expense of partici-

pating in the ambitious foreign complications of the Triple Alliance.

Siich things could never have happened under the Pontifical govern-

ment
;
nor could its people ever have been brought to the verge of bank-

ruptcy. This statement is illustrated by t^e fact, that when the

Papacy was restored, in 1814, the laws of Imperial France imposing

7
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heavy taxes on the people had to be repealed by the Pontifical govern-

ment. When it comes to a question of true patriotism his whole career

proves that Cardinal Pecci was the true Italian patriot. The same can

be said of Pope Pius IX
;
the same, too, of Leo XIII. The Revolution

was one of ambition and aggrandizement, not of patriotism.

It was the patriotism of Archbishop Pecci, in 1849, that saved his

Perugian countrymen from the occupation of their city by the Aus-

trians, whom the Italians at that time hated more than they now love

them, under the subsequent reconciling influences of the Triple Alli-

ance. After the taking of Rome, in 1849, by the French troops and

the expulsion of the Garibaldi bands, these latter, under Arcioni and

Forbes, spread through the surrounding country with disorder, rapine,

irreverence and even murder
; taking pleasure in the, massacre of non-

combatant and inoffensive monks and priests. The country around

Perugia was overrun with brigands and free-footers, up to the wall of

the city. The Austrian soldiers, under Prince Von Lichtenstein,

advanced towards the city to drive back the marauders and protect the

Papal provinces. But Archbishop Pecci then, knowing the dislike

which the Italians bore towards the Austrians and the outbreaks that

must necessarily follow in Perugia if occupied by Austrian troops, went

out to meet the Prince General, and, by his prudent and discreet advice,

prevented so distasteful an occupation of the city.

But things became changed after the repression of the popular
outbreak in Perugia of September, 1859, and it became a question of

the occupation, or rather bombardment and conquest of Perugia by
the Piedmontese. The attack upon Perugia had long been expected;
it took place on September 14, 1860. The Swiss garrison protecting
the place, after repeated efforts to repulse the attacking Piedmontese,
under General Fanti, who was also Victor Emanual's Secretary of

War, being overpowered by suj^erior numbers, retreated to the Pauline

Fort for protection. A brief truce ensued at the request of the Papal
guard, and in the meantime, while negotiations were pending for a sus-

pension of arms, the hostile forces seized the episcopal residence, the

residence of the Canons of the Cathedral and the Cardinal's Seminary,
under the allegation that bands of Papal troops were finding a retreat

there; gates and doors were broken open by the soldiers' axes, and
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the main body of the advancing army took possession of the city, posted

their artillery forces in the porch of the Cathedral and prepared to

bombard the fort. Tl>e short truce ended, the bombardment com-

menced, in face of the entreaties of the Cardinal and the Mayor that

the bombardment may not be commenced, their humane petitions were

rudely repelled ;
of course it only remained for the small garrison in

the fort to capitulate, for if they returned the fire and resisted the

assault, the city would become a scene of devastation. All that the

man of peace could obtain, and this was something, was the safety of

the citizens from harsh measures, preventing the shedding of blood

and better terms for the capitulating garrison.

During the night, the general in command, De Sonnaz, upon false

charges, arrested one of the Cardinal's parish priests, Don Baldassare

Santi, and obtained a sentence of death against him from a court

martial organized on the spot, and at night, on the accusation that he

had borne arms in repulsing the Piedmontese. The priest was con-

demned to death. As soon as the Cardinal heard of this outrage in

the morning, he hastened before the General, but his intercession, even

though itwas accompanied with proofs of the rector's good reputation for

virtue and of his presumptive innocence, could not obtain even a sus-

pension of the sentence of death or a review of the hasty findings of

the court.

The situation in Perugia and all Umbria henceforth was ex-

tremely embarrassing to the Cardinal-Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia.

Apart from the sudden transfer of possession and government from

the Sovereign Pontiffs to a government which had no title but the

most recent and immediate conquest, and that, too, accomplished against

an independent sovereign with whom the Piedmontese Government was

at peace ;
the influx of new officials and the garrisoning of the cities with

hostile troops ;
the hauling down of the Papal colors and the raising of

the Piedmontese flag; were unfortunately accompanied by the advent,

in great numbers, of political refugees, exiled for cause from the Pon-

tifical States and who had taken refuge in Piedmont
; among them

were native Umbrians, volunteers under Garibaldi at the taking of

Rome in 1848 and the driving out of the Pope, and adventurers of

every kind, all tired of living in poverty, and all eager after the spoils
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of the conquered provinces, and many of them bent on the renewal

of old quarrels ; army followers, incapable or unwilling of self-support,

livers on the government, who were now turned over by that govern-

ment to despoil the citizens, officials and the very government of the

Pontifical States. Public order became impossible to preserve, citizens

loyal to Pius IX and the pious clergy, all now combatants, were at

their mercy. To make the condition worse these lawless hordes were

accompanied by not a few of perverted and renegade priests, who had

joined in the war against their superior, their sovereign, the Vicar of

Christ, who were as much the objects of favor and encouragement with

the Piedmontese as the good and worthy priests were the objects of

their malice, ill-treatment, surveillance, calumny, indictment, imprison-

ment and banishment.

It would be fair, and it is the most usual method among mankind,

one that is practiced in the courts of jvistice throughout the world, to

judge Garibaldi, Mazzini and the other leaders of the Italian

Revolution, the Piedmontese Government, the secret societies, and all

their allies, solely by their acts. This is almost a necessity, since either

strategy, diplomacy or sworn secrecy, leads such people either to con-

ceal or deny their real motives, or to assign and publicly proclaim false

motives arid purposes in their propaganda and aggressions. Cardinal

Pecci knew this, and in his pastoral letter, from which we have quoted,

he brings to light such declarations of their real motives and plans as

could be detected, and these we present to our readers for the two-fold

purpose of making known the truth, and for the purpose of letting these

allies against the Church and Christian religion speak for themselves.

Thus availing ourself of materials furnished in the Cardinal's

Pastoral letter, we cite the following passage from Mazzini's communi-

cation to the London Globe, August, 1850: ''The abolition of the tem-

poral power manifestly carries along with it the emancipation of the

human mind from the spiritual power." Frederick II, better known as

Frederick the Great, the ally of Voltaire, Diderot, D'Alembert and the

French encyclopaedists, wrote to Voltaire: "All the potentates of

Europe, being unwilling to recognize the Vicar of Christ in a man

subject to another sovereign, will each create himself a patriarch in

his own dominion. . . . Thereby every one of them wdll by
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degrees fall away from the unity of the Church, and end by having
in his kingdom a religion of his own, just as he has a language of his

own." Cardinal Pecci then adds the following conclusive and unan-

swerable passages from the official declaration of the Central Lodge
of the Italian Carbonari: "Our final purpose is that of Voltaire and

the French Revolution—the total annihilation of Catholicism and of

Christian schools opened in various Italian cities
;
this is what is meant

we quote as a learned and trustworthy exponent of the Catholic views

and experiences on this subject, "is the result aimed at by the anti-

Christian schools opened in various Italian cities
;
this is what is meant

by the hostility fostered against the clergy ;
this is what is intended by

freeing (as they say) from all theocratic tyranny, the legislation, public

instruction, marriage
—the entire social body, in a word. This is the

real significance of tlie resurrection of the country, of progress, and of

liberty, as they understand them; to abolish Catholic worship, to sup-

press the religion of Christ, to stamp out from all hearts the Christian

faith, and to plunge us once more in the darkness of heathenism."

We have mentioned that one of the working methods of the Revo-

lution was to assign or proclaim false motives and plans; this is also

shown in one of the closing passages of Cardinal Pecci's pastoral "On
the Temporal Power of the Popes:" "The conspirators' plan is no

longer a thing to be doubted of, except by such as wish to remain wil-

fully blind. But in what way is it to be carried out ? In this—and

note it well—if you would not fall into the snares of these evil men : by

giving loud assurances, protestations and solemn oaths, that in nowise

whatever do they intend to touch or to injure religion."

We have already mentioned the generous and noble work done by
Joachim Pecci for the Girls' School at Perugia, and what a beautiful

and prosperous institution it had become under his munificent and

fostering care. One of the early acts of the new government in Perugia

was the seizure of this fine institution. He did not allow Victor

Emanuel, in whose name the seizure was made, to remain ignorant of

the history and character of the school from which he had expelled so

many innocent and poor little girls. "Poverty," he wrote to the King,

* ''Correspondence of Frederick II," vol. xii, p. 99. Cardinal Pecci'a pastoral, "On the
Temporal Power of tlie Popes."
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"the Want of a proper site, and other obstacles had for a long time frus-

trated the desires of the public, when the Holy See sent me to Perugia.

The whole city knows how, within the space of a few months, we suc-

ceeded in making a beginning, having obtained perfect unity of purposes

and brushed aside all delays. We saw in a short time a vast and remark-

able edifice built up from the foundations in the most lovely and happy

site, and of a style and beauty of form that can compare well with any
similar provincial establishment. Assisted by the unanimous and

unwearied co-operation of the four directors, and by the encouragement

given by the reigning Pontiff, who took it under his special protection,

I had the satisfaction, in 1857, to see the wishes of the public realized,

and to give to the country this new school, so long desired and so useful.

Some Sisters of the Sacred Heart were called to take charge of the

interior discipline and the instruction of the pupils."

Signor Miglietti, the Minister of Public Worship under Victor

Emanuel's government, on October 26, 1861, issued a circular letter

to the Bishops and clevgj, "the object of which," as plainly described

by Monsignor- O'Reilly, "was either to frighten or to bribe them to

renounce their allegiance to Pius IX, to give up the cause of tem-

poral power and to declare for the Kingdom of Italy." The Italian

Bishops were not won over. Those of ITmbria united in an address

which they presented to the reigning Pontiff, Pius IX, one of the finest

productions of the pen, as it is one of the noblest outpourings of the

heart, of Archbishop Pecci.



CHAPTER VII.

The Italian State and the Church.

JllOM

the time that the province of Umbria, with its capital,

Perugia, was seized by the Piedmontese, and the rule of

Victor Emanuel established therein de facto, the Church of

Umbria and Perugia and its chief pastor, clerg}^, religious

persons of every description and all the religious and educational insti-

tutions suffered a succession of trials and j^ersecutions utterly incon-

sistent with legal and natural right, and with the proclamations of

liberty, with which this, like all radical revolutions, make it a rule to

start out. Following soon after the capture of the city, the new
authorities began to sweep away the characteristic features and insti-

tutions of this old and openly-professed Christian Commonwealth. In

such times and occasions of proclaimed liberty, the only liberty allowed

to anyone is the liberty of thinking, feeling, speaking and doing just
as the revolutionists do, and not as their own liberty would lead them

to do. The liberty of being a true Catholic, to be a priest, a member
of a religious order, a bishop, a cardinal, or a Pope, is not among the

liberties allowed by these avowed apostles of universal liberty. Edict

after edict followed the seizing of Perugia, destroying all the time-

honored and revered institutions of the community and of the province,

as had been done in the other Papal provinces wrested from the Holy
See.

Thus, on September 25, 1860, a decree was promulgated abolish-

ing ecclesiastical courts, which were ancient in the Church, and were

intended in an especial manner to apply the Christian and canonical

laws thereof to her own ministers, thus depriving the Church of the

right to pass judgment on her own, to punish with suitable penalties

priests who might be guilty of well-established offenses in the very

discharge of their official and priestly offices, or transgress against

(115)
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general and special laws enacted for the preservation and maintenance

of the priestly character and duties, and which were intended for the

good of religion in securing and retaining for the priesthood the respect,

honor and reliance of their flocks. Unfortunately for the cause of

public order and religion, the invading armies and new regime were

accompanied by too many unworthy priests, who, in various parts of

the Italian peninsula, and especially in the States of the Church, had

incurred the penalties imposed by such tribunals for their offenses

against the laws of their sacred calling, and clamored for the abolition

of courts whose justice they had experienced. It w^as, no doubt, truly

suggested that the new decree was further intended to offer induce-

ments for priests theretofore and then of good repute and edifying

lives, to seek exemption from such corrective institutions and seek

alliance with the new regime, wdiere honors and favors were in store

for derelict priests.

Soon after this insidious measure there followed another, only

three days later, on September 28th, whereby all ecclesiastical build-

ings, churches and other properties were deprived of their sacred char-

acter and immunities. Such- institutions as ecclesiastical courts as then

constituted in the Pontifical States, and the privileges conferred from

the most ancient times on church properties, though not forming a

part of the general polity of secular governments, were then and always
had been a part of the ecclesiastical government and administration of

the Holy See, and, in strictly Catholic times and countries, of most

of the Catholic countries of Europe. Even in our own free and liberal

land, it is not considered incompatible with our institutions and our

liberties to exempt church properties of the various religious denomina-

tions from taxes
;
and we are not unfamiliar with the existence and

sessions of ecclesiastical courts held for the investigation and punish-
ment of ecclesiastical offenses, w^ith purely ecclesiastical punishments,
ecclesiastical offenses outside of the general public law of the land, and

which do not, with us, claim to withdraw from the ordinary civil

tribunals of the country offenses by the clergy cognizable therein.

Under the latter of these two decrees, secularizing religious and

ecclesiastical property, we have noticed the seizure of the Girls' School

in Perugia and the appeal to the King made by Cardinal Pecci. The
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authorities of the new regime seized the seminary of the diocese,

amongst their earlj acts, and the Cardinal paternally received the ex-

pelled seminarians into his' own residence, and the exercises of the

institution were continued under his roof. In another instance one of

the schools of the diocese in Perugia was seized
;
the Cardinal removed

his arins from over the door, and on the next day the school was empty.
These measures, however, were in time supplemented by a law of com-

pulsory education, which was aimed at taking away the education of

children from their parents and pastors. The most bitter and aggres-

sive enemies of the Catholic Church have always been renegade priests ;

men who found the wholesome restraints and saving discipline of the

priestly office intolerable to them, where they lost the grace, the nobility,

the purity of their exalted vocations. Such fallen priests are unworthy
of the recognition, the sympathy, the confidence and fellowship which

they too frequently receive from other religious denominations and

ministries. Some of them have sought refuge in other land far away
from the scenes of their crimes, and of these a few have made their

homes with us, to the disgust of true Americans, and disturbed the

peace of communities by their slanders against the Church to which

they owe the only good portion of their lives. The Church was not

severe with them, for some of them were found guilty of the most

scandalous crimes, and it was only when repeated punishments failed

to affect their reformation, that excommunication followed
;
and fre-

quent suspensions and interdicts showed only how long they had been

tolerated, and how often received back into the priesthood.

In protesting against these two decrees, Cardinal Pecci addressed

to the Royal Commissary, who had taken these despotic measures, the

following brave and just language : *'If your first decree deprives the

I Church of the power to judge her own ministers, the second forbids

'her in a great measure to fulfil her mission of preaching truth and

instructing the peoples. This is a mission which she has received, not

from man, but from God—a mission which, extending to all the nations

of the earth, should much the more fully have its free exercise in a

Catholic community through the instruction of youth.

"The decree admits that religion is inseparable from a wise in-

struction and education. But then it excludes in the most absolute
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manner the direction and superintendence of the religious authority

from the institutions in which youth is instructed and educated, and

substitutes for it privately those of the Government.

"It is easy to measure the scope and consequences of this measure.

By it you violate the constitutional right of the Church
; you alter the

solemn agreements which accompanied the erection of these institu-

tions; you violate and set aside the last will and testament of the

generous benefactors who founded them and endowed them on such

formal conditions
; you ignore the origin of these foundations and the

property of the Church in those, which, under her direct auspices and

with her own substance and means, she called into existence.

"See yourself, sir, if I have not good reason to protest against all

this, and how, in my position of a Bishop and a guardian of the sacred

interests of the Church, I can help expressing my formal reprobation

and the profound pain these measures have caused me."

To us Americans, by whose Constitution all such rights of prop-

erty are guaranteed as fully, wdiether in the ecclesiastic or the layman,

the Catholic or the Protestant, the Jew or the Gentile, the Deist or the

infidel, the European or the Asiatic, the enactment and enforcement

of such decrees are in utter conflict with every human right. Yet it

seems stranger that such acts were condoned and publicly lauded by so

many of our countrymen and by the press ;
a thing which could happen

under no other conceivable reason than the influence and fascination

of the revolutionary cry of liberty and union. Could the government
of Gregory XVI be called a despotism, in the face of a government
based upon such violations of the simplest natural rights ? The Church

suffered alike under the republicanism of Garibaldi and Mazzini, and

the monarchy of Victor Emanuel and Cavour. They were allies. But

contrast such movements with the American Revolution of 1776, and

the Constitution to which it led, where earnest aspirations for true

liberty alone could satisfy the fathers and founders of the Republic.

The above protest of Cardinal Pecci was met with silent indifference.

But he subsequently addressed to the Royal Commissary another ardent

yet profound protest, Avhich, by its power of argument and boldness of

denunciation, might rank among the most famous appeals for liberty.

The King had imposed some limitations on these despotic edicts,
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but Cardinal Pecci jwinted them out iii vain, even to Victor Emanuel,
who prescribed them. When, in this country, citizens of every creed

behold and admire the religious orders of holy and learned men and

women, under various titles and organizations, founding and con-

ducting institutions of religion, education and charity, many of which

were colonies sent out to us from parent houses in Italy and France, it

seems incomprehensible how those religious houses in Italy could have

received such injustice at the hands of any government, especially in

the nineteenth century. We have before us testimonies to their worth,

their beneficence, their charities, their virtues and their usefulness for

centuries. But we have not the space to present them to our readers.

But there was one case among so many cruel ones, which especially

awakened the sympathetic sorrow of Cardinal Pecci, and their case w^as

brought by him in an especial manner, but in vain, before King Victor

Emanuel. The noble appeal which the Cardinal made to the King in

their behalf is too generous a deed in itself, too characteristic of their

eminent advocate to be omitted
;

it sheds light uix)n the life and char-

acter of the Bishop, the Cardinal and the Pontiff. It is dated June

24, 1861.

"The case which now happens under my eyes touches the Hennit-

Congregation of Camaldolese monks situated at Monte Corona. These

virtuous recluses, to whom an illustrious ancestor of your Majesty,

Charles Emanuel, Duke of Savoy, at the solicitation of the venerable

Father Alexander di Ceva, gave an honorable abode in his States about

the close of 1601, are now made the object of ignoble and rancorous

calumnies. . . . Dispersed within the space of eight days, they

were comjjelled to tear themselves away from the famous sanctuary

which they had themselves founded.

"Men of stainless life, of unbounded popularity among our coun-

try-folk, whom solitude, silence and prayer jjerpetually separated from

all worldly pursuits, they were accused of mixing themselves up with

politics ! Men whom the world never saw coming down from the lonely

peak of their inaccessible mountain, except when the offices of brotherly

charity compelled them (and whose convent was the refuge of the

pilgrim, the infirm and the needy)
—these w^ere held up as persons who

imperiled the interests of the nation!
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"If, at least, they had been allowed the time and facility to justify

themselves ! But testimonies in their favor, and intercessions, though

never so numerous, availed not to clear them. I^or were the members

of the municipal councils allowed to give any expression of their opinion

in their favor. They are already undergoing the hard lot to which

inexorable fate condemns them in spite of the temperate restrictions

of your royal decree. So that, in the era of Italian suppressions, they

are condemned to endure the extremity of misfortune from which,

under the foreign domination of the French, by an honorable exception,

was saved the sacred Hermit-Monasteiy of Monte Corona, as our

history testifies.

"Thus, O Sire, every temperate precaution taken by your Majesty

was frustrated, the very will of the sovereign was defeated by the dis-

loyalty with which the law was executed. And thus the fate of so

many most worthy religious persons comes to be decidedly the harsh

and oppressive measures of your commissioners. For besides the fact

that this oppression has not been so exercised in the other provinces,

these measures are too manifestly in opposition to the rights of religion

and the social order."

While the manly, generous and eloquent api>eals of Monsignor

Pecci fell fruitlessly at the feet of the King and his officials, a voice,

at once noble and learned, was raised in behalf of the same cause of

justice, liberty and right with as little effect in the Parliament sitting

at Turin. An Italian statesman, whose name and fame will even

yet in history resound with honor and respect^ while the names

of those who waged open war against religion will receive their deserts,

Cesare Cantu, pleaded the cause of the just, with as little success. The

indignation of a brave layman, the censure of an illustrious churchman

pleaded in vain for the right of Italian citizens to live in their own

homes and make it a shrine of praise to the God of all. At this time

it was lawful to reject the Almighty, but not to worship Him
;

It was

lawful to be irreligious, but not to be religious. Why was "liberty" such

in Italy as to justify the expulsion of religious men from their homes,

when liberty in the United States means just the reverse, their inalien-

able right to protection ?

Bear In mind, as we always must, that In order to write the
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history of those times, or of any promiuent participator in them, avb

must relate the abolishment of the established order of government
and of society, and the forcible introduction of a new and different one.

The functionaries of the former encountered at every turn some new
assault ujwn what they and their predecessors had possessed, enjoyed,
'or by their solemn oaths sustained as of right. A state of war actually
'existed between the Piedmontese Government and the Church, a war
of invasion and conquest inaugurated by the Piedmontese Government

against the States of the Church, an independent power recognized by
the world from remote antiquity and guaranteed by the allied powers
•of Europe at the Congress of Vienna, and before the map of Europe
(Contained a kingdom of Italy. The Church has never surrendered,

and the Sovereign Pontiffs, Pius IX and Leo XIII, have declared that

they never will surrender the trust placed upon them by the Church

and by the hand of divine Providence. From the seizure of Perugia,
in September, 1860, the life of Joachim Pecci, consequently, was one

of unceasing conflict.

The two great Pontiffs, Pius IX and Leo XIII, in common with

the entire episcopate of the States of the Church and all Italy, of the

whole Catholic world in fact, clerical and lay, regarded the attacks of

the Piedmontese and Kevolutionary forces against the Ifttrimony of

St. Peter, with the avowed purpose of conquering and annexing it to

the new kingdom of Italy, as waging an aggressive arid urilioly war

against the Catholic Church. They regarded such a war, not declared

according to any law or custom of nations, but known:' to exist by its

open acts of armed aggression and conquest, as proof in itself that it

was a war against the Church. They also regarded it as a war against

religion and against God Himself. These able and learned pastors

of the Christian flocks committed to their charge, th^Bishops of the

Pontifical States, were on the spot, and witnessed^'wery stage of the

war. They studied it profoundly, affecting as it did their sacred tnist,

the religion and souls of their flocks, they^nust be supposed to have

thoroughly understood it. Their judgment of it, and that of Joachim

Pecci, we propose to lay before our readers. Undeterred by the suffer-

ings endured by another Bishop, his friend and schoolmate, Cardinal

de Angelis, Archbishop of Fermo, in return for the protest of the
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episcopate of the Marches, against the prevailing and advancing propa-

ganda of irreligion, Cardinal Pecci, at the head of the Umbrian epis-

copate, prepared a solemn remonstrance on the same grievances of the

Church, which bore the signatures of all the prelates of the Province.

"We, the undersigned, to whom, albeit unworthy, the Eternal

Priest and Pastor Christ Jesus, through His Vicar on earth, the Roman

Pontiff, has committed the care and government of the churches over

which we are set, in consequence of the proclamation, which has just

been made in these provinces of Umbria in the name of the Sardinian

government, of certain decrees which bear on religious interests and

ecclesiastical discipline, find, ourselves impelled by our pastoral office

to make freely and solemnly the following declaration of our senti-

ments :

"It is a grievous error against Catholic doctrine to pretend that

the Church is the subject of any earthly power and bound by the same

economy and relations which regulate civil society. The Church is

not a human institution, nor is it a portion of the political edifice,

although it is destined to jjromote the welfare of the man among whom
it lives. It affirms that from God come directly its own being, its con-

stitution, and the necessary faculties for attaining its own sublime

destiny, which is one different (from that of the State) and altogether

of a supernatural order. Divinely ordered, with a hierarchy of its

own, it is by its nature independent of the State.

"This native independence, this condition, so vital to the Church,
of being able to extend the blessings of its heavenly mission, is a thing
which has ever been respected in the midst of the illustrious popula-
tions of Umbria whom God placed under our episcopal care. Beneath
the overshadowing protection of the Pontifical government, which we
shall ever acknowledge as the work of Prividence, created for the indis-

pensable and free exercise of the power of the Church, it had not to

dread the obstacle and fetters imjx)sed on it elsewhere by a scular

policy either suspicious or unbelieving.

"Wherefore the most painful to our hearts and most baneful to

the spiritual interests of our flocks is every innovation which, under

the name and glitter of modern civilization, without any dependence
on the Supreme Pastor, people pretend to introduce among us by these
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recent decrees, which gravely wound the liberty of the Church, which

make no account of ancient, most sacred, and ever-revered interests,

which set aside and annul inviolable prerogatives and institutions.

''Whosoever considers the spirit of these decrees must perceive

at the first glance that here in our country also it is resolved to make

the Church the slave of the State, and to subject and co-ordinate her

divine mission to the low views of a worldly policy. . . .

"We observe, besides, with a sad surprise, that these innovations

are proclaimed in the name of a government which holds by its funda-

mental law 'the Catholic, Apostolic and Roman religion as the sole

neligion of the State,' and which, when it ordered its armies to occupy
these provinces, declared its purpose to be 'to restore, in Italy the prin-

ciples of the moral order/

"A Catholic government contradicts itself every time that it lays

its hand on the sanctuary and invades the sacred province of the priest-

hood; every time it changes by its own arbitrary act the external con-

ditions of the Church, and so straitens the latter as to reduce it to a

state of bondage. Nor can the purpose of reforming the discipline of

the Church give a color of legitimacy to such an unrighteous under-

taking.

"Determined not to give up the guardianship of the sacred rights

intrusted to our keeping, we lift our voices, and in presence of God

and of men we protest loudly against all and every the innovations and

ordinances which wound the rights and liberties of the Church, as em-

bodied in the recent decrees. In especial, moreover, . . .

"We protest against such as regard the persons belonging to the

Church, by the suppression of ecclesiastical tribunals.

"We protest against such as are adverse to the institutions of the

Church by subjecting to the censure of the State every ecclesiastical

provision and disposition ; by withdrawing from the direction and care

of the Bishops the pious foundations, even when deriving their origin

from the Church itself or intrusted to the Church by the will of the

donors
;
or by prohibiting all care and interference of the bishops with

the establishments of education and instruction, compelling the rectors

of parishes to do without sacramental registers and the books necessary

to their pastoral ministry. . . .
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"We must deplore the vexations committed against priests, accom-

panied bj reprimands, threats, arrest, imprisonment, and banishment.

We deplore the violation of the cloister, the taking possession of sacred

asylums, the sequestration and suppression of religious communities.

We must deplore the occasions given so frequently to the clergy to

engender dissension and scandal, and the seductions held out to them

to tempt them away from the due subjection to their superiors. We
must deplore the licentiousness of the theater and the press, and the

continual snares laid to surprise pious souls, to undermine faith by

circulating infamous pamphlets and heterodox writings, and by the

declamations of fanatical preachers of impiety.

"And we make these declarations in order not to betray the most

sacred rights, which we are bound to protect by the solemn oaths we
have taken, and by the strict duties prescribed by our office and our

conscience, inasmuch as our silence would take the scandalous color of

connivance or of criminal weakness; and because at the sound of our

voice, at the publicity given to this remonstrance, the faithful will take

heart for they deplore bitterly in their secret souls the wrongs and the

ruin caused to their mother.

"Christian charity bids us never to despair of the repentance and

amendment of our neighbor, and to op^jose the armor of prayer to those

who attack us. We do pray for them, and offer up our petitions that

their repentance may help to render more glorious the certain triumphs
of the Church, to which faith teaches us the divine protection can

never fail, and that even the gates of hell shall never prevail against

her."

Signed by the Cardinal Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia, the Arch-

bishop of Spoleto, the Bishops of Terni, Foligno, Citta di Castello,

Assisi, ISTocera, Citta della Pieve, Gabbio, Todi, Amelia, ISTarni, and

Eieti.

Tf any of our readers should doubt that the war of the Italian

Eevolution was a war against the religion of the people and against the

religious traditions, customs and observances of fifteen hundred years,
let them consider now under what head they would classify the laws
or edicts of the Government nearly twenty years before they seized the

City of Rome, by which not only were the parish registers of births,
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marriages and deaths transferred to the municipal officials, bnt the

clergy were forbidden to keep parish registers; by which marriage, a

sacrament in the Church, was turned into a civil contract and subjected
to the civil laws of the Government, and its sacred character ignored
and abolished, and the ordinary and indispensably and inherently

religious character of the priesthood and its sacred functions reversed

and destroyed. It would be difficult more thoroughly to offend the

feelings and consciences of a Christian community, than was done by
these enactments. The entire episcopate of Umbria, in a declaration

signed by them all, and written in the burning words of Monsignor

Pecci, solemnly and bravely protested against such an invasion of the

most sacred riglits. In addition to this, however, the Archbishop-

Bishop of Perugia, in his own name and in behalf of himself, and his

clergy, and his entire flock, addressed an indejjendent protest of his

own to King Victor Emanuel. The lives of eminent men are as much
made known and appreciated by their writings as by their acts

;
in this

instance, the protest bears the double character of brave and exalted

words and heroic action. The question now was one of deeper im-

portance than that of seizing the homes of religious families, of harm-

less monks
;

it was the abolition of a sacrament of the Church.

"Sire, the extraordinary anomaly of civil marriage imposed on

the population of Umbria by a decree of the Sardinian commissary, the

Marquis Pepoli, dated October 31, 1860, was not then fully under-

stood and appreciated in its entire reach and consequences. The Um-
brian hierarchy, after witnessing for more than a year a lamentable

succession of sacriligious usurpations and shameful acts, could have

drawn from these alone a sufficient reason for mourning and trembling

for the fate of their j>eople. . . . They did not delay to raise

their voices in deploring it, and in the joint protest sent to the Govern-

ment in December, 1860, they denounced the innovation as one of the

most baneful among the many carried out to the detriment of religion

and the sacred rights of the Church.

"Enlightened, moreover, by the guilty results of this deplorable

change, the Bishops, after an experience of several months, have pub-

lished lately a doctrinal 'Declaration,' in which the innovation is sub-

mitted to examination, its irreligious character is laid bare, and the
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capital points of its discordance with Catholic doctrine are placed in

evidence.

^'Your Majesty will permit me to place in jour hands a copy of this

'Declaration.' For it is exceedingly important that you should know

and see in its full light an act of such serious consequence, done by the

caprice of an extraordinary official, who came hither, after the military

occupation of tliese provinces, to make laws in your royal name. It

is an act which still works out its effect, corrupting consciences and the

public morality; it now requires a remedy, which can only come from

the power from which it emanates.

"Your Majesty must bear with me if I, who, though the last in

merit among my venerable colleagues, am bound by stricter ties to the

Catholic cause and the Holy Roman Church, the universal teacher and

guardian of the divine rights, do now endeavor to place briefly beneath

your eyes the inconsistency and deformity of this anomaly, considered

in its civil and religious bearings. *

"If your Majesty will only now take the trouble to read calmly

the few pages of our 'Declaration,' you will feel certain that this pro-

jected law, which it is pretended is a boon to Umbria, is of this (anti-

Christian) character. . . . This is shown by the fundamental

conception of the law itself, which is based on the theory of the separa-

bility of the contract from the sacrament. By dissociating marriage
from every religious element it is given features of a merely human
character. And by overlooking the divine institution and economy
which regulate marriage in its very essence, the law takes upon itself

exclusively to arrange what is moat intimate in the matter, as if it regu-

lated only an ordinary transaction of civil origin and competence.

"This anti-Christian character is shown by the source itself from

which the law derives. For it must either come from pagan naturalism,

which knew nothing of the fact that God had raised the matrimonial

contract to the dignity of a sacrament
;
or from the heretical corruptions

of Protestantism, which, having troubled the very springs of revealed

truth, rejected the sanctity of the matrimonial union as belonging to

Christian dogma ; or, again, from the systematic unbelief of our modern

Socialists, who aim at overturning from the foundations the entire social

and religious orders,
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"This character is also shown by the motives on which the law is

based, which are not only futile and insufficient, when there is question
of justifying an act of this moment, but reveal a jmrpose sadly out of

accord with Catholic doctrine.

"They pretend to assert thereby the fulness of the State jurisdic-

tion, and, under the cloak of 'civilization' and 'progress,' to set about

transforming God's o\vti work: They command men's consciences to

accommodate themselves to a factitious tie which Christian doctrine

declares to be illicit and most criminal apart from the sacrament.

"With treacherous phrases about liberty of conscience and separa-
tion of the State from the Church, it takes advantage to weaken the

bonds of religion, to accredit indifferentism, and to please the heretic

and the unbeliever by a fashion of marriage suited to their minds.

"Under the specious and lying color of abuses and restraints it

censures the venerated rules of Christian jurisprudence, the wise disci-

pline of the Church, confirmed by the decrees of councils and by the

uninterrupted practice of so many ages.

"Therefore it was that Pius IX, writing to your Majesty on this

projected law, concluded his letter with these memorable words :

" 'We wrote to your Majesty that the law is not Catholic; and if

the law is not Catholic, the clergy are obliged to tell the people so, even

at the risk of incurring the threatened penalties. Your Majesty, we

also speak to you in the name of Christ Jesus, whose Vicar we are, how

unworthy soever; and we say to you in His name, do not sanction this

law, which is pregnant with a thousand disorders. . . . We give

ourselves up willingly to the hope of seeing you support the rights of

the Church, protect her ministers, and free her people from the peril of

being subjected to certain laws which bear on their face the decay of

religion and of the morality of nations.' .

"As to the consequences of this law, . . . cases of legal

concubinage frequently come to our notice, to our grief and the ruin of

souls. And it is supremely painful to reflect that the more easily such

things happen, the more difficult is it to repair the evil, on account of the

condition of State bondage and interdiction to which the priestly

ministry is condemned in our day. For it is the law itself which fre-

quently causes and authorizes such things. , . .
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"Have we not seen the abuse* and prevarication of legal might

carried to the point of compelling the parish priests, under threat of

fine and imprisonment, to bestow their sacred offices in giving the sacra-

mental consecration to the marriage immediately after the civil cere-

mony, without taking any account whatever of the forms and discipline

of the Church ? i

"Have we not seen the officials use a studious or inconsiderate pre-

(Tiipitancy in admitting parties to the civil ceremony, and then, having

discovered hereafter impediments which nullified the contract, have

they not displayed a careless connivance in tolerating that the incestuous

couples, so ill-united even with respect to the civil act, should continue

together in their unlawful intercourse ?

"Have we not also seen atempts made to subject the administra-

tion of the sacrament and the direction of men's consciences to the

official censure and the dictation of the State ?

"These are dreadful facts, of which I speak of my own certain

knowledge !

"Assuredly a law of this kind, and bearing such pernicious fruits,

is not a Catholic law. The natural dictates of moral honesty are

offended by it
; and, in the long run, it must end in degi-ading Christian

society and cause that 'religious and moral decadence' which our en-

Ifghtened Pontiff deplored in predicting it to your Majesty. . . .

"If this law, therefore, which is so manifestly anti-Catholic, comes

to be promulgated in your royal name, and by a governor sent by royal

ordinance to rule these Pontifical provinces, the Catnolic hierarchy has

a:*i evident right to expect that your Majesty will apply a remedy to the

g:'ievance, and to press you to repair it.

"There is only question here, to insist on the observance of the

nde that a delegate is inferior to the power which delegates him, and

that all acts are void of judicial validity which the delegator had neither

the right nor the intention to perform or to commission his subordi-

n.'^te to do.

"Let your Majesty do this act of justice to the Catholic religion,

the only true religion, the only one acknowledged as such, and the only

one professed in all Italy. Have Christian marriage restored speedily

to its religious liberty and its superhuman gi-andeur. Let the annoying
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exceptions cease which are so grievous a burden to the conscience of our

people, and suppress that heterodox innovation which, by desecrating
an august sacrament, vitiates in their principle the domestic and social

relations, and is a great danger to the purity of faith and morals."

Among the Italian priests who joined the revolutionary propa-

ganda was one more conspicuous than the rest, one Padre Passaglia,
who inaugurated a petition to the Pope urging him to renounce his

temporal power over the Pontifical States, He acquired by this forward

and rash act considerable notoriety. He especially used his endeavors

to obtain the signatures of priests to this document. Some of the priests

of the Cardinal-Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia signed it, and he officially

admonished them of the impropriety of their act. Three others of his

priests were accused by the enemies of the Pope of refusing to sign it
;

when they answered the charge in the public papers that they had

refused merely because they had prepared another petition of their own
more insulting to the Holy Father than Passaglia's, Cardinal Pecci

wrote to these three with a view of recalling them to a sense of their

priestly duty, and as is frequently done in such cases, pending their

retraction and the recognition of their own duty and the Bishop's

authority, he suspended them from their j^riestly functions. These

unfortunate men, instead of submitting to the authority of their Bishop,

proceeded further in the wrong by sending the Bishop's letter to the

Government, thus designing to get him into trouble. This treacherous

act caused proceedings to be immediately instituted against Cardinal

Pecci, under the charge of opposing the established institutions. He
was tried, but he was acquitted of the charge, so clear was the proof

of his innocence, and on an appeal he was again declared innocent.

Nothing daunted by the prosecution, which, however, added greatly to

his triumph, he struggled for religious interests, for the proj^er instruc-

tion of his clergy and guidance of their priestly conduct, and for the

rights of the Church, with undiminished zeal, amid ever arising and

increasing perils. Father Keller states that the Cardinal was impris-

oned on the occasion of the closing of the seminary, when he defended

his seminarians and received them into his own house. This fact, how-

ever, is not directly mentioned by Monsignor O'Reilly, although the

circumstances would tend to show that the Cardinal and the seminarians

were but little better off than prisoners in their own house.
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In the midst of arms Cardinal Pecci was untiring in his efforts to

promote such works of amelioration and progress as usually flourish

most in times of peace. Besides many other good works he gave new

life and activity to the Monti di Pieta, or popular Loan Banks, whose

business consisted in the benevolent work of lending money to indus-

trious and worthy people, without exacting the usual interest thereon.

He also induced the good Perugians to unite with him in forming a

Savings Bank, towards which he supplied a considerable portion of the

capital himself. The asylum for poor and vagrant boys, "waifs of his

flock," was so remodelled as to include an industrial school which he

founded, and he then placed the institution in care of the Brothers of

Mercy, whom he introduced into Perugia from Belgium. The same

benevolent work was done for the girls in their institution. Many good,

industrious and pious inmates were, from time to time, sent out to make

useful members of society.

Cardinal Pecci, as a Bishop, Was most zealous in visiting his diocese,

every portion of it, and every church, canonically, and at regular inter-

vals. As chief pastor of all Umbria he went to see how the interests

of religion were cared for; how the solemnity and beauty of divine

worship were maintained, the condition of the churches, institutions

and of all ecclesiastical, educational and charitable properties, that the

high standard of education was maintained, the state of religion and

morality maintained in the parishes. He was happy in praising much

wherever he saw all things conducted as they should be, and gentle,

though prompt and firm in noticing any instances of neglect or indiffer-

ence. His visitations throughout his diocese were sedulously performed

every fourth year, and he made seven such insjDections during his episco-

pate. The discipline and general prosperity and exactness of all dio-

cesan and parochial work were admirable under his vigilant, just and

considerate administration.

He was indefatigable in his labors for supplying his people with

churches, and in seeing that they were kept in repair, in perfect neatness

and worthily adorned to be the tabernacles of the God of Hosts. He

repaired many churches in Umbria and he erected thirty-six entirely

new ones, and completed six already begun. The venerable and beau-

tiful old mediaeval Cathedral of Perugia, around which so many sacred
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traditions of the people in better and happier days were still clinging,
was a special object of the Cardinal's care, solicitude and generosity.

The disturbances of the times, from the days of the first Napoleon to

those of Victor Emanuel, and other disasters, impoverishing the people,

had left the ancient temple much run down and out of repair. In 1849

Archbishop Pecci had a new marble pavement laid under the dome. He
also from time to time repaired one part of the Cathedral and then

another, until the fine temple was again the pride of the Bishop and

his flock. He expended twenty thousand crowns in these repairs.

Besides many other works for the benefit of religion, and for the repair
of the houses of God, he caused to be beautifully frescoed the fine chapel
of St. Onofrio. It has already been mentioned, that to him Perugia
was indebted for the beautiful shrine of Our Lady of Mercy, in which

there still remains a stone inscription composed by him in classic Latin,

during one of his rambles through the hills in a summer vacation when
a youth. It is related that on the Church of San Martino, in Campo,
alone there was expended over twelve thousand crowns, and on the

great Church of Castiglione del Largo over twenty-five thousand.

So cultured a man as Joachim Pecci could not omit the culture

of the grand sacred music of the Church from his zealous works, and

he was most sedulous in cultivating, for the beauty and devotion of the

divine service, both the inspiring church music of Pergolese and the

ennobling music of the celebrated Gregorian chant. The improvement
he accomplished in the splendor and devotional effect of the public

seiwices of the Cathedral had a fine religious effect upon the people, and

to this noble progress in good work and in cultivating the service of God
he saw in all the churches of his diocese.

Cardinal Pecci, to his gi*eat learning, zeal and Apostolic labors,

added a wonderful ability for finance. He gave success by his talents

hi this field to all the undertakings of his diocese. He revived, under

the decree of Sacred Congregatior of rights, the Bishop's right of visita-

tion over the great hospital of Santa Maria della Misericordia and other

gi'eat institutions, extended to them all, and especially to the said hos-

pital, his pastoral care and financial aid, and created, on August 26,

1854, the "Tutelary Congregation of Holy Places," which was com-

posed both of able ecclesiastics and laymen, Not only did he prepare
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rules for keeping their accounts, but he also made a diocesan law for

regulating generally all such religious associations and confraternities.

His measures in these regards were followed by other zealous Bishops

throughout Italy,







CHAPTER VIII.

Head of the Episcopate. His Pastoral. Jubilee. Third Order

OF St. Francis.

APLEASING feature in the character of Joachim Pecci, one,

too, which is most uniformly manifested in his whole life,

even in his school and collegiate life, is that whereby, in

spite of his natural and habitual modesty and retiring dis-

position, he was under every circumstance a leader of men. Already

distinguished in the service of the Church when he was appointed

Bishop of Perugia, the stirring and crucial events, then and after-

wards, flowing from the Italian Revolution, and his own great learning,

abilities and energy, seemed from the start to place him at the head of

the Episcopate of Italy, more especially of Central Italy, Whether he

acted and spoke alone or in concert with brethren of the hierarchy, his

action and his words seemed to affect and to ameliorate the interests of

the Church and of religion throughout the world, even though more

immediately addressed to his own diocese, or to the Church in Italy, or

the Papacy in its more immediate relations with Italy and the Temporal

Sovereignty of the Pope, his great and noble Pastoral letters, while

he was Bishop of Perugia, were relatively what his grand Encyclical"

letters have since been while he was Pope. They touched every
Catholic cord in the hearts of all Christendom. Monsignor O'Reilly

speaks of the splendid thoughts and words of his Pastorals as "rare and

precious gems," and again as "the most beautiful pearls of Coromandel

taken from a full casket." This noble praise was particularly ajipli-

cable to the fine Pastoral letter issued in 1864 by the Archbishop-

Bishop of Perugia, which bore the striking title, "On the Current

Errors Against Religion and Christian Life." We regret our inability

to present entire this fine document to our readers.

While the secular clergy, even the young candidates for the sacred

ministry, had suffered greatly at the hands of the invading and advanc-

(137)
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ing revolution, the severest blow of all was struck at the regular clergy

of the Church, the Religious Orders and their members. From the

time that the Piedmontest troops and Government possessed themselves

of the province and city of Perugia, they commenced and continued to

seize and appropriate the convents and monasteries of the Religious

Orders. While great indignation was felt at this act of tyranny in every

part of the world, and in free governments especially, like our own, where

the Government by the Constitution is as much bound to respect the

rights and properties of the ecclesiastics of every kind as it is bound to

respect those of any other citizen, the Italian Government, rejoicing

in its ill-gotten wealth, little regarded that moral and providential law

of nature and of natural religion that visits with temporal punishments
those who seize the j^roperty of others, and despise the precept "Thou
shalt not covet thy neighbor's goods." Such acts of plunder were

followed by the financial distress and threatened ruin of

the same government of Italy. To acts of injustice were added

those of barbarism and wantonness, as was witnessed in that splendid

establishment, the ancient and beautiful monastery and Church of San

Pietro Cassinese, in which those beautiful works of art and of religion,

the fine frescoes of the cloisters and refectory, were wantonly defaced or

destroyed. The Religious Orders of the Catholic Church are its glory,

and their members, besides their immediate and special works, have

ever proved themselves the willing and generous aids of the secular

priesthood. The people in all ages, as in our own, have always loved

and been grateful to the regular clergy, whose convents and monasteries,

whether in the Alps, or from St. Bernard, or in the cities and plains,

have succored the needy in every way, many of them supplying not

only food to the poor, but also medical attendance and medicine, besides

the most consoling spiritual assistance. The secular clergy have always
bestowed the most generous alms on the poor, either as individual

Christians and pastor, or as the founders, patrons and guides of asylums,

hospitals and pious retreats
;
the Religious Orders have been corporate

and organized centers of relief, beneficence and charity. They knew
in all ages, as now they know and practice, stewardship of the Lord.

Why should such beneficent institutions be made the objects of assault,

confiscation and cruelty ? Why should the boasted liberty of the revp-

i
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lutionary regime exclude them, or any of the citizens of the common-

wealth, from its participation?

Not only did the officers and representatives of the Crown, such as

the royal commissary, vigorously execute the harsh measures of the

Government, but they even went out of their way by disregarding the

modifications which they wqre instructed to apply to the enforcement

of the unjust and illegal decrees of the King and his Ministers. But

repeated protests had been made to the King, calling his attention to

the facts that his agents took it upon themselves to disregard their

instructions to modify the enforcement in certain particulars, and no

notice was taken by King or Minister of the same, it would seem fair

to infer that the said modifications were not real, but pretended ones,

or that the servants of the Government acted under secret instructions.

Such had been the result of many a noble protest of the Archbishop-

Bishop of Perugia and of his colleagues. It has well been said that the

homes and property of the Religious Orders of the Church "could no

more belong to the State, nor be subject to sequestration than the home,

and property and revenues of the prince, the peasant or the mechanic."

In the midst of so many and such grave usurpations and spoliations

committed by the Italian State against the Church, the Bishops of the

Pontifical States and of all Italy did not cease to protest in the most

forcible and indignant manner. Overpowered by the stronger physical

force of the Revolution and of the Italian State, submission was inevit-

able, but submission was not approval. In all their solemn protests no

word of approval or of acceptance was uttered, but the rights of the

Church were always courageously asserted, and the unlawful character

of the usurpation was proclaimed. There were nine such independent

and able protests issued by Archbishop Pecci, as the guardian of the

rights of his own flock, and in his own name as Bishop of Perugia. In

conjunction with his colleagues in the episcopacy there were tlie same

number issued in their united names, and addressed to the authorities

of the Italian Government. The rare gifts and traits of character, mind

and soul, which have ever distinguished this accomplished ecclesiastic

and conscientious Christian,who was at once a bold defender of his rights

and a refined gentleman and scholar, were conspicuously manifested

in all these public utterances. His papers on all occasions were couched
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in most coiirteoils terms and contained every recognition oi rank and

station; he always preserved his equanimity of mind and his natural

gentleness of disposition, and the dignity of his personal and official

station was conspicuously and admirably maintained. No heed was

given to these just, true and unanswerable appeals either by the agents

of the Government, or by the Ministers, or by the King when personally

addressed. On the contrary one act of aggression and usurpation suc-

ceeded another, and mingled with the more serious and oppressive meas-

ures of the Government were an endless succession of minor grievances.

Archbishop Pecci was in constant consultation with his episcopal col-

leagues, and their thought and action in concert in protection of common

rights, and the maintenance of a common cause.

There was one phase of this wholesale confiscation of the property

of the Religious Orders which was in fact the confiscation of private

property. Wliile in fact the properties of religious houses represented

the public and private gifts of princes and private individuals to the

convents and monasteries, a considerable portion of it was the private

property, the inheritances of the individual members, who carried their

family portions and inheritances into the common property under the

sanction and implied guarantees of the civil authority that it would be

respected. This was not only the case with the members of male insti-

tutions, but it was particularly so with great numbers of religious ladies

entering the convents with the consent of their parents and receiving
on so doing their dowery, just as they would have received it on their

marriage. Their parents gave them their free choice between a worldly
alliance or becoming the spouses of Jesus Christ. Both states of life

were sanctioned both by the ecclesiastical and the civil law. In the

former case these doweries would have been respected by the new
authorities governing Italy, butwhen it came to the dowery of the Church,
consecrated to God in preference to man, the State not only claimed, but

actually exercised the right to confiscate it. The chivalry of the cru-

saders did not survive in these lands and times when the Italian Govern-

ment took satisfaction to themselves in waging war on defenseless

women.

Numerous communities of men and women, heretofore self-sus-

taining and living in seclusion and inoifensiveness in their own homes,
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were iiow thrown in destitution upon the community, and especially

upon the charities of the hierarchy and of their fellow-Catholics. The

very method of life which these religious men and women had so long
and usefully led had cut them off from business associations and influ-

ences, and had rendered them incapable of supporting themselves by the

usual methods familiar and comparatively easy to the mass of the com-

munity. Large numbers of helpless persons, especially women, were

thrown in poverty upon the community. Heretofore the Eeligious
Orders had provided largely for the poor of all the communities where

they existed, and they owned ample means for so doing. Now they were

comj)elled to seek alms from others. The Bishops and the clergy, by
the exactions of the Government, were not able to meet the demanda

thus made upon them, for they had all suffered by the revolution and

convulsions of society.

The support of the Bishops and clergy in the Catholic countries of

Europe had been quite different from that pursued in missionary coun-

tries like our own. There the people paid their taxes to the Government

and from these taxes the salaries of the Bishops and priests were paid.

The other system makes provision for the support of the Church and

its ministers directly by the voluntary gifts or tithes of the people, a

method which is followed in the United States by the Catholic and the

Protestant denominations. The two systems are substantially the same.

But in European countries, which had been Catholic from time im-

memorial, where large ecclesiastical properties in past times had passed

into the hands of the Governments and where the whole subject had been

regulated by the Concordats, or treaties with the Holy See. In the

changed condition of affairs in Italy, where communities were divided

on the question of their rightful owners, the Bishops and clergy being the

rightful and loyal subjects of the legitimate authority of the Sovereign

Pontiffs, drew down upon their heads the hostility of the Italian Govern-

ment, though they submitted to the Government forced upon them, led

lives of peace and inoffensiveness, and faithfully discharged to their

flocks the spiritual duties and labors entitling them to their stipends or

salaries, their own support became precarious and subject to the caprice

or injustice of the Government and its Ministers. The new Government

in the Papal States had seized the i)ublic proj^erties of the Holy See,
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and hence were compelled in justice to discharge its obligations. The

following passages from the "Life of Leo XIII," by one of his ablest

biographers, describes the condition of things in this regard: "What

could Cardinal Pecci do to alleviate such misery ? The new mast-ers

of Italy seized his income, as well as that of his clergy. He and they

could get just as much or as little as it pleased the Minister of Victor

Emanuel to give
—that is, nothing at all to those esteemed unfriendly

to the new order of things, and a pittance, sadly diminished and very

irreg-ularly paid, to all the others. But the good Cardinal could find

resources even in his poverty, for he spent but little—very little, indeed

—on himself; frugal and austere as he had ever been. And now he

would fain refuse himself even the necessaries of life to have something

to give to that crowd of wanderers whose hearts had so long been set

on that other and better world."*

One of the difficulties arising now out of the new order of things

existing in Italy and between the Italian Government and the Holy See,

related to the royal exequatur or placet, or the question of the right of

the King over ecclesiastical appointments. The origin of the custom or

right of secular sovereigns to intervene in such matters is historically

quite obvious and easily traced. Upon principle it is even more easily

and self-evidently stated and demonstrated. Such a power of ap]X)int-

ment, being wholly ecclesiastical and spiritual, belongs exclusively in its

nature to the Church, and to the Pope as the head of the Church.

His exercise of this power inherent in his supreme office could only be

modified, intrusted or conceded by agreement, consent or concession of

the Sovereign Pontiff, for the sake of securing some good to the

Church or to religion, or some concession from secular powers to the

Church or to religion. In such cases it was not unfrequently the result

that the Pope, in making his appointments of Bishops, rectors or other

ecclesiastical functionaries, would agree that in a particular kingdom or

country, such appointments, before the incumbents were inducted into

ofiice, should receive the royal exequatur or placet, which signified the

royal consent. Or the Pope, in consideration of some concession from

the King would agree that the latter might name or choose the incum-

bent, or enjoy the rights of presentation of a Bishop or other ecclesi-

* "Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, p. 252.
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astJcal functionary, but the Pope always reserved to liimself the

exclusive power of canonical institution. In all cases there were

reciprocal concessions on both sides. The [)eculiar instrument, by which

arrangements were entered into, was known by the name of Concordat.

The word Concordat, w^hich relates to something agreed upon,

might be, and was perhaps originally, applied to treaties of a purely

secular nature, and between secular sovereigns, but it subsequently

became and is now applied exclusively to compacts relating to ecclesi-

astical affairs between the Pope and some temporal sovereign. ^'Con-

cordats commonly relate to things which are neither purely spiritual,

as faith, the sacraments, or worship, nor purely temporal, as civil rights,

taxation, etc., but mixed matters, regarding which each power makes

certain claims, in regard of which the action of the powers can, with

difficulty, be dissociated; and in which, therefore, in the hope of

harmonious co-operation for the public good, each is willing to cede

to the other a portion of its peculiar rights. Concordats are of two

kinds—first, in the form of a treaty, to which both the contracting

powers are formally consenting parties ;
the second, in which the terms

are concerted by both, or, at least, are mutually accepted^ but are

published by only one, most commonly by the Pope, in the form of a bull

reciting the enactments which result from the agreement. This differ-

ence is only in form. In both it is a settled doctrine of Catholic

canonists, and especially of those of the ultramontane school, that the

Pope never absolutely cedes purely spiritual powers. Thus, in the

presentation of bishoprics, while the King 'nominated' or 'elected,' the

Pope always reserved to himself the power of 'canonical institution.'
"*

Concordats, and, in fact, treaties of every kind, must, under the

general principles of international law, be regarded as dependent upon

the good faith of each contracting party, and the recognition of the

obligation of international law. This principle is clearly illustrated by

an ordinary case. If, for example, a treaty of commerce existed between

England and France, if one of the high contracting powers, in violation

of every national and international right, should invade with her armies

and seize upon the territories of the other and blot her out from the

• See "A Pronouncing Dictionary," etc , appended to tlie "Life of Pope Leo XIII," by Rev.

James F. Talbot, D.D., and Rev. P. A. McKenna, p. 438.
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map of nations
;
in such a case is not the treaty of commerce and every

treaty abrogated thereby? Is not the conquered nation, at all times,

both before and after its recovery of its independence and national

autonomy, released from the obligations of that treaty ? A general state

of war, in fact, between two powers operates as an abrogation of all

treaties existing between them. How, then, could the Italian Government

hold the Holy See to the existing Concordats between them, while invad-

ing the territories of the Church and usurping its civil authorities over

the States of the Church ? This was too clearly known to the Ministry

of King Victor Emanuel in 1863, and hence they did not set up the

Concordats, although they were determined to claim the concessions

made by the Holy See before the Italian seizure and occupation of the

States of the Church, and while each Government was free and sovereign

in its own territories. They were determined to exercise the royal

exequatur or placet conceded by the Concordats even after the Con-

cordats had been abrogated by their armed invasion and seizure of the

territories of the other contracting party, whose sovereignty was openly

recognized and guaranteed by the Concordats themselves. Under these

circumstances the King and his Government invented and announced a

new principle of right in the States for its intervention in the ecclesias-

tical affairs of the Church. This rash and untenable act of King Victor

Emanuel is mentioned by an eminent ecclesiastical author and biogra-

pher of Pope Leo XIII in the following terms:

''The right here claimed and arrogated by the usurping Piedmon-

tese Government is unblushingly described as 'one of the supreme rights

of the civil power/ whereas in all past European jurisprudence the

right of royal placed or exequatur was only granted by the Holy See to

certain sovereigns for a certain time, and within certain limits, as a

reward for certain extraordinary services rendered to Christendom. In

other kingdoms this right was used by the Governments in spite of the

Church, which never ceased to protest against it as a usurpation. In

the former Dukedom of Savoy and Kingdom of Sardinia the Concordats

with the Holy See most explicitly affirmed the nature of such rights

as being a concession and favor of the ecclesiastical or spiritual power."

It is perfectly clear, therefore, that whenever a temporal province

exercised the right of exequatur or placet, it was by virtue of a dele-
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gated authority derived from the Sovereign Pontiff, and not in its

nature belonging to the temporal or secular sovereignty. Enough has

been said to show that whatever such power had been delegated to the

King in this instance as the Sovereign of Savoy or Sardinia, was not

applicable to the new sovereignty of the Kingdom of Italy, and upon
settled principles of law and right, all such power had been abrogated
as originally conceded.

Such were the circumstances under which King Victor Emanuel,
on March 5, 1863, issued his royal decree requiring that all ecclesiastical

appointments to positions in the Church or among the clergy and other

proceedings relating thereto, should be null and void without the royal

sanction, to which they should be first submitted, and unless confirmed

in the name and authority of the King. And this was claimed to be

done by an authority inherent in the royal authority. It was also a

conspicuous and aggressive feature in this edict that in it the Holy
See was characterized as a foreign power. Did the Italian King propose
to make himself the head of the Church, thus usurping both the tem-

poral sovereignty and the ecclesiastical authority of the Sovereign
Pontiff ?

The Bishops of Unibria could not conscientiously let such an

assumption of ecclesiastical power of the civil authority pass unnoticed

or unchallenged.

Archbishop Pecci drew up the remonstrance of the Umbrian Epis-

copate on this occasion, as he had done on others of like importance;
a remonstrance which asserted, first of all, that no Government claiming
to be so desirous of remaining Catholic could set up a claim in the face

of the Church, and her Head, to whom belonged unquestionably

exclusive ecclesiastical authority. The protest asked: "Mayhaps the

divine commission given to Peter and his successors to feed the whole

Christian flock, to loose and to bind upon earth, had annexed to it the

condition that they should begin by obtaining the placet, or consent of

the governors of this world ? And the divine mission imposed on the

Apostles to preach to all nations and to instruct them in the divine

commandments was perchance subordinated to the good pleasure and

the restrictions of the civil magistrate ?"

The episcopal protest then proceeds to refute such an intention.
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"Far from it," the Bishops say ;
"Peter and the Apostles, and so many-

other ilhistrious pastors following their example, struggled and endured

martyrdom for no other reason than that they proclaimed the Xew Law
of Christ, no matter how vigorously forbidden by the world, in spite

of the prohibitions and persecutions of mere human jx)liticians. The

independence of the power divinely intrusted to the Visible Head

of religion and to the other lawful pastors for the spiritual government
of the Christian society has its origin from God

;
whosoever attacks or

ignores it denies the work of God in founding and organizing His

Church. To impose impediments or put restraints, such as those in

question, on the exercise of this power is just to place a human institu-

tion above the divine, and to make an earthly power the judge and

reformer of a divine commission. . . . Modern theorists will not

or know not how to distinguish the two well-defined paths along which,

by divine ordinance, both the civil and the ecclesiastical powers have

to travel toward the end assigned to each respectively. The modern

theory will have the much-desired harmony between Church and State

considered as a right of inspection (on the part of the latter), whereas

this harmony is only greatly recommended for the sake of the reciprocal

advantage of the respective subjects of both societies. It thus trans-

forms into a legal patronage and mastery the obligation which each

power is under toward the other of assisting and protecting it, in order

that each society may fully enjoy its full proportion of utility. Hence

it is that, instead of affirming the original independence and supe-

riority of the spiritual power, people endeavored to make of the Church

a ward and servant of temjwral monarchs."

^ It is made apparent that the royal exequatur, as between the Holy
See and the Government of Savoy was but temporary and special ;

that

it had led to complicated relations and negotiations between that

Government and the Holy See during the Pontificate of Benedict XIV,
in 1742, and the whole matter was then settled in a manner which fully

recognized the independence and inviolability of the Papal authority.

The novel and untenable position assumed by the Italian Government

in 1863 was then shown to be wholly inconsistent with the adjustment
of 1742. The protest enumerates, with powerful effect, long series of

successive wrongs heaped by the Government upon the Church and
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among them was the fact already mentioned, that the Government, while

discouraging by all possible means the services and good conduct of the

good and faithful priests, did everything to encourage and support

those unfortunate priests who adhered to the enemies of the Church

and religion. We will quote again from the protest, which at once

shows throughout the profound thought and forcible style of Cardinal

Pecci, and the freedom, candor and independence with which th^e

Bishops addressed the King :

''In the official scales it is not always the conscientious judgment
of the Bishop, nor the results of the canonical consensus, nor the pre-

cedent merits and services, nor the exemplary priestly life, which has

the greatest weight in obtaining for a candidate the civil possession

of the prebend conferred on him
;
but certain complacencies for the

world, the sympathy of political parties, the merits, in fact, of modern

patriotism, are the only things which too often are taken into account.

"It is painful to think of it, deplorable to have to say it ! The col-

lection of ecclesiastical livings, trammeled by the governmental placet,

appeared to people to have been changed into monopoly of jwlitical

interests, and into a focus of hateful undertakings against the Supreme
Pontificate and the Church. To prevent the installation in the charges

obtained by them of hard-working and blameless priests who had

received canonical investiture and the approbation of their Bishops,

men were found to pry into the secret thoughts of the candidates, to

have recourse to a systematic distrust of them, to the theories current

about suspected persons ; they opened up the door to secret denuncia-

tions, to low party intrigues. At the same time all kinds of favors were

showered on disobedient and worldly-minded priests ;
such obtained

charges, honors, pensions, assigned to them most frequently at the

expense of the revenues of the Church, as a reward for having turned

their backs upon her. There has been no lack of official encomiums and

encouragement given to certain clerical factions, who, led away by ambi-

tion, by self-interest, or false liberty, endeavored to upset in the

sanctuary itself all order and discipline and to raise there the flag

of emancipation and schism. Abundant subsidies were bestowed on sus-

pended priests. . . . Generous presents were set apart for the

benefit of unruly priests, at the expense of the clerical fund and against
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the spirit of its founders, while so many cenobites and nuns, stripped of

their own lawful patrimony, had not wherewith to buy their daily

bread."

At the Council of the Vatican Cardinal Pecci, though always

modest and retiring, was by force of his character, his great learning,

his earnestness, high purpose, zeal for the faith and for religion, as

well "as by his important services as a member of various commissions

and committees, an important, useful and, in fact, a conspicuous mem-

ber of that august body. His tall stature, his dignified appearance, his

tlioughtful and studious mien, and his great reputation made him an

object of interest, admiration and respect. His services in the Council

were highly appreciated by his colleagues, and by his illustrious chief

and predecessor, Pius IX. It was even at that early date that the

thought, and even the word spoken, of some members of the Council,

seemed to point to liim as the next Pope. The following anecdote is

pertinent to this suggestion :

In 1870, while attending the Vatican Council, he performed an

interesting and impressive function in the Church of the French

Seminary at Rome. He received into the Church an entire Jewish

family of Bologna, took their abjuration of the faith of their fathers,

administered baptism to them and administered to each the sacrament

of confirmation. Fourteen or fifteen French Bishops assisted at the

touching ceremony, and, while deeply absorbed in the occasion itself,

they felt more than ever impressed with the lofty and gentle, dignified

yet benignant, appearance, movements and expression of the dis-

tinguished celebrant of the occasion. Such was their admiration for

the Cardinal-Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia, that after the conclusion

of the ceremony, and in conversation among themselves, they signifi-

cantly exclaimed : "What a fine Pope he would make !"*

In the following year, 1871, on January I7th, was celebrated the

Silver Jubilee of the Bishop of Perugia, the twenty-fifth anniversary of

his appointment to that See. Great changes had taken place in those

twenty-five years. The sadness of persecution had hung heavily on the

Church, on her Sovereign Pontiff, on her Bishops, priests and laity,

and it seemed like no time for rejoicing. Cardinal Pecci could not

* "The Life and Acts of Pope Leo XIII," by Rev. Joseph E. KeUer, S. J.
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entertain the thought of a celebration beyond the celebration of the

religious services of the Church usual on such occasions. But others felt

joy that he was still spared for the service of the Church and of

religion, and this joy would have its vent. The Holy Father, Pius IX,
sent his congratulations, and Bishops and other ecclesiastical dignitaries

from TJmbria, Rome, and other parts of Italy, came in person, day by

day, to tender theirs to the distinguished Cardinal-Archbishop. The

Cathedral was arrayed in unwonted splendor and beauty; a grand pro-

cession was formed and proceeded to the great temple, and at ten in

the morning the Cardinal celebrated his Pontifical Mass in the midst

of his episcopal colleagues, his priests and his flock. A meeting of the

clergy and laity was held at the episcopal residence at noon, a beautiful

address of congratulation wa,s read and presented to the Cardinal, and

a testimonial, most appropriate, was presented to him
;
it was a beautiful

bronze statue of the Immaculate Mother of God, from the art of the

sculptor Cecchini, one of his own flock, whose great merit had won
for its author the first premium in 1870 at Rome. The religious cele-

bration was terminated in the afternoon by the chanting of Pontifical

Vespers, and fervent were the prayers offered in that earnest and soul-

arousing day for the long life, health and happiness of the father of a

grateful people.

As time passed on, the great learning, zeal and labors of

Cardinal Pecci became more and more known and appreciated. The

calls made upon his services by the Churcli, and by her august Head,

Pius IX, became, from day to day, more numerous and important. The

Holy Father offered to Cardinal Pecci the appointment to the suburban

See of Frascati, an appointment in which he could have been of great

service to the Pope, and one which would have enabled him to reside at

Rome, remain within call of the Sovereign Pontiff, and at the same

time be recognized as a promotion. But such were his warm

attachments to his flock and to the See and people of Perugia, and so

great and frequent were the occasions when his co-operation, counsels

and leadership were needed among his colleagues in the episcopate, the

Bishops of Umbria and of all Central Italy, that Cardinal Pecci could

not bring himself to sever such sacred, important and useful ties and

associations., But he was also frequently at Rome and in the councils
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of the Holj Father, to whom he rendered frequent and most Important

services. Such was his great learning in all ecclesiastical affairs, in

canon law and usage, and so great his experience in handling important

and intricate problems, such as constantly arose in the administration

of the Supreme Pontificate that he w^as constantly engaged in the solu-

tion and disposition of the most difficult and far-reaching exigencies of

the Papal administration. His valuable and profound services were

most highly appreciated by the Sovereign Pontiff. Besides these fre-

quent yet exceptional services to the Church and to religion, Cardinal

Pecci was a member of six Cardinalatial congregations, which as perma-

nent organizations or committees, in the constitution of the Church and

the administration of the Papal and Roman Primacy, rendered con-

stant aid and counsel, as well as active services, to the Holy Father. He
was a model of labor, perseverance, frugality, early rising, systematic

application and untiring energy. These characteristic qualities and

habits enabled him to perform, and even with apparent ease,

labors and services of great bulk, of invaluable importance and of fruit-

ful results. And now, again, in 1875, his great chief and predecessor,

Pius IX, appointed him Protector of the Third Order of St. Francis

of Assisi. This important office, while it increased the immense

labors and responsibilities of the Cardinal, was a congenial one to him,

reviving as it did his early and youthful association with the great

and illustrious Order of the Franciscans. Ever obedient to the wishes

of the Vicar of Christ, he accepted the office, and in doing so, he obeyed

the generous and exalted promptings of his own gentle, affectionate and

zealous heart.

He accordingly went to Assisi, on the earliest occasion allowed

to him by his unceasing and engrossing duties and labors, to assume

the zealous works and services of his new office. On November 26th,

there was held at that sacred Shrine of the Seraphic Doctor an assembly

of the Franciscan Tertiaries, embracing many priests, both of the

Religious Orders and of the secular clergj^, and a great concourse of lay

Tertiaries, and in their wrapt presence he accepted the grateful task

assigned to him, and addressed his brethren of St. Francis in strains

of inspiring and elevating eloquence. From this beautiful address we

present to our readers the following brief passages:
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''When, a few days ago, His Holiness Pius IX, was pleased to

appoint nie Protector of the Confraternity of the Third Order of St.

Francis, which sprang up so many centuries ago in this very city, myheart

overflowed with joy. From my infancy I was devoted to this great

saint, and have ever been an admirer of his heroic virtues; and I have

always looked upon the Third Order, founded by him, as upon an

institution springing from divine inspiration; one replete with

Christian wisdom and fruitful in most blessed results for religion and

the entire human race.

"To employ one's self in favoring and spreading such an order is

to foster a work of the highest benefit to religion, to morality and to

civilization
;

it is to supply a salutary remedy for the enormous evils

which afflict society, and to restore uj)on earth the reign of holy charity

and every virtue. Oh ! may God grant that amid all the disasters which

sadden our souls and the misery amid which we are comjielled to live,

we may see with our own eyes, a mighty multitude hastening to take

refuge under the protection of the poverty-loving Saint of Assisi ! Then

we should, without a doubt, see these men becoming, in the hand of

God, so many instruments employed in re-establishing on earth the

quiet we have lost and the peace for which men pray so ardently."

The daily life and practices of labor, study and goodness of

Cardinal Pecci
;
his great understanding ;

his continued application to

the important duties of his station
;
the active participation he took

in the efforts of the Church to meet the extraordinary and unparalleled

exigencies of the Holy See and the Papacy and its supporters growing
out of the Italian Revolution

;
the exceptionally vigorous administra-

tion of the episcopal office which he gave to the See of Perugia ;
his fru-

gality, his self-denial, his simplicity of life, his systematic measures for

coping with every duty, every danger and every emergency of his official

and personal career; the wonderful observance of the laws of health,

by which he preserved and ever increased his physical and mental

activity and his capacity for work and the conduct of the weighty affairs

pressing constantly upon his vital energies ;
all these have been the

subjects of admiration and praise from all who have been the recorders

and chroniclers of his history. His life, viewed solely from this practi-

cal standpoint, is well worthy of study and imitation. We have seen
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him in his youth recording in poetic form and strain the pangs and suf-

ferings of a weak constitution and of feeble health, and yet at a

period of life afterwards, when most, if surviving, are looking closely

towards the grave, then commencing a new and glorious career of the

hiffhest and noblest labors and achievements. His career constitutes

one of the most remarkable instances of longevity acquired by one's own

high purpose and self-culture, that can be found on the pages of history.

We will quote briefly from several tributes of admiration and

praise, which came from pens well qualified to know and appreciate

the wonderfully successful career and the admirable life of Joachim

Pecci, whether viewed in his administrative, diplomatic, episcopal,

or Pontifical life
;

for it may truly be said that in each of these

important departments he rendered the services of a lifetime
;
so power-

ful of effort and labor did he make himself by the methods which he

adopted. One of his biographers, writing of Leo's life while a Cardinal,

said : 'Tor twenty-four years the Cardinal-Archbishop kept his pastoral

charge in PeiTigia. That charge had absorbed the middle, the core, and

center of his life. Rome had had his youth, and Rome was to have his

commanding and powerful old age. The life of the Cardinal had been

almost as simple as a friar's. The daily Mass, long prayer, constant

work, and the frugal table of an old-fashioned Italian had kept his

mental and bodily vigor so high and so fresh, that when at sixty-seven

he was called to the Pope's side, it was not to rest that he went, but

to new duties."*

Another one of the Pope's biographers has also well said : ''He

was simple in his habits, indefatigably laborious in the employment of

his time
;
as eager and as keen as any young student for the acquisition

of new stores of knowledge ;
blameless and most exemplary in his

private life, and ever accessible to priests and to people, to high and

lowly, who required his ministry. Pirm, calm and unmoved as an

antique statue in the presence of the persecutors of his clergy and the

perverters of his flock when they threatened him, his words could be

words of living flame when kindled by the wrong done to others."!

Fathers Talbot and McKenna have also given us a fine picture of

* "Life of Leo XIII," by John Oldcaatle, etc., p. 33.

t
" Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, p. 161.
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tlie daily life of the Cardinal-Archbisliop-Bisliop of Perugia : ''The

life which Archbishop Pecci led at Perugia was a very simple one;

and same to-day.* When he presides over the entire Church his ways
are almost the same. He was always an early riser, and a most inde-

fatigable worker. Though slight of build, he performs more actual

labor than stronger men are capable of doing, and he seems impervious
to fatigue. Daybreak invariably found him out of bed, engaged in

preparation for the holy sacrifice of the Mass. When he had cele-

brated this, he at once set to w^ork in his study, busying himself with

history and literature, in which branches, after the studies of his

sacred calling, he always had an especial predilection. He w^as passion-

ately fond of Dante, from whose works he can recite long passages

learned by memory; and, as all the world now knows, he was given to

the composition of jx)etry himself, some of his verses having won him

high praise ;
while a collection of them, which has been done in various

langiiages from the original Latin and Italian, has quite recently been

iHiblished.

''His meals were models of abstemiousness. Like all Italians, the

Archbishop at Perugia took one meal a day, and that of the simplest

sort. He continues the same practice in the Vatican, and at all seasons

of the year he retired at ten o'clock. In personal appearance the Arch-

bishop is spoken of, by those who remember him at Perugia, as of

majestic mien. His stature is tall, his countenance mobile and amiable
;

while his eyes, though kindly in their glances, have a w^ay of looking

at you in a penetrating manner, as if their owner was capable of

reading your innermost thoughts. He is a capital conversationalist, and

speaks both the German and French tongues fluently. He was one of the

most striking figures at the Vatican Council, in 1870, where he

impressed all who came in contact with him with his great learning,

eminent piety, and affable demeanor. He presided over the See of

Perugia for thirty-two years, and during that long term he showed him-

self ever and always the model prelate and the affectionate father. Ho
knew when to be austere, and when to be benevolent

;
when to be firm,

and when to yield ;
and he gave evidence even then of those remarkable

qualities which have won for him such great renown since he became

the Sovereign Pontiff of the Universal Church."f
• The year 1886. t

"
Pope Leo XIII, His Life and Letters," pp. 41-42.



CHAPTER IX.

Last Days of Pius IX. Cardinal Pecci Cameelengo. Resides at

Rome. Death of Pius IX.

m E have had frequent occasions already to record the splendid

measures adopted by Cardinal Pecci, in Belgium and

Perugia, for the promotion of all classes of the Catholic

people, and for tlie higher education of the clergy. He also,

in the University of Perugia, stmggled for the elevation of the standard

of education, and he showed in all these efforts the highest esteem and

devotion to science, and he made the most untiring efforts for promoting

the study of science in colleges and universities. ISTo pen was ever

wielded with greater zeal or learning, or with greater power and elo-

quence, in demonstrating the indissoluble alliance between the Church

and the sciences. We cannot refrain from quoting some brief passages

from one of his admirable pastorals at Perugia, in which he treats this

subject and other questions bearing on social sciences with inimitable

eloquence :

"Is the Catholic Church hostile to the progress of industry, art,

and science ? Is there, as her adversaries declare, a natural and irreme-

diable incompatibility between the Church and civilization? . . .

No; the Catholic Church is hostile to no phase of progress; is not in-

compatible with civilization in its purely material aspect. . . .

"A celebrated French economist, Bastiol, has grouped and shown

as in a picture the multiplied benefits man finds in society, and it is

a wonder worthy of admiration. Consider the humblest men, the

poorest laborer—he has wherewith to clothe himself, well or ill, and

shoes for his feet. Think how many persons, how many agencies, have

to be put in motion to furnish this clothing or these shoes ! Daily

every man places a morsel of bread to his lips ;
behold here what labor

;

how many hands it has taken to reach that end, from the husbandman

who painfully turned the furrow to confide to it the seed, to the baker

(156)
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who converted the flour into bread ! Every man has rights ;
he finds in

society lawyers to defend them, magistrates to make them sacred by
their sentence, soldiers to compel resj^ect for them. Is he ignorant ?

He finds schools, men to write books for him, others to print and pub-

lish them. To satisfy his religious instincts, his aspirations towards

God, he finds those of his brethren who, laying aside all other occupa-

tions, give themselves up to the study of sacred love, renouncing busi-

ness, pleasure, home, the better to discharge these lofty duties. But

this is enough to prove to you clearly that society is indispensable in

order that our wants, which are as urgent as they are varied, may be

satisfied.

"Society, being made up of men essentially perfectable, cannot

remain at a standstill
;

it makes progress and perfects itself. One cent-

ury inherits the inventions, discoveries and improvements of its prede-

cessor, and thus the sum of physical, moral and political benefits grows

marvelously. Who would compare the huts of primitive people, their

rude utensils, their imperfect tools, with all that we of the nineteenth

century ix)ssess ? ^or is there any more comparison between the articles

produced by our ingeniously constructed machinery and those toilsomely

wrought by the hands of man There can be no doubt that the old

highways, unsafe bridges, and long and disagreeable journeys of old

times were not the equals in value of our railroads, which, as it were,

fasten wings to our shoulders and have made our globe smaller, so near to

each other have they brought its nations. Is not our era, by the gentle-

ness of its manners, superior to the rude and brutal days of barbarism,

and are not reciprocal relations on a more friendly footing? From
certain standjwints, has not the political system been improved under

the influence of time and experience ? No longer is private vengeance

tolerated, or torture; and the petty feudal tyrants, the wrangling com-

munities, the wandering bands of free companies
—^have they not all

disappeared ? It is, then, true that man in society goes on perfecting

himself in his physical comfort, his moral relations with his fellows,

and his political condition. And the different degrees of this successive

development, to which man in society attains, are civilization ;
this civil-

ization is new-bom and rudimentary, when the conditions under which

man grows more perfect in this threefold sense, are but partially devel-
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oped ;
it is great and high when they attain a larger development ;

it

would be complete were all the conditions perfectly satisfied." .

Then, as Father Keller says : "After this passage, of which G. de

Molinari says in the Dehats, that it makes the reader fancy that he is

listening to one of Michel Chevalier's lectures at the College de France,

the Cardinal goes on to ask whence proceed progress and civilization ?

They come, above all, from labor. Labor was despised by the most

illustrious of ancient philosophers, but Christianity elevated, honored,

and sanctified it. Jesus Christ, the true Son of God, submitted himself

to a poor artisan of Galilee, and in the carpenter's shop of ISTazareth

did not disdain to set His blessed hand to labor ! The Apostles sup-

ported themselves by their labor, and later, when the barbarian hordes

swept over Europe, the monk tilled the soil they had ravaged and resus-

citated industry. Still later the Catholic republics of Italy became the

splendid centers of trade, commerce and arts."

We will continue Father Keller's analysis of this profound exposi-

tion by Cardinal Pecci, of the important subject of the Church and

civilization, who says: "Ionia, the Black Sea, Africa, and Asia were

the theaters of commercial relations and military expeditions of our

ancestry ;
there they made important and fecund conquests ;

and while

abroad their flags floated wreathed with glory and terror
;
at home they

did not remain idle. They cultivated the arts, and their traders, by

every honest means, added to public and private wealth. Manufactures

of wool, silk, jewelry, colored glass, paper, at Florence, Pisa, Bologna,

Milan, Venice, Naples, gave lucrative employment to thousands of

workmen and attracted to those markets the gold and the comj^etition

of strangers.

"Of course the Church does not believe that all should be sacrificed

to the multiplication of riches, the health and lives of men, the feeble

strength of childhood
;
and Cardinal Pecci protested against the 'modern

schools of political economy, infested with unbelief, that regard labor as

the supreme end of man, and man himself as a machine more or less

valuable as it is more or less productive.' M. de Molinari, commenting
on this, points out that economists do not regard labor as an end but as

a means, and that they are thoroughly in accord with their 'eminent

confrere of Perugia,' as to the necessity of limiting the hours of labor
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and securing days of rest for the artisan as well as of avoiding the

exhaustion of children
; they, like the present Pope, believe that charity

is necessary; they favor the widest possible spread of education, detest

war and uphold the freedom of conscience, and with sorrow contemplate
'the enormous number of the victims made by the privation of education,

by physical infirmities, by war, and the convulsions of trade.'
"

After repelling, as an odious calumny, tlie accusation against the

Church, that "instils in the heart a mystical contempt of earthly

things," and commands an asceticism which would exclude all material

amelioration of the lot of man, the Cardinal sets himself to refute the

still more venomous calumny which causes the Church to be considered

the enemy of science. "This pretended enmity," he says, "is not only

absurd, but impious, for it involves the supposition that the Church

fears lest science may succeed in dethroning God. So far from dethron-

ing Him, science can only make manifest His power, and redouble the

love He inspires by the full harmony and magnificence of His works."

The pastoral then proceeds, and we quote the Cardinal's words :

"See and judge for yourselves. What is there that the Church can

desire more ardently than the glory of God, and the more intimate

acquaintance with the Divine Workman which is acquired by the study
of His works ? If the universe is indeed a book, on every page of

which is inscribed the name and the wisdom of God, it is certain that

he will be most filled with the love of God, wall come the nearer to God,
who wdll have studied this book most deeply and most attentively. . . .

What reason can there be that the Church should be jealous of the

marvelous progress our age has made by its studies and discoveries ? Is

there in them anything which, looked at from near or from far, can do

harm to the ideas of God and of faith, whereof the Church is the

guardian and infallible mistress ? Bacon, so distinguished in the walks

of physical science, has written that 'a little knowledge leads away from

God, but much knowledge leads back to God.' This golden saying is

always true; and, if the Church is afraid of the ruin that might be

wrought by the vain ones, who think they understand everything because

they have a slight smattering of everything, she has full confidence in

those who apply seriously and profoundly to the study of nature, for

she knows that at the bottom of their researches they will find God, who,
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in all His works, displays Himself with the infinite attributes of His

power, His wisdom, His goodness.

"Then the pastoral," says Father Keller in presenting his analysis

of it, "brings to the support of its author's position the evidence of

GoiDernicus, of Keppler, of Volta, of Galileo, even of the Protestant

Faraday ;
who saw in the science, to which he applied himself with such

passion, an agency whereby to reach God ! Finally it pays homage to

the marvelous efforts of science and the sublime spectacle it offers in

rendering man master of the forces of nature, in kindling in him a

spark of the fire of the Godhead." Then again proceeds the pastoral:

"How splendid and majestic does man seem when he reaches after the

thunderbolt, and lets it fall harmless at his feet
;
when he summons

lectric sj^ark, and sends it, the messenger of his call, t rough the

abysses of ocean, over the precipitous mountains, across the inter-

minable plains ! How glorious, when he bids steam fasten pinions to

his shoulders, and bear him, with the rapidity of lightning, over land

and sea ! How powerful, when, by his ingenuity, he seizes upon this

force, imprisons it, and conveys it by ways marvelously combined and

adapted to give motion—we might almost say intelligence
—to brute

matter, while this takes the place of ma and spares him his most

exhausting toil ! Tell me if there is not in man a semblance of a sparK
of the Creator, when he invokes light and bids it scatter the shades of

darkness ! But the syllabus ? Has not the syllabus condemned science

and civilization ? Xo
;

it has not condemned true civilization—that

whereby man perfects himself,
—but it does condemn the civilization

which would supplant Christianity, and destroy with it all wherewith

Christianity has enriched us. It is not directed against civilization and

science, but against atheism and materialism."

The pastoral then, after having profoundly handled the questions

connected with the material amelioration of the condition of man in all

the grades of social life, finally uses the following far-reaching and

prophetic words : "It would be an agreeable task to cast the same light

on those things which concern the amelioration of man's moral and

political condition, if, instead of writing a pastoral letter, we had set

ourselves to composing a long treatise, and if we did not intend, if lif&

permits it, to return at a future day to this subject."*
* Father Keller's " Life and Acts ofPope Leo XIII," pp. 235-^44,
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This significant promise of Cardinal Pecci, as Archbishop-Bishop
of Perugia, was soon fnlfilled by him as Pope, when, in the first year
of his providential Pontificate, he issued his first great Encyclical,
Immortale Dei; and again, still more fnlly, when in 1891, as we shall

have occasion to relate, he issued his profound treatise on tlie labor

question in the remarkable Encyclical, Rerum Novarum.

The character, attainments, religious devotion and true loyalty
of Cardinal Pecci shone forth conspicuously and beautifully on the

occasion of the Golden Episcopal Jubilee of Pope Pius IX. On June

3, 1827, John Maria Mastai-Ferretti had been raised to the dignity
of the Episcopal ofiice at the City of Rome; on June 3, 18T7, the same

illustrious Prelate, now as the Chief Bishop of Christendom, the

Sovereign Pontiff and Vicar of Christ, celebrated the fiftieth anni-

versary of that important event. All the Christian world now united

with the Church in commemoratiiig the consecration of her Chief

Pastor. Grand and majestic were the devout and im|X)sing ceremonials

of the Church, which took place in St. Peter's, in honor of this joyous

event, the Golden Episcopal Jubilee of the Head of the Episcopate of

Christendom. And in the palace of the Vatican fete succeeded fete,

demonstration succeeded demonstration, while from every part of the

world came the evidences of the spiritual loyalty of the Christian

people to their Spiritual Sovereign. Amid all the attempted discourage-

ments of the Italian Government, similar in kind and motive with what

we shall have occasion to relate in connection with the celebration of

other Golden Jubilees in future chapters of our work, the year of the

Golden Jubilee of Pius IX was one of transcendent joy and enthusiasm.

Xot the least interesting and significant one of the thousands of tributes

paid to the aged and now infirm but ever-glorious Pontiff was the

ovation tendered to him in his own prison-palace by the Cardinals,

I Archbishops and Bishops of the Pontifical States. On the morning of

June 3, 1877, there stood the Episcopate of Umbria, Emilia and of the

Marches, to pour forth their loyalty and admiration for one who realized

the cross that surmounts the tiara, while defending the three juris-

dictions of the triple crown. At the head of the venerable body oi

ecclesiastical princes and prelates stood the great and illustrious Cardi-

nal Pecci, who, on this, as on other occasions, was the mouthpiece of
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his distinguished colleagues. This remarkable occasion was rendered

the more significant by the homage then and there paid by the Lumen

in Ccelo to the Crux de Cruce. The coming Leo, then already venerable

with years, but erect, elastic, active, learned, far-seeing and luminous,

read and presented to the then almost-departed Pius, the tribute of

the most exalted minds and hearts. Let us enjoy the privilege of

reading together this beautiful address, which on this joyous Jubilee

morning, was read by Cardinal Pecci to Pius IX :

"Most Holy Fathee: Surely it is by an admirable design of

God's Providence that, while under your Pontificate the worst enemies

of the Catholic Church and her Divine Head, Christ, .were permitted

to Avage against both the most bitter war which the memory of man can

recall in the past ages, as well as in the present, we should, on the

other hand, be given to behold a succession of the most happy

events, bringing into the most prominent light the ardent love of the

Christian world for the Church, and the most faithful obedience toward

the Apostolic Chair.

"More than that, the more skillfully devised were the plans of

our adversaries, the more successful did the assaults of the revolutionary

sects prove
—thanks to the connivance or the aid of the temporal powers—the more closely on the other hand, did faith and charity draw souls

together among the Catholic nations, the nearer did the bonds of union

draw the flock to the shepherd, the children to their parent, the firmer

appeared the faith of all in the Pontifical authority, the more con-

stantly, O Most Holy Father ! shone forth the love of the whole world

for your person.

"We cannot help feeling that events are directed toward a happy
and prosperous issue, when we see the faithful of every land journey as

pilgi'im-crowds toward the Vatican, or laying their liberal offerings of

Peter's Pence at your feet, uniting in solemn and public prayer, or

giving vent in some other way to the common joy, all striving in common
to celebrate the happy anniversary of that day on which, fifty years ago,

God gave you to be consecrated a Bishop.

"Therefore, it is. Most Holy Father, that we, the pastors of your

provinces, especially those of the IMarches, Umbria, and ^Fmilia, and

the flocks confided to us, can vield in fervor to none, both in our
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dutiful obedience to you, in our reverence for the supreme power
of Peter, and in our enthusiasm in celebrating this most happy day.

You were born in the Marches, of the noble blood of Siuigaglia;

happy Umbria first received you as a Bishop, and, first of all, the Church

of Spoleto had the benefit of your labors and was graced by your virtues
;

and last, Emilia, glorified by your pastoral care and the splendor of

your Roman purple, sent you to Rome to ascend the sublime chair of

Peter.

"Hence, while in our own name we again and again renew to you

to-day the solemn profession of our inviolable union with this same

Apostolic Church of Peter, and of our loving devotion to your person,

we also declare, in the deepest joy of our hearts, that both our priests

and our people share Avith us this same solemn profession and heartfelt

sentiments. Manifold as are the frauds and the violence by which

imgodly men unceasingly try to shake their constancy in the Christian

religion, they nevertheless ever remain bound to you by unswerving

obedience, and from their inmost soul accept the teachings which your
infallible authority sanctions. They unite with us in beseeching humbly
and fervently the Divine Prince of Pastors to pour down on you with

unsparing hand the fulness of His choicest gifts, comforting and

directing you in the bitter trials which press upon you, saving and pre-

serving you for the honor and increase of religion, for the defense and

support of His Church. That you may have also some visible proof,

though ever so small, of the most dutiful love and reverence which we

and they bear you, we pray you to accept. Most Holy Father, the little

offering they freely make to relieve your own need, and which we beg

you to esteem from the love of the givers, not from its material

amount.

"It only remains. Most Holy Father, that you, who love us all,

bestow on ourselves and on all the faithful people of our dioceses, who

have so much to contend with in the present difficult times of revolution,

the Apostolic Benediction, which shall bring them wisdom and strength.

This we ask for all the more readily that we have good reason to hope
that God, at your prayer, on this day of great joy to yourself and your

children, will pour down forthwith on all of us the plentiful streams of

heavenly blessing."
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As we have seen the City of the Popes pass by violence from the

hands of the Sovereign Pontiffs into the possession of the enemies of

the Church and of religion, the Italian Government witnessed with

chagi-in the universal demonstrations of love, veneration, and loyalty

for Pius IX, not only from all other parts of Christendom, but also

from Italy itself. The very Parliament which the revolution had set up
in Rome, was as hostile then as now to the rights and sovereignty of the

Holy See in Rome and in the Pontifical States, which they had seized and

still continue to usurp. Was it in anticipation of the generous and

loyal celebration of the Holy Father's Jubilee, that the Italian Parlia-

ment graciously received from the Ministers of Victor Emanuel, and

enacted as a law of the Kingdom, the odious law entitled "The Clerical

Abuses Bill ?" This penal measure applied to all who sympathized

with what the revolutionary regime called the clerical party, including

laymen and clergymen, and it enacted the severest penalties against all

who would at any time or place, or in public or private, give expres-

sion to sentiments condemnatory of the acts of the Government. Little

did they consider how inconsistent such a measure was, not only with

natural liberty, but, as this, like every measure in Parliament, was

subject to discussion and dissent, and to the negative vote of such

deputies, if any, that might disapprove of its provisions, and that the

measures of government were liable to criticism and censure, both in

and out of Parliament, resulting then as now, in Italy and in all parlia-

mentary countries, in the successive changes of governments and of

ministries, but also inconsistent with the very form of government
which the revolution had set up, and which they boasted in distinguish-

ing from the Pontifical Government by the familiar, but contradictory,

title of Liberal. Under the provisions of this ungi-acious statute, a

priest, in the discharge of his sacred functions, was liable to be

questioned for his acts, privileged, as they are, by every law, human and

divine. Under that divine commission of loosing and binding on earth,

the priest, in the confessional, is frequently compelled to discriminate

between persons entitled to absolution and such as were not so entitled,

or who needed time and correction to wean them from their wrongful

ways. But in case any of the members of the revolutionary sects, or

any of the numerous enemies of the Church and of religion, approached
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a priest in the confessional and was refused absolution by him, such an

unworthy person, by accusing the priest to the authorities, could

cause his arrest and the imposition of fines, imprisonment, and banish-

ment from his country.

This measure was evidently aimed at the Pope himself. For

while, under the Law of the Guarantees, the Italian Government guar-

anteed the sacredness and inviolability of the person of the Sovereign

Pontiff, and no punishment could be inflicted on him personally, they

hope to punish him in the person of the priests bound to accept his

teachings and his acts, and thus also they hoped to intimidate the Pope
himself in the free exercise of his exalted office. The parliamentary

debates and proceedings and the admissions of the advocates of this

measure in Parliament prove that it was intended to prevent the

clergy from printing, publishing or uttering, in Church or elsewhere,

any of the briefs, bulls or other acts of the Pope aimed at exix)sing

or censuring the acts of the Government or Ministry of the King or

Administration. Another motive for the law was alleged to have been

the expectation of reaping gain for an impoverished treasury from the

fines to be imposed on the clergy. Other parliamentary measures were

discussed and more or less favored, by which it was hoped to mar and

greatly curtail the success and splendors of the Holy Father's Golden

Jubilee, by preventing the numerous bands of pilgrims from entering

the city, and by restraining the railroad and transportation companies

from bringing the pilgrims across and within the Italian boundaries.

In Kome itself there was not wanting a sufficient element hostile to the

Church and the Papacy, which was ready and eager to make the city

an uncomfortable place for pilgrims, and this element, as instanced by the

revolutionary or anti-clerical clubs, carried into effect their wicked

purpose by roughly treating some of the numerous bands of pilgrims

who came to join in the Golden Jubilee of the Holy Father. But the

Government, and its abettors in these unworthy schemes, was short-

sighted, for it soon discovered that, while little profit was gained for

the treasury from prosecutions and fines imposed on the clergy under

the law, the effect of these measures against the reception of the

thousands of pilgrims coming to Rome to celebrate the -Jubilee would

be to deprive the country and its transportation companies, the city and
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its tradesmen, of the immense profits to be realized from the entertain-

ment of and traffic with the visitors. The discontent of the hotel

keepers and of the tradespeople of Rome, and the absence of all gain to

the Government, soon opened the Ministerial eyes, and the measures

of repression against the Jubilee and its sympathizers were overcome

by the policy of trade and the influence of lucre. It was under such

circumstances as these that Cardinal Pecci, whose life and character

were ever imjjervious to any sentiment of fear, read his bold and noble

address of sympathy to the Pope on the morning of June 3, 1877.

'As the summer of 1877 advanced and the health of Pope Pius

IX was more and more declining, the Holy Father needed more con-

stantly at his side men of learning, prudence, experience and ability,

such as Cardinal Pecci was universally acknowledged to be—and pre-

eminently so. The Cardinal's own ill-health rendered it desirable for

him to remain at Rome all that season, though before the end of

August he returned to Perugia, and gave his valuable personal and

indefatigable assistance and sui^ervision to the examinations and literary

exercises of his seminaiy, and graced by his dignified and benignant

presence the annual prize distributions.

It can well be understood how completely Cardinal Pecci was

encompassed, indeed overpowered, with unceasing labors in aid of the

most momentous administrations of the sublime office of Pius IX,
in the Church, in addition to his own great labors in the Episcopal office

at Perugia. He was already a member of the Congregations of Bishops
and Regulars, of the Council, of the Ecclesiastical Immunity, of the

Discipline of Regulars and of Our Lady of Loretto. He was also,

as we have related, Protector of the Secular or Third Order of St.

Francis of Assisi, Protector of the Monastery of St. Urban, Protector

of the Monastery at St. Clare at Assisi, Protector of the Conservatory
of St. Euphemia, and Protector of the Pontifical Academy of Arch-

aeology at Rome. As Bishop of Perugia he enjoyed the valuable aid of

Monsignor Charles Laurenzi, as his Vicar-General for thirty years, now,

as it had become necessary for him to share with another the onerous

duties of the Episcopate, that eminent and able ecclesiastic was chosen

for the office, with whose duties and labors he was already familiar.

Cardinal Pecci consecrated his Coadjutor at Rome this summer, under
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the title of Bishop of Amat, in partibus, selecting as the place of the

ceremony his own Cardinalatial and Titular Church of St. Chrysogonus,
in that part of the city known as Transtiberine. In the midst of his

own inferior health, and the constantly-growing infirmities of his

Supreme Chief, his own labors constantly increased in the ever-recur-

ring receptions, ceremonies, pilgrimages and counter-currents of the

closing Jubilee year. The Eternal City was alive with the arrival and

departure of pilgrimages from every part of the Christian world.

Cardinal Pecci's devotion to Pius IX was well known, and his labors

now were filled with anxious solicitude, yet with unfailing consolations,

as the great crisis in the Papacy was approaching, the first death of a

Pope and election of a successor since the seizure and occupation of the

city by the revolutionary government of Italy.

While old and faithful supporters of the Papacy were now rallying

around the Chair of Peter, some of its largest and most powerful co-

adjutors, anticipating the approaching death of the Holy Father, were

called to their great rewards. The heart of the aged and infirm Pontiff

Avas afilicted during this momentous season. While the stream of pil-

grims continued to flow to Rome, and the glories of the Papacy were

exalted in the declining years, now, in fact, the last days, of Pius IX,
the enemies of the Church, regardless of the ordinary sentiments of

humanity and veneration, held an excited and turbulent meeting under

the auspices of their leaders,, in the Apollo Theater, to protest against

the presence of so many strangers in Rome and against the pious pil-

grimages of the year of the Jubilee. Such was the hospitality which a

Continental capital extended to the citizens of the various nations

of the world, with which Italy was on terms of peace and friendship.

Was this in keeping with the amiable and hospitable character of the

Italian people, as they had been known to the Christian people of the

earth in ages and centuries more distinctively known as Papal and

Catholic ?

Yes, death, ever ruthless, had saddened the heart of the aged and

amiable Pontiff most severely during the Jubilee year. Four of the

most venerable and renowned members of the Sacred College and

beloved friends of Pius IX, had gone to the irretrievable bourne. First

Cardinals Bizarri and Capalti had died, honored by their Chief and
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by the Church. And now the distinguished Cardinal Eiario-Sforza,

Archbishop of Kaples, went to his great reward to the sorrow of the

great Pontiff, and also of Cardinal Pecci, whose beloved companion he

had been in the College of Xoble Ecclesiastics. But the severest blow

from the inexorable scythe of death, which the Holy Father, in his

Jubilee year, received, was the death of the distinguished Cardinal

Philip de Angelis, Archbishop of Fermo, who then occupied, in the

Roman Curia, the official position nearest to the Holy Father, that of

Camerlengo, or Chamberlain, of the Holy Roman Church. Little did

Cardinal Pecci, then busily engaged at Perugia, dream of the possible

effects of the death of Cardinal de Angelis upon his own life and

destiny. This eminent Prince of the Church had presided, in the name

of Pius IX, over the Council of the Vatican, in conjunction with Car-

dinals Bilio de Luca, Bizarri and Capalti, and then Cardinals Bilio

and de Luca were the only survivors of these five Presidents of the

Council. Cardinal de Angelis, in the Conclave of 1846, which elected

Pius IX, had the honor of receiving the vote of Cardinal Mastai-Ferretti

for the most sublime office in Christendom. He died on Julv 8, 1877.

In recording the death of Cardinal de Angelis, in his beautiful

biography of Leo XIII, Monsignor O'Reilly most aptly says: ''The

loss of de Angelis was most keenly felt by the Holy Father. They
were both natives of the Marches, born within a month of each other,

on the same sunny shore of the Adriatic; raised to the purple, the one

in 1838, the other in 1839; brought still nearer to each other by their

passionate devotion to the interests of the Church and the unworldly

spirit which animated their whole lives. During the Conclave of June,

1846, de Angelis was the man to whom Cardinal Masta'i gave his vote,

and Cardinal Mastai' was the choice of de Angelis for the dangerous
honor of the Pontificate. While the one friend (the Pope) was forced

to seek in the Kingdom of Xaples the liberty needed to govern the

Universal Church, the other was assailed by the revolutionists in his

residence at Fermo, dragged like a malefactor to the prison of Ancona,
and there, during forty days, subjected to the most horrible brutality,

attempts having even been made to destroy his life by poison. Later,

in 1860, the Cardinal-Archbishop of Fermo was once more carried off

to- prison, this time in Turin, and endured a six years' captivity.
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. . . Cardinal de Angelis was one to whose ^leroic devotion, saintly

virtues, and tried prudence Pius IX could trust, as to an own brother,
in the greatest emergencies, the dearest interests of the Church. This
unlimited confidence had induced him to select the Cardinal-Archbishop
of Fermo for the important charge of Camerlengo of the Eoraan Church.—a charge involving, during the vacancy of the Papal Chair, the

supreme authority to administer the temporalities of the Holy See."*

Scarcely could language be selected to portray the character of

Cardinal Pecci more exact and appropriate than the foregoing words
so truthfully written concerning Cardinal de Angelis. Cardinal Pecci

had been educated in all the learning and virtues of the true Eoman
school. His innocence from youth to old age had won the admiration

of all; while his great learning, his elevation of character, his zeal for

religion and the Church
;

his generosity, his great services in civil

government, in the diplomatic field, and as a true, devoted and con-

scientious Bishop and father of his flock, won universal admiration.

Loyalty was the instinct of his nature. His whole being turned to virtue

as the faithful needle turns to the jxjle. He was a gentleman of fine

culture and breeding, graceful in action and thought, elevated in

character and purpose, incapable of swerving from the truth as from

the path of duty; of unconquerable courage, of untiring labor, fidelity

and devotion, of tender piety, sincere faith and unfailing judgment,

prudence and tact. 'No amount of labor ever overpowered him, but

as his labors increased his powers of endurance kept pace. He spent
no time in the pleasures of the table or in the ordinary amusements

or recreations of life, but was austere in his living, acetic in his tastes

and simple in every act and position of his long and eventful life. He

possessed a wonderful nerve-power, and he was calm and collected amid

the din of arms, the throes of revolution, the convulsions of society

and the machinations of the wicked. So just and firm of purpose was

he that amid the dreadful changes and reverses of the social and moral

world, he not only stood unmoved with fear, but calmly and courageously

continued his work for religion, for his Church, for his fellow-men, for

society, and his Sovereign Chief. He was a man to whom the bark of

Peter could safely be confided. The next official act of Pius IX has

* " Life of Leo XIII," pp. 285-286.
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been regarded by many as virtually choosing Cardinal Pecci as his own
successor in the sublime yet perilous office of Vicar of Christ on earth.

Extraordinary interest and importance, then, in the last and

declining years of the Pope, attached to the office of Chamberlain of the

Holy Roman Church, now vacant by the death of Cardinal de Angelis.

The Chamberlain, on the death of the Pope, became the administrator

of the temporalities of the Church, the custodian of the bark of Peter,

until another Peter came to assume its command.

The matter had been maturely considered, no doubt, in private

consultations between the Poj^e and the Cardinals then in Rome,
in anticipation of the approaching Consistory of September 21, 1877.

It was well decfded on. And while the Cardinal-Archbishop-Bishop of

Perugia was busily engaged at Perugia with the interests of his flock,

he received a letter conveying to him the intention of the Holy Father

to appoint him to the important and responsible office of Camerlengo,
and of proclaiming the appointment in the Consistory. It was evident

that he was the choice of his colleagues, as well as of the Pope. An
intimation of the Pope's desire and invitation was contained in the same

letter, that Cardinal Pecci should henceforth reside in Rome. Cardinal

Pecci had never in his long and honored life shrunk from labor or

responsibility, and he did not shrink from this. In his heart he felt that

it would be a happiness to him to soothe and to comfort the last days of

the illustrious Pontiff, whose lengthened and splendid reign had filled

the world with admiration, and the Church with benedictions, while

in his prison of the Vatican he had led a life of crosses inflicted upon
him by the usurpers of his temporal sovereignty and the despoilers of his

country and of his Church. Returning to Rome, Cardinal Pecci took up
his residence in the palace Falconleri, leaving by the Pope's direction,

the administration of the diocese of Perugia to his Coadjutor Bishop,

Monsignor Laurenzi. However, others, and especially the eminent

personages who had taken part in this appointment, viewed the appoint-

ment, it never appeared or occurred to the new Roman Camerlengo that

he was entering the city from which he would never depart, or that he

was approaching the great prison-palace of himself as well as of Pius

IX, while he was made heir to the great trusts and res2X)nsibilities

of Cardinal de Angelis, the thought, or the fear, that he was taking a

first step towards succeeding to the crosses of Pius IX,
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For some years past so vast and broad were the scope and applica-

tion of the Pastoral Letters of the Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia tliat,

while addressed formally to the flock over which he presided in the

mountains of Italy, they were, in fact, such as to reach and instruct the

whole Christian Church throughout the world. And, now, when in the

light of history, we reproduce some of the most striking passages from

these noble and clarion-voiced appeals to the world and teachings on

the highest interests of man and of society, we strive to serve the cause

of Christian civilization, promote the interests of religion, and

strengthen the stability of law, order and peace among the nations.

Cardinal Pecci's Lenten Pastoral of 1877 was one of these endur-

ing utterances. While it is the historian's privilege to transcribe it, it

will prove the reader's blessing to peruse some of its finest passages.

It treats of "The Church and Civilization."

"The duty which our pastoral ministry has always imposed on us,

to preach the truth to you, has become more pressing at this moment,
because of your own increasing need in the midst of an unhappy age.

We must speak to you to enlighten your minds, which others are trying

to darken by fallacious and seductive doctrines
;
and we must put you

on your guard against certain sayings which are scattered abroad, and

which are found to be dangerous in the extreme. Above all, we need

to speak to you, in order to do away with the confusion which is so

dexterously introduced in the popularized ideas, that one does not clearly

know that which has been condemned as false from that which, being

true and correct, is adopted as such.

"Wherefore, dearest children, the war carried on against God and

His Church is all the more formidable in this, that it is not always

waged loyally, but conducted with fraud and treachery. If the impious

men who live in our midst would only speak out and tell us what

they are aiming at, our task would be a very easy one
; while, on the

other hand, the faithful, perceiving the enormity of their guilty inten-

tions, would be easily dissuaded from lending an ear to these deceivers.

This, however, is not the way they go about their work; they, on the

contrary, use terms which flatter their hearers, which not bearing any

one precise meaning, these men, throw, Avithout explaining their sense,

as food to the curiosity of the public. . . ,
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"We might quote here many instances of these artifices; but,

to mention only one word, which misbelievers make such abuse of
;
who

does not know how great a noise is in our day made about civilization,

as if between it and the Church there existed an intrinsic repugnance,
an irreconcilable hostility ?

"This word, which in itself is a vague term, one which those

who use it are careful not to define, has become a kind of scourge which

they hold over our shoulders, an excuse for leveling our most sacred

institutions, the means of paving the way to the most deplorable excesses.

"If people turn into ridicule the word of God and of Him who

represents God on earth, it is because civilization requires it.

"It is civilization which demands that a limit should be put to the

number of churches and of the ministers of worship, and which, on the

contrary, asks to have the dens of sin multiplied.

"It is civilization which calls for theaters without good taste

and without any respect for modesty. In the name of civilization, they

give usurers liberty to exact the most enormous interest, and speculators

to realize the most enormous gains.

"It is in the name of civilization that an immoral press poisons
souls

;
that art, prostituting itself, defiles the sense with hideous figures,

and thus opens up the way to corrupt the heart.

"And while beneath the charm of this spell-word, held on high as

an honored banner, the pestilential ideas it covers are disseminated

freely, and between the local clash of ideas, and the noise which con-

fuses and deafens, this impression is produced : that we are to be blamed

if civilization does not spread more rapidly and does not rise to more

splendid destinies.

"Hence, the beginning of that struggle (Kiilturl-ampf), which

its authors call the battle for civilization, but which with greater

propriety should be called the violent oppression of the Church."

It will be noticed that in this document there occurs for the first

time in the writings of Leo XIII that famous and significant word

KulturJcampf. How remarkably and significantly, this early and

pointed use of that word, in which the future Pope uses a German

expression to designate an Italian status then affecting every interest

of the Church in her owti hereditary dominions, however much then
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despoiled and iisurped, seems to oi>en to the historic and studious mind

the foresight of that long, embittered and varying struggle of the coming

Pope with the great German Empire, her powerful Emperor and her

iron-hearted Chancellor
;
and how now that very word means a glorious

triumph for Leo XIII.

The health of the Holy Father, Pope Pius IX, had become, more

and more every day, a source of profound anxiety, and of anticipating

sorrow, with the whole Catholic world. But at Rome, the City of Pon-

tiffs and the Capital of Christendom, the apprehensions arising from his

constantly declining strength and vitality, the profound sense of sad-

ness which the very thought of an approaching death, especially of such

a death and of such a subject of death, that of the great and good, the

illustrious, the historic, the ever true and faithful Pius IX, produces on

the hearts of the strong and brave, was more immediate, more sad-

dening, more appalling. The prolonged Pontificate of Pius IX had

seen mingled gladness, sorrow and crosses a thousand-fold more numer-

ous, the recurrence of many anniversaries of leading events in his event-

ful career. These were the joys of a life otherwise so sorrowful. How

many birthday celebrations and how many successive jubilees had he

and his people, during his prolonged Pontificate, not celebrated together !

In the midst of death's approaches to Pius IX, the death of Victor

Emanuel occurred on the neighboring hill of the Quirinal, and one of

the last official acts of the death-doomed and aged Pontiff was his

vehement protest against the transmission of the temporal sovereignty

of the City of Rome and of the Pontifical States from Victor Emanuel

to Humbert. We are now in the year 1878, the eighty-sixth year of his

life, and the thirty-second year of his Pontificate. The second of

February, 1878, was the seventy-fifth anniversary of the first com-

munion of the Holy Father. The churches of Rome, on that day,

were crowded at early dawn with the faithful people of Rome, from the

peasant to the prince, receiving the same Eucharistic boon which the

greater part of a century before, their Father, Pius IX, had received

for the first time, and offering their communions, their Masses and

prayers for the preservation of a life so precious to Christendom.

At the Church of the Gesu alone the Roman youths attended and sur-

rounded the sanctuary, and in this one instance alone the Cardinal
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Vicar of Rome, Monaco la Valetta, administered Holy Communion

constantly to these true Roman Catholics from early morning until ten

o'clock. Pius IX, who had not, for three months, held a public audience,

with his supreme power of will, received the representatives of the

Chapters, the generals of the Religious Orders, the Roman pastors and

rectors of ecclesiastical institutions, besides Cardinals and many digni-

taries of the Church from various and distant parts ;
and at one o'clock he

was carried in his chair to the audience, where the blessed candles were

presented to him, for it was Candlemas Day ;
and his address, so full of

exalted thoughts, was pronounced with that sonorous voice, which no

one that ever heard it can ever forget. It was his last address. The

improved health, which January had seen with joy, had passed away in

February, for the energy, shown by him on February 2d, and which

elicited congratulations on his having again recovered his health, was

short; for on February 7th, the illustrious Pontiff, who had alone

reigned longer than St. Peter, with sentiments of the most profound

piety, went into that eternal peace, which he so much coveted. Among
the few venerable Cardinals and friends of the dying Vicar of Christ

was the sorrowing Camerlengo of the Holy Roman Church. It was

thought that Pius IX had almost signified his desire to be succeeded by
Joachim Pecci, by appointing him so short a time before his death as

the custodian of the Church. That death scene was the first beginning
of the high responsibilities thereby devolved on Cardinal Pecci. He
had commenced, during the life of Pius IX, a pastoral address to his

Perugian flock, from Rome. He now added to it a tribute to the

deceased Pontiff. He, who, on June 3d, had pronounced to the living

Pope the beautiful address we have transcribed to our pages, was no less

eloquent now in speaking of the deceased Pontiff. He, who had so

loved and sustained the reigning Pontiff in life, was now no less loyal

to his memory. Cardinal Pecci wrote to the Perugians of Pius IX as

follows :

"And here, dearest children, having come to this point, our heart

must give vent to the grief which oppresses it, having to recall to your
mind the sad event which has plunged the Catholic world in mourning,

and has befallen us at a time when the evils heaped on the Church were

at their heaviest. When I began to write this letter I was far from
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thinking that our glorious Pontiff and most loving Father would be so

suddenly snatched away. I was hoping, on the contrary, that he would

he restored to better health, that I might once more ask his Apostolic

benediction for you, and beg you in return to pray for your Chief and

Parent. God, in His designs, has deemed it better that it should not

be so. He has hastened for his servant the reward merited by his long
and precious labors undergone for the Churchy our common Mother, by
his immortal deeds, by the sufferings endured with such constancy,

dignity, and firmness.

"Dear fellow-laborers, do not forget to make mention, in the Holy

Sacrifice, of the soul in which God has printed so vivid an image of Him-

self. Speak to your flocks of his merits, and tell them how much this

great Pope had done, not only for the Church and for souls, but also

to promote the reign of C'hristian civilization. ... I beseech

you, dearest brethren and beloved children, to ask earnestly of God to

grant soon a Head to the Church, and to cover him, when he is chosen,

with the shield of His power, in order that the bark of Peter may be

safely guided through the surging waters to the wished-for haven."

From the moment that pure and noble soul of Pope Pius IX sped

its way into eternity, the august office of Cardinal Pecci, as Chamberlain

of the Holy Roman Church, became the active and moving power in the

grave situation in which the Church found herself. The occurrence of a

vacancy in the Chair of Peter, while Rome was in the power and pos-

session of a hostile Government, was critical indeed. The duties and

prerogatives of Cardinal Pecci were most extensive and important. He
was the head and president of the Apostolic Chamber. In a vacancy of the

Pontifical Chair the Camerlengo represented the temporal power of the

Holy See, and while the College of Cardinals represented the spiritual

power of the Papacy, he shared in that power with his august colleagues,

at whose head collectively he stood. He was charged with the delicate

and fearful duty of seeing that all things were done canonically and

circumspectly for the election of a Vicar of Christ, a successor to Pius

IX. This duty he faithfully discharged, little anticipating the fearful

result to himself.



CHAPTER X.

Papal Elections.

gdf EFORE proceeding in the next chapter to narrate the history

4 1 % of Pope Leo XIII's election as Sovereign Pontiff, we will give

/^^ a general and historical outline of Papal elections, and espe-

cially of the ceremonies observed in those august proceedings.

The election of a Pope has ever been, and is now pre-eminently so,

an event second in importance to no other event recurring from time to

time among men. The Church has ever felt the most profound appre-

ciation of the importance of filling the Apostolic See and the Chair of

Peter with worthy incumbents. The most stringent safeguards have

therefore from time to time been thrown around Papal elections. Xor,

though God has promised to remain always with His Church and to

bestow upon her His Divine protection, this guarantee does not disj^ense

her from the exercise of the utmost vigilance in the exercise of so im-

portant an ecclesiastical function. The keen interest, and ever persistent

claim of the rights of intervention, manifested by the political powers of

the world, in these elections, give evidences of the imperishable influence

of the Papacy in the religious interests and general well-being of the

world, and of the necessity of protecting the freedom of integrity of the

proceeding.

In the early ages of Christianity, before worldly potentates aspired

to an influence over the choice of a Pope, it was not necessary to provide

greater safeguards in the election of the Sovereign Pontiff than those

required for the election of an ordinary Bishop. Thus in primitive

times, on the Roman See becoming vacant the Bishops of the Episcopal

Sees around Rome, together with the clergy and the faithful Roman

people, elected the Pope. But afterwards when the Roman Emperors
became Christian and were recognized as protectors of the Church, they

began, in difficult and contested cases, to make the choice or point out

(178)
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the man. When Odoacer became the possessor of Italy he claimed the

rights thus exercised by the emperors, and Theodoric, the Great Ostro-

goth King, who succeeded him, went so far as to choose Pope Felix III

by his sole and individual vote. Their successors claimed the right of

ratifying the elections and of exacting a liberal tribute in gold for their

gracious approval. When the emperors again conquered Italy they

resumed the right of ratification and of claiming payment of the tribute,

and their representative, the Exarch of Ravenna, was to receive imme-

diate notice of a vacancy, and the election was subject to imperial rati-

fication. In 680, the Emperor, Constantine Pogonatus, remitted the

tribute for the first time, and finally, on the decline of the empire in

}X)wer and influence, the Papal elections were emancipated from im-

perial interference.

The popular character of the elections thenceforth led to the forma-

tion of factions; and the exercise of national and local and sometimes

unlawful influences, to control the election, and the Church was forced

to seek the protection of Charlemag-ne and the Carlovingian rulers of

the West, whose ambassadors always attended the election. On the ex-

piration of this dynasty the same prerogative became recognized, or

rather exercised by the German Emj)erors, who practiced a rash despot-

ism over the elections, even going so far as to dispense with an election

and to name the Popes themselves. Henry III made three German

Bishops in succession Popes of Rome. This prerogative was deemed the

more dangerous because likely to be therefore continued, from the fact

that none but worthy successors were thus chosen
;
but the danger was

so great that a general reactionary sentiment sustained Pope Nicholas

II, in 1089, in decreeing that the Cardinal Bishops should first consult

on the choice of the next Pope; then the Cardinal clerics, next the

inferior clergy ;
and finally that the people should vote thereon. Thus

ended imperial interference, for the clause saving the honor and rever-

ence due to the emperorwas a mere ceremony. As the college of Cardinals

became more consolidated and organized, the election of a Pope became

vested in the Cardinals alone, and custom gave the force of law to the

uniform selection of a Pope from among the Cardinals. The next

change of importance was the granting of a veto on the election of a

Pope to the Catholic powers of Austria, France and Spain ;
this did not
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mean that aiij of these powers coukl veto aii election ouce made, but

simply, before an election was made, to name one person whose election

they opposed ;
and this each could do but ouce, and Avhen the choice was

made, after that, or in fact even before, it was final and legitimate. This

privilege of the Catholic powers was called the ''exclusiva." These

concessions to temix)ral princes formed no part of the constitution of

the Papacy ; they could be revoked by the decree of the Church or of

any reigning Pope at any time; and a choice, otherwise valid, would

be equally valid in contravention of any such veto or of all or any inter-

vention
;
a Pope once elected, his election cannot be set aside. The ex-

clusiva was also claimed by Portugal, but her claim was never recog-

nized. It has become extinct in our day, ever since the election of Leo

XIII, and no doubt will never be revived.

The word Pope is derived from the Greek word TrctTras, in Latin

papa.; a childish form for father. It was anciently applied to priests

and bishops, but it bcame gradually confined to the Bishops of Rome.

In 998 a synod of Pavia rebuked the Archbishoj? of Milan for assuming
the title of Pope ; and, in 1073, a Roman Council enacted a formal

decree prohibiting the assumption of the title by any other than the

Bishop of Rome.

Eligibility to the office of Pope is broad and liberal in the extreme.

1^0 Pope is allowed to name his successor. While the choice is now

imiformly made from the Cardinals, there is no law which would in-

validate the choice of another. In times past monks have been called

from their cloisters or cells and placed upon the Papal throne, l^ot

only are Cardinals, Patriarchs, Archbishops, Bishops, eligible to the office

of Sovereign Pontiff, but also priests, deacons and subdeacons. Even a

layman, a married layman, might, according to general ecclesiastical

law, be elected Pope. The A}X)stles raised laymen to the Episcopate.

And the great St. Ambrose was elected Bishop of Milan even before

he was baj^tized. He had to be first baptized, however
;
he then received

the minor orders, w^as ordained a priest, and finally, after eight days,

consecrated a Bishop. So, if a layman were elected Pope he would re-

quire to receive in succession the minor orders, the priesthood, and

finally the Episcopal order. Lnbaptized persons and heretics are not

^li^ible to the office of Pope ;
nor can ft woman, a child, or a lunatic be
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chosen
;
for although the elected need not be in ecclesiastical orders at

the time of his election, he must, at least, at that time, be capable of

receiving holy orders. Simony will vitiate an election. But if votes are

procured by money without the knowledge of the candidate, or against

his will, or with the intention of rendering the election impossible, the

chosen one remains Pope.

As the function of electing the SovereigTi Pontiff is vested now

solely in the Cardinals, we must make a brief special mention of the

Sacred College. The name Cardinal is devised from the Latin word

cardo, a hinge ;
because such vital interests of the Church hinge upon

their office. They are the Council or Senate of the Church, the electors

of the Vicar of Christ. The Sacred College of Cardinals consists, when

full, of seventy Cardinals, of the three orders of Bishops, priests and

deacons. Of these, six are Cardinal Bishops, and these are the Bishops

of the six Suburban Sees immediately around Eome. The Bishop of

Osterim, one of these, usually consecrated the newly-elected Pope when

he was not already a Bishop. It is seldom that the Sacred College is

full. There are fifty Cardinal Priests, who derive their titles from the

titular churches of Rome, of which they are appointed the honorary

superiors, with jurisdiction, however, and the right to a throne therein.

And there are fourteen Cardinal Deacons, who are appointed to the

churches of Rome which are called 'Mecouries." These three orders pre-

serve the historical and ancient constitution of the College of Cardinals,

when they were all actually appointed from Rome from the Suburban

Episcopal Sees, the titular churches and from decouries of the City

of Rome. Many, if not most, of the Cardinal Deacons are Archbishops

or Bishops. The Cardinal Deacons are usually priests. The Pope alone

selects the Cardinals; though Italian Cardinals predominate, many of

the civilized nations of the world are represented in the College. The

His Eminence Cardinal John McCloskey, second Archbishop of Xew

York, was the first American created a Cardinal, which was by Pope

Pius IX, which occurred on March 15, 1875, and his titular church at

Rome wasSantaMariaSupraMinerva. The otherAmerican Cardinal is

the His Eminence James Gibbons, ninth Archbishop of Baltimore, who

was created a Cardinal by Pope Leo XIII, on June 7, 18S0. The Car-

dinals at Rome take an important part in assisting the Pope in the

11
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government of the Universal Church, as Prefects, officers or members of

the various Sacred Congregations discharging their high and Cardinal

functions in that city, under the Pope.

The official insignia of the Pojje consist chiefly of the straight

crozier, the pallium, emblem of his authority and which he wears con-

stantly; and the tiara, or triple crown. His address, either in writing
or by word of mouth, is Your Holiness, Most Holy Father, and he styles

himself the Servant of the Servants of God. His ring is called the

Ring of the Fisherman.

On the death of a Pope, the Cardinal Chamberlain takes charge of

the Papal Government ad interim. After the relatives of the deceased

Pontiff, who had resided in the palace, had departed, with their effects,

he takes possession of the palace and directs the taking of an inventory
of all the personal property therein. The late Pope's remains are

intrusted to the Clergy of the Basilica of St. Peter; the entrails are
j

placed in a sealed vessel and carried, in a closed chariot, to the Church

of Sts. Vincent and Anastasius, and there buried
;
but now that Rome is

in the hands of the Piedmontese, this ceremony is dispensed with. The

body of the deceased is laid out most solemnly in Pontifical robes, his

head is crowned with the tiara, and a chalice is placed in his hands.

In former times stringent measures were taken to secure the peace of

the City, but now everything is done inside of the Vatican, where alone

the Pope reigns, except that spiritual rule which he exercises over the

hearts and faith of Christendom. The bells of the churches are tolled,

but the Roman courts are no longer closed
; still, however, the Papal

Chanceries cease the writing of bulls, and all ordinary Congregations of

Cardinals suspend their functions. The Cardinal Chamberlain is

assisted in the Papal Government by the Senior Cardinals of the three

ranks, the Supreme Council of the Church, but these, after three days,
are succeeded by the next in seniority until a new Pope is elected. All

the Cardinals in Rome are immediately summoned to the palace, on the

death of a Pope for consultation, and formerly the Roman Senate was

convened. An amnesty to certain minor classes of criminals was pro-

claimed. It is not necessary to describe the long and solemn services of

the funeral of the deceased Pope, for it is to the coming Pope that we
must now address our writing. Nine days intervene after the death
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<^f a Pope, and on the tenth day the Conclave and the election are in full

^igoi*;' aiid on each of these days is held a general Congregation of

(Cardinals, in strict accordance with an established order, all preparatory
tb th^ approaching Conclave.

At- tb€^ firfei
rhe'efing the Papal bulls of Alexander III, Gregory% Clement' ^, J^uiitts II, Pius IV, Gregory XV, Urban VIII, and

Clement XIII, relating to Papal'ele'fati^ris, are read; the Fi^Jierrhan's

Ring is broken, eulogies of the deceased are prbvided ftsr, and"' tvrd

Cardinals appointed to take charge of the building of the Conclave. The
second day was formerly devoted to political or government affairs of

Rome and the Papal States, now the Cardinals preparing the Conclave

report and all necessary details of the election are attended to. Three days
are next devoted to electing two physicians, one surgeon, one apothecarv ;

two barbers and their assistants to attend on the Conclave. On the

sixth day the Cardinals draw lots for the choice of their cells in the

Conclave, and six masters of ceremony and other attendants are chosen.

On the seventh the Cardinals select their attendants for the Conclave,

»,nd on the eighth a Catalogue is prepared of all persons to be inclosed

In tiiie Conclave. The last two meetings are given to the selection of

three Cardinals to preside over the entry of the Sacred College into

Conclave and over the management of its internal conduct and affairs.

During the ten days Ambassadors and other officials are received, the

Dean of the College of Cardinals presiding and responding to their

addresses.

On the day after the funeral of the late Pope, the tenth day, the

immediate work of the election of his successor begins by the celebration

of the Mass of the Holy Ghost in St. Peter's by the Cardinal Dean

in the presence of the Cardinals
;
a discourse by a Cardinal, chosen at the

first of the nine meetings mentioned, on the importance of choosing a

worthy successor, and the solemn procession of the Cardinals towards

the Conclave, escorted by the Swiss and Xoble Guards. The Vatican

palace is the place for the election by law, though the Cardinals may
choose another. Kow the conquest of Rome by the Piedmontese leaves

no choice. Arrived at the Conclave, the Cardinals in the chapel

thereof, where they briefly pray, listen to a sermon by the Dean and

the reading of the Papal bulls, and the Conclave remains open this
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last day for coming and going of Cardinals, officials and visitors
; but,

as midnight approaches, on the signal bell of the Chief Master of Cere-

monies, all except the Cardinals and Conclavists must depart, and the

Conclave is finallv closed.

The word Conclave is derived from two Latin words signifying

under one key, and means the place for holding the Papal election, in.

which all the doors are closed except one, and that is secured by a

key ;
and when once closed under key, for an election, the Cardinals

cannot leave it. The word also applies to the elective body, consisting

of the Cardinals, and all other Conclavists, such as the assistants, servants

and such like.

The structure itself is erected in the gallery, from which the Papal

blessing is given and is made up of cells or sleeping apartments, consist-

ing of two rooms
;
one occupied by the Cardinal, the other by his

attendants, a small chapel and a refectory; and all four occupy only a

space of twenty by twenty feet. The utmost care is taken to seclude

the Conclave from all egress and ingress. ISTow that no temporal

government can interfere with the election, the seclusion is perfect,

though less necessary, and the only door of the Conclave has

two locks, one inside, the key of which is held by the Governor

of the Conclave, and the one outside by the Master of

Ceremonies. Through the four only openings in the wall of the

Conclave the Cardinals receive their food, which is prepared outside.

All the halls next to the Conclave are locked, and the gate leading to

these halls is locked by two different keys, and the key of the inner

door is kept by the Cardinal Camerlengo, and that of the exterior door

by the Marshal, who is an hereditary officer, the Prince of Chigi, and

commander of the Vatican Militar)\ Conclaves have lasted various

periods. When Pope Gregory X was elected, in 1272, it lasted two

years, and was finally ended by an election hy compromise, as it is

termed. It is not uncommon for it to continue several months. The

Conclaves that elected Pius IX and Leo XIII lasted only two days ;
a

fact which shows the wisdom and importance of excluding all political

influence on the election
;
the abolition of which has gi'eatly simj)lified

the ceremonies of the Conclave.

The strictness and caution exercised in excluding all interference
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with the election is extended, in a particular degree, to the rigid regu-

lations governing the manner and ceremonies of supplying the Cardinals

with food. The dumb waiters bringing their meals to each of the

Cardinals are sealed and watched
;
the meals are brought in solemn

procession, headed by two lackeys bearing wooden staves inscribed with

the arms of the Cardinal
;
then comes a valet de chambre

;
then the

major domo and the cupbearer and finally two more lackeys carrying

two poles on which the basket containing the food is suspended. As the

meals of each Cardinal are thus brought to him, and the Cardinals are

seventy in number when the Sacred College is full, the entire procession

for the whole Conclave at each meal is a formal affair. As throughout

the entire Conclave the Cardinals are distinguished by the color violet

for those created by the last and just deceased Pope, and by the color

green for the others
;
this nicety is even extended to those who bring

in their meals, the staves containing the arms of the former and the

baskets containing their food are violet
;
those of the latter green. The

valet de chambre carries his silver staff in this procession inclined, if the

Cardinal was one of those created by the late Pope ;
but erect if created

by another Pope. It was formerly required that the election should

be completed and the Conclave dissolved in three days; if this were not.

done the electors were to receive only one dish for dinner and supper

for five days, and after that only bread and water. Clement VI relaxed

these rules and allowed broth or fish soup, meat, fish or eggs, a dish of

salted meat, and fruit and cheese.

All outsiders being now excluded from the Conclave, all the Con-

clavists, consisting of the Cardinals and their attendants, six Masters

of Ceremonies, with their servants, one or several confessors belonging

to some Religious Order, a sacristan and his aid and two clerics, a

secretary and two assistants and a servant, two physicians, a surgeon

and apothecary and two assistants, two carpenters and two masons,

two barbers, with assistants and thirty-five valets for general service,

proceed to take the oath to observe secrecy and faithfully perform their

respective duties. On closing the Conclave, torches are lit, the Cardinal-

Chamberlain examines all the cells to see that all except Conclavists are

out, that the doors in and around are locked, and that all outside com-

munication is cut off, and this examination is repeated by two Cardinals
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every two days twice. No one can now enter except absent Cardinals

arriving, and nothing but insanity or the want of at least deacon's orders,

not even excommunication, can exclude a Cardinal from his right to

sit and vote in the Conclave.

Two ballots are taken each day, one in the morning and one in

the afternoon; the election takes place in the Chapel, to which, on

the day after the closing of the Conclave, at nine o'clock in the morning,

a Master of Ceremonies summons them by voice and bell, and which

each Cardinal enters preceded by his assistant carrying his writing

materials and his mantle. The election is preceded by the Mass of the

Holy Ghost; the Cardinals are seated in chairs, with desks bearing

their respective arms, and serving for both prayer or writing, and the

seats and floor are covered in green ;
the assistants leave the Chapel, and

the Cardinals, now left alone, proceed with the election.

There are three forms for electing a Pope; which are either by

quasi-inspiration, by compromise, or by ballot; the last includes what

is known as the ''accessus." The election by quasi-inspiration is similar

to what we Americans would call by ^^acclamation," and this phrase has

been recently superseded, in America, by another purely American word

•—
"stampeding." Election by compromise is accomplished by choosing

several Cardinals, to whom the power of making a choice is given. In

the election by ballot the candidate receiving two-thirds of the votes,

exclusive of his own vote, is elected Pope. In case no election can

result in a two-thirds vote, resort is had to the "accessus," which con-

sists in dropping the names of the lesser candidates and retaining

only the most prominent ones. Whenever a ballot does not result in

an election, all the ballots are burned, and the smoke, ascending througl

a flue from the Chapel to the roof, thus informs the assembled and

anxious crowd of people in the street that a Pope has not been elected

by that ballot. The afternoon session is preceded by the chanting of

the hymn, Veni Creator Spiritus, instead of the Mass of the Holy

Ghost, and in all others respects the proceedings are the same as in the

morning.
The ballots used in the election of a Pope are either printed or

all written by the same person ; usually five inches long and five wide
;

and eight blanks are left thereon, in the first of which the Cardinals

1
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write their own names
;

the second blank is not written upon ;
the

third blank receives the seal of the Cardinal voting ;
the fourth contains

the name of the Cardinal voted for; the fifth blank is left vacant; the

sixth is again to be sealed with the seal of the Cardinal voting; in the

seventh the Cardinal voting writes some text of Scripture as a motto;

the eighth blank is left vacant. The seals used are not the ordinary

seals of the Cardinals, but seals gotten up specially for this occasion.

The outside or reverse of the ballot is so covered with devices as to

prevent the vote inside from being read, and for the same purjx)se the

voters disguise their handwriting. Each Cardinal proceeds from his

own seat to a center table, where he fills up his ballot in secret, but in

the presence of all. -

The method of choosing those who are to test and certify to the

correctness of the proceeding, such as we Americans call the "Inspectors

of Election," is curious. The youngest Cardinal-Deacon walks up

to the center table and draws nine balls from a bag containing as many
Avooden balls as there are Cardinals present, each ball being inscribed

Avith the name of a Cardinal. Of these nine names thus drawn the first

three are to l)e '^Scrutatores," or inspectors; the next three are the

"Infinnarii," whose duty it is to go to the cells of such Cardinals as

are detained therein by ilhiess and gather their votes; and the last

three are chosen ^'Recognitores," or revisers. These ofiicers distribute

the ballots to the Cardinals at each ballot taken.

The ballots are printed or written in Latin, and may be translated

as follows: "I, , Cardinal, elect my Lord Cardinal

to be Supreme Pontiif."

The three Insijectors now are seated near the altar, and on the

altar are placed a very large chalice and a paten, the cup and plate used

in celebrating the Holy Mass, whereupon the Cardinal-Dean first of all

rises, and taking his ballot and lifting it aloft, approaches the altar,

kneels Ix^fore it and prays. On rising, he says, in a loud voice: "I

take Christ our Lord to witness that I vote for the one whom, in the

sight of God, I judge worthy, and I will do the same in case the

accessus is used." He then places his sealed ballot on the paten, then

deposits or drops it from the paten into the chalice, and retires to his

place. Then the voters advance, one by one, in the order of their
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seniority, and deposit their votes in the chalice in like manner, except,

that if there be any Cardinals sick in their cells and unable to attend

in the Chapel, the three ^^Infinnarii," after first voting themselves,

proceed to the cells of the sick Cardinals, and having received their

ballots, return to the Chapel and deposit them as before described.

If any Cardinals are sick and disabled from advancing to the altar,

the "In/irmarii" carry the chalice to them, and they vote with the

like ceremonies with the others.

When all the ballots are in the chalice, the first Inspector covers

the chalice with the paten and shakes it. The third Inspector then, in

a loud voice, counts the number of ballots, passing them from the

chalice, in which the voters deposited them, into another chalice, and if

the number counted does not coincide with the number of votes cast,

the ballots are burned, and a new ballot is taken, unless the Cardinals

determine to investigate the cause of the discrepancy. If there is no

such discrepancy, the fact is announced, and the first Inspector takes

out each ballot in turn and reads the name voted for, for this alone is

visible; the second Inspector does the same and passes them, one by

one, to the third, who, in each case, reads out the name voted for aloud,

and every Cardinal takes down the name. The ballots, as called out,

are perforated with a needle and all held together on a string, and thus

stnmg together, they are again placed in the chalice. The Inspectors

again proceed even more exactly, if possible, to revise the result, and

ascertain if the requisite two-thirds have been obtained, or that there

is room for doubt, and that no recourse to the accessus is necessary.

If any candidate has two-thirds, his own vote is examined, to see that

he did not vote for himself, or whether any incapacitated Cardinal has

voted. The full two-thirds must be unquestionable votes. When it is

ascertained that a full and valid two-thirds vote has been cast for a candi-

date, the revisers come forAvard and make a careful examination of the

.votes, their mottoes, signs and other indications. If the requisite two-

thirds have not been obtained, recourse is then had to the vote by "acces-

sus/' the details of which vary a little from the regular vote, and are most

minutely regulated by law. If an election has taken place, the ballots

are burned, and the elected one is duly announced by the Inspectors.

The junior Cardinal then, at the door of the Chapel, by ringing a little
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bell, summons the Master of Ceremonies and the Secretaries to the

Conclave
;
the Secretaries present themselves before the Cardinal-Dean,

who, accompanied by the senior Cardinal-priest, the senior Cardinal-

deacon and the Secretaries, goes to the Cardinal elected, and, standing

before him, says: "Dost thou accept the election canonieally made of

thee as Supreme Pontilf ?" If he does not immediately answer, the

question is repeated three times. The elect then kneels and prays. If he

refuses, the Chair of Peter remains vacant, and another election must

be held. If he says "I accept," the Cardinal-Dean kneels to him,

and the first Master of Ceremonies claps his hands, as a signal to all

the Cardinals to arise and do homage to the new Pope. In accepting the

office the elected announces the name by which he desires to be styled

as Pope. The first Master of Ceremonies makes a record of these acts,

which is read aloud and he and the Secretaries of the Conclave sign it.

The ceremonies and details accompanying the foregoing proceeding are

exceedingly minute; I have given their main features and the rest I

have generalized.

The newly-elected Pontiff is conducted by the oldest Cardinal-

deacons to the altar, where he makes a short prayer, and is then con-

ducted to the sacristy, where he removes the ring of the Cardinal
;

white stockings replace the scarlet ones now removed, and red

velvet shoes are placed on his feet, a white skull cap on his

head, and he puts on a velvet crimson mozetta stole, and is

then led forth to the altar and seated in a chair placed on the

platform. The Cardinals then come foi*ward to make their "obedience"

to the new Sovereign Pontiff; and when this is done by the Cardinal-

Chamberlain, he places on the finger of His Holiness "the Fisherman's

Ring," and this is immediately returned to the Cardinal-Chamberlain,

who delivers it to the Chief Master of Ceremonies to have the name

chosen by the new Po])e engraved on it. After the officers of the Con-

clave have been admitted and have made their homage, the Cardinal-

deacon obtains the Pope's penuission and proceeds to the balcony over

the main entrance of the Vatican, and proclaims to the people the

election: "I bring you tidings of great joy. We have as Pope the Most

Eminent and Reverend my Lord Cardinal (naming him), who has

assumed the name of (here giving the name of the new Pope.)" Amid
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the loud and prolonged vivas of the assembled crowd, the bells of St.

Peter's and of the churches of Rome send forth their joyous chimes
;

and formerly the event was announced by salvos of cannon from the

Castle of San Angelo.

Inside the Vatican the grand procession of Cardinals and officials

moves to the Sistine Chapel, where the second ceremony of doing

homage takes place, and thence down the stairway of Constantine to

St. Peter's, where the third act of homage ensues. Three days are

given, in accordance with ancient custom, to the festivities and rejoicings

of the public and to ceremonies and congratulatory audiences of ambas-

sadors, and other distinguished persons. The coronation usually takes

place on the first Sunday, or holy-day, after the election, with magnifi-

cent grandeur. These ceremonies will be described as a part of the

coronation and enthronement of Pope Leo XIII.

.^^
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CHAPTER XL

The Conclave of 1878. Election of Leo XIIL

^^T HAT illustrious Pontiff, Pius IX, who had ruled the Catholic

/ I Church throughout the world for thirty-two years, from 1846

^^^ to 1878, had received the last rites of that same Universal

Church which he had so long and wonderfully served and

extended. The prayers of the faithful throughout the world had

ascended to Heaven for the repose of the soul of him, to whom Christ

had given the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven. Yet, in the presence of

death and judgment, truly it must be said, that God alone is Great.

The Cardinal Chamberlain of the Holy Roman Church, his Emi-

nence Joachim Pecci, had discharged that first solenm duty of seeing

that the late Pontiff was solemnly buried in accordance with the customs,

traditions, decrees and ritual of the Church. He was now to perform
another sacred duty, still more momentous, to make all the necessary

preparations for the election of a successor to Pius IX
;
a successor to

Peter
;
for the bestowal upon the Church of a Vicar of Christ. He was

now sixty-eight years old, when on the death of the Sovereign Pontiff,

he assumed the temporal administration of the Church, and stood at

the head of that most august body, the College of Cardinals
;
he was

their guide and leader in their exalted function of electors of the Sover-

eign Pontiff. He proceeded to the discharge of these responsible and

fearful duties with the calmness, the earnestness, the precision and the

reverence, with which he had j^erformed every work and function of the

exalted offices he had filled
; qualities which had ever distinguished his

eventful and beneficent career. The discharge of the functions now

committed to this venerable and eminent Pontiff were rendered critical

and portentous by the strange, unprecedented and afflicting situation of

the Papacy, of the Qitj of Rome, of the Patrimony of St, Peter, and

of the Church.
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Even before the death of Pius IX the world began to wonder and

to speculate as to the fate of the Papacy. Many of the most fiery and

irreverent spirits in the ranks of the Italian Revolution had boldly pro-

claimed that there would never be another Pojje. Would the Italian

Government, now in possession of Rome, allow one to be elected ? Or

if that Government should allow a Pope to be elected, would it not avail

itself of the present vacancy to intrude into the chair of Peter one who

might relinquish the temporal sovereignty of the Popes, now already

usurped by the Italian King ? Would the triumphant Revolution

prevent by force the election of another Pope ? Would the revolutionary

elements in Rome itself, the secret societies, the occult force, submit to

the further continuance of Papal elections ? The non-Catholic world,

the press and public opinion outside of Catholic circles manifested but

little sympathy with the Papacy dethroned in its own capital. This Avas

especially the case with the secular and non-Catholic or anti-Catholic

press in England and America. Was not, at least, the present oppor-

tunity a favorable one for adjusting matters between the Papacy and

the Kingdom of Italy ? Could not a modus vivcndi between them be

devised by the European powers friendly to Italy or hostile to the

Church, upoii the acceptance of which by the Conclave and the Pope-

elect, as a condition precedent, the Papacy would be allowed to exist ?

Rome had already, in the early part of the Pontificate of Pius IX,
witnessed scenes of violence, insult and hatred to the Church and her

head, which were well calculated to inspire the College of Cardinals, the

Cardinal Chamberlain of the Holy Roman Church, and the Universal

Church herself with fear and apprehension for the result of the present

crisis, viewed from the human and temporal aspect of the question ;

while faith in the ultimate triumph of the Church inspired all with

moral and religious courage.

While Legge and Monsignor O'Reilly quoted the irreverent language
of the too-well-remembered Cicernacchio, and of the Roman rabble of

which he was the exponent, in 1848-9, addressed to Pius IX, an exile at

Gaeta: "When you. Sir Pope, left the City by one gate, the Bible

entered into it by the opposite gate, and now there is no room for you."

It was known in 1878 that that same Pius IX returned to Rome in

triumph and ruled the Church therefrom for thirty years ;
so now it is
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known to us that the very Vope then alxjut to be elected in 1878, was

then destined to make, in his celebrated Encyclical on the Study of the

Sacred Scriptures the most jx)werful and eloquent appeal extant for the

Bible. But such striking results were the very opposites of those aimed

at by the revolutionary forces and by the secret societies of Rome and

Italy.

A significant historical fact standing forth prominently in the

momentous events then transpiring in Home, was this, that while the

Conclave that elected Pius IX was held in the Quirinal, that which

elected his successor assembled in the Vatican
; again we must note that

near about the same time, two deaths of great significance took place in

Rome, the deaths of two sovereigns, one was that of King Victor Eman-

uel, the other was that of Pojie Pius IX
;
the former died on January

10, and was buried from the very palace in which Pius IX had l)een

elected
;
the latter died at the Vatican, and there in St. Peter's he was

buried. Such facts are most significant features in the history of those

times in the Church, of which we are writing. There remained in reality

but a faint shadow of the Temporal Sovereignty of the successors of St.

Peter in Rome. The Vatican with St. Peter's was the only teinjwral

possession of the Papacy, and these were now sacredly confided to, and

most sacredly preserved and guarded by Cardinal Pecci, asCamerlengo or

Chamberlain of the Holy Roman Church. Hence it was that the Con-

clave for the election of a successor to Pius IX had to be held for greater

safety and security in the Vatican. The sacred trust and overpowering

respensibility now imix)sed \\\x)n this aged and venerable prelate can be

but partially conceived, from the insuperable necessity he was under of

preserving the precincts of the Vatican free from the intrusion of the

Italian Revolution and its agents, officers and police. This one spot,

least, in all Rome, Cardinal Pecci determined to preserve and •

inviolate. The Conclave should assemble and ]>erform
^'^ xnmiitain

tions on Papal territory, small as it was. But th'
'"'^ exalted fune-

to exert it, was wholly in the hands of the P ^ '^^ determination could

not be maintained by physical force •

" -"^^'^'' GoYprnmenL Tho well,

considered purposes of the Ca^-
^ '

'
^'''' ^^m ^jft f^'^

"^'""^''^ necessary

by the utmost prudencp
-^'"''^' « Ifamiw?;i^ii ^^ould only be executed

ment. If the revo^ .

"' ^^^^' ^W* judginent ajid consummate manago-

,t^}fpfi&i\y forces and their allies
^\vere anxiously waiting

c

j:^*^
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for some pretext for urging the Goverritneiit t& cross the saered threshold

of the Vatican, at this eriieial moment, the profound and able manage-

ment and policy of Cardinal Pecci completely foiled their designs.

A slight pretext would have given to the Italian regime an

opportunity of interfering with the election ol a heW fOpl. feut Car-

dinal Pecci was the pilot in charge of the bark of Peter. By his great

experience in public affairs, his thorough knowledge of the Italian Kevo-

lution, his mastery of the situation in Italy and Rome, with which

situation he had already been struggling for over thirty years, hii per=

feet acquaintance with Papal and ecclesiastical affaii'S aiitl ititfer^stsj \\h

accomplishments and services M a diplomatist^ big piH^foUlltl katiiinjli

his native g-enius ; by all these combined he BkillfuUy piloted the sacred

bark over the troubled waters^ It never oecurt-ed to iiitil that Piil§ IX
had almost pointed out his suecessot* by appoihtitij!^ iliiii the Chainbet-laiil

of the Holy Romati Church, afe it had been Viewed by gdiiie of his Col-'

leagues in the Sacred College. Still less did lie realize tlie jjl-bplieey of

St. Malachy that the Crux de Cruce Wotild be succeeded by the Lurribii

in Ccelo; or that these meftnt that Leo %1VL \vould illtiiilinate ibe

world by his genius and learning, after Pius IX had chastened it by the

cross and his sufferings. Cardinal Pecci had conscientiously made his

choice of a candidate. His advanced years seemed a complete protec-

tion to him against the choice of the Conclave, for whose deliberations

he was so earnestly and ably preparing, falling on him. •

It had almost become a traditional custom to hold the Conclave at

the Quirinal. Such had been the more recent custom from 1823, when
Leo XII was elected at the Quirinal; so, in 1829, Pius VIII, in 1831,

Gregory XVI, and in 1846, Pius IX had been elected at the Quirinal.,

But now quite a different sc^ne, an adverse succession, had taken placa
at the Quirinal, when King Humbert I succeeded Victpir- ]Pni^nuel. Thft

Popes could no longer be elected at the Quirinal.

In the cases of the last four Popes preceding Lep XIII, Xho,

Cardinals, on the day before entering the Conclave, were accustomed tq

go in state, through the streets of Rome, to St. Peter's, in the forenoon
;

the Mass of the Holy Ghost was celebrated by the Cardinal-Dean of the

College of Cardinals, and a sermon was preached, in order to impress

upon the minds and consciences of the conse'crated electors the sacred-
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ness of the duty thev were about to perform ;
a fluty which eonld only

be performed with the sole object of promoting the glory of God and

the best interests of His Church on earth. Their purple robes of mourn-

ing were exchanged for the scarlet color, which designated their exalted

office. The attendants of the Cardinals, who were, for each Cardinal,

a chaplain and valet, preceded in the solemn procession, and imme-

diately in front of the Sacred College went the Papal choirs, chanting
the invoking hymn, Venl Creator Spirihis. Then came the Master of

Ceremonies, carrying, high above all heads, the Papal cross. The
dean of -the Sacred College went at their head, and by his side walked

the Governor of the City of Rome. All chanted together the devout and

sacred hymns, appealing to heaven for light and guidance in the

approaching election of a Sovereign Pontiff. To the world, which has

since seen, from the most impressive and untoward events that occurred

subsequently, on the removal of the remains of Pius IX, showing that

a deceased Poj^e could not even have the usual Christian rites of burial

in Rome, it is perfectly clear that such a procession through the streets

of Rome, for the election of a new Pope, in 1878, would have been

impossible
—it would have been disastrous. With his well known fore-

sight, the Chamberlain, Cardinal Pecci, promptly resolved to run no

such risks. In fact, he and all the Catholic world felt anxious that the

Italian Government and the Revolution should find no assignable cause

for interfering with the Conclave.

The Quirinal palace was a more convenient place for holding the

Conclave than the Vatican. It was the usual place. But, while in the

Vatican each Cardinal had more convenient lodgings, three rooms for

himself, his chaplain and his valet, in which they slept and ate and in

which he and his chaplain said Mass, the Vatican necessitated their

traveling a much greater distance in going to and from the Cha}>el at

the election, as well as immense flights of stairs to ascend and descend.

During the nine days following the death of Pius IX the Camer-

lengo was busily engrossed, and he promptly engaged in preparing the

Vatican palace and the space adjoining the Sistine Chapel for the Con-

clave; being resolved that all should be ready and the Conclave held

at the appointed time, ten days after the death of the late Pope. Sending
for the architects Vespignani and Martinucci, he had them and their
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men at work on the great changes and preparations, together with the

necessary building materials. The work commenced on February 10th,

Avith five hundred workmen, as the Cardinals, their attendants and the

officers provided by ecclesiastical law for the Conclave had to be pro-

vided with lodgings, furniture and all things needed. The preparations

were such as might be required for a protracted Conclave.

The court of St. Damascus, adjoining the Sistine Chapel, Avas

walled in, and the Kuota, or turn, was established, there being four of

such "turns" in the sacred inclosure. But the former custom of prepar-

ing the food outside the Conclave and cutting it up and passing it

through the four "turns" was now changed ;
these former precautions

were devised to prevent the introduction of secret communications or

dispatches into the Conclave
;
within the electoral inclosure two kitchens,

with gas stoves, were built and equipped. The inclosure was also

provided with electric bells. The laws of the Church strictly enact that

ten days shall elapse before entering into Conclave; then the Cardinals

present in Rome proceed with this august duty of electing a Supreme
Pontiif without waiting for the arrival of the absent Cardinals, though
these latter are admitted on their arrival into the Conclave with all due

solemnity. When once the sacred Conclave is pronounced to be in

session, the doors are locked and guarded ; they are not opened again,

except to admit a Cardinal, not present at the beginning, until a Pope is

elected. All communication with the world outside the inclosure is at

an end.

All things were ready under the admirable management and direc-

tion of Cardinal Pecci
;
on Sunday, February 17th, the Novena, a

devotion of nine days for the deceased Pope, was concluded and a

solemn Pontifical Mass was celebrated in the presence (|^ all the

Cardinals in the Sistine Chapel. The election was to be held in the

Sistine. On Monday morning, February 18th, all the Cardinals again

assisted in the mourning at the solemn Mass of the Holy Ghost in the

Pauline Chapel, which was sung by Cardinal Schwarzenberg, Arch-

bishop of Prague, invoking the light of the Holy Ghost on the approach-

ing deliberations and election. After the celebration orf the Mass of

the Holy Spirit, Monsignor Mercurelli, Secretary of Briefs, delivered

an earnest and learned address on the manner in which Papal elections
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should be held, in accordance with the present regulations of the Church.

The entire diplomatic corps and the representatives of the Roman

nobility, all in full uniform or court-dress, were accommodated in the

tribune of the Chapel.

From the Pauline Chapel the assembled princes of the Church

went in solemn procession through the royal hall of the Vatican, the

Sala Regia, whose floors had been trodden by pontiff, prince, prelate,

and layman of the greatest eminence for centuries, and to the Sistine

Chapel. The Papal cross was borne high above, for in such times as

those the cross and the tiara were united. The Papal choir, by its

enchanting strains, no less than by the sublime sentiments of the Venl

Creator Spiritus, seemed to recall all minds and souls from the

human to the divine contemplation of the Church and her sublime

religion. The very seclusion of this solemn procession and ceremony,

under the prevailing circumstances, added to it far beyond any possible

procession and pageant through the streets of Rome. None but Catho-

lics can comprehend how, in the midst of such profound sensations, such

hopes, fears, ambitions perhaps, and such half-subdued excitements,

the eminent members of the Sacred College, with a consciousness.,

inspired of heaven, each knelt and adored the true and really present

Christ in tlie tabernacle, whose Vicar on earth they were now about

to elect.

It was this solemn and devout moment that the senior Cardinal of

the Order of Bishops chanted, at the foot of the altar, while all the

Cardinals were devoutly and silently kneeling, the prayer: "O God!

Who hast taught the hearts of the faithful by the illuminating grace

of the Holy Spirit, grant us in the same spirit to relish what is right,

and thus always to enjoy the sweetness of His consolation," On the

conclusion of the prayer the Cardinal sub-deacon read to the seated

Cardinals the Papal laws, which were long enacted and observed for

the government of Conclaves and Pontifical elections. Each Cardinal,

then, in turn, took the oath to obey those laws. The officers of the .

Conclave then did the same, Monsignor Ricci-Parracciani, who was

the Governor of the Conclave, Prince Chigi, the hereditary IMarshal of

the Holy Church and Guardian, of the Conclave, the Secretary, and- all

the other officials. The oath bound all to preserve the proceedings ia

profound secrecy.
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The afternoon of February 18th was devoted by tlie members of the

Sacred College to such last, immediate and pressing matters of busi-

ness as then demanded their attention. There, too, were present the

diplomatic corps, composed of ambassadors, ministers and envoys

accredited by various nations to the Holy See, members of the Roman

nobility, and distinguished foreigTiers then visiting the Eternal City.

The bell of the Ave Maria, the evening prayer, in which all Romans and

Catholics in Rome, from the Vatican to the peasant's home, joined,

and which officially ended the day of labor and business, was rung.

Then, at eight o'clock in the evening, the Vatican Master of Ceremonies,

in a loud voice, called out through the halls and corridors of the palace,

exeant omnes, whereupon every one not a member or attendant of the

Conclave or resident of the palace, took his departure. It was felt in

every heart, but not uttered by a single mouth. Who shall be the Pope
to-morrow ?

Now another procession, unique, solenm and brilliant, one never

seen in any other place, passing through the lofty, broad and splendid

corridors took place. The Prince Hereditary Marshal of the Holy
Roman Church and the Guardian of the Conclave, went with his attend-

ants, to be assured and to assure all others, that all the necessary steps

were taken to ensure the perfect inclosure of the Conclave. All these

details were prescribed and regulated by the Papal laws of the Pon-

tifical elections. The procession consisted of the Prince Chigi, in full

dress uniform, his four immediate attendants, his captains, an escort

of the Noble Guards, an escort of the Swiss Guards, and a number

of servants, in their liveries of State and bearing burning torches. The

very hour is appointed for this ceremony. At that moment the Heredi-

tary Marshal and Guardian appeared before the great outer door, or

entrance, to the Conclave, and on the threshold, awaiting his arrival,

stood Cardinal Pecci, the Camerlengo of the Holy Roman Church, with

the three Cardinals representing the three great Religious Orders. Salu-

tations were exchanged. The Cardinal-Camerlengo, on the closing of the

great door, locked it on the inside, while the Prince locked it on the

outside, placing the key in a crimson velvet bag, which he now keeps

religiously in his own custody. Then Monsignor Ricci-Parracciani,

Governor of the Conclave, knowing that an imperfect inclosure, or on©
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ffijikirig 6'6nifflitriiGaii6'ti wiiJi flie otiieT W(?tld possible, avouIcI invMidate
iiie ^}^6<i6n^ ?^M in eoifipliiffie^ wiiii hk oflfh to me the Papal Z'*^^*

relating id iti^ (Smtiiftv^ ex^aited, mfHuii^ ^iid tlcliberately wallced

round the whole inclbsWfe' a'rid' Miriiitety e^Mffliued every part of it.

J3y the provident arrangem^fit oi the CaM'iiiai Ca'Mietlengo, all the food

for the Itee of the Conclave and its a'ttell'd'anfs -Ofra'S' p^epafed within the

newly-erected kitchen of th^ Conclave, a prfeea'MloH ^^iJefe fe-QtleTed the

seclusion and isolation still mof6 p«^i^feel OldieaslilW ^he^ »1afie« that

Cardinal Pecci, in his office of Canierle/1^0, M'flde tlie fetff ©f the

exterior. Of the two doors that guarded the oth^' 6tt^rattice ^o; fihe
'

CoHClftve, the Hereditary Marshal took and held one of 1^' teys, wMfe
the Cardliiill Camerkngo took the other. The oaths had hem fkkeli atf

foil? o'eloekj the eomplete closing-in of the Conclave was ^ccon^iahext
Ai nim^ m the et§iiiiig of Fehttmry 18th.

"•
•--.. >^4

^b-W,' a^ t« tht ititei-iol' 0^' the Coiickte 5 The hall, where the election'^

ioo'fc pkee,- -Wfis the ^istifie Chapel- Iii thh beautiful and splendid
shi-ine of Cbi-i«rtkflitj^ the etiicial choi^'e' was to be made for the most

a^ugusi offiee' iii Chfkieiidbtti, Thete stoyid ih^ »ltar, the tiibcrnaele, the

sanctuary; where' many illiTstriou« Pofitiifs had eoU^e^rated bread and

Avine and tbej^ #e're tra'risubsliaritiated' I'nfio the hy4j and fc>loc»d of Christ,

There, too, upon its walls^md eeiling- the great Woffo^ o{ Christian art,

the masterpieces of the great Inftst^'rs,- spoke to the eyg ami the goiil lit

iliP JRaudible but overpowering language of s^irii a^iid geBitis^ of faith

and piety, -^'^^^^^^nh-.-^^^sss,-^^^^

The Sacred College then possessed sixty-foiif ^ii^mbers. Sixty-

four lofty screens had been erected along the sides of ih^ C'hapel, anJ

before these stood the numbered seats of the Cardinals to the" hkWwber 0^

^ixtyrfo^r, A small, square table, Avith writing materials, was pfejoedl

at p^eji seat, fipd mch m^t was canopied ;
emblems of sovereignty ^ve^^

^hes^ panppfpp, as ^^all tbp^e Ppp^l dpetors are now co-equal sharers,"

as
INfonsigppf P'Ii^j.|iy |ia^ md, '-in that soy§|'pipty

which they will

!place, undivided, on
tjjjg f)^ad pf tjip Pope of their ^hoio§,''*

Color is
th^ nmt ftrikjug aufi impf•{5ssfy^ of ]m}y<\]] mMmi^, As

in al] the circ,uiTis,tanQes o^ national gfpry tjf,(? fiatioz^af poigf'^ §ffiHP tllf*

eye and inspire tk^ soul ; so, mope than in
_^1J otl},g^' Jn§ti^^ffo^}f 9]} ^^

* Monelgfior O'Reilly'rt V
J^.l/ft

of Leo XIII," l^PTi N. Y-, p. m,
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the Church designates all persons, events and mysteries, and dis-

tinguishes them from all others, by their appropriate colors. Of these

sixty-four screens, each Avith its table, chair and canopy, there were four

that were distinguished by the color green, and the remaining sixty were

draped in purple. The Cardinals, whose places in the Conclave were

marked with the green color, were the only four Cardinals who had

been created such by Pope Gregory XVI. These aged and venerable

prelates were the last and only survivors of the College of Cardinals

that had sat in the Conclave of 1S4H, and who had voted at the

election of Pius IX. The sixty Cardinals, whose places were designated

by purple, were those who had since been created by Pope Pius IX.

The seat to be occupied by Cardinal Pecci was number nine, on the
.

Gospel side, and not far from the altar. The cell or apartment occupied i

by Cardinal Manning, which Avas on the third floor of the Vatican and

formed part of the apartments of the Prefect of the Apostolic Palaces,

was the same one that had once been occupied by the illustrious Cardinal

Antonelli.

Sixty-one Cardinals attended at the opening of the Conclave, so

that the attendance was one of the largest, and the time occupied in

making a choice was one of the shortest, in the history of Papal elections.

After the second ballot had been taken on th^ 19th, Cardinal Cardoso,

Patriarch of Lisbon, arrived, and was received into the Conclave with

due ceremony and formality. The only absent Cardinals Avere Cardinal

Broussais de Saint Marc, Avho Avas then lying at the ]X)int of death; Car-

dinal Cullen, Archbishop of Dublin, Avho was detained in the first

instance at home bv illness, and afterAvards arrived at Rome after the

election Avas over
;
and Cardinal McCloskey, Archbishop of Ncav York,

Avho, immediately on receiving, by transatlantic cable, his summons to

Rome on the death of Pius IX, Avas on his Avay to Rome, and arri\'ed

only in time to make his homage to Pope Leo XIII, to receive the red hat

from the hands of the ncAv Pope, and to take possession of his titular

Church of Sancta Maria Supra Minervam.

The Cardinals AA^ho voted in the Conclave Avere Cardinals Amat,
Di Pietro, Sacconi, Guidi, Bilio, Moriehini, Schwa rzenberg, Pecci,

Asquini, Carafa di Fiaetto, Donnet, Antonucci, Panebianco, De Luca,

Pitra, De Bonnechose, Y^ij flohenlohe, Bopaparte, Ferrieri, Berardi,
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Moreno, Monaco la Valletta, Morae Cardoso, Regnier, Chigi, Franchi,

Gnibert, Oreglia di Santo Stefano, Simor, Martinelli, Antici,

Mattel, Gianelli, Ledocliowski, Manning, Dechamps, Simeoni,

Bartolini, D'Avanzo, Franzelin, Benavides Xavarrete, Apnzzo, Garcia

Gil, Howard, Paray j Rico, Caverot, Di Canossa, Serafini,' Miholovitz,

Kntschker, Parocclii, Moretti, Caterini, Mertel, Consolini, Borromeo,

Randi, Pacca, iS^ina, Sharretti, Fallonx du Coudray and Pellegrini.

Cardinal Amat, Dean of the College of Cardinals, from phj'sical

debility, had to be carried in a litter np the grand staircase to the

Panline Chapel, and thence to his sick bed within the Conclave

inclosnre, and there he remained in the Conclave and voted nntil the

election was over, when he was in like manner borne to his residence.

Cardinal Morichini was so infirm that he had to be snpported on either

side by assistants, and he conld, even then with difficnlty ascend the

immense stairway of the Vatican
;
his ascent was slow and painful.

Cardinal Caterini, the head of the Order of Deacons, was so physically

Aveak, that it was only by his great will power that he was able to go

through with this unique and solemn performance to the end.

It has well been said that : "Think you, when, but a few hours ago

the four Cardinals who had voted in the Conclave of 1846, found them-

selves, at so long an interval, called again to give to another the cross

Avhicli Pius had borne, that their souls were not oppressed with the

holy sadness wonti to come, in the catacombs, on the men called to elect

the successors of the first Clement, the first Sixtus, and the first Pius,

slain by the rage of the persecutor ?"*

At length the day arrived when the great and resulting Avork of

the Conclave was to begin. The Master of Ceremonies was the first to

move, and he Avas heard through the lofty and vast corridors of the

Vatican, Avhen proceeding along and outside the vast roAVs of apart-

ments, in Avhich the Cardinals and their attendants Avere lodged, he

summoned the princes of the Church: "To the Chapel, my Lords!"

At intervals of a half hour this summons Avas repeated amid the sounds

of the silver bell, carried by the Master of Ceremonies. Many of the

Cardinals said Mass in their private apartments. At nine o'clock all

proceeded to the Sistine Chapel, and there Cardinal Amat, Dean of the

MonsJgnor O'Reilly's "Life of Leo XIII," 1887, pp. 305-306.
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Sacred College, said low Mass, and administered Holy Communion to

such of the Cardinals as had not had time or opportunity to say Mass

in their apartments.

After Mass the Cardinals returned to their respective apartments
for breakfast, and at noon all were assembled again in the Sistine

Cli^pel, and each sat in his proper and numbered chair. Cardinal

Pecci was seated in number nine.

On the altar of the Sistine Chapel stood a large chalice made and

consecrated for the purpose of receiving the ballots at the Papal
election. Three Cardinals were chosen to scrutinize the votes cast

; they
are called scrutineers, such as we call tellers in our American legislative

bodies. The ballot is called scliedula, which is carefully gotten up after

the specified form and is in Latin. One of these was given to each

Cardinal and the vote proceeded. We have already given the details of

this subject in the chapter on "Papal Elections." On this momentous

occasion, February 19, 1878, after each Cardinal had walked up and

deposited his scliedula, or ballot, in the chalice, and they were counted,

it was announced that the scrutiny, or voting, was void, on account of

one of the electors having, contrary to the regulations, affixed to his

ballot his Cardinal's seal, or mark of dignity. In this scrutiny Car-

dinal Pecci received twenty-three votes; which, however much it dis-

turbed his calm and peaceful soul, was not even a majority; while,

according to the decree of Gregory X, two-thirds of the votes were

necessary to a choice. At this ineffectual balloting Cardinal Bilio

received eleven votes. Cardinal Franchi four. Cardinal Panebianco four,

and the remaining votes were scattered among several Cardinals. It is

well believed that the interval between the morning scrutiny and that

which took place at five o'clock in the afternoon was of sad and intense

anxiety with Cardinal Pecci. The largest vote pointed to him.

At the afternoon balloting Cardinal Pecci received thirty-eight

votes out of sixty-one, or seven more than a majority. After the

second ballot, the number of electors in Conclave was increased to sixty-

two by the arrival of Cardinal Moraes Cardoso, Patriarch of Lisbon. On
his arrival the great doors, which, had been locked inside^ and outside,

Avere opened to admit him, and again closed and doubly locked, with the

pame formality, An exact record of the entire proceedings of the day
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was kept by Monsignor Pericoli, Dean of the Apostolic Prothonotaries,

and by the Marshal of the Conclave. The same was reduced in due form

and signed by the said Dean, by Prince Philip Laucelotti and by Count

Astolfo Servanzi. It was now evident, more than ever, that, when, at

the opening of the afternoon session, the sub-dean of the College of

Cardinals chanted the first verse of the hymn Veni Creator Spiritus,

and the body of the Cardinals replied by reciting the alternate verses,

the assembly was deeply moved by the Holy Spirit. The increasing

vote for Cardinal Pecci profoundly impressed the whole College, and,

whilst the prominence thus given to the name and nomination of the

Cardinal Camerlengo caused all to reflect deeply on his pre-eminent

fitness, his strength greatly increased among the electors.

Cardinal Donnet, Archbishop of Bordeaux, whose seat in the

Conclave was next to that of Cardinal Pecci, in a discourse delivered in

his Cathedral after his return home, described the effect of these first

two ballots upon him who now seemed evidently destined to become the

future Pope: "I remarked that. Cardinal Pecci, hearing his own name
mentioned so often, and that everything pointed to him as the successor

of Pius IX, great tears rolled down his checks, and his hand shook so

violently that the pen it held fell to the gi'ound. I picked it up and

gave it to him, saying : 'Courage ! There is no question here of you ;
it

is the Church and the future of the world that are in question.' He
made no reply, only lifting his eyes to heaven to implore the divine

assistance."*

Another passage translated from the "Cenni Storici," by Mon-

signor O'Reilly, can but be read with deep interest. It is the impressive

interview in the Conclave itself and in the Sistine Chapel, before the

august College of Electors, between Cardinal Pecci and one of his most

eminent colleagues, as related by Cardinal de Bonnechose. "Cardinal

Pecci, to whom, on the afternoon of the first day a majority of the votes

were given, looked, on Wednesday morning, pale and frightened. Just

before the voting began he went to one of the most revered members

of the Sacred College. *I cannot control myself,' he said; *I must

address the Sacred College. I fear they are about to commit a sad

mistake. People think I am a learned man; they credit me with

• MoMlgnor O'Reilly'i "Ll/« of Leo XIII," p. 309. Translation from "Oenni Storici,"
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possession of wisdom ;
but I am neither learned nor wise. They suppose

I have the necessary qualities for a Pope. I have nothing of the kind.

This is what I want to say to the Cardinals.' Fortunately the other

said to him: 'As to your learning, we, not you, can best judge of that.

As to your qualifications for the Pontifical office, God knows what they

are
;
leave it all to Him.' Cardinal Pecci obeyed him."*

On the morning of February 20, 1878, at the appointed hour, the

third ballot took place. Intense sympathy was felt throughout the ranks

of this venerable and illustrious assembly by his colleagues for Cardinal

Pecci. The overflowing manner in which the two preceding ballotings

had affected him, convinced them more powerfully than ever that he

was the man to ascend the Pontifical throne and rule the Universal

Church, whose two hundred and twenty millions of souls would hearken

intelligently and reverently to his voice. As the ballot commenced

Cardinal Pecci sat prostrated at first; but as it proceeded and his name

became more frequently announced, he grew calmer; when the final

vote was announced, showing that he had received forty-four votes out

of sixty-two. Cardinal Pecci, by his mingled resignation and courage,

showed himself a true successor of Peter, of Gregory the Great, of

Leo XII, whom he particularly admired, and of Pius IX, whom he had

so revered and faithfully served in his Pontificate.

After the result was announced the elect remained seated at chair

number nine; the sub-deacon of the College of Cardinals requested Mon-

signor Martinucci to proceed with his duties of seeing that the ordained

ceremonies of the Pontifical successor were complied with. All the

canopies erected over the seats of the sixty-two Cardinals, in emblem

of their joint exercise of the sovereign jurisdiction, were now removed,

except the canopy over Cardinal Pecci, the elect, for the whole

sovereignty was now vested in him alone. The Pope-elect sat "mute,

pale, with closed eyes, as if his spirit were far away from the place

and scene."

Every act, all most significant and historic, was now promptly per-

formed. The Universal Church, and the crowds assembled outside of

St. Peter's, who seemed to represent two hundred and twenty millions

of Catholics, were eager to hail the new Sovereign of the spiritual order.

»
Id,, p. 810,
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No one outside the Conclave knew for whom a single vote had been cast.

The sub-dean of the College, the Master of Ceremonies, the senior

Cardinal-priest, and the Cardinal-deacon, solemnly approached the

almost prostrated but calm occupant of seat number nine, and, amid

a stillness that was almost unearthly, asked the profoundly pregnant

question : "Do you accept the election canonically made of you as

Sovereign Pontiff of the Catholic Church ?" The Pope-elect, with his

slender, tall and ascetic form all swaying with the deepest emotion,

arose. With a voice too significant of his feelings, he affirmed his

unworthiness, but as the Sacred College were all of one sentiment

and determination in this august matter, he bowed to the will of God.

The sub-dean immediately fell ujwn his knees before the elect, the

Master of Ceremonies gave the well-understood clap of his hands as a

signal to the Cardinals, and these all arose, and by standing paid homage
to their Chief. All badges of a divided sovereignty in the canopies

above the seats were lowered, but the canopy over the seat of Joachim

Pecci remained in token of the undivided sovereignty of its occupant.

The sub-dean then demanded : "By what name do you wish to

be called ?" Our history has already related the early and friendly

relations which had existed between Leo XII and the young Joachim

Pecci, and the great admiration of the latter for the former, and the

answer came promptly and with a clear, strong voice: "By the name

of Leo XIII." The Apostolic Prothonotary, Monsignor Martinucci,

drew up, in due form, the act of the new Pontiff's acceptance, to which

the witnesses were Monsignor Lasagni, Secretary of the Sacred College,

and Monsignor Marinelli, Bishop of Porphyria. In the meantime he,

who henceforth is to be known in history and in our pages as Leo

XIII, was led by two senior Cardinal-deacons to the altar and, after a

short prayer, he retired with them behind the altar, and after the

removal of his Cardinatial ring and robes, he put on the immemorial

robes of the Pontiff, the white cassock, cincture, rochet, hood, white

beretta and stole
;
instead of the scarlet stockings of the Cardinal he put

on the white ones of the Pontiff
;
the only thing scarlet used by the Pope

are the embroidered slippers, with their most conspicuous ornaments,

the gold cross. Keturning to the altar, he was seated in the scdia

gestatoria, or portable throne, which had been kept in readiness beside
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the altar; and the Cardinals came forward and made their homage to

their Sovereign, each one kissing his foot, hand and either cheek. This

ceremony in ancient Rome, under the Feudal system of Europe and in

Pontifical Rome, has ever been called the homage. Cardinal Schwarzen-

berg, whom he had appointed pro-Camerlengo, Cardinal Amat being

at the moment absent, removed from the finger of Leo the sapphire

Cardinalatial ring and put on in place thereof, the Fisherman's Ring,

and this was then immediately removed for the purpose of having the

Pope's name engraved thereon. The officers of the Conclave also

approached to make their homage, and tlie Pope blessed the assembled

dignitaries.

At the request of the new Pope the Conclave was kept closed until

four o'clock, to enable the Cardinals to take some repose; the Pope
retired to his cell for dinner. But before his retirement, the senior

Cardinal-deacon, Caterini, as usual, asked the Pope's permission to

announce the election to the assembled crowds outside of the palace, to

Rome, and to the world. There is an interesting tradition connected

with this act, as with every other part of the Pontifical election.

Whenever there is no election, the paper ballots are burned, the

smoke escapes through a small chimney of the Sistine Chapel, which,

Avlien the people assembled outside, see, informs them there is no

election. At half past twelve o'clock, all concluded there would be no

election that day, and the crowd had greatly dispersed. But at one

o'clock the bars of the great Loggia in the fasgade of St. Peter's were

withdrawn, and soon St. Peter's was filled with fifty thousand sympa-
thetic and rejoicing people. The senior Cardinal-dean, though now ill

and faint, and notwithstanding his advanced age of eighty-three years,

insisted on performing his office of making the announcement. Finally

the Papal cross was seen moving forward over the interior gallery of

the Vatican, which faces the great nave of St. Peter's, and now, preceded

by acolytes, Master of Ceremonies, mace-bearers and other officials, the

venerable Cardinal Caterini appeared and, facing the crowd assembled

in the piazza, he announced : ''I announce to you tidings of great joy.

We have a Pope, the Most Eminent and Most Reverend Joachim Pecci,

Cardinal Priest of the title of St. Chrysogonues, who has given himself

for name Leo XIIL"
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At this announcement the shouts of the people were deafening;

the bells of St. Peter's, and those of all the churches of Rome, united

in a joyous chime. No cannons announced the event, as of old, from

the rampaits of the Castle San Angelo, but the electric cable announced

the news to the world. The streets of Rome resounded with the cry;

"Papa Pecci, Leone XIII."

Immense crowds of people, triple lines of princely equipages, and

almost the entire population of Rome, wended their way to St. Peter's.

A dense mass of human beings was there, and all was eagerness and

silence. At half past five the windows of the interior Loggia were

thrown open. Suddenly the new Pope appeared, and amidst the joyous

shouts of the people, he gave his Pontifical blessing. No words can

describe the unquenchable joy of the assembly. The Pope then knelt

in prayer, and, rising, he turned his face towards the high altar of the

Basilica, and in a clear, firm voice, he chanted: "Adjutorium nostrum

in nomine Domini," and the choir of a thousand voices answered: "Qui
fecit coelum et terram." The Church throughout the world joyously

welcomed the new Pontiff to the throne of Peter.



CHAPTER XII.

The Constitution of the Church. The Papacy.

^gm T would be impossible to comprehend the life and

fli administration of Pope Leo XIII without a previously-

^£^ acquired full and clear perception and correct knowledge
of the office which he held, the Pai>acy itself. While

the same is true of any and of every successjor of Peter,

its application to a Pope so great and prominent in the august line

of succession, whose administration was cast in one of the most trying,

difficult and momentous periods of religious and ecclesiastical history,

and whose personal gifts, rare attainments, official and individual acts,

fitness for his exalted ix)sition, wonderful achievements and successful

administration, have signalized his name, and his Pontificate, as emi-

nently noted among the most distinguished.

There is a tradition in the Catholic Church, attributed to St.

Malachy, Bishop of Down in Ireland, in the twelfth century, which

was first published in 1595, though it is regarded now generally as

originating in the Conclave of 1590, entitled "Prophecy Concerning
the Lives of the Future Roman Pontiffs,"* which has been of deep

meaning and interest to the Christian world, by reason of the exact

fulfilment of its predictions. If it originated in 1590, three hundred

years before our time, its realization is equally wonderful as if it

had proceeded from the pen of St. Malachy. If the prophecy, Crux de

Conce, Cuoss with the CROSs^was a perfect description of the excruciat-

ing sorrows and prolonged sufferings of Pius IX
; surely nothing could

more clearly or forcibly predict the pre-eminent l)rilliancy of the Pon-

tificate of Leo XIII than those equally mystic words: Lumen in Coelo,

Light in the Heavens^ which followed immediately in succession.

Pecci by name and descent. Pope Leo XIII inherited the arms of the

Mor^ri'a "Dictionaire Hiatorique."

(212)
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Pecci family; and the prophecy was made more himinous by the

star shining in the heavens, which formed a prominent feature of

the armorial bearings of that distinguished family.

What, then, is the position of the Papacy in the Church ? What

are its functions, its powers, its duties, its achievements. In what

manner was Joachim Pecci prepared and qualified for the discharge

of the difficult functions of this exalted office ? How did Pope Leo

XIII discharge those high functions ? What has been the history of

his Pontificate ?

The mission of the Christian Catholic Church on earth is the

salvation of souls. This is only accomplished through the merits of

Jesus Christ, her founder
;
the redemption by His blood

;
the sacra-

ments He instituted as the channels of grace, and the ministry He
established on earth for teaching mankind the truths of religion, for

administering the means of salvation and for governing the Church.

Christ and His Church were foretold in the Old Testament. The Church

is described in the New Testament in the very language of its divine

founder. Such a Church must, in its very nature and constitution,

and by the express ordinance of God, be One, Holy Catholic and

Apostolic. Its qualities of Oneness and Apostolicity prove at once

that the Church of this day is the same that was founded by the

Saviour. Its Holiness is derived directly from the perfect holiness

of its divine Master and Teacher. Its Catholicity is derived from

Christ's desire and pledge to redeem all men, and to accomplish this

His Church must be Catholic or Universal. The Church is commonly
defined as "the society of the faithful, who are baptized and united

by the profession of the same faith, participation in the same sacra-

ments and the same worship, to each other, and who are under one

head in heaven, viz. : Christ
;
one head on earth, viz. : the Poj^e, His

Vicar."

This Universal Church, therefore, consists of the society of the

faithful, ecdesia docens, or teaching Church
;
and the ccclesia credens,

or believing Church.

As the believing Church is composed of the society of the faithful,

who are baptized and united by the profession of the same faith,

etc., this baptism, which unites them, is not, as is usually supposed by
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those outside of the pale of the Church, solely the' cfenonical haptism of

\vater. There is, besides this, the baptism of blood, by which a martyr
in the faith receives baptism in his own blood. Then there is the

baptism of desire, whereby thousands and millions, perhaps, who have

never seen the Church in her organized outward constitution and

mission, or having seen it, while earnestly seeking and desiring the

truth yet being in good faith, and through inculpable ignorance,

have not been able to recognize her as the spouse of Christ,

and are not gifted with divine faith, though always desiring in all

things to conform to the will of God, all such receive the

baptism of desire, and are claimed and numbered with the

society of the faithful. They belong to the Soul of the Church, even

though they do not belong to its body. The Church recognizes the

possibility of divine faith and grace pervading every human soul on

earth. As is said by St. Thomas Aquinas, in his Summa, heresy is

only such when it is error pertinaciously maintained and manifestly

against the faith. x\ccording to St. Augustine, mankind must be

drawn, not forced, to the truth. And Cardinal Manning said : ''Faith

is an act of the will, and to force men to profess what they do not

believe is contrary to the law of God
;
and to generate faith by force is

morally impossible." It is thus that the Catholic Church, as well by

the charity of the Gospel, as by the rigid definition of dogma, unites

in the spiritual fold countless millions, whose diflFerent conditions of

faith and grace are as varied as souls are numerous, but who are all

united to her and to God by good faith and by the desire to conform

their faith and their lives to the will of God. Such is the baptism

of desire.

The teaching church, ecclesia docens, is composed, first, of the

Pope', who is the Vicar of Christ and successor of St. Peter, the

center of religious and ecclesiastical unity, and with whom all must,be

in communion, and in whom is vested not only the power of infallilJl^

teaching ex cathedro, but also the power of jurisdiction, both ordinary

and extraordinary ; second, of the Bishops, in whom is vested the power

of ruling separate portions of the universal flock or dioceses, possessing

ordinary jurisdiction, and existing by divine appointment, but in union

with and subordinate to the Pope; and third, of the priesthood, or
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inferior clergy, who have the care of souls under the direction and

ordinary jurisdiction of the Bishops, and who also are subject to the

jurisdiction of the Pope. In the Pope is vested the power of appoint-

ing Bishops and of removing them, of creating and suppressing dioceses,

and of uniting them
;
and where a country possesses no hierarchy, or,

like England, at one time, loses it, the Pope may govern it ecclesi-

astically and spiritually through his Vicars-Apostolic, who are the

mere delegates of the Pope. The Apostolic power of the Pope may be

exercised in a country by delegates through Delegates-Apostolic. He
can restore the hierarchy when extinguished in a country.

The title of Pope, or Papa, is derived from the Greek word, TraTras

or papa, originally used as the affectionate designation of its father

by the child
;
and which in time became also applied to priests and

Bishops, and as late as th6 Middle Ages was applied to the inferior

clergy. In the west it was specially used towards Bishops, and as

late as the sixteenth century it was a designation of metropolitans or

Archbishops. It gradually, however, became limited to the Bishop of

Rome, and in the tenth century an Archbishop was rebuked for calling

himself Pope. In the next century it ceased to be applied to any but

the Bishop of Rome, for in a Roman Council of the year 1073, Gregory
VII prohibited the assumption of the title by any other than the

Bishop of Rome.* Thus the Pope is the Universal Father of all the

faithful.

When Christ changed the name of Simon to that of Peter or

Rock, He founded the august and supreme office of the Sovereign

Pontiff and Ruler of the Church. For then He said to Peter, in

anticipation of His own death and ascension to heaven, when a Vicar

or Visible Head of the Church was to be needed : "And I say to thee,

that thou art Peter (or rock,) and on this rock I shall build My Church,

and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will give to thee

the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt bind

on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on

earth will be loosed in heaven."f
As Christ was not the only Founder, but also the One Supreme

• A "OathoHc EMctlonary," by Addts & Arnold, titles
" Church of Christ" and "

Pope."

t Matt, xvi, 18-19.
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Ruler of the Church on earth, so when he ascended into heaven and

was no longeir the Visible Head and Ruler of the Church, that office

bj Christ's words and ordinance as the Vicar of Christ was conferred

upon Peter. The fourfold promises contained in the above text shows

this fully. Again, just before His passion, Christ said: ''Satan has

sought for you, to sift you as wheat, but I have prayed for thee (Peter)

that thy faith may not fail (thus far addressing all the Apostles), and

thou, being once confirmed, strengthen thy brethren."* The change
from the plural number, ("you," the Apostles,) to the singular number,

(^'thee," Peter,) is most significant. The change of the name of the

future Vicar from Simon to Peter was most significant also
;
both

according to liturgical learning, tradition, Jewish custom, and even

common acceptation. Omnipotence itself thus said that the faith of

Peter should not fail. The contrast is here most powerfully drawn by
Christ himself between Peter as a frail man, who thrice denied his

Master, and the Peter who was thus selected from the twelve and

made vicariously the Visible Head of the Church. Peter alone was

intrusted with the office of feeding both the lambs and the sheep. While

all received the power of forgiving and of retaining sins, Peter alone

received the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven
;
he alone is the Rock on

which the Church is built; on his faith alone is the faith of the other

Apostles dependent for its confirmation
;
and he alone is the shepherd

of the whole flock, the sheep and the lambs. Peter is first over all the

other Apostles, for St. Matthew, in enumerating them, said : "Now, the

names of the twelve apostles are these : The first, Simon, who is called

Peter."\ In this very word. Primus, is proclaimed the Primacy of

Peter. And so. Dr. Isaac Barrow, an English divine, says: "Con-

stantly in all tlie catalogues of the Apostles, St. Peter's name is set in the

front
;
and when actions are reported in which he was concerned jointly

with others, he is usually mentioned first; which seemeth not done

without careful design, or special reason. Upon such grounds it may
be reasonable to allow St. Peter a primacy of order." Although this

admission of Dr. Barrow is sufficient to show the primacy of Peter, yet

the conclusion that it was a mere primacy of order, like the leader of

* Ijiike xxii, 31-32

t Matt. X, 2.
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a band of musicians, or the order in wliich noblemen would claim

precedence by mere rank, or, as Archbishop Kennick says, "such a one

as the ringleader claims in a dance." Contrast this narrow and verbal

view of the Primacy with that splendid exjwsition and paraphrase of

the text; "TJioii art Peter/' etc., by St. Leo the Great, who was
a successor of Peter in the middle of the fifth century : "As My Father

has manifested My divinity to thee, I make known to thee thy

excellency ;
for thou art Petee^ that is, as I am the inviolable rock, the

corner-stone, who make both one, the foundation other than which

no one can lay
—

nevertheless, thou also art a rod-, because thou art

strengthened by My power, so that those things which belong to Me by
nature, are common to thee with Me by participation."* It is not my
purpose here to cite the innumerable authorities sustaining tlie primacy
of Peter, but merely to give, in brief, the foundations of the Catholic

doctrine. What Christ conferred at the very foundations of His Church

and Peter accepted and vindicated at Rome by his death
;
the same

was thus re-affirmed by Pope Leo the Great; and tlie same is now
re-affirmed by another Leo, equally as great, now a prisoner and a

confessor of the Faith in the same Eternal City, and ready, now, in

the nineteenth, like Peter in the first and Leo the Great in the fifth,

century, to give his life for its maintenance.

Not only is this sublime office set forth in the words and promises

of Christ, but it is also recognized by the ancient and medieval Fathers

of the Church and defended by their writings. Archbishop Kenrick, on

this head, cites Tertidlian, Origen, St. Cyprian, St. James, Bishop of

Kisibis in Mesopotamia ;
St. Cyril, St. Basil the Great, St. Gregory of

Nazianzum, St. Chrysostom, St. Epiphanius, St. Cyril of Alexandria,

St. Hilary, Optatus, St. Ambrose, St. Jerome, St. Augustine and finally

St. Leo the Great. Such an array of venerable, pious and learned

Doctors, especially in the earlier Christian ages, such an array of

Patristic testimony, in favor of any dogma of faith or fact of ecclesias-

tical organization, would leave all subsequent centuries indis}X)sed or dis-

abled to attack or dispute it, especially when backed by the promises of

Christ.

Not only in virtue of the Bishopric of Rome, where St. Peter

* Kenrick's "Primacy," p. 30, St. Leo the Great, Sermon xxii, 22, de assumpl. sua ad Pontifieatum.

13
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established his primacial see, but in virtue of the very office of Pope,
Vicar of Christ, Supreme Ruler of the Church and Sovereign Pontiff,

the Papacy is the oldest, most regular, most venerable, most uninter-

rupted and most indefectable institution on earth, St. Peter, first

Bishop of Pome and first of the long and unexampled line of Pontiffs,

was, on March 3, 1878, succeeded by Leo XIII, and this illustrious

Pontiff was the two hundred and fifty-second Poj^e, in the regular order

of succession
;
his number varies in different lists from two hundred

and fifty-second to two hundred and fifty-fifth, some being regarded

historically as intruders. Surely this is the Rock upon which the

Christian Church was built, Surelv this is the fulfillment of the divine

promise, that the Papacy should abide for all time. For nineteen cent-

uries this august institution has withstood the assaults of time, of skep-

ticism, of heresy, of infidelity, of disloyalty, of imperialism and of human
ambition—the assaults of enmity, irreligion, corruption and malice.

I^ever has institution received so many and such fierce assaults, never

has one shown such power of endurance and survived so long. Not

only is the finger of Providence shown in this, but also in the fact

that as often as the Popes have been driven from Rome, so often have

they ever returned to that eternal and Papal city. At the moment the

Papacy is ruthlessly stripped of its temporal dominions, the patrimony
of the Church for centuries, acquired and held by the Popes as a guar-

antee of their own and of the Church's independence and freedom to

perform their sacred and august functions and services to mankind—
at that disastrous moment, the power of the Papacy, a spiritual power,

supreme in the world of religion, of faith and salvation, became more

felt throughout the world, more recognized by mankind and more im-

plicitly followed. In the midst of every form of disaster and opposi-

tion which the Papacy has encountered in nineteen centuries, such as

martyrdom, banishment, removal from Rome, exile, imprisonment,

military siege, intrigue, conspiracy, betrayal, conquest, from the mar-

tyrdom of St, Peter to the seizure of Rome by Victor Emanuel, and

the Italian Revolution, the present situation of that sublime institution

is the most unique, most powerful.

The singularity of the present situation of the Pope at Rome is

that he is not only a prisoner in his own episcopal and Papal city, but
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he is a prisoner in his own and only remaining palace of the Vatican
;

while the palace of the Quirinal and all the other public buildings of

the Papal city are occupied, under forcible seizure, by the conquering

and revolutionary King and Government of Italy, and by the enemies

and the scoffers at the Papacy. In 1848 Pope Pius IX had to fly

to Gaeta for protection; in 1870 the Ecumenical Council of the Vati-

can was dispersed by the Italian Revolution and the military advance

on Rome, and in the same year the city was occupied under circum-

stances of force, usurpation, seizure and irreligion which compelled the

Pope to retire and seclude himself in the only residence left to him,

and he and his successor have ever since been prisoners in the Vatican,

The Italian Revolutionists and their sympathizers, there and in

other parts of the world, have denied and scouted the idea of the

Pope being a prisoner in the Vatican. But if the remains of a deceased

Pope could not be carried through the streets of Rome to their last

resting place, without scenes and acts of the most shocking disorder,

insult and riot, to which it is evident the authorities in possession of

the city were blind, how could a living Pope venture with safety to be

seen in those streets ? If the first prisoner of the Vatican could not be

peacefully and respectfully buried in Rome, how could the second

prisoner of the Vatican trust his person in the hands of such people and

of such officials. If Pius IX could not receive, at least in silence, the

common human rite of sepulture, not denied even to criminals and mur-

derers, how could Leo XIII expect even the common privilege of life

conceded to all of God's creatures.

Passing over numerous proofs of the fact that, ever since the

Italian occupation of Rome, the Poj^e has been a prisoner in the Vati-

can, which occurred in the lifetime of the illustrious Pius IX, I will

barely mention here two conspicuous proofs occurring in the life-

time and Pontificate of Leo XIII, reserving the more detailed accounts

of them for the narrative and succession of events in this history of

his Pontificate. The first of these events has already just been alluded

to; it was the funeral of that great and noble Pontiff, Pius IX, who

by his sanctity, his love of truth and religion, his affection for the people,

his courageous opposition to the invasion of his Pontifical rights and

estates, which, as he had received them from his predecessors, he felt
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bound to transmit to his successors
; by bis concessions to the desires of

his people and to a liberal form of government, by his eloquence, gen-

tleness, urbanity, benignity and charity ; by his grand Apostolic traits of

character and Christian virtues had endeared himself to the good, the

honest, and the honorable people of every creed and country in the

world. In 1881, at a time when funeral rights in every quarter of the

globe were being accorded to the least and to even the most unworthy
of our race, the funeral cortege of so good and great an ornament to our

common nature, to religion and to civilization, was assailed by an irrev-

erant mob with inhuman outrages, while pious and weeping friends of

the deceased Pontiff answered insult and injury only with the voice

of prayer addressed to God, and the meekness of religious benedictions

for the deceased.

The second proof is that which occurred on the occasion of the

Feast of the Ascension, and the magnificent celebration thereof, at the

Basilica of St. John Lateran. The Basilica of St. John Lateran, first

in rank among the Christian temples, is the Cathedral Church of the

Bishop of Rome; St. Peter's is his Cathedral as the Sovereign Pontiff.

This splendid dome was radiant with beauty and grandeur on this 3d

of May. The Pope, at his own exj^ense, had caused the Basilica to be

renovated, and had spared no effort of art, scholarship and treasure to

make it, after St. Peter's, the glory of Rome. It was a special cele-

bration of the Pope and for the Pope. It was a Roman holy day, and

all the X)iety, the faith, the elite, the aristocracy and the sturdy loyal

Roman people, were there. But the Bishop, whose Cathedral it was,

was not permitted by the dangers of his situation, to see his own temple
in all its glory. It might have cost him his life, and the Church a

supreme ruler. The Bishop of Rome could not attend divine service

in his own Basilica. There was another circumstance which greatly

multiplied the dangers of the day
—this 3d day of May was also the

celebration of the death of Garibaldi—a Revolutionary holiday, the

apotheosis of a man by his followers, who, as they did not believe in

God, like the pagans of old, made gods of men. How could two such

celebrations take place on the same day in any city
—

especially in the

City of Rome. Rome cannot be Christian and Pagan at once.

The most conclusive testimony on the subject of the present im-
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prisonmeiit of the Popes in the Vatican is the testimony of one, an

august witness, who has experienced it. A palace with its constrained,

I'xchisive and restricted residence is a prison. Leo XIII, allud-

ing to the unfortunate occurrences at the obsequies of his great and

good predecessor, and arguing from them to the general condition of the

Pope at present at Rome and in the Vatican, has said : "If the remains

(»f Pius IX could not be borne through the city, without giving occasion

to shameful disorders and violent rioting, who will guarantee that the

.same criminal violence would not break forth, if we appear in the streets,

in a manner becoming our station—especially, if a pretext were taken

from our having, as in duty bound, censured unjust laws passed in

Rome, or any other notorious act of wrong doing? Wherefore it be-

comes more and more a thing well understood that we can now orily live

in Rome by remaining a prisoner- shut in the palace of the Vatican.'''^

This view of the city of the Roman Pontiffs and the situation of

the Popes in their own city, is greatly enhanced and better understood

in the light of the following noble passage from the pen of a true

Catholic lady, Alice Meynell: "Pontifical Rome—the center of the

Church's polity
—has proved as eternal as Ecclesiastical Rome, the head

and heart of Christianity. Civil Rome has not crowded it out; that

new city has rather grown up in it, around it, through it, like the 'mil-

I dewed ear' with the wheat, but not blasting its wholesome brother.

Doubtless the fact, that Pontifical Rome is so living and so obvious, is

one reason why the small importance of civil modern Rome has never

been made thoroughly apparent. It has never been left naked
;

it has

never been exposed alone. The provincial town without local character,

at odds with its own antiquities, and given over to the vanity of ignor-

ing the middle ages, has never been clearly seen to be the trivial thing

it is
;
for the Rome of the Popes, mingled with it, stands august and

tall and takes the eye of the world. The most important diplomacy,
the most momentous policy, has its activity about the Vatican, whence,

since the seclusion" (imprisonment) "of the Popes, the governance
and magistracy of the Church is more than ever concentrated. But even

outside that stately and silent court, Rome remains Pontifical."!-

* "Allocution of Leo XIII," August 4, 1881.

t "Life of Leo XHI," by John Oldcastle
;
"The Pope's City," by Alice Meynell, p. 96.

L
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Most true, most touching, were those words of Cardinal Manning, who,

after he had spoken of the election of Cardinal Pecci as Pope, ex-

claimed: ''Leo XIII never from that hour has passed the threshold of

the Vatican."*

These considerations lead us to contemplate for a moment only the

indefectability, the indestructibility, of the Papacy. An institution

of whatever nature, without an innate power and strength of vitality,

might die out for want of life, nutriment and endurance. This test

occurs with monarchies and republics in long periods of profound peace.

Had the Papacy been solely a human institution, like the numerous

dynasties, nations and kingdoms, which have already come into existence

since its foundation, and have long since jierished, such, too, would have

been its fate. This test the Papacy has endured
;
for in long periods when

the world united in paying its homage, and in acknowledging its spir-

itual jurisdiction, there sprang from its heart and bosom the most

energetic, the most powerful, and the most heroic phases of life and

activity
—such as the Religious Orders of the Benedictines, the Fran-

ciscans, the Dominicans, with zeal for the evangelization of the

earth. Thus, too, in the twelfth century. Pope Alexander III sent a

special embassy or Apostolic mission from Rome to the far-distant East,

so far off as to be scarcely accessible to Euro]'>eans, to convert the East-

ern potentates and their vast ix>pulations to the one fold of Christ.

Thus, too, in the middle of the thirteenth century. Pope Innocent IV
sent Franciscan missionaries to cross the continent, to convert to the

faith the celebrated Tartar Emperor, Kayuk Khan and his subjects,

and these Papal delegates extended their pious mission to the more dis-

tant realms of Thibet. And again in the twelfth century, the most

distant of all oriental expeditions, w4iether of commerce or conquest,

that ever penetrated the most distant Asiatic regions, were the mis-

sionary expeditions sent out then, under the patronage of St. Louis of

France, and with the sanction of the Pope. The life of the Papacy

depends upon nothing, except God, external to itself. It is as enduring
as the Divine Word that created it. It has stood heroically the test of

prosperity as well as of adversity.

But this latter test of adversity is more conspicuous in the life of

*Id., "Thou Art Peter," by Cardinal Manning, p. 65.
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the Papacy, than the test of prosperity. Wars have been waged against

it both from within its own ranks and from without. The first of the

two hundred and sixty-two Popes, St. Peter, was crucified
;
but this was

not enough for him, he requested that he might be crucified with his

head downw^ard, as he deemed himself unworthy to die as his Saviour

had died on Calvary. From the days of St. Peter to those of Leo XIII

Popes have been saints, martyrs and confessors of the Faith. Xearly
one-third of the lengthened line of two hundred and sixty-three Popes
are now canonized saints. During the first five centuries of the Church,

every Pope was a canonized saint. Human society contains no such

deeds of heroism, as were manifested by the Popes, who were the con-

fessors of the Faith. And the martyrdoms which left the tiara vacant

on earth, caused many a venerable and saintly brow to be crowned in

heaven.

A very few pre-eminent cases can be cited here, and these suSice

to show the divine character of the Papacy, the heroic materials of

which it is composed, enduring foundations upon which it is built, and

to supernatural forces which constitute its motive-power. I will not

speak of individual martyrdoms, nor the wars waged against the Papacy,
nor the long banishment of the Popes at Avignon, nor of the imprison-

ments of those saintly Pontiffs, Pius VI and Pius VII
;
nor even of

the conquest and seizure of the Eternal City by Victor Emanuel and

the Italian Revolution, nor of the imprisonment in the Vatican of

Pius IX and Leo XIII. But, while I would call the admiration of

all good men to the fact that during the imprisonment of Pius IX and

Leo XIII, the voice of the Papacy has been more |X)tent throughout

the world than it was even in the days of the Crusades, or when an

undivided Christendom accepted its teachings and acknowledged its

spiritual jurisdiction.

Gregory I, who reigned from 590 to 604, seemed almost to see

Christendom dying out under the vast spread of the Eutychian and

Xestorian heresies
; Constantinople, the eastern capital of Christendom,

rent with schisms; Spain and even Lombardy embracing Arianism;

Britain become Pagan; the Lombards ravaging Italy, even up to the

very walls of Rome. Truly did he exclaim: "Rome is ravaged; its

very structure is dissolved. We die daily, and sorrow and grief are
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on every side. We are pursuing after this world, and the world is

departing from us. We cleave to it, as it passes away." Yet such was

the sublimity of his virtues, and such the grandeur of his reign, that he

received the title of Great, and was canonized as a saint. He is knovm

in history as St. Gregory the Great.

Of the reign of Leo XIII, it has well been said: ''So again St.

Leo the Third. Mohammedanism had scourged the East, and Xorthem

Africa, and had entered into Spain. The Patriarchs of Jerusalem,

Antioch and Alexandria, five hundred Episcopal Sees in Africa, the

Church of St. Cyprian, St. Augustine, St. Optatus, were under the

Crescent. Rome was torn by factions. The Pontiff himself was at

their mercy. And yet it was then, on a Christmas Day, that St. Leo

consecrated the foundations of an Empire, from which the Christendom

of a thousand years was to arise."* St. Leo Ill's Pontificate extended

from 795 to 816. The Christendom which he then consecrated, in half

the thousand years mentioned by Cardinal Manning, had recovered

those regions from Mohammedanism to Christianity, and had witnessed

the Popes, the peaceful and undisputed masters of Rome.

Hear now the lamentation of St. Gregory VII, a voice from the

middle ages, whose Pontificate extended from 1073 to 1085 : "If it can

be, I desire that you should fully know how great a sorrow presses upon

me, and how great a burden, renewed day by day, weighs me down
;

that your brotherly compassion may incline towards me, and that your
heart and your tears may be poured out before God in prayers, that

Jesus, who was made poor for us, through whom all things were made,
and who rules all things, may stretch forth His hand, and with His

wonted kindness, deliver me from my misery. For I have often asked

Him, as he enables me, either to take me out of this present life, or to

make me useful to our common Mother
;
nevertheless He has not set me

free from this great anguish, neither has my life profited the Church, in

the bonds of which He has bound me for an overwhelming grief, and an

universal sorrow surrounds me on every side. The Eastern Church, by
the instinct of the devil^ has revolted from the Catholic Faith, and in

its members the old enemy is everywhere putting Christians to death."

And yet this is the Pope, who, in secular history, is known as

* Cardinal ^Manning's
" Thou Art Peter," in Oldcastle's "Leo XIII," p. 62.

J
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Hildebrand, the defender of the independence of the Papacy, and tJie

reformer of the Church. It was he that brought Henry lY of Germany,
to make the first, but not perhaps the most recent or the most famous,
visit to Ganossa, and though he died in exile, he was even then tri-

umphant over his enemies, and his place in history is exalted. His last

words were, "I have loved righteousness and hated wickedness, there-

fore do I die in exile." But his successors reigned at Eome.
So when Eome was seized, Pius IX said : "The war on the Roman

Pontiff aims only at depriving him and the Holy See of their civil

power, but at lowering, weakening and, if possible, destroying utterly
the salutary energy of the Catholic religion." And with the same voice

the Pontiff proclaimed unflinchingly to the world, "the necessity of

being in union with this chair of Peter."* At this very moment,
when Pius IX uttered this famous allocution, the Catholic world was
united in prayer for his deliverance, and, among non-Catholic nations,
there was a righteous judgment against so flagrant a violation of the

law of nations.

When Leo XIII was elected Pope, he was in hig sixty-eighth year.
He commenced his Pontificate as a prisoner; a prisoner in the prison-

palace of the Vatican
;
his Pontificate is now^ among the longest and most

luminous of the two hundred and sixty-threeRoman Pontificates, stripped
of that temporal dominion and freedom so important for the dignity,

free discharge of his universal and exalted office, for the influence, in-

dependence and power of his spiritual office, before the world
;
his Pon^

tificate has never been surpassed in solid and enduring results of the

highest character and greatest magnitude ;
and the Papacy itself, seem-

ingly abandoned by the world, never exercised more potent and far-

reaching influence. His Pontificate has been a triumph of the spiritual

over the material world, and in him has religion found its true and

noble champion.
I have recalled but few of the vicissitudes through which the Papacy

has passed. It is the one enduring institution of the earth. The oldest, it

is the most vigorous and potent of the organizations known in human

history. With two hundred and twenty millions of subjects, subjects

in the spiritual order, its integrity and dominion do not require to be

'Allocution of March 16, 1861.
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maintained by standing armies and powerful navies. N^ay, what is

more remarkable, all the standing armies and powerful navies of the

world cannot conquer it. Though Victor Emanuel and the Italian Revo-

lution seized Rome, and claim therein to rule, and therefrom to govern

an united Italy, the Papacy has never surrendered an iota of its rights

to this usurping Government, and stands unmoved, and immovable.

Governments racked with anarchy return thanks to Rome foi; the power-

ful aid of the Pontiff's voice in condemning and suppressing revolution,

socialism and anarchy, which armies and fleets cannot accomplish. The

most powerful monarchs court the influence for good, and the

friendship of the Roman Pontiffs. In former years tliey imprisoned
exiled or made open war on the Popes, without ever coercing ;

now they

supplicate this unarmed power, while their dominions are armed camps
of immense size, maintained for the suppression of popular revolutions,

or as a menace to neighboring powers. Existing dynasties, like past

ones, will have become extinct, when the Papacy will survive with in-

creasing power.

Well has the British essayist said : "There is not, and there never

was, on this earth, a work of human policy so well deserving of exam-

ination as the Roman Catholic Church. The history of that Church

joins togetlier the two great ages of human civilization. No other insti-

tution is left standing, whidi carries the mind back to tlie times, when

the smoke of sacrifice rose from the Pantheon, and Avhen cameleopards
and tigers bounded in the Flavian amphitheater. The proudest royal

houses are but of yesterday, when compared to the line of the Supreme
Pontiffs. That line we trace back in an unbroken series, from the Pope
who crowned Napoleon, in the nineteenth century, to the Pope who

crowned Pepin in the eighth ;
and far beyond the time of Pepin, the

august dynasty extends, till it is lost in the twilight of fable. The

republic of Venice came next in antiquity. But the republic of Venice

was modern when compared to the Papacy ;
and the republic of Venice

is gone, and the Papacy remains. The Papacy remains, not in decay,

not a mere antique; but full of life and youthful vigor. The Catholic

Church is still sending forth, to the furthest ends of the world, mission-

aries as zealous as those who landed in Kent with Augustin, and still

confronting hostile kings with the same spirit with which she confronted
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Attila. The nnmher of her cliildren is greater than In any former age.

Her acquisitions in the Xew World have more than compensated her

for what she has lost in the Old. Her spiritual ascendency extends over

the vast countries, which lie between the plains of the Missouri and

Cape Horn—countries which a century hence, may not improbably con-

tain a population as large as that which now inhabits Europe.

Xor do we see any sign which indicates that the termination of her long

dominion is approaching. She saw the commencement of all the gcv-

emments, and of all ecclesiastical establishments, that now exist in the

world
;
and we feel no assurance that she is not destined to see the end of

them all. She was great and respected before the Saxon had set foot

in Britain—before the Frank had passed the Rhine—when Grecian

eloquence still flourished at Antioch—when idols were still worshipj^ed

in the temple of Mecca. And she may still exist in undiminished vigor,

when some traveler from New Zealand shall, in the midst of a vast

solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of London Bridge to sketch

the ruins of St. Paul."*

The constitution of the Catholic or Christian Church is and nuist,

of its own nature, be unique. It is the only organization or church on

earth, which has God for its founder, a divine founder; it must be

divinely supported as God is omnipotent, and while it preserves outward

forms similar to human organizations, the power upon which it rests

and the authority confided to it, though exercised by men specially

chosen by Him, is necessarily divine. If it be tnie, as jurists and

theologians contend, that all power comes from God, the same is pre-

eminently true of the only body or organization He created and left on

earth, to continue His work of salvation by His redemption. Such is

the constitution of the Church created by the divine founder
;
we must

accept it, as we must accept all things, coming from God. The tempoBal

power and the spiritual power, both legitimate in their spheres, are to

be viewed from their different and respective jwints. As was said by

a learned jurist comparing the two, "Whatever be the authority which

exists in the Christian system, that authority, in its ap]>lication, must

be as different from the execution of worldly force as it is superior in

its origin. To seek for parallels between the genuine idea of Christian

* Macaulay's Review of "Ranke's History of the Popes," Edinburg Review, October, 1840.
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polity, and the several species of human organization of force, I con-

sider to be extreme absurdity. To defend the government of the Church

as a pure monarchic, or as an aristocratic, or as a republican system,

or as resulting from any temperament of these three forms, must neces-

sarily lead into error; and so far, must estrange the mind from the

whole of the salutary and everlasting purposes of the Gospel, which,

except in the Catholic Church, are not known, or cannot be realized. If

it were lawful to circumscribe the Christian state by any general name,
it might more aptly be called a federal system, because its essential

compact is unity. There is no monarchy in the Christian Church except

that of Christ
;
there is no aristocracy ;

there is no power of the com-

mons. There are ministries and offices distinct, and there are subjects

amenable to these offices. But the highest magistrate of spiritual things

can only be the next representative of Christ for Christians
;
and Christ

has declared that He came not to have servitude performed unto himself,

but to perform it, and to lay down His life as a ransom for multi-

tudes."*

Archbishop Kenrick, on the same subject, says: "Those who live

: mder republican institutions are naturally prejudiced against an au-

thority, which resembles a monarchy, inasmuch as one man, as vicegerent

of Christ, governs the Universal Church. I will not insist here on the

fact that he is an elective ruler, chosen from the body of Cardinals,

whose office is not hereditary, but the reward of distinguished merit
;

neither will I dwell on the limitations of Pontifical power arising

from the nature of the doctrines and laws of Christ, of which His

earthly representatives cannot change an iota
;
still less will I plead the

practical limitations which may result from canonical enactments,

national usages, and established precedents. A power in things spiritual

which affects conscience alone, cannot be arbitrary and despotic, being

an emanation from the power of Christ, and dependent for its success-

ful exercise on the voluntary submission of those whom it regards.

Let the constitution of the Church be stvled monarchical ;

provided it be well understood that Christ is the sovereign, whose

mild authority must be reflected in the government of His earthly

representative. Let her aristocratic character be admitted; but with

* Cllnche's " Letters on Church Government," 1815.
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the just observation that in her, birth or -wealth gives no title of

nobility, since her princes are chosen indiscriminately from all classes,

wherever virtue finds votaries. Even Voltaire remarks, that 'the Roman
Church has always enjoyed the advantage of rewarding merit with

honors, which are elsewhere given to birth,'
"*

The Count de St. Priest says: "The Christian religion, which has

existed for nearly two thousand years, is not indissolubly attached to any

political form. Under the shadow of absolute thrones or of limited mon-

archies—on the borders of the republican lake of William Tell-—in

America, which is still more republican, it flourishes as an imperishable

plant, nourished by the juices of earth, and refreshed by the waters of

heaven. It is not a local, but a universal, religion. f

Enforcing the theological principle that all authority is of God,
St. Augustin strongly demonstrates that the Church lends her authority

to the support of all lawful authorities set upon earth. The Church,
while maintaining the inviolability of her own constitution, sustains

the constitutions of all legitimate governments. He says: "This

heavenly society does not hesitate to obey the laws of the temporal

powers, which regulate the things apjiertaining to our mortal life.

Whilst sojourning on earth, the Church gathers her citizens

from all nations, and forms her pilgrim host of men of every tongue.
She cares not for the diversity of laws and usages which are directed

to the attainment or maintenance of peace ;
she annuls or destroys none

of them, but on the contrary, she adopts and observes them
; since,

although they differ in various nations, they are all directed to one and

the same end, namely, public order and tranquility; provided they do

not clash with religion, which teaches us to worship the one supreme
and true God.":}:

It is clear from these renowned authorities that the Church has

an existence of her own on earth. Wliether the word Church be viewed

as the place for the worship of the Lord, or as the collective body of

the Christian people, and it is in the latter sense that we use it,

therein following Christ himself, the Church, Ecclesia, is clearly proved

* "Primacy," pp. 20-21.

t Comte Alexis de Saint Priest,
"
Histoire de la Bogaute," ii, p. 92.

X
" De Civitate Dei," 1, xix, c, xvii.
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from every book of the New Testament, to have been established by
Christ himself on earth. Therefore, the Church has a right to exist on

earth, to maintain her existence, and to the possession and enjoyment
of whatever is necessary to her existence and to the discharge of her

exalted functions. Hence we can assert, without the fear of contradic-

tion, that if any earthly government should pass laws absolutely forbid-

ding the Christian society to assemble for the worship of God, or to

possess places of religious worship, or the free exercise of their religion ;

such laws would be absolutely null and void. So, too, it may be said,

that the Teaching Church, ecclcsia docens, has an absolute right to teach

the Gosj^el to mankind, in obedience to Christ's command : Go, teach all

nations. And this right carries with it the right to the lil>erty, the

independence, the freedom of access and of locomotion, and all other

rights necessary to the fulfilment of this imperative and august mission.

It is true, her mission is purely spiritual ;
but she has rights in the

temporal order, such rights as are necessary to the exercise of her

divine and spiritual mission. The first Po]X?, St. Peter, for preaching
the Gospel, was executed on a gibbet, by Imperial Rome. In the order

of Providence, and for securing that freedom and independence so

essential to the exercise of the spiritual mission, and to protect the

successors of St. Peter from the same fate, or from hampering in any

way the mission of the Church, that same Imjwrial Rome, became the

capital of Christendom, the Episcopal See of the Popes as Bishops of

Rome, and the capital of the States of the Church, which Christian

Kings and Emperors donated to the Church and to the Popes, as the

patrimony of the Church. As the independence of the Church and

of the Sovereign Pontiff as head of the Church form a part of the con-

stitution of the Church
;

it would result that temporal governments
have no power to obstruct that independence. History proves that the

possession of a small principality, with the full measure of national

existence, autonomy and independence, is an efficacious method of

securing that constitution and sacred right of the Church to the free

exercise of her mission. And this method has become for centuries

the accomplished fact, giving to the Church and to the Pope an

older and a better title to this temporal patrimony in the Church and in

the Popes, in the temporal order and under the laws of nations,
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than any reigning dynasty in Europe, or in the world, possesses

within his kingdom or empire. Archbishop Kenrick said: "The

Primacy is essentially a spiritual office, which has not, of divine right,

any temporal appendage; yet the Pope is (1855) actually sovereign

of a small principality in Italy, designated the patrimony of St. Peter,

or the States of the Church. It has been so styled because it has been

attached to the Pontifical office, through reverence to the prince of the

Apostles."

While Archbishop Kenrick suggests that the gifts of the Papal

States, made from time to time to the Popes by former kings and em-

perors, were instigated by reverence for the Holy See, there was a power

above inspiring this reverence and giving it such a direction as would

provide for and secure the independence of the Sovereign Pontiffs.

Constantine the Great promulgated many decrees from Constantinople

in favor of the Christian religion, which he had embraced. But upon

the decline in the West of the power of the Eastern Empire, the people

of Rome and neighboring districts began to look to the Pope for pro-

tection from frequently impending attacks of the barbarians, and the

Popes, when necessary, appealed to the neighboring or more distant

kings. By royal or individual gifts, the Popes, at the close of the sixth

century had become the owners of large landed estates, chiefly in Italy,

from the revenues of which they sustained the expenses of their high

position. Passing over the appeal made by Stephen II to the Prankish

King for aid in driving back the Lombards, we know that, in 754, Pepin
crossed the Alps, drove back the Lombards and endowed the Popes with

the Exarchate of Ravenna. Such was the beginning or foundation of

the temporal sovereignty of the Popes. Charlemagne confirmed the

grant of his father, but he reserved the supreme civil authority to him-

self as Patrician of Rome. It was chiefly nominal. In 1115 the

Countess Matilda, friend of Gregory VII, bestowed upon the Pontiff

Southern Tuscany and other districts, but it was only after a century of

struggles with the German Emperors, that the title of the Roman Pontiffs

was admitted. N"ow the Popes were sovereign of a compact Pontifical

State, with a merely nominal suzerainty in the emperors. In 1274

Rudolph of Hapsburg, the new emperor of Germany, guaranteed th»

tranquil possession of the Pontifical territory to Pope Gregory X. But
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in after time, the wars and intrigues of the age gave French influence

a preponderance at Rome, and the Holy See was removed to Avignon,
where it remained over seventy years, from 1305 to 1378. After the

return of the Popes, almost incessant Italian wars were waged, the

Popes were more or less involved in them
;
the government of the States

of the Church by the Popes became greatly and frequently interfered

with; Cardinal Alburnos, in 1353-1368, by his genius, restored the

Papal rule for a time only, when confusion again prevailed and war-

fare was the constant curse of the times. Then it was, in the beginning
of the sixteenth century, 1503-1513, Pope Julius II, acting as a temporal

sovereign, took the field with his allies, humbled the Venetians, recovered

Bologna and Fermo, and, while he then ruled supreme in the Roman

States, he took severe measures against all who encroached against the

Papal dominions. In 1596 Ferrara, and in 1631 Urbino became

escheated to the Roman See, and now the States of the Church remained

with compact boundaries down to the French Revolution.

These Pontifical States were in the center of Italy, extending

from Ferrara on the north to Terracina on the soutli, with Ancona for

their eastern and Civita Vecchia for the western seaport. At the close

of the eighteenth century N^apoleon, while professing to be a Catholic,

was the greatest despoiler of the Popes ; seizing Avignon, which he

annexed to France, and by the treaty of Tolentino, 1797, he comjx^lled

the Pope to cede to him the Legations, Bologna, Ferrara and Romagna,
and to receive a French garrison into Ancona. Pius VII issued sen-

tence of.excommunication against T^apoleon, who, in turn, sacrilegiously

arrested the Pope, imprisoned him first at Savona and then Fontain-

bleau. On the fall of Napoleon, the European jwwers restored to the

Pope the States of the Church with undiminished boundaries, and so

they remained until the Pontificate of Pius IX.

This benevolent Pontiff endeavored to quiet the revolutionary plot-

ting of his people by amnesties, by liberalizing the government, and by

many measures for removing all just ground of complaint. His clem-

ency was answered by the assassination of Count Rossi, his minister;

and other outrages followed so fast that Pius IX was compelled to

take refuge at Gaeta in Xeapolitan territory, while Mazzini and Gari-

baldi established a radical republic at Rome. In 1849 Louis Xapoleon,
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elected president of the new French Republic, sent an army to Konie,

drove out the revolutionists and brought the Pope back to Rome.

Pius IX, distrusting Xapoleon, raised a small army under the

command of General Lamoriciere and composed of Papal Zouaves from

many lands, to defend his territories. The war between Xapoleon and

Austria, in Italy, resulted in humbling and driving out the Austrians
;

Xapoleon deserted the Pope, and Piedmont, under the nominal rule

of Victor Emanuel, but under the real power of the treacherous Cavour

and the revolutionary socialists, seized Tuscany, the Papal Legations,

Parma and Naples. At Castelfidardo the small Papal army was over-

powered by the Piedmontese, 18G0; the Pope was left with a small

province around Rome, and this was wrested from him in 1870, by
the Piedmontese King and Minister and their revolutionary allies, in

violation of a treaty he made with Napoleon, in 1864, by which he

guaranteed that Florence should be the capital of his Italian kingdom.

Napoleon, as emperor, was crushed by the Germans in the Franco-

German war; had he succeeded in defeating the Germans, he would

have been the most powerful of European monarchs. Would he then

have interfered for the protection of the Pope, and the restoration of

the States of the Church, or would he have followed the example of

his uncle ?

In 1870 Rome fell into the hands of the Piedmontese, and while

the Pope was guaranteed sovereign rights within the limits of the Vati-

forcibly installed in the Quirinal. The Italian Parliament, as a feeble

apology for the outrages committed on the Pope, passed the "Law of

Guarantees;" a law which any Italian Parliament can repeal; whereby
the Pope was guaranteed sovereign rights within the limits of the Vati-

can, and voted him an annual donation of two million lire. Both Pius

IX and Leo XIII have indignantly refused such empty guarantees,

and the Peter-Pence, so generously poured in from every part of

Christendom, have enabled the Sovereign Pontiff to defray the enor-

mous expenses of administering and governing the Universal Church.

Both Pius IX and Leo XIII have declared, that the maintenance

of their independence is necessary to the free and unimpeded exercise

of the universal mission of the Sovereign Pontiffs as the rulers of the

Christian Church.
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This is a momentous question now pending in the history

and government of the world. Although the* relations of the Papacy
with the governments have greatly altered in modern times, the very

history of the Pontificate of Leo XIII, with the weightiest and most

sacred interests of religion and of the Catholic subjects of governments
in respect to their religion, bringing him into constant relations with

the jx)Wers of the earth, show that the present constitution of Roman
affairs requires, as much as ever before, the absolute spiritual independ-
ence of the Pope from every human government. One thing is certain,

that the present moral atmosphere of Pome, and the same might be pos-

sible in some other national capital or city within the territories of

another power, is liable to conflict with the security of the Vicar of

Christ. The moral status, as well as the political one, at Rome, is incom-

patible with the freedom of the Papacy.
It was thus that in his great Encyclical, Inscrut'ibili, Leo XIII,

after confirming all the protestations of Pope Pius IX against the

usurpation of the civil authority of the Sovereign Pontiffs in the Pon-

tifical States, says: "Wherefore, first of all, in order to assert in the

only way now jx)ssible the rights and the liberty of this Holy See, we

declare that we shall never cease to contend for the full obedience due

to our authority, for the removal of all obstacles put in the way of the

full and free exercise of our ministry and power, and for our restora-

tion to that condition of .things in which the provident designs of the

Divine Wisdom had formerly placed the Roman Pontiffs."

Leaving now the subject of the liberty, in which the Sovereign

Pontiffs ought to exercise the universal spiritual mission in-

herited from St. Peter, a word, at least, must be said in relation

to that spiritual mission. The spiritual jurisdiction of the Popes
is as universal as the Church itself. The Council of Florence, 1438-

1442, following what, from time immemorial, had been the teaching

of the Church and the belief of the faithful, defined, "that the Roman
Pontiff is the successor of blessed Peter, prince of the Apostles ;

that

he is the true Vicar of Christ
;
that he is head of the whole Church

;

Father and Doctor of all Christians; that to him (in the person of)

blessed Peter was given full power of feeding, ruling and governing the

Universal Church, as also is contained in Ecumenical Councils and in
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the holj canons." So also the Council of the Vatican, 1869-1870,

defined: "If any one say that the Roman Pontiff has only the office

of insj)ection and direction, and not the full and sovereign power of

jurisdiction over the Universal Church—or that this his power is not

ordinary and immediate, or over each and every church, or over each

and every pastor and laic; let him be anathema." Comment is un-

necessary in the presence of the exact language of the Church herself.

Let it not be supposed that so vast a spiritual ix)wer is capable of

being used for any purpose but for the salvation of souls. Our Saviour

spoke of His mission as a servitude; so, too, have the Sovereign Pon-

tiffs regarded this spiritual power of jurisdiction, not as a servitude of

others to them
;
but rather as the unlimited measure of their duties,

their labors, and their servitude to the world
;
to mankind

;
to all nations.

From time immemorial has the Church taught, and the faithful

believed, that in the Church was the gift or faculty of infallible teach-

ing, and that the Pope, as the Vicar of Christ, Avlien he addressed the

Universal Church as Sovereign Pontiff, ex cathedra, was also endowed

with that gift or faculty. We have seen, as Archbishop Kenrick said,

that neither the Church nor the Pope can change or add to or diminish

one iota of the deposit of faith received from Christ. But as Christ

was the infallible teacher of truth to His church
;
as He was to return

to His Father ;
and the Church was to endure and teach during all ages ;

He conferred this infallibility as necessary to the teaching mission of

the Church, uix)n the Church, and on His Vicar, the head f)f the Church.

The great mistake of the Protestant Church has been, while separat-

ing from Rome and claiming each to be the Church of God, that they

did not claim also, but expressly disclaimed, this gift or faculty of

infallibility. A teaching church without it is an impossibility, a logical

contradiction. If there had never been a word of Sacred Scripture

directly making the Church and its head on earth infallible, the same

gift of infallibility would logically and necessarily follow from Christ's

creating a church and giving it the mission to go and teach all nations.

The definitions of Ecumenical Councils in different ages have

always, whenever the subject arose, been explicit in claiming infalli-

bility, and their definitions have implied or logically referred to and

embraced infallibility in the Sovereign PoptiflF, But the time^ when
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an express definition was needed or called for, did not arrive until the

assembling of the Vatican Council in 1869 and 1870. It was then

that the definition was dogmatically made.

It is well understood among Catholics and by all persons acquainted

with jurisprudence, that to define a dogma of faith is not to create one.

ISTo power on earth, as we have said, can change, add to or diminish

the deposit of faith confided by Christ to His Church. To define a dogma
of faith is simply to declare what is the faith of the Church, and what

the corresponding revelation. The office or function of defining dogmas
is judicial, not legislative. We have a clear illustration of this principle

in every court of justice in the land. The courts cannot make a law

or change one
; they can only declare, apply, interpret and enforce the

law as it exi*sts. We have a striking example of this in our United

States Supreme Court, whose decisions are final, as if infallible. So

it is with the dogma of infallibility. Xeither the Church nor the Pope
can make a new faith or any part of one, or change the faith. They,

too, can only declare, apply, interpret and enforce the existing faith,

as it was committed to them by Christ. Without this power in the

Church, and in the head of the Church, the mission to teach all nations

would be nugatory and of no avail.

The definition itself, as it came from the Council of the Vatican,

will best convey to the non-Catholic world what Catholics believe on

the subject of Papal infallibility, for we treat of the subject now only

as it respects the Sovereign Pontiff, and the faith of Catholics on the

subject. It must also be borne in mind that so recently as the Pontificate

of Pius IX, and before the assembly of the Vatican Council, the Sover-

eign Pontiff, Pius IX, himself exercised alone this power of making
infallible definitions of the dogmas of faith. On December 8, 1851,

he solemnly defined the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin

Mary to be a dogma of faith, binding on the belief of the faithful. The

definition of infallibility by the Vatican Council reads as follows:

^'That when the Roman Pontiff speaks ex catliedra—that is, when he,

using his office as pastor and doctor of all Christians, by virtue of his

Apostolic office, defines a doctrine of faith and morals to be held by the

whole Church, he, by the divine assistance promised to him in Blessed

Peter, possesses that infallibility with which the Divine Redeemer was
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pleased to invest His Church in the definition of doctrine or faith or

morals, and that, therefore, such definitions of the Roman Pontiff are

irreformable in their own nature, and not because of the consent of the

Church."*

Though sovereign, the power of the Sovereign Pontiff is not un-

limited. No such power could be absolutely unlimited. Inherent limi-

tations necessarily adhere to it. We have already quoted the authority

of Archbishop Kenrick, showing how limitations in the primatial power
of the Popes arise. The exact and definite terms in which the defini-

tion of infallibility is clothed by the Council, suggest at once the most

obvious limitations on that power. But this is not the time or place to

discuss them.f
The great mind of Sir Thomas More, in the sixteenth century,

when all England seemed on the eve of rejecting the Papal authority,

gave his professional study to the question, whether, the Papacy was of

divine or ecclesiastical origin. His faith was confirmed by the study,

and he saw with a faith divine, and announced his solemn conviction,

that the Papal Primacy was of divine creation, and that it came do\vn

to and through the whole line of Roman Pontiffs, by the ordinance of

Christ and the Petrine Commission. Such had been the belief of the

English Church from the remotest antiquity ;
and this belief Sir Thomas

More, that illustrious layman, sealed with his blood on the scaffold.

Another instance in our own times of the exercise of Papal

authority in condemning a certain writing of one of the intellectual

lights of our century, is most impressive. The recent submission of

St. George Mivart to a decision from Rome is a noble example of how

great learning and intellectual power find it easy to submit the will

and intellect to God's tribunal on earth, and a source of true happiness

is found in submission to so sublime and sacred a spiritual power. We
can give but a brief passage from his noble words of submission. "Com-

parable with this gradual manifestation of the full meaning of our

Lord's sacramental words at the last supper, have been the gradual

manifestation of the full significance of His conferring on St. Peter

a supreme charge, with the power of the Keys. The complete Papal

* Vatican Council,
" Constitiitis de Ecclesia," cap. 4.

t See on these limitations, The Am. Calh. Quarterly Review, vol. xvlii, p. 677.
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supremacy of to-day was in the Popes of the first two centuries, as the

oak within the acorn, latent, but certain to put forth every twig and leaf

in due season. God's providence and human {often unintentional)

action, combining to afford the requisite conditions for the process of its

evolution, till with entire consistency, Papal infallibility was author-

itatively proclaimed at the Vatican Council."

Such, then, being the Catholic view and belief of the Papal office

and supremacy ;
such being the conception of that office and its duties,

Avitli which the Pontiff himself solemnly takes the oath at his corona-

tion
;
brief as the exposition of so vast a theme has been in this chapter ;

the world must know, respect and venerate the profound principles in-

volved, the boundless responsibilities and solicitudes, the sacred servi-

tude of the servant of men, and the inestimable services to religion, to

truth, to society, to good government, to science, to humanity, and to

salvation, which illustrate the Roman Papacy, and which mark the

history of the office and its incumbents, and signalizes pre-eminently the

Pontificate of Leo XIlI.

It is but just, it is in fact a necessity, to view the acts of the

Sovereign Pontiffs in the light of the constitution of the Church. The

useful and beneficent administration of Leo XITI is a singular illus-

tration of the profound principles involved in the constitution of the

Papal office.



CHAPTER XIII.

Coronation. First Acts of Leo's Pontificate. Encyclical on

Socialism.

^^^HE next great ceremony in the life of the new Pope was to be

i I I the coronation, whicli was appointed to take place on Sunday,

^^ March 3, 1878.

In the meantime, however, Leo, the gentle and kind of

heart, as well as the great in mind and brave of heart, received with char-

acteristic benignity and grace the members of the Diplomatic Corps ac-

credited to the Holy See, nnmerons dignitaries of the Church and foreign

States, as well as thousands of pilgrims then flocking to Rome on this

occasion so franght with the future peace and prosperity of Christen-

dom. On February 22d, His Holiness received in the Pontifical Apart-

ments, after the Te Deum had been chanted in the Sistine Chapel,
the ambassadors of France, Spain, Portugal and Austria. In view of

the interesting relations then and since existing between the Holy
See and the Republic of France, the history of which forms one of the

most brilliant evidences of the great power and success of the Pontificate

of Leo XIII, and of its triumph, we will mention now how benignantly
the newly-elected Pontiff turned his face and his heart towards France.

Just before the recent Conclave was closed, and before the Car-

dinals had entered that sacred inclosure, the delegates from the French

Catholic Societies had audience with the Camerlengo, then Cardinal

Pecci, and presented their address. His Eminence, then so near the

throne, said to them and to France: "It is a great happiness for us to

see France coming forward first on this occasion
; for, understand it

clearly, we do not confound everything that comes nowadays from

France with the French people, who have ever been so much attached

to the Holy See and so generous to the Church. We, therefore, thank

France; and we pray that she may prosper with her traditions of faith

(341)
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and greatness. She is at present in a critical position, but let us hope
that the prayers and zeal of her children may draw upon her the

graces of Heaven, and that soon she may resume the post of honor

which she has always occupied so gloriously." So, at the reception of

the ambassadors two days after his election as Pope, Leo XIII received

M. le Baron Bande the first, and a few days later, when at the first

audience given to the Collective College of the Cardinals, Cardinal

Guibert asked the Holy Father's blessing for all the diocese of France
;

it was given with special satisfaction, with the assurance that he loved

France much on account of her great generosity and devotedness to the

Cluirch. And, again, on February 28th, the Holy Father said to the

representatives of the French Catholic Universities: "France, in spite

of her misfortunes, remains ever worthy of herself and shows that she

has not lost her vocation. No one more than the Vicar of Jesus Christ

has cause to compassionate the sufferings of France, for in her the Holy
See has always found one of its strongest supporters.

"To-day, alas ! She has lost some of her power ; and, weakened by

the divisions of party, she is prevented from giving free scope to some

of her noble instincts. And yet, what has she not done for the Holy

See, even after her many disasters ? She has already given it the

pride of her most illustrious families
;
the little Pontifical army was^ to

a great extent, made iip of the sons of France
;
and from the time they

could no longer serve the cause of the Poj^e with their swords, France

has given proof of her attachment to the Holy See' in a thousand other

ways ;
her offerings always form a considerable part of the Peter's Pence.

So great a generosity cannot remain unrewarded. God will bless a

nation which is capable of so many sacrifices, and history will yet write

many a beautiful page on the Gesta Dei per Francos." We will see

hereafter how France and the Holy See came nearer to each other.

From the very day of his election, Leo XIII began to receive the

Catholic delegations and pilgrims coming from all parts of the world

to do him homage; the audiences lasted generally nine hours, and in

a single day he spoke to 1,200 persons, who came each separately and

knelt at his feet. When almost overpowered by fatigue, and begged by
his attendants to rest, he answered : "Xo, no

;
these dear children come

from so far." Among the countless deputations thus received by the
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new Pope, one of the most affectionate and impressive was that of the

clergy of his late flock of Perugia, headed by their own new Bishop,

Monsignor Lanrenzi
;
an audience which left both the Holy Father and

his own devoted children in tears.

These and innumerable other instances of the Pontiff's most happy

disposition and spontaneous kindness, of his great strength of body and

powers of endurance, his eloquence and brilliancy of learning and

intellect, all prove that so far from being depressed by the great weight
of his new responsibilities, as some of the unfriendly journals of Rome

represented, he seemed endowed with new life and with new grandeur,

gentleness, courage, vigor and longevity.

At length arrived the coronation day ;
the joyous day of grace and

loyalty. The tiara, that triple crown, was now to grace the brow of the

greatest of thirteen Leos !

The tiara is the Papal crown. How many illustrious Pontiffs

have worn that triple crown, significant of the three jurisdictions of the

Sovereign Pontiffs. The original Papal crown consisted of a single

cap or crown, and was thus first worn by Pope Damascus II, A. D.

1048. May it not, then, have represented the temporal sovereignty of

the Holy See over Rome and the Pontifical States, of which the Pojie

was then the absolute sovereign, just as the Keys represented his

spiritual authority ? But as time and circumstances manifested the

development of the full and inherent powers of the Popes, and they
became recognized by the temporal sovereigns of the earth as their

arbiter and superior or suzerain, one crown after another was added

to the tiara, until the triple crown of the Popes came to represent : First

their spiritual authority as the Vicar of Christ on earth
; second, their

temporal sovereignty over Rome and the Papal States
;
and third, the

historical temporal power of the Popes as recognized in the Ages of

Faith among the kingdoms and sovereigns of the earth. There are occa-

sions when the Pope, as sometimes mentioned in these pages, wears a

mitre, the emblem of the Episcopal office, as when he celebrates a Solemn

Mass of Jubilee
;
but when he appears as the Sovereign Pontiff, the

Vicar of Christ, he wears the tiara. The history of the Papacy, from

many centuries past to Leo XIII, has but too surely proven that the

tiara is most significant in its emblematic structure in having the three
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crowns surmounted always with the cross. What would the Church or

the world he without the cross Let every Christian, Pope, Bishop,

priest and layman forever listen to those sublime words of St. Paul:

"God forbid that I should glory in anything, save in the Cross of my
Saviour, Jesus Christ."

While the day of coronation was still approaching, the Holy Father

received from every part of the world, and in every form, congratula-

tions and outspoken evidences of the love, reverence and devotion of the

entire Church. Worthy of special mention were the letter of congratu-

lation and reverence of the Spanish King, and the unanimous resolu-

tions of profound religious respect and reverent duty of the Senate of

Spain.

The coronation was, as usual, to take place in St. Peter's, and

great were the preparations commenced in that majestic temple of Chris-

tianity for this august ceremony. Vast scaffoldings had been placed and

erected, and the grand tapestries of the Vatican had been brought to be

hung along the magnificent nave. But suddenly all these preparations

were abandoned. The Government refused to take any of the necessary

precautions against irreverent interruptions, or to preserve order, either

in St. Peter's or in the grand square of its approach, both of which

should have been regarded as sacred precincts by the revolutionists of

Rome
;
but were not. It was found necessary, for the safety and

decorum of so august a proceeding, to hold the coronation ceremony in

the Sistine Chapel. And yet, the ceremony, though a private one,

compared to what it would have been in St. Peter's, was a most gorgeous

and impressive pageant.

The Holy Father, on leaving his apartments, was accompanied by
all the Cardinals and surrounded by the Pontifical Court, as he was

carried forward in the sedia gestatoria. There, in grand and solemn

procession, was the bearer of the Papal cross, the Swiss guard, followed

by the bearers of the movable throne, the bussolanti and the mace-

bearers, in their rich and varied costumes
;
then the Xoble Guard and

its prince-commanders, and Prince Colonna, assistant at the Pontifical

throne, the official whose privilege it is to give water to the Pope at

Mass for his lavations, dressed and decorated in the brilliant and pictur-

esque style of the time of Philip 11; and by his side the Marquis
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Saclietti as Foriere Magglore of the sacred A}X)stx)lic palaces, in brilliant

costume
;
and next was carried the Holy Father, vested in the red

mozzetta, surrounded by the Noble Guard and followed by his Major-

domo, Pro-Master of the Chamber, Almoner, Sacristan, Chamberlains,

Chaplains and other members of the Papal Court. Having reached the

Hall of TajDestries, the Pope was vested in his sacred robes by the two

first Cardinal-Deacons, and a mitre of gold was placed upon his head
;

the procession now moved, again, towards the Ducal Hall, preceded by

the Penitentiaries of the Vatican Basilica, those ecclesiastics, who in

St. Peter's, the temple of Christendom, hear the confessions of penitents

from all the nations of the earth in their respective languages ;
and by

the Bishops, Archbishops, and finally the Cardinals
;
all in their respect-

ive robes of office
;
the white mitres being conspicuous over all. At the

Ducal Hall, which' was fitted up as a chapel, the Pope made a short

prayer and ascended a throne on the Gospel side of the altar
;
and then

the Cardinals, Archbishops and Bishops, approach and ascend

the throne, one by one, and make their obedience
;
the Cardinals kissing

the right hand of the Pope, the Archbishops and Bishops his foot. And

after the Apostolic benediction and the intoning by the Pope of the chant

of the Tierce, which the Pontifical choir continued, the Holy Father

was robed in his Pontifical vestments and the sacred ring is placed on

his finger ; and, now, on the rising up of the first Cardinal-Deacon with

staff in hand and the chanting of the Procedamus in jjace, the august

procession moved towards the Sistine ChaiDel in the same order, except

that now, immediately following the cross-bearer, walked the Consistorial

advocates; just before the Cardinals were the Prince Kuspoli, Master

of the Sacred Hospice, and the Mitred Abbots. The Pope again

ascended the sedia gestatoria, and over him was carried a baldachino of

cloth of gold by eight officials of the palace; and the flabelU, or large

fans of white ostrich feathers were again carried behind the moving

throne and Pontiff. The portable throne, or sedia gestatoria, was a

present from the Catholics of Naples to the late illustrious and lamented

Pius IX. The late Pope Pius IX had suspended many of the cus-

tomary grand ceremonies- of the Papal Court during the hostile occupa-

tion of Kome. Leo XIII revived the most of them; and the present

coronation had scarcely ever been surpassed in grandeur by the great
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functions performed in the Vatican in the palmiest days of Papal
Rome.

The scene in the Sistine Chapel was sublime. The long vacant

throne was now again occupied by the successor of the late and long

suffering Pius IX. But before he ascended his throne and received the

tiara, the new Pope, as the procession advanced, was three times re-

minded most solemnly of the fleeting character of all earthly glory.

This unique and expressive ceremony consisted in burning a handful

of light flax, attached to a golden rod, before the presence of the Pontiff,

while the Master of Ceremonies pronounced the words: Pater Sancte,

sic transit gloria mindi, ''Holy Father, thus passeth away the glory of

the world," While it was noticed that his sacred admonition seemed to

affect deeply the Holy Father, Cardinal Wiseman aptly said of it:

"Three times is this impressive rite performed in that procession, as

though to counteract the earthly influences of a triple crown,"

The pageant in the Sistine Chapel was enlivened by the picturesque

grouping of the assembled dignitaries around the altar and the throne,

while the tribunes of the Chapel were impressively occupied by princes,

ambassadors, members of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, the

Knights of Calatrava, and the Roman nobility ;
all with their suites

;

and by distinguished ladies dressed in black.

Omitting all description of the Pontifical Mass of Consecration,

we will only give, briefly, those parts of the ceremony which relate

more esijeciall/ to the coronation. When Cardinal Mertel, the first

Cardinal Deacon, advanced to put the Pontifical Pallium, the emblem

of the Po}>e's universal jurisdiction, on the Holy Father's shoulders,

the Pope kissed it, and as the Cardinal Deacon pinned it on with three

gold pins, he said : ''Receive the sacred pallium, the plenitude of the

Pontifical office, to the glory of the omnipotent God, and of the most

glorious Virgin Mary, His Mother, and of the Blessed Apostles Peter

and Paul, and of the Holy Roman Church." After the Pope's recep-

tion of the pallium, the Cardinals again approached and made their

complete obedience, kissing the Pope's foot and hand, and receiving

from His Holiness the kiss of peace. The Archbishops and Bishops

kissed the Pope's foot and his knee, and the Penitentiaries his foot only.

At the conclusion of the Mass the choir sang Corona Aurea Super
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Caput Ejus, "The Golden Crown Upon His Head," which tlie dis-

tinguished composer, Signor Piisqnali, of Carpineto, the Pope's birth-

place, had composed for this occasion.

The first Cardinal Deacon then intoned the prescribed versicles

and the prayer of the coronation : "Omnipotent and eternal God, the

dignity of the priesthood, author of power, bestow upon Thy servant,

Leo our Pontiff, the grace of ruling Thy Church fruitfully, that by

Thy salutary dispensation all things may be governed by him, who, by
Your clemency, is constituted and crowned the Father of Kings, and

Rector of all the Faithful
; by Christ our own Lord," etc. Then the

second Cardinal Deacon, standing at the left of the throne, removed

the mitre from the head of the Holy Father, and the first Cardinal

Deacon, standing on the right, placed the tiara upon the head of the

Sovereign Pontiff, saying at the same time with a loud voice : "Receive

the tiara adorned with three crowns, that you may know that you
are the father of princes and kings, ruler of the earth, the Vicar on

earth of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom is honor and glory forever and

ever. Amen." The tiara, with which Leo XIII was crowned, was

the present o£ the Palatine Guard of Honor. The Sovereign Pontiff

then bestowed on all present the triple benediction.

The brilliant illumination that graced the night of the coronation

day was impromptu, but it was the spontaneous expression of the joy

and loyalty of the true Roman people and citizens. Conspicuous in the

fete and illumination were the palaces of the Roman nobility in the

Corso. It is sad, however, to relate that the Italian revolutionists,

those, who, with a quiescent Government that had omitted to give

police protection to a coronation in St. Peter's, had flocked to Rome

and there formed organized bands, whose unworthy office was to

smash with stones and other concerted missiles the windows of such

as were lighted in honor of the venerable and aged Father of the

Faithful
;
and while the slightest illumination elicited volleys of

stones, the houses along the Corso became conspicuous marks for

assaults. The Right Rev. Monsignor O'Reilly has cleverly likened

the injunctions of the police to the crowds in the streets, "not to go too

far," to "the classic recommendation of the officer to his men, 'not to

put the bailiff under the pump and not to toss him on a blanket.'
"
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On the day of his coronation the Holy Father in his Vatican

palace was greeted by the C-ollege of Cardinals with the following

address, read to him by Cardinal di Pietro :

"Most Holy Father: Since onr votes, inspired by God, have

caused the selection for the great dignity of Sovereign Pontiff of the

Catholic Chnrch to fall npon Yonr Holiness, we have passed from

profonnd affliction to a lively hope. To the tears which we shed npon the

tomb of Pins IX., a Pope so greatly venerated throughont the whole

world, and so loved by us, succeed the consoling thoughts that there

arises rapidly a new dawn in the well-founded hopes for the Church of

Jesus Christ.

"Yes, Most Holy Father, you gave sufficient proofs of your piety,

of your Apostolic zeal, of your many virtues, of your high intelligence,

of your prudence, and of the deep interest you took in the glory

and majesty of our Sacred College, when you ruled the diocese intrusted

to you by Divine Providence, or took part in the grave aifairs of the'

Holy See
;
so that we can easily persuade ourselves, that, being elected

Sovereign Pontiff, you will do as the Apostle wrote of himself to the

Thessalonians : 'For our Gospel hath not been to you a word only, but

in power also, and in the Holy Ghost, and in much fulness.'

"Nor, indeed, was the Divine Will slow to manifest itself—that

Will which, by our suffrages, repeated to you the words formerly

spoken to David when he was declared King of Israel : 'Thou shalt feed

My people Israel; and thou shall he ruler over them.'

"To which Divine disposition it is gratifying to us to see how

suddenly the general sentiment corresponds, and how all concur in

venerating your sacred person, as the tribes of Israel prostrated them-

selves in Hebron before the new pastor alloted to them by God. So

we likewise hasten, on this solemn day of your coronation, like the

elders of the chosen people, to repeat to you, in pledge of affection

and of obedience, the words recorded in the sacred pages: 'Behold, we

are of Thy bone and Thy flesh.'

"May Heaven gi*ant, that, as the Holy Book of Kings adds, that

David reigned forty years
—

quadraginta annis regnavit
—so ecclesias-

tical history may record for posterity the length of the Pontificate of

Leo XIII.
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"These are the sentiments and the sincere wishes that, in the name

of the Sacred College, I place at your sacred feet. Deign benignantly to

accept them, by imparting to us your Apostolic benediction."

The answer of Leo XIII was worthy of his high office and personal

character :

"The noble and affectionate words, which your Most Reverend

Eminence, in the name of the whole Sacred College, has just addressed

to us, deeply touch our heart, already deeply moved by the unexpected
event of our exaltation to the Supreme Pontificate, which has happened
without any merit of ours.

"The weight of the Sovereign Keys, already of itself so formidable,

which has been imposed upon our shoulders, is rendered heavier still

by our littleness, which is overburdened by it.

"The very rite, which has now been accomplished with so nuicli

solemnity, has made us understand still more the majesty and height of

the See to which we are raised, and has increased in our soul the idea

of the greatness of this sublime throne on earth.

"And since you, Lord Cardinal, have wished to compare us to

David, the words of the same holy king recur spontaneously to our mind,

when he said: 'Who am I, Lord God, that Thou hast brought me
here?'

"Nevertheless, in the midst of so many just reasons for alarm and

for comfort, it consoles us to see all Catholics in unanimous concord,

passing around this Apostolic See, to give it a public testimony of obedi-

ence and love.

"The concord and affection of all the Sacred College, which is most

dear to us, and also the certainty of their co-operation in the fulfilment

of the difficult ministry to which their votes have called us, consoles us.

"Trust in the most merciful God, who has deigned to raise us to

such a height, comforts us
;
whose assistance we will never cease to

implore, with all the fervor of our heart, and we desire that by all He

may be implored, mindful of that which the Apostle says: 'Our suf-

ficiency is from God.'

"Persuaded, then, that it is He who selects the weak things of the

earth to confound the strong
—

infrma mutidi eUgitut confundat fortia

—we live in hope that He will sustain our weakness and raise up our
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humility, to show forth His power, and to make His strength

resplendent.

''With all onr heart we thank your Eminence for the courteous

sentiments and for the sincere wishes which you, in the name of the

Sacred College, have addressed to us, and which we accept with our

whole soul."

Great interest, approaching even to apprehension, was felt hy the

Christian world, by the Episcopate, especially, of the Catholic Church,

and by the Sacred College, as to the sentiments and manner in which

the nations of the earth would receive the elevation of the new Pope
to the Pontifical throne. The prolonged Pontificate of Pius IX had

l)een witnessed for over thirty years by the world and by the nations

thereof. He maintained an attitude of non-compromise with the

pretensions of the new Italian Kingdom, which had despoiled the

Church, united the Pontifical States to its territories, and made Rome
its capital, before the very face of that same Pius IX, who "was its

lawful sovereign. He had been steadfast and unswerving in maintain-

ing his rights before the world and the rights of Catholics to the enjoy-

ment of freedom of conscience in every land. So far from yielding to

the pressure of earthly powers to accommodate his policy to the sugges-

tions or demands of kings and emperors, his non possumus had become

the historic symbol of an irreconcilable antagonism to wrong and

usurpation. As it was during the Pontificate and in derogation

of his sacred rights, and of the patrimony of the Church, which he

had sworn to preserve and protect intact and transmit to his successors,

that the Vatican became the prison of the Pope, and that modern

political constitutions and administrations had failed to recognize even

that spiritual authority, which resided in the Vicar of Christ on earth ;

his attitude was understood. He neither stopped nor hesitated at any
measures or pronouncements which he deemed necessary to vindicate the

rights of the Church and of the Sovereign Pontiff. Yet there was

always a mildness of character, a gentleness of method, and an unfailing

patience, under the most trying circumstances, Avhich won for Pius

IX the admiration of the world without distinction of creed. His

great sufferings, his many crosses, and his life-long imprison-

ment, and finally his death in the prison-palace of the Vatican, had.
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won for him a sympathy that was imiversal. The term of ultramontane

Pope, which was not unfrequently applied to him, while it centered the

confidence, love, admiration and loyalty of the Catholic body throughout
the world in him, never, for a moment, checked the admiration

which the non-Catholic world felt for him, nor the general sympathy of

people of every creed for his sufferings. The interruption by the

Italian Revolution of the most glorious and favorite measure of his

Pontificate, the Ecumenical Council of the Vatican, and the great length

and eventful character of his remarkable Pontificate, caused every

higher sentiment of mind and soul to cluster around the memory
of Pius IX.

But now the question was asked : What manner of man was Leo

XIII ? What would be the policy of his Pontificate % Without noticing

the countless and erratic comments published by the general press of

Europe at that time, a Catliolic and English writer subsequently stated

the varying sentiments in the following words :

''What manner of man ? When the news of Joachim Pecci's elec-

tion to the Papal throne surprised the world, millions of tongues asked

what manner of man he might be. The newspapers, with one accord,

but with many discords, hastened to reply : 'His Holiness was tall and

not tall
; smooth-tongued and rough-tongued ;

an ultramontane, and yet

moderate
;
of patrician and of plebian birth

;
the dearest friend and the

dearest enemy of Cardinal Manning ;
broad and narrow-minded

;
a

cosmopolitan and an Italian.' And then what a contrast with his pre-

decessor ! To the most corpulent occupant of the Chair of Peter

had succeeded the thinnest, who lacked not only physical bulk, but

also the 'polish, the facile manner of Pope Pius IX.' Nay, was it not

an open secret 'that the late Pontiff had said, in a letter to the Bishop
of Tournai, that 'the election of Cardinal Pecci as his successor would

be the ruin of the Church ?' And was it not 'notorious' that Cardinal

Antonelli was, in this case at least, faithful to his lord even in his

dislikings ?

"When, therefore. Cardinal Pecci ascended the Papal throne,

English newspapers were busy about him—with results already out-

lined. Catholics, for the most part, held their peace. They were content

to wait, patient in the conviction that the choice of the Cardinals

X5
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would not be lightly cast to one unworthy of the august position of

the Archbishop of Christendom. Verily, has their faith been justified

by the works of Leo XIII. But even the friendly outsider imagined vain

things. 'The result of Pius IX's life/ prophesied the Spectator, in

February, 1878, 'has been to lay a burden on his successor, to which few

men could be equal, and beneath the weight of which, not only the spir-

itual throne, but the Church on which it rests, may begin to sink.'
"* To

the work which contains the foregoing facetious account of only some of

the odd presentiments with which the world saw the election of Cardinal

Pecci to the Papal throne there is appended a trenchant and incisive

paper by Cardinal Manning, entitled Thou art Peter, from which we

quote the following striking passage : "Now the Church is whole and the

world is wrecking itself. In the living structure of the Church there is

nothing wanting^ Leo XIII has appealed to the intellect and the heart
;

the motive powers of all life and action. Every call of his voice has been

answered. There are now no national discords, as at Basle and Pisa.

The unity of the Church, since the Apostles went out from Jerusalem,

has never been so absolute, its purity never more visible, its authority

never more obeyed. And as the world has cast it off, the Church has

withdrawn into its own sanctuary of liberty and power. It is more

powerful over the world than ever, because it is visibly independent.

The world cannot cast the weight of a shadow over its supreme

liberty. And this divine power is in the hands of Leo XIII. The

world can take nothing from him, and from the world he asks nothing
hut the obedience of faith. His power is not of this world, but it is

world-wide, and dependent on God alone. I^o human hand sustains

him; and he refuses all human aid. A foot upon the water, in the

sacred language of Egypt, means a divine act, which is to man

imjx)ssible. But the successor of Peter walks erect upon the water, for

his faith never falters, and his Master holds him by the hand."

According to the practice of the Sovereign Pontiffs, Leo XIII,
on his election to the Chair of Peter, gave notice to the various nations

of Europe of that fact, not excluding some nations which were not

on friendly terms with the Holy See. A few we will mention, and

we will lay before our readers one of the letters, which, on this

* " Life of Leo," by John Oldcastle, pp. 5-6, 65-66.
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occasion, he addressed to the Swiss Confederation
;
and similar ones were

addressed, with suitable modifications, to the Czar of Russia and the

Emperor of Germany. We will give here the Holy Father's letter to the

Swiss Federal Council:

LEO PP. XIII.

" To His Excellency, the President of the Stviss Confederation.

" Your Excellency :
—Raised by the will of God, and not throufi;h any merit of ours,

to the high chair of the Prince of tlie Apostles, we hasten to inform your Excellency,

trusting that this, our personal communication of the fact, will be agreeable and welcome

to you. We regret that the friendly relations which formerly subsisted between the

Holy See and the Swiss Confederation have for some years been painfiilly interrupted,

and that the condition of the Catholic religion in Switzerland is much to be lamented.

With fvill confidence in the sentiments of rectitude which animates your Excellency and

the Swiss people, we hope that some means will soon be found for putting an end to this

evil state of things, and, in the pleasing expectation of this, we beseech the Lord to

grant you the fulness of His heavenly blessing, and we pray Him at the same time to

unite you with us in the bonds of perfect charity.
" Given at St. Peter's, Rome, February 20, 1878, in the first year of our Pontificate.

"LEO PP. XIII."

The reply of the Swiss Council was as follows :

" To His Holiness, Pope Leo XIIL
" MoiBT Holy Father :

—Your Holiness has condescended by your brief of February

20, of this year, to acquaint the Swiss Federal Council of your elevation to the Apostolic

Chair, which took place on that day. The Federal Council has received this communi-

cation with the most lively interest and will not permit the occasion to pass without

oiiering to Your Holiness their most sincere good wishes, together with their thanks, for

the brief with which you have honored them.
" When Your Holiness designates the condition of the Catholics of Switzerland as

lamentable, the Council must observe, on its side, that your religion like all others,

enjoys a freedom, which is guaranteed by the Federal Constitution, and is only restricted

by the condition that the ecclesiastical authorities shall not assail either the rights and

powers of the states, or the rights and liberties of the citizens.

" The Federal Council will consider itself fortunate in being able, within its own

sphere of action, to support the exertions of Your Holiness to maintain religious peace

and a good understanding between the several religious denominations in Switzerland.

With this sentiment it avails itself of this first opportunity to convey to Your Holiness

the assurance of its distinguished veneration, and with you to recommend itself to the

protection of the Almighty.

"Berne, Aprils, 1878.
• ' In the name of the Swiss Federal Council,

"SCHENK.
"The Chancellor of the Confederation.

"SCHIESS."
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The answer of the Czar of Russia, dated on February 22d, which

is the same day as March 6th of the Gregorian calendar, while con-

gratulating the Holy Father on his election to the Supreme Pontificate,

contains the following passage, which, in view of the persecution of the

Catholics of Poland, and of the numbers of exiled Catholic Bishops,

priests and laymen in Siberia, was on its very face more diplomatic than

candid: "It has not depended on us that the Roman Catholic Church,

like all the other churches, which exist in our Empire, has not fulfilled,

in entire security, the mission which religion, strictly independent of all

political influence, is called upon to exercise for the edification and

moral improvement of the people. Your Holiness, be assured that,

within these limits, the protection compatible with the fundamental

laws of our Empire will he given to the Church of which you are the

spiritual head."

The answer of the German Emperor, or of the Minister wlio wrote

in his name, contains the following passage, which did not seem very

gracious in answer to the cordial letter of the Pope: "Your Holiness,

with reason, observes that our Catholic subjects, like their Protestant

fellow-citizens, yield obedience to authority and to the laws, as their

common faith in Christ requires. We are happy to perceive, from the

friendly expressions of Your Holiness, that you are disposed to use the

power, which your exalted position places in your hands, to induce those

of our Catholic subjects, who have been hitherto forgetful of their duty,

to obey the laws of the country in which they live."

Shortly after the election of Leo XIII to the Pontifical throne, an

attempt upon the life of the aged and venerable German Emperor
and his escape therefrom, was the occasion of numerous congratulations

addressed to that powerful monarch. Among these testimonials was a

prompt and friendly letter of congratulations from the Holy Father.

The Crown Prince, Frederick, in a letter of acknowledgement, in behalf

of his father, made the following explicit declaration of the German

imperial policy in continuing to enforce the obnoxious Falk laws, which

reflected equal dishonor upon the reign of the Emperor and the adminis-

tration of Prince Bismarck, his Chancellor: "In answer to the request
of Your Holiness, in the letter of the I7th of April, that the constitution

and the laws of Prussia may be so modified as to be conformable to the
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dogmas of the Catholic Church, I must say that no Prussian monarch

can ever accept it, for the reason that the independence of the monarchy-

would be diminished if the free exercise of its legislation were made

subordinate to a foreign power." While it is too absurd to suppose that

the Pope requested the German Empire to conform its laws to the

doginas of the Catholic Church, and hence it is evident that he was

misquoted, it is a significant fact, far more important than any form of

words or of request, that those very laws against which the Holy Father

then expostulated, in 1878, because they were simply at variance with

the universal laws of justice and of human and divine right, have since,

and at the repeated and unceasing urging of the same Pope, disappeared

from the Prussian statute book, and that, too, without diminishing the

independence of the country. We shall have occasion to refer to this

subject again, as well as to the gi'eatly improved relations between the

Holy See and Russia.

The energy, zeal and labor with which Leo XIII, then m his

sixty-ninth year, addressed himself to the arduous duties of his exalted

yet fearful office, at a time when most men are usually closing their

lives, were then, as they proved during the whole of his long Pontificate

and to the end, a source of wonder and admiration. His first public

official act was to put into execution a measure which his predecessor

had decided upon before his death, the granting to the Catholic Church

of Scotland of tlie restoration of its ancient hierarchy. This gracious

and wise act was performed on March 4th, the very first day after the

Poi>e's coronation. The hierarchy of England had already been restored

by Pius IX, with the most fruitful and gratifying results, and now the

most vivid hopes were entertained for the spread of the ancient faith

in the once-Catholic land of St. Andrew.

It would be a pleasing thing to place the admirable Bull of March

4, 1878, re-creating the hierarchy of Scotland, before our readers, if

space i^ermitted ;
but we must content ourselves with a few brief passages

from this truly paternal and Apostolic message. After recounting

the good effects of the restoration of the hierarchy in England, and

briefly the history and glory of the ancient Scottish Church, Leo XIII

says :

"What, therefore, our predecessor was hindered, by death, from
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bringing to a conclusion, God, plentiful in mercy and glorious in all His

works, has enabled us to effect, so that we might inaugurate our Pontifi-

cate with a happy omen. Wherefore, after having acquired a full

knowledge of the entire matter, we have deemed that what had been

decreed by the lately-deceased Pius IX should be promulgated. There-

fore, raising up our eyes to the Father of Light, from Whom comes

every good and j^erfect gift, we have invoked the aid of Divine Grace,

praying also for the help of the Blessed Virgin Mary, conceived without

sin
;
of the Blessed Apostles Peter and Paul, of Andrew and the other

saints, whom the Scots venerate as patrons, that by their suffrages before

God they might bring the said matter to a prosperous issue.

"Recalling to mind the illustrious records of the Church of St.

Andrew, and taking into account the present chief city of the said king-

dom, and weighing other considerations, we have resolved to call forth,

as it were, from the grave, the said renowned See, and to raise or

restore it, with the addition of the title of Edinburgh, to the rank

of the metrojX)litan or archiepiscopal dignity which had formerly been

granted by our predecessor, Sixtus IV, of venerable memory ;
and

we assign to it, by virtue of our Apostolic authority, five of the above-

named Sees, namely, Aberdeen, Dunkeld, Whithorn or Galloway, Argyll
and the Isles. In regard to the See of Glasgow, considering the antiq-

uity, importance and nobility of that city, and especially the highly

flourishing state of religion therein, and the archiepiscopal pre-eminence

conferred upon it by Innocent VIII, we have thought it proper to give

to its Bishops the name and insignia of an Archbishop ;
in such manner,

however, until it shall have been otherwise ordained by us or our suc-

cessors, he shall not receive, beyond the perogative of the name and

honor, any right or honor proper to a true Archbishop and metro-

politan. We also ordain that the Archbishop of Glasgow, so long as he

shall be without suffragans shall be present with the other Bishops in

the Provincial Synod of Scotland.

"Wherefore, it shall be in the power of the Scottish Prelates to

decree whatever is required for the execution of the common law and

whatever is competent to the Episcopal authority, according to the

general discipline of the Church. Let them feel assured that we will

willingly lend them the aid of our Apostolic authority, in whatever may
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seem conducive to the increase of the glory of God's name and the

M'clfare of souls. And as an earnest of our good will toward the beloved

daughter of the Holy See, the Church of Scotland, we declare that

these Prelates, where they shall have been invested with the title and

rights of ordinary Bishops, shall not be deprived of the special and

more ample faculties which they formerly enjoyed as Vicars of the

Holy See. For it is not right that they should suffer any loss from

what, in compliance with the wishes of the Scottish Catholics, has been

decreed by us for the greater good of religion in their country. And,

whereas, the condition of Scotland is such, that means are still wanting
for the support of the clergy and the various needs of each church, we
have a certain hope that our beloved sons in Christ, to whose earnest

work for the restoration of the Episcopal hierarchy we have acceded,

will continue to aid those whom we have placed over them with alms

and offerings, to provide for the Episcopal Sees, the splendor of the

chiirches and of the divine worship, the support of the clergy and the

poor, and the other needs of the Church.

"And now we turn, with most humble prayer, to Him in whom
it has pleased the Father in the fulness of time to restore all things,

beseeching Him, who has begun the good work, to perfect it, and

strengthen it, and to give to all those whose duty it is to execute these

our decrees, the light and strength of heavenly gi'ace, so that the

Episcopal hierarchy restored by us in the Kingdom of Scotland may
be for the greater good of the Catholic religion. For this end, also, we

invoke, as intercessors with Our Saviour, Jesus Christ, His Most Blessed

Mother, the Blessed Joseph, His reputed father, the Blessed Apostles

Peter and Paul, as also St. Andrew, whom Scotland venerates with

special devotion, and the other saints, especially the Blessed Margaret,

Queen of Scotland, that they may look with benign favor upon this

Church now born again."

On March 3d, Leo XIII appointed Cardinal Alexander J. Franchi

his Secretary of State. On March 11th, ever vigilant and keen in every

interest, he wrote a beautiful letter in reply to the Paris Society for

the Encouragement and Protection of Young Artisans, founded by

the good Father Olivaint, one of the victims of the Commune.

In scarcely a mouth afterwards he wrote a similar letter to Prince
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Eugene de Caraman-Chemay, for the Belgian societies of the young

workingmen. And in the Consistory of March 28th he provided for

the filling of a number of vacant Episcopal Sees, appointed Cardinal

Camillio di Pietro to the office of Camerlengo, which was the

same office held by himself under Pius IX, and he conferred on

Cardinal McCloskey, Archbishop of New York, whom Pius IX had

elevated, first of Americans, to the Cardinalate, and who had hastened

from New York to Rome on hearing of the death of Pius IX, the red

hat
;
a ceremony which could only be performed at Rome.

The Allocution pronounced by Leo XIII in the Consistory of

March 28tli, which wasJong looked forward to by the world, as the first

official or general utterance proceeding from the newly-crowned Pope,

was then received and read with eagerness in every land. It turned

out, however, that the Holy Father contented himself with explaining

the motives which induced him to forego his first intention of declining

the election of the Conclave, and how, in yielding to the strong wishes

of the Cardinals, he sought only the good of the Church and of religion.

The Allocution was brief, for, as we shall see, the Pope was even then

engaged in preparing his first Encyclical, and reserved for that im-

portant document the declaration of his views, in regard to the great

public questions of the day, as affecting the Church and Christendom.

In the Allocution, however, the Holy Father said:

^'On the other hand, we were filled with deep anxiety by the very

sad state, in our days, of civil society almost everywhere, as well as of

the Catholic Church itself, and especially of this Aix)stolic See, which,

violently strip|5ed of its temporal sovereignty, is reduced to a condi-

tion in which it can in no wise enjoy the full, free and unimpeded use

of its power. ...
"As this is the first time it is allowed us to address your Eminences

from this place, we desire first of all solemnly to assure you, that in the

fulfillment of the service of our Apostolate, we shall have nothing so

much at heart as to bestow all our care, with the help of God's grace,

in sacredly guarding the deposit of the Catholic faith, in watching

faithfully over the rights and interests of the Church and of the Holy

See, and in laboring for the salvation of all
;
ever ready, for all these

purposes, to undergo any fatigue, to draw back from no discomfort."
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From this utterance of the Pope, although it contained a brief,

yet it was a clear announcement of his intention to defend, by all

means in his power, the independence of the Sovereign Pontiff and the

rights and interests of the Church and of the Holy See, still the world

looked forward, with deep interest, to the expected Encyclical, which,

it was understood, the Holy Father was preparing. The Italian press,

and no doubt all the supporters of the usurpation of the temjxiral

sovereignty of the Popes over Rome and the Pontifical States, affected

to look still for the Encyclical in the expectation of seeing the new

Pope depart from the policy of Pius IX in respect to the temporal

sovereignty, that Leo would accept the situation, and propose a modus
vivendi with the Italian Government. It is true, the new Pope has

adopted different methods, but not different principles, from Pius

IX. The absolute independence of the Sovereign Pontiff of every

temporal government, in the discharge of his high office, is as much
insisted on by Leo XIII as by Pius IX. Wliere the line is to be drawn

is a question for future adjustment. The great Encyclical, Inscrutabili,

appeared on April 21, 1878, on civilization and the Church. A few

extracts alone will suffice to show its exalted character :

"For from the very beginning of our Pontificate the sad spectacle presented
itself to us of the evils with which the human race is everywhere oppressed; this

wide-spread subversion of the supreme truths upon which, as foundations, human

society rests; tliis insubordination of minds, impatient of all legitimate authority;
this perpetual cause of discords, whence intestine struggles, cruel and bloody wars

spring; the contempt of the laws which regulate morals and defend justice; the

insatiable cupidity of transient goods and the utter forgetfulness of eternal things,
leven to that mad fury in which many hesitate not to lay violent hands upon them-

selves; the thriftless administration, the squandering of the public moneys, and the

impudence of those wlio, when most guilty, give out that they are the vindicators

of country, of liberty, and of every right; finally, that deadly poison which works

I

itself into the very vitals of human society, never allows it to be quiet, and presages
for it new revolutions with calamitous results.

"We are convinced that the cause of these evils lies principally in the rejection
of the august authority of the Church, which presides over the human race in the

name of God, and is the safeguard of all legitimate authority. Tlie enemies of

public order, knowing this full well, thought that nothing was more conducive to

uproot the foundations of society than to attack the Church of God pertinaciously,

and by foul calumnies bring her into odium and disrepute, as if she were the enemy
of real civilization, and destroy the supreme poM'er of the Roman Pontiff, the

champion of the unchangeable principles of eternal justice. Hence have come those
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laws destructive of the divine constitution of the Church, which we grieve to see

enacted in many countries; lience emanated contempt for Episcopal power; impedi-
ments to the exercise of the ecclesiastical ministry, the dissolution of the religious

corporations, and the confiscation of the goods with which the ministers of the

Church, and the poor were supported; lience public institutions consecrated to

charity were taken from the salutary administration of the Church; hence sprang
that license to teach and print every iniquity, while, on the other hand, the right of

the Church to instruct and educate youth is violated and trampled under foot.

"Moreover, it is necessary that the proper training of youth, to insure the true

faith and good morals, should begin with the earliest years in the family itself,

wliich, being miserably disturbed in these our times, can be restored to its dignity

only by those laws according to which it was instituted in the Church by its Divine

Author. He raised the contract of marriage, by which He wished to signify His own
union with the Church, to the dignity of a sacrament, and thus not only sanctioned

that union, but also prepared both for parents and children the most efficacious aids,

by which, through the observance of their mutual duties, they may more easily obtain

temporal and eternal happiness. But when impious laws, setting aside the sanctity
of this sacrament, reduced it to the level of civil contracts, the consequence was that,

the dignity of Christian union being violated, citizens live in legal concubinage,
instead of legitimate union, and neglect the duties of mutual faitli; children refuse

obedience to parents, the bonds of domestic love are loosened, and. to the destruction

of public morals, foolish love is often succeeded by pernicious and disastrous separa-
tions. These wretched and deplorable facts cannot, venerable brotliers, but arouse

your zeal, and move you to admonish the faithful intrusted to your vigilance, tliat

they may observe the doctrines which concern Christian marriage, and obey the laws

by which the Church regulates the duties of parents and children."

The death of Cardinal Franchi, to whom Leo XIII, on March 5th,

had intrusted the important office of Papal Secretary of State, was a

severe blow to the illustrious Pontiff, occurring, as it did, so soon after

the commencement of his Pontificate, on July 31, 1878. While a career

of unusual usefulness and brilliancy was thus prematurely cut short,

the Holy Father felt severely grieved at the untimely death of his well-

trusted minister, after so severe and short an illness. Leo XIII now

appointed as successor to Cardinal Franchi in the office of Secretary

of State, His Eminence Cardinal Lorenzo I^ina. With a mind ever

active and on the alert, ever solicitous for the best interests of the

Church, and unceasingly vigilant for the best administration of the high

responsibilities imposed u|X)n him, the Holy Father, on August 27th,

addressed to his new Secretary of State a letter of instruction as io

the course to be pursued, and briefly outlining the policy of his Pontifi-

cate.
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While Leo XllI was thus engaged in his great aud uoble efforts

to instruct mankind, Loth in the principles of the Christian religion

and in those also of Christian civilization, and was addressing letters

of good will and paternal admonition to the various nations of the

Avorld, in his own city, in Rome, there occurred an event, in May, 1878,
which demonstrated forcibly the truth of his teachings in the evils of

ithe day ;
this was the celebration at Rome of the centenary of Voltaire.

This apotheosis of the apostle of irreligion, infidelity, impurity and

hatred to Christianity, took place within almost the shadows of the

Vatican. It was equally within sight, sound and tolerance of the

Quirinal. It was the anniversary of the death of Voltaire; and the

infidels of France and Italy celebrated it with high and impious
carnival at Rome, and held repeated sessions of infidelity and its dis-

ciples in halls always previously dedicated to the instruction of youth
in the benign principles of Christianity.

In order to assuage the grief of the Holy Father at these repeated

insults, the true and Christian people of Rome, the nobles, the middle

classes and the peasants, and the virtuous societies of which they were

members, especially La Federazione Piano^, composed of nobles and

every other class of Catholics, and of true Romans, and organized

towards the close of the Pontificate of Pius IX, obtained audience of

the Holy Father on May 30th, and presented to him a solemn protest

against the unworthy proceedings of the Voltairians. The Holy Father

resjx)nded to the high sentiments of these noble Romans in terms of

eloquent and most touching appreciation, tenderness and praise. And

so, as deputation after deputation came before him, with burning words

of indignation, he praised their sentiments and their courage. Even

as late as June 6th, while many of the revolutionary sectarians still

lingered in Rome, to honor Voltaire the more, the generous but quiet

and discreet^ counter-demonstration was maintained, and on that day
the veteran soldiers of the late Pontifical army, with General Kanzler

at their head, went in a body to the Vatican to console and honor the

Vicar of Christ. Large deputations of the clergy also poured into

the halls of the Vatican and now especially expressed their loyalty to

Leo XIII and to religion. On June 13th the students of the Roman

Seminary and of the Seminario Pio, were received by the Holy Father,
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and the words and sentiments exchanged between the Father and his

good children, greatly sustained the noble Pontiff in his brave struggle

for the cause of truth, religion, order, stability, and justice. In the

midst of the general hostility to religion on the part of the Italian

Government and its abettors, and of the measures of conscription and

oppression of the clergy and of ecclesiastical institutions, it was a con-

solation to the Chief Bishop of Christendom, to see so many of the

clergy remaining true to their high office, and especially to observe that

there were so many vocations for the Christian ministry still replenish-

ing the ranks of the Church.

It may well be judged how hostile to the Church and to religion

the atmosphere of revolutionai'y and anti-Catholic Rome had become,

from the fact that the Government had forbidden all religious instruc-

tion in the schools subject to its control, even though such schools were

maintained in a Catholic population, at Rome the capital of Christen-

dom, and the Government schools were the forced and aggressive sub-

stitutes for Catholic schools. Not satisfied with this, the Government

forbid the use of the catechism in the elementary schools, which were

frequented by the children of Catholic families alone. In the midst

of such irreligious aggressions of the Government, the Holy Father

addressed to the Cardinal Vicar of Rome, His Eminence Cardinal

Monaco la Valletta, a brave and noble letter maintaining the necessity

and the advantages of religious education in the schools of Rome. At

the same time that the Christian catechism was excluded from the

schools of Rome, the revolutionary and irreligious sects were allowed

unrestricted fields and liberty of propagating their tenets, and of prose-

lyting with unrestricted liberty and license the youths of the city.

The Holy Father, seconded and supjwrted by his faithful lieu-

tenants and vicars, in succession. Cardinals Valletta and Parocchi,

labored incessantly to supply religious instruction in the schools of

Rome, and to restore it in the face of the governmental opposition,

hostility and legislation. The Government had seized the primary and

intermediate public schools of Rome at the time of the seizure of the

city and all religious instruction had been banished from them. The

Pope was consequently forced, with the limited and severely taxed

resources at his command, to create new schools and thus make a brave
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fight for tlie religious rights of his own immediate flock within the very

city of Rome, and for the rights of religious education, in principle,

throughout the world.

The municipal council of Rome was under the influence and sym-

pathy of the reiolutionary sects represented by their clubs, and such,

too, was the cafi-B with the ministerial cabinet and the Italian legislature.

A project waa hurried through for obliterating the antique and Papal
character of one of the most interesting parts of Rome by connecting

the uninhabited part of the Esquiline Hill with the Quirinal by broad

avenues utterly unsuited to the sunny and scorching climate, and more

suited for. as well as imitations of, the boulevards of Paris and Berlin.

Under the pretext of a great public improvement, historic, media3val

and Catholic Rome was to be sacrificed. Instead of promoting the true

agricultural interests of the country and the benefit of the people, in

promoting settlements in the country, a dense population, greatly from

the country, was to invade and crowd Rome, and experience that demor-

alization which results from overcrowded quarters of large capitals and

cities. No provision was made for the religious and moral education,

care and comfort of the new population thus suddenly introduced. Leo

XIII, wliile witnessing such revolutionary changes in his own city,

regretted more the want of moral, religious and civilizing influences

for the new quarter. He called to his aid and to his presence, on

Aug-ust 11, 1878, the chapter and clergy of the Basilica of St. Mary

Major, and confided to their efficient and zealous care the flock, which

the municipal council boastingly said they would have unprovided for

in every want necessary for the souk

Numerous pilgrimages, however, came from other countries to

console the Vicar of Christ by their loyalty and generosity, and the

iwldresses on both sides went far to comfort the Pontiff and his flock,

while affording civilizing and elevating influences upon human society

throughout Christendom; for every such occurrence was happily felt

at the countless homes and in the countries of the pilgrims. On May
23, 1878, in the midst of the Voltairian orgies, the Catholics from Ger-

many, persecuted at home by the German Kulturkampf, came to give

and receive consolation and encouragement in the presence of the august

prisoner of the Vatican, and to protest against the apotheosis of Vol-
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taire within the very sight of St. Peter's and the prison-home of the

Father of the Faithful. On October 15th, came the Spanish pilgrim-

age ;
but these devout and loyal Catholics, who, fifteen hundred strong,

had come from Barcelona to Civita Vecchia by sea, on board the steamer

Santiago, in order to avoid the exhaustions and delays of the railroads,

found themselves and their vessel quarantined for four days in the bay,

under pretexts of sanitary necessity and precaution, when it was well

known that no contagious disease was prevalent at Barcelona. The

Spanish pilgrims, headed by the good Bishop of Huesca and including

many of the noblest of Spanish citizens, entreated to be allowed to enter

Kome and be led before the Holy Father by the 15th of October, the

feast of St. Theresa, but the authorities managed to keep them out until

the I7th, and thus deprive their presentation and reception at the

Vatican of one of their most cherished and expressive features. While

keenly feeling this affront, in common with his Spanish pilgrims the

Holy Father made their reception at the Vatican a joyous one, even

under such wrongs. In wiser circles such a narrow policy on the part

of the Italian and Roman authorities was recognized as increasing the

sympathy of all Christendom for the imprisoned Pope and as creating

and nourishing in the countries of the ill-treated pilgrims a strong

sentiment in favor of the independence of the Holy See and its unre-

stricted intercourse with the Christian world. Rome would have reaped

large pecuniary profits, as would the railroads of Italy, by leaving

pilgrimages unrestricted, while the feelings of so many thousands of

noble and influential citizens of every country would have been left

less grievously exasperated.

I It was well said bv a true American, one who had often been

to Rome, and knew from personal observation the true state of things,

that "in Spain, and wherever the Spanish language is spoken, how

ready the Spanish heart would be to catch fire and espouse the cause

of the Pontiff, whenever a brave leader and God's golden opportunity

appeared ! Even in our own great Republic, will not the quick Amer-

ican sense, and the instinctive love of justice, and the passion for free-

dom of conscience, soon be made to perceive that the dearest religious

rights of our millions of Catholics, the dearest interests of civilization

among the heathen, demand that the Pope, the great international peaces
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making power of the world, should be sovereign in the city where he

has reigned for eleven hundred years ?"*

Among the evidences of loyal affection and veneration received

during the spring of 1878, was the address of congratulation and filial

homage addressed to the Holy Father by the Mayor and Municipality of

the city of Cork. In his beautiful answer of July 24th, in which, after

thanking them and through them in spirit all the Irish people for their

fealty, the Holy Father said : "It clearly showed us the reverence and

filial pietyyou entertain towards us, which uniteyour own hearts together

and do not fear to express themselves publicly. It also commended

to us the religious sense and wisdom of your illustrious city, which

found in you sons worthy of being intrusted with the administration

of its affairs. To you, therefore, beloved sons, we gladly express in this

letter our gratitude and affection
; and, ready as we are ever to give

you every proof we can of our fatherly love, we pray God from our

heart to be evermore your protector and helper, and so to inspire your

counsels that your labors may procure His glory as well as the welfare

and prosperity of your fellow-citizens."

Countless testimonials of love and veneration poured in upon Leo

XIII, during the entire first year of his Pontificate, and until and far

beyond its close
;
testimonials which have been repeated, renewed and

followed anew to the very time of his death. Acceptable among these

was the audience he gave to the professors of the Gregorian University

or Roman College, in which, since the time of Gregory XIII, ^
its

founder, the sons of St. Ignatius have expounded the true Christian

philosophy to thousands of noble and gifted ecclesiastical students from

all parts of the world. This interesting occasion, rendered the more

pleasing by the fact that young Joachim Pecci, as we have related, had

himself been a student of the Roman College, and one of its most gifted,

accomplished and distinguished alumni. The audience occurred on

ISTovember 27, 1878, in the throne room of the Vatican, where the Holy

Father, accompanied by Cardinals Bartolini, Ledochowski and Parocchi,

received the professors of the three faculties of Theology, Common Law

and Philosophy, headed by Rev. A. Molza, the Rector of the University;

Rev. Joseph Kleutgen, the Prefect of Studies, and the Very Rev. V.

* Monaignor Bernard O'Reilly's "Life of Leo XIII," p. 366.
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Cardella, the Roman Provincial of the Society of Jesiis. In answer

to the fine address read to the Holy Father by Father Cardella, he

replied in tenns of unusual eloquence and fervor even for Leo XIII,
in a Latin address of surpassing elegance and classic beauty. The Holy
Father alluded, in most touching and eloquent terms, to his own youth
and studies in the Roman College, to the happiness that visit gave him,
to the illustrious professors of the College, and to the noble docility and

ability, with which the faculties had followed the courses of study which

he had desired then to cultivate. We can only give a single passage

from this splendid address of Leo XIII:

"Now this true science, we think, is no other than that which,

coming from the early fathers of the Church, and brought into a com-

plete system by the scholastic doctors, especially by the leader of them

all, the angelic St. Thomas of Aquinas, has been extolled by general

councils and by Roman Pontiffs, and has been the law of learning for

many centuries in Catholic universities. And as it is our earnest

desire to restore this science to its ancient glory, for the advancement

and the honor of studies, we could not but turn our eyes to the Gregorian

University, which, though driven from its own and ancient seat, much

to our grief, and not crowded with the same number of students as of

old, is yet so renowned and so frequented, that it can contribute power-

fully to the restoration and advancement of studies which we desire."*

We have already related the foundation at Perugia by Cardinal

Pecci, then the Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia, of the Academy of St.

Thomas Aquinas, and now as Pope, it became one of his earliest works

to found an Academy of St. Thomas also at Rome. On September 18,

1878, when Monsignor Zola, tlie Bishop of Lecce, had an audience

with the Holy Father, the latter said to him: "I greatly desire to see

introduced into the seminaries the philosophical text books of Canon

Sanseverino. This great scholar, the glory of the Neajwlitan clergy,

labored efficaciously to bring philosophy back to the true and solid

form which is that taught by St. Thomas. We rejoice that his works

are already used in the seminary of Lecce, and we desire that in all

* This noble university was then expropriated by the Italian Government, and its classes, driven

from Rome, were continued in the Germanico-Hungarian College, "The Life and Acts of Pope

Jjeo XIII," by Rev. Joseph E. Keller S. J., p. 338.
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seminaries the method and the doctrine of the Angel of the Schools

should be followed. It is to be deeply regretted that Sanseverino died

young, but he has left zealous disciples after him to continue his work,
such as Frisco and Signoriello."

These utterances of Leo XIII, in favor of the philosophy of St.

Thomas Aquinas, as well as others, have prepared the studious and

educated for that magnificent Encyclical letter, which later in his Pon-

tificate, he issued in favor of the Thomasian philosophy.

The crowning glory of this first year of Pope Leo's Pontificate was

his great Encyclical on Socialism, Quod Apostollci Muneris, which he

issued on December 28, 1878. We regret our inability to present this

exalted utterance of the Vicar of Christ entire, we must content our-

selves with a few extracts:

"You understand, venerable brethren, that we allude to that sect of men who

call themselves by various and almost barbarous titles—Socialists, Communists, and

Nihilists—and who, scattered all over the world, closely bound together in an unholy

league, are no longer satisfied with lurking in secret, but boldly come forth into the

light with the determination to uproot the foundation of society. It is surely these

men that are signified by the words of Holy Writ, 'who defile the flesh, and despise

authority and blaspheme majesty.' They will not leave anything intact that has

been wisely decreed by divine and human laws for the security and honor of life.

They refuse obedience to the higher powers, who hold from God the right to command,
and to whom, according to the Apostle, every soul ought to be subject, and they

preach the perfect equality of all men in every thing that concerns their rights and

duties. They dishonor the natural union of man and woman, sacred even among
barbarians, and endeavor to relax or even to break asimder that bond which chiefly

cements domestic society. Seduced by the lust of earthly goods, which is 'the root

of all evil,' and through the coveting of which 'many have erred from the faith,' they

assail the right of property sanctioned by the natural law, and under the pretence

of supplying the wants of men, and satisfying their lawful desires, they aim at

making a common spoil of whatever has been legitimately acquired by inheritance,

by skill, industry, or economy. They publish therfe monstrous doctrines at their

meetings, they urge them in pamphlets, and spread them far and wide by means of

the press. The result of this is that, within a short time, the majesty and authority
of kings, which should be revered by all, has been rendered so odious to a seditious

rabble, that traitors, breaking loose from all restraint, have more than once lifted

their hands against the rulers of kingdoms.

"The Supreme Pastors of the Church, on whom the duty rests of preserving the

flock of the Lord from the snares of their enemies, have not neglected to point out

the danger and to provide for the safety of the faithful. Indeed, from the moment
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that secret societies began to be formed and to cause the evils of which we have

just spoken, the Roman Pontiffs, Clement XII and Benedict XIV, unveiled the

iniquitous designs of these sects, and warned the faithful of the whole world of the

serious evils which would result from them. When men who gloried in the name

of philosojjhers had asserted for man an unlimited independence, and had devised

what they called a new code of right in opposition to the natural and the divine

law. Pope Pius VI immediately raised his voice against these false and wicked doc-

trines, and with Apostolic foresight predicted the calamities which would flow from

them. And when, in spite of this warning, these principles were still maintained

and even made tlie basis of public legislation, Pius VII and Leo XII solemnly con-

demned secret societies, and again gave warning of the perils that menaced the

nations. Lastly, everyone remembers with what authority and firmness our glorious

predecessor, Pius IX, in his allocutions and encyclicals, combated the projects of

these associations, especially of the_ Socialists, who were just then beginning to

appear."

^fe^^^



CHAPTER XIV.

The First Jubilee. Philosophy of St. Thomas. The Eastern

Christians. Belgium. Ireland.

^^1 HE gTeat Encyclical of Leo XIII on Socialism, which was so

1 I effective a closing act of the year 1878, produced a profound

^^ impression in all quarters. Had the powerful and unanswera-

ble expose of the errors of Socialism, and the remedies

pointed out, reached and convinced the minds and hearts

of the Socialistic sects and organizations, this would have been the

great primary fruit of the Encyclical, at which all good men
and wise statesmen would have rejoiced. But ie\^ there are

in the ranks of Socialism, whose minds and hearts are accessible

to right reason and practicable or conservative methods of adjusting

tlie evils of society and of governments. At the same time it must be

acknowledged that such a production as the Encyclical, Quod Apostolici

Numeris, constitutes a vast fund of truths and principles which must

continue to' reach and convince the judgments of many and will con-

stitute in all time a mine of intellectual and moral treasures, and an

armory of invincible weapons, to be used in the warfare against

Socialism, which the world is destined to witness—in fact, is now wit-

nessing.

In France and Germany particularly, w^here secret societies and

social profane views existed to so great an extent, the Encyclical madi; a

profound impression in all conservative circles, and was well calculated

to win many converts. But in respect to the German Empire, the

utterances of Leo XIII on Socialism had created especial bearing. The

profound statesmanship of the Holy Father was admirably manifested

here. Every means of appeasing the animosity of the German Emperor
and his Iron Chancellor, Prince Bismarck, had so far proved unavailing.

But the powerful condemnation of Socialism was issued from the

Vatican and was spread throughout the world. The Emperor and

(273)
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Chancellor saw at once that Germany ix)ssessed in the Pope the most

ix)werful ally in the war of the German Government against the most

dangerous and irreconcilable enemy to the stability of German institu-

tions, and to the conservative interests of society throughout the world.

It was by such means, more powerful than direct diplomacy, that Leo

XIII gained the first ground towards a mitigation or abrogation of the

German policy and legislation so hostile and unjust to the Catholic'

citizens of the German Empire. Engaged as he had been, and as Pius

IX had been, in a long struggle for the equal rights of Catholics in the

German Empire, and for the modification of the famous and unjust

Falk Laws against Catholics, he could have taken no step better calcu-

lated to promote his high and noble purposes than thus to make the

Emperor and Chancellor his allies in a struggle far more important
for the German and all other conservative Govermnents than the short-

sighted and misguided persecution of German Catholic citizens, whose

loyalty could not be justly questioned. Xot only in Germany did the

Encyclical against Socialism win brilliant laurels and benign influence,

but the same was correspondingly true with the conservative elements

and the existing Governments of France, Belgium, Switzerland and

other countries. By this masterstroke of statesmanship Leo XIII com-

menced his Pontificate by winning the good will of the Governments,
and at the same time he won the first victory over the Kulturkampf. It

is also well worthy of remark that Pope Leo had already commenced

negotiations with Germany for ameliorating the sad condition of the

Catholics of Germany, and that a favorable impression had been made
on the German Emperor.

There was another act of the past well deserving of special men-

tion; it was the promulgation, on, September 9, 1878, by the Pope of a

new code of regulations for the use of the Vatican Library. Still

enriched with historical and scientific treasures of incalculable value,

notwithstanding frequent past six)liations, this great library was now
thrown oj^en to scholars and investigators, and a new stimulus given to

studious and learned research. It was also in September that he

appointed a Council of Cardinals to select the fittest persons to fill the

vacant Sees of Italy, and thus make the Italian hierarchy worthy of its

former history.
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Before leaving tlie first year of Leo XIII's Pontificate, to relate

the rapid succession of important events characteristic of his whole

administration, we must mention that, besides promoting the study of

philosophy in Rome, he did much to promote learning and progress

in the Catholic universities of France. He gave to Catholic interests

in Bosnia, Herzegovinia, Wallachia, and in the more distant East, a

new life and progress, and to the Catholic Missions of Ecuador his great

encouragement and assistance. Africa did not fail to receive his

paternal care, for in the Dark Continent he gave his strong encourage-

ment to the efforts there making for the introduction of Christian

civilization.

In an important audience which Leo XIII gave to members of

the Catholic press, authors and men of learning, over 400 men of the

press, delegates from 1,330 Catholic papers and journals, representing

15,000 writers, in his address to them, among other w^ords, he most

feelingly addressed to them the following: '^Beloved sons, who are so

supremely devoted to the Apostolic See, and show yourselves so ready

to sustain its liberty and its honor, be also courageous and unanimous

in employing your voice and pen in upholding the necessity of temporal

sovereignty for the free exercise of our supreme authority. With the

records of history in your hand, show that there is no power on earth

which can pretend to be superior or equal to it in the legitimacy of the

right and title from whicli it sprang. If any one, in order to draw

on you the hatred of the multitude, should go about repeating that this

temporal sovereignty is incompatible with the welfare of Italy, and the

prosperity of States, you on the other hand should rejoice that the

safety and the prosperity of nations have nothing to fear from the

sovereignty of the Popes and from the freedom of the Church.

And this, which all know, that the Roman Pontiffs, at all times, be-

stowed the greatest pains in fostering letters and sciences, that they

were the generous protectors of the fine arts, and with a just and

paternal sway they made their people happy. Proclaim, in fine, to the

world, that the public affairs of Italy will never prosper or enjoy per-

manent tranquility, until provision has been made in accordance with

every kind of reason, for the dignity of the Roman See and the liberty

of the Sovereign Pontiff."
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Leo XIII, on February 7, 1879, commemorated with the most

solemn services, performed personally by the Holy Father in the Sistine

Chapel, surrounded and aided by the Pontifical officials, Cardinals and

other ecclesiastical dignitaries, the anniversary of the death of Pius IX,
and by his orders such commemorative services were also held in the

Basilicas of St. John Lateran and St. Mary Major.

So, too, in accordance with the tradition and custom of the Roman

Pontifi^s, and in order to signalize the first year of his Pontificate, and

invoke the Divine blessing on his efforts and on the Church and Catholic

peoples, on February 15th proclaimed a General Jubilee.

On February 20, 1899, the anniversary of his owji election to the

Chair of Peter, he received at the Vatican large number of the faithful

and distinguished persons, and the members of the Sacred College, and

in answer to an address by Cardinal di Pietro, the Holy Father made
an answer, by which he consecrated and committed his Pontificate to the

most fearless and unswerving performance of every duty and responsi-

bility of his difficult and dangerous position. At the same time his

anniversary was celebrated at Perugia with the most joyous and devoted

affection and filial gratitude.

We have already alluded to the abolition of Christian instruction

from the schools of Rome, and related how much the Holy Father took

this subject to heart, and made the most generous sacrifices to provide
schools with Catholic instruction for the children of Rome. Xot content

with having written to his Vicar-General, Cardinal Monaco da Valletta,

a powerful letter on the subject, dated June 26, 1878, but now again
on March 25, 1879, he addressed to the same official another, even

more strenuous, protest against this and all the other wrongs he had

and was then suifering at the hands of the usurping Government of

Italy. A single passage from this noble letter will serve to acquaint

our readers with its exalted and indig-nant character. After reciting

many of the wrongs he suffered, he said:

"We would only observe how badly in this respect, also, provision

was made for the dignity and the liberty of the Roman Pontiff. In

fact, our condition, as the result of the sad series of events to which

we have alone alluded^ is such that we are forced to see error made

free, under the protection of the public laws to erect its chair in Rome,
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while we ourselves are not permitted to use efficacious means to silence

it. Now it is easy to understand how unbecoming it is that the city,

wherein the Vicar of Jesus Christ has his seat, should be contaminated

with impurity, by heresy, and rendered as in Pagan times, the receptacle

of errors, the asylum of sects. Every true reason induces the persuasion

that in this Holy City, consecrated by the blood of the Princes of the

Apostles and so many heroes of Christianity, celebrated even from

Apostolic times for its faith, and whence, as from a center, the life and

light of Christian truth and example must be diffused over all the world,

the religion of Christ ought to reign as mistress and as sovereign, and

the Universal Doctor of the Faith, the Vindicator of Christian morality,

ought to have free power to bar the access against impiety, and to main-

tain therein the purity of Catholic teachings. Also the faithful, who
from every part of the world travel to Rome in pilgrimage, rightly

expect to find in the city of their Supreme Head nothing save strength-

ening for their faith, food for their piety, and splendid examples for

them to imitate, they must be highly embittered and indignant at

beholding, on the contrary, error creeping about within it, and spread-

ing itself to the infinite ruin of souls."

In order to remedy the evil of which he here complained, Leo

XIII constituted a number of Prelates and noble laymen a committee,

to whom he confided the difficult and taxing task of providing primary
Catholic schools for the Roman flock, in which the children of Catholic

families should be instructed in Christian doctrine and duty, and he

sustained their lalx)rs, both by word and purse. He gave, and continued

to give, from the Peter-Pence of the faithful, 100,000 francs

annually; and in the year 1879 he built, with his own private means,

twenty-nine new Catholic schools. He depopulated the un-Christian

State schools by the superior character of the Christian schools. His

generous example was liberally followed by Cardinals, Prelates, priests

and noble laymen, and Cardinal Borromeo, now deceased, besides

giving his personal labors weekly to the cause, spent his entire fortune

for this charitable purpose. We shall see hereafter how he, who, as

Archbishop-Bishop of Perugia, had done so much for higher education,

afterwards, as Sovereign Pontiff, added the highest glories to his

Pontificate by the most exalted efforts he made in that same noble cause.
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To fill the vacancies which, from time to time, exist in the Sacred

College of Cardinals, is one of the most vital and important duties

for the good of the Universal Church, which devolve upon the Sovereign
Pontiff. Leo XIIT, so conscientious in the performance of every duty

throughout his entire life, delayed and expended more than a year in

the gravest consideration of the selections he should make to the exalted

and responsible office of the Cardinalate. If the office of Cardinal

involved no other or higher duty than that august function of electing

for the Church the Sovereign and Supreme Pontiff and Ruler thereof,

the office would be a fearful one. But that other high function of

aiding the Vicar of Christ in the sacred discharge of his Apostolic

duties and administration through the agency of the Sacred Con-

gregations at Rome, adds immeasurably to the dignity, duties and

responsibilities of that exalted and princely office. From the begin-

ning, Leo XIII resolved to act with the utmost circumspection, pru-

dence and discrimination. When his choice was made, the result

shoAved the maturity and profoundness of his mind and judgment
and the purity and elevation of his motives. Thus it was that in the

Consistory of March 12, 1879, he announced his selections and pro-

claimed as Cardinals ten of the most eminent and able, pious and

laborious ecclesiastics in the Church. Three were Italians, two from

France, and one each from Austria, Hungary, Germany, Portugal and

England.
One of the Italians appointed to the Cardinalate was Bishop Ali-

monda, of Albenga, renowned equally for his theological learning

and his zeal for the salvation of souls
;
and the other was the celebrated

Dominieian, Father Thomas Zigliara, so famous for his theological

and philosophical works and for his advocacy of the philosophy of

St. Thomas Aquinas. The other Italian was no other than Joseph

Pecci, the Pope's brother, whose appointment was made at the urgent

request of the members of the Sacred College, on account of his learning

and personal merits, was resisted by the Holy Father, from motives of

delicacy, and finally yielded to, in order to gratify the wishes of the

future colleagues of the new Cardinal, while it was universally acknowl-

edged that Cardinal Pecci won the elevation by his learning, piety and

services.
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Austria, by the Pope's choice, became represented in the Sacred

College by the distingnished Archbishop of Olmiitz, the Landgrave
Frederick of Flirstenberg ; Hungary by the great scholar and munificent

philanthropist, Archbishop Louiss Haynald of Calosca
;
France by

Archbishop Desprez, of Toulouse, and Bishop Pie, of Poitiers
; Portugal

by Archbishop Ferreira dos Santos Silvas
; Germany by that renowned

Catholic Church historian. Dr. Hergenrother.

But it was the newly-appointed English Cardinal, whose selection

created universal interest and called forth not only the applause of the

English-speaking nations of the earth, but, indeed, of all nations and of

all creeds
;
this was the illustrious John Henry Newman, the modest

and learned scholar, theologian and publicist; the ex[>ounder and

defender of Catholic dogma and philosophy ;
a writer, whose pure and

beautiful English almost made his native tongue rival tlie classic Latin
;

the pride of the Oratorians and of the Catholic Church of the British

Islands.

What we have already recorded concerning the high appreciation

entertained by Leo XIII for the philosophy of St. Thomas Aqinas,
and his efforts to introduce the same inte Catholic universities and

colleges, has prepared our readers for the reception of that remarkable

Encyclical, /Eterni Patris, on the same profound subject, and the

introduction of this great study, which now he addressed to the Catholic

world, and which seems to have inaugurated a new intellectual move-

ment and a general struggle towards higher and more scholastic educa-

tion. This profound utterance was completed and issued on August

4, 1879. In the effulgent intellectual light of the philosophy of St.

Thomas, so jx)werfully expounded, by the Roman Pontiff, what will

the nineteenth century now think of the so-called dark ages, which

produced this marvel of intellect, culture and enlightenment.
Far spread and convincing were the good effects of this Encyclical

of Leo XIII recommending the philosophy of St. Thomas, and many
were the sympathetic responses he received in answer thereto from every

part of the world. We have laid before our readers a few brief passages

only from a document so replete with the most profound learning.

From the replies received to it we will give but one, that which emanated

from our own country, the letter of the Cardinal Archbishop of New
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York, and Archbishops Williams, of Boston, and Wood, of Philadelphia,

and their suifragans of fourteen other Episcopal Sees, dated February

20, 1880:

"Most Holy Father:—^We have read, with the greatest joy, the

Encyclical Letter, which Your Holiness addressed in the month of

August to the Bishops of the Catholic world, exhorting them to excite

the zeal of the clergy and of all other learned men, in favor of the

philosophical and theological doctrine and method of St. Thomas.

. . . You have clearly perceived and have proved beyond a doubt,

that it is impossible to meet the errors that crowd in u2X)n us from every

side, unless we return to the ancient methods of philosophy in our

schools. For since men of rebellious minds and unbridled license

of opinion have rejected the teachings of the Fathers and the guidance
of St. Thomas, it is hardly possible to tell how many and what monstrous

errors have taken possession of the schools of philosophy. . . . On
our part we promise to second your desires to the best of our power.

We will see that no school or seminary of higher studies in our

dioceses shall fail to imbue its students with the pure doctrine of St.

Thomas
;
and we thank you, Most Holy Father, for your vindication of

the great Doctor of the Church, and for your efforts to promote the

true progress of all science."

Among the great triumphs of Leo XIII's Pontificate should be

mentioned his successful efforts in mitigating the wrongs suffered by
Catholics among the Eastern peoples, and in securing for them some

measure at least of liberty of conscience and freedom of worship. These

achievements were more than a triumph ; they were a blessing.

In Russia the persecutions of Catholics extended back into the

far past, and it has often been related how, in 1845, the Emperor
Nicholas was made by GregoryXVI to feel the terrible reproofs adminis-

tered to him on his visit to the Vatican
;
when he entered the presence

of the Pope with a countenance radiant with self-complacency and

imperial graciousness, but returned therefrom with a countenance dowm-

cast, pallid and terror-stricken. The conscience-stricken Czar and his

successor, Alexander II, did nothing to mitigate the condition of the

Catholics of their dominions, for, to the honor of the liberty-loving j^eople

of Great Britain, the Parliamentary disclosures of 1877 showed how the
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Hiissian Government used threats and seductions to induce the clergy
to bring their flocks over to the Greek or Russian communion

;
efforts

which had filled the land with contention and violence
; how, in some

provinces the military was used for the conversion of souls, and the

Cossack whip was applied with fifty blows to such as refused the

proffered boon of Greek orthodoxy ;
how fines were added to stripes ;

how
the Uniates, or Catholic United Greeks, were refused the right of

petition for leave to practice their religion, and how they were hunted

down by the Cossacks
; how, in many villages, the scourging of Catholics

by Cossack soldiejs was only arrested in each case by the danger of

death
;
how the poor Catholic peasants, with bleeding backs and sides,

were driven by Cossack lashes through a half-frozen river and into

churches, where their names were registered as converts, while they

openly protested their own ancient faith
;
how entire districts of Siberia

were populated by Catholics exiled from their homes for adhering to

their own faith
;
and how hundreds of thousands of recorded converts

spurned the services of priests not their own, preferring to baptize their

own children and bury their own dead. Some of the Catholic fugitives,

escaping from Siberia and arriving on our ovsti free shores, electrified

the American press and people with indignation at the recital of their

wrongs. In vain had Gregory XVI and Pius IX struggled to shield

their flocks in Russia from the Cossack lash. In 1877 a futile, because

insincere, attempt to establish good relations between the Holy See

and Russia, was followed by the discourteous return of Pius IX's

remonstrance and suggestion of remedies for the evils suffered by
Catholics in Russia, and the consequent dismissal by the Pope of

the Russian Ambassador near the Papal Court.

The accession of Leo XIII to the Papal throne seemed to open new

hope for the Catholics of the East. We have related how the Holy
Father addressed a friendly letter to the Russian Emperor immediately
on his election, and now again on April 12, 1880, he addressed another

letter to the Czar, following up the congratulations already so lately

presented to His Majesty, on his imperial silver jubilee. But Leo's

letter was not the merely formal one usually passing between sovereigns ;

it was an appeal of the Vicar of Christ for the liberty and safety of

his Catholic flock. "We cannot," he wrote, "forbear to profit by this
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opportunity to appeal to your Majesty, beseeching you to bestow your

thoughts and your attention on the cruel condition of the Catholics

belonging to your vast empire. Their state fills us with increasing pain

and anxiety. The deep zeal which moves us in the discharge of our

office of Supreme Pastor of the Church, to provide for the spiritual

needs of these faithful Catholics should, it seems to us, impel your

Majesty, in the midst of so many political revolutions, of so many
convulsions produced by greedy human passions, to grant to the Catholic

Church siich liberty as would assuredly create peace, beget fidelity, and

bind to your person the trusting hearts of your subjects.

''Your Majesty's sense of justice and right moves us to hope that

we can both bring about an accord entirely to our mutual satisfaction.

For your Majesty cannot be ignorant of the fact that the Catholic

religion deems it her duty everj^^here to spread the spirit of peace
and to labor to preserve the tranquility of kingdoms and peoples."

This truly Apostolic letter led^to a visit to the Holy Father by
the two Archdukes of Russia, Sergius and Paul

;
and who can tell

what good results may not have come in time, but for that sudden

assassination of the Czar, which so shocked the feelings of the world

before the passage of another year.

While not discouraged in his efforts in behalf of the persecuted

Catholics of the Russian Empire, the great heart of Leo XIII was

swelling more and more every day with that sublime purpose of seeking

the recx^nciliation and union of the Greek Church with the true Catholic

Universal Church of Christ. His mind, ever watchful for opportunities

to promote his grand conceptions in regard to the unity of Christendom,

he availed himself of the centennial, in 1880, of those great Apostles

of the Slavonic races, spread through Russia and in parts of Austro-

Hungary and Turkey, Saints Cyril and Methodius. He signalized the

occasion by issuing an Encyclical well worthy of ranking with his

other great efforts, and well calculated to draw the Slav peoples towards

Christian unity. The Slavonic peoples showed their deep appreciation,

and they celebrated the centennial proclaimed by the Pope with great

enthusiasm wherever these people lived in any numbers. [NTumerous

answers, teeming with religious and racial enthusiasm, poured into

the Vatican from Bohemia, Croatia, Austro-Hungary, Bulgaria, Servia,
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Bosnia, Herzegovinia and other Slav districts and countries. The

Pope crowned the occasion by issuing, on July, 1881, the Papal

Bull, Ex Hac Augusta, by which he created, in Bosnia and Herzego-

vinia, the national Catholic hierarchies of those countries.

The Slav pilgrimage to Rome and the Vatican was one of the

most interesting events of the year 1881
;

it was one of the pleasing

and beneficial fruits of the Holy Father's paternal solicitude for that

interesting people. They now, in the early part of July, assembled in

Rome to the number of thirteen hundred
;
Slavs from Turkey, Austria,

Hungary, Russia, Germany and Italy. They do not constitute a nation,

but they are very distinctively a race, and their habitat extends from

the river Elbe to the Volga, and from the Baltic to the Mediterranean

Sea. On the present impressive occasion, the contrivance of Russian

officials or Government effort managed to prevent the attendance

of the Slavs of Poland, devoutly attached as they were to the Holy
See. They, the Slavs, came to Rome now for the double purpose of

celebrating the festival of their patron Saints, St. Cyril and St. Metho-

dius, on July 5th, and to show and express their gratitude to the Holy
Father for having extended the obsei-vance of the feast to the Church

generally.

The Slavonic festivities lasted four days at Rome
;
the religious

ceremonies of the pilgrimage, commencing in the ancient Church of

St. Clement, on July 3d, and terminating on the 6th. The audience

granted them by the Holy Father took place on the 5th, near mid-day,

in the Hall of the ^'Cena," where the spectacle was at once splendid and

picturesque. Contrast the central scene, embracing the venerable Pon-

tiff, clothed in the white garments of the Papal office, and seated on his

throne, surrounded by the Cardinals, clad in scarlet, with the long rows,

extending along both sides of the elegant hall, of the Slavonic pilgrims,

in their unique national costumes, the Slav nobles in rich and costly

garments, while the peasants wore long linen coats or white linen

jackets with scarlet sleeves; the women wearing bright and gaudy-

colored handkerchiefs on their heads, arranged in a fashion resembling

the Oriental style. The long, white beards of the aged pilgrims, the

flowing beards and Oriental barettas of the priests present resembling

those of the Greek clergy, increased the interest of the occasion, as well
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as the unique character of the spectacle. The scene, already so

picturesque, was enlivened and made far more brilliant by the two rows

of Swiss guards in their black and yellow uniforms, with halberds and

helmets, and extending through the center of and keeping open a pas-

sageway in the hall.

Bishop Strossmayer read the address of these devout and interest-

ing pilgrims, to the Holy Father, whereupon the Pope addressed to them

these beautiful words of welcome: "Beloved sons, your presence has

been expected and desired in this City of Rome, which is at the head

of the Catholic world, and our paternal heart rejoices and exults so

greatly that we say to you, as the Apostle St. Paul said to Titus, 'God

has greatly comforted us by your coming.'
"

Then, after other paternal

words, concluding, he said: "May you return to your country and be

happy; you will tell your brothers what you have seen and heard at

Rome. You will tell them that we embrace all those great and generous

nations of the Slavonic name with our paternal affection; and that we

desire nothing better for them than to see them adhere, with invincible

faith, to the Catholic Church, so that, preserved on that holy ark, they

may escape the Deluge. Convey to them also that Apostolic bene-

diction, which we affectionately accord to you, one and all." The

Slavs then presented the gifts of their countries to the Holy Father,

their principal men were personally presented to the Pope, and, amid

a volume of deafening applause, their native taste for grand ceremonials

was again gratified by the imposing procession concluding the audience.

To the Eastern Gree^ks, and to the peoples outside of Greece still

clinging to the Greek liturg}-, he also opened his heart, and he undertook

to elevate and enlarge the standard of studies in the Greek College of

St. Athanasius, founded at Rome, in 1577, by Gregory XIII, and he

procured for its chairs the finest and most distinguished Greek profes-

sors; he also founded in the college a new chair for the history, theory

and practice of the Greek liturgy, and one for the ecclesiastical chair,

and he erected a new wing to the college, which was solemnly dedicated

and blessed on the feast of St. Athanasius, May 2, 1886, Besides the

students from all nations, studying at Rome, the Holy Father had the

consolation of seeing in the Greek College students from Sicily,

Calabria, Naples, Leghorn, Malta, Corsica, Greece proper, and from
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Roumauia, Bulgaria, from the Ruthenian branches, aud the Mcl-

chites.

The Apostolic zeal of Leo XIII extended to the Christians of the

Turkish Empire in Asia, of Persia, and other Eastern countries. In

his Allocution of February 28, 1879, he went into great details on the

Eastern Churches and his works therein, for through European ambas-

sadors to the East he had promoted peace and secured freedom of

religion in Inany Eastern countries. He obtained from the Sultan of

Turkey recognition of the patriarch of Chaldea and of the patriarch of

Babylon ;
succeeded in removing the schism prevailing in Zachan, a

diocese of Mesopotamia, and in restoring peace between the Jacobite

iSTestorians of Syria and the Catholics of the Syrian rite, who had kept

up a long and sanguinaiy feud between them. Leo also, through his

Delegate Apostolic at Constantinople, obtained a reference to the

English and French ambassadors of the dispute between the Syrian
Catholic Patriarch and the Turkish Government, which had led to the

seizure of the Catholic churches of the Nestorians,
—the decision was

in favor of the Catholics, and many conversions followed. Leo, by this

I

address and good management, removed a prevailing schism from among
i the Armenians, and he gave his untiring labor to the work of healing a

schism, which had been purposely fomented in the East on account of the

promulgation of the dogma of Papal Infallibility, just as Dollinger had

done with greater persistency in Germany ;
and it was a noble spectacle

to see, in 1870 and 1880, Armenian prelates, recently in schisms, coming
to Rome to make their reconciliation at the feet of Leo XIII. He
bestowed uix)n Monsignor Ilassun, the Armenian Patriarch, the honors

of the Cardinalate. On March 1, 1881, he founded, at Rome, the

Armenian College, sent a colony of Jesuits to the East to establish a

local college among them, and a colony of Brothers of the Christian

Schools to bestow upon the Armenians the boon of parochial schools. To

the Chaldeans, presided over by the Patriarch Abolionan, he sent a

number of able Dominicans, who founded a fine and successful

seminary at Mossoul, on the banks of the Tigres. The Holy Father's

grand conception for the East was the creation of two great central

schools, one in Athens and the other in Constantinople. What more

sublime efforts than those which aimed at the restoration of religion in
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the Eastern cradle lands by him who, as Monsignor O'Reilly has
\

eloquently said, had already founded an ^'advanced post of Christianity ]

and civilization, planted by Leo XIII near the frontiers of the Persian

Gulf, and in the birthivlace of Ileber, of Abraham and Sarah ?"*

The noble policy of Leo XIII towards the Orientals was marked

by the finest strokes of the statesman, and by the most devoutly con-

ceived efforts of Apostolic zeal. From the Propaganda and the Anue-

nian College at Rome, he helped to send forth missionaries to convert

the wide-spread followers of Mahomet. But we have seen him already

sending Jesuits, Dominicans and Christian Brothers to the East. In

1883, he appointed the Most Reverend Doctor Thomas, Archbishop of

Adrianopolis, a Lazarist, the Delegate-Apostolic in Persia. Xaw-ed-Din

Shah, the Emperor of Persia, was liberal in his views and was made
tolerant towards Christians by travel in Christian countries. The oldest

and the third sons of the Em|>eror were favorable to Christians, and

tolerant in their conduct
;
so much so, that Archbishop Thomas and his

Lazarist brethren made favorable reports to Rome of the condition and

prospects of Catholicity in that interesting land, Leo XIII, in his

enlightened policy, bestowed upon the two sons of the Emperor the

Grand Cross of the Order of Pius IX, and the presentation of these

dazzling insignia of this Christian Knighthood took place with the great-

est solemnity, on March 2 and 5, 1886, at Teheran. In the absence of

Archbishop Thomas, the Lazarist Father Domengue was escorted by the

French ambassador in his carriage, accompanied by a brilliant and

numerous military escort to the palace, and the whole ceremony made a

profound impression on a court and jDeople so appreciative of solemn

ceremonies. These honors elicited explanations of Persian imperial

jwlicy of the most liberal kind towards Christians and the princes

expressed the hope of some day visiting the Holy Father in the Vatican.

Following up his wise Oriental policy, the Pope next endeavored to

establish friendly relations between the Vatican and the Chinese and

elapanese nations. Catholic missionaries w^ere already in those coun-

tries, but the friendly and conciliating acts of the Pontiff went further

to protect the Catholic missionaries in the far East than the bayonets

of the Christian powers. Unfortunately the intrigues or the military

* " Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, p. 397,
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aggressions of the latter, in the struggle for territorial aggrandizement,

frequently defeated the efforts of the Vicar of Christ to win citizens for

the Kingdom which is to come. On February 1, 1885, Leo XIII
addressed a personal letter to the Emperor of China, chiefly aimed

at securing i)rotection for the Catholic missionaries. The French

Government, through whose agency all intercourse with China had

heretofore been carried on, by the French Embassies, unwisely showed

a disposition to take offense at the Pope opening direct communication

with the Court of China, but this narrow view subsequently yielded to

the broader conceptions of the Holy Father.

So, also, on May 13, 1885, Leo XIII addressed a letter directly

to the Emperor of Japan, whose country had been, in the past, con-

secrated by the blood of many Christian martyrs, and where the

Church now maintained Vicariates Aix)stolic and numerous missions.

These Apostolic letters were followed by one which the Holy Father

addressed to the King of the Shoa Gallas, in Abyssinia, an equally

solicitous and Apostolic letter. But here, too, as in many other

instances, the Holy Father encountered more or less hostility among
the Orientals, which had been provoked by the grasping policies of

the Christian powers of Europe. This fact shows the profound wis-

dom of Leo XIII in treating directly with the Oriental potentates,

and trusting rather to the aid of Heaven and the inherent merits of his

cause than to the military and naval power of earthly governments.
In his first Encyclical, Inscrutahili, of April 21, 1878, the Holy

Father had made some allusion to that most important subject. Christian

marriages, but, as it was his custom to return, in due season, to

imjx)rtant religious and social interests already, but not exhaustively,

treated, we now find him closing the second year of his Pontificate

with one of his great and profound Encyclicals, devoted especially

to the subject of marriage and divorce. It is dated on February

10, 1880. In this admirable letter the Holy Father instructs the

world on that most important of human and sacred reflations, the

one which lies at the foundation of our civilization. What could be

more paternal, what more Apostolic, than these zealous words of

Leo XIII?

"Venerable brethren, that these teachings and precepts concern-

17
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ing Christian marriage, which we have thought it our duty to com- !

municate to you, by the present Letter, apply as much to the preserva- I

tion of civil society as to the eternal salvation of men. God grant i

that the more valuable these teachings are, the greater may be

the docility with which they are received, and the more prompt the

submission they will meet with in the minds of men I To this end,

let all ardently and humbly pray for the aid of the Blessed and

Immaculate Virgin, in order that having inspired submission to the

faith, she may aid mankind as mother and guide, and let us, with

the same fervor, beseech Peter and Paul, the princes of the Apostles,
'

the conquerors of superstition, the sowers of truth, that the human
race may be saved by their protection from the outburst of human
errors."

While the Encyclical, which as we have seen Leo XIII issued

in exaltation of the philosophy and the fame of St. Thomas Aquinas,
is his greatest tribute to the Angelic Doctor, he never ceased during -

his whole Pontificate to add cumulative tributes to that great guide
of the human intellect. On the feast of St. Thomas, March 7, 1880,

Avhich was also the fiftieth anniversary of the reception of the Doctor's

Cap by the Holy Father, about three thousand persons, mostly the

heads of universities, colleges, seminaries and academies, were received

at the Vatican, their object being to assure the Holy Father of

their acceptance of his recommendations in favor of Christian science,

and their determination to labor in the cause of St. Thomas Aquinas
and his philosophy. One of the tributes of the Pope to this great
school of Christian teaching was the brief, which he issued to give

practical shajje to this movement, and in which, for the glory of

Almighty God and the honor of the Angelic Doctor, for the increase

of learning, and the common advantages of human society, he declared

St. Thomas, the Angelic Doctor, the Patron of Catholic Universities,

Academies, Faculties and Schools."

The office of the Sovereign Pontiff imposed upon his shoulders

the duty of guarding the religious and spiritual interests of the

Catholic flock in every part of the world. It was with his characteristic

zeal, therefore, that he, who had so earnestly looked after the welfare

of the Eastern Catholics^ now felt his heart moved by the danger
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threatening the Catholics and the Church of Belgium. For in that

country no efforts could separate the interests of religion, since, for

so many years, the infidel element there, not content with the liberty

they enjoyed there, in respect to their own affairs, had commenced, and

long maintained, a crusade against the Church and Catholic education,

under the pretext of maintaining Liberalism in the Government. This

led to the formation of a Catholic party in Belgium, where Catholics

were in the majority, for the preservation of their common rights

under the law. A Catholic ministry was in power, but, in 1880, the

Radicals and Liberals, after persistent efforts, succeeded in hurling

this administration from power. An openly-avowed purpose to drive

religious teachers and teachings from the schools was one of their

measures
; they were now triumphant, and they boasted of what they

intended to do. Atheists and infidels, organized under the deceptive

title of liberalism and non-sectarianism, were to supersede the hereditary

and natural teachings of a nation always Catholic. In Belgium, as in

France, by means difficult to comprehend in other countries, the

ministry got into power, and one of their first despotic acts was to

banish God and His religion from the schools and to thoroughly destroy

their Christian character. The Catholics of the country, who had lost

the day at the elections, had now to incur the labor and expense of

founding Catholic schools, and maintaining them, at their own expense.

Fortunately, they had the brave and untiring Cardinal Deschamps,

Archbishop of Molines, at their head, and the Catholic schools, thus

founded at such sacrifices, depleted the liberal and godless schools of

the ministry. There was freedom enough left, under the Constitution

and Four Liberties of Belgium to allow this. But what the infidel

ministry could not prevent under the Belgian Constitution, they unwit-

tingly hoped to accomplish by an appeal to the Pope, as if the Vicar

of Christ could be induced to turn against his own, especially as he

had, for over thirty years in Perugia, been the champion of Catholic

education and the defender of the principle that religion was an essential

.part of the education of youth.

But Leo XIII, by his long and active residence in Belgium, as

Papal ISTuncio, understood thoroughly the condition of the Church and

of education in that country. In his reply to the letter of the Belgian
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hierarchy the Pope regarded the acts of the Government as attacks

upon the Church, and as an injury done to the Holy See. "This event

filled our soul with sadness," said His Holiness, "but God, in His

goodness, has deigned to make use of you to send to us the words of

consolation. That which consoles us is to see you perfectly united,

not only in lamenting what has happened, but likewise in repelling,

with all your efforts, the assaults against the Church
;
and it is the

zeal which you have displayed in the fulfillment of the duties of the

Episcopate, your constant solicitude in defending the cause of religion,

the firmness of your conduct, temi>ered by the spirit of moderation and

of Christian prudence. Hence we do not hesitate to send 3^ou these

eulogiums which are due to you."

The failure of the effort of the ministry to induce the Pope to

silence the protests and apj^eals of the Belgian hierarchy was followed

by the suppression of the Belgian legation to the Holy See. Not con-

tent with writing the Belgian Bishops the resolute letter, of which

the above passage is but a small extract, which was dated July 27,

1880, the Pope subsequently, in the Consistory of August 23d, spoke
to the Cardinals in still more defiant terms, extending his words to the

existence of the same evils in other countries, and announced his resolu-

tion of resisting such "evils which are directed against the Church,"

even, if necessary, at the cost of his life.

Tn consequence of his impaired health. Cardinal !Nina had asked

and obtained from the Pope his release from the important and

laborious office of Papal Secretary of State. The Holy Father then

appointed as his Secretary of State that eminent ecclesiastic, Cardinal

Ludovico Jacobini, who, as the representative of the Holy See, had

rendered such valuable services to the Church in Austria and Germany.
On November 10, 1880, Leo XIII gave a special audience to

the Irish Bishops of Cashel and Emly, Limerick, Cloyne, Kerry and

Ross. In this interview the Holy Father made reference to the con-

dition of Ireland, and especially to the land agitation and the disorders,

which, he said, according to reports, followed in its track. Arch-

bishop Croke endeavored to explain matters to the Holy Father, assuring

him that the reported disorders had been exaggerated, and the means

adopted in Ireland for obtaining political redress were constitutional.
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He cited the similar agitations, which had accompanied the gaining of

Catholic Emancipation, Title Eeform, the Reforms of the Corn Laws,
and other measures wherein England conceded the political boons now

enjoyed by the Irish portion of the British Empire.
"Two things," said the Holy Father, "weigh miiich upon my mind,

and are all-important to this question. The first is the preservation
of the Catholic faith among the Irish people. Upon this point, I

confess, I have the less anxiety, for the past history of Ireland is a

pledge for the future, and I have no fear that the Irish, who have

preserved their faith through centuries of misfortune, will ever

abandon it. The second is the union of the Bishops and clergy with

their people, and the imperative necessity that no revolutionary prin-

ciples should be introduced or allowed to take root among them."

The Bishops again used their strongest arguments to remove the

apprehensions of the Holy Father, who, however, again dwelt on the

importance of preserving union between the clergy and people, and the

prevention of all revolutionary principles. Monsignor O'Reilly, who,
in his admirable work on Pope Leo XIII, gives an entire chapter to

"Leo XIII and Ireland," says: "What was needed at that moment in

Ireland itself, to prevent the organization and growth of these secret

societies, to keep the people out of them, and to repress their deeds of

violence and blood, was a cordial union of the Bishops among themselves

and with their priests, and a thorough understanding with the political

leaders, who possessed the confidence of the nation. Unhappily, in

1880 and the four following years, no such union existed or appeared,

probable."*

But there could never be any just question of Leo's affection and

admiration for Ireland. On Xovember 20th, a final audience with the

Irish Bishops elicited from him the warmest acknowledgments of Ire-

land's affection for him and of his purpose of laboring for her welfare,

and, if necessary, in her defense. So, too, on January 3, 1881, in his

letter to the Archbishop of Dublin, Leo XIII said : "We gratefully

commend their virtues, which adversity so profoundly tries
;
and that

not for a short interval of time, but already for centuries and ages.

With supreme fortitude and constancy they have chosen to endure all

* "Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor O'Reilly," p. 425.
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sufferings rather than forsake, even in the least point, the faith of their

fathers, and their ancient fidelity to this Apostolic See. It is, moreover,

their singular glory, enduring even to this day, that the noblest examples

of all other virtues have never been wanting among them."

It is one of l^e saddest features in our modern civilization, and

one which stands in glaring contrasts with the oft-repeated boasts of

our nineteenth century, that the extremes of human society are farther

off than ever from union and accord, and a warfare marked by assassina-

tions, dynamite and conspiracies against all government, mark our era

as distinctively as the march of intellect, the achievements of genius,

the foundations of splendid charities and the wonderful amelioration

of the condition of the poor. Appalling are those crimes, and yet how

impressive is the contrast, when closely together, in time, the autocratic

government of Russia witnessed the assassination of its Emperor,
Alexander II, and the free and magnanimous Republic of America wit-

nessed the assassination of its President, James A. Garfield !

On the death of the Emperor of Russia, Leo XIII immediately

sent the Cardinal Secretary of State to the two Russian Princes, then

on a visit to Rome, to express his profound regTet and sorrow at so

grievous an event. At the same time His Holiness sent a telegram to

the new Emperor, Alexander III, communicating the same sentiments,

and assuring him of his good wishes for the success, prosperity and

happiness of the new ruler of that vast and great empire. Alexander

III soon sent his reverent and grateful answer to the Pope, and

expressed his high appreciation for the Holy Father's kindness and

sympathy.
In August, 1881, Leo XIII, in common with all good men, re-

ceived, with profound sorrow, the news of the assault made on the

President of the United States, and in September received the sad news

of the President's death. On the former occasion, by his direction,

Cardinal Jacobini, the Papal Secretary of State, wrote to the American

Secretary of State the following letter of condolence and hope for the

President's recovery:
"Rome, August 15, 1881.

"Hon. James G. Blaine, Secretary of State, Washington :

"As the Holy Father learned, with painful surprise and profound sorrow, of

the horrid attempt, of which the President of the Republic was the victim, so now
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he is happy to felicitate his Excellency upon the news that his precious life is now
out of danger, and will ever pray that God may grant him speedy and complete

recovery of his health, and long spare him to the benefit of the United States. The

undersigned has the honor to join in these sentiments of sincere congratulations and

wishes for comple,te recovery.

"L. Cardinal Jacobini."

It will be observed with pleasure by every American reader, that

the Secretary of State of the United States, while acknowledging the

kind sentiments of the Pope, paid a just tribute to the patriotism and

loyalty of the Catholic citizens of the country.

"Washington, August 22.

"To His Eminence L. Cardinal Jacobini, Rome:
"Please convey to His Holiness the sincere thanks with which this Government

receives the kind expression of his prayerful interest in behalf of our stricken

President. Since your message was sent, the President's condition has been changed,

and we are now filled with anxiety, but not without hope. The President has been

deeply touched by the pious interest for his recovery shown by all churches, but by
none more widely or more devoutly than by those of the Roman Catholic Com-

munion,

"James G. Blaine, Secretary of State."

The death of President Garfield, after so brave a struggle for life,

and so much skillful and tender effort, and so much suffering, elicited

from Rome the following gentle and kind communication :

"Rome, September 22, 1881.

"To His Excellency the Minister of Foreign Affairs, Washington:
"The loss of the illustrious President of the United States, James A. Garfield,

caused deep sorrow to the Holy Father. His Holiness directs me to present his

condolence to your Excellency and to the Government, and his best wishes for the

prosperity of the Republic.

"L. Cardinal Jacobini."

To which the following answer was promptly sent:

"Department of State,

"Washington, September 22, 1881.

"To His Eminence Cardinal Jacobini, Rome:
"The considerate and comprehensive expression of sympathy from His Holiness

is very grateful to the bereaved family of the late President, and in their name, and

in behalf of this Government, I return profound thanks.

"Blaine, Secretary of State."

The benig-nity with which, as we have related, the Holy Father

granted a Jubilee to the Catholic world on his accession to the Papal
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throne, was again moved, in 1881, to bestow a similar blessing, and

he issued his Apostolic letter, proclaiming a General Jubilee, to the Uni-

versal Church on March 12th. There is always joy in the Jubilee,

because it seems to bring mankind nearer to God and to heaven. Yet

the occasion may be one of sadness in itself, one rather of supplication

than of rejoicing, and the Jubilee may be a season of penance and

prayer. The Pontifical letter recounted the sufferings and sorrows

of the Church, the dispersion of the Vatican Council, the usurpation of

the Patrimony of the Church and the seizure of Rome, and the impedi-

ments encompassing the independence of the Sovereign Pontiff. The

Holy Father laments "that those who are at enmity with the Catholic

name are now becoming insolent, in number, power, and audacity of

design. Not satisfied with openly casting off the heavenly doctrines,

they are striving, with supreme effort and assault, either to exclude

the Church altogether from the civil society of men, or at least to

render it powerless in the public life of nations. . . . The bitterest

results of this conspiracy of wickedness fall chiefly on the Roman Pon-

tiff; to whom, spoiled of his legitimate rights, and hindered in the

exercise of his supreme and manifold prerogatives, there is left a

semblance of royal majesty, as if in mockery." . . . "We are

more truly in the powder of our enemies than in our own
;
but that

very use of liberty, w^hich is conceded to us, forasmuch as it may be

taken away or lessened at the will of another, has no sure foundation

of stability and constancy. In the meanwhile, by daily experience, it

is manifest that the contagion of evil is spreading more and more

through the whole body of the Christian Commonwealth, and is being

extended to greater numbers. For the nations that are turned away
from the Church fall daily into greater miseries; and when the

Catholic faith is once extinguished or weakened, the high road to

extravagance of opinion, and to desire of innovation, is close at hand.

For, when the supreme an3 exalted power of him, who is Vicar of

Christ on earth, is despised, it is manifest that human authority has left

to it no curb strong enough to hold in the unsubdued spirits of revolt,

or to control, in the multitude, the heat of license, which is beside itself.

In these causes, the civil society of m]en, though it has already

encountered great calamities, is terrified by the anticipation of gi-eater

dangers."
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CHAPTEK XV.

FiTNERAT. OF PlUS IX. CANONIZATION. IeELAND. LeO^S PoLICY.

His Mass. Encyclical on the Rosary.

m E have already had occasion to give some account of the

unfortunate scenes enacted in Rome, on the occasion of

the translation of the venerable remains of Pope Pius

IX, from their temporary place of sacred deposit

in St. Peter's to their permanent resting place, chosen by

himself, the Basilica of San Lore"nzo, outside the walls of Rome. That

.mention of the painful subject was made in demonstration of the oft-

asserted, and sometimes disputed, fact, that Leo XIII, by reason

of the moral condition and prevailing sentiment among the enemies

of the Papacy at Rome, is compelled to live in seclusion
;
and that he is

in fact a prisoner in the Vatican. We now refer to the subject again

for the purpose of giving the historical narrative of that unworthy
event.

A permanent grave having been prepared in the Basilica of San

Lorenzo, for the remains of the good and great Pius IX, now on the

night of July 12, 1881, in compliance with the directions contained in

the will of the deceased Pontiff, his remains were reverently removed

from St. Peter's and interred at San Lorenzo's
;
the night time having

been selected for the purpose, as presenting less danger of excitement

or disturbance. Every precaution had been taken at the Vatican to

prevent trouble, for the ruling authorities were duly notified in order

that they might provide adequate ix)lice protection for the sacred

function—a thing which they failed to do. The sense of propriety,

common to civilized nations, was shocked throughout the world, by the

unexpected and unworthy occurrences of that night.

Fearing lest other insults would be offered to the remains of his

noble predecessor, Leo XIII took the precaution of having the tomb

(299)
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CHAPTER XV.

Funeral of Pius IX. Canonization. Ireland. Leo's Policy.

His Mass. Encyclical on the Rosary.

m E have already had occasion to give some account of the

unfortunate scenes enacted in Rome, on the occasion of

the translation of the venerable remains of Pope Pius

IX, from their temjx)rary place of sacred deposit

in St. Peter's to their permanent resting place, chosen by

himself, the Basilica of San LoreUzo, outside the walls of Rome. That

.mention of the painful subject was made in demonstration of the oft-

asserted, and sometimes disputed, fact, that Leo XIII, by reason

of the moral condition and prevailing sentiment among the enemies

of the Papacy at Rome, is compelled to live in seclusion
;
and that he is

in fact a prisoner in the Vatican. We now refer to the subject again

for the purpose of giving the historical narrative of that unworthy
event.

A permanent grave having been prepared in the Basilica of San

Lorenzo, for the remains of the good and great Pius IX, now on the

night of July 12, 1881, in compliance with the directions contained in

the will of the deceased Pontiff, his remains were reverently removed

from St. Peter's and interred at San Lorenzo's
;
the night time having

been selected for the purpose, as presenting less danger of excitement

or disturbance. Every precaution had been taken at the Vatican to

prevent trouble, for the ruling authorities were duly notified in order

that they might provide adequate jx)lice protection for the sacred

function—a thing which they failed to do. The sense of propriety,

common to civilized nations, was shocked throughout the world, by the

imexpected and unworthy occurrences of that night.

Fearing lest other insults would be offered to the remains of his

noble predecessor, Leo XIII took the precaution of having the tomb
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in San Lorenzo's inclosed with an iron railing. Telegrams, letters of

sympathy and manifestations of loyalty were npw poured in upon the

Pope, on this occasion, from every part of the Christian world. What-

ever differences of opinion may prevail among non-Catholics as to the

relations of the Papacy to the Kingdom of Italy, there existed no

diversity of sentiment among them all on the subject of the insults

heaped upon the memory of the deceased Pontiff, or the indignities

extended to Leo XIII, while he was honoring the memory and executing

the dying wishes of his venerable predecessor. The savages of Darkest

Africa could not have behaved worse towards the most obscure members

of the human race, while carried by his surviving friends to his grave.

While the foregoing occurrence caused the rumors of the Pope's intention

to leave Rome to be more than ever agitated by the Italian papers, there

was one among the countless addresses and letters of sympathy now

received by the Holy Father, which went forth from the loyalty of the

true Italian people :

"Most Holy Fathek : The sad echo of the events accomplished in

Rome on the night of July 13th, against the venerated body of your

august predecessor, Pius IX
;
and against the majesty of the Roman

Pontificate, as well as the insults and resolutions against your supreme

authority, which have been repeated in and outside of Rome, have filled

us with grief and indignation. To satisfy the necessities of your heart,

we protest as Catholics, as your children, against such attacks against

our Master and Father. We glory in giving public and spontaneous
adhesion to your Allocution of August 4th

;
we acknowledge with you

that you have been deprived of that liberty to which you have a sacred

right, and we loudly demand in the face of the world the cessation

of that condition of the Vicar of Jesus Christ, which is a menace

to our consciences and to the conscience of all the Catholics of the

world. And also as Italians, Holy Father, we protest against the

unmerited wrong done to our poor country, by the commission of such

crimes in her name, and in clothing these infernal plots under the

pretext of her welfare. We affirm that the Papacy is the glory of

Italy; that Italy can be envied by all civilized nations, principally

through means of the Papacy ;
and that, far from having in the Papacy

an obstacle to her true welfare, it is only by remaining Catholic, and
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respecting the rights and independence of the Papacy that Italy may
secure her proper prosperity and grandeur. Bless us, Holy Father,

and may God grant a termination to your bitter trials, and save us all."

Side by side with the earthly trials of the Vicar of Christ, there

occurred with Leo XIII, as with his predecessors for centuries, and

especially with his immediate predecessor, Pius IX, the alternation of

those religious, spiritual and heavenly consolations which it is one of

the highest privileges of the Sovereign Pontiffs to enjoy, in co-operation

with the Catholic world, and which are unknown outside of the Catholic

Church, The Communion of Saints is never so gloriously exemplified,

as when the Vicar of Christ accords, in the most solemn manner, the

honors of the altar to those illustrious members of the Church, who

have lived the lives of saints, died in the odor of sanctity, or won the

crown of martyrdom. It was thus that one of the crowning glories

of the third vear of the Pontificate of Leo XIII was that sublime

Pontifical act by which he canonized in heaven four holy and sanctified

servants of God and members of the Church. These canonized saints

were Blessed Giovanni Battista de Rossi, Canon of Santa Maria in

Cosmedin
;

Father Lorenzo da Brindisi, Capuchin of the Minor

Observants of St. Francis
;
Benedict Joseph Labre, layman ;

and Sister

Clare of the Cross, of Montefalco, Augustinian Xun. It was the first

canonization performed by Leo XIII, and took place on December 8,

1881.

Among the many Pontifical acts of Leo XIII, during the year

1882, was the grant of special indulgences to such pilgrims as should

visit the tomb of the great Saint Teresa. Later in the year he increased

these indulgences by bestowing them ujx)n those making the triduum

in her honor at the celebration of her tercentenary. Also the second

canonization by Leo XIII took place on January 15th, when he placed

in the calendar of saints Blessed Alfonso de Orozco, a member of the

Augustinian Order
;
the venerable Brother Carlo da Lezzi

;
and Fra

Umile da Bisignano, a member of the Franciscan Order.

So also, on January 25, 1882, the Holy Father issued a second

Encyclical in favor of the philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. And

here it must be remarked that the repeated acts of this learned Pope and

scholar, the foremost statesman and thinker of his age, can but have a
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special and profound significance. There was something in the ideas,

methods of thought and investigation, the fundamental principles or the

absence of fundamental principles, the social and political convictions,

the relations of the different classes of society to each other, and the

results of all these things on the happiness of the world and the realiza-

tion by it of the benign fruits of Christ's redemption, that must have

moved this great Pontiff, the Vicar of Christ, to adopt St. Thomas

Aquinas as his guide in the investigation of truth, and to have so

often in his public life and acts, urged mankind to follow the philo-

sophical system and method of that profound Doctor. The Baconian

system, depending chiefly on induction, had, no doubt, while correct

in itself and in its proper sphere of investigation of truth in the physical

order, laid the foundation of the present widespread prevalence of

agnosticism. If so true a Catholic as Schlegel, and so learned and

philosophical a thinker and writer, in his Philosophy of History, gave

a preference to the Baconian system to that of the Schools and of the

Catholic Doctors, it became the great vocation of Leo XIII to give

^he clarion call to mankind to return to those approved and unerring

inethods of metaj^hysical thought, study and investigation, which are

so essential to a proper discrimination between the various fields of

truth, and especially between metaphysical truth and the truths of

physical science. It would be impossible, under the guidance of St.

Thomas, to see, in the physical universe, evidences that the world existed

and was governed by laws independently of an all-powerful, eternal and

all-sufficient Creator and Ruler.

On August 1, 1882, the Holy Father issued another brief on the

condition of Ireland, addressed to Archbishop McCabe, of Dublin, and

the other Bishops of Ireland.

On August 28, 1882, the Holy Father addressed a letter through

the Archbishop of Baltimore, thanking the Catholics of America for

their generosity to the Holy See, as shown in their liberal contributions of

Peter-Pence; and on September 17th he issued one of his fineEncyclicals

to the Archbishops and Bishops of the Catholic Church, on the recur-

rence of the seventh centenary of St. Francis of Assisi, thus showing
how vivid in the aged and ever-active and busy Pontiff were the impres-

sions made on the heart of the devout boy of Carpineto, the admirer of
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the Franciscans. And again, early in January, 1883, Leo XITI

addressed another Apostolic Letter to the Archbishop of Dublin on the

political agitation in Ireland, the third in the series of Letters manifest-

ing his solicitude for the well-being of Ireland and the deep interest he

took in the affairs of that country. He had previously, on March 27th,

called the Most Reverend Archbishop McCalx?, of Dublin, to a seat in

the Sacred College of Cardinals.

The solicitude of Leo XIII for the people of Ireland, and for the

redress of the grievances which her people had been engaged in the

most serious and momentous agitation for so many years to remove,
and his anxiety that in such a struggle by a Catholic people all their

measures should conform to Christian rules and principles, that

on May 10, 1883, he addressed another paternal letter to them through
their venerated hierarchy. The object of this communication was to

prohibit the Catholic priesthood of Ireland from proceeding further in

the movement for obtaining and presenting to Charles Stewart Parnell,

then the political leader of the country, a testimonial from the Irish

jDCople. The Holy Father's Letter read as follows :

'^Whatever may be the case as regards Mr. Parnell himself and his

object, it is, at all events, proved that many of his followers have on

many occasions adopted a line of conduct in open contradiction to the

rules laid down by the Supreme Pontiif in his letter to the Cardinal

Archbishop of Dublin, and contained in the instructions sent to the

Irish Bishops by this Sacred Congregation, and unanimously adopted

by them at their recent meeting at Dublin. It is true, according to

those instructions, it is lawful for the Irish to seek redress for their

grievances, and to strive for their rights; but always, at the same

time, observing the Divine maxim, to seek first the Kingdom of God

and His justice, and remembering also that it is wicked to further any

cause, no matter how just, by illegal means.

"It is, therefore, the duty of all the clergy, and especially of the

Bishops, to curb the excited feelings of the multitude, and to take every

opportunity with timely exhortations to recall them to the justice and

moderation which are necessary in all things, that so they may not be

led away by greed of gain to mistake evil for good, or to place their

hopes of public prosperity in criminal acts. Hence, it follows.
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that it is not permitted to any of the clergy to depart from these

rules themselves, or to take part in, or in any way promote, move-

ments inconsistent with prudence, and with the duty of calming men's

minds. It is certainly not forbidden to collect for the relief of distress

in Ireland; but at the same time the aforesaid Apostolic mandates

absolutely condemn such collections as are raised in order to inflame

popular passions, and to be used as the means for leading men into

rebellion against the laws. Above all things, they, the clergy, must hold

themselves aloof from such subscriptions, when it is plain that hatred

and dissensions are aroused by them, that distinguished jDersons are

loaded with insults, that never in any way are censures pronounced

against the crimes and murders with Avhich wicked men stain them-

selves, and especially when it is asserted that the measure of patriotism

is in proportion to the amount of money given or refused, so as to

bring the j^eople under the pressure of intimidation.

"In these circumstances it must be evident to your Lurdshijjs, that

the collection called the 'Pamell Testimonial Fund' cannot be approved

by the Sacred Congregation, and consequently it cannot be tolerated

that any ecclesiastic, much less a Bishop, should take any part whatever

in recommending or promoting it. Meanwhile we pray God long to

preserve your Lordship."

While condemning all recourse to unlawful means, the Holy
Father rej^eatedly announced the principle "that it is l)oth right and

lawful for all who suffer wrong to seek redress by all lawful means "*

Leo XIII, whose mind often reverted to the salutary influences

in the world and in society of the spirit of St. Francis, again returned

to the subject in May, 1883, and on the thirtieth of tliat month, he

issued his brief, by which the Third Order of St. Francis was reconsti-

tuted and its rules revised and adapted to the necessities of our own

age. He said most pertinently: "It is the special work of the Church

wisely to adapt the law, so far as may be, to the age and its manners,
and at all times to observe the greatest discretion, both in precepts and

in requirements. And the result of this habitual charity and wisdom

is, that the Church is enabled to join an absolute and eternal unchangea-

bility of doctrine to a prudent variation of discipline."

* Monsignor O'Reilly's "Life of Leo XIII," p. 432.
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In a Pontificate so full of the most important measures of supreme

spiritual government and of Papal administration, it would be difficult

to say what features in the public life and career of Leo XIII were

the most fruitful, successful, brilliant and useful to Christianity and

to mankind. In the midst of an unsurpassed series of the most im-

portant public sei^ices, however, two leading features in the countless

services he has j^erformed for the benefit of the human race, the very

highest admiration and appreciation, in the judgment of the author,

are due to his exalted, profound and learned teachings of great religious,

moral and social truths, and to his able and skillful management of the

interests of the Church and of the Catholic body, in' his administrative

and diplomatic dealings with the various nations of the earth. These

are the two leading and most renowned features in the Pontificate of

Leo XIIT, while his Pontificate is noted for many other transcendent

measures and services.

We have already related the conciliatory and friendly methods by

wliich, at the very l^eginning of his Pontificate, he began to smooth

down the asperities of the relations previously existing between the

Holy See and the Russian Empire. This wise and prudent policy

soon began to bear fruit, and, as we shall have occasions for relating

in the course of our history, continued to lead to a benign amelioration

of the sad condition of the Catholic subjects of the Russian Emperor.
The letter which the Holy Father addressed to the Czar immediately
on his election by the Conclave, the sympathy he so promptly expressed
on the assassination of the late head of the Empire, his great utterances

on Socialism and their special application to the ISTihilistic feature

of it, as prevalent in Russia, had already, and early in 1882, so im-

pressed the Russian Government, as to result in the Holy Father's

(obtaining

the pardon of the Czar for the Polish Bishops so unjustly

exiled from their Sees and their country, as long ago as 1864. This

was but the beginning of the relaxations of the Russian rule in regard
to Catholics, which have resulted from Pope Leo's conciliatory policy

throughout his entire Pontificate.

Another incident which throws light upon the personal character

of Leo XIII were the manner and the circumstances under wdiich he

heard of the death of Garibaldi, one of the most active and inveterate
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enemies of the Papacy. The wrongs which Pius IX and Leo XIII

had received from the revohitioiiists of Italy were of the most exasper-

ating kind, such as are among men never forgotten and seldom for-

given ;
for the absence of repentance and reparation are not there to

incite to charity or forgiveness. Yet the waiin heart and

generous nature of the Pontiff were moved to prayer for the unfor-

tunate General thus summoned to judgment. In one of his biographies

this incident is thus mentioned :

"When the Holy Father received news of Garibaldi's death, he is

said to have remained in silent thought for a while, and then, raising

his eyes to heaven, to have exclaimed : 'Another revolutionist gone ! O
God ! be merciful to him !' Garibaldi was one of the most determined,

but, likewise, one of the most open, opponents of the Catholic cause.

Xot from him came the heaviest blows or the most trials to the Church

of Italy. He was no hypocrite. May the prayers of his pious mother

have obtained, that the last moments of the turbulent life of her son

were peaceful ! A prayer for the salvation of his bitterest enemy is the

Pope's only revenge."*

In the life of Leo XIII the most far-reaching and important

negotiations and administrative acts and measures of the Father of the

Faithful were mingled with others, indicative of the most tender Catholic

piety, forvent hope and gentle faith. One of the most touching of these

beautiful passages, in a life so full of noble events, was that by which

he called upon the entire Church of God to consecrat:e the month of

October in every year to devotion of the Rosary and to the recitation

of that powerful and efficacious system of prayer, which has always
been a favorite form of invocation addressed to the Mother of God

and the Queen of Heaven, but which became one of the distinguishing

marks of the Pontificate of Leo XTII. He has signalized the extreme

honor he paid throughout his life to Italy, and the importance he

attached to the prayers of the Rosary, by the most solemn acts of

Pontifical authority, and he has accordingly issued many Encyclicals

devoted to this subject, commencing with that which is dated on Sep-
tember 1, 1883.

Not content with so many marked evidences of his reliance on

"Fope Leo XIII," by Nathens, Talbot and McKenna, p. 267.
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the office of the prayer of the Rosary, this devout and enlightened Pon-

tiff, on December 24th of the same year, issued a brief, in which he

recommended all the faithful throughout the world to recite the Rosary

every day; and in this brief also he made an addition to the Litany

of the Blessed Virgin to be made henceforth, by adding, after the

invocation : Mary Conceived Without Sin, Pray for us, this other

invocation in honor of the Rosary : Queen of the most hoty Rosary, Pray

for us.



CHAPTER XVI.

Italian Confiscations. The Peopaganda. American Colleqe.

England. Germany.

^l^ REQUENT mention has been made in our pages of acts of

plU spoliation, usurpation, confiscation and official plunder,

^^1 I which, considering the ancient and unquestionable title of

the Church in respect to the States of the Church and of the

Christian Capital, the City of Rome, which the Popes had saved from

destruction at the hands of the barbarians, and had governed as its

temjx)ral sovereigns for eleven centuries, awakened sentiments of indig-

nation among the Catholics of the entire world, numbering about two

hundred and twenty-five millions. Apart from sectional animosities,

and from the glamour created by the alleged crusade in favor of Italian

liberty and unity, the higher and better sentiment of the Protestant and

even of the infidel and heathen world, was not in sympathy with such

manifest violations of ancient vested and sacred rights. This sentiment

prevailed without reference to the universal, cosmopolitan and interna-

tional character of the Catholic Church. National Churches, whose

existence was the creature of national or local statutes or constitutions,

and whose membership was made up at one and the same time of

citizens or subjects of each nation, could not bear the same relations

to their respective nations as the Catholic Church did to all nations;

for national statutes, which created National Churches, could, with

equal power and jurisdiction, annihilate them. But the Catholic

Church was the offspring of Jesus Christ Himself, a spiritual and

temporal corporation, created by divine legislation, existing above

and anterior to all temporal sovereignties, holding by direct succession

from the Apostles and maintaining a prerogative existence at once

human and divine.

Tested by these principles, the Church was no more local in Italy

(808)
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than in America, and was in and to Italy as cusiiio}wlitan as she is,

and ever was, in every other nation or part of the workl. N^one of lier

acquisitions were subject to legal spoliation or confiscation by the Italian

Government, while in a mere human and temix)ral aspect, she was

more ancient and more legitimate than any of the Italian governments,
and especially more; so than the newly-united Italy, Whatever struggle

was made for an united nation was legally and morally subject and

subservient to already vested rights, and the cause of liberty and union

could not legalize or sanctify means to that end, which were wrong or

illegal in themselves or regardless of the rights of others. According to

international law might does not constitute right ;
and the little Republic

of San Marino has as perfect a right to existence and autonomy as the

vast and mighty Empire of Russia, the German Empire, or the British

Empire.
But what shall be said of the acts of the Italian Government assum-

ing to appropriate and confiscate the international and cosmopolitan

properties of the Universal Church of God, properties possessing no

local character or local trust, but held in trust for missions, charities

and apostolates as broad and vast as the earth itself? The fact that

all the nations of the* world sent their ambassadors, under the law of

nations, to represent them in their sovereign capacity at the Court of the

Sovereign Pontiff, and received the Nuncios and delegates of the same

Sovereign Pontiff, and through such international recognitions and

intercourse, based upon the realization of a common Christendom, there

had sprung up in Rome institutions of Catholic and universal benefi-

cence, the common property of Christendom
;
some of them founded

by the alms and endowments of many nations, while others were the

separate foundations of individual nations. The titles of all these

were vested in the Pope, or in corporate bodies acting for him as

the head of that Universal Church, and were held by him or them

in trust for the respective beneficiaries. Such were the splendid institu-

tions located at Rome, the Propaganda and its various universities and

colleges held in trust for the benefit of the missions of all nations, and

such the particular or national colleges at Rome belonging to and held

by the Pope for the benefit of particular nations, to whom they were

donated and by whom they were supported, and for whose benefit the
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Sovereign Pontiff held the titles in trust; all being under the Sacred

Congregation of the Propaganda, appointed by the Pope for their admin-

istration. What is the Propaganda
—and what its history ?

The great missionary schools of the Propaganda, the Urban Col-

lege, was founded by Pope Urban VIII, had from the beginning, for

its object, the education of selected young men of every nation and

race for the sacred ministry; who, in the completion of their prepara-

tion and ordination, were sent back to their respective countries, or to

foreign nations, as apostles for the spread of the Christian faith and

Christian civilization therein. Under successive Popes this noble insti-

tution grew and multiplied in vastness and in its branches, and, at the

times of which we now speak, almost every nation had students there,

from the North American Indian to the most remote Oriental countries

and islands. And besides, almost every nation had its separate national

college. The American College was founded by Pope Pius IX, and

received its support chiefly from the Catholics of America. All these

various and unique branches of the missionary work of the Church

were placed in the hands of the Sacred Congregation of Cardinals, the

Propaganda, an ecclesiastical and legal corporation, created by the

Sovereign Pontiffs, the sovereigns of Rome for eleven centuries.

The cosmopolitan and international character of this great insti-

tution is best learned from its various national colleges, as well as

from that annual exhibition, or academy, which, prior to the seizure

of Rome, in 1870, had been held in the College of the Propaganda on

the Feast of the Epiphany, instituted in honor of, and venerated as the

anniversary of, the conversion of the Gentiles. But now, as Leo XIII

could not go to the Propaganda, where, in his presence and that of the

Papal Court, the College of Cardinals, the diplomatic corps and the

elite and scholars of Rome, the academy should be held, he determined

that the academy, on January 6, 1880, should be held in this same

august presence, in the Consistorial Hall in the Vatican. Omitting the

details of the imposing ceremony, the account of the Propaganda

Library, a miracle of cosmopolitan and international treasures, and the

details of the sacred and secular studies, we will simply give, from the

work of Monsignor O'Reilly, the extracts he then published from the

account of an eye witness, all the ecclesiastical, diplomatic and educa-
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tlonal dignitaries having accompanied the Holy Father to the Con-

sistorial Hall :

''The proceedings commenced by the reading, in Italian, of a

prolusion by the Reverend Michele Camillieri, of Smyrna, and then

followed the recitation of poetical compositions in forty-nine different

languages, including Hebrew, Chaldaic, Coptic, Arabic, Kurd, Cinga-

lese, Tartar, Armenian, Prussian, Syriac, Ethiopic, and Okka. Twenty-
one languages of Asia and Africa were spoken in the first part of

the academia by young men of color, ranging from the pale yellow
of natives of the Lebanon or Mesopotamia to the sooty black of the

ISTubians and Central Africans. The recitations were interspersed with

popular songs in Chaldaic, Arabic, Kurd, Cingalese, Armenian and

Syriac.

''The second part comprised recitations and songs in twenty-eight

languages of Europe, including Greek, Georgian, Keltic, Bulgar, and

Roumanian. The academia was closed by the benediction given by the

Holy Father, and at half-past twelve p. m. the assemblage broke up. To
this disputation were admitted deputations from the students of the

ecclesiastical colleges in Rome."*

It will still further illustrate the international character

of the Propaganda to mention the various national colleges at

Rome, which belonged to many separate nations or races of

men. They were: the Germanic College, the Teutonic College, the

English College, the Collegio Pio-Inglese, the Irish College, Santa

Agata, the Irish Franciscan College of St. Isidore, the Scotch College,

the Polish College, the Illyrian College, the College Pio-Latino for

Spanish America, the North American College for the United States,

the Greco-Ruthene College of St. Athanasus, the College of St. Gregory,
the College of St. Pancratius for the Discalced Carmelites, the College
of St. Peter in Montario for the Observantines, the College of San

Bartholomeo on the Island for the same, the College of St. Anthony
of Padua, the College for the Minors-Conventual, the College of Capu-

chins, the College of the Armenians, founded by Leo XIII, and the

Canadian College, then in course of foundation. Well has it been said

* "Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, pp. 523-524, an<I quoting from the
FreetnaiVs Journal's Boman letter of April 18, 1880.
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that any nation would be proud to possess such a seat of learning as

the Urban College alone, to say nothing of the other colleges of the

Propaganda, and no city or country would be so blind to its own interest

and glory as not to cherish institutions of so many nations, thus bound

to it by the powerful ties of gratitude and by the exalted sentiments

engendered by the Alma Mater. •

Italy alone of all nations, the land of Virgil, Horace, Cicero,'

and Dante, as false to her ancient traditions as to her living interests

and pledges, enacted laws and created a Giunta Liquidatrice for the

sequestration and sale of ecclesiastical property, and for securing the

proceeds to the Italian treasury. In 1874, while the representative

students of so many nations at the Urban College were competing for

the honors of this great intellectual institute, the Government seized

their country-house of Villa Montralto at Jerusalem and placed it under

the hammer of the auctioneer. Was this act of vandalism in keeping
with the pledge of Victor Emanuel, that the sequestration laws did not

apply to the Propaganda ? Was it not a violation of the implied pledge
of the Laws of the Guarantee ?

To test this question the Propaganda brought the matter before the

courts of justice, on August 6, 1874, and Leo XIII made an appeal to

the powers of Euroj^e against what he regarded as an invasion of the

mission of the Church among heathen nations, and a violation of the

international character of the Propaganda. But the Giunta, relying

on the sup]X)rt of the Government and the pliancy of the courts, pro-

ceeded with the sale, and while the Propaganda, seeing no hope of

justice, wished to abandon the suit, but were forced to proceed with it

at the insistence of the Giunta. The King could only be induced to

prevent the suit from proceeding, but he allowed the sale to proceed ;

still the matter rested until after his death. On June 12, 1881, Signer

Morena, a royal commissary, had a number of farms in the country and

city lots belonging to the Propaganda put up to be sold at public auction
;

and while both parties were ap]Dealing to the courts, on July 5th, the

foregone conclusion was announced
;
the decision was against the Propa-

ganda, which, besides, was ordered to pay three-fourths of the expenses.

On September 22d, the Propaganda appealed, and the Appellate Court

refused the delay necessary for obtaining the evidence, affirmed sum-
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marily the decision of the inferior court and compelled the Propaganda
to pay all the expenses. There was a thrill of indignation among the

upright members of the legal profession, and many protests were

entered, but went unheeded. The Supreme Court having reversed the

decision of the last court, and referred the cause for a new trial to the

Court of Ancona, and here again the Propaganda was defeated. A final

appeal to the highest court, the Court of Cassation, elicited, on January

29, 1884, a decision against the Propaganda, and four of the judges

uniting in this decision had previously, on May 31, 1881, solemnly
decided that the Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda was an unique

institution, being sui generis, and of such a broad humanitarian char-

acter that the law had purposely excluded it from the oj>eration of the

law of confiscation. The other four judges of the court below, while

not joining in the decision, made no protest or dissenting opinion. The

decision was against the general judicial and professional sentiment of

the country and of the world.

Leo XIII, on March 2d, in answer to an address of the Cardinals,

on the anniversary of his coronation, denounced, in authoritative terms,

this great national and international wrong, and among the many un-

answerable positions he assumed, he maintained the inviolable character

of the Propaganda, whose capital and income, founded as a part of his

own inviolable administration of the missionary work of the Church,

maintaining missions in Africa, Asia, N^orth and South America,

Oceanica and Europe, recognized by nations, respected by the Imperial

Government of France, which respected few things else, and interna-

tional in its foundations, uses and trusts. So also, on March 24th, in

Consistory, he denounced the proceeding of sequestration to the Sacred

College, and again on February 10, 1884, he had already, soon after

the decision of the Court of Cassation, caused an exhaustive and un-

answerable statement of the whole case to be prepared by the Cardinal

Secretary of State and communicated to the representatives of the

Holy See at the various Courts, a means well calculated to confirm the

judgment of the world against this new usurpation of the Italian Gov-

ernment. The London Times characterized it as an act purely and

simply of confiscation. The Journal des Debafs said that it 'paralyzed

the right even of the Papacy. The Independence Beige called upon the
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various nations to endeavor to save their respective colleges. The con-

version, as it was called, of the capital and revenues of the Propaganda
into Italian Rentes^ did not improve the situation, as the shrinkage was

enormous, and the security of the principal inspired as little confidence

then as long afterwards on account of the disastrous financial condition

of Italy, which was not relieved by the seizure of this sacred trust

property, but continued steadily to grow worse. "In Germany and in

the United States the great daily papers energetically protested against

an act," wrote Monsignor O'Reilly, "which destroyed a great humani-

tarian and international institution."* The Sacred Congregation of

the Propaganda also issued a circular letter to all Catholic Bishops

throughout the world, announcing the selection of twenty-three deposi-

tories for the future offerings of the faithful, so as to save them from a

similar sequestration.

The Catholics of the United States, a country where such an act

of confiscation was as incapable of execution as it was incompatible
with the constitution and abhorrent to the national and popular sense

of justice, went energetically to work to save their "North Americair

College," at Rome. The Giunta Liquidatrice announced the proposed

sale, among others, of the American College; great indignation and

concern followed this announcement, and the shortness of the inter-

vening time permitted no delay. The Most Reverend Michael Augustin

Corrigan, then Coadjutor of Cardinal McCloskey, Archbishop of iSTew

York, one of the trustees of the college, moved in the matter with

characteristic energy and promptness. He addressed, in behalf of the

Cardinal, an urgent letter to President Arthur, dated March 3, 1884,

appealing to the protection of the American Government for American

property in Rome, stating its proposed sequestration and sale by the

Italian Government and claiming that, though ostensibly or technically

held by the Propaganda, the American College was, in fact, American

property, and, therefore, exempt from the jurisdiction of the law, or of

the Government. Archbishop Corrigan requested our Government to

communicate immediately with the King of Italy, and secure the

exemption of the property from the sale under the law, or at least a

stay of proceedings. In the meantime preparations were made through

* " Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, p. 538.
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the Archbishop and some wealthy Catholics of New York to save the

American College in any event. President Arthur and his Secretary

of State, Frederick T. Frelinghuysen, in a case so eminently just, and

so fraught with American interests and rights, communicated at once

with our Minister at Rome, William Waldorf Astor, and directed him

to interpose in the aifair without delay.

Earnest meetings of Catholics were convened in many parts of the

country, and strong protests were made against the proposed sale of tlie

American College. Several American Bishops supported vigorously

the movement at ISTew York, and urged persistent intervention on the

part of the Washington administration. _ Mr. Astor promptly acted on

his instructions at Rome, and with success. On March 29th, he

informed the State Department, by cable, of the acceptable result, by the

following message: "American College is exempted from Propaganda
sale." Two days afterwards he sent to the Department extracts from

an official note of the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs giving notice

of the withdrawal of the sale. Archbishop Corrigan was one of the

first students sent from this country to the Propaganda. The tender

sentiments clustering around the Alma Mater must have given a new

pleasure to the success with which, as an American citizen and a

Catholic Prelate, he thus rendered, at once, an important service to the

country and the Church, to the cause of religion and education.

The office of Sovereign Pontiff, in addition to its high function of

governing and teaching the Universal Church, has also the judicial

office included in it, as manifested in the supreme power of judging all

causes arising under the canon and ecclesiastical law, as well as conflicts

relating to property interests and the adjudication of all conflicting

claims. In 1881, occasion arose for the exercise of the Pope's judicial

function in the controversy, which then existed between the ancient

Religious Orders of England and the restored English hierarchy.

Since the publication of that great treasure of ecclesiastical and

ancient monastic research, Montalembert's Monks of the ^Yest, it would

be superfluous to recount the glorious history of the Monastic Orders of

England, Ireland and Scotland. Since the so-called Reformation and

the suppression of the ancient Religious Orders in Enghmd, the Jesuits

and Benedictines, comparatively few, scattered and isolated, had, in
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their seclusion for two and a half centuries, conducted modestly but

effectively a good and noble work among the English people, all subject

to persecuting laws. The gi-eat convents and monasteries of the past

were swept away, but the sons of St. Benedict and of St. Ignatius,

living two or three or so together in modest and humble homes, preserved

the institutes of their resjjective founders in their owm lives and served

their fellow-Catholics zealously as far as the vigilance of the officers

of the law allowed. Their modest religious houses and members were

subject immediately to the Holy See, and even the Bishops of the

country were only Vicars-Apostolic, subject to the Propaganda, and

exerting only an indirect jurisdiction over members of the Religious

Orders, But after the restoration of the English hierarchy by Pius

IX, about the middle of our century, questions of various relations arose

as between the English Benedictines and Jesuits, and the Bishops. All

these questions came before the Pope for his adjudication.

Leo XIII has showm his great judicial abilities on many occasions,

and in few, if any, cases more notably than in the present one. What
was to be the relation of those humble but useful houses, churches and

schools of the Benedictines and Jesuits to the hierarchy. The Holy
Father appointed a special committee of Cardinals, who, with the

assistance of the ablest jurists of Rome, investigated the whole subject

both in the facts and the law, and presented to the Pope a full state-

ment of each point arisen. The Holy Father, after clearly mastering the

matter, rendered his decision in that admirable constitution Romanas

Pontifices; a decision so manifestly impartial and just as to give entire

satisfaction to all parties interested. With great wisdom he availed him-

self of this opportunity for paying a high tribute to the Church and

Catholics of the country :

''That the Roman Pontiffs, who have gone before us, have cherished

a fatherly love for the illustrious English nation, we know from the

records of history, and from the solid proofs enumerated by Pius IX, of

happy memory, in his bull, Universalis Ecclesice, of September 29,

1850. As this bull restored the episcopal hierarchy of England, he

thereby crowned the measure of benefits conferred by the Holy See

on that nation." Then, after recounting the growth of the Church in

that country since the restoration of the hierarchy, and mentioning with
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praise the increase in its clergy, church and institutions of education

and charity, he said: ''The great merit and praise of all this are due

to the character of the people of Great Britain, which is one of invinci-

ble constancy in misfortune, easily accessible to truth and to reason;

so that not undeservedly did Tertullian say of them: ^Brittanmmm

inaccessa Romanis loca, Cliristo suhjecta
—'The Britons made their

regions inaccessible to the Romans, but subjected them to Christ.' But

to what is most to be praised in Great Britain is the unwearied vigilance

of 'the Bishops, the ready disposition to obey of the whole body of the

clergy, and their prompt and diligent activity." A month had not

passed after the issue of the constitution, dated May 16th, before the

Holy Father received from Cardinal Manning and the other English

Bishops and from the members of those venerable Religious Orders,

expressing the cordiality with which they all accepted and acquiesced

in the Papal decision, involving, though it did, such important and

valuable interests. Well did Monsignor O'Reilly say of this bright

example of Catholic unity, and love, that "No weeds of discord or

uncharitableness could take deep root there."*

The relations of the Church to Germany at the beginning of the

Pontificate of Leo XIII were of the most unsatisfactory kind. The

hostility of the German Imperial Government, and especially of Prus-

sia, and of the aged and distingaiished Emj^eror, William, and of his

stern Chancellor, Prince Bismarck, had culminated under Pius IX, but

there was no act of his great Pontificate that justified this hostility or

the unjust acts which it inspired. A brief statement of the situation is

necessary to a clear comprehension of this singular history, and for a

due appreciation of what was accomplished by Leo XIII in the modi-

fication of that status and the restoration of the status quo ante helium.

It is pretended that the determination of Pius IX to convene an

Ecumenical Council at the Vatican was the origin and the natural

cause of the hostility of Germany, and the enactment of those unjust

laws, known as the Folk, or May Laws, which proscribed the Catholic

citizens of the Empire, suppressed or banished the Religious Orders, at

that very time, as always before, achieving so much, which prescribed

fines, imprisonment and banishment of bishops and priests, and under

"Life of Leo XIIF," by Monsignor O'Reilly," p. 420.
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whicli an open state of war was declared and vigorously maintained

against the Catholics and the Church of Germany. While the excuse

of self-defense was given for this imperial policy, and these measures

were alleged as a necessary protection against the aggressive attitude

of the Papacy under the definition of the dogma of Papal Infallibility,

and the alleged machinations of the Jesuits against the rights and gov-

ernment of Germany; subsequent events have shown how destitute of

foundation these measures supported by such allegations were.

Strange as it may seem, the symptoms of opposition to the Church

and the decrees of the Vatican Council originated among certain prom-
inent Catholics, men of position and influence, and in one of the most

Catholic portions of the German Empire, Bavaria. Most prominent

among these were the Rev. Dr. Joseph Ignatius von Dollinger, who
had been one of the most detemiined and able defenders of the Church,

her dogmas and prerogatives, a valiant enemy and exjx)ser of the

Reformation, and an historian of the Church
;
and Prince Chlodwig

Hohenlohe, Prime Minister of Bavaria. Long before the assembly of

that Vatican Council, Dr. Dollinger's disposition towards the Church

had begun to show an unfavorable change, as manifested by his pub-

lished works, while no cause was known for this, unless the suspected

one of disap}X)inted ecclesiastical ambition. A public pretext alone

was needed for declaring war against the Church, and one was made of

the bull of Pius IX convening the Council of the Vatican. It was

correctly conjectured that the dogma of Papal Infallibility would be

placed before the Vatican Council in its decision, with the exception of

a few objectors on the score of inopportuneness, the universal sentiment

of the Church was in favor of the domga as a Catholic truth. Dr. Dol-

linger and Prince Hohenlohe, now threw off the mask, and made public

opposition to the convening of the Council, and to the dogma of Papal

Infallibility, using for this purpose their controlling influence over the

Bavarian Government, and through this they exerted every effort to gain

the concurrent opposition thereto of the other Catholic powers of Europe.

The recurrence, on April 11, 1869, of the Golden Jubilee of Pius

IX's ordination in the priesthood, which aroused the sympathy and

love of the Catholic world for the venerable Pontiff, nor even the fact

that tlie most enthusiastic movements for the general and ardent cele-
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bration of this interesting event had their origin in Bavaria itself, did

not assuage the warlike spirit that was being aroused with so much

determination
;
but the enthusiastic spread of the Golden Jubilee move-

ment seemed only to increase the animosity of the leading opponents of

the Council and the Papacy. The venerable German Emperor was not

personally hostile to the Pope and probably thought little of the Council
;

he joined cordially in the celebration of the Pope's Jubilee, and sent him

as a jubilee present a rare vase of great beauty and value. It was well

known that the Emperor, more truly wise and statesmanlike than his

vigorous Chancellor, felt that the conservative tendencies of the Catholic

Church, and the forcible utterances of Pius IX in favor of the per-

manency of social and political interests and institutions, were indirectly

a powerful element of strength and durability of all legitimate govern-

ment. But Dollinger and Hohenlohe were determined to appeal to the

fears of the government and the people, and conjured up those two

great monsters, the Jesuits and the threatened definition of the dogma
of Infallibility, with which to win over the unwary by fear or the

enemies of religion by supplying a plausible pretext. Prince Hohen-

lohe's circular to all the diplomatic representatives of the Bavarian ^

Kingdom, by which he expected to arouse the opposition of the Catholic

powers, as well as of the non-Catholic ones, sounded the key-note of the

coming war against religion and the Church. "The only dogmatic thesis

which Rome desires to have decided by the Council, and which the

Jesuits in Italy and Germany are now agitating, is the question of the

Infallibility of the Pope. This pretension once become a dogma, will

have a wider scope than the purely spiritual spheres, and will become

evidently a political question ;
for it will raise the power of the Sover-

eign Pontiff, even in temporal matters, above all the princes and peoples
of Christendom."

The crusade was now opened, and the labors of the Prince Secre-

tary of State of Bavaria were vigorously supplemented by Dr. Dollin-

ger, in the Augsburg Gazette, which he inspired with the bitterest

attacks against the Papacy, the dogma of Infallibility and the Jesuits.

The enemies of the Church succeeded thus in frightening both the Cath-

olic and the Protestant powers. Italy was held up before their eyes as

an instance of the blighting effects of the Papacy and the Jesuits upon
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the prosperity of a nation, for here it became necessary first to dispos-

sess the Pope of the Pontifical States, and then as the Pope and the

Jesuits were the bitter enemies of Italian nationality, it was necessary,

for the life of the nation and its unity, to dethrone the Pope even in

Rome, and crown Italian unity by making Rome the capital of the

Kingdom of Italy.

The Council of the Vatican met and the dogma of Papal Infalli-

bility was defined
;
an event which produced intense excitement in the

religious and }X)litical world. The war between France and Germany,
in which a Protestant nation conquered the most powerful Catholic

nation of tlie world, increased the general excitement. The triumph of

German arms was followed by the organization of the German Empire.
Three such important events as the conquest of France by Germany,
the definition of the dogma of Papal Infallibility, and the creation of the

newGerman Empire, opened a boundless field for animosities, prejudices,

misrepresentations, jealousies, political and religious struggles and

hatreds. Public opinion became alarmed at the assertions that the Pops

aspired to dominate over nations and dwarf their national independence,

patriotism and autonomy—that he would wield universal political and

religious supremacy. The Pope and the Jesuits were represented as

enemies of the unity of Germany and of the German Empire, as they

had played the same part in Italy. The secession of Dr. Dtillinger and

his following from the Church of Rome, and their organization of what

they were pleased to call the "Old Catholic Church," aided greatly in

adding to the excitement and general alarm. Dr. Dollinger's scheme

was to unite with his movement in Germany the Jansenist Bishops and

clergy of Utrecht, the Protestants of the English Church, and the Sec-

taries of the East. The movement looked formidable at the time, how-

ever completely it has since proved an utter failure. But the assaults

on the Church multiplied on every side.

In such a struggle the Church and her faithful exponents, the

Pope, tlie hierarchy, the Religious Orders and the Catholic laity de-

fended themselves ably and courageously. Appealing t-o history, it was

shown what splendid and enduring services the Church had during

eighteen centuries rendered to mankind, how she had struggled for the

abolition, of slavery, and the African slave trade, had defended the
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oppressed against despotism, had preserved the Bible and fostered

literature, learning and education, and, so far from holding mankind

and the human intellect in a state of niedia3val bondage, had been the

wise leader of the human race, and that her own constitution and history

proved her to be the friend of true unity, of the elective feature in

government and the most active agent of the civilizing influences of the

nineteenth century.

What a brilliant field the Imperial German Parliament was now to

become for the great struggle which the world saw raging. Prince

Bismarck loomed up as Imperial Chancellor, and he who had waged a

successful and crushing war against Catholic France, now took up the

impending struggle and became the champion of the enemies of the

Church and opened the war against the Pojx^, the Church, the Religious

Orders and the dogma of Infallibility. It was the German Chancellor

that gave to this warfare the title of KuUurkampf, the Civilization Con-

flict. Catholics were to be emancipated from the thraldom of the

Papacy, the Jesuits and all the Ultramontane forces.

Prussia and the Prussian Parliament became the more immediate

field for the war waged against the Church for the alleged vindication

of Prussian independence of all foreign power, such as that of the

Pope was called, and for the emancipation of Prussian Catholics from

the despotism of the hierarchy and the Jesuits. In 1872 the law was

passed suppressing the Society of Jesus in the Kingdom of Prussia.

The civilized world remembers with horror the cruel manner in which

the Jesuit Fathers, learned, aged, inoffensive, instructors of youth, the

advance guard of true civilization, were indiscriminately torn from

their homes and colleges, with merciless cruelty, and driven into exile.

In such a proceeding it was not difficult to determine on which side of

the Kulturkampf true civilization stood.

Prince Bismarck, the man of blood and iron, was now in the con-

flict. But he must put forward an official mouthpiece in the Prussian

Chambers, and he found a pliant one in Dr. Folk, his Minister of Public

Worship, who, on January 0, 1873, introduced a thoroughly digested

system of laws, proscriptive of the hierarchy and clergy and the Re-

ligious Orders
;
and these statutes received the name of the "Folk Laws."

But in May, of the same year, he introduced and carried through a
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system of laws of broader scope and more thoroughly despotic, and these

were known as the "May Laws."

By these odious laws, which have ranked Bismarck among the most

famous tyrants of history, the Religious Orders, except such as were

engaged in the charitable work of the hospitals, were suppressed and

their members banished, and they declared in principle the omnipotence

of imperialism both over the State and the Church. Education, even of

the Catholic clergy, as well as of Catholic youth, was taken from the

Church and placed in the hands of the Government, so that Catholic

priests should look for their training in the Catholic ministry to the

Prussian Government and not to Rome. The severest blows were aimed

at the Catholic episcopate and the lower clergy elevated, as it was said,

to greater freedom
;
the Catholic seminaries for the education of the

Catholic priesthood were all closed, the education of the priests was

secularized, and the Government was made the sole judge of the fitness

of candidates for ordination or for any ecclesiastical office
;
a state ex-

amination and a state certificate was necessary for the reception of

holy orders. Other prescriptive features stamjjed their true character

upon these oppressive laws. Such was the ungrateful recompense re-

ceived from their country by the Catholic soldiers, who were among the

foremost in fighting for theFatherland in tlie recentFranco-German war.

The priests of the Religious Orders now proscribed, and the Jesuits

among them had manifested the utmost heroism, devotion and self-

sacrifice in their exalted sphere of service among the wounded and

dying in the field, the hospital and the camp, while the Sisters of Charity
had won the admiration of the civilized world as well as Prussian

decorations of honor for their heavenly work. Such were the Prussian

exiles under the Kulturkampf ! Is this statesmanship ?

The natural law of self-defense compelled the oppressed Catholics

of Prussia to organize; the first motive for organization was for the

mutual support, encouragement and edification of the Catholic flock
;

for in times of persecution as well as in times of j)eace there is moral

strength in organization and the consciousness of numbers. In fact the

Catholics of Germanv had, ever since the revolutionarv outbreaks of

1848, been partially organized to maintain intact their Catholic faith

and traditions, and had assembled annually in Catholic Congresses. So
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that in September, 1871, their twenty-first Catholic Congress ast^embled

at Mayence. These Catholic Congresses, as it was well known, were

aimed at making the Catholics of Germany better Catholics, and, at the

same time, better citizens and patriots. Organization worked these

general and good results for the Catholics of Germany, and these results

are among the historic lessons which serve as guides in such or similar

emergencies. The noble Bishop Von Ivetteler stood pre-eminent in

these measures of religion and patriotism among the German Catholics.

The no less noble Windhorst, among the laity, stood up as a champion of

liberty and religion.

But now since the May Laws the organization of the Prussian

Catholics had another and a pressing motive, that of defending their

religious and political rights under the laws and constitution of Prussia.

It was in this latter motive and the consequent measures thereunder,

they had for their able and intrepid leader, Herr Von Windthorst. So

that in 1873-4, there were Catholic members of Parliament who stood

up in their places and demanded that liberty to practice and enjoy their

religion, which was solemnly and expressly guaranteed to them by the

laws of Prussia, It was an unworthy answer to this eloquent plea for

liberty of conscience, the immediate repeal by Parliament of the laws

guaranteeing the freedom of the Catholic faith, the faith of the fore-

most patriots and soldiers in the late war with France. Pius IX sent

his protest to the Emperor, and he received the Bismarckian answer that

"Prussian Catholics were only required to obey the existing laws, and

that obey they must."*

A relentless persecution followed. The Catholic Archbishops and

Bishops and the clergy had their ranks decimated by exile or by death.

Nor had the Church immediate means of supplying tlieir places. Emi-

nent among the Prussian confessors of the faith was the Archbishop of

Cologne, who was Primate of Prussia, the Bishops of Miinster, Breslau

and Paderborn, and Archbishop Ledockowski of Gnesen and Posen.

The whole region along the Valley of the Rhine from Constance to

Rotterdam had not a single Bishop left. The Catholic priests of Ger-

many, in 1873, the date of the May Laws, numbered 8,439 ministering

to a Catholic jjopulation of about 9,000,000. In eight years the Re-

* Monsignor O'Reilly's
" Life of Leo Xlll," p. 467.
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ligioiis Orders had been effectually banished, and the places of 1,770 of

the secular clergy were left and remained vacant by either death, im-

prisonment or exile: 644,696 souls in 601 parishes had not a single

clergyman amongst them, and 584 parishes with a Catholic population
of 1,501,994 souls were in a great measure without the ministrations

of their religion ;
ministrations dearer to Catholics than all earthly treas-

ures or boons.

Diplomatic relations were broken off between Prussia and the Holy
See. The Emperor had appointed Cardinal Hohenlohe, brother of

Prince Chlodwig of Bavaria, his ambassador to the Holy See. Whether

the object of this singular appointment was to seek the implied acquies-

cence of the Holy See in the Folk Laws or to make a pretext for

breaking off diplomatic relations with the Pope, Pius IX, mistrusting

the motive, or to show his condemnation of those laws, refused to receive

Cardinal Hohenlohe as Prussian ambassador. The Cardinal's motive

in accepting the appointment is thought to have been tlie hope possibly

of preventing still greater evils. Pius IX, in the Consistory of Decem-

ber, 1872, condemned severely the expulsion of the Religious Orders

from Germany, the cruelties they had suffered, and the violation of

those laws guaranteeing religious liberty to the Prussian Catholics, laws

passed with his consent. The Government and the press of Prussia

were now most bitter against the Pope ;
the former refused to appoint

any other ambassador to Rome
;
and the latter reviled the Pope and the

Church, and cast the whole blame for the existing state of open rupture
and hostility upon Pius IX and his unyielding and uncompromising
measures and disposition.

Dr. Dollinger and his "Old Catholic Church," which the Catholic

German body had utterly discarded, now aspired to become a national

church
; they had secured for Rev. Dr. Reinkens consecration as a

Bishop of the ''Old Catholic Church" by the Jansenist schismatics of

Holland; and the Prussian Government treacherously recognized him

as such in October, 1873, and voted to him a regular salary from the

Prussian treasury. While the Church of England unworthily mani-

fested its sympathy for Dollinger's secession, as if it was a virtue to

rend the seamless garment of Christ, the kingdoms of Italy and Prussia,

drawn together by their struggles in the same unworthy cause, became
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more clearly bound together, and their rulers exchanged visits with each

other at Berlin and at Milan. The German Emperor did not go to

Rome. The further assemblies of Catholic Congresses, those brave

representatives of nine millions of Catholics, who had unflinchingly

defended the principles of religious liberty, were now forbidden by the

Government; but these undaunted Catholics found the means of con-

tinuing their united op}>osition and condemnation of the tyranny that

oppressed them; governmental spies and jx)lice coidd not prevent that.

In the meantime the tide of sympathy began to turn towards the

persecuted, as it always ultimately will. Bismarck, who is generally

credited with the j)ossession of extraordinary wisdom and powers of

administration and successful policy, showed an extraordinary want of

these traits in this the most important measure of his official life.

"'To i>ersecute men for conscience sake, under any circumstances,

would be as bad policy as any bad minister could adopt. It was

peculiarly a bad and weak policy for the nineteenth century. It was

still worse in a great nation like Germany. The impotency of such a

jx)licy was intensified by its being aimed and practiced against the

noblest, the bravest and the most patriotic nine millions of his country-

men. Want of foresight is conspicuous in his mistaking his present

power of passing those odious laws, by a present majority, for the per-

manent success of such a policy. He was weak in judgment and states-

manship in not foreseeing the ultimate failure of his measures. Those

measures, also, were bad in themselves.

It was a difficult, a stupendous task, the undertaking to wipe those

laws of iron and blood from the statute book and set the Church in

Germany free. It was undertaken—it has been accomplished ! This

victory was chiefly won while Bismarck was in power. But so feeble

was his grasp of power, that he was destined to see from his retire-

ment its full accomplishment by a young Emperor, who had hurled

him from power he had misused for the persecution of the human con-

science
;
the faithful subjects of that same Emperor.

When Leo XIII became the Supreme Pontiff' of the Church his

position was very different from that of Pius IX. Unlike his prede-

cessor, he had not been personally a party to the struggle between the

Church and Germany. Pius IX was in the severest struggle of this
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great warfare. To fight, and to fight vigorously, was his necessity. The

war was forced on him and he met it bravely. While Cardinal Pecci,

during these hostilities, was in sympathy with his chief, he had oppor-

tunities for observation and study in his watch-tower at Perugia, and

he wisely saw that the Church must bide her time. When he came to

the Papal throne he saw the situation as it then existed. He was free

to adopt a policy of his own. His method of handling this grave matter

was different from that of Pius IX. But the circimistances were

different. Who can say that had he been in the place of Pius IX, he

would not have acted as Pius IX acted ? Pius IX had convinced the

Emperor and Chancellor that the Church could not acquiesce in the Folk

or May Laws
;
that the Church Avould accept nothing short of their

repeal. The very desolation caused by the enforcement of them
;
the

unflinching courage of the Bishops and priests under such a persecution,

and the dauntless attitude of the laity in fighting the parliamentary and

electoral battles for their repeal ;
the no7i possumns of Pius IX

;
the first

clarion notes of sympathy from non-Catholic sources
;

all those had

served a great purpose.

Leo XIII was too wise and profound a statesman to renew the war.

He showed still greater tact and statesmanship in not permitting the

other party to renew the struggle. He saw with his characteristic

mastery of the situation that mild and persuasive measures would

win the day. He was the most accomplished diplomatist of the era.

Germany received with poorly concealed satisfaction the mild and well

directed measures of the new Pontiff. We have already seen him

announcing in friendly terms his election to Germany, expressing his

sympathy at the death of her emperor and availing himself of every

opportunity to win the confidence and friendship of the German govern-

ment and people, by showing himself free from resentment and re-

proaches. But above all, the magnificent Encyclicals of Leo XIII on

the great social questions of the day, convinced the Emperor and his

iron-clad Chancellor, that the Papacy was the sheet-anchor of modern

society, of religion, of order, and of Christian civilization. The great

German Empire could better afford to court such an ally than to make

him an enemy, and make war against him. Bismarck, who had failed

to see that the persecution of a church, of a religion, of the bishops,
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priests and members of a religious communion of nine millions of loyal

Prussian citizens, was against the plain principles' of jxilitical states-

manship and natural right, or if he saw it suppressed the conviction

and silenced every voice of conscience; now saw that it was impolitic,

destructive of the chances of success for other indispensable measures

of government and administration. If success had crowned his efforts,

he would have been satisfied with playing the roll of a tyrant, for men
like him love power and its exercise. But his persecution of the Cath-

olic religion, he saw, weakened his power. But it would never do for

him to acknowledge this. Napoleon, the most signal example of the

love of }X)wer that history affords, was noted for his absolute refusal

ever to acknowledge that he was in the wrong or had ever made a

mistake. Yet he was most anxious in his heart to find an opportunity
of retracing his false steps without acknowledging them. Besides this,

in the divided condition of parties in Prussia, Bismarck needed the

support of the Catholic votes, while unwilling to acknowledge it. With

humiliation in his heart, he was proud and stift'-necked to the last.

The penetrating judginent of Leo XIII saw all this as an accom-

plished statesman, and he availed himself of it with the skill of his irre-

sistible diplomacy. Yet withal the mild and gentle mission of the

minister of religion, the Supreme Apostolate of the Vicar of Christ, and

the charity of the true and humble Christian were most conspicuous

and most potent in his measures. The effect of his profound and won-

derful policy may be seen in the humble, yet j^retentious and half-

apologetic and half-complacent admissions of the Chancellor on the very
floor of the Prussian Parliament, where he had so often vaunted his

purpose of subduing the Church and placing her under the heel of

Prussian imperialism. Bismarck, as we now see in his parliamentary

address, is escorting his im]>erial master to Canossa. His speech was

delivered on April 14, 1886.

"Never did we lose sight of the fact that the 'May laws' were laws of conflict;

but that, nevertheless, their object was to lead to peace. Now (in April, 1886), the

public journals tell me that since the battle of Olmiitz, no such disgraceful conces-

sion has been asked of Prussia as the revision of the 'May laws' and the closing of

the Kulturkampf. They cast up to me that I am going to Canossa. But in the

same discourse (of 1875) in which I said we would not go to Canossa—and this I

repeat to-day
—I explained clearly what should be understood by going to Canossa.
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"I added that the Government owed it to its Catholic subjects to persist lit

seeking means, a way of regulating in the most conciliating manner the borders

which separate the domain of the temporal from that of the spiritual power, the

limits necessary for the interior peace of the realm.

"The hope entertained meanwhile, that a Pontiff more disposed to peace might
appear, was realized three years after this last discourse of mine; and I remember
what Leo XIII said soon after his accession, in one of his Encyclicals, in 1878.

" 'Thus we shall continue to labor for the German nation in the midst of

obstacles of every kind; nor shall our soul ever know rest until peace be restored to

the Church in that country.'
"

We will here internipt, briefly, Prince Bismarck's speech, simply
for the purpose of correcting his quotation of the words of Leo XIII,
and in doing so, to avail ourselves of the note of Monsignor O'Reilly,

from whose admirable chapter in "Leo XIII and Germany," we have

great aid in our present account of the relations between the Holy See

and Germany.* The above language, quoted in the Chancellor's speech,

is not the exact language of the Pope, nor is the document from which

the intended quotation was taken one of Leo's Encyclicals. The follow-

ing passages from the Pope's letter of December 24, 1878, addressed

to the Archbishop of Cologne, is the document that might have been

quoted. In the heat of the war of the Kulturkampf, it would not have

done for Pius IX to have called out "peace ! pesLce !" especially as the

enemy was dealing heavier blows every moment at the Papacy. But the

death of that illustrious Pontiff, in the midst of the battle, produced a

pause, of which the assailants of the Church were only too glad to avail

themselves. It was the undaunted courage and spirit of resistance of

Pius IX which disposed his enemies to peace ; it was the glory of the

Pontificate of Leo XIII that he saw this and encouraged it; it was a

hard lesson for Bismarck to learn, but, nevertheless, he received his best

lessons in statesmanship from Rome.

In the Pope's letter to the Archbishop of Cologne he said :

"As it was . . . our purpose from the beginning of our Pontificate, so we

endeavored to induce both sovereigns and nations to live at peace and friendship with

the Church. As to you. Venerable Brother, you are aware that we, at an early day,

bent our mind on obtaining for the noble German nation, after settling all their dif-

* Monsignor O'Reilly's "Life of.Leo XIII.," pp. 460-480.
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ferences, the blessings and fruits of a lasting peace ;
nor is it loss known to you that,

in so far as we are concerned, no pains were spared to attain an end so glorious and

so worthy of our care. Whether, however, what we have undertaken and are trying

to bring about shall have a successful issue. He knoweth from whom cometh every

blessing, and who hath given us tliis ardent zeal and wish for peace.

"But no matter how things turn-out, we must yield to tlie Divine will, continuing

as long as life lasts to cherish the same intense zeal and to persevere in the fulfillment

of tlie duty put upon us. . . . Wherefore none of the obstacles opposed to us

on every side shall divert us from the purpose of seeking the salvation of all, and

therefore of your nation. For our heart shall never he able to rest, so long as, to

the great loss of souls, we shall see the Bishops of the Church condemned (as if

guilty) or banished from their country, the priestly ministry governed by a network

of difficulties, religious communities and pious congregations dispersed, and the train-

ing of youth, not even excepting young clergy, withdrawn from the authority and

watchfulness of the Bishops."

Having thus recorded correctly those admirable sentiments of Leo

XIII, so appropriate in the mouth of the Vicar of Christ, the Prince

of Peace, we will proceed with the parliamentary speech of Chancellor

Bismarck, which was the echo of the Holy Father's words. It was a

wholesome change in the iron-clad Chancellor, ever too proud or original

to become the echo of another, that he now, by his own admission, was

but the echo of the Pope.

"I believe, my lord, that the passages I have recalled are sufficient to show how

baseless is the assertion, that we ever considered tliese laws of conflict against the

(^hurch as a basis, on which to build up the durable future of the empire or of

Prussia.

"In pursuance of the purpose 1 was just explaining to you, I began as soon as

the Pope ascended the throne, to open, piibliri juris, negotiations with ]\Ionsignor

Masella (the Nuncio at JNlunich), which gave hope of a good issue, and which lasted

until Cardinal Franchi became Secretary of State (March 9, 1878), and were after-

wards suspended.
"When the action of the Government and the administration on the clergy is

limited to our becoming the rivals of the ecclesiastical authorities and of the Pope

himself, then we fall into the chief blunder of the May laws, which vitiated this

entire system of legislation. We began a great strategic movement with mighty
forces and very trifling results; we only created strife and opposition, because, in my
judgment, we aimed at achieving what was impossible. This strategj' against the

clergy will always bring about unpleasantness, and leave the Government in the rear

among the ranks of the minority."

It was evident that Bismarck was smarting under the taunt of the

significant question generally asked by the liberal press of Europe,
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which was not in sympathy with his measures and which regarded those

measures as worthy only of some obscure and semi-civilized petty tyrant

of Asia, or of some half-clad king of one of the Polynesian Islands. It

was seen that Bismarck was already subdued, and the pertinent ques-

tion was asked whether the great Chancellor was not going to Canossa.

It was a German King in the middle ages, who also had tired of the

futile war he had waged against the Papacy. Gregory the Seventh was-

then on the Papal throne. The Gennan King wended his way to

Canossa, where the Pope was then sojourning, and after an humble

attendance for three days, with bare head and in i>enitential garments
he was permitted to hold the stirrup of the Pope's saddle while the

latter mounted his horse. This historic scene, in keeping with the

state of the world at that time, and incapable of literal repetition now,

is symbolic now and ever will be, of the humiliation that avails the

enemies of religion in every age and country. It is true, then, most

true, that in the strongest symbolical sense, Bismarck submitted to make

the journey to Canossa.

In 1880, under the strain of the public and financial interests of

the Prussian Kingdom, the Government, under the Chancellor's leader-

ship, gave out unmistakable signs of yielding; and in January of 1881,

M'ith the understood acquiescence of that gallant and lay leader of the

Catholics of Prussia, Herr Von Windthorst, the Government introduced

into the Chamber of Deputies his bill for relieving Catholic priests from

all the punishments imposed for saying Mass or administering the

Sacraments. As time passed the Center Party, in both the Prussian

and Imperial Parliaments became necessary t>o the Government, in order

to carry its measures against the Socialistic and other opposition combi-

nations. This great statesman, so much overrated in the world, had at

last discovered, that he had selected the best class of citizens in the

Empire, for his despotic wrath
;
nine millions of loyal Catholics.

Towards the end of January, 1883, Leo XIII received a letter

from the Emj^eror William in answer to a splendid letter the fonner

had written in the spirit of that pledge, that his heart could never

rest until he had lifted the load of persecution from the shoulders of

the Catholics of Germany. In his answer the Gennan Emj^eror, in

alluding to the negotiations pending Ijetween the Holy See and Ger-
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many, in relation to the oppressive status of Catholics, freely expressed
his desire for the restoration of j3eace, and, appreciating the pacific

policy of the Poi>e, he promises a modification of the odious May laws,

which had formed the favorite policy of his Prime Minister.

Herr Van Puttkamer had succeeded Dr. Falk as Minister of

Piihlic Worship, and it became his province to introduce into the

Prussian Landstag the Pnissian "Church Bill," which, in its six clauses,

modified the oppressive provisions of the Falk laws, and removed some

of their worst features; and on June 5, 1888, the bill was passed by a

vote of 224 against 107. In July the bill received the King's assent,

and many of the exiled clergy of Prussia were recalled to the Father-

land.

The Holy Father and the Catholics of Prussia received, with joy,

this concession. But it was only partial ;
as long as there remained on

the statute book, in this nineteenth century, enactments against human

rights, and especially against religious liberty, the Catholic Center of

Germany, with the gallant Von Windthorst at their head, would never

rest from the struggle. What was now the condition of the Catholics

of Prussia ?

In 1884 the American Prelates, assembled in the Third Plenary
Council of Baltimore, saw enough oppression in the then existing laws

of Germany, to call forth from them a letter of protest and sympathy
which was worthy of the land of Washington and Franklin, of Arch-

bishop Carroll and Charles Carroll, of Carrollton. The Archbishop of

Cologne responded to this noble address, on March 10, 1885, and a

passage from his letter informs us of the remaining laws of oppression :

"Unhappily we are far from seeing the end of our afflictions. The
chain of the May laws, which fetters the rights and the liberty of the

I
Church, still weighs upon us; our seminaries and our monasteries still

'

remain suppressed ;
thousands of parishes are still desolate or deprived

of their pastors. The Religious Orders and congregations are still

expelled and banished from their native land. The discipline of the

Church, the discharge of the Episcopal office, and the administration of

ecclesiastical property, are subject, in many respects, to the management
and control of the Government, which claims, moreover, to manage the

schools. Ecclesiastical students, and even priests, are bound to serve
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ill the army. The Archbishops of Prussia still languish in exile under a

foreign sky. We are thus deprived of many precious graces, which, in

the midst of the struggle and the danger, we need to aid us, to preserve

intact and inviolable our unity and constancy to the end."

In September, 1885, the Center Party, headed by Herr Von

Windthorst, saw still the venerable Archbishop of CologTie and Posen

in exile, the Royal Ecclesiastical Court still doing its assigned work

of proscription and exile, and the Church still j^rsecut-ed in many ways.

They commenced the electoral campaign with an address to the Prussian

voters. ''The so-called Kulturkampf," tliey said, "is by no means

ended. It is true that the flood is somewhat subsided, but the current

is still running high. Let Catholics beware when these waters become

still and stagnant; their jX)isonous exhalations would be much more

fatal to the national life than when the furious flood was at its highest.

This is the real evil, the most formidable evil, from which Germany
suffers. To counteract, to extirpate it, is our chief and most patriotic

task."

The struggle for liberty is contagious. The Prussian Poles, long

-suffering, but ever preserving in tlieir hearts an ever burning love

of liberty, thought they saw their chance in the brave struggle of the

Prussian Catholics. There was an ineffaceable bond of union between

then—both were oppressed, both were Catholics, and they had a «^mmon

oppressor. The very provisions of the May laws applied to them.

The Catholics of Prussia could not but sj^mpathize with the oppressed

Poles, and iheir sympathy was undisguised. Their generous sympathy

damaged their cause at home. Bismarck did not care an iota for the

Poles, regarding them as a subjugated }X)piilation, and simply as

subjects. The sentiment that they were men never touched him. Instead

of admiring the disinterested sympathy of the Prussian Catholics for

the Poles, he affected to disregard it as throwning doubt on the loyalty

of the former; and Leo XIII encountered this difficulty, in his long

persistent and powerful efforts in behalf of them and their religious

rights. In view of the hoj^eless condition of the Poles, it would have

been better diplomacy for the Prussian Center to have separated their

cause from every other. But it was a sentiment worthy of an heroic

people.
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The Catholics of Prussia and Leo XIII, as their spiritual father

and defender, were constantly gaining ground on the battlefield of

liberty. It was in the month of May, 1886, that the odious May laws

of 1873 were substantially repealed. The new law of religion was

introduced into the Prussian Chand.er and finally passed on May 9,

1886, and it received the signature of the Kiiig on May 21st. The

I great and noble Herr Von Windthorst has gone to his reward, while his

memoiy is honored wherever there is a love of liberty. Leo XIII still

survived to receive the admiration and benedictions of mankind, and,

still more, by his indomitable will and profound statesmanship, to

achieve new benefits for religion and liberty.

But the Jesuits were still banished from Prussia !



CHAPTER XVII.

Leo XIII AND France. Encyclical. Secret Societies. Phiios-

OPHY OF St. Thomas Aquinas.

^V^EO XIII, while actively and zealously alive to every interest

#1 T of the Church, and promoting them by energetic and experi-

^^^ enced measures, while his Roman diocese received the most

minute attention of his ever-vigilant eye and mind, while the

various Sacred CongTegations of Cardinals felt the inspiration of his

genius and the impetus of his efforts and judgments, in the general

administration of the Papal office in which they assisted
;
while appeals

from every part of the Universal Church spread throughout the world

received his prompt attention and unerring solution
;
while his Pontiti-

cate was unceasingly active in pilgrimages, consistories, allocutions, and

above all in encyclicals; while the struggles forced upon him by the

encroachments of the revolutionary and usurping Kingdom of Italy

were met by him with courage, skill, and unyielding firmness; while

every interest of religion and of the Church was provided for by him,

with untiring care and vigilance
—it must withal be acknowledged that

the relations of the powers of the world with the Holy See, at the time

of his ascending the Papal throne, were most unhappily strained and

broken, and that it required the most exceptional and unparalleled

study, labor, skill and effort to guide the bark of Peter through such a

sea of confusion, hostility, intrigue, diplomacy, persecution and in-

tricate but invaluable interests, conflicts and even open warfare. It

was in this difficult and discouraging field of service, that the Pontificate

of Leo XIII has won many of its most brilliant, useful and imperishable

triumphs. We have already seen and admired his wonderful success in

dealing with the appalling difficulties of the Church in Germany. The

relations of the Church with France, that Catholic France, which had

won the title of the eldest son of the Church, and the distinction of

being pre-em.inently Catholic, now became strained, painful and most

(338)
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distresKsIng. In this service to religion and to France, we cannot say
whether our admiration is greater for his sublime patience and his

veneration for that great but much abused nation, or for the consum-

mate wisdom, prudence and tact, with which he now handled so difficult

a task, as that of relieving the situation there for the Church, for religion

and for the vast Catholic majority of that interesting country.

Leo XIII had ever been a close, reflective and philosophic student

of history. In addition to those historical studies he had made at the

colleges of his youth and during the bright maturity of his adminis-

trative and diplomatic careers, we have seen him for thirty-two years a

careful student of history at Perugia. The philosophy of history, its

lessons and teachings, its parallels and contrasts, its vast treasures of

human experiences, its comparisons of the national traits and actual

careers of the races of the earth and the varied countries forming the

society of nations, his study of comparative theology, social life, polit-

ical economy, the religions of the earth, of the science of comparative

statesmanship and legislation ;
there was, in fact, no fruit or result of

history, that he had not read, studied and pondered over. His pastoral

and encyclical letters abound in a profusion of historical illustra-

tions and of human, social, national and racial examples and proofs.

The problems presented to his paternal solution and counsel, and to his

apostolic zeal and guidance, recalled to his richly-stored mind, as a vast

moving panorama, the whole history of the great French nation. A
study of the French character entered largely into his earnest prepa-

ration for the handling of the difficult questions now presented for his

solution; a character at once enthusiastic, plastic and proud, patriotic,

economical and practical, religious, versatile and industrious, mobile

yet traditional, quick yet thoughtful, impulsive yet steady, brave, brill-

iant, military, commercial, ingenious and highly emotional, headlong,

generous, devoted and shrewd—at least profoundly Christian yet

philosophical, literary, quaint, and of irresistible impulses and brilliant

achievements.

Without lingering to recall the interesting origin of the French

nation and its achievements
'

among the nations, there was one feature

in her history now most potent in the present relations of France to

the Catholic Church and to the Papacy. It was her ancient monarchs,
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a Charles Martel, a Charlemagne, by whose munificence the Sovereign
Pontiffs had been guaranteed in their independence and in the posses-

sion of the princely Patrimony of St. Peter, and it was easy to recall

a thousand historic instances, where the gallantry of France had sus-

tained the chair of Peter; if the Revolution had banished religion it

was soon restored
;
and if Napoleon undertook to cancel the gift of

Charlemagne, the successors of St. Louis had restored it. If the pray-

ers, sufferings and diplomacy of Pius YII had overcome the ravages

of the first Republic against religion, so the suffrages and diplomacy
of Leo XIII could cope with the difficulties of the third Republic. Such

had been the antagonistic relations of the Church with the Republic

during the Pontificate of Pius IX, who had witnessed and felt bound

to resist the aggressions of a ruling minority against the Church, the

general Catholic sentiment of the nation and of the world, in unison

with that of the Church, seemed forced into hostility, in fact, to the

Republic ; and, according to every human opinion, it seemed impossible

to reconcile the Church and the French Republic. Leo XIII undertook

the task of convincing France and the world that there was no hostility

in principle between the Church and the Republic, and after brushing
aside those ephemeral spasms of hostile legislation, which formed no

legitimate part of the Republic, there Avould be no hostility, in fact or

in principle, between the Church and the Republic. It was not an

easy problem to solve. But Leo XIII felt that he was not committed

personally to past relations, and he undertook so to reconstruct them as

to secure peace and reconciliation, and the liberation of the Church

from hostile and unjust laws and policies, imposed not by the French

nation, but by a party in control of the Government.

The revolutionary Jacobinism of the last century still survived

in France; and the skepticism and the hatred to religion of Voltaire

and his school had vet manv aes-ressive votaries. Although Leo XIII,
while returning, in 18-16, from the Belgian legation and visiting

France, in transitu, had witnessed this
; yet he saw that the great French

nation was Catholic. He saw the proofs of her Catholicity in the

splendid churches, the grand seats of religious education and the mag-
nificent institutions of charity and Christian civilization. It must

have been a marvel to himj as it is to the Catholics of the rest of the
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world to this day, how thirty millions of Catholic Frenchmen could have

been dominated at first by a minority of infidel, atheistic and Socialistic

jwliticians. The example of Germany, where a small Catholic minority

recovered its political and religious rights, against an overwhelmingly

hostile and anti-Catholic majority backed by a hostile and anti-Catholic

Government, proved then, as it does now, that the Catholics of France,

at the time the Commune was succeeded by the Republic, lacked some-

thing which the German Catholics jx)ssessed. This something, evidently

Catholic leadership and organization. As long as the people of a

particular creed are treated with even-handed justice by the Govern-

ments under which they live and to which they render loyal service

and supix>rt, there is no excuse for the formation of political parties

on the basis of religious creed. But where a religious body in the Com-

monwealth, be the form of government absolute, constitutional monarchy
or so-called republican, is persecuted or discriminated against on the

score of its religious belief, such a body of citizens have a right to

move in conceit for the redress of their grievances. This is what the

German Catholics did with the sanction of Pius IX and Leo XIIT.

No govemmsnt can claim the name of republic unless it is based upon
the comir.onweal and recognizes the equality of its citizens before the

law. As Cardinal Manning said, faith, besides being the gift of God,

is the free act of the will and cannot be generated by force, and the

coercion of the conscience is incompatible with free institutions. Besides

1-his, the Church of God has a divine mission to preach the Gospel

^nd uphold the public worship of God—hence she has a divine right to

preach the Gosjjel and to uphold the public worship of God.

Leo XIII saw a chance of regenerating France through the

majority of her citizens, whose religious rights were violated. In

the absence of leadership and organization among themselves, the voice

of the Vicar of Christ, the Father of the Faithful, became the means

of recovering religious rights and restoring peace and reconciliation.

The results of the continuous Jacobinical and Voltairian propa-

gandism in France were the overthrow of the conservative administra-

tion of President MacMahon, the occupant of the Presidential chair, by

Jules Grevy, the prime ministry of Gambetta, a bitter enemy of Christi-

anity, and the conspiracy to abrogate all the laws that su&tained
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religion, to nullify the solemn obligations of the Concordat, the sup»

pression of institutions of the Catholic Church, the abolition of Relig-

ious Orders, and the passage of laws of confiscation, disfranchisement

and oppression.

To Americans, imbued with the true principles of free government
and of republican institutions, it seemed incomprehensible how such

measures could be adopted or could stand mider a Republic. The

question became the more amazing, when considered in connection with

the fact that these measures were adopted against the wishes of a

majority of the citizens of the French Republic, and, even more, were

against the rights and liberties of that majority. It is not necessary

to discuss here and now the measures of extreme protection and self-

defense, to which the Catholics of Trance would have been justified in

resorting. In the absence of leadership and organization, Leo XIII,
ever gentle and pacific, yet ever wary and far-seeing, advised the

Catholic body of France, its Prelates, clergy, laity and societies, to

be united at least in sentiment and action, patient, and to cheer and

support each other in a passive resistance which might finally influence

public opinion rightly, but at the same time so to abstain from every

act that might bring censure upon them, but to leave their opponents

wholly and solely in the wrong.

As the wrong increased, even Gambetta was too conservative for

the secret societies; he was brushed aside; and the ministry of Presi-

dent Ferry proceeded to still more extreme measures. Gambetta's death

soon followed
;
and France, by public honors, bestowed not by the

majority of her citizens, testified her approval and appreciation of his

services.

The French Catholic hierarchy, through Cardinal Guibert, the

venerated Archbishop of Paris, sent a brave and ringing protest to the

Government against the suppression of the Religious Orders. No notice

was taken of this action of the Bishops of France, who represented

thirty millions of Frenchmen. In October, 1880, Leo XIII raised his

voice against these wrongs inflicted on the Church of France and the

religion of the French people, and especially against the suppression of

the Religious Orders of the countr}\ Having read his powerful appeals

to the Italian authorities against similar wrongs perpetrated in Perugia,
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we can appreciate this noble document addressed to the French Govern-

ment through the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris. He told them that as

a Government they were violating the true interests of the country,

rejecting all considerations of religion, social order and justice, and

showing their ingratitude for the splendid services and benefits con-

ferred in the past and present wpon France by these same Religious

Orders. He refuted the flimsy argument that these religious lx)dies

had been formed and acquired growth in France in violation of the

law, as if a republic could pass a law so restrictive of natural and consti-

tutional liberty as to prevent its citizens from living in their own homes

and in accordance with their own tastes, because several united in

forming such homes, and because God was worshipped therein. He

boldly reminded the asserters of this argument that, when the French

courts were called upon to sanction the edict of suppression more than

five hundred magistrates resigned their judicial offices before they

would even indirectly or by implication sanction such an iniquity, which

no statute could make the law of a free people. Again the Holy Father,

supporting the protest of the French Bishops and the self-sacrificing

action of the judges, protested, even though all prior protests, whether

addressed to the judgment, the feelings or the sense of justice, had

received no recognition of the Government. Among other things he

said:

^'Wherever the Catholic Church freely exists, there Religious

Orders spontaneously grow up; they spring from the Church as the

branch from the trunk of the tree. They are the auxiliaries whose help

the Bishops find to be especially necessary in our days, helping, by their

skill and industry, the secular clergy in tlieir ministrations, and reliev-

ing, by their Christian charity, the needs of the |X)or.

"The distinguished men, against whom the sword of the law was

thus sharpened were the lawful offspring of the Church, carefully

trained by her to all that is honorable in nature and in literary culture.

Civilization is immensely indebted to them in more than one respect,

for their holy lives were to the people a perpetual exliortation to virtue,

and their learning shed a lustre in the spheres, both of sacred and pro-

fane knowledge ;
their immortal works have enriched every department

of the fine arts, , , ,
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"Of the missionaries sent to preach the Gospel to barbarous coun-

tries, the majority have been furnished by the monastic communities in

France. Their labors in the cause of Christianity have spread the name

of France, with tlie light of the Gospel, to the remotest nations of the

earth. . .

''There is no sort of misery that can befall our common humanity
that these religious men and women have not alleviated, no fonn of

calamity, known to us that they have not remedied—in hospitals, in

asylums for the poorest of the poor, during the periods of peace and

leisurely enjoyment, in civil communities, as well as amid the heat and

turmoil of war. And all these ministrations they perfonned with

that pitying gentleness which can only spring from divine charity. Of

this charity you have l^efore your eyes illustrious examples, in every

province and city and village."

In speaking particularly of the Jesuits, who were the first to be

expelled from France, as they have proved to be the last to be recalled

to Germany, the Holy Father said : "The Nuncio in Paris was ordered

to protest, and to declare that the Society of Jesus is not only guiltless

of any crime, but deserving of all praise on account of the exalted merit

of its members, for their learning, their charity, their zeal, in educating

youth. All France bears witness to their worth by intrusting its chil-

dren to their care."

The remonstrances of the French Bishops, the Nuncio and of the

Pope having proved of no avail, Leo XIII was again about to cry out

with the authoritative voice of the Vicar of Christ in solemn condemna-

tion of the act of a so-called republic suppressing the Religious Orders,

and otherwise proscribing the religion of thirty millions of citizens, the

vast majority of the population of France, when the Catholic counsels

and measures took a new and different direction. It was proix)sed to

him, as a measure that might prevent the suppression and dispersion of

the Religious Orders, that the members of those communities themselves

should unite in preparing and signing a solemn declaration and pledge,

that they had not been and would not be identified with any jwlitical

party in France, or take part in any political movements, or support any

political party. This proposition met with the sanction of the Bishops of

France, The Holy Father, upon a careful consideration of the subject^
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regarded It as Involving no violation of Catholic principles, doctrine or

moral teaching.

It would have been an anomaly for any part of the citizens of a

Republic, to be com}>elled to forego the common rights and privileges

jwssessed by all, into purchasing the right to live In community of family
and household as they were entitled to live, by surrendering other rights

held by them in common with the entire body of the citizens of the

Republic. Where would governmental and legislative encroachments

ujx)n the common rights of citizens end ? Where would concessions

cease ? Catholic priests were, upon the fundamental principles of a

republican form of government, as fully endowed with all the rights of

citizenship as Jules Ferry, Paul Bert and Leon Gambetta, How could

it become the function of the latter to rule France as tyrants, while the

former were to be prohibited to serve her ?

It was upon these questions and principles, tliat the proposition

was met by the gi'eat body of the Catholics of France with indignation,

alarm and opposition. The Catholic press was opposed to it; they

discussed it in all its headings in the public journals, while the subject

was warmly and earnestly discussed in their homes and in every private

and public conversation or assembly. In Roman circles and official

places it was discussed, and the Holy Father did not conceal his senti-

ments at an opposition regarded as so inopportune and distasteful to

him. For admitting all that the opposition said, the proposition involved

no sacrifice of principle, it was but the voluntary surrender of a privi-

lege not used or availed of, it was a yielding of one right for the sake

of securing the jwssession of another
; and, moreover, what weight or

value could be attached to an unused privilege in comparison with one

of the last importance and most vital consequence ? Yet, on. the other

hand, who can say that such a declaration or any other would have

saved the Religious Orders ?

But what was the origin of the proposition, and what were the

motives of its originators ? It was eventually discovered that tlie negotia-

tion itself was a deeply-Jald scheme of the French Government, to

entrap the Catholic body, to divide them in their measures, and so to

shape measures that Religious Orders declining such a proposition could

be the more harshly, unjustly and cruelly dealt with. And so it event-
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iiated. This would have been an opportune time for the whole bodj of

French Catholics to unite in defense of their rights as citizens. In

writing on the subject, when the measure was projxised, Leo XIII said :

^'The Catholic Church neither blames nor condemns any form of

State constitution. The institutions of the Church herself, deriving

their origin from purposes of public utility, can flourish under any

government, whether the executive or judiciary powers be exercised

therein by one or by more. As to the Apostolic See, which has to

maintain relations with the governments in the midst of }X)litic^l

changes and revolutions, its sole purpose is to secure the interests of

the Christian religion. It never intends, nor can intend, to violate

the rights of any government, no matter by whom administered. It is,

therefore, certain, that in all things where wfe do no injustice to others,

we should obey those in authority. Xor by so obeying do we sanction

whatever is wrong, either in the constitution or in the administration.

''Such being the rules of public conduct enjoined on all Catholics

without distinction, there could be no objection to the declaration

demanded of the Religious Orders."

The result is feelingly set forth by the Holy Father as follows:

"It is most sad to say that the French Government pursued its intended

course. Every day brings us sad news from that country. The remain-

ing Religious Orders are scattered and suppressed. The fresh calamity

thus befallen France, and which she herself freely feels, fills us with

the deepest concern, the most intense anxiety. We detest and deplore

the wrong done to the Catholic religion."

In speaking of this sad controversy and its still sadder results in

the march of socialism and anarchy, and the apprehended blight of

another Commune, an eminent Catholic author says: "Leo XIII has

been, and is still, severely blamed by many French Catholics for what

they consider his policy of unwise and fatal conciliation. It is a strange

censure, seeing that the Holv See, in the circumstances which we have

been describing, must choose between firm remonstrance, representations

and endeavors to conciliate, or band all French Catholics together in

a great and compactly-organized national league, showing to the Gov-

ernment and the Radicals behind them a solid and unbroken front,

resisting every measure of suppression, of confiscation, of encroach-
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ment on religious liberty by determined, united, and constitutional

action. But would French Catholics have so united at his bidding?"*

In the absence of that union among the Catholics of France, which

was necessary, and by which they could have secured in the legitimate

and constitutional majority of the nation, the management and control

of the Government, for self-government is the cornerstone of republics,

self-government through a legal and constitutional majority, the govei'n-

nicnt of a minority, went on boldly to despoil the submissive majority

of their constitutional rights, and the remaining Religious Orders

were broken up or suppressed, and France lost one of the most valuable

boons which Christian civilization can confer upon a nation.

The elections of 1885, in the absence of Catholic organization,

resulted in overwhelming majorities for the enemies of the Church

and of the Religious Orders. A priest who could counsel his flock or

any of them to vote for a Catholic candidate, or oppose a Radical or

Government candidate, was punished for an act essentially lawful in a

free government and among a free people, by the sequestration of his

salary, and emboldened by their unresisted successes, the legislature

of a Catholic nation passed a new school law, disqualifying the members

of Religious Orders from teaching in the primary schools of that same

Catholic nation.

Let us record the noble utterances of the Cardinal Archbishop of

Paris to the French" President
; utterances, alas ! rendered unavailing

by the lack of leadership and organization among the Catholics of the

country :

"Paris, March 30, 1886.

"Mr. President:—Tlie Cluirch of France is passing through a period of painful

trials. She complains of being made the object of rigorous treatment by the State;

and the State accuses her of liaving called forth such rigor liy setting herself in

opposition to the Government which the country has chosen for itself. As the con-

flict grows daily in bitterness you will not be surprised if the oldest among the

French Bishops, he in whose diocese the Government has its seat, addresses himself

to you as the chief execvitive, and conveys to you, together with his respectful

protestations, the just complaints, which are, I doubt not, in conformity with the

general sentiment among my brother Bishops.

"How can we allow the public to give credit, through our silence, to accusations

which entirely misrepresent our attitude and can only lead public opinion astray?

* "Life of Leo XIII," by Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly, pp. 511-512.
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Up to this moment the French clergy have given proof of a patience and moderation

that deserve higher praise than that of being called exemplary. \Yishing before

all things to maintain peace, and thereby to obey the wise directions given by the

Sovereign Pontiff, they have uncomplainingly endured much injustice. They have

only raised their voice to defend the spiritual interests of their flocks, the teaching

of religious doctrine, the necessities of public worship; and in so doing they have

shown temper and moderation, demanding only of the public authorities that they

should be shown the same justice and kindness so honorably granted them by

preceding Governments.

"They have been reproached with having, during the last elections, been favorable

to the opposition candidates. If there be truth in this accusation, we can affirm that

politics had no influence on the minds of the electors, who, in voting, only thought
of the result the ballot box would have on the interests of religion.

"There were two classes of candidates—one class composed of persons who
wished to preserve religious instruction, to protect freedom of worship, and to favor

Christian good works; the other class were those who announced openly their inten-

tion of extinguishing at once, or in the veiy near future, the Catholic faith among
us. \Mio would hold it to be a crime in priests to show preference for the former?

It was a conscientious duty to do so, and a fulfillment of the mission received by
them from the Church, and, one might say, from the State itself.

"No; the clergy never have made in the past, nor do they make at present, a

systematic and hostile opposition to existing institutions. If they show either cold-

ness or uneasiness, these dispositions so loudly complained of only became manifest

when the representatives of the Government joined hands openly with the enemies

of religion. If the Republic would only accept the obligation incumbent on all

governments of respecting the belief and the worship of the immense majority of

our countrymen, nothing in the teaching of the Church or in her traditions could

have justified a priest in distrusting the Republic or In opposing it. But if the men

who have taken on themselves to establish these political forms in France have at the

same time made it their task to wound all men's consciences, if even.- year of their

sway has been remarkable for some blow aimed at one or other of our Catholic

institutions, how, I ask again, can churchmen be blamed for preferring those who

protect them to those who plunder them, those who respect their ministry to those

who vilify it, those who favor the influence of religion on men's minds to those who

labor to destroy it?

"To the prejudiced, who will wonder at the conduct of the clergy, I would say:

Read over the records of the last five years. In 1880 tlie Religious Orders are

dispersed on the authority of contested laws and without having obtained judgment
from the courts. At the same time treasury' laws, which impose a heavier burden

every year, fall oppressively on communities of religious women, regardless of the

immense services they rendered to the poor, to the sick, to the youth of the country.

In 1882 a school law blots out religion from the programme of public instruction,

and inflicts on Christian France, under the name of neutrality
—a name hitherto

imknown—the stigma of official atheism. Year after year the budget of public

worship is cut down. In the space of five years there is a reduction of seven millions

of francs. The salary of the Bishops is diminished, those of the cathedral canons
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are threatened; the burses in the seminaries are stricken out of the estimates; the

cathedral churches are refused the subsidies necessary for the dignity of public

worship and the repair of their buildings; the assistant pastorships are suppressed

by the hundred. In every locality where the municipal officers become the tools of

anti-religious passions, the Government follow in their wake, tolerating or sanctioning

the most unlawful usurpations.

"Thus it is that the ministers of religion are excluded from the hospitals whicli

depend on the State or on tlie numicipality ;
tlie funeral of a celebrated writei', who

had refused the prayers of the Church, serves as a pretext for profaning a Christian

temple bearing the name of the patron saint of Paris; and, lastly, the parish priests,

those lowly servants of the people in our villages, are treated with no less injustice.

The poor salary whicli represents the sacred debt of the nation toward the Church

ceases to be assured to the priest who faithfully discharges his obscure duties. To

denounce him to the authorities—an act mostly inspired by hatred or by private

interest—suffices to make him lose it. He is visited by an excessive punishment

which no law authorizes, and which is preceded by no trial.

"Five years have sufficed to heap up all these violences. The present year had

in store for us a reserve of no less sorrowful surprises. While people are expecting

the repeal of the law which dispenses the clergy from military service, we are made

to follow in Parliament the debates on another law taking away from public instruc-

tion every Christian characteristic.

"During these debates we heard the Minister of Public Worship attacking, in his

speeches, the fundamental doctrines of Christianity.

"Ten years ago it was said, 'Clericalism is the national enemy,' and beneath the

ambiguity of the term the man who used it purposely veiled the intention which

he did not dare to avow openly. At this moment such a precaution is needless.

Tlie objects of direct attack are the honor paid to the Blessed Virgin and the doctrine

of original sin. To justify the perpetual exclusion of teachers belonging to com-

munities from all public schools, the Government declare that these teachers, precisely

because they are Catholics, would teach doctrines which the State cannot tolerate

from the lips of masters paid by it.

"In very truth, Mr. President, I cannot help asking myself what we are come

to. Has the Concordat been abrogated, or is it still in force? It is easy to see that

the Minister of Public W^orship favors the separation of Church and State, but that

he dreads the consequences for our existing institutions, and wishes to prepare public

opinion for it. Doubtless it is because he wishes the better to prepare people for the

breaking Tip of the compact that he begins openly to violate its clauses and its

spirit.

"The seventeenth article of the Concordat foresees the case in wliich the First

Consul might have a non-Catholic successor, and stipulates that in this case the

rights and the prerogatives mentioned in article sixteen and the nomination to

hishoprics should J)e regulated hi/ a new convention. So, in the thought of the two

parties to the Concordat, the prerogatives granted to the chief of the French Goverii-

ment were subordinated to the condition that he should profess the Catholic faith.

And now here is a minister of ihis Government, the very personage who, on his own

responsibility, exercises the prerogatives granted by the Concortlat, and be makes
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speeches against the Catholic belief! If he is to be believed, the State owes it to

itself not to permit in its schools the teaching of the dogmas of our faith; and yet

the State continues to nominate our Bishops, who are the guardians of that faith !

"Mr. President, I appeal to your reason and your impartiality. Have I, in what
I have just said, done anything but note facts well known and official? And can

any one dispute the conclusion to be drawn from them, and wliich may be thus

formulated: The Catholic clergy have not made any opposition to the Government,

which, during these last six years, has never ceased to persecute the clergy, to weaken
Christian institutions, and to prepare for the suppression of the Christian religion

itself?

"It is certain, Mr. President, that tlie constitution which frees you from respon-

sibility leaves you the full enjoyment of your moral influence. Your age, your great

experience, your old devotion to the republican cause, the confidence again pledged to

you by the National Assembly
—all this, by heightening your authority, seems to

ask of you to interfere in the difficult situation which has arisen. It is j'our right
to warn those who share with you the burden of power, and to point out to them
the consequences of their dangerous policy; they could not, without betraying levity
or rashness, help yielding to your wise counsels and having a regard for your serious

observations.

"Allow, then, an old Bishop, who has seen, during his own lifetime, the political
forms of his countiy changed seven times in succession—allow him to say to you for

the last time what liis long experience suggests.

"By continuing on the path it is now pursuing the Republic can do religion great

harm; but kill it it cannot. The Church has known greater dangers and has passed

through worse storms, and yet she lives in the heart of France. She will be present
at tlie burial of those who flatter themselves with the belief that they will annihilate

her.

"The Republic has received no promise of immortality either from God or from

history. If your influence could induce it to respect men's consciences, to apply the

Concordat honestly, both in its letter and in its spirit, you would do much to restore

public peace and to unite men's minds. If you fail in this attempt, or if you think

it cannot be made, then it is not the clergy nor the Church that can be charged with

laboring to ruin the political establishment of which you are the guardian; vou know
that rebellion is not one of the weapons that we use.

"The clergy will continue to endure patiently; they will pray for tlieir enemies;

they will beg of God to enlighten these and to inspire them with more equitable
sentiments. But those who are the authors of this impious war shall work their

own destruction by it, and great ruins will be heaped up in our beloved country
before it can see once more happy days.

"The subversive passions which give many signs of their near awakening will

create in your path dangers far more formidable than any of the pretended abuses

cast up to the clergy. And God grant that in this fearful storm, where the appetites
let loose shall find no moral barrier on their road, we do not see go down together
the fortune and even the independence of our native land!

"Arrived at the extreme limit of a long career, I resolved, before having to go
before God to give an account of my administration, to remove from my own con-
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science any share of responsibility in the coining disasters. Still, I cannot close this

letter without expressing the hope, that France will never permit herself to he robbed

of those sacred beliefs, which constituted in the past her strength and her glory, and
secured to her the foremost rank among nations."

The hope, with which the Catholic heart is inspired for France, is

based njwn tlie actual prevalence of Catholic sentiments among that

vast Catholic population of thirty millions, and the successful examjile

of the Catholics of Germany who, by organization, have wrung justice

from an overwhelming anti-Catholic majority. On Easter Sunday,

April 25, 1886, in a single church of Paris, though the greatest of

her temples, five thousand men received the Holy Communion in one

body. If all the Churches of France could, in proportion, present a

similar spectacle at every Easter, there would be hope for Catholic

France, and the Catholic majority would feel the pressing obligation of

setting themselves, the country, and their Church right once more. Other-

wise the government of the secret societies must be treated with, as with

an inexorable despotism, from which concessions can only be won by
the conciliatory policy and methods of Leo XIII. A certain amount
of conservatism is already recognized as necessary, even by the majority
of the governing sects in France, in order to save the nation from

destruction at the hands of the Radicals and anarchists; as was sho\vn

in 1894, in the election of Casimer-Ferrier over the opjx)sition of the

Radicals and anarchists to fill the Presidential chair, made vacant by the

assassination of President Carnot by the knife of an anarchist. France

can only be saved by the conservatism of the Catholic majority and of

the Catholic Church. In the meantime the pacific measures and the

profound statesmanship of Leo XIII will go far to win concessions

from the Republic as now governed. France will yet have to appeal to

Catholicity for its safety. We will have occasion again to refer to the

measures of Leo XIII in behalf of Catholic France.

We have had frequent occasion to mention the existence of secret

societies, and the detriment they worked to nations. In, April, 1884,
Leo XIII, in the interests of society, of good government and religions,

issued his celebrated Encyclical on this subject of secret societies. We
present some extracts therefrom to our readers :
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"Venerable Brethren:—Health and Apostolic benediction. When through the

envy of the devil the human race had miserably fallen away from God, the Creator, the

Dispenser of all heavenly gifts, it divided itself into two separate and hostile camps,

of which the one wars perpetually for truth and virtue, and the other for everything

that is antagonistic to truth and virtue. The one is the kingdom of God upon earth,—
that is, the true Church of Jesus Christ, of which the members, if they would belong

to it in sincerity and in a manner availing for salvation, must serve God and His only

Son with all their heart and will; the other is the kingdom of Satan, under whose

power and dominion are those, who, following his sad example, and that of our first

parents, refuse to yield obedience to divine and eternal laws; they set God aside in

many things, and in many ways they actually oppose Him. St. Avigvistine has de-

scribed these two kingdoms under the similitude of two states, differing in the laws

by which they are governed, and in their aims and objects, and has embraced in one

pointed sentence the character of each. Tiro loves have made two cities. The love of

self, he says, carried to forgetfulness of God, has been the cause of the earthly city ;

ivhilst the love of God, carried to forgetfulness of self, has been the cause of the

heavenly city. All through the ages these cities have fovight, one with the other, with

many weapons, and in many forms of strife, though not always Avith the same fierce-

ness or the same energy. In our own time, the enemies of God, aided and strength-

ened by the widely-spread and firmly-knit society of the Masons, seem to have united

to uiffke a supreme effort. No longer concealing their objects, they boldly array them-

selves against the majesty of God, and openly strive for the ruin of the Church, in

the hope that if possible they may rob the Christian people of the benefits won for

them by our Saviour Jesus Christ. We, bemoaning these evils, are often driven,

under the impulse of our love, to cry aloud to God : For lo. Thy enemies have made a

noise, and they that hate Thee have lifted up their head. They have taken up a

malicious counsel against Thy people, and have consulted against Thy saitits. They
have said. Come, let us destroy them, so that they be not a nation. In the presence

of such a peril, and in the face of an attack u])on Christianity at once so formidable

and so persevering, it is our duty to make the danger known, to point out the enemy,

and, as far as possible, to make vain their schemes and plots, so that those whose

eternal salvation is committed to our care shall not perish everlastingly, and the

kingdom of Jesus Christ, which it is ours to defend, may not only stand and remain

unharmed, but everywhere spread over the earth by new conquests. Our predecessors,

the Roman Pontiffs, steadily watchful for the well-being of the Christian people, rec-

ognized this deadly enemy for what it was, and what it aimed at, the moment it left

the obscurity of a secret conspiracy to step into the light of day. Foreseeing the

future, sounding a note of alarm, they put the princes and the people on their guard

against the snares and the artifices intended to lead them astray. The first to de-

nounce this danger was Clement XII, in the year 1738; and his Constitution was con-

firmed and renewed by Benedict XIV. Pius VII followed in the footsteps of these

Pontiffs; and Leo XII in his Apostolic Constitution Quo gravioru, collecting the acts

and decrees on this subject of the Popes who had gone before him, ratified and con-

firmed them for all time. Pius VIII, Gregory XVI, and on many occasions Pius IX,

have spoken in the same sense. When the nature and the character of the Masonic

body had been made apparent by unmistakable signs, by the knowledge of its prin-
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cipies, by the publication of its rules and rites and ceremonies —and to these was
often added the testimony of the initiated themselves,—tiie Holy See condemned and

publicly proclaimed the Masonic sect as contrary to right and justice, and not less

baneful to Christianity than to the State. At the same time, under pain of penalties,

which the Church is accustomed to reserve for serious offenders, the Holy See forbade

anyone to join the association. Irritated by this condemnation, and thinking to

escape the force of it, oi'—partly by disregarding it, partly by the use of calumny—
to weaken its effect, the members of the sect accused the Pope, who had decreed it, of

having passed a sentence th.at was unjust, or of having exceeded the bounds of equity.

In this way they thoxight to escape the authority and the weight of the Apostolic
Constitutions of Clement XII and Benedict XIV, and in the same way those of Pius

VII and Pius IX. But there were also some, even in the ranks of the Masons, who,

unwilling witnesses as they were, confessed that, the teaching and discipline of the

Catholic Church being accepted, the action of her Pontiffs was amply justified. And

many princes and chief magistrates have so far agreed with the action of the Popes,
that they have made it their business either to denounce the sect to the Holy See

itself, or else by tlieir own laws to brand it as noxious, as has been the case in

Holland, Austria, Switzerland, Bavaria, Savoy, and other parts of Italy.

"Now, there are A'arious sects of men which, though in name, rites, form, and

origin they differ, yet when in sameness of aim and likeness of first principles they

are bound together, really thereby agree with the IMasonic sect, which forms for

all a common center, whence all proceed, and to which retvirn. Though they just

now seem very much to have cast oft' the garb of secrecy, and hold their meetings

before the eyes of the world, and even have their own daily press, when we look,

however, into the matter, we find that they still retain all the characteristics of

of secret societies. For many things done in them have the nature of strict

secrecy, to conceal which with the utmost acre, not only from those outside, but

from very many of their own associates, is a primary law; for instance, their secret

and important resolutions, the names and persons of their chief leaders, certain secret

and clandestine meetings, as well as their decrees, and the ways and means to be em-

ployed in carrying them out. To the same end is the complicated distinction of the

members in trades and duties and employment; not less than the established differ-

ence in their ranks and degrees, and the severity and discipline by which all are

ruled; while the candidates for enrollment are bound by promise,
—

nay, more, by a

special oath,—to swear, as in most cases they are required, never in any way to

di^allge their associates, their signs, or their doctrines. Thus by a feigned appearance,

and the same style of pretense, the IMasons, as of old the Manichaeans, try by every

possible means to hide themselves, and to have no witnesses of their actions but mem-

bers of their own sect. They seek hiding-places as most convenient, having assumed

to themselves the character of learned men and philosophers for the sake of training

their associates; in their language they cultivate most strictly politeness of speech,

and charity towards the lower classes; they profess only to desire a better state of

things for the masses, and to make the greater number participate in the conveniences

of civilized life. But even supposing these principles were true ones, they would by no

means represent all their objects. Besides, those who are admitted into the society
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must promise and engage that they will render implicit obedience and fidelity to the

dictates of their leaders and teachers; that they will carry out their commands at the

least sign and indication of their will
;
otherwise they will have to meet the most dire

consequences, and even death itself. And, moreover, if anyone shall be judged to

have betrayed the discipline, or resisted the commands of their superiors, extreme pun-

ishment is often inflicted upon them, and that indeed with such boldness and dexterity

that very frequently the police fail in discovering or in bringing the criminals to jus-

tice. Moreover, to practice deceit and to conceal themselves, to bind men to them-

selves, as slaves with iron fetters, without alleging any reason, to employ for any
crime these slaves of another's will, to bare their arm to slaughter, whilst guarding
themselves as much as possible from punishment, is an enormity at which nature

revolts. Wherefore against this association reason and truth itself compel one, in

justice and natural virtue, to fight.

"It is the first principle of those who call themselves Naturalists, since by their

very name they declare it, that human nature and human reason should be in all

things the teacher and ruler; and, this laid down, they either pay less attention to

duties towards God, or they pervert them by indefinite and erroneous opinions. For

they deny that anything has been revealed to us by God Himself; they admit no dog-

mas of religion,
—that nothing is true but what human intelligence can imderstand;

that there is no teacher whom we are to believe on account of the authority of his

office. But since it is the special office of the Catholic Church to embrace fully, and

to maintain in their most complete integrity, the doctrines which have been com-

mitted to her alone, received from God Himself, as well as her authority as teacher,

and everything else in the way of Heavenly kelp towards salvation, therefore, against
her is the attack of her enemies with the utmost hatred directed.

"Now, let us just look at the sect of Masons, and see what it does in these n at'ers

which concern religion
—

especially where it has the most liberty of action—and let

lis determine whether it does not plainly appear to carry out the decrees of these

naturalists. For long and laboriously has it endeavored to bring it to pass, that the

teaching of the Church and her authority shall be rendered impotent in states, alleg-

ing and maintaining that religion and civil policy are altogether to be separated; and,

this done, they exclude the most wholesome influence of the Catholic religion on the

laws and administration of states; and hence it results, that they determine that

states are to be regulated entirely without the influence and teaching of the Church.

Nor are they satisfied with merely setting the Church—the best of all leaders—aside,

but they must injure her by hostile action. And, indeed, they allow men with im-

punity to attack the very foundations of the Catholic religion in speaking, writing,
and teaching; the rights of the Church are not spared; and the gifts with which, by
God's providence, she has been endowed, are not safe. The least possible liberty of

action is allowed her, and that by means of law^s which apparently are not very

severe, but which, in reality, are framed for the very purpose of hampering her action.

We also see special and grievous laws imposed upon the clergy, in order that both

their numbers may be diminished, and the daily necessaries of life denied them ; what
remains of ecclesiastical property, though bound to her by the most stringent ties,

handed over to the will of the state executive; communities of the Religious Orders

rooted up and scattered to the winds. And, besides, war has been stirred up against
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the Apostolic See and the Roman Pontiff by his enemies. And, in the first place, he

has been, for fictitious reasons, deprived of his civil princedom, which is the guaranty
of his liberty and the defense of his right; next, driven into a condition which is more

unjust, and made intolerable by difficulties and hinderances; until at last we have

come to the time when the supporters of these sects openly proclaim, what they have

for a long time agitated in secret, viz. : That the sacred power of the Pontiff is to be

abolished, and his Apostolic office, founded by Divine riglit, is to be utterly destroyed.
And this determination, even if other proofs were wanting, is made sufficiently clear

by the testimony of members of that society, many of whom have often in the past,

and also recently, declared this to be the object of Masonry—to harrass the Catholic

name with tlie utmost and imrelenting hatred
; not to cease until they see everything

abolished which the Roman Pontiff's have established for the sake of religion. Now,
even if those who are enrolled in this sect are not required in so many words to re-

nounce the Catholic religion, it is because such a line, so far from being repugnant to

the interests of Masonry, rather serves the cause ; for, first, they thus easily deceive

the simple and unwary, and are able to invite many more to join them; then, besides,

by their adopting certain well-known practices of religious rite, they succeed in estab-

lishing the great error of these times,—that the care of religion is a matter of little

or no importance, and that there is no difference of worth between them. This view

is well fitted to destroy all religions, and especially the Catholic, which, as it is the

only true one of all, cannot be treated on equal grounds with the rest without the

greatest injury done to it. But the natui'alists go farther; for, in things of the high-

est importance, having boldly entered on the career of universal wandering, with a

headlong course they hurry on to destruction, either through the weakness of human
nature, or through the act of God demanding the just punishment of their pride.

Hence it happens that they cannot even grasp firmly those things which are known

by the natural use of reason, as certainly are, that God exists; that the souls of men
are free fi'om all admixture of matter, and are immortal. Now, the sect of the

^Masons is foundering iipon these same rocks witli like aberration. For although they,

in a general way, confess that God exists, nevertheless they themselves attest that this

belief does not exist in the minds of certain individuals among men, with a firm

assent and steadfast judgment. For they do not attempt to hide the fact, that this

question about God is the greatest cause of dissension among them, and, moreover,

that on this very point there has been quite lately no small contention in tlieir ranks.

For, indeed, the sect allows great liberty to its members,—that each may claim its

right to say that there is a God. or to say that there is no God; and those who per-

tinaciously maintain that there is no God should be as readily initiated as those who
believe indeed that there is a God, but think erroneously about His nature, as the

pantheists do; all which, however, is nothing more or less than to retain a certain

absurd view of the Divine nature, while denying its truth. Now, when this chief

foundation is weakened or uprooted, it follows that those truths also totter which are

known even by the suggestion of nature, viz. : All things exist only by the will of God

creating them; that the world is ruled by His providence; that there is no annihila-

tion of the soul; and that tliere is another life, and that eternal, to follow upon this

earthly one.
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"And, as to domestic society, almost the whole doctrine of the naturalists is coS-

tained in the following: That matrimony belongs to the class of business engagements ;

that it can be broken off at the will of those who have contracted it, and that by
right; that secular rulers have power over the marriage bond; that in the education

of children, nothing is to be taught about religion as certain and undeniable
; that

each is to be allowed that which pleases him when he arrives at a certain age. Now,
all these doctrines the Freemasons evidently indorse, and not only indorse, but for a

long time have desired to reduce to practice. For already in many countries, and
even professedly Catholic, it is law that no marriage shall be held valid unless cele-

brated with civil rites ; in others, divorces are sanctioned by the law ; in others, it is

determined to carry this out as soon as possible. And thus tilings are hastening on

to change the nature of matrimony altogether, viz., into unstable and fluctuating

unions, which, as mere lust has formed, lust also can dissolve. Besides, with the

utmost unanimity, the sect of Freemasons looks to securing to itself the education of

youths. For they feel that they can easily bend at pleasure that soft and flexible age,

and twist it into any shape; and therefore they think nothing is more to their pur-

pose in order to mould the children of the citizen, and make them such as they require
for the State. Hence, in the educating and teaching of children, they exclude the

ministers of the Church from all supervision and instruction; and in many places

tliey have obtained that the whole education should be in the hands of laymen, and
tliat in moral instruction nothing is to be brought in which to bind men to God by the

great and holy sanction of religion.»»»»*»»»•
"But the Church, because it specially enjoins upon men obedience to God as the

Sovereign Ruler of all things, injuriously and falsely should be thought to either envy
the civil power, or to arrogate to itself any of the rights of rulers. Besides, what it

is just to render to the civil power, that certainly, by its decision and knowledge of

its office, it decrees is to be rendered. That right of ruling which comes from God
Himself is a <,reat accession of dignity to the civil power, and no small help for con-

ciliating the obedience and good will of citizens. She, being the friend of peace and

the fosterer of concord, embraces all with maternal charitj'; and, being solely intent

upon helping men, teaches them to join justice with clemency, ruling with equity,

and laws with moderation ; that the rights of no one are to be violated, that the public

order and tranquillity are to be preserved, the needs of the poor are to be alleviated,

publicly and privately, by all possible means. But, to use the words of St. Augustine,

'they therefore think, or rather wish it to be thought, that the Christian doctrine does

not tend to the good of the State, because they are unwilling that the State should

rest on the foundation of virtue, but rather on the impunity of vice;' to which, being
the plain truth, it would be the part of civil prudence, and well for the common

safety, if rulers and people would not conspire with Freemasons to subvert the

Church, but rather unite with the Church to break the force of Masonic attacks.

However the issue may be, in this so great and already too-widely spread evil, it is

our duty, venerable brethren, to apply our mind to seek for remedies. But now, since

we believe the best and surest hope of remedy is to be found in the efficacy of religion,

which the Freemasons hate tlie more because they fear it so much, therefore we think

the best thing to do is to appeal to its most wholesome virtue against the common
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enemy. Therefore, whatever the Roman Pontiff's, our predecessors, ha^-o decreed for

Iiindering the undertakings and attempts of the sect of the Freemasons; whatsoever

they have sanctioned, either for the purpose of deterring men from, or calling back

after they have entered those societies—all these, each and every one, we hereby

notify, and with our Apostolic authority confirm; in which, indeed, trusting espe-

cially to the good will of Christian people, we beg each by his own salvation that they
will make it a matter of conscience not in the smallest way to depart from the pre-
vious commands of Apostolic authority in this matter."

Leo XIII, by repeated letters and labors, exalted the study of the

philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas, established at Rome an Academy
of St. Thomas and recommended this culture to the whole Christian

world. He lalx)red sedulously for higher education in his owii

diocese of Rome. He ordered the enlargement of the high schools of

philosophy and theology at Rome, for in these schools the finest yonng
scholars from all the dioceses of Italy were educated, and through them,

on their return to their homes, higher studies would be promoted

everywhere over the Peninsula. The higher education of the Roman

clergy, his own diocesans, was one of his special desires and efforts,

for he realized the necessity of their becoming thoroughly accomplished

scholars, and as promotive thereof, masters of the parent Italian and

cultivators ' of and speakers and writers in the finest Latin of the

Augustin age, and in that most perfect of human languages, the Greek,

the classical Greek of ancient Athens. " He founded special courses

of literature in Italian, Latin and Greek, the best of his seminarians

were required to make this course between their usual college course

and the theological course of the seminaries, and he placed this important
Avork in the hands of the best professors that could be obtained, and

all under the direction of a noted scholar, author and orator, who was

no other than his own Vicar-General, Cardinal Parocchi. In earnest

language did he express himself on this subject in his letter of July

20, 1885, addressed to Cardinal Parocchi :

"You understand perfectly what we have often said, and not without good reason,

that serious and continual eff"orts should be made to have the clergy distinguish

themselves in all branches of knowledge. The needs of the present age imperatively

require it. Intellectual culture advances so rapidly, and the appetite for learning is

BO insatiable, that the clergy* would find themselves at a disadvantage for the proper
and fruitful discharge of their duties, if they did not merit for their orders the same

reputation for intellectual culture of which other professions are so ambitious,
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"This is why we have bestowed so much care and thought on the best methods

of culture for our 3'oung seminarians. Beginning by the most serious matters of

study, we have endeavored to revive the doctrine and method of St. Thomas Aquinas
in philosophy and theology.

'"But since literature occupies so large a space in college studies, and contributes

such large stores to our knowledge for all the purposes of social life, and all its

humanities and graces, we have resolved to lay down certain lines on which letters

have to be cultivated.

"It is on account of these practical advantages (which the Holy Father had

next devoted in this paper miich space in pointing out) that the Catholic Church,

which truly values all that is honorable, all that is beautiful, all that is praiseworthy,

has always attached to the culture of letters a due importance, and has encouraged
it in every way. We see that the Fathers of the Church were adorned with all the

graces of the literary culture of their respective times. And there are some of them,

^\hose native genius and acquired 'literary art place them almost on a level with

the most classic Greeks and Romans.

"Let us also say that the Church can claim the enviable merits of having saved

from destruction the greatest part of the masterpieces of the ancient Greek and

Latin poets, orators and historians. Besides—a thing whiclT everyone knows—in the

ages when the culture of letters was neglected or impossible, when literary fame

Avas drowned amid the clash and tunmlt of arms all over Europe, letters found a

refuge in the commimity homes of the monks or of the secular priesthood.

"Nor should we forget that among the Popes, who have gone before us, there are

many who acquired distinguished fame in letters."

Leo XIII organized the Roman Seminary to the highest standard

of study and culture, for .this was the leading seat of education of his

own Roman priests. It ermtained a college for Oriental philosophy, over

whose eminent and learned faculty presided that eminent Oriental

scholar, the distinguished Ciasco, the pride of the Augustinians, who was

professor of Hebrew in the Seminayy, and so were the professors of

Greek, Arabic, Armenian, Syriac, and Copt, men of the highest learn-

ing in these departments. It was by his letter of May 20, 1885, that

Leo XIII established and endowed the "Pontifical Institute of High
Literature." Amid the severe and unceasing labors and cares of his

Pontificate the Holy Father continued to cherish what he had founded,

attending the annual and special exercises of the students and bestowing
on them the praises and rewards they so much prized as coming from so

illustrious a scholar and Pontiff.

Not content with the signal prominence and importance he had
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given to the devotion of the Kosarj, the Holy Father again returned

to the subject in 1885. While highly appreciating and praising the

good results of his first appeal in behalf of the Rosary, and with the

cordial manner in which the faithful throughont the world had heeded

and acted upon his recommendations, he now, on August 20th, issued

another powerful and thrilling letter on the same subject. In this

second appeal in behalf of the Rosary, among the many noble things, he

said:

"That wish of ours has been complied with, with a willingness and

unanimity that it is more than ever apparent how real is the religion

and how good is the fervor of the Christian peoples, and how gTeat is

the trust everywhere placed in the heavenly patronage of the Virgin

Mary. For us, weighed down by the burden of such and so great

trials and evils, we confess that the sight of such intensity, of such

open piety and faith, has been a great consolation, and even gives us

new courage for the.facing, if that be the wish of God, of still greater

trials. Indeed, from tiie sj)irit of prayer, Avhich is poured out over the

house of David and the dwellers in Jerusalem, we have a confident hope

that God will, at length, let Himself be touched and have pity on the

state of His Church, and give ear to the prayers coming to Him througli

her whom He has chosen to be the dispenser of all heavenly graces."

The Holy Father, in January, 1885, received the representatives

of the Catholic Young Men's Association in Italy, with whose purposes

and works he was much pleased. In. his address to them he warmly

expressed his encouragement and sympathy in the association. He

particularly requested them to use their best efforts for promoting the

spread and success of the charitable and devout societies of St. Francis

and of St. Vincent de Paul, and through these pious associations to

labor for the good and the salvation of Catholic youth and for the relief

of the poor.

On May 12th of this year Leo XIII issued a beautiful brief, by

which he proclaimed the good and great St. Vincent de Paul the general

Patron of all charitable works throughout the world.

21



CHAPTER XVIII.

The Woekingmen. Belgium. Spain. Aebitkation. Cosmopstella,

Encyclical on the Christian Constitution of States.

^gd N^CIDEXTALLY reference has been made herein to Leo XIIT's

# I great interest in and affection for the workingnien. Not only

^w3 was this shown in a special manner toAvards the sons of toil in

Italy and France, but also towards those of Belgium. The ami-

able relations with the royal family, .Government and people of Bel-

gium, which gTew out of his residence in that coimtry during his

nunciature, intensified his predilection for that country, and for its

laboring classes. Thus in April, 1878, the \ery first year of his Pon-

tificate, he addressed a beautiful letter to Prince Eugene de Caraman-

Chimey, who, together with other distinguished members of the Bel-

gian nobility, was then giving their time, energies and labors to the

founding of societies for the advancement of the interests of laboring

men. In Leo XIII they found a powerful and sympathetic ally, and

now his eloquent words of encouragement inspired their efforts with

renewed courage.

The Holy Father, also, as a close student of history, was familiar

with the history of the free labor guilds of the middle ages, and the

manner in which they promoted the welfare of the laboring classes,

fostered a love of free institutions, and promoted concord between em-

ployers and the employed. His far-sighted statesmanship saw the utility

and necessity of reviving these associations, inspired, as they were, by

Christian principles and a sense of justice. We will have an oppor-

tunity, in a subsequent part of our history, to become more fully ac-

quainted with his views on this vital question when we come tx) read

his great Encyclical on Labor. It seems lamentable, that those most

deeply and practically interested in this great social and economic

problem, should have left the splendid and profound recominendati(-'ns

(362)
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of this great Pontifical letter unheeded, and that society should con-

tinue to groan under renewed labor disturbances.

In 1880 Catholic interests in Belgium became a source of grave
solicitude to the Holy Father. An anti-Catholic party in Belgium had

grown strong and menacing to the interests of religion, and especially

hostile to religious education. In this year they defeated the Catholic

ministry and hurled them from power, and the new Minister of Edu-

cation openly avowed his purpose, and that of his party, of excluding

the Catholic clergy and Catholic teachers from the State schools, and

of placing them in charge of enemies of the Church. The Belgian

Bishops and clergy, with the support of the laity, when the schools Avere

secularized by law, with self-sacrificing efforts founded new Christian

schools with the munificent alms of the faithful
;
the so-called Liberal

government resented this act so legitimate in a free country, and

appealed to Rome to reverse the action of the Catholic body ;
but in

vain
;
the next step, intended as an insult to the Pope, was the with-

drawal of the Belgium Legation from Rome.

Then, on July 27, 1880, the Holy Father addressed to the Cardinal

Archbishop of Malines and the other Belgian prelates, the following

energetic letter: ''The affectionate letter which, with common accord,

you have addressed to us on the 8th of this month, proves to us the pro-

found sorrow which is brought to you by the wrong lately done to the

Holy See in Belgium. This event filled our soul also with sadness, but

God in his goodness has desigiied to make use of you to send to us words

of consolation of which we had need. That which consoles us is to see

you perfectly united, not only in lamenting what has happened, but like-

wise in repelling with all your efforts the assaults against the Church,

and it is the zeal which you have displayed in the fulfillment of the

duties of the episcopate, your constant solicitude in defending the cause

of religion, the firmness of your conduct, tempered by the spirit of

moderation and of Christian prudence. Hence we do not hesitate to send

you all those eulogiums which are due to you.

"To the noble example of your devotion correspond in an admirable

manner the sentiments of piety and of filial love, of which the faithful

intrusted to your vigilance, cease not to give the most manifest proofs

to us and to this Apostolic See. We see with joy that uotliing is suffi-
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cient to crusli the courage of your diocesans, and that, on the contrary,

trials animate them to a noble rivalry of ardor in their great works.

Such facts sweeten the bitterness of our affliction and confinn our

trust in Divine Providence, and we exclaim with the royal Prophet,

'He will not sleep, nor will He forget us, He who guards Israel.' We

recur, then, with all our heart, to the God of patience and of consola-

tion, su2>plicating Him that He may deign to increase in you the spirit

of wisdom and of force, and at the same time confirm the faithful of

Belgium in the defence of religious interests, and in their holy under-

taking for the general good of the country.

"Addressing to you, dear Son and Venerable Brothers, these

thanks, which the fulfillment of your duties well deserves, we warmly
desire that you may become the interpreters of our graiitude to all

those great Catholic associations which, in such sad circumstances, have

liastened to console us with the most splendid attestations of devotion,

fidelity and filial love. Receive at the same time for yourselves, for the

clergy and faithful of your respective dioceses, our Apostolic Bene-

diction and the sincere wishes of all true happiness, which we send you
with our whole heart as a pledge of our paternal affection in Jesus

Christ.

In a subsequent Consistory the Holy Father, after recounting the

wrongs of the Church in Belgium, declared to the assembled Cardinals

that he was willing to endure personal insult in behalf of the Holy See,

but that he w^ould defend the Apostolic dignity of the Papacy at the cost

of his life. The war of so-called liberalism with religion in Belgium
continued to rage with increased vehemence, and has so continued to

the present time.

Spain had won from the Church, expressing the appreciation of

all Christendom for her services to the Christian cause, the eminent title

of Catholic, while Prance, the eldest daughter of the Church, the title

of the Most Christian. The revolutionary propaganda of the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, the spread of a false liberalism, and the

impairment of ancient religious traditions had come near to turning

those titles into historical or traditional memories. It was the profound

statesmanship and conciliatory character of Leo XIII that seemed

destined to retain the golden bands that w:uld preserve the friendly rela-
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tions of those countries with the Church and the religion of the most

glorious days of their histories. Our pages show the great improvement
which the Holy Father had brought about in the relations of France

with the Holy See. Spain was no less the object of his paternal

solicitude.

In Spain, as in France, Italy and Belgium, the nation and the

Government had, by the same want of leadership and organization,

fallen under the influence of an aggressive minority, a minority which,
in spite of Minister Canovas del Castello's protestations of con-

servatism, had become liberal, radical and revolutionary. As in Italy,

France and Belgium, the struggle centered on the question of the

religious education of youth, which, by the Spanish Concordat of 1854,

had been placed under the superintendence and right of visit-ation of the

Spanish Bishops, and its conforming with Catholic teachings guar-

anteed. But now, in violation of the Concordat, even in the university

and intermediate schools of Spain, the instruction imparted had become

un-Christian and hostile to religion ; royal decrees had attempted the

modification of the Concordat, as if one party to a solemn treaty could

change its provisions ;
and this was done in the face of the protests of

the Holy See. The education of the youth of a Catholic country was

fast becoming secularized. The.vigilance of Leo XIII had quickly seen

and his brave heart, voice and pen had resisted these unprovoked
encroachments on the guaranteed rights of religion in that most Catholic

country.

At the same time, 1885, the laws of Prussia still remained hostile

to the Church, notwithstanding the concessions from the original cruelty

of the Falk laws, which the wise and profound policy of Leo XIII
had secured from the Emperor William and Chancellor Bismarck.

It was under such circumstances that a serious controversy broke

out between Spain and Germany, an angry struggle over the possession

of a group of islands in the Pacific Ocean, known as the Carolines or

Palaos Isles.

These islands had undeniably been discovered and named by early

Spanish discoverers, and, remote as they were, and ifeeble as any

attempts at colonization had been, yet Spanish missions and Papal

encQuragement had been active in the conversion of the natives to
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Christianity. But the long and disastrous wars of the succession

between Spain and France, in wdiich Spain, besides her other losses^

saw her navies swept from the waters of the earth, led to the loss of

Spanish prestige in the Pacific, the discontinuance of the Catholic

missions in the Carolines, the abandonment of all projects for their

colonization and their consequent return to their original condition of

wild and unclaimed islands. The German Empire entered into com-

petition with Great Britain and other maritime po^yers for the possession

of any available spot, isle or reef, in remote oceans as naval and coaling

stations for their fleets
;
and England and Germany had set their eyes

upon the Caroline Islands as available spots for depots or naval stations.

In 1875, England and Germany addressed a joint note to Spain announc-

ing their intention of not recognizing any ownership of these islands

in Spain, and of treating them as opened to the enterprise of the world.

In the meantime German colonists had made several settlements in the

islands, flourishing plantations were cultivated and trading posts estab-

lished.

Spanish pride took fire at the reception of the joint British and

German note, and the indignation and excitement of the entire nation

knew no bounds, when, early in 1885, the news came to Spain that the

German Imperial flag was floating over the Carolines, and that formal

German possession had been taken of the island of Yap. On August

14th, the Spanish Government addressed to the European Powers and

esj^ecially to Germany, a letter of protest against such occupation, and

on the I7th Germany gave Spain formal notice of the occupation. The

wounded pride of the Spanish nation did not stop to consider whether

the vast empire of Charles V and Philip II could now be claimed by her

or not, or whether her pow'er, like that of those great monarchs, could

maintain even the remnants of former Spanish dominions. The Caro-

lines, which for so many years had been abandoned as worthless, now

assumed a vast national and international importance ;
and war itself

was not too dear a price for their retention. The excitement in Spain
was intense, when Germany firmly sigiiified her intention not to recede

from her position, in which she was supported by England. In Madrid

the excitement culminated, and it required strong military force and

police activity to prevent immediate outbreaks. While the Spanish
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people and the op^wsition press clamored for war, tlie young but con-

servative King Alfonso, as well as the ministry, knew that war with

the German Empire was an impossibility to Spain. Peace alone could

preserve for her what remained of the imperial possessions of the i>ast.

Negotiations, however, were opened between the two governments, but

they were of slow progress.

Such was the condition of affairs when, on September -Ith, the

news reached Spain that on August 25th, a Spanish vessel of war and a

German man-of-war had simultaneously hoisted the Spanish and Ger-

man flags in the port of Jomil, in the island of Yap, and taken formal

possession in the names of their respective countries. On the day

following the reception of the news the city of Madrid became the

scene of intense excitement and disorder, the entire population turned

out, the residence of the German Ambassador was sacked, the German

arms over the door were torn down and trampled under foot, and the

German flag was insultingly burned. The young King felt the same

national sentiment that the nation manifested, but he deprecated this in-

considerate violence, and he was too prudent to entertain the thought of

war. Deeming it due to his country to demand redress, he sent instruc-

tions to the Spanish Ambassador at Berlin to be ready at a moment's

notice to demand his passports, and the negotiations continued. There

was no doubt, in the minds of the rest of the nations, considering the

national characteristics of the two peoples, that Avar might be declared

at any moment
;
but yet few stopped to consider how little Spain could

afford to go to war with the German Empire, except Spain's own pnident

and patriotic King, and his council.

In the midst of this intense national excitement in Spain, the news

came that the whole controversy was about to be referred and settled

by peaceful arbitration. There was a pause. The Spanish nation

l^egan to recover its senses
;
the great Gennan Empire seemed to have

felt the benign influence of the angel of peace. But now, the anger of a

whole Spanish nation was turned into joy, when, on September 24th, it

was officially announced that an arbitrator had been chosen by the joint

consent of Spain and Germany, and that that arbitrator, that timely

messenger of peace, was none other than Pope Leo XIII. That act

of the German Empire and her rulers, by which tlie peace of nations
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was esteemed of paramount importance, the effusion of human blood

prevented, and the hatred of races and creeds appeased, was the wisest,

best and most glorious act in the recent history of that power—one which

confers ujx)n her more glory tlian that succession of victories which

carried her triumphant annies, as victors and conquerors, into the heart

of Paris, wrested Alsace and Lorraine from France and exacted millions

of treasure as indemnity for the war
;
while it left thousands of human

lives and rivers of blood unatoned for. This was a victory for peace.

While Leo XIII was not only profoundly impressed with the

gravity of the responsible office and duty thus imposed on him, and

keenly felt the necessity of preventing impending war, the shedding of

human blood, and the averting from Spain of the calamity of such an

unequal conflict with Germany, he promptly accepted the work of

pacification thus assigned to him. It was a high tribute to his exalted

office, and to his personal character, when Gemiany, a Protestant

country, with whose government the Papacy had been at conflict for

years, and at whose hands the Holy See and the Church had suffered

such unprovoked wrongs, that by such a nation he should have been

voluntarily chosen as arbitrator and final judge in an international

dispute, and especially when the opponent in the dispute was a Catholic

power. This wa^ an important step gained by the Pope towards recon-

ciliation between Geraiany and tlie Church.

The Holy Father recalled those ages when the Pojjes were the com-

mon arbiters of Christendom, when in times of j)eril to Christian

Europe from the ferocious hordes of the barbarians, or later from the

fanatical armies of Mohammedanism, the voice of the Popes, as the

common Fathers of all, called the Christian nations into the field for

their common defense
;
how the Papacy had proved itself the common

center and principle of union, strength and energy among nations, the

peacemaker in the midst of Avars, the civilizer in the midst of anarchy,

the champion of oppressed nations, the liberator of the slave, the

equipoise which balanced the conflicting elements of king, lord, knight,

vassal and populace, in the rude and arbitrary prevalance of the feudal

system. Was not the world indebted to the Church for the "Truce of

God," which made the sanctuarj^ a shelter for the weak and tlie

oppressed ? Was not the Papacy the most permanent of institutions on
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earth, the only one emanating from Christ and the Apostolic College,

which sui-vived the wars waged against it, the banishment to Avignon,

the imprisonment of Pius VI and Pius VII and the seizure of the

Patrimony of the Church by Napoleon, and destined again to survive

the spoliations of the Italian Government, in the midst of which the

Papacy was more potent spiritually than in the days of Charlemagne ?

Had not the Popes imposed a check upon the crimes and violence of

monarchs, using the thunders of the Church against tyrants, usurpers

and crowned outlaws ? Had not Leibnitz, recalling these benign influences

of the Popes in ages past, proposed the constitution of an international

tribunal of arbitration, to locate it at Kome and to make the Pope the

president thereof ? Impressed thus with the traditional glories and with

the divine mission of the Papacy, the Pope did not hesitate to accept

the arbitration between Spain and Germany.
The Holy Father at once constituted a learned and dignified com-

mission, composed of Cardinals, jurists and diplomatists, the most

learped men of the Sacred College of Cardinals, to make the preliminary

investigations, to make up for him a full statement of facts and to,

present their opinion as to the questions of international law involved.

So expeditious was the work of the learned commission and of the Holy

Father, that the Pope's decision was made and commimicated^ to the

Spanish and German Governments by October 22d. Leo XIII main-

tained the rights of Spain growing out of her original discovery and

occupation, he conceded to Germany the right or privilege to occupy

lands and cultivate them, and carry on commerce on an equality with

Spanish subjects, the right to have a naval station in the islands and

freedom of navigation, the sovereignty of Spain, however, being withal

maintained. Both the contestants accepted the Pope's decision, and a

treaty based thereon would have been immediately signed, but for the

death of Alfonso in November; but the final signatures and exchanges

were made on December 17, 1885. In his Allocution of January 15,

1886, Leo XIII thus gave his own version of this im]X>rtant affair to the

Cardinals :

"We gladly accepted the office thus intrusted to us, because we hoped thereby to

serve the cause of peace and humanity. We therefore examined and weighed in the
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balance of an impartial and equitable judgment the arguments of both litigants,

and then we submitted to them certain propositions as a basis of mutual agreement,

which we hoped would prove acceptable to them.

"Spain brought forward many reasons in support of her right to that distant

portion of Micronesia. She was the first nation whose ships had reached those

shores—a fact acknowledged by the most distinguished geographers. The veiy name

of Carolines attested the Spanish title. Besides the King of Spain had more than

once sent thither Apostolic men as missionaries, and of this the records of the Roman
Pontificate afford confirmatory proof; for there exists a letter of our predecessor,

Clement XI, to Philip V, written in 1700, praising this prince for having equipped
and furnished a vessel to convey missionaries to the Carolines. In it the Pontiff"

also exhorts the King to continue to help to propagate the Christian name and

procure the salvation of miiltitudes of human beings.

"The same Pontiff also wrote to Louis XIV, beseeching him not to hinder in

any way the carrying out of an enterprise so happily begim. Again Philip V fixed

an annual sum of two thousand pounds to be set apart for the support of these

missions. Furthermore, no nation but the Spanish ever did anything to bring the

light of the Gospel to these islands. And, finally, whatever information we possess

of the manner of living and customs of the natives has been furnished by the mis-

sionaries.

"From this series of facts, viewed specially in the light of the international

jurisprudence then in vigor, it is evident that the right of Spain to the Caroline

Islands is fairly established. For, if any claim to sovereignty can be derived from

the labor of civilizing a barbarous country, this claim must be highest in favor of

such as endeavor to reclaim barbarians from pagan superstition to the Gospel

morality, inasmuch as in true religion are to be found all the most powerful civilizing

forces. , On this principle were often founded the rights of sovereignty ; and this was

the case, for instance, of several islands in the ocean, of which not a few bear names

given them by the Christian religion.

"Seeing, therefore, that a constant and well-founded public opinion conceded

to Spain the sovereignty over the Carolines, it is not surprising that when the late

dispute began about their possession the whole Spanish nation was stirred with such

excitement as to threaten not only the internal peace of the kingdom, but imperil

its relations with a friendly power.
"To the arguments brought forward by Spain, Germany on her side opposed

others also based on the law of nations—tliat residence on land is necessary to

possession; that, taking into account the facts of recent history, the law of nations

sanctions as legitimate the claim to ouTiership to territory when the claimant

occupies and uses it; that where the territory is not so occupied and used the land is

accounted as having no owner; Avherefore, considering the fact that the Carolines,

had not during a century and a half been occupied by Spain, these islands should

have been adjudged the property of the first person taking possession of them. In

addition to these reasons, it was alleged that some dispute as the present having
arisen in the year 187.5, both Germany and Great Britain affirmed that they did

not at all acknowledge the sovereignty of Spain over the Carolines.

"In this divergence of opinion we took into account the respective rights and
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interests of the two contending nations, and confidently submitted a plan which

M-e thought well litted for bringing about a peaceful settlement of the difficulty.

We were guided solely in this by our own sense of equity, and as you are aware,

both parties willingly accepted our proposal.

"Thus we accomplished an event which the present current of public opinion

forbade us to look forward to. Providence willed that two illustrious nations should

do homage to the supreme authority of the Church, by asking it to fulfill an ofUce

so much in keeping with its nature to preserve by its action the threatened peace and

harmony between them. This is the fruit of that salutary and beneficent influence

which God has attached to the power of the Supreme Pontiflfs. Superior to the

anxious jealousy of its enemies, and more mighty than the prevailing iniquity of

the age, it is subject neither to destruction nor to change.

"From all this, too, it becomes manifest how grievous are the wars waged

against the Apostolic See and the lessening of its rightful liberty. For thereby it

is not only justice and religion that are made to suft'er, but the public good itself,

since in the present critical and changeful condition of public affairs the Roman

Pontificate would confer far greater benefits upon the world if, with perfect freedom

and rights unimpaired, it could devote all its energies to promoting, without hin-

drance, the salvation of the human race."

This arbitration and its results tended greatly to improve the

relations existing between the Holy See and Spain and Germany. One

of the leading journals of Germany, referring to the happy determina-

tion of this affair, said : "No one but the Pope would have obtained a

similar success; the accomplishment of such a result requiring the

veneration universally felt towards Leo XIII, and the special gift for

works of peace possessed by this exalted personage."

While now dwelling upon the relations of Leo XIII with Spain,

and before proceeding to other subjects, we will mention the deep

interest taken by the Holy Father in the matter of finding, identifying

and restoring the relics of St. Thomas, the Apostle of Spain, and of his!

two disciples. Saints Athanasius and Theodore, and the renewal of the

pilgrimages to that once-famous shrine of Compostella in Spain, where

they had for so many centuries reposed.

According to ancient traditions, the Twelve Apostles, at the request

of the Saviour Himself, remained for twelve years in Israel, laboring

first for the conversion of the Jews, before they dispersed to their

respective missions among the Gentile nations, with which their names

are gloriously associated. St. James evangelized Spain, where he

founded many Churches, and, then with alms collected for ^he relief
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of the poor Christians of Israel suffering with famine, he returned to

Jerusalem, attended the Council of Jerusalem, and finally, first martyr

in the Apostolic College, he gave his life for the Christian faith. His

disciples, Athanasius and Theodore, overcoming every obstacle and

danger, finally succeeded in carrying his remains back to Spain and in

having them reverently deposited in a tomb at Compostella, which was

known to be a Christian burial place from the Gaelic and Latin inscrip-

tion it bore. After Athanasius and Theodore had continued the Apostolic

work of St. James for some years, they had the privilege, after death, of

reposing by the side of their master and teacher, St. James. The suc-

cessive waves of devastating populations and invaders that passed

over that part of Spain obliterated every trace of the tomb of the

Apostle and even of Compostella itself, until the year 818, when,

providentially, the shrine where St. James and his disciples were buried

was discovered, and Compostella became a sacred place of pilgrimage, to

which king, nobleman and peasant resorted from every part of Europe.

Home, as a place of pilgrimage, was rivaled by the restored Compostella

cf the Ages of Faith. Successive Popes, but especially Calixtus II,

both as Archbishop of Vienna, and as Pope, did much to enhance

the fame and glory of the shrine of St. James and his disciples.

Thousands of pilgrims venerated and visited the sacred spot. During

the ravages of the English fleets, under Essex and Kaleigh,who devastated

and spread terror wherever in Spain their ships could penetrate, after

destroying the Spanish fleets, the Archbishop of Compostella at mid-

night had the relics of these saints removed to a more secure and secret

part of the Church of Comi>ostella. His secret died with him
;
and now

it required a commission of learned ecclesiastics and laymen to discover

their resting places. A second scientific commission, duly appointed,

subsequently examined for identification and classified the newly-

found relics. So great is the care exercised in such investigations that

even yet, after so much care, the whole case, with its evidences and

proofs, all reduced to writing, had yet to be submitted to the Pope,

and Leo XIII, not quite satisfied, again appointed a learned commission

of Cardinals, who were members of the Congregation of Rites, to review

the whole evidence; and as these proved in some particulars unsatis-

factory, Monsignor Ag-ostino Caprara, the Promoter of the Faith, was
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sent to Madrid to make the most rigid examination and to take the

testimony of witnesses under oath. The results of his labors were

again laid before the commission of Cardinals, and now, about the'

year 1885, there was not a dissenting voice as to the identity of the

sacred relics. Compostella, its shrine, relics and pilgrimages, now,
under the blessing and devout co-ojx^ration of Leo XIII, began to

1 assume their ancient prestige and renown, as well as the active recognii-

tion of the devout Catholics of Euroj^e and of other countries.

On JSTovember 1, 1885, Leo XIII issued one of his greatest Ency-

clicals, ''Immortale Dei/'' which treats of the Christian Constitution of

States. We quote from it :

"The Church, the immortal work of a merciful God, looks essentially, and from

the very nature of her being, to the salvation of souls and the winning for them
of happiness in heaven. Nevertheless, she also secures, even in this world, advantages
so many and so great that she could not do more, even if she had been founded

primarily and specially to secure prosperity in this life which is worked out upon
earth. In truth, wherever the Church has set her foot, she has at once changed the

aspect of affairs, colored the manners of the people as with new virtues and a refine-

ment unknown before. As many people as have accepted this have been distinguished
for their gentleness, their justice, and the glory of their deeds. But the accusation

is an old one, and not of recent date, that the Church is incompatible with the

welfare of the Commonwealth, and incapable of contributing to those things, whether

useful or ornamental, which, naturally and of its own will, every rightly-constituted

State eagerly strives for. We know that on this ground, in the very beginnings of

the Church, the Christians, from the same perversity of view, were persecvited, and

constantly held up to hatred and contempt, so that they were styled the enemies of

the empire. And at that time it was generally popular to attribute to Christianity
the responsibility for the evils beneath which the State was beaten do\\m

; when, in

reality, God, the avenger of crimes, was requiring a just punishment from the guilty.

The wickedness of this calumny, not without cause, fired the genixis and sharpened
the pen of Augustine ; who, especially in his Ciintate Dei, set forth so clearly the

efficacy of Christian wisdom, and the way in which it is bound up with the well-

being of States, that he seems not only to have pleaded the cause of the Christians

of his own time, but to have triiunpliantly refuted these false charges for all time.

But this unhappy inclination to complaints and false accusations was not laid to

rest, and many have thought well to seek a system of civil life elsewhere than in the

doctrines which the Church approves. And now in these latter times a new law,

as they call it, has begvm to prevail, which they describe as the outcome of a world

now fully developed, and born of a growing liberty. But although many hazardous

schemes have been propounded by many, it is clear that never has any better method

been found for establishing and ruling the State than that which is the natural

result of the teaching of the Gospel. We deem it, therefore, of the greatest moment,
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and especiallj' suitable to our Apostolic function, to compare with Christian doctrine

the new opinions concerning the State; by which method we trust that, truth being
thus presented, the causes of error and doubt will be removed, so that each may
easily see, by those supreme commandments for living, what things he ought to

follow, and when he ought to obey.

"It is not a very difficult matter to set forth what form and appearance the

State should have if Christian philosophy governed the Commonwealth. By nature

it is implanted in man, that he should live in civil society; for, since he cannot

attain in solitude the necessary means of civilized life, it is a Divine provision that

he comes into existence adapted for taking part in the union and assembling of

men, both in the family and in the State, which alone can supply adequate facilities

for the perfecting of life. But since no society can hold together unless some

person is over all, impelling individuals by efficient and similar motives to pursue
the common advantage, it is brought about that authority whereby it may be ruled

is indispensable to a civilized comnmnity; which authority, as well as society, can

have no other source than nature, and consequently God Himself. And thence it

follows, that by its very nature there can be no public power except from God
alone. For God alone is the most true and Supreme Lord of the world, whom

necessarily all things, whatever they be, must be subservient to and obey, so that

whoever possesses the right of governing can receive that from no other source than

from that Supreme Chief of all, God. ^There is no power except from God.' (Rom.

viii, 1). But the right of ruling is not necessarily conjoined with any special

form of Commonwealth, but may rightly assume this or that form, provided that it

promotes utility and the common good. But, whatever be the kind of Common-

wealth, rulers ought to keep in view God, the Supreme Governor of the world, and

to set Him before themselves as an example and a law in the administration of the

State. For as God, in things which are and which are seen, has produced secondary
causes wherein the Divine nature and course of action can be perceived, and which

conduce to that end to which the universal course of the world is directed, so in

civil society He has willed that there should be a government which should be carried

on by men who should reflect towards mankind an image, as it were, of Divine

Power and Divine Providence. The rule of the government, therefore, should be

just, and not that of a master, but rather that of a father; because the power of

God over men is most just, and allied with a father's goodness. Moreover, it is to

be carried on with a view to the advantage of the citizens, because they who are

over others are over them for this cause alone, that they may see to the interests

of the State. And in no way is it to be allowed, that the civil authority should

be subservient merely to the advantage of one or of a few, since it was established

for the common good of all. But if they who are over the State should lapse into

imjust rule, if they should err through arrogance or pride, if their measures should

be injurious to the people, let them know that hereafter an account must be ren-

dered to God, and that so much the stricter in proportion as they are intrusted

with more sacred functions, or have obtained a higher grade of dignity. 'The mighty
shall he mightily tormented' ( Wis. vi, 7 ) .

"Thus truly the majesty of rule will be attended with an honorable and willing

regard on the part of the citizens ; for when once they have been brought to conclude
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that they who rule are strong only with the authority given by God, they will feel

that these duties are due and just, that they should be obedient to their rulers, and

pay to them respect and fidelity, with somewhat of the same affection ais that of

children to their parents. 'Let every soul be subject to higher powers.' (Rom.

xiii, 1).

"Indeed, to contemn lawful autliority, in whatever person it is vested, is as

unlawful as it is to resist the Divine Will, and whoever resists that, rushes volun-

tarily to his destruction. "He who resists the power, resists the ordinance of God;

and they, who resist, purchase to themselves damnation' (Rom. xiii, 2). Wherefore

to cast away obedience, and by popular violence to incite tlie country to sedition, is

treason not only against man, but against God.

"It is clear that a state constituted on this basis is altogether bound to satisfy,

by the public profession of religion, the very many and great duties which bring

it into relation with God. Nature and reason, which command every man indi-

vidually to serve God holily and religiously, because we belong to Him, and coming

from Him, must return to Him, V)inds by the same law the civil comnumity. For

men living together in society are no less under the power of God than are indi-

viduals; and society owes as much gratitude as individuals do to God, who is its

Author, its Preserver, and the beneficent source of the innumerable blessings which

it has received. And, therefore, as it is not lawful for anybody to neglect his duties

towards God, and as it is the first duty to embrace in mind and in conduct religion
—

not such as each may choose, but such as God commands—in the same manner

states cannot, without a crime, act as though God did not exist, or cast oflf the care

of religion as alien to them or. useless, or out of several kinds of religion adopt

indifi'erently which they please ;
but they are absolutely bound, in the worship of the

Deity, to adopt that use and manner in which God Himself has shown that He wills

to be adored. Therefore among rulers the name of God must be holy ; and it must be

reckoned among the first of their duties, to favor religion, protect it, and cover it

with the authority of the laws, and not to institute or decree anything which is

incompatible with its security. They owe this also to the citizens over whom they

rule; for all of us men are born and brought up for a certain supreme and final

good in heaven, beyond this frail and short life, and to this end all efforts are to

l)e referred. And because upon it depends the full and perfect happiness of men,

therefore, to attain this end which has been mentioned, is of as much interest as is

conceivable to every individual man. It is necessary, then, that a civil society, born

for the common advantage, in the guardianship of the prosperity of the Common-

I wealth, should so advance the interests of the citizens, that in holding up and

acquiring the highest and inconvertible good which they spontaneously seek, it should

not only never import anything disadvantageous, but should give all the opportuni-

ties in its power. The chief of these is, that attention should be paid to a holy and

inviolate preservation of religion, by the duties of which man is united to God.»»«««*«**
"God, then, has divided the charge of the human race between two powers; viz.,

the ecclesiastical and the civil, the one being set over Divine and the other over

human things. Each is the greatest in its own kind; each has certain limits within

which it is restricted, and those limits defined by the nature and proximate cause
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of each ;
so that there is, as we may say, a world marked off as a field for the proper

action of each. . But forasmuch as each has dominion over the same subjects, since

it might Come to pass that one and the same thing, though in different ways, still

one and the same, might pertain to the right and the tribunal of both; therefore

God, who foreseeth all things, and who has established botli powers, must needs have

arranged the course of each in right relation to one another, and in due order.

For the powers that are, are ordained by God (Rom. xiii, 1). And if this were not

so, causes of rivalries and dangerous disputes would be constantly arising; and man
would often have to stop in anxiety and doubt, like a traveler with two roads before

him, not knowing what he ought to do; with two powers commanding contrary

things, whose authority, however, he cannot refuse without neglect of duty. But

it would be most repugnant, so to think of the wisdom and goodness of God, who

even in physical things, though they are of a far lower order, has yet so attempered
and combined together the forces and causes of nature in an orderly manner, and

with a sort of wonderful harmony, that none of them is a hindrance to the rest, and

all of them most fitly and aptly combine for the great end of the universe. So,

then, there must' needs be a certain orderly connection between these two powers,

which may not vmfairly be compared to the union with which soul and body are

united in man. What the nature o\ that union is, and what its extent, cannot other-

wise be determined, than, as we have said, by having regard to the nature of each

power, and by taking account of the relative excellence and nobility of their ends;

for one of them has for its proximate and chief aim the care of the goods of this

world, the other the attainment of the goods of heaven that are eternal. Whatso-

ever, therefore, in human affairs is in any manner sacred; whatsoever pertains to

the salvation of souls, or the worship of God, whether it be so in its own nature,

or, on the other hand, is held to be for the sake of tlie end to which it is referred—
all this is in the power and subject to the free disposition of the Church

;
but all

other things which are embraced in the civil and political order are rightly subject

to the civil authority, since Jesus Christ has commanded that what is Cfesar's is

to be paid to Caesar, and what is God's to God. Sometimes, however, circumstances

arise when another metliod of concord is available for peace and liberty; we mean,
when princes and the Roman Pontiff come to an understanding concerning any par-

ticular matter. In such circumstances the Church gives singular proof of her

maternal good will, and is accustomed to exhibit the highest possible degree of

generosity and indulgence.

* * * » * »» * * *

"In the domain of political and civil affairs, the laws aim at the common good,

and are not guided by the deceptive wishes and judgments of the multitude, but by
truth and justice. Tlie authority of tlie rulers puts on a certain garb of sanctity

greater than what pertains to man, and it is restrained from declining from justice

and passing over just limits in the exercise of power. The obedience of citizens

has honor and dignity as companions ; because it is not the servitude of men to men.

but obedience to the will of God exercising His sovereignty by means of men. And
this being recognized and admitted, it is vmderstood that it is a matter of justice,

that the dignity of rulers should be respected; that the public authority should be

constantly and faithfully obeyed; that no act of sedition should be comniitted; and
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that tlie civil order of the State should be kept intact. In the same way, mutual

charity and kindness and liberality are seen to be virtues. The man who is at once

a citizen and a Christian is no longer the victim of contending parties and incom-

patible obligations; and finally, those very abundant good things with which the

Christian religion, of its own accord, fills up even the mortal life of men, are acquired

for the community and civil society, so that it appears to be said with the fullest

truth. 'The state of the Commonwealth depends on the religion with which God is

worshipped, and between the one and the other there is a close relation and connec-

tion' (i^acr. Imp. ad Cyrillum Alexandr. et Episcopus me.trop. ex Labbeum Collect.

Cone, T. III). Admirq,bly, as he is accustomed, did Augustine, in many places,

dilate on the power of those good things, but especially when he addresses the Cath-

olic Church in these words: 'Thou treatest boys as boys, youths with strength, old

men calmly, according as is not only the age of the body, but also of the mind, of

each. Women thou subjectest to their husbands in chaste and faithful obedience, not

for the satisfaction of lust, but for the propagation of offspring, and participation in

the affairs of the family. Thou settest husbands over their spouses, not that they

may trifle with the weaker sex, but in accordance with the laws of true affection.

Thou subjectest sons to their parents in a kind of free servitude, and settest parents

over their sons in a benignant rule. . . . Thou joinest together, not merely in

society, but in a kind of fraternity, citizens with citizens, peoples with peoples, and,

in fact, the whole race of men, by a remembrance of their parentage. Thou teachest

kings to look for the interests of their peoples. Thou admonishest peoples to submit

themselves to their kings. With all care thou teachest to whom honor is due, to whom
afi"ection, to whom reverence, to whom fear, to whom consolation, to whom admoni-

tion, to whom exhortation, to whom discipline, to whom reproach, to whom punish-

ment; showing how all of these are not suitable to all, but yet to all affection is due,

and wrong to none' (De Moribus Eccl. Cath., cap. xxx, n. 63) . And in another place,

speaking in blame of certain political pseudo-philosophers, he observes: 'They who

say that the doctrine of Christ is hurtful to the State, should produce an army of

soldiers such as the doctrine of Christ has commanded them to be—such governors

of provinces, such husbands, such wives, such parents, such sons, such masters, such

slaves, such kings, such judges, and such payers and collectors of taxes due. such as

the Chri!?tian doctrine would have them. And then let them dare to say that such a

state of things is hurtful to the State. Nay, rather, they could not hesitate to confess

ithat it is a great salvation to the State if there is due obedience to this doctrine'

(Epist. cxxxviii, al.. 5, ad Marcellium, cap. ii, 15).**********
"These foimdations of the State being admitted, which at the time are in such

general favor, it easily appears into how unfavorable a position the Church is driven.

For, when the conduct of affairs is in accordance with the doctrines of this kind, to

the Catholic name is assigned an equal position with, or even an inferior position to,

that of alien societies in the State. No regard is paid to ecclesiastical laws
; and the

Church, which, by the command and mandate of Jesus Christ, ought to teach all na-

tions, finds itself forbidden in any way to interfere in the instruction of the people.

Concerning these things which are of mixed jurisdiction, the rulers of the civil power

lay down the law at their o^^^l pleasure, and in this manner haughtily set aside the
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most sacred laws of the Church. Wherefore they bring under their own jurisdiction

the marriages of Christians, deciding even concerning the marriage bond, concerning
'the unity and the stability of marriage. They take possession of the goods of the

clergj', because they deny that the Church can hold property. Finally, they so act with

regard to the Church, that, both the nature and the rights of a perfect society being
removed, they clearly hold it to be like the other associations which the State con-

tains ; and on that account, if she possesses any legitimate means of acting, she is said

to possess that by the concession and gift of the rulers of the State. But if in any
State, the Church retains her own right, with the approval of the civil laws, and any
agreement is publicly made between the two powers, in the ])eginning they cry out

that the interests of the Church must be severed from those of the State
; and they do

this with the intent that it may be possible to act against their pledged faith with im-

punity, and to have the final decision over everything, all obstacles having been re-

moved. But when the Church cannot bear that patiently, nor indeed is able to desert

its greatest and most sacred duties, and, above all, requires tliat faith be wholly and

entirely observed with it, contests often arise between the sacred and the civil power,
of which the result is commonly that the one who is the weaker yields to the stronger
in human resources. So it is the custoin and the wish in this state of public affairs,

which is now affected by many, either to expel the Church altogether, or to keep it

bound and restricted as to its rule. Public acts, in a great measure, are framed with

this design. Laws, the administration of states, the teaching of youth unaccompanied
by religion, the spoliation and destruction of Religious Orders, the overturning of the

civil principality of the Roman Pontiffs—all have regard to this end; to emasculate

Christian institutes, to narrow the liberty of the Catholic Church, and to diminish her

other rights.»«•»••«»•
"But to exclude the Church which God Himself has constituted, from the business

of life, from the laws, from the teaching of youth, from domestic society, is a great
and pernicious error. A well-regulated state cannot be when religion is taken away;
more than needs be, perhaps, is now known of what sort of a thing is in itself, and
whither tends, that philosophy of life and morals which men call civil. The Church
of Christ is the true teacher of virtue, and guardian of morals; it is that wlxich keeps

principles in safety from which duties are derived; and by proposing most efficacious

reasons for an honest life, it bids us not only fly from wicked deeds, but rule the mo-
tions of tlie mind which are contrary to reason when it is not intended to reduce them
to action. But to wish the Church, in the discharge of its offices, to be subject to the

civil power, is a great rashness, a great injustice. If this were done, order would be

disturbed, since things natural would thus be put before those which are above

nature; the multitude of the good whose common life, if there be nothing to hinder it,

the Church would make complete, either disappears, or at all events is considerably
diminished: and, besides, a way is opened to enmities and conflicts. How great the

evil which they bring upon each order of government, the event has too frequently
shown.

"Ever, therefore, consistent with herself, if on the one hand she rejects immod-
erate liberty, which both in the case of individuals and peoples results in license or
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in servitude; on the other, she willingly and with pleasure emhraces those happier
oircirtiistances which the age brings, if they truly contain the prosperity of this life,

wliicli is, as it were, a stage in the journey to that other which is to endure everlast-

ingly. Therefore, what they say that the Church is jealous of, the more modern

political systems repudiate in a mass; and whatever the disposition of these times

has brouglit forth in an inane and contemptible calumny. The madness of opinion it

indeed repudiates ; it reproves the wicked plans of sedition, and especially that habit

of mind in which the beginnings of a voluntary departing from God are visible; but

since every true thing must necessarily proceed from God, whatever of truth is by
search attained, the Church acknowledges as a certain token of the Divine mind.

And since there is in the world nothing which can take away belief in the doctrines

divinely handed down, and many things which contirm this
; and since every finding

of truth may impel man to the knowledge or praise of God Himself.—therefore, what-

ever may happen to extend the range of knowledge, the Church will always willingly
and joyfully accept; and she will, as is her wont in the case of other departments of

knowledge, studiously encourage and promote those also which are concerned with the

investigation of nature. In which studies, if the mind finds anything new, the Chureli

is not in opposition ; she fights not against the search after more things for the grace
and convenience of life: nay, a very foe to inertness and sloth, she earnestly wishes

that the talents of men should, by being cultivated and exercised, bear still richer

fruits; she affords incitements to every sort of art and craft, and, by her own virtus

directing by her own perfection all the pursuits of those things to virtue and salva-

tion, she strives to prevent man from turning aside his intelligence and industry from

God and heavenly things.«•«*»***
"Now, action may be taken in private and domestic aflairs, or in affairs public.

In private life, indeed, the first duty is to conform one's life and manners to the pre-

cepts of the Gospel, and not to refuse if Christian virtues demand something more
difficult to bear than usual. Individuals, also, are bound to love the Church as their

common mother; to keep her laws obediently; to give her the service of due honor,

and to wish her rights respected, and to endeavor that she be fostered and beloved

with like piety by those over whom they may exercise authority. It is also of great

importance to the public welfare diligently and wisely to give attention to the duties

of citizenship; in this regard, most particularly, with that concern which is righteous

amongst Christians, to take pains and pass effective measures so that public provision

be made for the instruction of youth in religion and true morality, for upon these

things depend very nnich the welfare of every State. Besides, in general, it is useful

and honorable to stretch the attention of (Catholic men beyond this nari'ower field, and

to embrace every branch of public administration. Generally, we say, because these

our precepts reach unto all nations. But it may happen in some particular place, for

the most urgent and just reasons, that it is by no means expedient to engage in pub-
lic affairs, or to take an active part in political functions. But generally, as we have

said, to wish to take no part in political affairs would be in that degree vicious in

which it brought to the commonweal neither care nor work
; and on this account the

more so, because Catholic men are bound by the admonitions of the doctrine which

they profess, to do what has to be done with integrity and with faith. If, on the con-
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trary, they vere idle, those whose opinions do not. in truth, give any great hope of

safety, would easily get possession of the reins of government. This, also, woirid be

attended with danger to the Christian name, because they would become most power-
ful who are badly disposed towards the Church, and those least powerful who are well

disposed. Wherefore, it is evident there is just cause for Catholics to undertake the

conduct of public affairs ; for they do not assume these responsibilities in order to

approve of what is not lawful in the methods of government at this time ; but in order

that they may turn these very methods, as far as may be, to the unmixed and true

public good, holding this purjjose in their minds, to infuse into all the veins of the

Commonwealth the wisdom and virtue of the Catholic religion,
—the most healthy sap

and blood, as it were. It was scarcely done otherwise in the first ages of the Church.

For the manners and desires of the heathen were divergent as widely as possible from

the manners and desires of the Gospel ; for the Christians had to separate themselves

incorrupt in tlie midst of superstition, and, always true to themselves, most cheerfully
to enter every walk in life which was open to them. Models of fidelity to their

princes, obedient, where lawful, to the sovereign power, they established a wonderful

splendor of holiness everywhere; they sought the advantage of their neighbor, and to

all others, to the wisdom of Christ
; bravely prepared to retire from public life, and

even to die if they could not retain honors, nor the magistracy, nor the supreme com-

mand, with unsullied virtue. For which reason Christian customs soon found their

way, not only into private houses, but into the camps, into the senate, even into the

imperial palace. 'We are of yesterday, and we fill your everything, cities, islands,

castles, municipalities, councils, the very camps, the rank and file of the army, the

officerships. the palace, the senate, the forum' (Terfullian, Apol., n. 37), so that the

Christian faith, when it was unlawful publicly to profess the Gospel, was not like a

child crying in his cradle, but grown up, and already sufiiciently firm, was manifested

in a great part of the state.

"If, therefore, there liave been dissensions, it is right to obliterate them in a

certain voluntary forgetfulness ; if there has been anything rash, anything injurious,
to whomsoever this fault belongs, let compensation be made by mutual charity, and

especially in obedience to the Apostolic See. In this way Catholics will obtain Iavo

things most excellent ; one, that they will make themselves helps to the Church in

preserving and propagating Christian knowledge; the other, that they will benefit

civil society, of which the safety is gravely compromised by reason of evil doctrines

and inordinate desires."

In the spring- of 1886, young Alfonso was born to cheer the heart

of the mother Queen Kegent, to re-assure the Spanish nation and

sustain the dynasty. At the request of the royal mother, Leo XIII
consented to become the godfather of the infant King. When someone

remarked that both the aged Pope and the young King bore the unlucky
number XIII, the Foreign Minister, Senor Meret, cleverly replied to so
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unfounded a doubt as to the good luck of the intended siwnsorship, that

if Alfonso XIII should make as great a king as Leo XIII had made
a great Pope, Spain would be fortunate in her King.

It was an unpleasant feature in the many passing events of the

Poi)e's life that now again on May 3, 1886, the Italian revolutionists

celebrated the anniversary of the death of Garibaldi, and in real pagan

style offered at his shrine the honors with which the ancient peoples of

Italy were accustomed to apotheose their demi-gods and heroes. This

happened under the very shadows of the Vatican, and seemed little in

keeping with the spirit of the Italian guarantees as to the inviolability

of the Pope's person. This offensive occurrence was rendered the more

trying to the Holy Pather, by reason of the occurrence on the same day
of that grand religious celebration held at the Basilica of St, John

Lateran in honor of the ascension of our Lord, which was attended

by the most eminent Christian portions of Christian Rome, but which

the Pope, in his own city, was prevented from honoring by his presence,

as his predecessors had been in the habit of doing in the days of free

and Christian Rome.

The Pontificate of Pope Leo XIII was fruitful in the canonization

of saints. On March 9, 1886, he signed the decree for the beatification

of the Venerable Father, Clement Maria Hoflliauer, the founder of the

Redemptorist Order outside of Italy. The Venerable Anne of Jesus,

a distinguished daughter and companion of St. Theresa, had her cause

advanced a step further towards canonization. On February 21st, the

Holy Father not only declared Father HoftToauer entitled to be called

Venerable, but also on the same occasion those other servants of God,

Blessed Louis Marie Grignon de Montmorency, of Brittany, in Fi-anee
;

Blessed Brother Egidio, of the Order ofMinors of the Stricter Observance

of St. Peter of Alcantara, of Xaples, and Blessed Ines (Agnes), of

Spain.

On March 2d, the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Holy Father's

birth, and on the following day, the eighth anniversary of his coronation,

were celebrated by visits from members of the Sacred College of Car-

dinals. In his address to the Cardinals, after referring to the union

existing among them
;
he urged concord among Catholics in their oppo-

sition to such as sought to corrupt and weaken the authority of the
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Church; and deploring the oppressed condition of the Church, the

Holy Father spoke in terms of utmost severity, concerning a then recent

attempt to connect the ecclesiastical authority with the crime of furnish-

ing the enemies of Italy secret inforaiation concerning its military

defenses. This was said in allusion to a recent trial of a man at Rome
accused of having sold such information to a foreign power. During
this proceeding the prosecution read in behalf of the Government a

letter pur}X)rting to come from Vienna, in Avhich the writer, whose

name was withheld, imputed the act of the accused to inspiration from

the Vatican. This was equivalent to an accusation that the Vatican

had undertaken to undermine and destroy the Kingdom of Italy, by

obtaining and imparting to foreign powers secret information con-

cerning Italy's coast defenses. Leo XIII indignantly repelled such a

groundless and insulting intimation, and he condemned with unmeasured

indignation such attempts to cast odium upon the Holy See.

On January IS, 1886, the Most Eev. Archbishop Corrigan, of

New York, and the suffragan Bishops of the Province addressed to the

Holy Father a letter, which gave him much pleasure. The letter relates

to the Encyclical, Immortale Dei, and the Encyclical, Quod Aucforiiate

Apostolica, proclaiming the Jubilee. The body of this letter is as

follows :

"Beatissime Pater :
—Since 'the heart of a beloved father cannot be smitten, but

his children, spread over the world, feel the wound,' as the Fathers of the Seventh

Provincial Council of Baltimore wrote in grief to your predecessor of blessed memory,
so a recent and not light affliction of your spirit has affected us, most obedient sons

of Your Holiness, with deep sorrow of heart. For, as it were not enough of solicitude

for your blessedness to endure and repel continually attacks of the enemy from with-

out, within your own family, your ear has cauglit the veins of a whisper, of sons who

feared not to examine and to judge the voice of your parental rule. But in propor-

tion to the danger, the grief, and the sadness, from threatening disobedience and dis-

sensions, the greater was your joy. and that of all. that forthwith the far greater part—and would it had been all—so soon as admonished submitted to your gentle direc-

tion; so that from the—as it were—felix culpa of a few, the whole Catholic world

seized the occasion of professing anew its entire filial obedience to the Holy See.

Whatever clouds, due to the disposition of modem society and the fault of the times,

may have cast a shadow over tlie relations of the faithful, here and there, with their

Bishops, and of Bishops themselves with their Supreme Ruler, are now happily
cleared away, and over all the earth the authority of the Shepherd of Shepherds of the

Christian Church shines with a fresh effulgence.
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"Later, because more remote, but not therefore less earnest or less determined,

we wish, also, to swell with our concordant declaration the harmonious acclamation

of our brethren in the Episcopate, we, too, as they, of the household, and rivals in

obedience to Your Holiness. As they do, we profess that you aie, as the successor

of Peter and the Vicar of Christ, set on the mountain of the Church to be governor
and guide

—whence looking over the entire battle array of the Christian army, by
an irrefragable command, you announce to each and all, officers and soldiers, where,

and how, battle is to be given ; that, for this, you possess the oracle of doctrine, and

the knowledge of its application, that you may discern what, for the needs of the

times should be kept, and what changed, in the discipline and government of the

Church
; that', in whatever dangers, you are the protection ; in whatever doubts, the

light, that all the faithful are under obligation to follow. For how, except all strive

for one end, under one leader, can the Christian commonwealth, that ever grows by

concord, not be weakened by discord?

"We, indeed, Most Blessed Father, as planted near hostile camps, nay, as watch-

men of the Catholic host examining them, taught, ever the more, tiie necessity of this

union of the combatants among themselves, and of obedience to their leader—
needed scarcely the admonitions of Yo\ir Parental Holiness to make us cherish fer-

vently this union and obedience. For in this country, that is so very broad, all the

faithful, with perchance one or another exception, obey willingly their Bishops.

Conductors of journals that wish to be considered Catholic conform themselves

implicitly and perfectly to the direction of their pastors; and the pastors, without

exception, constantly, and in all things, show themselves most obedient sons of Your

Holiness. But, notwithstanding, as there may spring up, with the increasing niunber

of disciples, some murmurs and disagreements, most opportune will be your renowned

letter to the Cardinal, the Archbishop of Paris, whence we may teach, also, those

under our jurisdiction, that: 'In directing the Christian commonwealth the faithful

should observe obedience; nor is it permitted to them to examine and judge, after

their own will, of matters which they who are set over them do; that they sin who,

claiming to support the power and rights of the Pope, do not reverently respect

Bishops who are in grace and favor with him; also, that it marks a spirit not frankly

devoted to obedience, to contrast one Pope with another.'

"And in this our pleasant duty. Most Blessed Father, we will not find less aid

in the counsels and precepts that are contained in your late Encyclicals: Tmmortale

Dei, and Quod Aiictoritate Apostolica. For these set forth luminously the relations

existing between human society and that which is pre-eminent, the Divine Society

governed by the successor of Peter and Vicar of Christ. This, with reasonings not

less enlightening, and for meditation so long as life lasts, urge anew the preserving

of unity in the bond of peace. And therefore we assent to these teachings with the

full affection of our heart; we receive them with filial obedience; and we affirm and

declare, as hvimble servants of Y'our Holiness, that in these, and in all other matters

relating to the unity of the Catholic Church, and to its government by the Roman

Pontiflf, it is our desire to walk ever as examples to the flocks committed to us.

"And that we may all avail to fulfill this duty of religion and piety, we com-

mend ourselves to the prayers of your beatitude, and humbly ask, for us, and for

our several flocks, the Apostolic benediction."
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In a previous cLapter we mentioned the banishment of the Jesuits
'

from Germany ;
the following editorial from a leading Catholic Ameri-

can journal refers especially to the Jesuits in the German Empire and
^

what they accomplished there:*

"The Revue Litteraire of the Paris Univers has recently had a remarkable '

article on the work of the German Jesuits, by the Abbe N. J. Cornet. The Society
of Jesus was banished by the Parliament of Frankfort in 1848, but re-established

itself in Germany towards the end of 1850. Since that year, up to 1872, when it was

again suppressed in the newly-created empire, twenty-two houses of the Society were
founded. The Abbe Cornet gives a list of the important books written or compiled
from 1850 to 1872 by the Jesuits of Germany, in spite of all obstacles. At the time

of the expulsion in 1872, the Fathers numbered only 300; but they had done more
than the work of 3,000. The Abbe Comet's list is amazingly long; his little explana-

tory parentheses, breaking into the list of important names, are very interesting. He
thus speaks of Father Von Hammerstein: 'He, a Jesuit, converted from Old Luther-

anism, has enriched the literature of apologetics with his "Memories of an Old

Lutheran," and for some months he had the interest of the public, as much Protestant

as Catholic, by his "Letters from Hamburg," answers made to the anti-Catholic con-

ferences held at Hamburg by renowned preachers; these learned articles appeared
first in the Germania, and were afterwards printed in a volume.'

"The Abbe Cornet names some of the great pulpit orators of the Society of Jesus.

The 'missions' of these masterly preachers were attended by great crowds in all the

cities of Germany in which they preached. In Hanover, King George, and at Stutt-

gart, King Charles, of Wurtemberg, figured among the auditors of the mission. In

Prussia, the under inagistrates (landiilthe) sent to Berlin their impressions of the

missions. This was in 1852. Herr von Gerlach, charged to make an o.fficial report,

paid an eulogistic tribute to the Jesuits, who, he said, were the apostles of authority

combating socialistic illusions. 'The twenty-two years,' says the Abbe Cornet,

'during which the Jesuits were permitted to exercise their Apostolate, have been the

providential means of preparing the people to submit to the persecution of the Kultur-

kampf, and leading to the moral triumph which has been the result of it.'

"The Abbe Cornet mentions among famous German Jesuit orators the names of

Fathers Roh, Hasslocher, Pottgeisser, Klinkowstrom, Burgstahler, Rive, Roder, Sack,

Risweck, Feldhaus, de Lamozan, Patiss, and others that have been cherished through
the years of persecution and sacrifice which Prince Bismarck's policy has brought to

Catholics in Gemiany. Abbe Cornet alludes to Father Deharbe's works : Father

Deharbe's Catechisms, in use in four dioceses in Germany, have lately had the honor

of attracting the hostility of the Gei:man Minister of Worship, Herr von Gossler. The

expulsion of the Jesuits from Germany has not lessened the effect of their work."

It is interesting to read, in connection with the Society of Jesus,

the following tribute to the Jesuits by Leo XIII in his Brief of July 13,

1886:

* The New York Freeman''s Journal, April 3, 1886.
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"Among all the other sorrows of our heart in this time of trouble, we grieve for

all tlie wrongs and losses inflicted on the Orders of Regulars which, having been

ft)unded by holy men, at once benefit and adorn the Catholic Church, and assist and

support civil society ; and which have at all times helped so much to promote religion

and learning and the salvation of souls. We rejoice therefore when the occasion

serves to render to these families of religious men the praise that is their due and to

uive open public testimony to the good will which we feel towards them, as did all

our predecessors.

"We are informed that, a new edition of the work entitled The Institute of the

Society of Jesus was begun some years ago, and that our beloved son, Antony Mary
Anderledy, Vicar-General of the same Society of Jesus, is diligently engaged in

bringing this work to its completion, and that one volume of this work is still want-

ing, to contain the Apostolic letters granted to the said society and to its holy
founder, Ignatius of Loyola, and the other generals thereof: We therefore resolved

<o seize this opportunity of giving proof of the good will which we feel towards the

Society of Jesus, which has rendered such distingniished seiwice to the cause of

religion and civil order. Wherefore we approve of this edition of the aforesaid work,
which will bring honor and advantage to the said Society ;

we praise it, and desire

that the work be prosecuted and brought to completion. And to show still more our

good will to the Society of Jesus, by this present letter we confirm all and singular
the x\postolic letters which regard the erection and confirmation of the Society of

Jesus, issued by our predecessors, the Roman Pontiffs, from Paul III, of happy
memory, down to the present time, whether in the form of bull or brief, and all their

contents, and whatever follows from them, as well as all and singular privileges,

immunities, exemptions, and indults granted to the said Society, whether directly

or by communication with other regular orders, provided they are not adverse to the

said Society, nor abrogated and revoked, in part or wholly, by the Council of Trent

or by other constitutions of the Apostolic See. We impart to all the strength of our

Apostolic authority, and we grant them anew.

"Therefore we decree that these our letters are to be and remain firm, valid and

eflfective, and to obtain and keep their full and entire effect, and avail all whom it

may now or at any future time concern. Notwithstanding the Apostolic letters of

Pope Clement XIV, beginning The Lord and liedeemer, issued as a brief on the 21st

day of July, 1773, and whatever else, however deserving special and individual men-

tion and derogation that makes to the contrary effect, all and singular of which we

specially and expressly repeal, to the effect hereinbefore contained.

"Let then these, our letters, bear witness to the love which we have ever felt and

feel towards the illustrious Society of Jesus, so devoted to our predecessors and to

ourselves, the fertile mother of men distinguished for sanctity and wisdom, the sup-

port of solid and sound learning; this Society, which, while suffering grievous persecu-

tion for justice sake, has never ceased to toil in cultivating the vineyard of the Lord

with boldness and cheerfulness. Let the well-deserving Society of Jesus, so much
commended by the Council of Ti-ent, and honored with such frequent praises by our

predecessors in the midst of the endeavors of wicked men against the Church of

Jesus Christ go on in the way it has chosen, to the greater glory of God and the

greater salvation of souls; let it go on in the work of its missions, leading and

«»
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recalling infidels and heretics to the light of truth, training up youth in Christian

virtue and sound learning, following the Angelic Doctor when teaching philosophical
and theological science. Meanwhile, with the utmost afi"ection, we embrace this

beloved Society of Jesus, and to the general of the same Society, his vicar, and all

the members of the same we impart the Apostolic benediction."

In May, 1886, the Holy Father received a large pilgrimage from

Holland, and in his answer to their address he especially commended
the union and accord which existed between the Catholics of Holland and

their pastors, and with the Holy See. While the Holy Father was

giving audiences to pilgrimages almost every week, in addition to his

incessant and exhausting lalwrs, he seemed incapable almost of fatigue,

and all the pilgrims carried to their homes words and impressions of

ineifaceable duration. Availing himself of the bicentenary celebration

by the Hungarians of the liberation of their capital city of Buda, Leo

XIII addressed a remarkable Encyclical to the Bishops of Hungary,
from which we inscribe on our pages a few passages :

"Venerable Brethren, Health and Apostolic Benediction:

"What we have long and greatly desired, an opportunity to address you by
letter, as we have addressed the Bishops of some other nations, for the purpose of

communicating to you our thoughts on matters that concern the prosperity of the

Christian name and the welfare of Hungary, has very seasonably occurred these days,
when Hungary is joyfully celebrating the bi-centenaiy of the liberation of Buda. In

Hungarian matters of renown it will be forever remarkable that your ancestors

recovered their capital city after a hostile occupation of a century and a half. That

there might remain of that Divine favor a grateful remembrance. Pope Innocent XI
decreed that the 2d of September, the day on w-hich that great event took place, should

be solemnly celebrated in honor of St. Stephen, the first of your Apostolic kings, by
the whole Christian World. It is well known that the Apostolic See had its own

part, and surely not the least, in that groat and most happy event of which we speak,
and which was, as it were, the natural result of the grand victory over the same

enemy three years before at Vienna, which victory is rightfully attributed, in great

part to the Apostolic cares of Innocent, and after the obtaining of which the strength
of the Mohammedans in Europe began to fail. Even before that time, on similar

occasions our predecessors provided for the increase .of the strength of Hungary by
their plans, aid, money and alliances. From Calixtus III to Innocent XI, there were
several Roman Pontiffs whose names could be honorably recalled in this connection.

'Let one, as a model of all, be mentioned, that of Clement VIII, to whom, when

Strigonium and^ Vincesgratz were wrested from the sway of the Turks, the Supreme
Councils of the kingdom decreed public thanks, for having alone borne seasonable

and enduring aid in desperate straits. As therefore the Apostolic See was never

found wanting to Hungary when it was combating the enemies of religion and Chris-
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tian morals, so now, when a great memory is arousing men's minds, that same See

shares with you a rightful joy; and, suitably to the difYerence of the times, we but

wish and seek to strengthen the multitude in the profession of Catholicity, and like-

wise to give what aid we can to avert common danger; and by this as well we serve

the public weal.

"Hungary itself is a witness that no greater gift can be bestowed by God upon
individuals or States than that by His favor they should receive Catholic truth and

retain it with jjerseverance. In that supreme gift there is an accumulation of other

benefits by which men cannot only obtain eternal happiness in heaven, but also the

true greatness and prosperity of the State. Since the first of Apostolic kings clearly

understood this, he sought nothing more ardently from God, he strove after nothing
in his whole life more laboriously or more constantly than to introduce into the whole

kingdom Catholic faith and to firmly establish it from the beginning. Thus there

began at an early day between the Roman Pontiffs and the kings and people of

Hungary that harmony of efforts and duties which no following age has destroyed.

Stephen constituted and founded the realm; but did not receive the royal crown

except from the Pontiff; the king was consecrated by Pontifical authority, but wished

his kingdom to be an offering to the Apostolic See; he munificently established not

a few Episcopal Sees, piously instituted many things, but these merits were accom-

panied on the part of the Apostolic See by the greatest benignity and a special favor

in many things. The most holy king drew from his faith and piety the light of

counsel, and the best rules of governing a State; nor did he obtain by anything

except assiduous prayer, that fortitude of soul by which he repressed the wicked

conspiracies of rebels and overcame victoriously the assaults of enemies. Thus your
State arose under the auspices of religion ; and with the same as your guard and

leader you have fully attained firmness of empire and glory. Hungary has preserved

sacredly and inviolatelj' the faith received as if by inheritance from its king and

father, and this in times of the greatest difficulties, when pernicious error led away
neighboring peoples from the bosom of the Church. Likewise with the Catholic faith,

homage and devotion to the See of Peter did abide in the Apostolic king, in the

Bishops, and in the whole people ; and, on the other hand, we behold, confirmed by

perpetual attestations, the affection and paternal benevolence of the Roman Pontiffs

towards the Hungarians. And to-day, after the passing of so many ages and so many
events, the pristine relations by the goodness of God remain ; and those virtues of

your ancestors have not at all been extingaiished in their descendants. Certainly

praiseworthy are the facts, that in Episcopal duties labors are exhaustively wrought
and not without fruit; solaces are duly sought in calamities; there is a united effort

to protect the rights of the Church ; there is a constant and energetic determination

to preserve Catholic faith.

"But it is necessary that your paternal cares should extend further, and

accompany the priests in the discharge of tlieir sacred functions. Watchfully and

tenderly, as becomes your charity, see that they never contract a profane spirit, that

they be not led by a desire of personal advantages, or the care of secular affairs; that

they excel to an exemplary degree in virtue and good deeds, failing at no time in a

love of prayer, and chastely frequenting the most sacred mysteries. Raised up and
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strengthened by these aids, they will spontaneously seek the daily labors of their

sacred charges, studiously, as is proper, occupy themselves in the cultivation of souls,

especially throughvthe ministry of the Word and the aid of the Sacraments. To

restore in them those forces which human infirmity does not permit* to continue in

constant vigor nothing seems more suitable than what is elsewhere customary and

very fruitful, that from time to time they should enter into sacred retreats, devoting
tlie time of them solely to God and themselves. You, venerable brethren, in visiting
as far as j'ovi can your dioceses, will have ready and convenient occasion to know the

character and manners of each, and likewise of seeing on this point in what way you
must prevent evils or heal any that have entered. And for this purpose, lest the force

of ecclesiastical discipline be imparted, there must be used, when deemed necessary,
a severity in accordance with the sacred canons ; and let all luiderstand that both the

priesthood and the various grades of dignity must be the reward of useful labor,

and therefore be reserved for those who have served the Church, who have toiled for

the salvation of souls, who are judged to excel in integrity of life and in doctrine.

"Having a clergj' adorned with these virtues, the people will be in great part

provided for. According &s they love the Church and are attached to their ancestral

religion, they will cheep^ully and willingly .yield to the ministrations of the priest-

hood. Yet you are to neglect none of those things which seem to avail to the entire

preservation of Catholic doctrine in the multitude, and to the retention of evangelical

discipline in acts, life, habits. See that sacred missions are frequently imdertaken

for the cultivation of souls, and place over these missions men of approved virtue,

animated by the spirit of Jesus Christ, burning with love of their neighbor. To

prevent or eradicate errors let writings be widely diffused among the people which

are correct and conducive to virtue. We know that some associations have been

formed with this laudable and fruitful design, and are not working in vain. We
much desire that they be increased in number and bear daily a greater abundance

of fruit. We wish also that you urge all, but especially those who surpass others

in doctrine, means, dignity, power, that they in their whole life, private and public,

more devotedly look to religion, the cause of the Church, act with greater fortitude

under your leadership, and be not unwilling to aid and increase whatever has been

established or may be established for the promotion of Catholicity. It is necessary
likewise to resist cei'tain fallacious opinions preposterously designed to guard one's

honor, which are altogether repugnant to the precepts of Christian faith and morals,

and open the way to many pernicious and criminal deeds. Finally, an assiduous

and earnest struggle is necessary against unlawful societies, the contagion of whicli

is to be overcome by all means, especially by those which our Encyclical letters have

indicated. On which point we wish greater care to be taken by you precisely as these

societies are greater there in number, resources, power."

The Brief of Leo XIII in favor of the Jesuits aroused the ire

and evoked the most unpardonable cahimnies of the secret societies and

sects of Italy. On October I7th the Right Reverend Doctor Vaughan,
the Bishop of Salford, now Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster, in
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the Church of St, Ignatius at Preston, England, made a masterly

refutation of these baseless calumnies, from which we make the follow-

ing extracts :

"Preaching on Sunday, October 17th, on tlie occasion of the Jubilee of the

Church of St. Ignatius, Preston, tlie Bishop of Salford, England, said that the

Religious Orders were not as essential to the existence of the Church 9,s the Episcopate

and priesthood were, but that they were necessary for the healthy development of its

iife and vigor. Having described tlieir work and place in the Church, the services

they rendered to the Holy See, to the Bishops and diocesan clergy, and to the people,

and the privileges necessary to safeguard their organization, tlie Bishop went on to

say: 'The revolution makes them the first object of its attack because they are

easier to get at than the diocesan clergy who are natives of the soil, becaiise it covets

their property, fears tlie influence of their learning and piety, and knows that to

destroy them is to weaken the power of the Holy See and the Churcli. The Italian

revolution, composed of the so-called Government of Italy, of Carbonari and Free-

Masons, are now i)lotting a new persecution of the Religious Orders in Rome and

Italy. They are angry and frightened, first because they see that under the common

law, which allows liberty of 'association, the Religious Orders have had almost as

many estaljlishments in Rome and Italy as before all their property was confiscated

and sold; secondly, because the Papal schools in Rome have closed the sectarian

schools, and have already placed the municipal schools into a second or third rank

of popularity; thirdly, because the Catholic party beats the revolutionary party
at municipal elections; and fourthly, because they dread the power of Leo XIII,

who, having dealt victoriously by his tact and wisdom with Germany and other

liostile powers, will presently take in hand tlie Italian question, probably with equal

success.**•»*»**
"
'Furthermore, there seemed to be a special fitness, almost a necessity, for some

such mark of confidence on account of a book which was published by a French

canonist against the Society some four or five years ago. That book attacked the

present Society with arguments to show that it was not the old, but altogether a new

Society, that it was not a Religious Order, had not its privileges, and even that it

had been exercising faculties without possessing them. The book was, indeed, most

ably refuted— it was condemned by the Holy See, and the author retracted it and

admitted his errors—still, some impression may easily haA'e been made, as false

charges often penetrate where their retraction never follows. Hence it was fitting

that the Pope should take some opportunity to signify to the world "the true position

of the Society and its claims to recognition for the services it rendered to religion.

And now as to the four charges made against the brief by the Carbonari and Free-

Masons of Italy and the Continent. The Pope has granted to the Jesuits privileges

common to all Religious Orders, and all sucli special privileges and indulgences as

had been granted to the Society in the past, but had not been in part or wholly

abrogated by the Holy See. Some extraordinary privileges had been granted to the

Society most wisely in times of peculiar difficulty, in times of crisis to the Church,
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such, for instance, as the right to found colleges all over the world without anj^

authorization from Bishops. There were peculiar circumstances which rendered this

privilege most useful to the Church at the time, but when those circumstances

passed away tlie privilege was withdrawn, and the common canon law came into

force again. Tlie privileges and indulgences renewed to the Society are such as

affect its domestic life and work, without interference with the rights and authority
of others. As to the idea that the Pope has placed himself under the power of the

Jesuits, nothing can be more inconsistent with the character of Leo XIII, than such

a supposition. If there ever was a Pope independent in his judgment, one who heard

So independent is he in action that he is practically his own Chief Secretaiy of

State.'
"

As we have on several occasions in our history of Leo XIII

referred to him as the Prisoner of the Vatican, We will now give an

extract from a sermon delivered in London early in November, 1886,

by the illustrious Cardinal Manning, whose judgment on that subject

will be res}>ected both on account of the personal character of that great

English divine, and of the fact that the testimony he gives is that

of a most capable and discerning eye witness :

"Already the great majority of nations that once belonged to the Church, I am

sorry to say, have ceased to believe that the Pope is the Vicar of Jesus Christ. They

deny liis right to those patrimonies which God has given him. A Catholic nation

has seized on the last remaining patrimony which God had given to the Vicar of

His Son on earth. Well, this I take to be another sign of the declension of the

Christian world. But be not alarmed. Five-and-forty Popes have either never set

foot in Rome, or have been driven out of it. The line of Pontiffs who represent

the supreme power and authority of the Son of God cannot be broken ; it will never

be broken imtil comes our Divine Master, to whom will be given up the keys that

Peter received at the sea Tiberias. Lastly, there is the warfare against the Christian

faith. There is only one alternative before the reason of man. We must either

receive our faith as disciples from a Divine Teacher or we must take that faith as

critics by the formation of our own religious opinions. There is no intermediate

path. There is no other alternative before the reason of man but one of these—
he must be either a disciple of a Divine Teacher, or a critic using the documents of

Christianity, and ultimately forming his own religious opinions. The Catholic

Churcli being ever guided by the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of Truth, cannot swerve from

the discipleship of Jesus Christ, and her teachers cannot swerve from the faith of the

Church. That great revolt which came some three hundred years ago desolated

Germany and the north of Europe, and alas! I must add, our own land. Men now

say there is no infallibility, no infallible teacher; they form their own religious

opinions; they have no certainty of what they believe. And, what is more, their

opinions are not definite, and these indefinite religious opinions are the beginning
of skepticism. The Christian world has striven to undermine the Divine certainty

of faith, to dethrone its head, and is it not true that the condition of the Christian
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world and the Church living in the world is deplorable? And if the Vicar of our

Lord is, so far as the hand of man can dethrone him, without his crown, is there

not reason to spend this month and niore than this month in continual prayer for

tlie intentions of the Holy Father? Preserve your faith inviolate for your children;

do not, for the sake of any worldly success, take your children from the formation

and guidance of the faith, and confide them to those who cannot form them in the

light of that faith and after the example of Jesus Christ. We are bound to do

that also for the sake of posterity. If our forefathers had not suffered even death,

we sliould not be Catholics; if your fidelity fail now, posterity will have just cause

to rise up and condemn us for our infidelity. Let us persevere then, and let lis,

during this month at least, pray for the intentions of the Holy Father, for the

peace of the world and of the Church, and for the liberty of the Sovereign Pontiff."

On September 1, 1886, Pope Leo XIII issued a remarkable and

important Encyclical addressed to the Episcopate of Portugal, in which

he paid a tribute to the services rendered by Portugal to religion,

referred to the Concordat with that country and erected the Catholic

hierarchy in India. This Encyclical commences with the cordial words,

Peigrata Nobis.

It was not long afterward that the interesting event occu-rred, which

involved and resulted in the beatification of the English martyrs, some

of whom were priests and some laymen, the most illustrious in the

annals of history being Sir Thomas More, the first lay Chancellor of

England, the successor of Cardinal Wolsey in that office, who was

beheaded for his religion under Henry VIII. These martyrs of Eng-
land contained a list of three hundred and fifty-five names, who suffered

martyrdom under Henry VIII, and Elizabeth. There were fifty-four

of these illustrious witnesses of the faith, including Sir Thomas More
and Bishop Fisher, whose cases were so manifestly just and glorious,

that the Pope declared them Blessed without the usual process, while the

others went through the course of the usual proceedings. It was on

December 7, 1886, that the noble Pontiff approved the report, of the

Congregation of Sacred Rites and the beatification of these heroic

English saints was completed.

It was during this year, 1886, in January, that the Poj>e addressed

Letters Apostolic to the Bishops of Prussia, commemorating the evident

signs of approaching religious peace in that country. It became a

significant fact that the improved and improving progress of ameliora-
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tion of religious interests in Germany led to the bestowal of honorary

decorations by Leo XIII upon the German Emperor and his Chancellor,

Bismarck !

And on August 22, 1886, the Holy Father addressed to the Hun-

garian hierarchy that beautiful Encyclical, Quod Multum, in relation

to the local conditions of the Church in their country.



CHAPTER XIX.

Leo XIII AND America,

^I^^I^HE deep and active interest which Leo XIII has ever taken, and

/'i continued to take during his entire Pontificate in the American

^FL Church, has greatly endeared him to the CathoHcs of the United
^^^

States. His affection for the whole American people, his

extreme pleasure at witnessing the growth and prosperity of the country,

and the Catholic Church therein, and his admiration for the institutions

of the country, have frequently been expressed in public speeches and

documents, and personally at public and private audiences granted by him

to the American Bishops and to American pilgrims of every class that

have enthusiastically flocked to Rome during his Pontificate. What he

has done, too, officially, to honor our Republic, and the generous interest

he has taken in churches, educational institutions and in the great works

of charity, with which our country abounds, are so many additional

claims he has upon the gratitude, respect and admiration of the American

people, and especially of American Catholics.

America has always been an object of deep interest to the Roman
Pontiffs. In the second voyage of Columbus to the New World, he

brought out a band of twelve Apostolic missionaries and a Vicar

Apostolic, especially commissioned by Pope Alexander VI, to announce

for the first time the Gospel of Salvation to the American Indians, while

at the same time ministering to the spiritual wants of the European
colonies. The same Pontiff was also the author of that celebrated line

of demarcation, which separated the East from the West, and assigned

to Catholic Spain the lands of the New World discovered by Columbus,

and to Catholic Portugal the lands to the east of that line, which the

genius of Portuguese navigations had, almost at or shortly after the same

time, introduced to the geographical knowledge of the world and placed

under the sceptre of Portugal. The Sovereign Pontiffs, in this, as well

as in every other concession, attached to every grant they made to the

Catholic nations of the earth, the express condition that ample provision

should be made for the conversion of the aborigines of America to

Christianity.

23 (397)
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One of the greatest glories of the CathoHc Church in America is the

fact, that the only Catholic colony among the original thirteen, Maryland,
so named in honor of the Queen of Heaven and of a Catholic Queen on

earth, Henrietta Maria, was the first of the American colonies to proclaim
and practice towards all peoples of every Christian sect the benign boon

of religious liberty. This was done with the express sanction of the

Jesuit Fathers of England and Maryland, and of the General of the

Jesuits at Rome, and no doubt with the sanction of the Sovereign Pontiff.

Scarcely had the United States accomplished their independence,
and during the formation of the Constitution, when Pius VI, in recogni-
tion of their separation from England, and with an ardent zeal for the

spread of religion in the country, appointed America's first Bishop, the

Most Rev. John Carroll, in 1789- 1790, and ever since has the American
Church been fostered by successive Roman Pontiffs, until Leo XHI has

now brought it to its present vast and imposing magnitude. We shall

have occasion to see that one of the first official acts of his Pontificate

was an act of grace towards our country, the placing of the red hat upon
the head of the first American Cardinal, who had just been appointed

by his noble predecessor, Pius IX.

Leo XIII has so often expressed his admiration for American insti-

tutions, and for the liberty enjoyed by the Church in this country, that

we deem it fitting now to quote some passages from the Civilta Cattolica,

of Rome, which, while it is not an official organ of the Vatican, is known
to express no views inconsistent with the sentiments and wishes of the

Holy Father. These passages relate to the religious liberty clauses in

the Constitution of the United States, and to its wonderful progress :

"To better understand the condition of the Church in the L^nited

States, and the untiring work of the Pontiff in its favor, it will help to

go back some distance in American history.

"At the time when English and Irish Catholics groaned under the

barbarous penal laws of the British Government, when the Church in the

Austrian Empire was fettered by the Josephine laws, when France pre-

pared the guillotine for her priests, and was about to exterminate from

her territory the Catholic Religion, the American people opened an

asylum for the oppressed Catholics of all lands, made them sharers in the

political and religious rights of her own citizens, and left the Church, free

as the sun in his career through the heavens, to fulfill upon earth her divine

mission. We say, left the Church free, inasmuch as the Constitution of

the United States, banishing from the halls of civil legislation, as from
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an incompetent tribunal, all questions of religion, permits that they be

decided by each several religious community, according to its own law and

discipline. The framers of the American Constitution never had the

foolish pretension of giving, as from their own authority and power,
freedom to religion, or to the Church—on the contrary, they forbade

Congress to meddle with religious matters, or by any act what-

ever to prefer one Church to another. The Constitution, in fact, in

short, simple, but efficacious terms, declares that Congress shall not make

any law that regards the establishment of a religion, or, forbid the free

exercise of the same. Wherefore, when the Papal Nuncio at Paris, after

the Declaration of Independence, in 1776, and the final separation of the

United States from England, begged the American representative, Ben-

jamin Franklin, to make known to his government the desire of the Holy
See to consecrate a Bishop for the United States, the answer made by

Congress -was that such was not the usage, the Federal Government having

nothing to deliberate on in a question outside of its jurisdiction. The
fundamental principle, then, of the American Government, if they only be

faithfully followed and applied, offer to the Catholic Church in those

regions, a free and noble field, wherein to exercise her zeal and show

forth all her divine power. This is the true advantage of the Catholic

Church in those States, that there she is, though separated from the State,

truly free and in no way hampered by inconvenient or oppressive laws.

"The first Bishop of the United States, John Carroll, was conse-

crated on August 15, 1790. This memorable date in the history of the

American Catholic Church marks the beginning of the triumphs that have

gone on increasing with the lapse of the century, and have never been

greater than those that have signalized the twenty years of Leo XIII's

glorious Pontificate.

"Carroll, at the time of his consecration, with his See at Baltimore

and jurisdiction over all the States, had but thirty priests to help him
in the Apostolic labor, entailed by the spiritual care of 44,500 Catholics,

scattered over that vast country. The churches and chapels were poor
and few, there was no seminary, no hospital, no asylum, or CatlTolic

charitable institution, no parochial school. The only college for the

Catholic education of youth was that of Georgetown, still in existence,

under the direction of the Jesuit Fathers.

"At the end of but a single century, the same Church has a Catholic

population of about 10,000,000 ; instead of one Bishop, she has a Cardinal,

seventeen Archbishops (of whom three are titular), seventy-five Bishops,
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who rule fourteen ecclesiastical provinces, with eighty dioceses, five vicar-

iates Apostolic. The thirty priests are become 9,388, of whom 2,143

belong to the regular clergy. The few churches have multiplied so as to

reach the number of 8,477, of which many are cathedrals, which, by
their richness, size and architecture, are not inferior to those of Europe.
To the churches must be added 5,218 chapels and stations scattered here

and there in the country places, where the sacred services are regularly

celebrated. There are besides thirty-six seminaries for the clergy, two

hundred and forty-five orphanages, four hundred and sixty-three chari-

table institutions, one hundred and twenty-seven colleges, and six hun-

dred and fifty-six academies for the Catholic education of youth of both

sexes, and three thousand five hundred and eighty-seven parochial

schools. These colleges, academies, and parish schools are, with few ex-

ceptions, under the direction of able masters and mistresses belonging to

various Religious Orders and Congregations, which in the Unuited States

flourish and multiply to the great benefit of souls and the glory of the

Church.

"The Jesuits alone have twenty-seven colleges. In the beginning of

the present school year (1893) there were in attendance in these Colleges

seven thousand and thirty-eight students, and this number increases at the

rate of 500 yearly. Conspicuous among the Jesuit Colleges is George-

town University, above mentioned, in the National Capital, Washington.
It has three faculties. Law, Medicine, and the Liberal Arts (in the last ot

which Philosophy is included), and six hundred and fifteen students

attend the lectures.

"To some of our Liberals (Italian) it may seem strange and scarcely

credible, that in the Republic, so jealous of its liberty, and where progress

is so real and undeniable, so many religious communities should flourish,

and the education and instruction of youth be publicly intrusted to them,

not least among whom are the very ones whom our regeneratory ( ?)

wished, at whatever cost, to revile, destroy, annihilate; proclaiming their

existence and action irreconcilable with progress and freedom. Wonder

proceeds from the belief, that freedom ought to be the monopoly of the

few, and that education given by religion is opposed to progress. But

in the United States freedom is not demagogical tyranny
—there it is true

and for all.

"The Church in the United States is indebted to Leo XIII for the

impulse given to her, and for the wonderful progress of the past fifteen

years, progress, the like of which you will scarcely find in the Church
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history of the Catholic world. In the brief space of three lusters, Leo

has there erected three new Ecclesiastical Provinces, with Metropolitan

Sees at Chicago, Illinois; St. Paul, Minnesota, and at Dubuque, in Iowa;

twenty-three new dioceses, those namely of Belleville, Concordia, Chey-

enne, Davenport, Dallas, Denver, Duluth, Grand Rapids, Helena, James-

town, Kansas City (Missouri), Lincoln, Manchester, Omaha, Sacra-

mento, Salt Lake, Sioux Falls, St. Cloud, Syracuse, Trenton, Wichita,

Winona, Vancouver Island ; the Vicariate Apostolic of the Indian

Territory. He has, besides, very recently much relieved the religious

condition of Alaska. To the wise solicitude of Leo the American Church

owes the celebration and confirmation of the Third Plenary Council of

Baltimore, in 1884, whose most wise decrees (decreta plena saprientice),

as the Pontifif calls them in his letter, have so much contributed to

strengthen ecclesiastical discipline, to spur on the zeal of the Bishops and

clergy, and to promote the cause of Catholic education in the parish

schools. To the same Pontifif it is due that one of her Prelates, the Bishop

of her primatial See, has. been honored with the sacred purple and called

to form a part of the Senate of the Catholic Church. She also owes to

him the foundation in the American Capital, of the Catholic University

of Washington, whose inviolable law will ever be, as was declared by the

Holy Father, to join integrity of faith with exquisite learning, and form

youth not only to religion, but also in the ingenious arts ('in q\ia hoc

quidem sanctissinice legis instar hahehitur, conjungere incolumitatem

fidei cum elegrantia doctrince, ncque nimis ad Religionem quani ad votes

optimas informare adolescentcs'). On November 14, 1889, the University

was inaugurated in the presence of His Most Rev. Excellency, Monsignor

Satolli, at that time sent expressly to represent him on that happy occa-

sion. There were present, also, very many Prelates, come to Baltimore,

to the official celebration of the establishment of the American hierarchy,

and representatives of the clergy and all the Religious Orders. He who

writes these lines, was eye-witness of the satisfaction felt by all on that

solemn occasion, and of the gratitude which all expressed towards the

Supreme Ruler of the Church, whose wish for the prosperity of the

American Church was eloqiiently phrased in a fitting discourse of the

Apostolic Delegate in the midst of great applause. The wish was thus :

'That this happy event, which closed an era under every respect memor-

able, could open another, destined to be no less worthy of remembrance for

its magnificence and splendor.'

"Was this the simple wish of Leo XIII, or a presage? Was it the
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simple hope of his Apostolical or Sovereign foresight of what will some

day come to pass ? It appears to me certain, and such was the opinion of

those who heard the wish, that, in the mind of the Sovereign Pontiff, the

words that day addressed to the American Church by the mouth of his

delegate, held in them, I know not what, of great and divine, and to be

interpreted rather as heavenly oracles than as human opinions. The

Holy Spirit Who assists and inspires him. in the exercise of his Apostolic

ministry, never places in his mind a thought, or on his lips a word, that

will prove va4n.

"The eloquent facts that have occurred in the past four years, i. e.,

from November, 1889, the date of the establishment of the University
to the present August, 1893, seem to afford evident proof of this. Behold

some of them. In this short interval there has been an increase of eleven

seminaries, thirty colleges, five hundred and sixty-three parish schools.

To these must be added the great seminaries of New York and Rochester,
not begun when the directory for 1893 was published."

These facts and the impressive manner in which they are stated,

are the more valuable, as showing how the growth of the Catholic Church

of the United States, which is mainly due to the zeal of the American

hierarchy, the munificence of the laity and the encouragement of Leo

XIII, is viewed in Rome, and under the very presence of Leo XIII, and

as published in one of the leading Catholic journals of the world. The
same article in a note summarizes from the Catholic directory of 1893,

the following summary of the increase of Catholic works in the United

States at the three periods above mentioned :

i8j8 1889 189J Increase

Seminaries 21 27 36 15

Colleges 74 97 127 53
Academies 519 564 656 137

Parish Schools 2 [30 3024 3587 1457

Churches 5634 7424 8477 2843
Priests 5548 7966 9388 3840

The same writer then says : "Such is the flourishing Church which

Leo XIII has recently wished to honor in a marked way by adding to its

glories that of having permanently in its midst a representative of the

Holy See, with the Apostolic mission of giving to existing forces greater

unity and efficacy, of removing all seeds of discord which might retard

the increase of divine worship and the salvation of souls, and thus actuate
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the wish, or presage, which Leo had so much at heart, for its stability, and

prosperity.

"The American Episcopate, most devoted to the Holy See has well

understood the mind of the Pope, by public announcements to the faith-

ful and private letters to the Holy Father, to make known that it received

with sincere gratitude this new mark of Apostolic solicitude with regard
to the American Church."*

The first Consistory held by Leo XHL after his elevation to the

Pontifical throne, occurred on March 28, 1878, wherein, after the Holy
Father had delivered his first allocution, the first utterances he had made
as to his future policy, had filled up many vacant Bishoprics, made his

own customary profession of faith and had taken the oath to observe the

Apostolic Constitutions ; he then proceeded to perform a ceremony of

peculiar grandeur and impressiveness, and one of special interest to the

American Church. Pius IX, on March 15, 1875, had proclaimed the

ippointment of the Most Rev. John McCloskey, Archbishop of New York,
a Cardinal of the Roman Church. A newly-appointed Cardinal can only
-eceive the red hat from the hands of the Pope ; this ceremony had been

ielayed by reason of the distance and other sufficient reasons. But on

receiving tidings of the death of Pius IX, Cardinal McCloskey had now
mother more vital duty to perform at Rome, the participation in the elec-

•[ion a new Pope. He sailed from New York on February 9th, two days
after the death of Pius IX ; and, after traveling with all expedition he

arrived at Rome two days after the election of Leo XIII. The ceremony
of bestowing the Cardinal's hat has already been described herein. It

was upon March 28, 1878, that the first American Cardinal received also

from the Holy Father the sapphire ring set in gold, emblem of his sym-
bolic marriage to the Church. The red hat then received by Cardinal

McCloskey was, upon his death, on October 10, 1885, suspended to the

ceiling of St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York, over the sanctuary, ac-

cording to immemorial custom in such cases.

While, as we have seen, it fell to the lot of Leo XIII to appoint

many Archbishops and Bishops of the Church in America, and it would

be impossible to record in a special manner the history of all, there was

something particularly pathetic and historically valuable in the case of

Archbishop Seghers. Born at Ghent, in Belgium, on December 29,

1839, and ordained, after his theological studies, at the American College

* "Civilta Cattolica," August, 1893,
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of Louvain, on Trinity Sunday, 1863, we find this great missionary on

November 17th at Victoria, Vancouver Island, to whose remote and

exhausting missions the young priest dedicated himself. Having accom-

panied the saintly Bishop Demers to Rome, on the occasion of the

assembling of the Vatican Council, and finding himself threatened with

the dreadful disease of consumption, he was presented to Pius IX, who,
on hearing of the peril of the young and devoted missionary, bestowed

upon him a special blessing. Father Seghers returned to his mission

with renewed health, and ever afterwards attributed to the prayer of the

Holy Father his singular cure, which enabled him afterwards to become

one of the lights and heroes of the American Church. Consecrated

Bishop of Vancouver Island, to succeed Bishop Demers on June 29, 1873,

elevated to the Archiepiscopal rank as Coadjutor to Archbishop Blanchet,

of Oregon, on December 10, 1878, and made Archbishop of Oregon

City, on December 20, 1880, he now performed an act of heroic disin-

terestedness, which won the admiration of Leo XIII and of the whole

Catholic world. He visited Rome in 1884, and while kneeling at the

feet of Leo XIII, the See of Vancouver Island, the most remote and

humanly desolate portion of the vineyard of the Lord in America, being
then vacant, and it appearing almost impossible to obtain a Bishop for

the appalling missions of Alaska, Archbishop Seghers offered his resigna-

tion of an Archbishopric to Leo XIII and asked to be transferred, as a

Bishop only, to the humbler and more arduous diocese of Vancouver.

The heart of Leo XIII was profoundly touched by such heroism, and

placing his hands over his eyes he wept with emotion and with joy at

witnessing such an heroic Apostleship. The Holy Father granted the

noble request. Archbishop Seghers afterwards became the martyr of

Alaska. On November 28, 1886, his life was taken while he was strug-

gling against every obstacle of nature and climate, of mountains, storms

and rivers, to reach the Alaskan tribes to announce the Gospel to them,

and carry them the Bread of Life.*

It was on May 15, 1879, that Leo XIII appointed in the Consistory

of that date the Right Rev. Lawrence S. McMahon to the vacant See of

Hartford, in Connecticut, and the Right Rev. John Vertin as Bishop of

Marquette and Sault Ste. Marie. In the Consistory of September 22,

1879, the Holy Father appointed the Most Rev. Francis Xavier Leray as

Administrator of the Archdiocese of New Orleans, who afterwards, by the

* " Life o( Most Bev. John Charles Seghers, Lives of the Deceased Bishops."
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right of succession, became Archbishop of New Orleans ; and also the

Right Rev. John B. A. Brondel as Bishop of Vancouver Island, whom,
afterwards he appointed, in 1884, Bishop of Helena. We have already

given to our readers the beautiful letter which was addressed to the Holy

Father, on February 20, 1880, by the Cardinal Archbishop of New York,

Archbishop Williams, of Boston, and Archbishop Ryan, of Philadelphia,

expressing their appreciation and co-operation with His Holiness, in the

efforts he was making for the general spread of the study of the philos-

ophy of St. Thomas Aquinas throughout the Christian world.

Leo Xni took great pains in the appointment of Bishops for the

American dioceses. Having appointed the Right Rev. Aegidius Junger,

a veteran missionary among the Indian tribes of our Northwestern

national domain, who had served with untiring zeal under the Apostolic

Blanchet, and whose studies of the history and interests of our Indian

missions in that remote region, and has ably portrayed them with his

pen, was consecrated on October 28, 1879, with a diocese whose See was

at Nesqually, and whose jurisdiction and labors covered the vast State

of Washington. So, also, in January. 1880, when the Archdiocese of

Cincinnati was plunged in inextricable financial difficulties, he called the

Most Rev. William Henry Elder, from the Diocese of Natchez, and

appointed him Coadjutor Bishop to the Archbishop of that See, under

the title of Bishop of Avara, and subsequently by right of succession to

the aged and enfeebled Archbishop Purcell, the second Archbishop of

Cincinnati. In the Consistory of August 23, 1880, the Holy Father

appointed the Most Rev. Michael Heiss, former Bishop of La Crosse,

to the rank of Archbishop and Coadjutor to Archbishop Henni, and

afterwards by the .right of succession Archbishop of Milwaukee ; and

subsequently in 1890, he appointed the Most Rev. Francis Xavier Katzer,

whom he had on May 30, 1886, appointed Bishop of Green Bay, to suc-

ceed Archbishop Henni as Archbishop of Milwaukee. At the same time

he appointed the Right Rev. John A. Watterson, who had been president

of Mt. St. Mary's College, at Emmitsburg, Maryland, Bishop of Colum-

bus. Also, the Right Rev. Patrick Monogue, whom he had appointed

Bishop of Ceramus, in partibus inMclinyn, was appointed Coadjutor to

the Right Rev. Bishop O'Connell, Bishop of Grass Valley, in California,

and whom he succeeded in 1884; and upon the transfer of the See to

Sacramento, on May 28, 1886, Leo XIII appointed Dr. Monogue first

Bishop of that See. Dakota having been erected by Leo XIII into a

Vicariate Apostolic and Right Rev, Martin Marty having been appointed
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its Vicar Apostolic, under the title of Bishop of Tiberias, in 1880, the

Holy Father, in 1889, erected the See of Sioux Falls, embracing the

State of South Dakota, and appointed Bishop Marty its first Bishop.

Bishop Marty was consecrated on February i, 1880.

Later in the same year, on October ist, Leo XIII made an appoint-

ment in the American Church which was universally recognized as most

important and most fitting; one which has been fruitful of great good,

not only to the great Archdiocese of New York, but also to the whole

American Church, We allude to the appointment of the Most Rev.

Michael Augustin Corrigan, who had been Bishop of Newark and presi-

dent of Seton Hall College, to be Archbishop of Petra in partihns inii-

deliiim, and Coadjutor to His Eminence, Cardinal McCloskey, Arch-

bishop of New York, with the right of succession. Archbishop Corrigan,

on the death of Cardinal McCloskey, became Archbishop of New York.

On April 19, 1887, the Holy Father further manifested his appreciation

for Archbishop Corrigan and his recognition of his great services to

religion in America, and in sympathy with the high esteem in which he

was held in his own country and Church, and appointed him an Assistant

Prelate at the Pontifical throne. One of the last acts of Leo XIII, before

his death, was the appointment of that distinguished Prelate, Most Rev.

John M. Farley, then Auxiliary Bishop, to succeed Archbishop Corrigan
as Archbishop of New York.

Following the appointment of Archbishop Corrigan in Consistory,

came the official act of Leo XIII, by which he erected the important See

of Chicago into an Archbishopric, and he transferred to it and raised

to the Metropolitan rank the Most Rev. Patrick A. Feehan, who had

been the Bishop of Nashville, in Tennessee. And on February 19, 1881,

the Holy Father appointed a young and worthy priest of the diocese of

Richmond, the Rev. Francis Janssens, to be Bishop of Natchez, to suc-

ceed Archbishop Elder, and again on August 7, 1888, he appointed

Bishop Janssens to succeed the Most Rev. Francis Xavier Leray as

Archbishop of New Orleans. So, also, by his brief of June 16, 1881, he

appointed the Right Rev. Kilian C. Flasch to succeed Archbishop Henni

as Bishop oi La Crosse, Wisconsin, and again on the death of Bishop

Flasch, he appointed the Right Rev. James Schwebach as Bishop of La

Crosse. It was also on June 16, 1881, that he appointed first Bishop

of the newly-created See of Davenport, Iowa, a priest of the Diocese of

Chicago, so universally esteemed for his high qualities of head and heart,

the Right Rev. John McMullen, and on his death, the Holy Father
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appointed as his worthy successor the Right Rev. Henry Cosgrove, who

was consecrated on September 14, 1884. It was in September, 1881,

that Leo XIII divided the Diocese of Newark, New Jersey, into two

dioceses, the new diocese having its See at Trenton. He selected two

worthy and distinguished priests for these vacancies. He appointed the

Right Rev. Winand Michael Wigger, of New Jersey, to be Bishop of

Newark; and the Right Rev. Michael J. O'Farrell, of New York, to be

Bishop of Trenton. There was also an American Bishop, the worthy

Bishop of Mobile, the Right Rev. John Quinlan, present at the solemn

canonization of several saints, which took place towards the close of the

year 1881.

On January 8, 1882, Leo XIII appointed an eminent and devout con-

vert, the Right Rev. H. P. Northrop, of South Carolina, to be Vicar

Apostolic of North Carolina, and by his brief of January 2^, 1883, he

appointed Dr. Northrop, Bishop of Charleston, to succeed the eloquent

and learned Bishop Lynch. Bishop Northrop still retained the Vicariate

Apostolic of North Carolina until July i, 1888, when the Right Rev. Leo

Haid. Abbot of the Benedictine Monastery of Mary-Help, was appointed

by the Holy Father the \'icar Apostolic. On April 27, 1882, Leo XIII

bestowed upon the ancient and venerable cathedral of New Orleans the

seven years' indulgence of the Portiuncula, and on April 30, 1882, he

appointed the Right Rev. Nicholas A. Gallagher, administrator of the

Diocese of Columbus, Ohio, to be Bishop of Galveston, Texas. On May
15th the Holy Father founded the new Diocese of Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan, and appointed the Right Rev. Henry Joseph Richter its first Bishop.

On August 28, 1883, he addressed a warm and grateful letter of thanks

to the Catholics of the United States, through the Archbishop of Balti-

more, for the liberal and large amount of Peter-Pence which the Catholics

of America had sent to him. And on June 24, 1883, he appointed to the

See of Nashville the Right Rev. Joseph Rademacher, whom he afterwards,

on the death of Bishop Devenger, appointed, on July 14, 1893, Bishop of

Fort Wayne.
In the Consistory of August 9, 1882, Leo XIII appointed a distin-

guished and zealous priest of Chicago to be Coadjutor to the Most Rev.

Joseph Ladoc Alemany, Archbishop of San Francisco, under the title of

Bishop of Cabesa, with the right of succession. This was the popular and

exemplary pastor of St. James Church at Chicago, the Rev. Patrick W.

Riordan. On the death of Archbishop Alemany, Dr. Riordan, on Decem-

ber 28, 1884, became th^ vsegond Archbishop of §an Fr^nQisco, On
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December 28, 1883, Leo XIII addressed a beautiful letter of congratula-

tion to His Eminence Cardinal McCloskey on the approaching celebration

of the Cardinal's priestly jubilee, January 12, 1884, being the fiftieth

anniversary of his ordination, which was celebrated at New York with

great solemnity and joy.

The year 1884 was marked by the great solicitude of the Holy
Father for the rescue of the American College at Rome from the grasping
hands of the Italian Government, which had marked it out as a part of

the Propaganda estate seized and announced for sale and confiscation, as

we have already related. In this year Leo XIII created the new See of

Manchester, comprising the State of New Hampshire, and appointed as

its first Bishop the Right Rev. Denis M. Bradley, who was consecrated

on June 11, 1884. He also appointed to the See of Covington, Ken-

tucky, the Right Rev. Camillus Paul Maes to succeed Rev. Augustus
Maria Toebbe, deceased. Bishop Maes was consecrated on January 28,

1885. His historical studies and fruitful pen have enriched our American

Catholic historical literature. Also was appointed as Bishop of Mobile,

Alabama, the first Vicar Apostolic of Brownsville, in Texas, the Right Rev.

Dominic Manucy, and afterwards, on July 3, 1890, Leo XIII appointed

Right Rev. Peter Verdaguer the second \'icar Apostolic of Brownsville,

who was consecrated on November 9, 1890, under the title of Bishop of

Anion in partibiis iniidelitim. And on June 16, 1885, the Holy Father

appointed the Right Rev. Jeremiah O'Sullivan fourth Bishop of Mobile,

who was consecrated on September 20, 1885. On April 22, 1884, the

Holy Father appointed the Right Rev. John B. Salpointe, who had been

Vicar Apostolic of Arizona, under the title of Bishop of Doryla in

partibus, to be the Coadjutor Bishop of Santa Fe, with the right of

succession, and on October nth of the same year the Pope appointed him

titular Archbishop of Anazarba in partibus. Archbishop Salpointe suc-

ceeded to the Archiepiscopal See of Santa Fe on July 15, 1885, after the

resignation of Archbishop Lamy.
What Pope Leo XIII has done for the American Church in the great

Northwestern State of Minnesota, now constituting the Ecclesiastical

Province of St. Paul, is specially worthy of historic eminence. So great

a Pontiff could not have failed to notice the great growth of the Church

in that region, nor fail to appreciate the services of those who had chiefly

promoted th^t progress in religion, education and charities, so truly

American, distinctively Western and Catholic. The Diocese of St.

Paul was erected in 1850 by Piug IX, and was presided over succes-
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sively by the Right Rev, Joseph Cretin and Right Rev. Thomas L. Grace,

who resigned July 31, 1884, and was made by Leo XIII titular Bishop
Minreth

;
and on September 24, 1889, was made titular Archbishop of

Siunia in partihus. On December 21, 1875, Right Rev. John Ireland was

consecrated Bishop of Maronea in partihus and Coadjutor of St. Paul.

On May 4, 1888, the Diocese of St. Paul was created a Metropolitan See,

and Dr. Ireland, as a well-merited recognition of his marked ability and

services, on May 15th, was raised to the rank of an Archbishop. The
Province of St. Paul, at the time of its erection by Leo XIII, had for its

suffragan Sees the Dioceses of Duluth, whose Bishop was Right Rev.

James McGolrick
; Jamestown, whose Bishop was Right Rev. James

Shanley ; St. Cloud, whose Bishop was Right Rev. Otto Zardetti ; Sioux

Falls, whose Bishop was Right Rev. Martin Marty, and Winona, whose

Bishop was Right Rev. Joseph B. Cotter.

On February i, 1885, Pope Leo XIII promoted the Most Rev.

William Henry Gross, who had ably administered the Diocese of Savannah,

to the Archiepiscopal See of Oregon City. On March 19th he appointed
Rev. Anthony Durier to the vacant See of Natchitoches, to succeed

Bishop Leray, appointed to New Orleans; and he appointed to the Vicar-

iate Apostolic of Idaho the Right Rev. A. J. Glorieux
; and, having erected

the See of Boise City in Idaho, on August 25, 1893, he made Bishop
Glorieux its first Bishop. Of the Vicariate Apostolic of Arizona he

appointed, on March 19, 1885. the Right Rev. Peter Bourgade its Vicar

Apostolic, to succeed Archbishop Salpointe, promoted to Santa Fe
;
and

in 1894, having changed the Vicariate into a Diocese, with its See at

Tucson, he appointed Dr. Bourgade its first Bishop.

We have recorded how eminently Pope Leo XIII cared and provided

for the principal Metropolitan Sees of the American Church, and this

chiefly in the appointment of distinguished prelates to preside over them.

This was notably the case in his appointment of the Most Rev. Patrick

John Ryan, whom Pius IX, on April 14, 1872, had appointed to titular

Bishop of Tricomia in partihus and Coadjutor to Archbishop Kenrick, of

St. Louis. On January 6, 1884, Leo XIII raised Dr. Ryan to the rank

of an Archbishop, under the title of iVrchbishop of Salamis /;/ partihus,

and on June 8, 1884, he appointed this distinguished Prelate Archbishop
of Philadelphia, to succeed Archbishop Wood. As a pulpit orator, Arch-

bishop Ryan has revived the memories of Bishop England and Archbishop

Hughes, and by his fine administrative abilities he has won that confidence

and honor that have caused munificent endowments to be made to the
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charities under his jurisdiction. Among these should be mentioned the

generous bequests of the late Anthony Drexel, and that beautiful institu-

tion of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, the Sisterhood of the Most

Blessed Sacrament, for the conversion of Indians and colored people,

under the administration of their foundress, Mother Mary Katharine

Drexel.

Continuing his solicitude for the American dioceses, Leo XIII

appointed the Right Rev. Richard Phelan to succeed the late Bishop

Twigg in the See of Pittsburg. On November 23, 1886, Leo created

the Territory of Utah into a Vicariate Apostolic, and appointed the

untiring missionary of that vast region, the Right Rev. Lawrence Scan-

Ian, its \ icar Apostolic, and on January 27, 1891, he created the Vicarite

into the Diocese of Salt Lake, with Bishop Scanlan as its first Bishop.

About the same time Pope Leo erected the new See of Syracuse, carved

out of the See of Albany, and appointed the Right Rev. P. A. Ludden
its first Bishop; and from the See of Wilmington, Delaware, he trans-

ferred the Right Rev, Thomas A. Becker, a learned convert to the faith,

to the See of Savannah by Pontifical letters of March 26, 1886; and he

appointed the Right Rev. Alfred A. Curtis, another convert, the second

Bishop of Wilmington. To the See of Providence, Rhode Island, he

appointed the Right Rev. Matthew Harkins, to succeed the lamented

Bishop Hendricken.

But the year of 1886 was rendered still more signal for the honors

conferred by Leo XIII on the American Church. In the Consistory held

on June 7, 1886, the Holy Father elevated to the Roman purple and to

the Sacred College of Cardinals His Eminence James Cardinal Gibbons,

Archbishop of Baltimore. As if to show how greatly he held America

in memory and affection, he at the saime time gave the adjoining
Dominion of Canada a Cardinal in the person of His Eminence Elzear

Alexander Cardinal Tachereau, Archbishop of Quebec ; and still further

he created another member of the Sacred College in the person of the

celebrated Jesuit, Cardinal Mazzella, who, in 1867, was sent to this coun-

try by his superiors; in 1869 was appointed Prefect General of Studies

and Professor of Theology at the Jesuit College of the Sacret Heart of

Jesus at Woodstock, Maryland, and in 1878 was recalled to Rome to

become Professor of Theology in the Gregorian University. It was thus

that virtually three American Cardinals were created. But it was by the

elevation of Cardinal Gibbons that the Holy Father intended chiefly to

honor the American Church. His long services to religion in North

Carolina, Virginia and Maryland; his amiable and gentle character, hi|
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useful writings on the religious questions of the day, his patriotism and

active participation in all that was at once good and American, his recog-
nition by his fellow-citizens as a model citizen of the Republic, and his

popularity with all creeds and parties, made his appointment a national

event no less than a Catholic one.

In August, 1887, Leo XIII created four new dioceses in the West;
these were the Dioceses of Wichita and Concordia, in Kansas; Lincoln,
in Nebraska, and Cheyenne, in Wyoming Territory. He appointed the

Rev. James O'Reilly, of Topeka, Kansas, Bishop of Wichita, who, hav-

ing died before consecration, on July 26, 1887, was replaced by the

appointment of Right Rev. John Joseph Hennessy, who was consecrated

on November 30, 1888; Very Rev. Richard Scannel, Vicar General of

Nashville, Bishop of Concordia, who was consecrated on the same day,
and in December, 1890, was transferred to the See of Omaha; th^ Right
Rev. Thomas Bonacum, of St. Louis, Bishop of Lincoln, who was con-

secrated on the same day ; and Rev. Maurice Bourke, of Joliet, Bishop
of Cheyenne. Leo XIII also appointed Right Rev. George Montgom-
ery, who had been chancellor and secretary of Archbishop Riordan, of

San Francisco, to be Coadjutor Bishop to Bishop Mora, of Monterey
and Los Angeles, who was consecrated on April 8, 1894; Right Rev.

Michael Tierney to succeed Bishop McMahon, of Hartford ;
he was

consecrated on February 22, 1894.

The convening of the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore was a

noted event in the history of the American Church during the Pontificate

of Leo XIII, and one in which he took a most important part. In Novem-

ber, 1883, at his request, the twelve Archbishops of the. United States

assembled in Rome, for the purpose of conferring with the Holy Father

and the Congregation of the Propaganda, in relation to the matters to

be brought before the Council and to receive their instructions in relation

to the same. These conferences at Rome were of vast importance, and

their results were of equal satisfaction and happiness to the Holy Father

and to the American Prelates. The Church was now to receive a

thorough organization and discipline. The reports of the Archbishops
of the progress of religion within their respective provinces were received

by the Holy Father with exceeding great joy. The health of Cardinal

McCloskey would not permit him to go to Rome or even to attend the

Council. The Holy Father appointed the Most Rev. James Gibbons,

Archbishop of Baltimore, Apostolic Delegate to convene and preside

over the Council. He also presented to the members of the Council a
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full-length portrait of himself, which he requested should be hung in

the hall in which the Council would be held, in order, as he himself said,

that he "might, in a manner, preside over their meetings."
On the 6th and 7th of November, 1884, the Archbishops, who had

been invited to come to Baltimore a few days before the opening of the

Council, and who, since their return from Rome had been in conference

with their respective suffragans, held preliminary conferences with Arch-

bishop Gibbons, the Apostolic Delegate, and on Sunday, November 9th,

the Council, which was the greatest and most important ever hela

in the Western Continent, was most solemnly opened in the Baltimore

Cathedral, and its subsequent sessions were held in the great hall of

St. Mary's Seminary. Such was Leo XIIFs interest in this august

Council, that he was the first to open communication with it, and on Sat-

urday, November 8th, the following cablegram was sent from the Vati-

can: "The Holy Father sends his blessing to the Fathers of the Plenary
Council which begins to-day. Louis Cardinal Jacohini." Archbishop
Gibbons sent by cable the following answer: "Eighty-three Prelates,

assembled in Council, return thanks to your Holiness and assure yon of
their dutifulness and devotion."

It is not within the scope of my present history to write the history

of the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore
;

it belongs to the history of

the American Church
;
but we quote from the important and noble pas-

toral letter, which the Council issued, the following passages relating to

Leo XIII :

"While enduring with the heroism of a martyr the trials which

beset him, and trustfully awaiting the Almighty's day of deliverance, the

energy and wisdom of Leo XIII are felt to the ends of the earth. He
is carrying on with the governments of Europe the negotiations which

promise soon to bring peace to the Church. In the East he is prepar-

ing the way for the return to Catholic unity the millions, whom the

Greek schism has so long deprived of communion with the See of Peter,

and he is following the progress of explorations in lands hitherto unknown
or inaccessible with corresponding advances of Catholic missions. To
the whole world his voice has gone forth again and again in counsels

of eloquent wisdom, pointing out the path of truth in the important
domains of philosophy and history ;

the best means of improving human
life in all its phases, individual, domestic and social ; the ways in which

the children of God should walk, that all flesh may see the salvation of
God.
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"But in all the wide circle of his great responsibility, the progress

of the Church in the United States forms, in a special manner, both a

source of joy and an object of solicitude to the Holy Father. With

loving care his predecessors watched and encouraged her first feeble

beginnings. They cheered and fostered her development, in the pure

atmosphere of freedom, when the name of Carroll shone with equal luster

at the head of her new-born hierarchy, and on the roll of our country's

patriots."

It is needless to say that in a great measure he had inspired
—or

encouraged and approved—the deliberations of the Fathers of the Council

in the conference of 1883 at Rome, and that Leo XIII cordially

approved the decrees of the Council as "most wise and salutary."

In the deliberations between the Pontiff and the Prelates at Rome
in November, 1883, the promotion and attainment of higher education

in America, both for the clergy and the laity, w'ere urgently insisted

on by the Pontiff, and as cordially supported by the Prelates. One of

the fruits, therefore, of the Third Plenary Council was the determina-

tion of the American Church, to establish a great and national seat of

learning and education, chiefly ecclesiastical in its character, but where

the higher branches of learning suited to secular life could be pursued

by the laity. So great was the reliance of the Pope upon the broad and

generous sentiments of American Catholics, especially toward that great

work of Christian civilization, Christian education, that he did not rest

at urging the establishment of an American Catholic university, but

he also invoked their sympathy and aid for two other great Catholic

universities, which he himself had also greatly at heart, in the interest

of religion and Catholic unity ;
for at Rome he had imparted to the

American Prelates his own earnest desire and intention of establishing

two great and similar universities for the Eastern Catholics, one at

Athens, and the other at Constantinople. It is also worthy of remark,

that the Second Plenary Council of Baltimore had devoted an entire

chapter of its proceedings to the desideratum of a Catholic university for

America.

The American Catholic university was decided upon, and the mem-

bers of the Council, through their President, Archbishop Gibbons, also

addressed the Holy Father on the subject of, and asking further informa-

tion in regard to the two Eastern universities he had mentioned, the fol-

lowing extracts from the Pope's answer to Archbishop Gibbons are

important; ... >
- .-^
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"It is with great satisfaction to us to learn that you and your
brother Bishops have undertaken the noble work of building, as soon

as possible, a Catholic university in America. Carried out by the initia-

tive, the advocacy and the watchful care of the Episcopal body, this

work will render great service to religion and to your country ; it

will shed luster on the Catholic name, and will conduce to the advance-

ment of literature and the sciences.

"We are well aware what great expense you must incur in order

to carry out your design, and have, therefore, abstained from urging

you, Venerable Brother, to send us the pecuniary help we so earnestly

besought of you last year while you were in Rome, and that for an

object which is also of great importance. We mean the purpose we

entertain, and which we press on you with the greatest insistance, of

bringing back the Eastern peoples to the Catholic fold. We think that

the establishment of schools, both in Athens and in Constantinople, would

help more than anything else to hasten this result.

"Now, if the other matters already mentioned so naturally fill your
mind and employ your care. Venerable Brother, we desire nevertheless,

that you do not altogether forget this other subject we have been just

explaining, and that you be convinced, should our purpose come to have

a happy result, that it will greatly contribute to the glory of God, to the

honor and increase of the Catholic Church, and that it will redound not

a little to the credit of your own generosity and that of the American

people."

Leo XIII, who had already, as we have recited, erected the Ecclesi-

astical Provinces of Chicago and St. Paul, now again, on September 17,

1893, erected the Ecclesiastical Province of Dubuque, with the Dioceses

of Dubuque, Cheyenne, Davenport, Lincoln and Omaha, and the Most

Rev. John Hennessy was promoted to the rank of Archbishop of

Dubuque. He appointed Right Rev. Thomas Daniel Beaven, Bishop of

Springfield, Massachusetts, in place of Bishop O'Reilly, deceased. He

appointed the Right Rev. John Janssen first Bishop of Belleville, in

Illinois, who was consecrated on April 25, 1888; the Right Rev. Ignatius

Horstman third Bishop of Cleveland, in Ohio, who was consecrated

on February 25, 1892, in place of the late Bishop Gilmour; Right Rev.

John S. Foley, Bishop of Detroit, who was consecrated on November 4,

1888, in place of Bishop Borgess, resigned; Right Rev. Sebastian G.

Messmer to be seventh Bishop of Green Bay, Wisconsin, who was conse-

crated on March 27, 1892, in place of Archbishop Katzer, promoted to the
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Archbishopric of Milwauivce; Right Rev. James Schweback to be third

Bishop of La Crosse, who was consecrated on February 25, 1892, in

place of Bishop Flasch, deceased ; Right Rev. Thomas Francis Brennan

to be first Bishop of Dallas, Texas, who was consecrated on April 5,

1891, and resigned in 1892, and the Right Rev. Edward I. Dunne to

be second Bishop of the same See, who was consecrated on November

30, 1893; the Right Rev. Thomas Heslin to be fifth Bishop of Natchez,

Mississippi, who was consecrated on June 18, 1889, in place of Arch-

bishop Janssens, promoted to the Archbishopric of New Orleans ;

he founded the Vicariate Apostolic of the Indian Territory on May 29,

1891, embracing Oklahoma and the Indian Territory, and appointed the

Right Rev. Theophile Meerschaert its first Vicar Apostolic, who was

consecrated on September 8, 1891, under the title of Bishop of Sydenia
in partibtis; the Right Rev. Charles E. McDonnell to be second Bishop
of Brooklyn, who was consecrated on April 25, 1892, in place of Bishop

Loughlin, deceased ; the Right Rev. Henry Gabriels to be second Bishop
of Ogdensburg, who was consecrated on May 5, 1892, in place of Bishop

Wadhams, deceased; and the Right Rev. Thomas M. A. Burke to be

fourth Bishop of Albany, who was consecrated on July i, 1894, in place

of Bishop McNeirney, deceased
;
the Right Rev. Maurice F. Burke to

be the first Bishop of Cheyenne, in Wyoming, who was consecrated on

October 28, 1887, and transferred to the See of St. Joseph on June 19,

1893 ' the Right Rev. Nicholas C. Matz to be the second Bishop of Den-

ver, who was consecrated in October, 1887, in place of Bishop Mache-

beuf, who had been a patriarch of religion in Colorado, and who had been

first Bishop of Denver in 1887; the Most Rev. P. L. Chapelle, whom the

Holy Father appointed titular Bishop of Arabissus on August 21, 1891,

who was consecrated on November i, 1891, and who was promoted to the

titular Archbishopric of Sebaste on May 10, 1892, with the right of succes-

sion, and on February 19, 1893, he succeeded to the Archbishopric of

Santa Fe, and afterwards appointed Archbishop of New Orleans and

Apostolic Delegate in Cuba and the Philippines ; the Right Rev. John

Brady to be the Auxiliary Bishop of the Archdiocese of Boston, who was

consecrated on August 5, 1891 ; the Most Rev. John Joseph Kain, who

had been Bishop of Wheeling, in West Virginia, was on May 18, 1893,

promoted by Leo XIII to the Archiepiscopal See of Oxyrynchia in partihus

and Coadjutor to the Most Rev. Peter Richard Kenrick, Archbishop of St.

Louis ; the Right Rev. James Ryan to be third Bishop of Alton, Illinois,

who was CQiisecrated on May i, 1888, to succeed Bishop Baltes, deceased;
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the Right Rev. John S. Michaud to be titular Bishop of Modra in partibus

and Coadjutor to the Bishop de Goesbriand, of BurHngton, Vermont, who
was consecrated on June 29, 1892; the Right Rev. Thomas McGovern to

be second Bishop of Harrisburg, who was consecrated on March 11, 1888,

to succeed the much esteemed Bishop Shanahan ; the Right Rev. John

Joseph Hogan was transferred to the Diocese of Kansas City, Missouri, on

September 13, 1880, that new diocese having been created by Leo XIII on

September 10, 1880. Leo XIII transferred the See of Leavenworth to

Kansas City, Kansas, on May 29, 1891, and appointed Right Rev. Louis

M. Fink, who had been Bishop of Leavenworth, first Bishop of Kansas

City, in Kansas
;
the Right Rev. John J. Keane to be the fifth Bishop of

Richmond, who was consecrated on August 25, 1878, to succeed the Right
Rev. James Gibbons, afterwards Cardinal Archbishop of Baltimore, and in

August, 1888, Leo XIII translated Bishop Keane to the titular See of

Ajasso on his selection by the American Prelates as the President of the

Catholic University of America, at Washington ;
the Right Rev. A. Van de

Vyver to be the sixth Bishop of Richmond, who was consecrated on

October 20, 1887, to succeed Bishop Keane; the Right Rev. John C. Nerez

to be the second Bishop of San Antonio, who was consecrated on May 8,

1881, to succeed the lamented Bishop Pellicer ; the Right Rev. J. N. Lem-
mens to be the fourth Bishop of Vancouver Island, who was consecrated on

August 5, 1888, to succeed Bishop Brondel
; the Right Rev. P. I. Donohue

to be the third Bishop of Wheeling, who was consecrated on April 8, 1894,

to succeed Archbishop Kain ; on August 25, 1893, Leo XIII erected the

Vicarate Apostolic of Idaho into the Diocese of Boise City, and appointed

the Right Rev. A. J. Glorieux, the former Vicar Apostolic, to be its first

Bishop ;
and he appointed as Bishop of Hartford, to succeed Right Rev.

Bishop McMahon, deceased, the Right Rev. Michael Tierney, who was

consecrated on February 22, 1894; the Right Rev. Thomas Burke to suc-

ceed Bishop McNierney, deceased, as Bishop of Albany, who was conse-

crated on July I, 1894; Right Rev. Thomas Byrne to succeed Right Rev.

Bishop Rademacher as Bishop of Nashville, transferred to the See of

Fort Wayne, and Bishop Byrne was consecrated on July 25, 1894; the

Right Rev. James A. McFaul to succeed as Bishop of Trenton the Right

Rev. Bishop O'Farrell, deceased, and the new Bishop was consecrated

on October 18, 1894; and he raised the priory of St. Procopius to the rank

of Abbey, and Right Rev. Nepomuck Jaeger, O.S.B., was consecrated as

Abbot on July 4, 1894. He created the Vicariate Apostolic of Alaska on

July 17, 1894, and appointed Right Rev. Pascal Tosi, S.J., its Vicar
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Apostolic. He appointed an American Bishop, the Right Rev. Otto

Zardetti, who was Bishop of St. Cloud, Minnesota, to be Archbishop of

Bucharest, in Roumania, and he transferred from Sioux Falls to St.

Cloud the Right Rev. M. Marty. Monsignor Papi was recalled as Secre-

tary of the Apostolic Delegation in America, and Rev. Dr. Rooker, Vice-

Rector of the American College at Rome, was appointed in his place.

Such has been the untiring labor of the Sovereign Pontifif in provid-

ing for the hierarchical organization of the Catholic Church in the United

States. Such has been the indefatigable co-operation of Leo XIII in

keeping pace with the marvelous growth of the American Church. Apart
from these measures of administration, discipline and government, in

which his Pontificate especially benefited our country, it was a vast work

of the Papacy to watch the progress in our midst of the inherent fruitful-

ness and multiplying fecundity of the Apostolic mission of the Universal

Church, a mission which has its guidance, its perennial renovation and its

untiring energy in the Papacy as its fountain source. This power of

expansion belonging to the Church seemed to find a propitious field in the

national characteristics of our nation and of the country itself. These

characteristics have been intensified by the enduring bonds, with which the

American Church has identified her progress and her destinies with the

imperishable rock of Peter, with the indissoluble center of truth, with the

ever-enduring spiritual power of the Papacy. Wonderful as is the

golden and adamantine burden itself, which, in 1878, was imposed upon
the aged and bending shoulders of Leo XIII, how admirable was the

personal character and courage of the man, who, at the age of sixty-eight

years, when men usually resign their existing responsibilities, assnmed

the government of the Universal Church, with its two hundred and

twenty-five millions of spiritual subjects.

The deep interest taken by Leo XIII in the establishment of the

Catholic University of America, at Washington, was again manifested on

the occasion of the laying of the corner stone of the University, on May
24, 1888, in the presence of President Harrison and members of his

cabinet, prelates, priests and laity and many distinguished guests. On
this occasion the Holy Father sent a cablegram in Latin : "The Pontifif

ofifers his hearty congratulations for the work which has just been begun,
and gives his Apostolic blessing to all the Bishops." On the same occa-

sion there was presented from the Pope to an American lady. Miss Mary
Gwendolen Caldwell, who had presented three hundred thousand dollars

to the L^niversity, a gold medal, wliich had been struck' in commemoration
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of the eighth year of his Pontificate, and containing on one side a profile

of Leo XIII, and on the other a representation of the genius of History
lifted aloft by angels, with an inscription commemorating the opening of

the archives of the \'atican to the historical researches of the scholars of

the world. The Holy Father also had sent another cablegram, requesting
full details of the ceremonials. Bishop Keane, rector of the University,

sent a cordial and appreciative answer to His Holiness.

One of the interesting circumstances of Leo XIII's active interest in

the American L'niversity was his insisting on having impressed on it a

distinctively American character. In his brief he said: "I wish that it

should be founded by American means, and that it should be conducted

by American intellects. And if at first you have to call in the help of

foreign talent in your faculties, it must be with the view of developing
home intellect, of training professors who will gradually form indiginous
faculties worthy of the name the L^niversity bears." Again he wrote :

"We, therefore, moved by a desire for your good, and consulting the best

interests of the Republic, most willingly indorse your intention of founding
a university. But that this university may be happily completed, and

that day by day it may grow, it is necessary that it should be under the

authority and protection of all the Prelates of the L^nited States, and that

the administration be held by the Prelates, whose duties it will be to work

out the line of studies, to enact the proper laws, to choose the professors

and to put in order whatever may pertain to the best government of the

university. But when these things are completed, it is proper that they

be handed over to the examination of the Apostolic See, in order that they

may receive its approbation." On another occasion, at Rome, in an

address to the representatives of all the colleges of Rome, he particularly

exhorted the American Bishops, through the Rector of the American

College at Rome, to be imited and agree in their management of the

university, and concluded by saying: "The honor of the American

Episcopate demands it—yes. the honor of the Church in the United States

and the dignity of the Holy See, which has so solemnly given this univer-

sity its approval."

In November, 1889. Leo XIII sent the Most Rev. Francis SatolH,

Archbishop of Lepanto, to America, now a Cardinal of the Roman Church,

to represent him at the celebration of the first centenary of the American

Catholic hierarchy on X^ovember loth, and the first American Catholic

Lay Congress, on November nth. 12th and 13th, both of which were at

Baltimore
; and pn November 14th the inauguration of the Universitv at
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Washington. All these events were regarded as of immense interest to

the Church in America, and were attended by the hierarchy, clergy and

laity in great numbers.

The year 1892, the quadri-centennial celebration of the discovery of

America by Columbus, was one in which Leo XIII manifested in a special

manner his love for America. First of all, his letter on Columbus, which

was addressed to the Archbishops of Spain and Italy and of the two

Americas, and dated July 16, 1892, is too important and impressive an act

to be omitted from our pages :

"From the end of the fifteenth century, when a man from Liguria first landed,

under the auspices of God, on the trans-Atlantic shores, humanity has been strongly

inclined to celebrate with gratitude the recollection of this event. It would certainly

not be an easy matter to find a more worthy cause to touch their hearts and to

inflame their zeal. The event in effect is such in itself that no other epoch has

seen a grander and more beautiful one accomplished by man; as to who accom-

plished it there are few who can be compared to him in greatness of soul and of

genius. By his work a new world flashed forth from the unexplored ocean,

thousands upon thousands of mortals were returned t>» the common societ}- of the

human race, led from their barbarous life to peacefulness and civilization, and

what is of much more importance, recalled from perdition to eternal life by the

bestowal of the gifts which Jesus Christ brought to the world.

"Europe, astonished alike by the novelty and the prodigiousness of this unex-

pected event, understood little by little, in due course of time, what she owed to

Columbus, when, by sending colonies to America, by frequent communications, by

exchange of services, by the resources confided to the sea and received in return,

there was discovered an accession of the inost favorable means possible to the knowl-

edge of nature, to the reciprocal abundance of riches, with the result that the

prestige cf Er.rope increased enormously.

"Therefore it would not be fitting, amid these numerous testimonials of honor

and in these concerts of felicitations, that the Church should maintain complete

silence, since, in accordance with her character and her institution, she willingly

approves and endeavors to favor all that appears, wherever it is. to be worthy of

honor and praise. Undoubtedly she reserves particular and supreme honors to the

virtues pre-eminent in regard to morality, inasmuch as they unite to the eternal

salvation of souls; nevertheless she does not despise the rest, neither docs she

abstain from esteeming them as they deserve
;

it is even her habit to favor them

with all her power, and to always have in honor those who have well merited of

human society and who have passed to posterity.

"Certainly God is admirable in His saints; but the vestige of His divine virtue

appear as imprinted in those, in whom shines a superior force of soul and mind^

for this elevation of heart, and this spark of genius, could only come from God,
their author and protector.

"It is in addition an entirely special reason, for which we believe we should

commemorate in a grateful spirit this immortal event. It is that Columbus is one
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of us. When one considers, with what motive above all, he undertook the plan of

exploring the dark sea, and with what object he endeavored to realize this plan,

one cannot doubt that the Catholic faith superlatively inspired the enterprise and

its execution, so that by this title also humanity is not a little indebted to the

Church.

"There are, without doubt, many men of hardihood and full of experience who,
before Christopher Columbus and after him, explored with persevering efforts

unknown lands across seas still more unknown. Their memory is celebrated and

will be so by the renown and the recollection of their good deeds, seeing that they

have extended the frontiers of science and of civilization, and that not at the price

of slight efforts, but with a very exalted ardor of spirit, and often through extreme

perils. It is not the less true that there is a very great difference between them
and him of whom we speak. The eminently distinctive point in Columbus is, that,

in crossing the immense expanses of the ocean, he followed an object more grand,
more elevated than the others. This does not doubtless say that he was not in any

way influenced by the very praiseworthy desire to be master of science, to well

deserve the approval of society, or that he despised the glory whose stimulant is

ordinarily more sensitive to elevated minds, or that he was not at all looking to

his personal interests. But above all these human reasons, that of religion was

uppermost by a great deal in him, and it was this without any doubt which sus-

tained his spirit and his will, and which frequently, in the midst of extreme diffi-

culties, filled him with consolation. He learned in reality that his plan, his resolu-

tion profoundly carved in his heart, was to open access to the Gospel in new lands

and in new seas.

"This may seem hardly probable to those who, concentrating all their care, all

their thoughts in the present nature of things, as it is perceived by the senses,

refuse to look upon greater benefits. But, on the other hand, it is the characteristic

of eminent minds to prefer to elevate themselves higher, for they are better disposed

than all others to seize the impulses and the inspirations of the divine faith.

"Certainly Columbus had united the study of nature to the study of religion,

and he had conformed his mind to the precepts intimately drawn from the Catholic

faith. It is thus that, having learned by astronomy and ancient documents, that

beyond the limits of the known world there were, in addition, toward the West,

large tracts of territory unexplored up to that time by anybody, he considered in

his mind the immense multitude of those who were plunged in lamentable darkness,

subject to insensate rites and to the superstitions of senseless divinities.

"He considered that they miserably led a savage life, with ferocious customs,

that more miserably still they were wanting in all notion of the most important

things, and that they were plunged in ignorance of the only true God. Thus, in

considering this in himself, he aimed first of all to propagate the name of Christian

and the benefits of Christian charity in the West. As a fact, as soon as he presented

himself to the sovereigns of Spain, Ferdinand and Isabella, he explained the cause

for which they were not to fear taking a warm interest in the enterprise, as their

glory would increase to the power of becoming immortal, if they decided to carry

the name and the doctrine of Jesus Christ into such distant regions. And when

not long afterward his prayers were granted, he called to witness that he wished
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to obtain from God that these sovereigns, sustained by His help and His mercy,
should persevere in causing the Gospel to penetrate upon new shores and in new
lands. He conceived in the same manner the plan of asking Alexander VI for

Apostolic men, by a letter in which these words are found : 'I hope that it will

some day be given to me, with the help of God, to propagate afar the very ho'y
name of Jesus Christ and His Gospel.'

"Also can one imagine him filled with joy when he wrote to Raphael Sanchez,
the first who from the Indies had returned to Lisbon, that 'immortal actions of grace
must be rendered to God, in that He had deigned to cause to prosper the enterprise

so well; and that Jesus Christ could rejoice and triumph, upon earth and in heaven,

for the coming salvation of innumerable people, who previously had been going to

their ruin.' That if Columbus also asks of Ferdinand and Isabella to permit only

Catholic Christians to go to the New World, there to accelerate trade with the

natives, he supports this motive by the fact that 'by his enterprise and efforts he has

not sought for anything else than the glory and the development of the Christian

religion.'

"This was what was perfectly known to Isabella, who, better than any other

person, had penetrated the mind of such a great man ; much more, it appears that

the same plan was fully adopted by this very pious woman of great heart and

manly mind. She bore witness in effect of Columbus, that in courageously giving
himself up to the vast ocean he, 'realized for the divine glory a most signal enter-

prise.' And to Columbus himself, when he had happily returned, she wrote that

she 'esteemed as having highly employed the resources which she had consecrated,

and which she would still consecrate, to the expeditious in the Indies, in view of

the fact that the propagation of Catholicism would result from them.'

"Also, if he had not inspired himself from a cause superior to human interests,

where, then, would he have drawn the constancy and the strength of soul to support

what he was obliged to the end to endure and to submit to, that is to say, the

unpropitious advice of the learned people, the repulses of princes, the tempests of

the furious ocean, the continual watches during which he more than once risked

losing his sight? To that adding the combats sustained against the barbarians, the

infidelities of his friends, of his companions, the villainous conspirators, the per-

fidiousness of the envious, the calumnies of the traducers, the chains with which,

after all, though innocent, he was loaded.

"It was inevitable, that a man overwhelmed with a burden of trials so great and

so intense, would have succumbed, had he not sustained himself by the consciousness

of fulfilling a very noble enterprise, which he conjectured would be glorious for

the Christian name and salutary for the infinite multitude.

"And the enterprise so carried out is admirably illustrated by the events of that

time. In effect, Columbus discovered America at about the period when a great

tempest was going to unchain itself against the Church. Inasmuch, as that it is

permitted by the course of events, to appreciate the ways of Divine Providence, it

really seems that the man for whom Liguria honors herself, was destined by a

special plan of God, to compensate Catholicism for the injury which it was going

to suffer in Europe.

"To call the Indian race to Christianity, this was without doubt the mission
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and the work of the Church. This mission she continued to fulfill with an uninter-

rupted course of charity, and she still continues it, having advanced herself recently

so far as the extremities of Patagonia. As to Columbus, certain as he was of

tracing out and of preparing the way for the Gospel, and fully absorbed in this

thought, he caused all his actions to converge to it, not undertaking anything of

any kind but under the shield of religion and with the escort of piety. We recall

in this, in reality, things which are well known, but which are none the less remark-

able, in order to show forth the mind and the heart of this great man.

"Thus, when compelled by the Portuguese, by the Genoese, to leave without

having obtained any result, he went to Spain. He matured the grand plan of the

projected discovery in the midst of the walls of a convent, with the knowledge of,

and with the advice of, a monk of the Order of St. Francis d'Assisi.

"After seven years had revolved, when at last he goes to dare the ocean, he

takes care that the expedition shall comply with the acts of spiritual expiation ;

he prays to the Queen of Heaven to assist the enterprise and to direct its course,

and before giving the order to make sail he invokes the august Divine Trinity.

"Then, once fairly at sea, while the waters agitate themselves, while the crew

murmurs, he maintains, under God's care, a calm constancy of mind. His plan

manifests itself in the very names which he imposes on the new islands, and each

time that he is called upon to land upon one of them, he worships the Almighty
God, and only takes possession of it in the name of Jesus Christ.

"As whatever coast he approaches, he has nothing more as his first idea than

the planting on the shore of the sacred sign of the cross, and the divine name of

the Redeemer, which he had sung so frequently on the open sea, to the sound of

the murmuring waves, he is the first to make it reverberate in the new islands.

In the same way, when he institutes the Spanish colony, he causes it to be com-

menced by the construction of a temple, where he first provides that the popular
fetes shall be celebrated by august ceremonies.

"Here, then, is what Columbus aimed at, and what he accomplished, when he

went in search, over so great expanse of sea and of land, of regions up to that

time jnexplored and uncultivated, but whose civilization, renown, and riches were

to rapidly attain that immense development which we see to-day.

"In all this the magnitude of the event, the efficacy and the variety of the

benefits which have resulted from it, tend assuredly to celebrate him who was the

author of it by a grateful remembrance, and by all sorts of testimonials of honor;

but, in the first place, we must recognize and venerate particularly the divine project,

to which the discoverer of the New World was subservient and to which he know-

ingly obeyed.

"In order to celebrate worthily and in a manner suitable to the truth of the

facts the solemn anniversary of Columbus, the sacredness of religion must be united

to the splendor of the civil pomp. This is why, as previously, at the first announce-

ment of the event, public actions of grace were rendered to the providence of the

immortal God, upon the example which the Supreme Pontiflf gave, the same also

now, in celebrating the recollection of the auspicious event. We esteem that we
must do as much.

"We decree to this effect that the day of October 12th, or the following Sunday,
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if the respective diocesan Bishops judge it to be opportune, after the office of the

day, the Solemn Mass of the Very Holy Trinity shall be celebrated in the Cathedral

and collegia! churches of Spain, Italy, and the two Americas.

"In addition to these countries, we hope that upon the initiative of the Bishops

as much may be done in the others, for it is fitting that all should concur in cele-

brating with piety and gratitude an event which has been profitable to all."

The Holy Father also accepted the invitation of the atithorities of the

Columbian World's Fair, at Chicago, to take part in that great inter-

national exposition of the industries, arts and civilization of the entire

world. This invitation was personally conveyed to the Pope by the Hon.

Thomas B. Bryan, one of the commissioners, who received two audiences

at the Vatican, the result of which is shown in the following Pontifical

letter :

"While we see on all sides the preparations that are eagerly being

made for the celebration of the Columbian quatri-centenary feasts, in

memory of a man most illustrious and deserving of Christianity and all

cultured humanity, we hear with great pleasure that the United States

has, among other nations, entered this competition of praise in such manner

as bents both the vastness and the richness of the country and the memory
of the man so great as he to whom these honors are being shown. Noth-

ing certainly could be more splendid than what is told us of the grand and

magnificent exposition which the nation will hold at Chicago, bringing

together every kind of produce and work which fruitful nature bears and

the artful industry of man creates. The success of this effort will surely

be another proof of the great spirit and active energy of this people, who

undertake enormous and difficult tasks with such great and happy dealing.

We rejoice, moreover, in the nobility of the purpose, which is equal in

greatness to the undertaking itself. It is a testimony of honor and grati-

tude to that immortal man, of whom we have spoken, who, desirous of

finding a road by which the light and truth and all the adornments of civil

culture might be carried to the most distant parts of the world, could

neither be deterred by dangers nor wearied by labors until, having in a

certain manner renewed the bonds between two parts of the human race,

so long separated, he bestowed upon both such great benefits that he, in

justice, must be said to have few equals or a superior. While, therefore,

we bestow on the citizens of the great republic well-merited praise, we

express hope that their noble undertaking may, other nations uniting with

them and lending their aid, have a most prosperous issue, that will prove
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of great use in stimulating the ingenuity of man, in promoting the develop-

ment of nature and in encouraging all the fine arts."

The Holy Father also addressed another cordial letter, through

Cardinal Rampolla, to the Board of Lady Managers of the Woman's

Department of the Fair. The Pope was represented at the Fair by

Monsignor Satolli on the occasion of the opening ceremonies, on October

21, 1892, and again at those of May i, 1893. Leo XIII also sent for

exhibition at the Fair, as the Pontifical exhibit, the most unique historical

and educational feature in the whole Fair. The Vatican treasures were

exhibited in the historic building, which was an exact reproduction of the

Convent of La Rabida, and contained 1,067 objects of the rarest interest

and historical value, embracing books, letters, charts, reports and other

documents relating to the discovery of America. There was seen the

celebrated letter of Pope Nicholas V in relation to the Catholic Church in

Greenland, and dated on September 20, 1448; also two other Pontifical

letters and four Papal Bulls. Among the historical treasures exhibited

in the building known as the Convent of La Rabida were the Spanish
treasures relating to the discovery and the discoverer. The American

Catholic educational exhibit was alone one of the most remarkable and sig-

nificant displays of the Fair. Its extensiveness showed the extent, though

only in part, of the labors of Catholics in America for the cause of educa-

tion.

In sending Archbishop Satolli to the United States to represent him

at the World's Fair, Leo XIII also intrusted him, as Apostolic Delegate,

with a mission to the American Church. This mission was at first tem-

porary,and embraced authority to decide certain matters of an ecclesiastical

nature. As such delegate, Monsignor Satolli attended at New York, in

November, 1892, the meeting of the Archbishops of the American Church,

held for the purpose of considering, among other matters, the important

question of Catholic education in the United States. On November 17,

1892, at the Archbishops' meeting, Monsignor Satolli presented to the

Prelates, on the impending school question, fourteen propositions, which

engaged the serious attention of the Prelates. The impression or opinion
of some, whether among the Prelates, the clergy or the press, that some

of these propositions might conflict with the decrees of the Third Plenary
Councils of Baltimore, which had already been approved by the Holy See,

led to an earnest discussion and consideration of them. These fourteen

propositions were as follows :
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"All care must be taken to erect Catholic schools, to enlarge and

improve those already established, and to make them equal to the public

schools in teaching and in discipline.
—Cone. Plen. Bait. Ill, No. 197, p.

101.

II.

"When there is no Catholic school at all, or when the one that is avail-

able is little fitted for giving the children an education in keeping with

their condition, then the public schools may be attended with a safe con-

science, the danger of perversion being rendered remote by opportune
remedial and precautionary measures

;
a matter that is to be left to the

conscience and judgment of the Ordinaries.—Ibid., No, 198, p. 103.

III.

"We enact and command that no one shall be allowed to teach in a

parochial school who has not proven his fitness for the position by previous

examination. No priest shall have the right to employ any teacher, male

or female, in his school without a certificate of ability or diploma from the

Diocesan Board of Examiners.—Ibid., No. 203, p. 108,

IV.

"Normal schools, as they are called, are to be established where they

are wanting and are evidently necessary.
—

Ibid., No. 205, p. no.

V.

"We strictly forbid anyone, whether Bishop or priest, and this is the

express prohibition of the Sovereign Pontifi: through the Sacred Congre-

gation, either by act or by threat to exclude from the Sacraments as

unworthy parents who choose to send their children to the public schools.

As regards the children themselves, this enactment applies with still

greater iorce.—Ibid., No. 198, p. 104; Conf. Tit. VI Cap. I, II; Tit. VII.

VI.

"To the Catholic Church belong the duty and the divine right of

teaching all nations to believe the truth of the Gospel, and to observe

whatsoever Christ commanded (Matt, xxviii, 19). In her, likewise, is
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vested the divine right of instructing the young in so far as theirs is the

Kingdom of Heaven (Mark x, 14) {Conf. Cone. Bait. PL III, No. 194) ;

that is to say, she holds for herself the right of teaching the truths of faith

and the law of morals in order to bring up youth in the habits of a

Christian life. Hence, absolutely and universally speaking, there is no

repugnance in their learning the first elements and the higher branches of

the arts and the natural sciences in public schools controlled by the State,

whose office it is to provide, maintain and protect everything by which its

citizens are formed to moral goodness, while they live peacably together,

with a sufficiency of temporal goods, under laws promulgated by civil

authority.

"For the rest, the provisions of the Council of Baltimore are yet in

force, and, in a general way, will remain so, to wit: 'Not only out of

our parental love do we exhort Catholic parents, but we command them,

by all the authority we possess, to procure a truly Christian and Catholic

education for the beloved offspring given them of God, born again in

baptism unto Christ and destined for heaven, to shield and secure them

throughout childhood and youth from the dangers of a merely worldly

education, and therefore send them to parochial or other truly Catholic

schools.' United with this duty are the rights of parents, which no civil

law or authority can violate or weaken,

VII.

"The Catholic Church in general, and especially the Holy See, far

from condemning or treating with indifference the public schools, desires

rather that, by the joint action of civil and ecclesiastical authorities, there

should be public schools in every State, according as the circumstances of

the people require, for the cultivation of the useful arts and natural

sciences. But the Catholic Church shrinks from those features of public

schools which are opposed to the truth of Christianity and to morality ;

and since, in the interest of society itself, these objectionable features are

removable, therefore, not only the Bishop, but the citizens at large should

labor to remove them, in virtue of their own right and in the cause of

morality.

VHI.

"It is long since the Holy See, after consultation with the Bishops of

the United States of America, decreed that parish schools and other institu-

tions under the direction of the Bishops, each according to the conditions
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of its own diocese, were opportune and necessary for Catholic youth, from
the fact that it was held for certain that the public schools bore within

themselves a proximate danger to faith and morals, for various reasons

(Cone. PL Bait. Ill, No. 194, seq. ; App., p. 279), viz.: Because in the

public schools a purely secular education is given,
—inasmuch as it

excludes all teaching of religion,
—because teachers are chosen indis-

criminately from every sect, and no law prevents them from working the

ruin of youth,
—so that they are at liberty to instill errors and the germs of

vice in tender minds. Likewise certain corruption seemed to impend from

the fact that in these schools, or at least in many of them, children of both

sexes are brought together for their lessons in the same room.

"Wherefore, if it be clear that in a given locality, owing to the wiser

dispositions of public authorities, or the watchful prudence of School

Board, teachers and parents, the above-named dangers to faith and morals

disappear, then it is lawful for Catholic parents to send their children to

these schools to acquire the elements of letters and arts, provided the

parents themselves do not neglect their most serious duty, and the pastors
of souls put forth every effort to instruct the children and train them in all

that jLtrtains to Catholic worship and life.

IX.

"It is left to the judgment and the wisdom of the Ordinaries to decide

whether, in a certain part of their respective dioceses, a parochial school

can be built and kept up in a fitting condition, not inferior to the public

schools, taking into consideration the temporal condition of the parents,

while graver needs for procuring their spiritual welfare and the decent

support of the Church are pressing. It will be well, therefore, as was the

wont of our forefathers, and as was done in the early days of the Church,

to establish weekly classes of catechism, which all the children of the

parish should attend. For the better success of this measure, let the zeal

of pastors in fulfilling their duty and the love of Catholic parents leave no

elifort unspared. (Cf. Com. PL Bait. Ill, No. 198.)

X.

"No reproach, either in public or in private, shall be cast upon Catholic

parents who send their children to private schools or to academies where a

better education is given under the direction of religious or of approved
and Catholic persons. If they make sufficient provision for the religious
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training of their children, let them be free to secure in other ways that

education which the position of their family requires.

XI.

"It is greatly to be desired, and will be a most happy arrangement, if

the Bishops agree with the civil authorities, or with the members of the

School Board, to conduct the school with mutual attention and due con-

sideration for their respective rights.

"While there are teachers of any description for the secular branches,

who are legally inhibited from offending Catholic religion and morality,

let the right and duty of the Church obtain of teaching the children

catechism, in order to remove danger to their faith and morals from any

quarter whatsoever.

"It seems well to quote here the words of our Holy Father Leo XIII

(see the Pope's letter to the Archbishop of New York and to the Bishops
of the province) : 'We further desire you to strive earnestly that the

various local authorities, firmly convinced that nothing is more conducive

to the welfare of the commonwealth than religion, should, by wise legisla-

tion, provide that the system of education which is maintained at the

public expense, and to which therefore Catholics also contribute their

share, be in no way prejudicial to their conscience or religion. For we are

persuaded that even your fellow-citizens who differ from us in belief, with

their characteristic intelligence and prudence, will readily set aside all

suspicions and all views unfavorable to the Catholic Church and willingly

acknowledge her merit, as the one that dispelled the darkness of paganism

by the light of the Gospel, and created a new society distinguished by the

luster of Christian virtues and by the cultivation of all that refines. We
do not think that anyone there, after looking into these things clearly, will

let Catholic parents be forced to erect and support schools which they

cannot use for the instruction of their children.'

XII.

"As for those Catholic children that in great numbers are educated in

the public schools, where now, not without danger, they receive no

religious instruction at all, strenuous efforts should be made not to leave

them without sufficient and seasonable instruction in Catholic faith and

practice. We know by experience that not all our Catholic children are

found in our Catholic schools. Statistics show that hundreds of thousands
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of Catholic children in the United States of America attend schools which

are under the control of State Boards, and in which, for that reason,

teachers of every denomination are engaged. Beyond all doubt, the one

thing necessary
—

i. e., religious and moral education according to Catholic

principles
—is not to be treated either lightly or with delay, but, on the

contrary, with all earnestness and energy.
"The adoption of one of three plans is recommended, the choice to be

made according to local circumstances in the different States and various

personal relations.

"The first consists in an agreement between the Bishop and the mem-
bers of the School Board, whereby they, in a spirit of fairness and good-

will, allow the Catholic children to be assembled during free time and

taught the catechism. It would also be of the greatest advantage if this

plan were not confined to the primary schools, but were extended likewise

to the high schools and colleges in the form of a free lecture.

"The second, to have a catechism class outside the public school build-

ing, and also classes of higher Christian doctrine, where, at fixed times,

the Catholic children would assemble with diligence and pleasure, induced

thereto by the authority of their parents, the persuasion of their pastors

and the hope of praise and rewards.

"The third plan does not seem at first sight so suitable, but is bound up
more intimately with the duty of both parents and pastors. Pastors

should unceasingly urge upon parents that most important duty, imposed
both by natural and by divine law, of bringing up their children in sound

morality and Catholic faith. Besides, the instruction of children apper-

tains to the very essence of the pastoral charge. Let the pastor of souls

say to them, with the Apostle: "My little children, of whom I am in

labor again until Christ be formed in you." (Gal. iv, 19.) Let him have

classes of children in the parish, such as have been established in Rome

and many other places, and even in churches in this country, with very

happy results.

"Nor let him, with little prudence, show less love for the children that

attend the public schools than for those that attend the parochial ;
on the

contrary, stronger marks of loving solicitude are to be shown them. The

Sunday-school and the hour for catechism should be devoted to them in a

special manner. And to cultivate this field, let the pastor call to his aid

other priests, religious and even suitable members of the laity, in order

that what is supremely necessary be wanting to no child.

25
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XIII.

"For the standing and growth of Catholic schools, it seems that care

should be taken that the teachers prove themselves qualified, not only by

previous examination before the Diocesan Board and by a certificate or

diploma received from it, but also by having a teacher's diploma from the

School Board of the State, awarded after successful examination. This

is urged, first, so as not to appear regardless, without reason, of what

public authority requires for teaching. Secondly, a better opinion of

Catholic schools will be created. Thirdly, greater assurance will be given

to parents that in Catholic schools there is no deficiency to render them

inferior to public schools ; that, on the contrary, everything is done to

make Catholic schools equal to public schools, or even superior. Fourthly,

and lastly, we think that this plan would prepare the way for the State to

see, along with the recognized and tested fitness of the teachers, that the

laws are observed in all matters pertaining to the arts and sciences, to

method and pedagogics, and to whatever is ordinarily required to promote
the stability and usefulness of the schools.

XIV.

"It is necessary that what are called normal schools should reach such

efficiency in preparing teachers of letters, arts and sciences that their

graduates shall not fail to obtain the diploma of the State. For the sake

of the Catholic cause, let there be among laymen a growing rivalry to take

the diploma and doctorate, so that, possessed of the knowledge and quali-

fications required for teaching, they may compete for and honorably obtain

positions in the public gymnasia, lyceums and scientific institutions.

"The knowledge of truth of every kind, straightforward justice united

with charity, the efifulgence and appreciation of the liberal arts—these are

the bulwarks of the Church."

On January 24, 1893, Pope Leo XIII, not content with a temporary

delegation, appointed Monsignor Satolli a permanent Apostolic Delegate

in the United States ; that is, as usual, during the pleasure of the Fontifif,

and this letter reads as follows :

"Leo XIII, Pope, to his Venerable Brother, Francesco Satolli, Titular Arch-
bishop OE Lepanto.

"Venerable Brother, Greeting and Apostolic Benediction :

"The Apostolic office which the inscrutable designs of God have laid on our

shoulders, unequal though they be to the burden, keeps us in frequent remembrance
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of the solicitude incumbent on the Roman Pontiff to procure, with watchful care,

the good of all the churches. This solicitude requires that in all, even the remotest

regions, the germs of dissension be weeded out, and the means which conduce to

the increase of religion and the salvation of Christian souls, be put into effect amid
the sweetness of peace.

"With this purpose in view, we, the Roman Pontiff, are wont to send from

time to time to distant countries ecclesiastics, who represent and act for the Holy
See, that they may procure more speedily and energetically the good, prosperity
and happiness of the Catholic peoples. For grave reasons the churches of the United

States demand of us special care and provision ; hence we came to the conclusion

that an Apostolic delegation shouJd be established in the said States.

"After giving attentive and serious consideration to the bearings of this step

and consulting with our Venerable Brothers, the Cardinals in charge of the con-

gregation for the propagation of the faith, we have chosen you. Venerable Brother,
to be intrusted with such delegation. Your zeal and ardor for religion, your wide

knowledge, skill in administration, prudence, wisdom and other remarkable qualities

of mind and heart, as well as the assent of the said Cardinals, justify our choice.

"Therefore, Venerable Brother, holding you in very special affection, we, by
our Apostolic authority and by virtue of these present letters, do elect, make and
declare you to be Apostolic Delegate in the United States of America, at the good
pleasure of ourself and of this Apostolic See. We grant you all and singular the

powers necessary and expedient for the carrying on of such delegation. We com-

mand all whom it concerns to recognize in you as Apostolic Delegate the suprem*'

power of the delegating Pontiff. We command that they give you aid and

obedience, concurrence in all things, and that they receive with reverence your

salutary admonitions and orders. Whatever sentence and penalty you shall declare

or inflict duly against those who oppose your authority, we will ratify, and. with

the authority, given us by the Lord, will cause to be observed inviolable until

condign satisfaction be made, notwithstanding constitutions and Apostolic ordi-

nances or any other to the contrary."

In due time came the decision of Leo XIII on the question of a possi-

ble conflict between any of the fourteen propositions laid before the meet-

ing of the Archbishops at New York, on November 17, 1892, and the

decrees of the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, which is as follows.

It was addressed to the Cardinal, Archbishops and Bishops of the United

States :

"We have often given manifest proofs, both of our solicitude for the welfare

of the faithful people and Bishops of the United States of America, and of the

peculiar affection with which we cherish that portion of our Saviour's flock. Of
this we have given an additional and unmistakable evidence in sending to you as

our delegate our Venerable Brother Francis. Titular Archbishop of Lepanto, an

illustrious man, not less pre-eminent by his learning than by his virtues, as you
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yourselves, in the recent meeting of the Archbishops in New York, have plainly

testified, thus confirming the trust which we had reposed in his prudence.

"Now, his legation had this for its first object: That it should be a public

testimonial of our good-will towards your country, and of the high esteem in which

we hold those who administer the Government of the Republic, for he was to assist

in our name at the dedication of the Universal Exposition, held in the city of

Chicago, in which we ourselves, by the courteous invitation of its directors, have

taken part.

"But his legation had this also for its purpose : That our presence should be

made, as it were, perpetual among you by the permanent establishment of an

Apostolic delegation at Washington. By this we have manifestly declared not

only that we love your nation equally with those most flourishing countries to which

we have been accustomed to send representatives vested with our authority, but

also that we vehemently desire that the bonds of mutual relationship binding you
and your faithful people with us, as children with their father, should grow closer

every day. Nor was it a small comfort to our heart that this new act of our care

in your regard was followed by a general outpouring of thanks and affection

towards us.

"Now, in our fraternal solicitude for your well being, we had above all given

command to the Archbishop of Lepanto that he should use all his endeavors and

all the skill of his fraternal charity for the extirpation of all the germs of dissension

developed in the too well-known controversies concerning the proper instruction

of Catholic youth—a dissension whose flame was fanned by various writings pub-
lished on both sides. These commands of ours our Venerable Brother fully complied
with, and in the month of November of last year he repaired to New York, where
there was assembled, with you, beloved son, all the other Archbishops of your

country, they having complied with the desire which I had communicated to them

through the Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda, that, after conferring with

their sufifragans, they should join counsels and deliberate concerning the best method
of caring for those Catholic children who attended the public schools instead of

Catholic schools.

"The things which you wisely decreed in that meeting were pleasing to the

said Archbishop of Lepanto, who bestowed merited praise on your prudence, and

expressed his belief that these decrees would prove most useful. This judgment
we also with great pleasure confirm ; and to yourself and the other Prelates then

assembled with you we give deserved praise for having thus opportunely responded
to our counsel and our expectation.

"But at the same time our said Venerable Brother, wishing, as it was our

desire, to settle the questions concerning the right instruction of Catholic youth
about which, as above stated, controversy was being waged and writings published
with excited minds and angry feelings, laid before you certain propositions put in

shape by himself, touching upon both the theoretical principles of the subject and
their practical application. When the meeting of Archbishops had seriously weighed
the meaning and bearing of these propositions, and had asked for certain declara-

tions and corrections in them, all this the Archbishop of Lepanto cheerfully complied
with, which, being done, the distinguished assemblage closed its sessions with a

declaration of gratitude and of satisfaction with the way in which he had fulfilled
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the commission intrusted to him by us. All this we find in the minutes of the

meeting which you have taken care to send us.

"But these propositions of our delegate having been inopportunely made public,

minds were at once excited and controversies started afresh, which, through false

interpretations, and through malignant imputations, scattered abroad in the news-

papers, grew more widespread and more serious. Then certain Prelates of your

country, whether displeased with the interpretations put upon some of these proposi-

tions, or fearing the harm to souls which it seemed to them might thence result,

confided to us the reason of their anxiety. And we, knowing that the salvation of

souls is the supreme law to be ever assiduously borne in mind by us; wishing, more-

over, to give you another proof of our solicitous affection, requested that each of

you should, in a private letter, fully open his mind to us on" the subject, which

was diligently complied with by each one of you. Upon the examination of these

letters, it became manifest to us that some of you found in the propositions no
reason for apprehension, while to others it seemed that the proposition partially

abrogated the disciplinary law concerning schools enacted by the Council of Balti-

more, and they feared that the diversity of interpretations put upon them would

engender sad dissensions which would prove detrimental to the Catholic schools.

"After carefully weighing the matter we are firmly convinced that such inter-

pretations are totally alien to the meaning of our delegate, as they are assuredly

far from the mind of this Apostolic See. For the principal propositions offered by
him were drawn from the decrees of the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, and

especially declare that Catholic schools are to be most sedulously promoted, and

that it is to be left to the judgment and conscience of the Ordinary to decide,

according to the circumstances, when it is lawful, and when unlawful, to attend the

public schools. Now, if the words of any speaker are so to be taken that the latter

part of his discourse shall be understood to agree, and not to disagree, with what

he said before, it is surely both unbecoming and unjust so to explain his later utter-

ances as to make them agree with the preceding ones. And this is the more true

since the meaning of the writer was not at all left obscure. For, while presenting

his proposition to the distinguished meeting in New York, he expressly declared,

as is evident from the minutes, his admiration for the zeal manifested by the

Bishops of North America in the most wise decrees enacted by the Third Plenary

Council of Baltimore for the promotion of the Catholic instruction of the young.
He added, moreover, that these decrees, in as far as they contain a general rule

of action, are faithfully to be observed, and that, although the public schools are

not to be entirely condemned (since cases may occur, as the Council itself had fore-

seen, in which it is lawful to attend them), still every endeavor should be made
to multiply Catholic schools and to bring them to perfect equipment. But in order

that, in a matter of so grave importance, there may remain no further room for

doubt or for dissension of opinion, as we have already declared in our letter of

the 23d of May of last year to our Venerable Brethren, the Archbishop and Bishops
of the Province of New York, so we again, as far as need be, declare that the

decrees which the Baltimore Councils, agreeably to the directions of the Holy See,

have enacted concerning parochial schools, and whatever else has been prescribed

by the Roman Pontiffs, whether directly or through the Sacred Congregations,

concerning the same matter, are to be steadfastly observed.
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"Wherefore wc confidently hope (and your devotedness to us and to the

ApostoHc See increases our confidence) that, having put away every cause of error

and all anxiety, you will work together with hearts united in perfect charity for

the wider and wider spread of the kingdom of God in your immense country. But
while industriously laboring for the glory of God and the salvation of the souls

intrusted to your care, strive also to promote the welfare of your fellow-citizens

and to prove the earnestness of your love for your country, so that they who are

intrusted with the administration of the Government may clearly recognize how
strong an influence for the support of public order and for the advancement of

public prosperity is to be found in the Catholic Church.

"And as to yourself, beloved son, we know for certain that you will not only
communicate to our other Venerable Brethren in the United States this our mind,
which it hath seemed good to us to make known to you, but that you will also

strive with all your power that, the controversy being not only calm, but totally

ended, as is so greatly to be desired, the minds which have been excited by it may
peacefully be united in mutual good will."

The ultimate result has been the upholding of the system of Catholic

schools established under the decrees of the Council of Baltimore, and

those decrees are to this day, in the language of Leo XIII, "steadfastly

observed." The schools have not been affected or diverted from the

system of education established prior to the presentation of the fourteen

propositions, but as a matter of historic fact they remain the same.

On January 14, 1893, the Holy Father issued a decree still further

strengthening the Apostolic Delegation in America, and making it perma-
nent. This was followed up by a Papal Rescript, addressed to the Apos-
tolic Delegate, dated January 24th, from which we take the following
extract: "We command all whom it concerns to recognize in you as

Apostolic Delegate the supreme power of the delegating Pontiff. We
command that they give you aid, concurrence and obedience in all things,

receiving with reverence your salutary admonitions and orders. What-

ever sentence or penalty you shall declare or inflict duly against those who

oppose your authority, we will ratify, and by the authority given us by the

Lord will cause to be observed inviolably until condign satisfaction be

made, notwithstanding constitutions and Apostolic ordinances, or any
other to the contrary." This was again followed up by a letter addressed

to Cardinal Gibbons and the Archbishops and Bishops of the United

States, recommending conciliation and accord among the Prelates on the

school question, and upholding the decrees of the Council of Baltimore

on that subject.

Leo XIII continued during the years 1894 and 1895 to manifest his
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paternal interest in America, On December 12, 1894, he addressed,

through Monsignor Satolh, an enthusiastic letter of thanks and congratu-

lation to the Catholic press of this country on their good work. He gave

his blessing to the Catholic Summer School of America. He extended a

cordial reception to the officers of the American cruiser "Detroit," and

expressed his gratitude to the President and American people. He gave

special audience to and kindly conversed with an American boy who had

traveled to Rome expressly to see the Holy Father, and on another occa-

sion, when Colonel William Cody, who is known as "Buffalo Bill," and.

his cowboys and Indians were delineating the Wild West at Rome, the

Pope admitted them to his presence and that of the Cardinals at an assem-

bly then being held. He also issued an important decree, condemning
certain secret societies, such as the Knights of Pythias, Odd Fellows and

Sons of Temperance, prevalent in the United States, and settling a long-

disputed question. The Holy Father also gave a special reception to an

American pilgrimage, mostly from Brooklyn, on its way to Lourdes, in the

summer of 1894.

But the Holy Father's profound love and paternal solicitude for the

United States found a special expression in the noble and long-expected

Encyclical, which, on January 6, 1895, he addressed to the hierarchy of

America, on questions specially American. The subjects treated of in

this interesting and important document are the fostering care of the

Church for America from its first discovery, religion the support of

morality, the equity of the American Constitution and laws, the Catholic

University, the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, the Apostolic Delega-

tion, the authority of the hierarchy, America's destiny, the indissolubility

of marriage, societies that were the enemies of public safety, the obedience

due to the Bishops, his anxiety for non-Catholics, and, finally, the Indians

and colored people :

"The main factor, no doubt, in bringing things into this happy state was the

ordinances and decrees of your synods, especially of those which in more recent

times were convened and confirmed by the authority of the Apostolic See. But,

moreover (a fact which it gives me pleasure to acknowledge), thanks are due

to the equity of the laws which obtain in America, and to the customs of the well-

ordered Republic. For the Church among you, unopposed by the Constitution and

Government of your nation, fettered by no hostile legislation, protected against

violence by the common laws and the impartiality of the tribunals, is free to live

and act without hindrance.

"Yet, though all this is true, it would be very erroneous to draw the conclusion,

that in America is to be sought the type of the most desirable status of the Church,
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or that it would be universally lawful or expedient for State and Church to be, as

in America, dissevered and divorced. The fact that Catholicity with you is in good

condition, nay, is even enjoying a prosperous growth, is by all means to be attributed

to the fecundity with which God has endowed His church, in virtue of which, unless

rnen or circumstances interfere, she spontaneously expands and propagates herself.

But she wou'ld bring forth more abundant fruits if, in addition to liberty, she

enjoyed the favor of the laws and the patronage of the public authority.

"For our part, we have left nothing undone, so far as circumstances permitted,

to preserve and more solidly establish among you the Catholic religion. With this

intent, we have, as you are well aware, turned our attention to two specific objects:

First, the advancement of learning ; second, a perfecting of methods in the manage-
ment of church affairs.

"But, when the Council of Baltimore had concluded its labors, the duty still

remained of putting, so to speak, a proper and becoming crown upon the work.

This, we perceived, cou*ld scarcely be done in a more fitting manner than through
the due, establishment by the Apostolic See of an American Legation. Accordingly,

as you are well aware, we have done this. By this action, as we have elsewhere

intimated, we have wished, first of all, to certify that in our judgment and affection

America occupies the same place and rights as other States, be they ever so mighty

and imperial.

"In addition to this we had in mind to draw more closely the bonds of duty

and friendship, which connect you and so many thousands of Catholics, with the

Apostolic See. In fact, the mass of the Catholics understand how salutary our

action v/as destined to be. They saw, moreover, that it accorded with the usage

and policy of the Apostdlic See. For it has been, from earliest antiquity, the

custom of the Roman Pontiffs, in the exercise of the divinely bestowed gift of the

primacy in the administration of the Church of Christ, to send forth legates to

Christian nations and peoples. And they did this, not by an adventitious, but an

inherent right. For the Roman Pontiff, upon whom Christ has conferred ordinary

and immediate jurisdiction, as well over all and singular the churches, as over all

and singular pastors and faithful.***********
"Another consideration claims our earnest attention. All intelligent men are

agreed, and we ourselves have with pleasure intimated it above, that America

seems destined for greater things. Now, it is our wish that the Catholic Church

.should not only share in, but help to bring about, this prospective greatness. We
deem it right and proper that she should, by availing herself of the opportunities

daily presented to her, keep equal step with the Republic in the march of improve-

ment, at the same time striving to the utmost, by her virtue and her institutions,

to aid in the rapid growth of the States. Now. she will attain both these objects

the more easily and abundantly in proportion to the degree in which the future shall

find her constitution perfected.

"As regards civil affairs, experience has shown how important it is that the

citizens should be upright and virtuous. In a free State, unless justice be generally
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cultivated, unless the people be repeatedly and diligently urged to observe the

precepts and laws of the Gospel, Hberty itself may be pernicious. Let those of the

clergy, therefore, who are occupied with the instruction of the multitude treat

plainly on this topic of the duties of citizens, so all may understand and feel the

necessity in political life of conscientiousness, self-restraint and integrity; for that

cannot be lawful in public which is unlawful in private affairs.

"On this whole subject there is to be found, as you know, in the Encyclical

letters written by us, from time to time, in the course of our Pontificate, many

things which Catholics should attend and observe. In these writings and exposi-

tions we have treated of human liberty, of the chief Christian duties, civil govern-

ment and of the Christian constitution of States, drawing our principles as well

from the teachings of the Gospels as from reason.

"They, then, who wish to be good citizens and to discharge their duties faith-

fully, may readily learn from our letters the ideal of an upright life. In like

manner let the priests be persistent in keeping before the minds of the people the

enactments of the Third Council of Baltimore, particularly those which inculcate

the virtue of temperance, the frequent use of the sacraments and the observance of

the just laws and institutions of the Republic.***********
"Our thoughts now turn to those who dissent from us in matters of Christian

faith; and who shall deny that with not a few of them dissent is a matter rather

of inheritance than of will. How solicitous we are of their salvation; with what

ardor of (i ep. cognita nobis ad archicpp. et proviiiciarium. Madiolancn, xxv

Jan. ad 1882) soul we wish that they should be at length restored to the embrace

of the Church, the common Mother of all, our Apostolic Epistle Praeclara has

in recent times declared. Nor are we destitute of all hope; for He is present

and hath a care whom all things obey, and who laid down His life, that He might

gather in one the children of God who were dispersed. (2.) lo. xl : 52.

"Surely we ought not to leave them to their fancies, but with mildness and

charity draw them over, using every means of persuasion to induce them to examine

closely every part of the Catholic doctrine, and to free themselves from precon-

ceived notions.

"In this matter, if the first place belongs to the Bishops and clergy, the second

place belongs to the laity, who have it in their power to aid the Apostolic efforts

of the clergy by the probity of their morals and the integrity of their lives. Great

is the force of example; particularly with those who are earnestly seeking the

truth, and who, from a certain inborn virtuous disposition are striving to live an

honorable and upright life, to which class very many of your fellow-cirizens belong.

"If the spectacle of Christian virtues exerted the powerful influence over the

heathens, blinded, as they were, by inveterate superstition, which the records

of history attest, shall we think it powerless to eradicate error in the case of those

who have been initiated into the Christian religion?

"Finally, we cannot pass over in silence those whose long-continued unhappy

lot implores and demands succor from men of Apostolic zeal. We refer to the

Indians and negroes who are found within the confines of America, the greatest

portion of whom have not yet dispelled the darkness of superstition. How wide

a field for cultivation, how great a multitude of human beings to be made partakers

of the blessings derived through Jesus Christ !"



CHAPTER XX.

The Golden Jubilee of Pope Leo's Priesthood.

^i^^l^HE fiftieth anniversary of the ordination of Joachim Pecci as

M "ml a priest occurred on December 31, 1887. The golden jubilee

^*^ of his priesthood was announced to the world—it was cele-

brated during the entire year of 1888. Preparations for its

celebration were made during nearly the whole year 1887. And yet

when the jubilee arrived it seemed like a surprise to the world; so

unbounded were the endless successions of pilgrimages, deputations,

addresses, munificent presents of beautiful and costly articles, the gen-
erous sums sent in the shape of Peter-Pence, enthusiastic gatherings of

the Catholics in every country, and countless and indescribable tokens

of love and tributes of loyalty, all of which were laid at the feet of the

great and venerable Pontiff.

Jubilees had their origin under the Levitical law. The Jews were

thereby enjoined to number seven Sabbaths of years, and the fiftieth was

the year of the jubilee. On the tenth day of the seventh month, the day
of atonement, the blast of the trumpet announced the jubilee throughout
the land of Israel.

The Catholic Church received and adopted the jubilee from the

Jewish Church. Under Christian dispensation it is a year for the special

calling into activity the dispensing power of the Pope, the holder of the

Keys. Ordinarily the jubilee is proclaimed every twenty-five years, and

lasts from Christmas to Christmas. Formerly it was not so frequent.

In the year 1300 a tradition prevailed that at the beginning of each cent-

ury a generous exercise of the spiritual power of the Popes, in forgiving

the temporal punishment due to sins, on certain conditions, the principal

ones being repentance and prayer in the churches, would take place.

But on an examination of the Papal archives no document could be

found to sanction the impression. But Boniface VIII then issued such

a grant, and on February 22 of that year proclaimed a generous jubilee

for the forgiveness of sins to such as repented, confessed and visited

the Churches of St. Peter and St. Paul, thirty times if Romans, and

(«4)
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fifteen tlrties as strangers. In order to gain the benefits of the jubilee

it was necessary to go to Rome in person and perform there the condi-

tions. Two hundred thousand pilgrims visited Rome in that year. While

under the Jewish law the land was to rest in the jubilee year, as in

sabbatical years ; land and houses in the open country or in villages, with-

out walls, reverted to their original owners or their heirs, and all Hebrew
slaves were then to go free. In the Christian Church the benefits of the

jubilee are entiiely of a spiritual and religions nature. In 1343 Clem-

ent VI ordained that the jubilee should occur every fiftieth year, and

on this occasion the number of jubilees given were said to have been a

million. Urban VI, in 1389, reduced the period to every thirty-three

years, the reckoned period of a human generation ; but in 1470, Paul II,

reduced the cycle to twenty-five years, and so it remains to this day.

The above relates to the ordinary jubilees ;
but there are also extra-

ordinary jubilees, which may be given on extraordinary occasions, and

may be general or local, and may be for a less period of time than a year.

Thus Pope Leo XIII, in 1888, celebrated the Golden Jubilee of his priest-

hood, and from the 19th of February, 1893, for a year, he celebrated

the Golden Jubilee of his consecration as a Bishop. Although it is no

longer necessary to go to Rome in order to gain the benefits of the

jubilee, the practice is still kept up, and during the jubilee year of 1888

many pilgrimages to Rome took place, and there is scarcely a land con-

taining Catholics that did not send its pilgrims to Rome at Pope Leo's

Sacerdotal Silver Jubilee.

The order of ceremonies for the Jubilee as announced at the time,

was as follows: On January i, 1888, His Holiness was to celebrate High
Mass at the high altar of St. Peter's. On that day, or the previous one,

he was to receive in audience the Cardinals, Prelates of the Church, the

principal Roman nobles, and distinguished persons from abroad. On
the 2d was to be held the solemn "Academy" in the Basilica of San

Lorenzo in-Dama^o. On the 3d he was to receive the great Italian

pilgrimages from all the dioceses of the peninsula. On the 4th and 5th

he was to receive deputations from the Catholics of all lands. On the

6th he was to open at the Vatican the wonderful exhibition of the offer-

ings which he had received, which were so numerous that there was

scarcely room enough in the A'atican to receive them. Their grandeur,

beauty and value exceeded their number. From the r)th to the 14th

he was to celebrate in the great hall above the Portico of St. Peter's

the canonization of the Seven Blessed Founders of the Levite Order, of
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Blessed Peter Claver, Blessed Rodriguez and Blessed John Berchmans,

of the Society of Jesus. In the same hall was to follow on the succeed-

ing Sundays, the beatification of the Venerable John Baptist de la Salle,

the Founder of the Congregation of the Brothers of the Christian Schools.

This arrangement was substantially carried into effect with slight modi-

fications of times and circumstances.

Indulgences, which are so much misunderstood by the persons out-

side of the Catholic Church, have been found by the experiences of cent-

uries to be the most powerful promoters of repentance, prayer, alms-

giving, self-denials, religion and virtue. So far from being a permission

to commit sin, they are only granted in remission of the temporal pun-

ishment due to past sins on certain rigid conditions, the principal of

which is the repentance for sins and the amendment of life. Leo XIII

signalized his Sacerdotal Golden Jubilee by issuing the following Brief

of Indulgences :

"LEO XIII, POPE.

"To all the Faithful Who Shall Read These Present Letters, Health and Apostolic

Benediction:

"As the first day of the new year approaches, when, with the help of God,
we shall celebrate our Sacerdotal Jubilee, all the nations of the world, and all

classes of society, with one heart and one mind, rejoice exceedingly, and amid the

many trials of the times in which, by the will of God we occupy the august See

of Peter, they in a most admirable manner solemnly testify to us their faith, love,

veneration and good wishes. For this we give glory to God, who consoles us in

our trials, and we beseech Him to bless this Christian people and to grant it long
deserved peace and concord.

"Touched by these sincere displays of devotion and solid piety, and yielding
to the requests made us, that our children might derive from their Father's feast

that which might better assure their eternal welfare, we have decided to open the

treasures of the Church of which God has given us the dispensation, wherefore,

relying on the mercy of God Almighty and on the authority of the holy Apostles,
Peter and Paul, we grant in the Lord a plenary indulgence and remission of all

sins to each and all of the faithful of either sex who shall come on pilgrimage to

Rome, on the occasion of our Sacerdotal Jubilee, in order to Ixar public and manifest

witness by the piety and devotion of their own people and to render honor and

proper obedience to that supreme authority with which God has clothed us. In

like manner to all Christians of either sex, who follow and accompany ia mind
and heart such pilgrimages to Rome, and also to those who, in any way whatever,

promote the success of such pious journeys, if they make a novena, reciting daily
the third part of the Holy Rosary before the day of our Sacerdotal Jubilee, that is,

before the first day of next January, and if they repeat the same novena during
the time ifixed for the audiences of these pious pilgrimages, and, truly contrite,
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and having confessed and received Holy Communion, they visit their parish chvirch,

or some other church or public oratory, and there offer their pious prayers to God
for the concord of Christian princes, for the extirpation of heresies, for the con-

version of sinners, and the exaltation of their Holy Mother Church, we grant, in

the Lord, a plenary indulgence and the remission of all sins on the day of our

Sacerdotal Jubilee, as well as on the feast day that shall follow immediately the

novena repeated at the choice of each one at the time above fixed. Moreover, to

all and each of those who, with contrite heart make such novenas, we remit for

each day of the novenas, in the usual form prescribed by the Church, three hun-

dred days of penance that they may in any way have incurred, or may be due from

them. All and each of these indulgences, remission of sins, and dispensations
from penances, we grant, so that they may be applicable to the souls in purgatory,
and we desire that they be granted only for this year. Lastly, we desire, all things
to the contrary notwithstanding, that transcriptions or copies, even printed, of these

present letters, signed by a notary public and sealed by some constituted ecclesi-

astical dignitary, shall he accepted, as if these letters themselves were shown or

exhibited. Given at Rome, near St. Peter's, under the seal of the Fisherman, this

first day of October, 1887, in the tenth year of our Pontificate."

The infallibility of the Pope in his office of teacher of the Universal

Church is probably the inost exalted of his attributes. In a previous

chapter we have given an account of the teachings of Leo XIII during
the single year 1887. But the attribute which most strikingly shows

the mercy of God, and the vicariate character of the office of Vicar of

Christ on Earth, is the intrustment of the Keys and the power of open-

ing, as Pope Leo says, "the treasures of the Church of which God has

given us the dispensation." The superabundant merits of the redemption
of Christ, of the lives, virtues and self-denials of the saints and inartyrs,

and of the prayers and good works of the Universal Church, constitute

the treasures of the Church. And yet it can but be reinarked how inva-

riable and scrupulous, how necessary and prerequisite it is that these

spiritual treasures are never dispensed by the Vicars of Christ except

upon the rigid condition of confession, sorrow and repentance for sins,

and promises of life-reformation. The temporal punishment due to

sin can be dispensed by the A icar of Christ, but on condition of con-

fession, repentance and desire of reformation. To the Catholic mind,

and we must view these subjects justly in the light of Catholic teach-

ings, such a benign system of mercy could only have emanated from

an all-merciful God, and in this systeru the Sovereign Pontiff is the Vicar

for its application.

A committee at Rome, presided over by Cardinal Schiaffino, issued

a circular to the Catholics of the world, requesting thein, during the
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Jubilee year, to recite a daily prayer for the intentions of the Holy
Father-; to send their offerings, great or small, to him as an evidence

of their love and union with him
; to join in pious pilgrimages to Rome.

The most striking feature in this remarkable Jubilee celebration was

the exhibition of productions, mostly ecclesiastical and royal, which was

opened in the Gardens of the Vatican on December 31, 1887, in which

the exhibitors and donors were even yet more unique, being the poor
and the rich of every land, kings, • princes, nobles, governments,

churches, societies, and without distinction of creed ; the British Islands,

Germany, Spain, Greece, Switzerland, Servia, Turkey and Africa found

places for their exhibits in a circle of buildings within the quadrangle
of the Vatican Gardens. On the side of the Bracchio Nuovo places

were provided for France, Russia, Bulgaria, Roumania, Portugal and

Holland, and the opposite side for Brazil and the South American Repub-
lics. On the side next to the Vatican Library were Asia, Australia, New
Zealand and Austria, and opposite to these were Canada, the United States

and the West Indies.

Among the more unique and interesting jubilee gifts sent to Leo
XIII during his Sacerdotal Golden Jubilee, from the thousands that

were given, we can mention only a few. The Emperor of Germany
sent a splendid mitre, worked in gold and encrusted with rubies, emer-

alds, sapphires and brilliants, and costing 20,000 francs, while the

Empress sent a set of mass vestments costing 30,000 francs ; Queen
Victoria a massive silver basin ; the "Tyroler Glasmalerei" of Austria

sent from their glass-painting establishment at Innsbruck a beautiful

and artistic painted glass window, inclosed in a frame of gilt-wrought

iron, in which Leo XIII is represented as the historical Pope, or the

High Priest, "Who has pleased God in his days," an exquisite work of

art, executed in the most elegant style ; the Carmelite Order sent a silver

pastoral cross ornamented with precious stones and with figures of Our

Lady of the Rosary, of St. Peter, of St. Leo the Great, St. Francis and

of St. Teresa
; the King of Saxony sent a magnificently bound fac simile

of a very ancient Codex of the Bible in binding enriched with precious

stones ;
the Director of the French Academy at Rome presented a large

picture of the Blessed Virgin and child ; the City of Rome gave paint-

ings by Grandi. Aldi and Tadolini : the Comte de Paris sent a valuable

writing table for the Pope's personal use. and a silver model of Joan of

Arc's statue, sculptured by Princess Mary of Orleans, one of the

daughters of Louis Philippe ; the Empress Eugenie sent a portrait of
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Leo's god-son, the late Prince Imperial, framed in violets of amethyst
and gold bees and supported by an enameled eagle with outspread wings ;

the Pontifical Zouaves sent a handsome yellow and white Papal standard,

in which England is represented by St. George, Ireland by St. Patrick

and Canada by St. John the Baptist ; from Bombay came a gift of Dr.

Gomes, a beautiful piece of Tanna silk manufactured for the Jubilee,

and the Pope sent word of his intention of celebrating his Jubilee Mass
in a soutanne made from the product of the Tanna looms

;
a Jewish

citizen of Hungary, through a Hungarian Prelate, sent the gift of a

universal calendar of chronology, a monument of patience and method,

upon which he had worked twenty years ; the ladies of Havana sent a

generous gift of Peter-Pence collected by the ladies from door to door,

while the citizens sent gifts of the products of the Island of Cuba, such

as refined sugar, wax, tobacco, objects of art and church vestments, all

addressed "to the Vicar of Him Who so greatly valued the widow's

mite ;" the very first noted present came from the Sultan of Turkey, in

the shape of an antique pastoral ring, set with precious stones and valued

at $50,000; the Queen Regent of Spain sent another ring, one sapphire,

which is valued at $15,000; the clergy and laity of Paris subscribed

130,000 francs, with which they had made for the Pope a tiara, whose

foundation was a silver cloth embroidered in fine pearls, whose triple

crown was of gold studded with 600 diamonds, rubies, emeralds and

sapphires, and whose surmounting cross contained a huge diamond
;

the Empress of Austria sent a gold tiara costing 150,000 florins, while

the Emperor joined with the ladies of Vienna in sending a pectoral

cross costing 100,000 florins ; the Duke de Nemours also sent a pectoral

cross studded with diamonds and emeralds
; the Syrian Catholics sent

a cross and chain costing 7,600 rupees, and containing fifteen pounds
of gold ; Princess Clotilde Bonaparte, sister of King Humbert, made

and sent a magnificent cope of white satin embroidered with flowers

and valued at 10,000 francs
;
the ladies of Seville sent a cope and clasp

of gold set with 580 precious stones, mostly diamonds and emeralds ;

the diocese of Valencia sent a wonderful stole that fairly blazoned with

diamonds, rubies and emeralds ; the Queen of Saxony gave a holy

water stoup worth 5,000 francs. At his Jubilee Mass Leo XIII wore a

soutanne of white Irish poplin, which Bishop Woodlock, of Armagh, had

had specially woven for the purpose, while the lace on his rochet and

other vestments was the antique work of nuns at Florence, which could

not be duplicated, and was beyond all price. Side by side with gifts of
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royalty were those of religious men and women, and we might say

almost of the poor. The Polish Mission of Paris sent a splendid gold

snuff-box with an inscription in Polish
; the Dominican Nuns at Cabra,

County Dublin, Ireland, sent an Irish lace alb and an Irish lace rochet

inclosed in a polished oak case lined with crimson plush ;
the Indians

of Canada sent to their Great Father a congratulatory address, which

was presented by Hon. Mr. Marcaud, a member of the Canadian Par-

liament, and His Holiness felt deeply moved by this true and native

homage ; the Bishops of Ireland sent magnificent Irish laces made by
the Irish peasants ; the King of Wurtemburg and his Queen presented

through the Apostolic Nuncio at Munich an artistically worked crucifix

in gold and silver and studded with precious stones of unusual size;

the Rev. Canon Jenkins, a distinguished Protestant minister and rector

of Canterbury Cathedral, a most curious book, "A Pastoral Letter of

Vicar-Apostolic of England in the year 1668," handsomely bound in

white vellum, with the Papal arms.

This truly unique present bore the inscription, "To His Holiness

Pope Leo XIII, with the respectful congratulations and fervent wishes

of Robert Charles Jenkins, Rector of Lyminge and Canon of Canter-

bury," and was accompanied with the following verses :

"Even as to Peter on the wave,

Who dared, yet feared, the tempest's strife,

May Jesus' hand, stretched forth to save,

Be the calm haven of thy Hfe;

Till in the kingdom of the blest,

Whose sun shall never more go down,

Thy cares shall find an endless rest,

Thy life the faithful servant's crown."

It can scarcely be conceived how numerous and magnificent were

the gifts of Leo's Priestly Golden Jubilee. Wonderful in extent, value,

beauty and magnificence was the Vatican exhibition. At Bergamo alone

a preliminary display of objects for the exhibition occupied five large

rooms. In the Vatican a large open space was appropriated to the

Exhibition, and to this had to be added four large galleries. The
exhibition nearly crowded out every other interest in the great Papal
Palace.

It would be interesting to relate, if space permitted, the history of

the Moorish Embassy, sent by the Emperor of Morocco, composed of
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the most distinguished Moors, who, in the name of their Sovereign,

expressed "the great admiration feh in Morocco for the goodness, vir-

tues and charity of the Pope." So, too, we must pass over the visit

paid at this time of joy to Leo XIII by the Marquis of Saionji, the

Japanese Minister to Germany. Among the Jubilee gifts there were

also Hebrew Bibles from Jewish Rabbis.

The gifts in kind sent to Leo on this historic occasion, while in

number exceeded probably 30,000, were estimated in value at $10,000,000.

The gifts in money were exceedingly great. In America and England

and Ireland it was wisely deemed most available to send the offerings

chiefly in money, so countless were the gifts in kind. The Spanish

South Americans sent $860,000 in coin, A single diocese in Ireland

sent $20,000. The United States outstripped every other country in

cash donations, a single American diocese sending $43,000. The Pope

was greatly affected by this universal generosity of the faithful, since

it enriched him to not only bestow charity where most needed, but

also to found missions and institutions, support the needy ones and

do great things for the extension of the Catholic faith throughout the

world. Leo's munificence during the Jubilee was unbounded, it knew

no differences of clime or nationality.

Exceptional among the governments of the earth stood, at this

deeply interesting and generous season, the Government of Italy ;

there was neither present nor greeting from the Quirinal to the Vatican.

The only notice taken of the Holy Father's Jubilee by the Government,

that we have found mentioned, was the letter of instructions issued by

Senor Crispi to the Prefects of Italy and the Italian representatives

abroad, the burden of which was that the Italian Government would

tolerate neither from the pilgrims nor the clerical party any disturbance

of the peace. It was a severe reply from the French Charge d'Affaires,

rendered more severe by its diplomatic politeness, that the Government

need fear nothing from the pilgrims, who would not wound Italian

susceptibilities.

A brief reference to the Jubilee gift of the President of the United

States to Pope Leo XIII must prove of special interest to our country-

men. This was a handsomely-bound copy of the Constitution of the

United States from President Cleveland ; a gift as appropriate by its

Republican simplicity as it was significant of those republican principles

of government of which Leo was so great an admirer. Mr. Cleveland

intrusted it to Cardinal Gibbons, and His Eminence sent it to Rome
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by the Most Rev. Patrick John Ryan, Archbishop of Philadelphia. At
an audience to the American delegation in the Throne Room, Mon-

signor O'Connell, president of the American College, presented the gift

of the President to the Pope, at the same time that the Archbishop

presented a munificent gift of Peter-Pence from his own flock. The

presentation was accompanied by one of those graceful and eloquent
addresses for which the Archbishop is so distinguished, and he con-

cluded by saying: "We beg you then. Holy Father, to bless the young
Republic, which has achieved so much in a single century ;

bless the

land discovered by your saintly compatriot, Columbus
;
bless the wise

and manly President of the United States." The Right Rev. IVIonsignor

O'Connell then read the letter of Cardinal Gibbons accompanying the

President's gift. Leo replied by expressing the pleasure he felt in

receiving the present of the President of the United States, and then

said : "I have received offerings from all parts of the world—from

Italy, France, Germany, Hungary, Spain, England, and one from the

President of the United States—a most pleasing one. As Archbishop
there you enjoy perfect freedom. That freedom, we admit, is highly
beneficial to the spread of religion. As the head of the Church I owe

my duty, love and solicitude, to every part of the Church, but toward

America I bear especial love. My respect for your nation is great.

Your Government is free, your future full of hope. Your President

commands my highest admiration. Hence this oflfering which I have

received to-day has truly touched my heart. It affords me pleasure to

pour forth through you, to your President and to your great country,

my most profound sense of appreciation and gratitude." Then turning
to Monsignor O'Connell, he said, "I desire you to make this known to

your people. Describe the solemn manner in which I have received the

gift of their President."

The more formal answer in writing which Leo XIII sent to Car-

dinal Gibbons is a noble tribute to our country :

"To our Beloved Son, James Gibbons, Cardinal Priest of the Holy Roman Church,

Archbishop of Baltimore:

"Well Beloved Son, Health and the Apostolic Benediction:—Among the

countless congratulations which we have received from all parts of the world upon
the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of our elevation to the priesthood, we
have, as was natural, set more store to the evidences of courtesy and regard sent by
the rulers of the nations. For, by these marks of their good will toward the head

of the Church they manifest, and this we evidently desire, their kindly disposition
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toward their Catholic subjects. Since, then, the ilhistrious President of the United

States has, through you, our well-beloved son, seen fit to exhibit a like courtesy,

accompanying the expression of the same with the gift of a superb copy of the

Constitution of that most powerful Republic, he has, in doing so, afforded us a most

peculiar pleasure and satisfaction.

"Moreover, as it is fitting that we should return to His Excellency the expres-
sion of our gratitude, we commit the discharge of that duty to you, both on account

of your exalted rank in the hierarchy of the Republic and the personal esteem

in which His Excellency holds j'ou. In fulfilling this duty we desire that you
should assure the President of our admiration for the Constitution of the United

States, not only because it has enabled industrious and enterprising citizens to

attain so high a degree of prosperity, but also because under its protection your
Catholic countrymen have enjoyed a liberty, which has so confessedly promoted
the astonishing growth of their religion in the past, and will, we trust, enable it in

the future to be of the highest advantage to the civil order as well.

"You will be pleased to add that we will pour forth fervent prayers to God
for your country's constant advance in glory and prosperity, and for the health and

happiness of the President and his worthy household.

"Finally, to you, beloved son, and to the faithful intrusted to your pastoral

care, we lovingly, in the Lord, impart our Apostolic benediction.

"Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, the fourth day of February, in the year of our

Lord, 1888, and the tenth year of our Pontificate.

"Pope Leo XHI."

Since the seiztire of Rome by the ItaHan Government and the rejec-

tion by Popes Pius IX and Leo XIII of the annual stipend in money
for the Popes under the ItaHan Law of the Guarantees, the Cathohc world

has most generotisly provided by collections of Peter-Pence for the per-

sonal and official expenses of the Sovereign Pontiffs and for those of

the general administration of the Universal Chtirch. In the years of

Jubilee these pious offerings of all countries have more than ever been

munificent, and in the Jubilee year of 1888 they exceeded all precedent.

During this year the Peter-Pence offerings amounted to many millions

of francs, and a creditable portion of these noble gifts came from

America.

Historic thoroughness necessitates an account of the deposits in

the hands of Leo XIII by the Canon Guevedo, of Bayonne, of the large

sum of 2,500,000 lire
;
not so mtich as a Jubilee or personal gift to the

Pope, as it was a sacred trust confided to the head of the Church, as

the only person capable of exectiting it. As the contemporaneous press

represented this immense sum as one of the personal gifts of the Jubilee,

we deem it important to transcribe a true history of the affair from the

Nouvelliste of Bayonne: "Towards the middle of this century a wealthy
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Mexican merchant named Cerro died in the city of Bayonne, leaving
two sons, both hopelessly insane, to inherit his vast riches. Viewing
the incurable mental malady of his two heirs, the father availed himself

of the right accruing to him under the laws of his native Mexico, and

drew up a will in the name of his children, apportioning his immense

fortune in three parts, in favor of the Holy Places ;
of several benevo-

lent associations in Spain and Mexico, and for Masses of Requiem
for his own soul and the souls of other members of his family. Several

friends of the testator were named executors of this last will and testa-

ment, among them Canon Guevedo, who, at the death of the last son

of Senor Cerro, was the only surviving executor. For obvious reasons,

principally the impossibility of opening direct relations with the Fran-

ciscan Fathers at Jerusalem, and with the ecclesiastical authority of

Spain and Mexico, the Venerable Canon Guevedo repaired several times

to Rome to propose to the Pope that he himself assume the office of carry-

ing into effect the last wishes of Seiior Cerro.

"His Holiness finally acceded to the request, and consequently Canon

Guevedo, the prudent administrator of the property he had so long
held in charge, placed in the hands of the Head of Catholic Christendom

the aforesaid amount of 2,500,000 lire. The Canon came the last time

to Rome as a member of the pilgrimage from Besangon, bringing with

him in a handbag the precious treasure, the existence of which he revealed

to no one, for wise and prudent reasons
; the aged Canon passed a

life wholly devoted to works of benev^olence ; he is the father of the

poor, and not long since the anti-clerical municipality of Besangon

assigned to him the prize Suringucs, destined to the benefactors of the

poor."

On January i, 1888, Leo XHI formally and devoutly opened the

observance of his Sacerdotal Jubilee by a Solemn Mass of Thanksgiving,
celebrated by himself at the grand altar of St. Peter's, in the presence of

sixty thousand devout worshipers, though the number has been variously

estimated, who were admitted to the great temple by ticket. His Holiness

was accompanied on this august occasion by forty-eight Cardinals and

two hundred and thirty-eight Archbishops and Bishops. He occupied

twenty-eight minutes at the Mass, and on the first glimpse which the

immense congregation caught of the Father of the Faithful the dome and

arches of St. Peter's resounded and re-echoed with the thunder of their

united acclamation : "Long live the Pope ! Long live Leo XHI !"

The history of the Jubilee year would not be complete without a brief
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account of one at least of the scenes of joy and enthusiasm with which

Leo was always greeted whenever he appeared or ofificiated in St. Peter's

and how he looked personally during this year, when so many claims were,

pressed upon his physical and mental strength. That of an eye witness

of the Pope's Jubilee Mass is selected in brief passages from numerous

accounts of many such scenes, relating what the writer saw and how the

Holy Father looked : "The appearance of Pope Leo was the signal for

what I can only describe as a spontaneous outburst, or rather an explosion
of passionate emotion. A wild cheer burst suddenly from all the vast

multitude that packed St. Peter's from end to end. The crash of silver

trumpets in the dome was instantly drowned in a more human music, and

the organ was unheard in the hoarse roar of the crowd. The scene which

followed was simply one of indescribable enthusiasm. The deafening
and tremendous shout of fifty thousand voices, the vehement and violent

clapping of hands, the excited voices, the waving of countless handker-

chiefs, the open sobbing of both men and women, altogether made a dis-

play of feeling which can seldom have been paralleled, even in the long

history of Rome. When the people at the other end of St. Peter's, for-

getful for the moment of the sacred character of the place, began to

hurrah and applaud, at first I imagined the sounds must come from the

piazza without, and it was a little shock to me to find that the cheering was

actually inside the church. Some French priests who were not far from

me seemed to have felt this, and, with violent gesticulations, tried to bring

the people to a sense of decorum. They might as well have tried to turn

back the Tiber with a broom. The people shouted just because that was

their heart's need, and in a moment a great tide of contagious and resistless

enthusiasm had swept over the church, and all alike, Italians and stran-

gers, cheered as though impelled by one common and masterful impulse.

But a more bold statement of this kind, that all St. Peter's rose and

cheered the Pontiff as he was borne up the nave, gives a very poor and

sadly inadequate idea of what really happened. It gives you no notion,

for instance, of the intensity and abandonment of emotion everywhere

displayed. Certainly, as I looked at that passionate crowd, I seemed to

see a moral power which, if rightly wielded, should unclutch even the iron

fingers of the house of Savoy from ofif the Patrimony of St. Peter.

"When this extraordinary demonstration and tumult had at length

died away and the usual hushed stillness again reigned throughout the

great church, one had time to realize what had really happened—that

Pope Leo, preceded by a long line of domestic Prelates and by forty
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Cardinals, had, been carried to the foot of the altar. Immediately sur-

rounding the Sedia Gestatoria were the Bishops assisting at the throne,

the Colonels of the Noble Guard, the Majordomo, Monsignor Macchi and

the Master of the Chamber, Monsignor della Volpe, and the heads of the

princely houses of Colonna and Orsini. Following the Pope were some
three hundred and sixty Bishops, besides a great number of persons form-

ing the Pontifical Court. I was so well placed that I had an excellent

view of the Holy Father, not only as he passed to the altar, but also all

during the Mass. His Holiness appeared to be singularly well, and,

though very pale and evidently much moved, looking as little as possible

like the tired Titan of the spiritual world. His voice, too, though it

seemed to falter a little at the beginning of the Mass, was afterwards clear

and strong, and, a friend tells me, was heard quite distinctly right at the

end of one of the transepts as he blessed the people when leaving St.

Peter's."

Then, after describing the beauty, grandeur and effect of the music,

the writer proceeds : "At the Lavabo I recognized the Queen's present, and

was told that the mitre which the Holy Father wore, as he entered the

church, was the one presented by the Emperor of Germany, while the

tiara for which he exchanged it when leaving the church was the gift of

the people of Paris. The Pope also wore the chain and cross presented

by the President of Colombia, and on his finger the ring given by the

Sultan of Turkey. At the end of the Mass a solemn 7V Deinn was sung,
of which the congregation chanted the alternate verses. Pope Leo then

again ascended the Sedia Gestatoria, and, after a few moments in prayer
before the tombs of the Apostles, pronounced the Papal benediction.

Once more a shout by fifty thousand throats seemed to threaten to take

the roof ofif St. Peter's, and, amid the wildest demonstrations of loyalty

and love, the Holy Father passed back once more into the Vatican."

On the fiftieth anniversary of his first Mass the Holy Father, as

was his custom always at Christmastide or New Year's, remembered the

poor in the generosity of his heart, now more than ever at this season of

his Jubilee. He devoted on this occasion one hundred and forty thousand

francs, or twenty-eight thousand dollars, to the most deserving objects of

charity. He gave two thousand dollars to St. Joseph's Institute for the

Young Workingmen of Rome ; two thousand dollars to an asylum for

the blind : four thousand dollars to the poorest and most hard-worked

priests and school teachers of Rome, and the remaining twenty thousand

dollars he gave to be distributed among the poor of the dififerent parishes
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of Rome. He also presented generous and much-needed gifts of church

services, vestments and other useful and rich articles and equipments, and

gold chalices and religious paintings to churches, colleges and institutions.

The hierarchies of the Church in every Christian land sent to the Pope
most loyal and congratulatory letters and addresses. That of the Arch-

bishops and Bishops of America, from the many that were addressed to

him, will most interest our readers :

"Most Holy Father:—As the devotion of a Christian people, the dignity of

your See and the importance of the deeds performed by you certainly demand, the

whole world now congratulates you on the fiftieth joyful and glorious anniversary
of that day whereon you received the Christian priesthood. Just half a century

has elapsed since you dedicated yourself wholly to God and solemnly pledged your-
self to serve in performing the rites of this temple and in furthering divine

worship.

"Nor have you ever been found wanting in the fulfillment of your duty or

your promise. All are aware that scarcely were you admitted to the service of the

altar, when you became a model for your fellow-citizens in every virtue. Then
when you were honored with the Bishop's mitre nothing was nearer your heart

than upholding and extending the honor and authority of God and the Holy

Church, by upright laws and regulations.

"But when the provident mind of your predecessor appointed you to aid in

carrying on the public business of the Church, it can scarcely be told with what

prudence, what wisdom, and what happy success you acquitted yourself of your

charge. And when at length you were elevated to that exalted position to which

your virtue, your divinely-conferred genius, and the other endowments of your
mind have bidden you, you assuredly prove not only that the Cardinals who elected

you, but that God Himself in His mercy, looked to the good of the Church in these

evil days.

"For, mindful of what has been done by your predecessors, and walking in the

footsteps of those who, under the same name which you bear, have with so great

honor occupied the chair of Peter, you have left nothing unattempted to bring

back to the pathway of rectitude both those of your own flock and those without

the fold who have strayed from Christian truth.

"Often, indeed, have you recalled to their minds and held strongly before them

in solemn terms the eternal law of God, without the support of which neither the

family, nor human society, nor even civil government itself can subsist, which law

(though it is clearer than sun-light, since it was revealed by God, and by the aid

of reason it is made more manifest and better established) philosophers, wrongly
so called, have now for three centuries striven to remove from their own minds

and from the minds of all nations. This they do with such insistence that there

are some, even among Catholics, who seem to be entrapped by these fallacies and

to be hurried headlong to ruin by the onset of this growing error.

"Deeply, in truth, were we rejoiced. Most Holy Father, when lately, with such

wisdom and success, you asserted the heaven-born majesty of your See by recon-
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ciling discordant rulers and people of Europe. It seemed to us that those happy
times had almost returned, in which the Roman Pontiff was looked upon as the

Father of all Princes and of all nations who glory in the Christian name. In

carrying through these transactions such prudence was manifested by you, such

benignity, such sincere love of peace and concord, that far distant posterity will

wonder how, out of powerful enemies, you made friends, almost sons.

"But when we remember the many benefits with which you have enriched the

American Church we are moved to render you thanks with our whole soul, and

would that we were fully able to do so. The one thing granted us to perform that

we do, and to-day most willingly we join with our brethren spread throughout the

entire world, and on this anniversary of your elevation to the priesthood, we offer

you our most heartfelt congratulations.

"We beg for you from Almighty God all happiness and prosperity, and espe-

cially that He may preserve you as long as possible for the good of the Christian

commonwealth.

"Prostrate at the feet of Your Holiness we earnestly beseech the Apostolic

benediction."

This truly loyal letter was signed by the Cardinal, Archbishops and

Bishops of the United States.

But there was at this Golden Jubilee one offering which exceeded all

the gifts of money, gold, precious stones and every other gift, one which

was a Jubilee offering not to the Pope alone, but to all mankind, to our

common human nature, to God Himself. This was the liberation of many
thousands of human slaves in Brazil. This was done at the earnest

appeal of the Catholic Bishops of Brazil, and from the many pastorals

addressed by them to their flocks we make a brief extract from the

pastoral of the Bishop of Olinda: "This Jubilee, which will cause all

the Catholic people of the world to rally lovingly round the Supreme

Pontiff, will give us occasion to assure the Holy Father of the cessation

of an evil that his predecessors have never ceased to denounce—I mean

slavery and its abolition among you. Dear brethren, enable us to

assure Leo XHI that, to honor his Jubilee and to take an honorable part

in it, the Brazilians have forever renounced any claims they might still

pretend to have to the slave trade, so frequently condemned by the

Church. Let us note, as a happy coincidence, that the canonization of

Blessed Peter Claver, the Apostle of the Negroes, is about to take place

in Rome. Cannot you, brethren, who still possess slaves set them free?

In all charity we implore you to do so. Let your Jubilee offering be this

declaration that I will make to the Holy Father: 'There is not now a

single slave in the Diocese of Olinda.'
"
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The tenor of this and the other pastorals of the BraziHan Bishops
was to the one great and noble end, the utter abolition of slavery in the

empire. Most beneficent were the fruits of this noble movement of the

Catholic Bishops of Brazil. Not only were several thousand slaves

manumitted during the Jubilee year, but when the Brazilian pilgrimage
called on the Holy Father in February he announced to them his intention

of issuing an Encyclical on the subject. The Emperor of Brazil, Dom
Pedr6, won imperishable laurels by his warm and active sympathy and

co-operation in this good cause. Leo XIII, as an evidence of his admira-

tion for the great work of Brazilian emancipation, at Laetare Sunday of

the Lenten season of 1888, sent the Golden Rose, which it was customary
then to send to some royal personage on that day, most significantly and

touchingly sent it to the Princess Regent of Brazil.

We have already related the active part taken by Leo XIII in the

great crusade of the nineteenth century for the abolition of the slave trade

in Africa. On May 24th of the Jubilee year the Holy Father gave audi-

ence in the Sala Ducale to the doubly interesting pilgrimage of Lyons
and of Africa, both of which were led by Cardinal Lavigerie, the illustri-

ous Archbishop of Carthage and Algiers. Leo had already erected the

Archiepiscopal See of Carthage in honor of and to revive the ancient

glories of the Church of Africa in respect for St. Augustine and St.

Cyprian, and now, on this interesting occasion, it was a touching scene

when, side by side with the Lyonese dignitaries and pilgrims, the

Bedouins and negroes of the African pilgrimage approached most

reverently and kissed the foot and hand of the Sovereign Pontiff. While

the pilgrims from Lyons made Jubilee offerings of Peter-Pence and

precious objects of great value and beauty, the Africans presented the

unique gift of two graceful gazelles, caught in one of the oases to the

south of Algeria, each bearing around its neck a silver collar, on which

was engraved the two hexameter verses from the classic pen of Cardinal

Lavigerie :

"Qui sacros fugis mea per deserta Leones

Hie me pacifero fidentem trade leoni."

It was a memorable day, that fifth day of May, 1888, when the noble

Pope and emancipator issued his great Encyclical on Human Liberty. It

was addressed to the Brazilian hierarchy, but through them it was

addressed to all men and to all ages. Those were golden words when he
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said "Liberty is the highest gift of nature." And again, "As the Cathohc

Church declares in the strongest terms the simpHcity, spirituaHty and

immortahty of the soul, so, with unequaled constancy, she asserts also its

freedom." In this imperishable letter, after expressing his happiness at

the desire of the great majority of the Brazilian people, of the Emperor
and his court and ministers, to abolish slavery, he traced the origin and

history of this unhappy institution and the history of the Church's efforts

to vindicate human liberty, comparing the pagan and the Christian atti-

tudes toward slavery, denouncing the Mohammedan propaganda, that

Ethiopians are but little superior to brutes. Leo XIII says, and we only

regret that we cannot introduce all the exalted things he says, in this

immortal Encyclical :

"It is indeed manifest by their testimony and word, that each year four hun-

dred thousand Africans are usually thus sold like cattle, about the half of whom,
wearied out by the roughness of the tracks, fall down and perish there; so that,

sad to relate, those traveling through such places see the pathway strewn with the

remains of bones. Who would not be moved by the thought of such miseries. We,
indeed, who bear the person of Christ, the loving Liberator and Redeemer of all

mankind, and who so rejoices on the many and glorious good deeds of the Church

to all who are afflicted, can scarcely express how great is our commiseration for

those unhappy nations, with what fulness of charity we open our arms to them,

how ardently we desire to be able to afford every alleviation and support, with the

hope, that, having cast off the slavery of superstition as well as the slavery of man,

they may at length serve the one true God under the gentle yoke of Christ, par-

takers with us of the divine inheritance. Would that all that hold high positions

in empires and states, or who desire the rights of nations and of humanity to be

held sacred, or who earnestly devote themselves to the interests of the Catholic

religion, would all, everywhere, acting on our exhortations and wishes, strive

together to repress, forbid, and put an end to that kind of traffic, than which nothing
is more base and wicked. In the meantime, while by a more strenuous application

of ingenuity and labor new roads are being made, and new commercial enterprises

undertaken in the lands of Africa, let Apostolic men endeavor to find out how they

can best secure the safety and liberty of slaves. They will obtain success in this

matter in no other way than if, strengthened by divine grace they give themselves

up to spreading our most holy faith and daily caring for it, whose distinguishing

fruit is that it wonderfully favors and develops the liberty, zvith ivhich Christ made
us free. We therefore advise them to look as if into a mirror of Apostolic virtue,

at the life and works of St. Peter Claver, to whom we have lately added a crown of

glory ; let them look at him, who, for fully forty years gave himself up to minister

with the greatest constancy in his labors, to a most miserable assembly of Moorish

slaves; truly he ought to be called the apostle of those whose constant servant he

professed himself and gave himself up to be. If they endeavor to take to them-

selves and reflect the charity and patience of such a man, they will shine indeed
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as worthy ministers of salvation, authors of consolation, messengers of peace, who,

by God's help, may turn solitude, desolation and fierceness into the most joyful

fertility of religion and civilization."

Then, again congrattilating the BraziUans on their work of emancipa-

tion, he recommended the teaching of Christianity to the negroes, and,

invoking the blessings of heaven, Leo bestowed upon the work his

ApostoHc benediction.

Among the great results of the Pope's crusade against slavery,

seconded by the anti-slavery crusader, Cardinal Lavigerie, were the assur-

ances received in July, 1888, from the Kings of Portugal and Belgium
and from the Queens of England and Spain that they would do all in their

power to have slavery abolished wherever it existed in their possessions.
Not only did Leo XIII confide to Cardinal Lavigerie the special mission

for the abolition of slavery and suppression of the slave trade in Africa,

he gave three hundred thousand francs to aid it, as Belgium raised one

hundred thousand dollars and other nations corresponding sums. He
addressed a special brief to the Cardinal on this subject. The Cardinal

Archbishop of Rheims, in writing to congratulate the great African

liberator. Cardinal Lavigerie, on his great crusade, said : "When, in the

thirteenth century. Pope LTrban II ordained the Holy War and his genius
awakened in the hearts of the valiant heroes of that epoch the noble

ambition to liberate the sepulchre of Christ and their Christian brethren

from the yoke of Mussulman tyranny, it was not, certainly, the first time

that Europe had heard the tale of oppression weighing upon Jertisalem,

but it was the first time that the Church, by the mouth of her Supreme
Pontiff, in the name of divine charity, implored pity for her children.

The Crusader answered : 'It is the will of God.' That simple sentence,

'It is the will of God,' is the summary of your mission. May Christian

powers so understand it, and in their turn accept the urgent invitation

tendered by Leo XIII to the civilized world." Among the pilgrims

received by the Pope in May, 1888, were three young negroes most

heroically rescued from slavery by Cardinal Lavigerie and educated in the

University of Malta for physicians. One of the means adopted for the

prosectition of this great mission was the revival by Leo XIII of the once-

glorious Order of the Knights of Malta. All the Catholic sovereigns of

Europe were members, and, by a dispensation of the Pope, the Prince of

Wales and the Emperor of Russia were permitted to wear its insignia.

The year of Pope Leo's Jubilee was also signalized by the canoniza-
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tion of new saints and martyrs of the Church, Among the saints who
received at his hands the honors of the altar in one degree or another were

the Seven Blessed Founders of the Servites of Mary, the Blessed Peter

Claver, Blessed John Berchmans, Alfonso Rodriquez, of the Society of

Jesus ;
the Venerable Felix of Nicosia, Capuchin lay brother ; the Vener-

able John Baptist de la Salle, founder of the Brothers of the Christian

Schools ;
the English Martyrs of the Society of Jesus, those who were

beheaded at Tyburn under the English penal laws. The Papal decrees

and other proceedings in the causes of the saints of the Church were

accompanied and finished with solemn services, triduums, novenas and

other imposing religious pageants.

Among the historic events of this eventful year was the issue of the

Encyclical, Bxeunte Jam Anno, written and dated on Christmas Day,

1888, a noted document, intended to signalize the end of the Jubilee year.

It is addressed to all Christendom as an expression of the Holy Father's

gratitude for the countless and unequaled manifestations of affection,

loyalty, joy and congratulation on the occasion of the Jubilee. While

dwelling on the manifestations in honor of that joyous occasion, he

explains their deep significance. He draws a faithful and saddening

picture of the evils afflicting modern society, and points out the means

calculated to recall Christian peoples to a better course of life. He speaks
of the successful prosperity of nations not guided by the moral law and

not repressing sin and crime, which nations, as he points out, will sooner

or later suffer the penalties of the injustice committed by them. He
reminds the clergy that the conduct of ecclesiastics is influencing that of

the faithful. He declares that, notwithstanding the general corruption,

he confides in the future, because God and His law and providence are

the healing of nations, and, since nations remain within the circuit of

time, belonging not to eternity, and their retribution belongs to this world,

therefore, tranquil as to the fate of the Church, though saddened at the

perdition of souls, he concludes this remarkable letter with a devout and

eloquent appeal to Almighty God. It is to be regretted that we are not

able, for want of space, to make extracts from the Encyclical or to do

more than thus refer briefly to its contents.



CHAPTER XXI.

The Golden Jubilee op Pope Leo's Priesthood—Continued.

0^^^ HE public religious ceremonies of the Jubilee of Leo XHI were

/ '% closed by a solemn and magnificent celebration at the final

^F^ joyous observance of an entire -year by a grand Te Deuui,

which was performed on December 30, 1888, with great pomp,
in St. Peter's, by the Holy Father himself, in the presence of seventy

thousand persons. While the interior arrangement and ornamentation of

the vast Patriarchal Basilica of St. Peter's, the Papal procession and

other majestic details were substantially like the opening celebration of

the Jubilee Mass, on January i, 1888, there was one notable difference.

The immense auditory on the former occasion was composed mainly of

pilgrims from every land, and of all nationalities ; the crowd thronging
the great church on the latter occasion was essentially Roman and Italian.

This was regarded by the Pope and in Catholic circles as a convincing
demonstration of the fact that the heart of Rome and of Italy "beats

wholly in unison with the Vicar of Christ, the Pontifif of Pontiffs, the

Pope of Rome," a fact almost universally then publicly admitted by the

anti-Papal press of Rome and Italy.

Among the important Pontifical documents of this year were those

which were addressed to Ireland and her hierarchy, and which related to

the Plan of Campaign and Boycotting, measures then forming prominent
features in the political agitations of that country. On April 20, 1888,

the decision of the Holy Father on these subjects was communicated to

the hierarchy of Ireland by Cardinal Simeoni, a brief extract from which

gives the gist of the decree : "Whenever the affairs of their country

seemed to require it, the Apostolic See has frequently addressed to the

Irish people
—towards whom he has always shown special affection—

seasonable words of warning and counsel, with the object of enabling

them to defend or assert their rights without prejudice to justice or to

public tranquility. At the present moment our Holy Father, Pope Leo

XIII, fearing lest right conceptions of justice and charity should be per-

verted among the people in consequence of that mode of warfare called

(465)
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the Plan of Campaign, which has been employed in that country in con-

tests between letters and holders of lands or farms, as also in consequence

of a form of proscription in connection with the same contests, known as

Boycotting, commissioned the Supreme Congregation of the Holy Roman
and Universal Inquisition to make the matter the subject of grave and

careful examination. Accordingly, the following question was submitted

to the Most Eminent Fathers who share with me (Cardinal Simeoni), the

office of General Inquisitors against heretical error, viz. : In contests

between letters and holders of land or farms in Ireland, is it lawful to

have recourse to those means known as the Plan of Campaign and Boy-

cotting? And their Eminences, having long and maturely weighed the

matter, replied in the negative.

"Our Holy Father confirmed and approved this reply on Wednesday,
the nth of the present month (April, 1888)."

This Papal decree was followed in June succeeding by an Apostolic

letter addressed by the Holy Father to the Bishops of Ireland, which,

while firmly reaffirming that decree, produced a most pacifying effect in

Ireland :

"To Our Venerable Brethren the Bishops of Ireland:

"LEO XIII, POPE.

"Venerable Brethren, Health and Apostolic Benediction.

"From this supreme dignity of the Apostolic office, we have frequently directed

our solicitude and our thoughts to your Catholic people ; and our feelings have been

more than once recorded in published documents, from which all may clearly learn

what are our dispositions towards Ireland. They are sufficiently attested by the

provisions which, under our direction, the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda made
in former years respecting Ireland, and also by the letters which on more than one

occasion we addressed to our Venerable Brother Cardinal McCabe, Archbishop of

Dublin. Once again they have been attested by the address which we recently de-

livered to a not inconsiderable number of Catholics belonging to your nation, from
which we received not only congratulations and heartfelt wishes for our preserva-

tion, but also expressions of gratitude on account of our benevolent disposition,

clearly discerned by them, towards the Irish people. Furthermore, within these past

few months, when it was resolved to build a church in this city in honor of St.

Patrick, the great Apostle of the Irish, we most warmly encouraged the undertaking,
and we shall substantially aid it within the limits of our resources. Now, this our

paternal feeling, remaining as it does unaltered, we cannot disguise that tidings which

have recently come to us from Ireland have deeply pained and grieved us. We have
learned that an untoward excitement has suddenly arisen because the Sacred Congre-

gation, whose office it is to vindicate the authority of the Church against those who
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resist it, has decreed that those methods of warfare known as Boycotting and the

Plan of Campaign which had begun to be employed by many, may not lawfully be

used. And, what is more to be deplored, there are not a few who have come forward

and summoned the people to excited meetings, where inconsiderate and dangerous

opinions are set in circulation, the authority of the decree not being spared. For not

only is the real scope of this decree grievously perverted by mean."? of forced interpre-

tations, but, furthermore, it is even denied that obedience is due to the decree, as if it

were not the true and proper office of the Church to decide what is right and what is

wrong in human actions.

"Such manner of acting is but little in harmony with the profession of the Chris-

tian religion, which assuredly brings in its train the virtues of moderation, respect,

and obedience to legitimate authority. Besides in a good cause it is not fitting to

seem in some sense to imitate those who, in the pursuit of an unlawful end, seek to

attain it by a disorderly effort.

"Such line of action, too, is more painful to us, inasmuch as we had carefully

inquired into the case, so that we might obtain full and reliable knowledge of the state

of your affairs, and of the causes of popular discontent. Our sources of information

are trustworthy. We investigated the matter in personal interview with yourselves;

further, last year we sent to you as legate a man of tried prudence and discretion,

with the commission to use the greatest diligence in ascertaining the truth, and to

make a faithful report to us. For this very act of watchful care, the thanks of the

Irish people have been publicly given us. Can it therefore be asserted without rash-

ness that we have given judgment in a case with which we were not sufficiently

acquainted—the more so, as we have condemned things which fair-minded men, not

mixed up in the struggle, and thus bringing a calmer judgment to the consideration

of the case, unite in condemning?
"There is also a suspicion not less unjust to us, namely, that the cause of Ire-

land appeals but feebly to us, and that the present condition of her people gives us

little care. Now, on the contrary, we yield to no one in the intensity of our feeling

for the condition of the Irish people, and we have no more earnest desire than to see

them at length in the enjoyment of that peace and prosperity which they have so well

deserved. We have never opposed their struggling for a better state of things; but

can it be regarded as admissible that in the carrying on of that struggle a way should

be thrown open, which might lead to evil deeds? Rather, indeed, for the very reason

that, under the influence of passion and political partisanship, things lawful and un-

lawful are to be found mingled in the same cause, it has been our constant effort to

mark off what was right from what was wrong, and to withhold Catholics from

everything not sanctioned by the Christian rule of morals.

"On this account we gave to the Irish people timely counsels, to be mindful of

their obligation as Catholics, and to take part in nothing at variance with natural

right, or forbidden by the Divine law. Hence the recent decree ought not to have

come upon them unexpectedly; all the more as you yourselves. Venerable Brethren,

assembled in Dublin in the year 1881, bade the clergy and the people to beware of

everything contrary to public order or to charity—such as refusing to discharge your

obligations, preventing others from discharging theirs, inflicting injury on anyone
either in person or property, violently resisting the law or those engaged in the dis-

charge of public duties, joining in secret societies, and the like. These injunctions,

most just in themselves, and given most seasonably, were praised and approved by us.
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"Nevertheless, as the people were being carried away by the ever-increasing

vehemence in the pursuit of the objects of their desires, and as there were not want-

ing those who daily fanned the flame, we perceived that something more definite was
needed than the general precepts of justice and charity which we had previously

given. Our duty forbade us to suffer that so many Catholics, whose salvation must

be our first care, should pursue a hazardous and unsafe course, leading rather to

disorder than to the relief of distress.

"Let matters, then, be viewed in their true light, and that 'Ireland read in this

decree our love for herself, and our desire to promote the prosperity' she hopes for,

since nothing is so harmful to a cause, however just, as recourse to violence and

injustice in its defense. These instructions which we convey to you, Venerable Breth-

ren, you will convey to the Irish people. We feel confident that, united in due con-

formity of views and of purpose, and sustained not only by your own, but also by
our authority, you will accomplish much—and chiefly this, that the true estimate of

things shall not continue to be obscured by passion, and most especially that those

who have urged on the people to excitement may come to regret the rashness with

which they have acted. Since there are many who seem to seek out means of escap-

ing from even the plainest obligations, take all necessary steps that no room be left

for doubt as to the efi"ect of this decree. Let it be understood by all that the entire

method of action whose employment we have forbidden is forbidden as altogether

unlawful. Let your people seek to advance their lawful interests by lawful means,

and most especially, as is becoming in Christians, without prejudice to justice or to

obedience to the Apostolic See, virtues in which Ireland has in all times found com-

fort and strength.

"In the meantime. Venerable Brethren, as a pledge of heavenly favors, and in

testimony of our affection, we most lovingly in the Lord bestow on you, and on the

clergy and people of Ireland, the Apostolic benediction.

"Given at St. Peter's, Rome, the 24th day of June, in the year 1888, the eleventh

j'ear of our Pontificate."

The reading- of the letter of the Pope in all the churches of Ireland

was accompanied by a letter from Archbishop Walsh, of Dublin, of a

most conciliatory character, and which, together with the kind message of

Leo XIII to Ireland, greatly quieted the public mind. This important

communication of the Archbishop's we also present to our readers :

"Very Rev. and Dear Father:—You will receive with this a translation of an

important letter of our Holy Father the Pope, sent by His Holiness as an Encyclical

letter to the Bishop of Ireland.

"His Holiness, as you will observe, has addressed this letter to us with the view,

in the first place, of removing a painful misconception which seems to have arisen

in the minds of some in connection with the recent decree of the Holy Office. To
those who have not personal knowledge of the warmth and depth of the paternal

affection of our Holy Father for the Irish Church, and for its faithful children, it

may, indeed, seem strange that the Sovereign Pontiff, the successor of the Prince of
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the Apostles, the Vicar upon earth of our Lord Himself, should condescend to ad-
dress us as His Holiness has done in this most memorable letter. For in it He seeks,

as it were, to justify himself in our eyes, explaining to us with patient care the true

bearing of the recent decree, and protesting with most earnest emphasis against that

reproach which has so deeply wounded his paternal heart, that he is wanting in sym-

pathy with the people of Ireland in their present trials. In words of no ordinary im-

pressiveness the Holy Father now assures us of the depth and fulness of that sym-

pathy: 'There is a suspicion,' says His Holiness, 'which is unjust to us, namely, that

the cause of Ireland appeals but feebly to us, and that the present condition of her

people gives us little care. Now, on the contrary, we yield to no one in the intensity

of our feeling for the condition of the Irish people, and we have no more earnest

desire than to see them at length in the enjoyment of that peace and prosperity which

they have so well deserved.'

"Is there any Irish Catholic to whom these solemn words will fail to bring the

fullest assurance? Assuredly there is not one whom they will not most fully satisfy

that, no matter what pain may have been brought to the heart of our Holy Father

by those occurrences, to some of which he alludes in his letter, they have in no way
lessened the sincerity of his love for Ireland, the earnestness of his desire to see her

sufferings bt an end, or the fulness of his sympathy, with every effort, provided only

that it be made within the limits marked by the law of God itself, for the improve-
ment of the temporal condition of her people, and for their advancement in the paths
of prosperity and peace.

"From some expressions in the letter of His Holiness, you will also observe that

it w'as written before he could have known, as he now knows, that the excited dis-

cussions to which he refers in it, have come to an end. In the circumstances it can

scarcely be necessary that I should make further reference to them. The agitation of

which they were the leading incidents took place during my absence in Rome. It

had fully come to an end before my return to Ireland. Its close was brought
about by the prudent action of our Irish Bishops at their meetings held in

Dublin some six weeks ago. The statement of Catholic truth embodied in the

resolutions adopted by the Bishops on that occasion, was at once received with un-

hesitating loyalty by our Catholic people. The confusion of thought, then, that for

a time seemed to stand in the way of the prompt and practical recognition of the

authority of the Holy See in matters of morals, as well as in matters of faith, was at

once cleared away.
"These days of painful doubt and misgiving, as they seemed even to us who

were away from Ireland—days of torturing anxiety as they must have been to those

who lived through them at home—have now passed away. Let us thank God for it,

and let us pray that they have passed forever. The hasty words that in the confu-

sion and the excitement of the moment may have been uttered, even by men who
would willingly lay down their lives in defense of the Catholic faith and of the Holy

See, are now forgotten ; or rather they are now looked back upon with feelings of

deep and lasting regret, that even in a time of agonizing excitement, any word should

have been spoken by Catholic Ireland which could be regarded, or represented, even

by the bitterest of our enemies, as open to the construction of that it called in ques-

tion one particle of the divinely established authority of the successor of St. Peter to

teach the Church of Christ.

27
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"Looking away from the troubled past, let us take the words which His Holiness

now addresses to us as words of hope and promise for the future. Differences of

views in reference to our pubHc affairs there may, and must be, among the Catholics

of a diocese such as this. But among us there is surely no one who will hesitate to

join in the wishes as earnestly expressed in the letter of our Holy Father, that the

present pitiful condition of our country may speedily come to an end; that peace may
be once more established among us, and that the dawn may not long be delayed of

that era of prosperity to which Ireland may justly look forward to as the reward,

well and nobly earned, of her centuries of suffering and fidelity to the faith.

"But these blessings it would manifestly be idle to hope for, except as the fruits

of wise and beneficent legislation, based upon the principle of even-handed justice to

all classes and sections of our people, and putting an end to the disastrous collision

of conflicting interests of which the present state of unrest in Ireland is the deplor-

able result. Within the last few- days some ground for hope would seem to have

arisen, that although the present session of Parliament is now all but ended, it may
yet be possible for the Legislature, before the close of the present year, to put its

hand to work, and to make at all events some substantial provision for more urgent

needs of the hour. TTiat this hope may be fulfilled, and that our people may thus be

enabled to await in patience, and in security, the more comprehensive and permanent
measures of the coming year, should be the object of the fervent prayers of every

lover of justice, of charity, and of peace.

"Let us unite in earnest supplication to the Giver of all good gifts
—that these

blessings may be granted to us, and that, through them, peace and prosperity may be

restored to our beloved country; and that our prayers may be rendered efficacious,

let us present them through the hands of Her whom in every necessity we may con-

stantly invoke as the help of Christians and the Comforter of the afflicted.

"You will kindly arrange, then, for the public recital until further notice of the

Litany of Loretto, with the Antiphon, We fly to thy patronage, Oh ! Holy Mother of

God, and the usual Versicle and prayer after the IMass every day in each chapel or

Church under your care, and also after the parochial or other principal Mass on Sun-

days. I beg to remain. Very Rev. and Dear Father, your faithful servant in Christ.

"fWlLLIAM.

"Archbishop of Dublin and Primate of Ireland."

Archbishop Walsh had the satisfaction of announcing that "the

agitation referred to was ended under the resohition recently adopted

by the Bishops."

This year was also signalized by a Pontifical letter to the Bishops of

Bavaria, a letter to Archbishop Ireland, of St. Paul, Minnesota, approv-

ing the temperance movement, another containing the condemnation of

Rosminianism, an Apostolic letter to the Armenian Bishops, and a most

sympathetic letter to the American Bishops in the interest of his country-

men, the Italians, in America. In May he addressed a beautiful letter to

the American Bishops in answer to their Jubilee address to him.
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The death of Emperor William, of Germany, in March, 1888, pro-
duced a. profound sensation at the \'atican, as it did in every palace in

Europe. Prince William announced the event immediately by telegram
to the Pope, who forthwith dispatched telegrams of condolence to the

new Emperor at San Remo, to the widowed Empress Augusta and Prince

William, Regent, at Berlin. The Prussian minister accredited to the

Vatican officially announced the Emperor's demise, and the Papal Secre-

tary of State repaired at once to the palace of the Prussian Legation "to

present, in the name of His Holiness, his affectionate condolence and sym-

pathy." So, too, it was at the death of Frederick HI.

One of the interesting events of the year of the Jubilee was the visit

of the young Emperor of Germany, William H, to Pope Leo XHL On
the evening of October nth, immediately on the arrival of the Emperor
and his brother. Prince Henry of Prussia, in Rome, Cardinal Rampolla,

Papal Secretary of State, called at the Palace Campranica, the residence

of Herr Von Schlozer, the Prussian Minister to the Vatican, and, through
the intermediary offices of the minister, paid homage to the Emperor.
Next day the Emperor and his brother, Prince Henry, Cardinal Rampolla,
Cardinal Hohenlohe, the Papal vice-Secretary of State, the Secretary of

the Sacred Congregation of Extraordinary of Ecclesiastical Affairs, the

Auditor of the Rota for Austria, Count Herbert Von Bismarck, and five

of the members of the imperial suite lunched with Herr Von Schlozer at

the embassy. Thence the imperial party escorted the Emperor to the

Vatican. The Emperor at the lunch had presented to Cardinal Rampolla
a superb pectoral cross, set with precious stones of great value, a fac simile

of the cross preserved in the treasury of the Cathedral of Augsberg. The

Emperor was driven to the \"atican in a handsome open victoria, drawn

by four horses, with postillions, outriders and two colossal chasseurs in

the imperial livery, the entire equipage having been brought to Rome

expressly for the visit to the Pope. One of the imperial suite had as

many as thirty-three glittering decorations and medals on his breast, and

many others nearly as many. The Emperor wore the splendid uniform

of colonel of the Imperial Body Guard. The Prussian Minister and all

the imperial party were in court dress. "Received at the Vatican with

military honors, the Emperor was assisted from his carriage by Prince

Ruspoli, Master of the Sacred Hospice; was met at the foot of the Papal

staircase by Monsignor Macchi, Majordomo to His Holiness, and accom-

panied by the Private Almoner, the Pontifical Sacristan, the Prefect of

Pontifical Ceremonies, Prince Altieri, commander of the Noble Guard,
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with his Staff ; the Grand Equery, the Quartermaster General, the Colonel

of the Swiss Guard, four privy and ecclesiastical Chamberlains of Spada
e Cappa, all in full costume, and preceded by six Palafrenieri and by four

Bussolonti, and, between two files of the Swiss Guards, was escorted up
the stairway to the Pontifical apartments, where he was received by the

Papal Grand Chamberlain, attended by the Privy Chamberlain, "par-

ticipante," the officer of the Noble Guard on duty, four ecclesiastical

Privy Chamberlains, six Privy Chamberlains of Spada e Cappa, the

superior officers of the Swiss and Palatine Guards, and the Commander
of the Gendarmes, and conducted through the several halls, wherein

were drawn up the Swiss Guards, the Palatine Guards, the Papal Pala-

frenieri and Sediari, in their eighteenth-century costume of red damask,

the Pontifical Gendarmes in full uniform, whose gigantic stature and

martial bearing elicited much commendation from the Emperor.

Finally the Corps of Noble Guards, in undress uniform, all rendering

military honors, to the private anti-chambers, where he was met by the

Pope, who advanced to the centre of the hall to receive and welcome

him. His Majesty, visibly affected, remained a moment motionless, then

approached the Holy Father, placed his hemlet on the ground and par-

tially bent the knee, but was immediately raised by His Holiness, who
forthwith invited him to enter his private study, where they remained

in close colloquy for precisely thirty minutes." Prince Henry afterwards

arrived
;
the members of both suites were presented to the Pope, after

the Emperor had first presented his brother. The Pope advanced with

the Emperor, holding him by the hand, as he took his leave, and even

after final leave-taking the Emperor could not refrain from looking back

several times, "as if to see once more the venerable features of the Vicar

of Christ." After the customary visit to the Papa^ Secretary of State,

the Emperor and his brother, the Prince, and their suites visited the

galleries, museums, library and other treasures of the Vatican. The
visit of the Emperor to the Pope was regarded as a purely social one,

and as having no public significance. But the Emperor was profoundly

impressed with the serene majesty, true dignity and paternal kindness

cf the Holy Father, and which were also visibly impressed on the entire

Papal Court. He made the significant remark to his companions after

the visit : "There is more than a man in that sovereign of eighteen cen-

turies."

Amid the many joys of the Pope's Jubilee, which we have recounted

only in part, and yet as fully as our space would permit, the relations
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of the Papacy with the Italian Government became more and more
strained during the year. While the moral effect of the demonstrations

from all parts of the world, including Italy herself, was to express sym-

pathy for the Prisoner of the Vatican, it was claimed openly by many as

an open support of the Pope's constant and repeated assertion of his

rights of temporal sovereignty over Rome and the States of the Church.

Both Pius IX and Leo XIII made this claim on many occasions, and

the latter on the occasion of his reply to the address of the Italian

Bishops said to them : "You are among those who desire to see the

. Papacy restored to that condition of true sovereignty and independence
which is in every way its due." Yet while in France, Germany, Switz-

erland, Belgium and other countries. Catholics were making public

demonstrations in favor of a restoration of the Pope's temporal power,
in Italy such manifestations were necessarily abstained from. But Pre-

mier Crispi and his Government resented the obvious view that the

rights of the Pope and of the Church were supported by the enthusiastic

and loyal demonstrations of the Jubilee. It was alleged that not only
had the Pope called on the clergy and Bishops to repeat and maintain

his protest against the usurpation of his kingdom, but that he had striven

to obtain the intervention of the European powers. The Government

became more hostile to the Papacy. The new Italian law of com-

munal and provincial reform, while forbidding public officers, agents

and others from doing so, was made to apply to ministers of religion,

who were forbidden to attempt to control the votes of electors for or

against formal candidatures, or to induce them to abstain from voting,

under penalty of a fine of from five himdred to one thousand lire, and

imprisonment for from three months to a year. So, also, in the new penal

code, by which, for the first time, an attempt was made to assimilate the

penal procedure of all the provinces of Italy and make a common criminal

law for the whole kingdom, a clause was introduced making it a crime, and

punishing it as such, the assertion of the Pope's right to Rome. We shall

have occasion to refer more particularly to this new penal code in a

future chapter. To emphasize its resentment against the Vatican the

Government dismissed from his office the Duke of Torlanio, who was

Syndic or Mayor of Rome, for requesting the Cardinal Vicar to present

the congratulations of the city to the Pope on the occasion of his Golden

Jubilee, although there was nothing said here in regard to the claim of

the Pope to the temporal sovereignty of Rome, and although, in com-

mon with the Catholics of the entire world, the Syndic expressed the
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sentiments of a majority of the Municipal Council, who were Catholics.

The Catholics abstained, not from municipal, but only from parliamentary

elections.

Some of the remaining events of the year, which can only be briefly

mentioned, will show the progress and labors of the Pope in aid of

religion, society and the Universal Church. He caused the case of the

Knights of Labor to be carefully considered in March, and pronounced
their association as not condemned, provided their statutes contained

nothing communistic or tending to oppose the right of holding property.

In October he gave his decree of Tolerari possit in favor of this same

association. The success of the pacific policy towards Prussia, while

not for a moment ceasing his pressure for a relaxation or repeal of the

May or Falk laws against the Church, resulted in bearing fruit this year

on the passage of a law restoring to a large number of Religious Orders

their rights in Germany, w^hich had been abrogated by the Kulturkampf.
But in Baden the Chambers refused to readmit the excluded religious

congregations. Another important point was gained in Prussia by the

arrangements accomplished with the Government, when the latter agreed
not to veto or oppose the nomination of a Bishop by the Pope for political

reasons. While the Pope protested against the passage of the new penal

laws, the entire Episcopate of Naples publicly announced their protest

against the same. While the jubilee of Herr Von Windthorst, the gal-

lant and eloquent leader of the oppressed Catholics of Germany was

observed, the Holy Father sent him a paternal message, assuring him

that the Holy Father regarded him as the true and noble leader and

defender of the Catholic cause in his country. In July the Italian Coun-

cil of State undertook to explain that the Law of the Guarantees did not

confer on the Pope extra-territorial rights or privileges, and this drew

forth another energetic protest from the Pope. The Prussian Bishops

met at Falda in September and earnestly expressed their spiritual loyalty

to the Pope, and their desire for the restoration to him of the city of

Rome. The same sentiments were expressed by the Catholic Congress
of Fribourg. The Holy Father ordered a universal Mass of Requiem
to be offered throughout the world on the last Sunday of October for

the repose of the souls of all the faithful departed. The laws of Italy,

then recently passed, by which young students for the priesthood were

forced into the army, not only elicited protests from the Pope and the

Italian Bishops, but also from assemblages held in nearly every city of

the continent of Europe. The year was closed by a universal Mass
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offered throughout the world by order of the Pope hi thanksgiving for

the grace of the Jubilee.

On the occasion of the birthday of Leo XIII, on March 2d, the Col-

lege of Cardinals felicitated the Holy Father on the gratifying evidences

of the loyalty of the faithful throughout the world which he had received

during the Jubilee, and the tokens of veneration sent to him from the

crowned heads and peoples of the world ; on the services he had rendered

during his Pontificate to civil society and in the acknowledged influence

of the Papacy in his hands throughout the world ; sympathized with his

sorrows and sufferings, and offered their prayers for his long life and

health and for still further triumphs to be achieved by him. We will

close this chapter on the Jubilee with two extracts from the Holy
Father's answer to the Cardinals, through whom he addressed his paternal

advice to the Christian world :

"In the midst even of these joyful manifestations, this position has remained and

does remain what it always was, unworthy of the Supreme Head of the Church and

irreconcilable with his liberty and independence. For a proof, we need only recite

recent events, the late demonstrations encouraged and favored by the Government to

insult under our own eyes the Catholic Church, to glorify the rebellion of reason

against faith, and to keep alive a deadly hatred against the Divine institution of the

Papacy. It is well that the Catholic world should know of these indignities, should

be acquainted with the real motives of the sects in the occupation of Rome, and

should see for themselves in what way Rome continues to be the honored home of

Catholicism, and of its Chief. If it has been possible to celebrate the lubilee in

Rome, although entirely inside the walls of our palace and without any external

solemnity, every one can see plainly what it was simply because the Government

judged it wise for their own purposes not to interfere or obstruct. It was in their

power to act differently, and if under other circumstances, from interest or any other

motive, they should choose to alter their line of conduct, where is our protection or

security? Thus it is manifest, as we have often declared, that we are at the mercy
and in the power of others, that our independence is an empty sound, and that the

liberty which we are said to possess is apparent only, and precarious.

"The evil is inherent ; it belongs to the nature of things as at present consti-

tuted, and so long as our present position remains radically unchanged, no modera-

tion or courtesy will soften it, and we shall never grow accustomed or reconciled

to it.

"For if the Papacy knew how to crown itself with glory, and to win veneration

even when the Popes were hidden in the catacombs, chained in prison, or persecuted

by tyrants, this is not an argument that they are destined to live forever under sub-

jection, nor that the glory which surrounded them was in any way due to the enemies

who oppressed then:.

"The splendor of the Papacy is the eflfect of that Divine power with which it is

endowed, and bears witness to the singular Providence which has guided it through
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the ages—its enemies merely add to the picture those shadows which produce a live-

lier contrast. That Divine power and singular Providence gives us confidence that the

day will at length dawn when the Papacy will be reinstated in the dignity and true

liberty which its nature and supernatural mission demand. During the ten years of

our Pontificate we have had no other end in view, and as long as life is given to us

that alone will preoccupy our heart. We count upon the help of the Sacred College,

and with heartfelt affection bestow upon it, and all present, our Apostolic benedic-

tion." '

He also addressed on December 25, 1888, an important letter to

the Patriarchs, Primates, Archbishops and Bishops, and to all the faithful

in grace and communion with the Apostolic See, on the necessity of all

Christians leading good and holy lives and on the snares and temptations

which beset the path of Christians. A few extracts from this beautiful

letter will be read with deep interest :

"In the exercise of our high Apostolic office, bestowed upon us by the goodness
of God, we have many times, as in duty bound, undertaken the defense of truth,

and have striven to expound particularly those doctrines which seemed to be most

useful to all, so that, knowing the truth, everyone by watchfulness and attention

might avoid the pestilential breath of error. But now we wish to address all Chris-

tians as a most loving father to his children, and in familiar discourse to exhort all

to lead a holy life. Now, if an inquiry be instituted, as to the kind of life men

commonly lead, it is readily seen that public and private morals differ much from

the precepts of the Gospel. Too sadly, alas ! do the words of St. John the Apostle

apply to our age. 'All that is in the world is the concupiscence of the flesh and

the concupiscence of the eyes, and the pride of life.' For, in truth, most men with

little care whence they come and whither they are tending, place all tlieir thoughts

and care upon the weak and fleeting goods of this life; contrary to nature and good
order, their will becomes the slave of those things, of which their reason tells them

they should be the masters.

"It is a short step from the desire of luxury to the striving after the means to

obtain it. Hence arises an unbridled greed for money which blinds those whom it

has led captive, and in the fulfillment of its passion hurries them madly along, often

without regard for justice or injustice, and not seldom accompanied by a disgraceful

contempt for the poverty of their neighbor. They call self-love liberty, and think

themselves 'born free like a wild ass's colt.' Snares and temptations to sin abound ;

we know that impious or immoral dramas are exhibited on the stage ; that books and

journals are written to jeer at virtue and ennoble crime; that the very arts, which

were intended to give pleasure and proper recreation, have been made to minister to

impurity. Nor can we look to the future without fear, for new seeds of evil are

sown, and, as it were, poured into the heart of the rising generation. As for the pub-
lic schools, there is no ecclesiastical authority left to them, and in the years when it is

most fitting for tender minds to be trained carefully in Christian virtue, the precepts

of religion are for the most part unheard. Men more advanced in age encounter a
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yet graver peril from evil teaching, which is of such a kind as to blind the young by
misleading words instead of filling them with the knowledge of the truth. Many
nowadays seek to learn by the aid of reason alone, laying divine faith entirely aside;

and, through the removal of its bright light, they stumble and fail to discern the

truth, teaching,, for instance, that matter alone exists in the world; that men and
beasts have the same origin and a like nature. There are some, indeed, who go so

far as to doubt the existence of God, the Ruler and Maker of the world, or who err

most grievously, like the heathens, as to the nature of God. Hence the very nature

and form of virtue, justice and duty are of necessity altered.

"Thus it is that, while they hold up to admiration the supremacy of the reason,

and unduly elevate the penetration of the human intellect, they fall into the just pun-
ishment of pride through ignorance of what is of more importance. It is not our

purpose here to consider how far evil deeds may prosper, nor whether empires, when

flourishing and managing matters to their own liking, do nevertheless carry about

with them, as it were shut up in their bowels, the seed of ruin and wretchedness.

We wish this one thing to be understood, of which history has innumerable exam-

ples, that injustice is always punished, and with greater severity the longer it is con-

tinued. We are greatly consoled by the words of the Apostle Paul, 'For all things
are yours, and you are Christ's, and Christ is God's.' By the hidden dispensation of

Divine Providence the course of earthly things is so guided that all things that

happen to man turn out to the glory of God and for the salvation of those who are

true disciples of Jesus Christ. Of these the mother and guide, the leader and guard-
ian in the Church, which, being united to Christ, her spouse, in intimate and un-

changeable charity, is also joined to Him by a common cause of battle and of vic-

tory. Hence we are not and cannot be anxious on account of the Church, but we

greatly fear for the salvation of very many who proudly despise the Church, and by

many kinds of error rush to ruin.

"We are concerned for those States which we cannot but see are turned from

God and sleeping in the midst of danger in dull security and insensibility. 'Nothing
is equal to the Church,' says St. John Chrysostom. 'How many have opposed the

Church and have themselves perished? The Church reaches to the heavens, such is

the Church's greatness. She conquers when attacked
;
when beset by snares she

triumphs; she struggles and is not overthrown; she fights and is not conquered.'
Not only is she not conquered, but she preserves that corrective power over nature,

and that effective strength of life that springs from God Himself, and is unchanged

by time. And if by this Divine power she has freed the world, grown old in vice

and lost in superstition, why should she not again recover it when gone astray? Let

!

strife and suspicion at length cease, let all obstacles be removed, give the possession
of all her rights to the Church, whose duty it is to guard and spread abroad the

benefits gained by Jesus Christ; then we shall know by experience where the light

of the Gospel is, and what the power of Christ our Redeemer can accomplish."



CHAPTER XXII.

The; Pope and Italy. Giordano Bruno. Confiscation. Encycucal

Sapientle Christians.

JN
our history of the Golden Sacerdotal Jubilee of Leo XIII, in pre-

ceding chapters, the general acclamations of joy and the demon-

strations of loyalty towards the Pope, which came from every

part of the world, were greatly marred by the unimproved rela-

tions at that time between the Holy See and Italy. The year 1889 opened
with a heavy weight of solicitude and sorrow on the part of the Holy

Father, which the homage of the Golden Jubilee year had not removed.

One of the most ardently discussed subjects of the day was then the

engrossing question as to whether the Pope would take his departure from

Rome. This anxious question became more earnestly and constantly dis-

cussed by the general press of the world as the events of the year tran-

spired. The situation of the Pope at Rome became more distasteful than

ever. And while he resolved not to leave Rome, his imprisonment in the

Vatican became more than ever painful. He deemed it his duty and his

right to appeal to the European powers to intervene for the restoration of

the independence and safety of the Holy See. But against this appeal

Italy found her security as a member of the Triple Alliance, for her allies,

Germany and Austria, turned a deaf ear to the supplications of the

Sovereign Pontiff.

On the other hand, it was the Triple Alliance, indeed, which, like

her allies, Italy was bound to maintain immense armies and navies, that

was the fruitful source of Italy's troubles, and the impoverishment of her

people and of the nation. Italia irredenta was identical with a relentless

opposition to the Triple Alliance, while it was regarded as the fruitful

source of intolerable burdens to the people, and an evidence of monarchical

tendencies of the Government, in the face of the avowed democratic ele-

ments of the country. All the Radicals of the Opposition, and all the

Republicans and Socialists sympathized ardently with the Irredentist

agitators. Crispi, who had been an Irredentist himself, was so moved

with alarm at the agitation of his former associates, that he resolved on

(480)
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measures of repression. An unfortunate conflict at Trieste between Italians

and Austrians precipitated the trouble, and the Revolution claimed all the

unredeemed provinces. The Government showed alternately both weak-
ness and firmness. But the severest measures were taken to suppress the

Irredendist committees of Trent and Trieste, that had been formed to

assail the Government for truckling to Austria, to decry the Triple Alli-

ance, and to agitate for the conquest of the unredeemed provinces.

Agrarian disturbances broke out in many parts of the country, labor

strikes, rioting, bankruptcy, want of employment, suffering among the

people, and general depression, were among the evils which the Govern-

ment was called upon to remedy. Many arrests of labor rioters were made,
and there were conflicts between the police and the rioters. Rome was
one of the principal scenes of riots in 1889. When Parliament assembled

the Ministry was overwhelmed with interpolations relating to the evils of

the times and maladministration of the Government. The King's speech
was devoted chieflv to social evils and their remedies. But in announcing
that the army and navy would, under all circumstances, be maintained,

the chief cause of the calamitous times was upheld and continued. But

among the measures of so-called reform, the first on the list was the

promised reform of benevolent institutions, an ominous announcement

for the cause of charity and of the sacredness of pious trusts ; and another

was a series of interferences with the freedom of education. Such was
the state of things at home, while the Triple Alliance fostered opposition
or indifference to the claims of the Pope for independence. To overcome

this resistence to the claims of the Papacy, Catholic Congresses were held

in various countries, and especially in France, Germany, Belgium, Por-

tugal, Spain and Austria. At all these assemblies of the Catholic people,

resolutions were proposed and adopted in favor of the temporal sover-

' eignty of the Pope. The Government was vigorously urged by the Radi-

cals to take measures for preventing the holding of Catholic Congresses
in those countries, but no one knew better than Crispi how futile such

attempts would prove. The utterances of the Pope were, in the midst of

such unfavorable circumstances, pacific and zealous for the good of

religion, of society and of order. He did not fail to protest upon the

wrongs of the Holy See, while at the same time he firmly adhered to his

resolution of remaining at Rome. But he chiefly deplored the decay of the

religious spirit, and the growth of modern false liberalism, which he

regarded as threatening to both the Church and the State. The founding

of schools and colleges based upon religious and moral teaching was par-
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ticularly recommended by him, and he exhorted mankind to return to the

principles of sound morahty. Social questions also, and especially the

engrossing question of labor, engaged much of his time and zeal, and he

seemed more than ever the Vicar of Christ, appealing to the nations and

to mankind in the interests of order, morality and goodness.

Earliest among the generous thoughts and acts of Leo XIII during
the year 1889, was the message of encouragement and of special benedic-

tion, which, through Monsignor O'Connell, president of the American

College at Rome, he sent to the great and good Father Damien, the heroic

priest, who devoted his life to the highest services of the poor lepers of

the Hawaiian Islands, and finally gave his life to the same heroic charity.

Among the pleasing events of the year 1889 v/as the elevation, by

Pope Leo, of John Henry Newman to the honors of the Cardinalate. That

illustrious English divine hesitated long before he consented to accept the

distinction, but finally the Pope, in order to remove all pretext for his

refusing, dispensed him from the requirement that all Cardinals not

Bishops should reside at Rome. He arrived at Rome on April 24, 1889,

and on May 12th, at the Piazza del Pigna, the formal announcement of

his appointment as Cardinal Deacon was brought to him in the midst of

a brilliant assembly of English and American sojourners and visitors at

Rome.

Around the Chapel of St. Stanislaus Kostka in Rome, and near the

Quirinal, many sacred memories clustered, and it was held sacred not only

by the thousands of pilgrims annually resorting thither and by the Society
of Jesus, but also by the Christian world. It was there that Leo XIII, by
his own choice, was ordained a priest. It was this sacred shrine which

evoked from Father Beckx, the General Superior of the Society of Jesus,

in i860, the following address to Victor Emanuel :

"I address this protestation to the conscience of your Majesty. I say
it on the tomb of Charles Emanuel IV, who, forty-five years ago, volun-

tarily descended from the throne which your Majesty to-day occupies, to

die in our midst,* clothed with the habit and bound by the vows of the

Society of Jesus, and professing in our novitiate at Rome, where to-day
his blessed ashes repose, that kind of life which the Government of your

Majesty censures and persecutes with its calumnious and furious hate."

Nothing could save this sacred shrine of St. Stanislaus from the hand

* King Emanuel IV, of Sardinia, abdicated in 1802, retired to Rome in order to give himself up to

the most devout exercises of piety, and in 1815 embraced the rule of the Society of Jesus. He died in

1818. His remains reposed near those of St. Stanislaus.
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of spoliation. The House of Savoy found itself too restricted for space
in the Quirinal, and the Chapel of St. Stanislaus was demolished to make

space for a house for the servants of the palace. The petition of ten

thousand Polish ladies to the Queen could not save it from a second dese-

cration. The remains of the Saint and of Charles Emanuel were removed

by the Jesuits to another shrine, and the Fathers carried away the stones

of the Saint's cell to re-erect them near the Church of St. Andrew.
On January 24, 1889, when, from Piacenza, missionaries went forth

to the New World, consisting of four priests, and four coadjutors or cate-

chists, destined for the Diocese of Boston, and four for the Dioceses of

Providence and Hartford, His Holiness made a special gift to each mis-

sionary of a missionary valice, furnished with all the requirements for the

celebration of Mass and the administration of the last sacraments to the

dying. These presents were taken from the immense collection of articles

collected at the Vatican exhibition of the Golden Jubilee.

While Premier Crispi and his supporters maintained a continued war
with the Papacy, the mind of the Holy Father was filled with the most

gentle words of peace. In the Consistory of February 11, 1889, ^^ spoke
alone and entirely upon the subject of peace. After speaking in fervid

terms of the fruits of false doctrines and the tendency of the world in

modern times to forsake God, and after alluding to his own efforts to

renew and maintain good understanding with the governments, he spoke
with strong hopes particularly of his efforts to attain friendly relations

with the Russian Empire and to succor the Poles, and to bring all men
into the unity and peace of the one fold; Leo XHI points out the oppor-

tunity and the means of securing peace to the world. As this allocution

attracted much attention at the time of its utterance, we feel that its exalted

sentiments and recommendations might be again felt for good in the world,

by reproducing some passages from this truly paternal admonition.
|

"And there is yet another consideration why the present is the most fitting op-

portunity. If ever there was a time when peace was unanimously desired by the

world, it is surely to-day, when words of peace, rest and repose are on all lips. The

sovereign princes and all those who in Europe guide public affairs declare that all

they desire, that the one object of their aims, is to make sure of peace, and herein

they speak with the full consent of all classes of society, for the hatred the nations

have of war is daily more clearly shown. This hatred is a most proper one, for if

war is sometimes necessary, it always brings in its train many miseries. But how
much more calamitous would it not be to-day, when the number of soldiers is so

-great, the progress of the military art so highly developed, and the number of instru-

ments of destruction so multiplied? Whenever we let our thoughts rest on this, we
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feel ourselves filled more and more with charity for the Christian peoples, and we

cannot keep from trembling for the dangers which threaten them. There is, there-

fore, nothing of more importance than to remove from Europe the danger of war, and

all that is done with that object deserves to be considered as a contribution to the

public safety.

"But the wish does not do much to render peace assured, and the mere desire for

peace is not a sufficient guarantee. Again, the vast number of soldiers and the stu-

pendous armaments may for a while prevent an enemy attacking, but they can never

secure a lasting peace. Moreover, armaments which are a menace are fitter rather to

hasten than retard a conflict; they fill the mind with disquietude for the future, and

among other drawbacks they have this, that they impose such burdens upon the

nations that it is doubtful if war would not be more bearable.

"Wherefore we must seek for peace some basis more sound and more in accord-

ance with nature; for if nature does not forbid one to defend one's rights by force,

she does not permit that force should become the efficient cause of right. Since peace

is based upon good order, it follows that, for empires as well as for individuals, con-

cord should have her principal foundation in justice and charity.

"To commit no wrong against another, to respect the sanctity of another's rights,

to practice mutual trust and good will, these are indeed the unchanging and most

lasting bonds of peace, whose virtue is such that she stifles even the germs of hatred

and jealousy.

"But God has made His Church guardian and mother of the two virtues of which

we speak, on which account she has had and will have nothing closer to her heart

than to uphold, to spread, and to protect the laws of justice and charity. For this

purpose she has overrun all parts of the earth
;
and all the world knows that, having

tamed the barbarian races by inspiring them with love of justice, she has led them

from the ferocity of their warlike habits to the practice of the arts of peace and civil-

ization. To the little and to the great, to those who obey and to those who com-

mand, she alike imposes the duty of observing justice and of attacking no one wrong-

fully. It is the Church who, in spite of distance, in spite of the differences of races,

has joined together all peoples by friendship and brotherly charity. Mindful ever

of the laws and the example of her Divine founder, who desired to be called the

King of Peace, and whose birth was even announced in heavenly canticles of peace,

she wishes men to rest in the beauty of peace, and she ceases not from praying to

obtain of God that He will preserve the lives and the fortunes of the nations from

the risks of war. As often as it was necessary, and as the circumstances permitted,

she has labored with all her heart, by interposing her authority, to re-establish con-

cord and the peace of states.

"These considerations and motives, most great and most holy, inspire our

actions. Venerable Brethren, and we obey them. Whatever events the future may

bring forth, whatever may be the judgments or the actions of men, we shall always

act in accordance with this rule, and from it we are convinced we shall never depart.

In any case, if we cannot otherwise contribute to the preservation of peace, we shall

still have this resource, which no one can take from us, that we shall continue to

have recourse to Him who can recall the mind of man whence, and send it whither

He wills; and we shall earnestly beseech Him that, all fear of war being removed,

and the regular order of things being by His mercy restored. He may grant Europe
to rest upon true and firm foundations,"
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The long-pending controversy between the Jesuits of Canada and

the Episcopate of that country, as to the disposition of the fund of two

million francs, granted by the Colonial Government as an indemnity for

the property formerly belonging to the Jesuits, and which was confiscated

in 1762 by the British Government at the time that Canada passed under

its rule, was brought to a full and final determination by the decree of

Leo XIII, bearing date of January 5, 1889. All the parties interested in

the claim had been represented at Rome, and all had received a patient

hearing, and the consideration of the questions involved had received a

long investigation at Rome. In his decree the Pope decided that though
the Brief of Clement XIV, suppressing the Society of Jesus, had been

made known to the Jesuits of Canada by Bishop Briand, of Quebec, yet,

as the Brief of Suppression could not be carried into effect by reason of

the action of the civil government, the property was considered as belong-

ing to the Church, and that, consequently, having due regard to the inten-

tions of the original donors, he decreed the following division and appor-

tionment of the fund : The Society of Jesus was to receive one hundred

and sixty thousand dollars, the University of Laval one hundred and forty

thousand dollars, the Archbishops and Bishops of the ancient ecclesiastical

Province of Quebec were to receive one hundred thousand dollars, and

the Dioceses of Quebec, Montreal, Three Rivers, St. Hyacinth, Rimouski,

Sherbrook, Chicoutimi and Nicolet, were each to receive ten thousand

dollars
;
the Prefecture Apostolic of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which was

in great need, received for its share twenty thousand dollars
;
and the

decree provided that this decision should finally and forever terminate the

controversy. On the same occasion Leo XIII issued decrees in special

favor of the University of Laval at Quebec, and in favor of the new

Universities of Montreal and Ottowa. Upon Judge Baby, of Quebec,
who represented the University of Laval, in the controversy over the two

million francs indemnity fund, he conferred the Grand Cross of the Order

of St. Gregory the Great; also upon M. Ruth, Professor of International

Law in the University of Quebec.
On March i, 1889, there was published in the Ressegna Nationale, a

Liberal journal at Florence, an article, which afterwards appeared in

brochure, which gave the Holy Father another occasion, out of many,
for his making declaration of his condemnation of any measure for

the total abrogation of his temporal sovereignty over Rome, or for acquies-

cing in any arrangement unfavorable to the perfect independence of the

Holy See. The article in question was entitled "Rome, Italy, and the
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Reality of Matters
; Thoughts of an Ita-Han Prelate ;" and it advocated the

resignation to, and the acquiescence of the Holy See in, the present state

of things in Rome, as well as the quiet recognition of accomplished facts.

While it was anonymous, "By a Prelate," yet the authorship became con-

jectured with correctness, and on this subject of anonymous authorship,

the Prelate said in his pamphlet : "To some it may appear strange, that I

do not print my name on the title-page of my book. I might well do so,

and, possibly, I will do so later
;

it is not mental cowardice which causes

my present reserve. I refrain from so doing, for the moment, because I

prefer the book to speak for itself, be judged on its own intrinsic merits,

if such there be, setting aside the sympathy and the antipathy, ever called

forth by the personality of the author. Subsequent to public expression

of opinion and criticism, should it prove fitting and advisable, I will openly

and boldly declare forth my name and cognomen." Monsignor Pellegrini,

Bishop of Brescia, and other members of the Italian hierarchy, deprecating

the evil effects of this book, which was widely circulating, addressed to

Leo XIII a letter of protest against the publication, and to this loyal

letter of the Italian Bishops, the Pope replied by a Brief, in which he

characterized the book as "an audacious attempt, of a private individual,

wholly unauthorized so to do, to decide, publicly, affairs of the most

supreme importance, belonging solely to the province of the Sovereign
Pontiff ;" also as "an arrogant and incongruous essay to counsel the Apos-
tolic See, as to her line of conduct, and to point out the fitting course to

be pursued." The Brief dwelt with earnestness and warmth on the current

outrages and violations of the civil rights of the Roman Pontiffs, the in-

sults and oppressions every day heaped upon the Head of the Church of

Christ, and finally concluded with, "it is opportune and supremely salutary

carefully to caution the faithful against similar writings, which are the

more pernicious, that but too often they impose on the public mind by
a feigned moderation and a deceitful show of religion." The pamphlet
was placed on the Index

; but the author, on realizing the condemnation

of his work by the Holy See, came forward, and, acknowledging his fault,

acquiesced wholly in the decision of his superior, and made the most loyal

homage to the Sovereign Pontiff.

The American pilgrimage to the Holy Land, under the auspices of

the Franciscan Fathers of New York City, was cordially received by the

Holy Father in special audience, and the pilgrims were granted the Apos-
tolic benediction. He told the pilgrims that as this was the first pilgrimage
from America to the Holy Land, he hoped their example would be followed
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by Other pilgrimages of their countrymen ;
and when he saw the banner of

the pilgrimage, on which were painted the American eagle and national

flag, he said : "That is the standard of a brave and free people, and I

hope God will bless them, and enable them to maintain their freedom."

He blessed the religious articles held by the pilgrims. Leo also, on the

occasion of the inaugural dinner of the American Catholic University at

Washington, which was held at the American College at Rome, presented

to the American Bishops for the Washington University the splendid life-

sized portrait of himself, which had been the most commanding feature of

the Papal exhibition of the Golden Jubilee, and which he had intended for

permanent preservation in the Vatican. He also invited to Rome the

celebrated pulpit orator. Father Agostino da Montepeltro, of the Friars

Minors Observants, that he might preach the lenten sermons in the

National Church of the Lombards, S. Carlo al Corso. He addressed a

most complimentary letter to the American Bishops in answer to their

address to him at the close of the Jubilee year. Letters of the Holy Father,

one expressing his solicitude for the Catholic universities of Italy, and

requesting regular reports of their proceedings and condition, and another,

addressed to the Superior General of the Missionaries of Ghent, in Bel-

gium, expressed his ardent wish for the extirpation of African slavery

and for the propagation of the faith in the Dark Continent, are but exam-

ples out of numerous others of the constant and ever active solicitude of

the Sovereign Pontiff for the good of his universal flock.

Four events in the United States during the year 1890 received

paternal and sympathetic notices from Pope Leo XHL On February 19th,

Georgetown College celebrated the centennial anniversary of its founda-

tion, in 1789. On November 9th, the American hierarchy assembled in

the Cathedral at Baltimore to celebrate, with the most imposing religious

ceremonies, the centennial of the founding of the American Catholic hier-

archy, and this was followed during the succeeding week by the assembly

of the first American Lay Congress at Baltimore, which occupied the loth,

nth and 12th of November, and on the 13th, at Washington, took place

the ceremonies of dedication and formal opening of the Catholic University

of America, To all these important assemblies the Holy Father sent com-

munications of encouragement and approval, and the Apostolic benedic-

tion. He was also personally represented at them by Monsignor Francis

Satolli, his Delegate Apostolic.

While there were many events growing out of the irreconcilable

hostility existing between the Papacy and the Italian Government, to em-
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barrass and exasperate the Holy Father, as had been the ease with his

great predecessor, Pius IX, ever since the seizure and occupation of Rome,
and while the Italian Liberal and Revolutionary press teemed with attacks

upon and insults to the Pope, and while from all parts of Christendom,

from kings and peoples. Prelates and laymen, came uncounted messages
of sympathy and indignation, there was one event, in 1889, which was

regarded as the climax of wrong and insult to Pope Leo XIII. This event

was the erection and unveiling of a statue in honor of Giordano Bruno,
on the sacred feast of Pentecost, in the Campodei Fiori,at the very entrance

to the Vatican, and on the very spot where, as it was alleged by the revo-

lutionists and free-thinkers of Rome, that he had been burned at the stake

for his religious opinions in the year 1600.

Who was Giordano Bruno? An eminent American divine* thus wrote

from Europe of this event at the time: "The struggle inaugurated at

Rome against the Christian order, against the temporal and spiritual

authority of the Papacy, was brought to a kind of crisis by the erection

of a statue in the capital of the Christian world to Giordano Bruno, the

apostate Dominican monk, the standard bearer of atheism, the precurser in

literature of Emile Zola, the idol of all those, who are libertines in heart

before they are libertines in thought." On the other hand, as was said by
a Catholic annalist at the time,t "The enemies of the Pope consider Bruno

as a martyr to philosophy and freedom of thought, who aimed at the same

time to destroy the Papal influence of Italy."

Giordano Bruno was bom at Nola, near Naples, in the year 1548, and

at the age of fifteen he entered the Dominican Order, and after making
a complete course of classical, philosophical and theological studies, and

after receiving the orders of sub-deacon and deacon, he was ordained in

the priesthood, in 1572, at the age of twenty-four. His studies and profes-

sion were made in the famous convent and Church of San Domenico, in

the Via Sta. Trinita, in which the illustrious St. Thomas Aquinas himself

had taught philosophy and theology three hundred years before. By his

vows he became a subject of the Pope, as well as by his residence in the

Campagna. After repeated charges against him for skeptical and heretical

opinions he was dismissed from the Dominican Order. In 1580 he fled

to Geneva and became a Lutheran, but was expelled from the Lutheran

Church for opinions as unacceptable there as they had been in Rome and

Naples. In 1582 we find him in Paris, in 1583 in England, in 1585 again

* Monsignor Bernard O'Reilly's letter in the Freeman's Journal of July 20, 1889,

t "Appleton's Cyclopedia," 1889, title "Roman Catholic Church," p. 748.
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in Paris, in 1586 in Germany, and then for several years he was changing
his residence and teachings from one university to another. Marburg,

Wittenberg, Prague, Helmstedt, and Frankfort, all seemed glad to get

shut of him, until, in 1592, he ventured to return to Italy. At Venice, on

May 23, 1592, he was arrested by order of the Inquisition, for heresy was

an offense against both the ecclesiastical and civil law. Not only had he

abandoned all Christian truth, he became an avowed pantheist, "the sar-

castic enemy of all religion," and one whose truthfulness and sincerity

had become questioned and denied. Leo XIII himself described him as

one whose "talent was to feign." He was denounced by those who knew

him best as a "philosophical heretic and religious hypocrite." At Venice

he humbly retracted and promised to reform. In January, 1593, he was

delivered to the Roman Inquisition, and it is alleged that he was impris-

oned at Rome for seven years. In 1600 he was handed over to the civil

authorities, the said seven years being regarded as years of grace. At

Rome he "refused to acknowledge or to abjure the heretical propositions

set forth in his writings, asserting that he had never maintained heretical

propositions."* Although we find no report of his trial by the civil

authorities of Rome, or even of his execution, there can be no doubt of his

conviction by them of heresy and of his expiation thereof at the stake.

Such is the historic fact. Heresy now is a religious offense, punishable

by ecclesiastical penalties.

Without regard to the merits or demerits of Bruno's case, which had

lost historical interest by the lapse of three centuries, it was regarded

throughout the world, and by all men, except those immediately engaged
in the affair of Pentecost, 1889, and their immediate sect in Italy, as an

unwarrantable act of aggression on the Papacy, and 'an insult to the

Sovereign Pontiff, to rake up his case from the ashes of past centuries

and to give him an apotheosis almost in the sight and hearing of the

Pope himself. It was a public and aggravated demonstration against the

Holy See, against the Sovereign Pontiff, and against the Church.

It was originated and conducted by the Radical and Socialistic

societies. Masonic lodges and university students of Italy, the municipality

of Rome, public bodies from other cities and towns, many members of the

Italian Senate and a deputation from the Chamber of Deputies. Premier

Crispi was at the time alleged to have been in warmest sympathy with

the movement, as well as his cabinet. Nearly thirty thousand persons

* 'Giordano Bruno," by Dr. John A. Mooney, American Catholic Quarterly Review, 1889, p. 727.
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marched in the procession, and they carried nineteen hundred flags and

banners. This extraordinary movement was accompanied with many
scenes and disturbances most hostile to the Holy Father. It was described

at the time by journals in sympathy with the Holy See as a five days'

carnival of impiety. In the Consistory of June 30, 1892, Leo XIII

addressed to the Cardinals an allocution on this most unfortunate affair,

an appeal through the Sacred College to Christendom and the Christian^

powders for protection to the Vicar of Christ. Great indignation was felt

and expressed throughout the Christian world against Premier Crispi and

his Government. We will let the Holy Father speak for himself in the

passages we quote from his allocution. While his words betray neither

passion nor violence, the anti-Papal press in Rome denounced them as "the

utterances of a man beside himself." An impartial public can best judge.

The situation of the Pope at Rome became so grave that the question

was discussed again throughout the world, with the utmost anxiety and

minuteness, Will the Pope leave Rome ? While thus violating every guar-

antee given to the Pope, the Italian Government, alarmed at the universal

sentiment that the Pope had the gravest reasons, if not under the imme-

diate necessity, for leaving Rome,, resolved to prevent by force the Holy
Father's departure from the City of the Pontiffs. Premier Crispi and his

colleagues, as they supposed secretly, actually blockaded the Vatican by

a cordon of spies and guards to prevent the Pope's departure. These

secret measures were discovered and exposed, and the Ossen'atore

Romano, in a long and important article, exposed every detail of the gov-

ernmental scheme, pointed out where the different carbineers, police and

spies were stationed day and night, and where the carriages stood ready

to pursue the Pope and bring him back to his Vatican prison. Italy, as

we have seen, had boasted of her Iiospitality to the Pope, the Osservatore

concluded its startling article thus : "We know not what the future has

in store for us
; but what we do know well is that if the folly and perversity

of our rulers force the Pope to take the road of exile, to whatever country

he directed his steps, that country would offer the Pope a freer and

worthier hospitality than that offered him by the city of Rome, now

become the capital of the Kingdom of Italy."

The fear of the Italian Government about the possible departure of

the Pope was regarded as evidence that Rome's existence and glory were

due to the tiara of the Pope rather than the crown of the King. The

ministerial press teemed with offenses to the Pope, while the Riforma,

recalling the escape of Pius IX in the carriage of the Countesse of Spaur,
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sneeringly asked, "What does the reminiscence mean ?" Among the many
offenses to the Pope was the unworthy calumny that he was disposing of

works of art and allowing them to be taken abroad. It would be difficult

to describe now the state of feeling then existing between the Quirinal and

the Vatican
;
a state of feeling not brought about by the conciliatory

Pontiff, but by Italian enemies of the Papacy. In the face of such

enmities, Leo XIII succeeded in bringing about a better state of things at

Rome. Let Leo speak for himself. We quote from his allocution at the

Consistory of June 30, 1889, as a part of history:

"We have not failed to see, following after the Italian revolution and the

usurpation of Rome, our most holy religion and this Apostolic See exposed to a long

series of outrages. But to-day the perverse sects tend with fury to acts still worse

even than those yet accomplished. There are minds that have resolved to make
of the chief city of Catholicity the capital of all depravity and impiety ;

and with

this object they have gathered thither from all parts the fires of hatred, in order

to succeed the more surely in attacking this citadel of the Catholic Church, and in

overturning from its foundation, if they were able, the corner-stone on which it

rests. And, indeed, as if they had not already accomplished enough of ruin during
so many years, behold, with the design of surpassing themselves in audacity, they

determine to raise a public monument for the glorification before posterity of the

spirit of apostacy against the Church, and for the purpose of teaching that they

desire a war to the death against Catholicity. That such is the design of the plot-

ters by name and of the chief fomenters of the undertaking, the affair tells of

itself. He whom they load with honors is a man twice apostate, convicted of heresy

by judgment, and a rebel to the Church up to his last breath. Much more, it is

for these very reasons they have wished to honor him
; for it is evident that no real

merit is found in him. It is not his rare science, since his writings prove him an

adept in pantheism and in the most shameful materialism, imbued with coarse errors,

and often inconsistent with himself. It is not his virtues, since his morals, on the

contrary, are for posterity, an example of the perversity and corruption to which

unrestrained passions can lead man. It is not his noble deeds, his signal services to

his country; his talents were to feign, to lie, to be devoted solely to himself, not to

bear contradiction, to flatter, to be of a base mind and wicked heart. The extra-

ordinary honors, then, rendered to such a man can have only one sense, one meaning:
It is that it is necessary to establish all life outside of the doctrine divinely

revealed, outside of the Christian faith, and to withdraw entirely the minds of men
from the power of Jesus Christ. This, without contradiction, is the aim and work
of the wicked sects that are endeavoring with all their might to separate States from

God, and that are attacking with infinite hate and extreme desperation the Church
and the Roman Pontificate. And in order to render the insult more signal and the

meaning of the monument more striking, they have resolved that the dedication

should be made with the greatest pomp and in presence of the most numerous

assembly. Rome has been in these days an immense multitude brought within her

walls from all quarters; processions of banners shamelessly hostile to religion, and
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what is more horrible Is that among them were standards with the image of the

evil spirit who refused to obey in heaven the Most High, who is the prince of the

seditious and the chief of all revolters. To this criminal demonstrations was added

the insolence of discourses and of writings, in which the sanctity of the most august

things was turned into ridicule without shame and without measure, in which was

exalted that absolute freedom of thinking that is the fruitful mother of all bad

doctrines, and that unsettles the foundations of all law, and of all civil society as

well as of Christian morality.

"And this pitiful manifestation has been long prepared, organized and realized,

not only with the knowledge of those who govern, but with their open and manifest

favor and co-operation.

"It is painful to state, it is almost a prodigy, that in this holy city in which

God has established the home of His Vicar, the eulogy of human reason in rebellion

against God should be heard, and that where the entire world has been taught to

seek for the pure precepts of the Gospel and counsels of salvation, there to-day, in

consequence of a criminal subversion, culpable errors and even heresy should be

consecrated with impunity by statues. Events have led us to this point, that we see

the abomination of desolation in the Holy Place.

"Seeing, then, the baseness of their deeds, inasmuch as the government of

Christendom has been confided to us together with the guardianship and defense of

religion, we declare that Rome has been outraged, that the sanctity of the Christian

faith has been odiously violated, and we denounce to the entire Christian world

with grief and indignation the sacrilegious crime.

"But from the outrage itself we can draw useful teachings. By it, indeed, is

seen more and more whether our enemies have rested after having subverted the

civil principate of the Sovereign Pontiff, or whether they do not want the accom-

plishment of another undertaking, namely, the overthrow of the spiritual authority

of the Sovereign Pontiffs and the uprooting of the Christian faith. Likewise, it is

clearly seen whether in reclaiming the rights of the Holy See we have been moved

by any human consideration, or whether we have not been moved rather by anxiety

for the liberty of the Apostolic See, the dignity of the Sovereign Pontiff, and even

the prosperity of Italian affairs which is germane to it.

"In fine, events themselves show forth too well what are worth and to what

have fallen the fine promises and pledges which were freely given in the beginning.

Instead of the respect and consideration of every kind which it was said would be

generally rendered the Roman Pontiff, insults and outrages of the gravest nature

have gradually succeeded, and to-day by an insult which is manifest to the view,

and which will remain in the eyes of all as the greatest, a monument has been

erected to an impious man of abandoned morals. This city of Rome which they

affirmed was to be the glorious and assured seat of the Roman Pontiffs forever,

they wish to turn into the capital of a new impiety by founding there the absurd

and insolent worship of human reason, placed as it were on a Divine pinnacle.

"Therefore, consider within yourselves. Venerable Brethren, what liberty or

what dignity is left us for the fulfilling of our Apostolic office. Our person itself

is not sheltered from danger and fear, for no one is ignorant to what a degree

the plots and undertakings of our worst enemies extend, and there is none who does

not see that under cover of the times which are propitious to them, their number and
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their insolence growing greater every day, they have resolved to have no rest until

they have driven things to the extremity of ruin. If, on the point of which we

complain, they have not been allowed—the motive of utility alone preventing—
every license for the accomplishment of their fatal designs by force and violence,

there is no person but can easily persuade himself that when once they have a

probability of success, they will come even to that excess of crime ;
and the more

so as we are in the power of those who do not fear to accuse us publicly as if our

intentions with regard to Italy were unfriendly and hostile."'

The tone of the Government press of Rome, as we have seen, was not

in keeping with the Christian character of the Eternal City, the residence

of the Vicar of Christ for all the Christian centuries. It was no uncom-

mon thing for duels to take place near or outside of Rome, and its streets

swarmed with abandoned children, who clustered around the street comers

to offend, and even in some cases to injure a poor passing priest or clerical ;

they made the air resound with cries of "Long live Giordano Bruno !"

"Death to the Priests !" "Down with the Pope." In contrast with the tone

of the ministerial press of Rome and Italy towards the Sovereign Pontiff,

upheld by the indifference of the Government, we here present to our

readers the action of the Mohammedan on the same subject, and at the

same time, and in reference to the same subject. In August, 1889, all the

Turkish journals contained the following order of the Sultan:

"Sublime Porte—Bureau of the Press:

"Whereas, The Armenian journal, Arevek, in the article it has

written on religious questions, has made use of unbecoming language in

reference to His Holiness the Pope—
"The journal Arevek shall be suppressed in case of relapse, and to

this intent this last warning is addressed to it."

While receiving the most loyal testimonials from Spain, America,
and every great nation in the world, as well as from all the anti-revolu-

tionary populations of Italy, Leo XIII received an address from the

gallant little Canton of Freiburg, in Switzerland, which showed how
another free people besides Americans could venerate the Vicar of Christ,

and offer him consolation to atone for the injuries he was receiv-

ing from his own children nearer to the Vatican. This letter of the Swiss

hierarchy alluded to the then recent honors so unworthily rendered by
the populace of Rome to Bruno, receiving from Leo XIII an answer glow-

ing with historical and present tributes to the Swiss Canton of Freiburg,

and contained the following allusion to the Bruno incident : "Moreover,

you have experienced a sorrow not less lively than ours at the sight of

the audacity of impious men, who in tliis city even, on a day of religious
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solemnity, have rendered to a scandalous enemy of the faith, honors that

ought to be reserved only for men of the most shining virtue."

On August 15, 1889, Leo XIII issued a strong and imposing Encycli-

cal letter to the Catholic world, "concerning the invocation of the patron-

age of St. Joseph and of the Virgin Mother of God, demanded by the

difficulties of the times."

During the proceedings connected with the Bruno statue, St. Peter's

and the Vatican were closed for two days, the first time since 1870.

In the oldest and most Catholic country of the world, Italy, wherein,

from the times of the Apostles, the principles of the Catholic religion

and the power and beneficence of the Papacy, and for the last eleven

centuries the temporal sovereignty of the Popes over the Pontifical

States, exerted so much influence
;
where both the Catholic people and

the Catholic Church had both the means and the will to endow Christian

charities, and where the great works of benevolence had assumed as many
and as varied forms as the Religious Orders which administered them

;
the

accumulations of charitable funds and endowments were, from the neces-

sity of the case and the circumstances of the country, very considerable.

The Popes themselves had been the greatest benefactors and endowers of

these numerous and ancient charities. In all cases the donors had, in

one form or another, intrusted the administration of these pious funds to

the Church, to the Popes, or to the Religious Orders.

When Premier Crispi and his Ministry, in 1889, saw that he could

not coerce the Holy Father into the adoption of his measures for the

subjection of the Papacy to the Italian State, or, as he and his partisans
called it, a modus vivcndi between the Papacy and the Italian Government,
he resorted to a measure of interference with the religious and charitable

institutions of the land, which could never have taken place in any land

where religion, charity and vested rights were respected or where the

nation was free. It was called by the Premier a measure for the reform

of benevolent institutions, while the Pope, the Church, the benevolent

institutions and the Christian world regarded it as a measure of official

and governmental confiscation. In any event, it was an attempt to dismiss

a solvent trustee, the Church, and substitute in her place a trustee, the

State.

It was estimated that the accumulated capital of so many centuries

from gifts and bequests of private individuals and of the successive Popes,
and also outside of the Papal States from princes and governments now
abolished, amounted to about 1,500,000,000 lire, or $300,000,000, yielding
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an annual income 6f 135,000,000 lire, or $27,000,000. To a Government

at that time, and for many years of profound peace, sustaining an army,
when on the war footing, of 2,765,373 men of all ranks ; whose navy con-

sisted of twelve armor-clad battleships, of the first class and fourteen of

the second class, seventeen third-class fighting ships, sixteen transports,

one hundred and seventy-nine other steam vessels, forty-two vessels for

local service, seven torpedo avisos, fifty sea-going torpedo boats, thirty-

eight first-class torpedo boats, twenty-one second-class ones and twelve

torpedo launches, with an entire personnel of 1,765 officers and 52,950

men ; to a Government whose financial accounts for the fiscal year i888-'89

showed a deficit of 234,333,000 lire
;
and which was ambitious of being a

great power and a member of the Triple Alliance, at any cost ; to such

a Government, the accumulated charities of Italy presented a great

contrast. It was easy for an administration to discover pretexts

"for the reform of benevolent institutions." From one pretext, judge
the others

;
the noble charity of providing means for enabling indigent

couples to marry, was the principal act of maladministration alleged by
the Ministry for this "reform." The law was introduced in the fall of

1889, passed the Chamber on December 19th by a vote of 196 to 98, and

its provisions deprived the ecclesiastical authorities, then trustees for

centuries, of the direction and administration of charitable institutions.

We shall give, in his own words, in connection with the Penal Code, the

opinion of no less a judge of such matters than Leo XIII.

The new Penal Code of Italy was regarded as a flagrant violation

of the Law of the Guarantees and of the national faith. As early

as i860 a commission had been appointed to unify the Italian code, but

the work lingered through several ministries, until, in 1888, the Crispi

Ministry brought it energetically before the Chambers. The relations

existing between the Kingdom of Italy, in its assumed position of

sovereignty over Rome and the Holy See, which was the rightful

sovereignty of Rome for over eleven centuries, would indicate that the

pressure now exerted for the passage of the new code constituted that

measure a menace to and repression of the Papacy. Some of its pro-

visions, more than the foregoing circumstance, show also its true char-

acter, as is illustrated by the following provisions ;

"Article loi. Whoever commits an act calculated to subject the State, or a

part of it, to a foreign dominion, or to change its unity, is punished with imprison-

ment.

"Article 173. The minister of religion who, in the exercise of his functions,
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publicly censures or makes little of the institutions or laws of the State, or the

acts of the authority, is punished with imprisonment up to a year, and with a fine

up to a thousand lire.

"Article 174. The minister of religion who, abusing the moral force deriving

from his ministry, excites others not to recognize the institutions or laws of the

State, or the acts of the authority, or otherwise to transgress one's duties towards

the country or those inhering to a public office, or who prejudices patrimonial
interests or disturbs the peace of the family, is punished with imprisonment of

from six months to three years, with a fine of from five hundred to three thousand

lire, and with perpetual or temporary interdiction from an ecclesiastical benefice.

"Article 175. A minister of religion who exercises acts of external worship
in opposition to the provisions of the Government is punished with imprisonment

up to three months, and with a fine of from five hundred up to fifteen hundred
lire.

"Article 176. A minister of religion who, in the exercise or through the abuse

of his ministry, commits any other offense whatsoever, subjects himself to the

penalty established for the offense committed, augmented from a sixth to a third,

except where the quality of a minister of religion has been already taken into

consideration by the law."*

It is thus seen that in the space of half a year the Holy See

witnessed the public and prolonged orgies over the unveiling of the

statue of Bruno at the very gates of the \^atican ; the going into force of

the new Penal Code, directed in a great measure against the Church, and

the so-called Pious Works bill, to secularize the pious funds placed in the

hands of the ministers and institutions of the Church for administration

by the donors. This last law took the administration of these private

charities from the hands of nine thousand recognized institutions, which

had for centuries administered them, and placed it in the hands of lay

boards, of which no clergyman could be a member. As each institution

had its chaplain, who acted also as its almoner, as many as nine thousand

priests were deprived of their livelihoods, and lay officials were put in

their places and in the receipt of the emoluments of office. In the Con-

sistory of December 30, 1886, the Holy Father, after expressing the

happiness it had given him to foster new universities at Washington,
Toronto and Fribourg, and after a scathing condemnation of the Bruno

demonstration, expressed himself in no mistakable terms on the Penal

Code and the Pious Works bill. From this allocution we transcribe a

few passages :

"On January 1st, as you are aware, comes into operation the new penal law.

Last year, when it was under consideration in the Legislature, we in this very

* " The Catholic World," Vol. xlviii, p. 391.
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place did not fail, as was our duty, to denounce its clauses which, under the

pretext of restraining license, really violate the just freedom of the clergy and

hinder their work. Whereby, we said, the power of the Church would greatly suffer

since it is Divinely constituted sui juris as a perfect society and ought to be subject

to no human authority in the duties belonging to its own offices. At the same

time we complained,that an injustice was done to the entire body of the clergy,

inasmuch as the authority of the Divine law being despised, special laws were,

with special severity and without apparent cause, directed against them. Still t-hese

laws were, with a slight modification, approved of and passed. Mindful, therefore,

of our Apostolic duty, the complaints which we made when the injustice was pro-

jected we now repeat when it is perpetrated.

"But you observe that one blow after another impends over the Church. We
refer to the law on charitable institutions, which was quite recently approved of

by votes whipped up in haste, and which, they avow, is to be a sort of stepping

stone to other things, that is to say, to the complete removal of all traces of

religion from the institutions of the State. The object of the law is certainly in

harmony with a design of that kind, for its effect is, in the first place, partly to

extinguish and partly to alter into a different form and character whatever institu-

tions have been provided for the sake of charity, so that the subversion of the

established order of things would really appear to be about to follow on such a

change.

"But, it is notably consistent neither with charity nor justice that nearly all

things provided or left by testament for the sake of charity, to expiate the faults of

the dead, or to dower girls aspiring to enter the cloister, should by this very fact

be held as lapsed and void, and that it should be considered right to convert them

to other uses. It is evident that the will of the donors is thus violated, because they

certainly gave up their money for the purposes mentioned, and, by no arrangement,
for any other; which purposes, since they concern religion, atonement for the dead,

and the perfecting of virtue are by their nature as immutable and perpetual as the

laws and duties which unite man to God. Nor can we pass over in silence the

fact that most persons, including women, can be appointed on the roll of those

charged with the administration of relief, but that parish priests cannot be so

chosen. And they have declared that this has been done because of the well-known

attachment of the parish priests to their Bishops and the Roman Pontiff; so that

there can be no doubt as to the disposition and the aim with which the law of

which we are speaking was devised. They say, it is true, that relief ought to be

administered by lay persons, in order that it might be more acceptable, for that

the needy are accustomed to accept relief with greater shame and despondency when ,

they feel that they are receiving Christian charity. But it is deplorable to find/

amongst Christian persons who err so egregiously in estimation of that virtue which

is the head and the queen of others.

"Whereas, a sincere desire to succor men can only spring from deep benevo-

lence; this benevolence must dwell solely or chiefly in the minds of those who see

in each man another self and love him as a brother; who know that others, equally

with themselves, are the children of God ; that they are redeemed in the same

way by the Blood of Jesus Christ, and are called to the same happiness in heaven.

Nay, more, Jesus Christ embraces the poor and wretched so lovingly that the
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beneficence extended to them He sets down as extended to Himself, and holds Him-
self under an obligation for the kindness. Charity, accompanied by these senti-

ments, so far from breaking the spirit of the poor, lifts them up rather to such

a degree of personal dignity as a man without the light of heavenly doctrine could

not even conceive. Now, charity of this kind is sought in vain outside the Church

of God, which alone Jesus Christ has left as the h«ir of His wisdom, His discipline,

and His graces, and which at every time has given the highest proofs of how well

it has been accustomed to obey the teachings and imitate the example of its Divine

Founder. Is there any class of the wretched whom the Church has not endeavored

to succor, not only with inatemal charity, but also with exceeding prudence and

vigilance? Thus chiefly by its work and its influence, or at least advice, favor and

protection, opportune remedies were found for various calamities, more especially

in those places in which the Church enjoyed greater prosperity, and where the

zeal for progress in the Christian virtues was more earnest. In this manner Italy

has distinguished herself; she, who retained the Catholic faith inviolate in pros-

perity and adversity, has been in every age most abundantly fruitful in good works

of this character. It had, indeed, been pretended that the funds of the charitable

works had been badly administered or badly placed ; but the light of truth sprang

up from the quarter in which the authors of the law least desired it to appear. The

inquiry instituted concerning the administration of the funds splendidly refuted the

false accusation.

"Meanwhile, as if to crown these acts of injustice, there is added to them

another audacious deed, by which those who have in hand the civil power intrude

themselves into the administration of sacred things. You easily understand. Ven-

erable Brethren, to what our words have reference, namely, to that which they have

witnin the past few months come to decree against our Venerable Brother Louis,

Titular-Bishop of the Troad, and Ordinary of Asquavivi and Altamura. You all

know what has been done: in the first place, the Bishop of the Troad has been

deprived of the goods of both Sees; he has been removed from his post, and cast out

from his residence, whilst the government of these churches is handed over to

another, as if this were merely a civil affair altogether, within the jurisdiction and

discretion of the political power; by which action not only are the laws of the

Church trampled upon, but the inherent rights of the primacy of our Pontifical office

are violated. Therefore, not without profound grief, do we complain of such

injustice, whilst we denounce, and in view of our Apostolic office, reject what has

been decreed or done by violence in this matter. As to what concerns the clergy

and people of these churches, we warn both in the Lord to consider seriously what

their duty demands. As it is right to be subject to the said political power in civil

affairs, so in what affects the spiritual government they can obey no other than

'ours, and that of those who are placed over them by a legitimate title, unless they

desire—which God forbid—to separate themselves from this center of Catholic

unity."

The year 1890 opened with a notice from Premier Crispi, served on

the Vatican, that the Government now assumed the possession and admin-

istration of all the properties belonging to charitable confraternities.
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under the law of 1889. Following one measure of confiscation with

another, the Roman civic authorities sequestered and took possession ot

the Church of the Pieta, and it was by these authorities sold to a German

brewing company for a beer garden, and this church, which was eminently

associated with the fame and art of Alichael Angelo, was turned into a

theater and dance hall. Twenty-six other churches were threatened with

a similar sacrilegious fate. The Holy Father sent to King Humbert a

vigorous protest against these acts of spoliation and confiscation. He
also appealed to the European powers for protection to the Church, her

properties and her rights.

It was during these public trials and atTfliction,s that Leo XIH met

with a domestic and family affliction in the death o"f his eminent and elder

brother. Cardinal Giuseppe Pecci, who died on February 8, 1890. Both

the Pope and his brother were adverse to the step by which the latter was

made a Cardinal. The Pope was unwilling to confer the red hat, on

account of his aversion to even the semblance of nepotism, and his brother

was as adverse to receiving it from motives of humility. It was only on the

repeated and urgent request of Cardinals, who represented that his brother

was an eminent ecclesiastic and had rendered valuable services to the

Church, that Leo consented to confer the Cardinalate upon Giuseppe

Pecci. At such continued requests, he made his brother a Cardinal

Deacon on May 12, 1879. At his death the Holy Father wept most

affectionately at his loss, and paid a beautiful and touching tribute in

writing to his memory, his virtues and his services.

While the Italian press, under a reaction against the confiscations

and spoliations of the Government, began now to denounce the law

relating to the seizure of the Puis Fund, the Episcopate of Italy issued

an energetic protest against the law. "If this law is enforced," said they,

"the splendor of religious works will be extinguished for lack of the

necessary sustenance, and often even religious education itself, abandoned

to the judgment of hostile men, will be eliminated as not being necessary

to the people. After this, outrages against religion will not be made so

manifest. Apart from religion, the law is offensive to justice. The last

will and testament, which even the pagans held sacred, will be suppressed

in violation of natural rights." The language of this protest shows that

this law was known to be one of spoliation, and not of reform. The

protest was signed by sixteen Cardinals, thirty-eight Archbishops and one

hundred and ninety-two Bishops.

-The pre-eminent characteristic of Leo XIII and of his Pontificate
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may be said to He In his dogmatic, moral, social, theological and religious

teachings to the faithful of the Catholic Church, and, in fact, to the whole

of the peoples of the earth. While Bishop of Perugia, he addressed his

flock in pastoral letters of great and extraordinary force, learning and

persuasiveness ; now, as Sovereign Pontiff, he taught the world by his

magnificent Encyclicals. On January lo, 1890, the twelfth year of his

Pontificate, he issued one of the most remarkable and profound Encyclical

letters that ever issued from the Papal chair. It is on "The Duties of

Christians in the State." A brief summary of this is given in the follow-

ing syllabus : Man's end is God. His duty is to tend to God.—The

end of the State and the family is the same as that of the individual.—
Catholics have special duties to perform.

—They must love the Church,

the representative of God's kingdom.—But the opposition to the Church

is bitter, hence faith must be carefully cherished.—But faith has duties

which in these days call for special observance.—All must defend and

learn the faith and communicate it to others.—Authority must not, how-

ever, be encroached upon.
—The Church is a perfect society, and is sepa-

rated from politics.
—Nevertheless, her aims are identical with the State's

true aims.—In public life two vices are to be avoided, false prudence and

temerity.
—Both work grave injury to the Church.—God, however, will

never desert the Church.—Charity is particularly enjoined on all.—
Fathers of families must educate children religiously." While it would

be impossible to convey a just appreciation of this great Encyclical with-

out its production entire, we must content ourself with laying before our

readers only a few passages from its immense wealth of zeal, learning

and profound thought ;

"Day by day it appears more manifest that the precepts of Christian wisdom

ought to be recalled, and that the life, the morals, and the institutions of nations

ought to be altogether conformed to them. Nowhere these precepts are disre-

garded, so great is the power of evil that has followed that no wise man can look

on its presence without anxiety, nor look into the hereafter without fear. No little

progress indeed has been made towards those good things which are of the body and

external ; but all nature which appeals to the senses of man and all possession of

wealth, and power, and abundance, even though it confer advantages and increase

the enjoyments of life, is unable to satisfy the soul which is born for things greater

and grander. To contemplate God and to tend to Him is the supreme law of the

life of man, who, created to His divine image and likeness, is powerfully impelled

to the enjoyment of his Creator. It is not indeed by any force of energy of the

body, but of the understanding and affection of the will, that man is inclined towards

God, For God is the first and highest truth, and by truth only is the mind of man
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nourished. God is also perfect Holiness and the highest good to which the will

alone under the guidance of virtue is able to attain.

"That which is true of men, taken one by one, is true also of society
—both in

the family and in the state. For nature has not formed society in order that man

might look to it as an end, but in order that in it and through it he might find fitting

help to his own perfection. If, then, any state aims only to external advantage and

wealth, if it is wont in its government to put God and the moral law aside, it wrong-

fully turns away from its end and from the teaching of nature, and cannot be

called a community or society, but is rather a deceitful resemblance and a parody.

Those goods of the soul of which we have spoken, which are found only in the prac-

tice of the true religion and in the constant keeping of the law of Christ, we see

every day falling into neglect through the forgetfulness or pride of men, so that the

loss of what affects the soul is in proportion to the increase of what relates to the

body. The diminution and loss of Christian faith is shown most of all in the wrongs
which are too often done to the Catholic religion publicly and before the eyes of

men—wrongs which an age that practiced religion would not suffer for a moment.

"For these reasons the salvation of multitudes of men is greatly imperilled ; and

even states themselves and empires cannot long remain in safety; for, when Chris-

tian faith and life fail, the solid foundation of human society must fail together with

them."

"Time then tells us how these disorders may be healed, namely, by restoring the

Christian rule of action in private and in public life—the only way to ward off the

evils which are pressing on us, the fittest way to drive away the dangers with which

we are threatened. To do this duty, venerable brethren, we must gird ourselves with

all energy and perseverance; and for this reason, although we have on other occa-

sions laid down the same doctrine, we deem it proper in this letter to teach Catholics

their duties with all the clearness that we may—duties which, if duly fulfilled, would

lead wonderfully to the good of the commonwealth."***********
"It cannot be denied that life has more and greater duties for Catholics than

for those who either hold not the Catholic faith at all or entertain wrong ideas con-

cerning it."***********
"If we wish to come to a right judgment, the supernatural love of the Church

and the natural love of our country are principles having the same eternal source,

God Himself being the author and cause of both. Hence it follows that the one duty

caa never be opposed to the other. It is in our power, and we are bound to fulfill

both duties ;
to love ourselves, to bear good will to our neighbor, to cherish the com-

monwealth and the authority that rules over it
;
and at the same time to look upon

the Church as our mother, and to love God with the utmost love of which we are

capable. Nevertheless these duties are sometimes set aside, either through stress of

the times or by the wickedness of men. Not infrequently it happens that one way of

acting seems to be required by the state and another by religion, for the reason that

the rulers of the commonwealth either despise or would subject to themselves the
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sacred power of the Church. Hence arises a conflict, and art opportunity for making

proof of virtue. Two different powers press on us, and when they command things

in themselves contrary it is impossible to render obedience at one time to both ; for

'no man can serve two masters.' (St. Matt. vi. 24.) If we obey one, we must needs

disobey the other; and no one ought to be in doubt as to which of the two must be

obeyed.

"It is a sin to disobey God for the sake of pleasing men ; it is wrong to break

the law of Jesus Christ in order to obey the magistrate, or under pretence of civil

rights to trangress the laws of the Church : obedirc ot^ortet Deo magis quam hom:-

nibus, 'We ought to obey God rather than men.' (Acts v. 29.) The answer which

Peter and the rest of the apostles were wont to give to the governors, when they

laid unlawful commands upon them, must always be made once for all on such occa-

sions. There is no better citizen either in peace or war than the Christian who is

mindful of his duty; and he ought to suffer everything, even death itself, rather than

forsake the side of God and of the Church.***********
"Hence it appears h.ow unjust is the charge of rebellion, for due obedience is

not refused to the chief and to the makers of the laws, but only to those commands

which they have no power to make, because clashing with the law of God they are

unjust, and anything but laws.***********
"To love therefore these two countries, both our natural and our heavenly coun-

try, and to prefer the latter to the former lest the law of man should be deemed

superior to the law of God, is the chief duty of every Christian and the source of

all other duties.***********
"It scarcely concerns us here to say how bitter and many sided a war has been

waged against the Church. For because human reason has been able, by scientific

investigation, to disclose many secrets of nature, men have taken upon themselves to

think that they can banish God and His divine authority from their daily life.

"Deceived by this error they hand over to human nature the sovereignty

which they have snatched from God
; they proclaim that nature alone is the founda-

tion and rule of all truth
;
and that all the duties of religion proceed from and are

to be derived from it.

"And in this connection there are other duties attaching to Christian faith in

the careful and devout performance of which though there has been necessity at all

times, the need is particularly grave in our days. For when the lawlessness of

thought to which we have referred is so extended, so widely diffused, it becomes the

duty of the Church actively to espouse the safeguarding of truth and to eradicate

falsehood from men's minds—a duty at all times in her sacred keeping, since to her

hands have been intrusted the honor of God and the saving of men. Rut when a

special need demand, it becomes the duty not only of those who command to

defend the purity of the faith, but 'all are bound to communicate their faith to
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others, either to the instruction of other Christians or to their strengthening or to

repel the audacity of those outside the fold.' (St. Thomas.)**»****»**
"The first demands of this duty are that a man should openly and constantly

confess the Catholic doctrine, and forward its propagation as far as lies in his

power.**********
"Now these duties will not be fulfilled, as a whole, and with advantage, as they

should be, if some go out to battle independently of others. Jesus Christ, indeed,

foreshadowed that the dislike and hatred of men which He first endured would

likewise be directed against the work founded by Him; and so that this would

hinder many from fulfilling the salvation obtained by His goodness. And for this

reason He desired not merely to win followers to His teaching, but to unite them
into a society and to welcome them into one body, 'which is the Church' (Coloss.

i, 24), of which He should be the head.***********
"Now obedience should be perfect, since it is enforced by faith itself, and has

this point common with faith that it is indivisible; indeed, if it be not absolute and

all-embracing, only the shadow of obedience is left, while its essential nature has

been utterly abolished and destroyed. And all Christian precedent so far ministers

to such perfection, that it is and always has been held as a peculiar mark by which

Catholics may be distinguished.

"We must go yet more deeply into the nature of the Church, as being not a

mere chance union of Christians, but as a society divinely constituted and wonder-

fully organized, having as its object to bestow peace and holiness on the soul; and

since for this end it alone by divine gift possesses the necessary means, it has

fixed laws, fixed functions, and in the direction of Christian peoples follows a

method most agreeable to its nature. But the course of its government is difficult

and seldom runs smooth. The Church is the mistress of nations scattered over

the whole earth, differing in race and customs, whose duty it is, living each in its

own state, under its own laws, to submit both to civil and ecclesiastical power.
And these functions are found united in the same persons, not at odds with each

other nor confused, as we have said, for the former promotes the prosperity of the

state, the latter the common good of the Church, and both are for the perfection

of man. And with this definition of mutual rights and functions, it is quite clear

that rulers of states should be free to guide their affairs, and this not only without

the opposition, but with the assistance of the Church ; for since she above all

things, teaches the practice of piety which is justice towards God. in the same way
she urges men to act with justice towards their rulers. But the ecclesiastical

power has this far nobler aim—to rule the minds of men by having regard to 'the

kingdom of God and His justice' (St. Matthew vi, 33), and is entirely devoted

to this object. Moreover, it cannot, without rashness, be doubted that the direction

of souls has been given to the Church alone, so that in it political power has no right

of interference ; for not to Caesar, but to Peter, did Jesus Christ intrust the keys of

29
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the kingdom of heaven. And with this doctrine on political and religious affairs

are bound up matters of considerable moment, on which we would not be silent

in this place.

"From all political society the Christian Church differs widely. If upon its

face there rests the likeness and shadow of a kingdom, it has in truth an origin, a

motive, an essence very remote from the kingdoms of this world. It is fitting

that the Church should live and protect herself by institutions and laws that are in

harmony with her nature. And since her society is not only perfect, but is also

placed above every human society, she, in the fulfillment of her right and her office,

firmly refuses to side with any parties, and to bend the knee to the fleeting and

changeable politics of the evil order.***********
"In truth both Church and state have each an individual domain ;

wherefore in

fulfilling their separate duties neither is subject to the other, within the limits fixed

by their boundary lines. From which, nevertheless, it follows that they are by no

means things with separate and distinct aims, much less that they are in mutual war-

fare. Indeed, nature not only gave us existence, but bade us also dwell together;

and hence a man has a right to demand of a state at peace with itself—which is

the immediate object of the civil bond—that it should be a benefactor to him, and

much more that it should give efficient means for enforcing purity of morals, which

consists only in the knowledge and exercise of virtue. At the same time he desires,

as is right, to find assistance in the Church towards winning the perfect gift of

a perfect piety, which consists in the knowledge and practice of true religion, the

mother of all virtues, since by referring man to God, it fulfills and compasses them

all. In sanctioning institutions and laws, man's moral and religious character

should be regarded, and his perfection sought after rightly in due order; nor should

anything be commanded or forbidden unless on the ground of benefit to the civil

society and in accordance with religion. For this reason the Church cannot but

concern herself about the laws formulated in states, not for their connection with

the Government, but because they sometimes encroach on the right of the Church

by passing their due bounds. Nay, it is a duty assigned by God to the Church

to make resistance, if at any time the state does harm to religion, and to strive that

the virtue of the Gospel shall influence the laws and institutions of peoples. And

since the welfare of the state is peculiarly dependent on the direction of its gov-

ernors, the Church cannot give either patronage or favor to the men at whose hands

she knows only oppression, who in the broad day refuse to respect her rights, and

who strive to tear asunder civil and sacred polity, bound together as they are in

their very essence. On the other hand, she is, as she should be, the defender of

those who, justly appreciating what is due to the civil and Christian state, desire

to work peacefully for the common good of both. In these precepts is contained

the rule which all Catholics should follow in public life.***********
"Those who are called to bear a part in public life are menaced by two dangers

which are to be avoided with all vigilance—prudence, falsely so called, and rash-

ness. For some there are who doubt of the expediency of facing and opposing

wickedness when successful, for fear, as they allege, lest the evil doers should be
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still further irritated. Are such men on the side of the Church, oi* are they against
it? It would be hard to say. They profess Catholic doctrine, at the same time

that they would have the Church give free play to heretical opinions. They com-

plain of the doctrine of faith and of the decay of morals
; yet they do not care to

practice a remedy; nay, they often intensify such evils, either by excessive lenity

or by a mischievous deceit. They would allow no man to suggest a doubt as to

their devotion to the Apostolic See, yet they are never without some grievance

against the Sovereign Pontiff. Their prudence is such as the Apostle St. Paul

calls 'The wisdom of the flesh, which is death,'

]
"God never abandons His Church at any time. She herself has nothing to

fear from the attacks of men; but the people who have degenerated in Christian

virtues have not the same guarantee. . . . This precept of charity has been

called a new law by its Divine Author, not because there was no previous law—nor

because Nature itself had not commanded it, but because the Christian precept of

love was really new and without example in the world. In fact, the same love with

which Jesus Christ was loved by His Father, and by which He Himself loved men.

He imposed as an obligation upon his disciples and followers, so that they might
be one heart and one soul in Him, as He and His Father are one in nature. No
one is ignorant of the force of this commandment, and how deeply from the begin-

ning it was implanted in the hearts of Christians, and how abundantly it has

produced the fruits of concord, mutual kindness, piety, patience and fortitude. Why
do we not apply ourselves to imitate these examples of our fathers? The present

time in which we live should incite us not a little to practice charity. When the

impious lay themselves out to hate Jesus Christ, Christians should redouble their

piety towards Him, and renew in themselves that charity which is the principle

of great things. If there are some dissensions among them may these disappear!

May those disputes cease that dissipate the strength of the combatants without any

profit to religion I May all minds be united in the faith, all hearts in charity—in

order, as is just, that the whole life may be centered in the practice of the love of

God and of mankind.

"We desire here to exhort specially the fathers of families to regulate the

government of their households and the first education of their children according

to these precepts. The family is the cradle of civil society, and it is for the most

part in the surroundings of the home that the destiny of states is prepared. Those

who wish to tear society away from Christianity, go to the very roots and endeavor

to corrupt the family. ... If the young find in the home the rule of a virtuous

life, and, as it were, a practical school of Christian virtue, the .salvation of society

in the future is in great part guaranteed."

In March, 1890, the young Emperor WilHam of Germany proposed

and called together at Berlin a Labor Congress, with the noble ptirpose of

making a high and successful effort to solve the difficult questions con-

nected with human labor, He at first invited the Pope to take a direct
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part In the Congress by his delegate. And when the Holy Father

answered that he would do so, provided his delegate was accorded pre-

cedence over all other delegates, the Emperor addressed him another letter,

in which he requested the Holy Father, in the interests of humanity, to

take part in the Congress as far as he could, and to give it his moral sup-

port. It was a noble tribute to Leo XHI when the German Emperor
addressed him thus : ''The noble manifestations by which Your Holiness

has always made your influence felt in favor of the poor and destitute of

mankind, inspire me with the hope that the International Conference,

which, on my invitation, will assemble at Berlin on the 15th of this month,

will attract the interest of Your Holiness, and that you will follow with

sympathy the progress of the deliberations, whose aim will be to amelior-

ate the lot of the working classes. In these circumstances I consider it

my duty to communicate to Your Holiness the programme which will

serve as a basis for the labors of the Conference, the success of which

would be singularly facilitated if Your Holiness would lend your benevo-

lent support to the work of humanity in which I am engaged,"
It was an exercise of high civility when the Emperor, as he informed

His Holiness in the same letter, selected a Catholic Prelate, the Prince

Bishop of Breslau, as his own delegate to the Conference.

The answer of Leo XIII was in full sympathy with the work of the

Emperor. Among many other noble things he wrote, we quote : "It is

particularly agreeable to us to congratulate Your Majesty on having taken

to heart a cause so noble, so worthy of serious attention, and that interests

the whole world. . . . This cause has never ceased to engross us,

and the work undertaken by Your Majesty responds to one of our dearest

wishes. . . . Lhidoubtedly combined action on the part of the various

governments will greatly contribute to the success of the end so much
desired. Unanimity of views and legislation in the several countries will

tend greatly to advance the general inquiry toward an equitable conclu-

sion. Thus we cannot but welcome most favorably all ihe deliberations

of the Conference, which are likely to raise the condition of the working

classes, as, for example, discussions upon the arrangement of hours of

labor in a manner more suited to the especial characteristics of each

worker, the age or the sex of the laborer, rest on the Lord's Day, and, in

general, a discussion upon all those matters which tend to degrade the

laborer to the position of a vile instrument, and to have no regard for his

dignity as a man, his morals or his domestic well-being. ... It can-

not, however, escape the notice of Your Majesty that the successful solu-
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tion of a matter of this importance will require, besides the wise interven-

tion of the civil authority, the powerful co-operation of religion and the

benevolent intervention of the Church. . . . Religion teaches the

employer to respect the dignity of the workman, and to treat him with

justice and equity. It inculcates in the laborer a feeling of duty and

responsibility, and makes him moral, sober and honest. It is because

society has neglected and misunderstood the principles of religion that it

is now disturbed to its very foundation. To recall these principles and
to fill them with new life is the only way to re-establish society and to

assure to it peace, order and prosperity."
The co-operation of the Pope in the efforts of the Emperor to

ameliorate the condition of the laboring classes was followed up, in April,

by a letter from His Holiness on the same subject, addressed to the Most
Rev. Dr. Krementz, Archbishop of Cologne. When Europe resounded,

on,May ist, with the labor demonstrations, this great letter of Leo XIII

was published in timely unison with the universal aspirations for

amelioration. The following year will witness Leo's great Encyclical on

the Condition of Labor.

The Consistorial labors of the Pope, like all his Pontifical offices,

were most untiring. At the Consistory of June 23, 1890, the Holy Father

created four new Cardinals, viz. : Vincenzo Vannutelli, then Nuncio at

Lisbon ; Sebastiano Galeati, Archbishop of Ravenna ; Caspar Mermillod,

Bishop of Lausanne and Geneva, and Albin Dunajewski, Bishop of

Krakow. Besides the death of Cardinal Pecci, the brother of the Pope,
which occurred on February 8, and which we have already mentioned,

three other distinguished members of the Sacred College departed this

life, making four during the year. These were Cardinal Lagi Maria

Pallotti, who died on July 31st ; Cardinal John Henry Newman, one of the

most intellectual and prolific ecclesiastical writers of the Church, the pride

and glory of England, whose death occurred on August nth, and the

distinguished Cardinal Joseph Hogenroether, a great teacher of canon

law and successful opponent of the unfortunate Dr. Dollinger, whose

death took place on October 3d. So that at the end of the year 1890 the

Sacred College would have numbered sixty-four members, which was but

six less than the full complement of seventy Cardinals constituting the

Sacred College,



CHAPTER XXIII.

Catholic Congresses. Leo's Republicanism. Encyclicals, Etc.

0^^ HE greatest men of the world in all ages and the most illustrious

/ 'I benefactors of the human race, have been those who, conceiv-

V *^ ing and entertaining great and exalted thoughts, and origi-
^^^

nating great plans and measures for the benefit of society and

of the world, have in the most emphatic manner impressed their ideas,

thoughts and measures on their age, and made them a leading

portion of the ameliorating traditions of the human race. Among such

men Pope Leo XIII stands most eminent.

In the thoughts and sayings of the Holy Father during the year

1890, are witnessed the greater development of sentiments and meas-

ures already announced, and the first thoughts that matured afterwards in

great Encyclicals, His ever active mind was profoundly engaged in

measures and thoughts of the greatest magnitude. In April of that year

he expressed his conviction that in his desire to cultivate among Chris-

tians a more charitable and unselfish spirit he had the respect and sym-

pathy of Protestants, and he expressed himself anxious for the reali-

zation of Christian unity. He spoke of the evils of anarchism, socialism

and discontent among the laboring classes, as arising from efforts to

throw aside Christianity, and he deplored as the results of this the dis-

content, disorder, hatred and profound unhappiness of society. "I have

studied," said he, "how to bring about a change, and while I live I will

labor to relieve the world of this terrible confusion." Again he said:

"There are two things in the world at present that need especial atten-

ition—slavery and the social question. To abolish slavery I have estab-

jlished colleges, and am sending out missionaries into Africa, and where-

ever men are held in bondage. The true way to free them is to educate

and Christianize them ;
one enlightened cannot be enslaved." On the

social question he spoke most feelingly and profoundly, and on the labor

question he said : "I intend to have committees formed in every diocese

in the world. Each committee shall have the Bishop at its head, and

shall consist either of workingmen, or those who sympathize or asso-

(510)
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ciate with them." On the disarmament of Europe he said : "The exis-

tence of these vast armies is a source of (hspleasurc and sorrow to the

Holy See. The mihtary hfe is injuring hundreds of thousands of young
men. It surrounds them with violent and immoral influences, it crushes

all their higher spiritual life and tends to harden and degrade them.

These armies are not merely full of spiritual evils, but they drain the

countries of their wealth. So long as Europe is filled with soldiery, so

long will all this labor be drawn from the soil, and the poor will be over-

burflencr] with taxes to sui)port the system. The armies of Europe are

impoverishing the population."

The holding of Catholic Congresses in the various nations of the

world constitute a distinguishing feature of the Pontificate of Leo XIIL
Hi.s encouragement and blessing seemed to cause them to spring up in

every land. His accorri and sympathy with the age caused liim to rely

greatly upon the people, and to look to them for the developuKut of the

good which religion brings to mankind. Two leading features in the

uprising of Catholic interests, as manifested in Catholic Congresses, gave
rise to two different kinds of such Congresses : the Eucharistic Con-

gresses and Catholic Congresses in the more general aspect of the subject.

Eucharistic Congresses were composed of the delegates representing all

Christians and churches believing in the real presence of our T^ord in

the Holy Eucharist
;
and their ultimate, if not their immediate, object was

to promote Christian unity. Thus the first Eucharistic Congress, which

was held at Jerusalem, was the offspring of Pope Leo's zeal and sugges-
tions. There were assembled the representatives of the Oriental

Churches in communion with Rome, of the Greek Church, and the

Churches of Armenia, Cypress, Syria, Mespotamia and Palestine,

who were met by Bishops and other representatives of the Churches

from most of the European nations, including those of Bulgaria, Sclavic

countries and South America. It is interesting to record w^hat was so

much more interesting to witness, the celebrations of the public devotions

and services of the Catholic Church, according so many different rites,

the Latin, the Greek, the Syriac, Chaldaic, Armenian, Arabic, Coptic,

Abyssinian and Slavic. The tenacity with which these various Christian

bodies clung to their respective rites is remarkable, antiquity uniting
with national sentiment and religious veneration to make them sacred in

the views of their respective adherents. Even within the Latin or Roman
Catholic Church it is quite rem.arkable to observe the close attachment

of some of the ancient Religious Orders to the concessions as to the ritual,
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which were,conceded to them from time to time by the Holy See in recog-

nition of their services to the cause of virtue and rehgion. The dogmatic
controversies which animated the Eucharistic Congress at Jerusalem
related chiefly to the supreme authority of the Roman See and the infalli-

bility of the Roman Pontiffs. It is encouraging to note that while one

of the chief barriers to the reunion of the Eastern and Western Churches,

for this was the main question discussed, was the system of appointing

Bishops of European nationalities and priests, chiefly from Italy and

France, for the Roman Catholics in those countries, where the great

majority of Christians were members of the Greek or other Eastern

communions not in union with Rome, these Congresses and the liberal

policy of Leo XIII have found a solution which will gradually remove

the difficulty, by educating Roman Catholic Orientals for priests and

Bishops. This plan has worked well in India, where Leo XIII has warmly

approved the education of the natives of India for the priestly office and

other church work. When we come hereafter to learn how broad and

generous were the offers of Leo XIII in respect to the invited union of

Protestants with the Catholic Church, in respect to matters merely ritual-

istic and disciplinary, in order to secure union in faith and communion,
it is not strange that the result of the Eucharistic Congress at Jerusalem
was that the "Propaganda is now generally considering the religious

points, which chiefly resolve themselves into the guarantee of the ancient

independence in ritual and discipline of the Oriental Churches, while

maintaining unity of faith and doctrine." And yet we will read in these

pages of assemblies of Oriental Christians sitting at the Vatican, under

the presidency of Leo himself.

Eucharistic Congresses in Europe have partaken of the nature of

general Catholic Congresses, and, like the remarkable one which assem-

bled at Rheims in 1894, the great problem presented to the Catholics of

France by Pope Leo XIII, that of uniting in support of the Republic
as the established form of government, the shortening of labor hours,

the increase of wages, the higher education of the masses, the simplifi-

cation of elections, and the reduction, and preferably the abolition, of

all indirect taxation, were not only discussed but formed the basis of

actual reforms and ameliorations. This great and fruitful Congress
was presided over by the Archbishop of Rheims, Cardinal Langenieure,

whom Leo XIII had apopinted Papal Delegate to the Congresses at Jeru-

salem and Rheims. During the year 1890 alone Catholic Congresses
were held at Coblentz, Lille, Antwerp, Liege, Saragossa and Lisbon.
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At these Congresses were not only discussed, but deliberately considered

and beneficially acted upon, such vital and practical questions, in part

only, the following: The shortening of the hours of labor, the obtain-

ment for the multitude of more time and opportunities for improvement
and enjoyment, the withdrawal of child and female labor from the

mines and other too exhausting work, the investigation and improve-
ment of sanitary conditions, the better protection of life and limb, the

improvement of land tenures, and many other practical measures of

human amelioration. All these Congresses demanded the restoration of

the independence of the Holy See. In all of them was heard the paternal
voice and blessing, through his representatives, of Pope Leo XIII.

In the United States two Catholic Congresses have been held, one

at Baltimore in 1889, which, being the first Catholic Lay Congress held

in that country, awakened a deep interest in the States, and made a

favorable impression on the Amsjrican mind
; and the other in 1893, at

Chicago, during the celebration of the Columbian World's Fair. In

August, 1894, an Eucharistic League having been formed among the

Catholic clergy of the United States, they held a meeting of the League
or an American Eucharistic Congress at the University of Notre Dame,
Indiana. These American Congresses received messages of sympathy
and blessing from Leo XIII,

The social evil, the curse of intemperance, the migration of the

peasantry from the country to the cities, which has grown to be too great

and injurious to the family and the country, the preservation of the

purity of families and individuals, the promotion of a good understand-

ing between the rich and the poor, and the employers and employed,
a just, practical and more generous homestead law, constituted also

some of the important questions considered and acted upon by the Euro-

pean Catholic Congresses.

In America the temperance cause, the social evil, the tenement house

evil, political corruptions, bad governmental methods, the aggressive

increase of assaults on Christianity and faith, call for the best efiforts

for American Catholic Congresses. But in order to achieve good and

solid results our American Congresses must have at work during the

intervals able, earnest and industrious committees, preparing reports and

remedies for the ensuing Congress, which when assembled, must be a

deliberate assembly, meaning work, not speech making.

One of the striking events of the year 1890, was the new and states-
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manlike policy adopted by Pope Leo XIII towards France and the

French Republic. A true Frenchman and a true Catholic Bishop receiv-

ing his inspiration from Leo XIII was the first to announce this change of

policy on the part of the Holy See and of the French Catholics. Thus

it was that at a public banquet held at Algiers, Cardinal Lavigerie,

already so illustrious as the champion of human liberty, now became the

champion of the French Republic and of loyalty to it, as "the form of

government which the will of the people had distinctly confirmed."

Were the 34,000,000 of loyal French Catholics, out of a French popula-
tion of 38,000,000, to be kept under the heels of 4,000,000 constituting

the minority, by the force of political organization, activity and audac-

ity of the latter? Delusive thoughts and hopes of restoration of the

monarchy or the Republic had divided Catholics ; now, under the advice

of Leo XIII and the leadership of Cardinal Lavigerie and of the hier-

archy of France, the Catholics of France are every day, and more and

more, declaring that, "Sincerest love for our Church, as well as for our

country, impels us to declare ourselves loyal supporters of the republican

form of government in France." Thus it was in 1890 that we behold

the Archbishop of Paris, who earnestly supported the new policy, hold-

ing public divine services to implore the blessing of God and the heavenly
counsels on the deliberations of the French Parliament. While in 1894,

the Catholic Congress of Rheims saw many of its delegates disposed
to disregard the injunction of Leo XIII on this subject, some favoring
the legitimist or royal cause, and others the imperial, or Bonapartist

pretensions, there was an overwhelming sympathy and adherence to the

sentiments of the Pope in favor of the Republic, and the union of all

Catholics for the Catholic faiths and the promotion of common works

of amelioration and benevolence. In 1894, Leo XIII had the satisfaction

of beholding a great Catholic Congress assembled in Turin, the first to

assemble in Italy, in which the chief work related to the relations of the

Church to the Italian Government. Many distinguished Cardinals and

other eminent ecclesiastics took prominent part in its deliberations. It

may be the mission of such Congresses to aid materially in the solution

of the Italian question. The French Government had only to treat Catho-

lics justly in order to secure their loyalty.

The thoughts of Pope Leo on liberty took shape and expression in

that magnificent decree of November 20, 1890, CathoUcae Bcclesiae,

which treats of the abolition of slavery, and orders collections to be taken

up throughout the Christian World for Africa, its missions and its liber-
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ties. It was in that year also, October 15th, that he addressed to Italy

that important Encyclical in Italian Doll' alto dell' Apostolico Seggio,
addressed to the episcopate, clergy and people of Italy, presenting to

their view the unfortunate condition of their country, deprecating the

existence and action of secret societies, and warning them against them'

as a secret power controlling and directing the administration of the

government. He openly accused the secret societies of Italy with aiming
at the overthrow of religion and the enthronement of atheism. Leo

'

also gave his blessing to the intentions, efforts and preparations then

making for suitably celebrating the four hundredth anniversary of the

discovery of America, and for duly honoring the great Catholic discov-

erer, Christopher Columbus.

The Italian aggressions on the rights of the Church continued to

harrass the Holy Father, and he frequently lamented the progress of

irreligion in the land. At the opening of the Italian Parliament King
Humbert's speech seemed especially to set the Holy Father at defiance,

for he declared that he would admit of no equal to himself in Italy. At

that time there was in Rome, a prisoner in the Vatican, whose sovereignty

over Rome was sustained by the succession and sanction of eleven cen-

turies. Yet in Germany the Church and the Catholic people,

though still persecuted, were gaining ground, and the elections of 1890
returned to the Legislature Herr Von Windhorst and a sufficient num-
ber of supporters to give the Centre Party, or the Catholic members, the

balance of power in the German Empire. But in Hungary, where a

law was passed requiring Catholic priests to report to a Protestant Ministry

of State the baptisms of children and mixed marriages. In answer to

Cardinal Simor, the Hungarian Primate, the Pope forbid them to do so,

and he severely reproved those who had done so. Friendly relations f

were restored between the Vatican and the Brazilian Republic, the rights/

of Catholics in Brazil were guaranteed, and a Brazilian envoy was

received at the Vatican.

While the relations of the Holy See with the world and with par-

ticular countries were so harrassing to the mind of Leo XIII, he expe-

rienced early, in 1891, the pleasure which religious art and architecture

ever afford the noblest minds, in his restoration and beautifying of the

Pauline Chapel.

Having no doubt inspired the loyal sentiments towards the French

Republic uttered by Cardinal Lavigerie at Algiers early in the succeed-

ing year, 1891, he uttered his approval of them for publication in the
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Figaro: "Yes, Cardinal Lavigerie has nobly spoken; it remains for the

French to act nobly. It is simpler than is generally believed to elevate

oneself above names in order to reach ideas. It is for the young men to

make a republic with good, simple and practical laws. What I fear is that

in France political ideas are apt to be merely fashions. The address of

a prelate whom you all admire, and whose views are approved of in

advance here—yes, in advance—has created a situation."—"All new
situations are difficult. It is better to do something that is tolerably good
than to support anything that is very bad. To love the good republic

is to combat the bad ;
for in all regimes there are two sides. If it is

possible for you to create anything better than a republic, do so; but if

not, enter into the house, and as you shall furnish it, it shall remain."—
"A Catholic party is an excellent dream—but still a dream. Out of a

hundred persons there are three good Catholics at the present time.

The Catholics should bring in their religion to do good and not to create

parties. The Catholics, who, unfortunately, have not enough of the

spirit of association for Christian work, have too much of it for political

affairs. They should concentrate themselves on questions of education,

of labor, the training of children, and the welfare of the wage-earners.

These matters would furnish them with plenty of occupation. But

Frenchmen do not know very well how to form themselves into associa-

tions." He regarded the school laws as wicked aggressions, but he

said : "As for the future, if persecution of the innocent shall cease, I

see the future brighter for France than for any other region." While

the schools in France were completely secularized, the laws relating to

the compulsory service of clerical students in the army were modified.

A journal was established and published call The Catholic Repub-
lican, which was a striking evidence of the increasing harmony between

the Church and the Republic. Later on Catholics were driven to other

courses by the injustice of a Republic only in name.

On January lo, 1891, the Holy Father addressed to Archbishop

Salvatore, of Genoa, a noble letter in praise and benediction of the plans

then maturing for honoring Columbus in his native city: "Assuredly,"
he wrote, "it is above all fitting that the honor, which many are eager
to render to this immortal genius in other places, should be paid to him
in the city in which he was born, and to which he is a distinguished
ornament and honor."

On March 9, 1891, Pope Leo XIII addressed one of his remark-

able letters to the Bishops of Austria
; but on May 15th he issued his great
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Encyclical, Reriim Novariim, on the condition of labor, which it was

thought would prove the greatest Encyclical of his Pontificate. While
the letter to the Austrian Episcopate related to the temporal powers of

the Pope, the Encyclical on Labor was a profound exposition of the

great economic question agitating the world, the regulation of the rela-

tions between the employing class and the laboring class. To the Aus-
trian hierarchy he appealed to exert themselves, for creating a closer

union between the Catholic hierarchy and the people, and on the tem-

poral power he said : "Now, since to wish that the Roman Pontiff may
be subject to no human power, and that he may be fully and perfectly

free, is a sacred obligation which concerns the Catholics of all nations,

and not one alone, the Bishops should consult upon the matter and apply
themselves to arouse and excite the solicitude of the faithful in this very

just cause, with the view of hastening a happy result."

From the Holy Father's great Encyclical on Labor, we quote the fol-

lowing passages :

"It is not surprising that the spirit of revolutionary change, which has so long
been predominant in the nations of the world, should have passed beyond politics

and made its influence felt in the cognate field of practical economy. The elements

of a conflict are unmistakable: the growth of industry, and the surprising dis-

coveries of science ;
the changed relations of masters and workmen

; the enormous
fortunes of individuals, and the poverty of the masses; the increased self-reliance

and the closer mutual combination of the working population ; and, finally, a general
moral deterioration. The momentous seriousness of the present state of things just

now fills every mind with painful apprehension ;
wise men discuss it ; practical men

propose schemes ; popular meetings, legislatures, and sovereign princes, all are

occupied with it—and there is nothing which has a deeper hold on public attention.

"To retnedy these evils the Socialists, working on the poor man's envy of the

\
rich, endeavor to destroy private property, and maintain that individual possessions

I should become the common property of all, to be administered by the State or by

municipal bodies. They hold that, by thus transferring property from private

persons to the community, the present evil state of things will be set to rights,

because each citizen will then have his equal share of whatever there is to enjoy.

But their proposals are so clearly futile for all practical purposes, that if they were

carried out the workingman himself would be among the first to suffer. Moreover

they are emphatically unjust, because they would rob the lawful possessor, bring
the State into a sphere that is not its own, and cause complete confusion in the

community.***********
"What is of still greater importance, however, is that the remedy they propose

is manifestly against justice. For every man has by nature the right to possess prop-
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crty as his own. This is one of the chief points of distinction between man and
the animal creation. For the brute has no power of self-direction, but is governed

by two chief instincts, which keep his powers alert, move him to use his strength,

and determine him to action without the power of choice. These instincts are self-

preservation, and the propagation of the species. Both can attain their purpose

by means of things which are close at hand ; beyond their surroundings the brute

creation cannot go, for they are moved to action by sensibility alone, and by the

things which sense perceives. But with man it is different indeed. He possesses,

on the one hand, the full perfection of animal nature, and therefore he enjoys, at

least as much as the rest of the animal race, the fruition of the things of the body.
But animality. however perfect, is far from being the whole of humanity, and is

indeed humanity's humble handmaid, made to serve and obey. It is the mind, or

the reason, which is the chief thing in us who are human beings ; it is this which
makes a human being human, and distinguishes him essentially and completely
from the brute. And on this account, viz.—that man alone among animals pos-

sesses reason—it must be within, his right to have things not merely for temporary
and momentary use, as other living things have them, but in stable and permanent
possession ; he must have not only things which perish in the using, but also those

which, though used, remain for use in the future.***********
"Nor must we, at this stage, have recourse to the State. Man is older than

the State; and he holds the right of providing for the life of his body prior to the

formation of any State. And to say that God has given the earth to the use and

enjoyment of the universal human race is not to deny that there can be private

property. For God has granted the earth to mankind in general ; not in the sense

that all without distinction can deal with it as they please, but rather that no part
of it has been assigned to any one in particular, and that the limits of private pos-
session have been left to be fixed by man's own industry and the laws of individual

peoples. Moreover the earth, though divided among private owners, ceases not

thereby to minister to the needs of all ; for there is no one who does not live on '

what the land brings forth. Those who do not possess the soil, contribute their

labor; so that it may be truly said that all human subsistence is derived either from
labor on one's own land, or from some laborious industry which is paid for either

in the produce of the land itself or in that which is exchanged for what the land

brings forth.

"Let it be laid down, in the first place, that humanity must remain as it is. It

is impossible to reduce human society to a level. The Socialists may do their utmost,

but all striving against nature is vain. There naturally exist among mankind in-

numerable differences of the most important kind; people differ in capability, in

diligence, in health, and in strength ; and unequal fortune is a necessary result of

inequality in condition. Such inequality is far from being disadvantageous either

to individuals or to the community; social and public life can only go on by the

help of various kinds of capacity and the playing of many parts ; and each man, as

a rule, chooses the part which peculiarly suits his case. As regards bodily labor,

even had man never fallen from the state of innocence, he would not have been
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wholly unoccupied ;
but that which would then have been his free choice and his

delight, became afterwards compulsory, and the painful expiation of his sin. Cursed

be the earth in thy ivork ; in thy labor thou shalt eat of it all the days of thy life*

In like manner, the other pains and hardships of life will have no end or cessation

on this earth; for the consequences of sin are bitter and hard to bear, and they must

be with man as long as life lasts. To suffer and to endure, therefore, is the lot of

humanity ;
let men try as they may, no strength and no artifice will ever succeed

in banishing from human life the ills and troubles which beset it. If any there are

who pretend differently
—who hold out to a hard-pressed people freedom from pain

and trouble, undisturbed repose, and constant enjoyment—they cheat the people and

impose upon them, and their lying promises will only make the evil worse than

before. There is nothing more useful than to look at the world as it really is—and

at the same time to look elsewhere for a remedy to its troubles.

"As for those who do not possess the gifts of fortune, they are taught by the

Church that, in God's sight poverty is no disgrace, and that there is nothing to be

ashamed of in seeking one's bread by labor. This is strengthened by what we see

in Christ Himself, Who xvhereas He zvas rich, for our sokes became poor;\ and

Who, being the Son of God, and God Himself, chose to seem and to be considered

the son of a carpenter—nay, did not disdain to spend a great part of His life as a

carpenter Himself. Is not this the carpenter, the Son of Mary?t From the con-

templation of this Divine example it is easy to understand that the true dignity and
excellence of man lies in his moral qualities, that is, in virtue; that virtue is the

common inheritance of all, equally within the reach of high and low, rich and poor;
and that virtue, and virtue alone, wherever found, will be followed by the rewards

of everlasting happiness. Nay, God Himself seems to incline more to those who
suffer evil

; for Jesus Christ calls the poor blessed
; He lovingly invites those in labor

and grief to come to Him for solace; and He displays the tenderest charity to the

lowly and the oppressed. These reflections cannot fail to keep down the pride o:"

those who are well off, and to cheer the spirit of the afflicted
; to incline the former

to generosity and the latter to tranquil resignation. Thus the separation which pride
would make tends to disappear, nor will it be difficult to make rich and poor join,

hands in friendly concord.

"Moreover, the Church intervenes directly in the interest of the poor, by setting-

on foot and keeping up many things which it sees to be efficacious in the relief o2

poverty. Here again it has always succeeded so well that it has even extorted the

praise of its enemies. Such was the ardor of brotherly love among the earliesj

Christians that numbers of those who were better off deprived themselves of their

possessions in order to relieve their brethren: whence neither ivas there any ok?

needy among thein.\\ To the order of deacons, instituted for that very purpose, was

* Genesis iii, 17.

t II Corinthians viii, 9.

.t St. Mark vi, 3.

^cta vi, 34.
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committed by the Apostles the charge of the daily distributions : and the Apostle

Paul, though burdened with the solicitude of all the churches, hesitated not to under-

take laborious journeys in order to carry the alms of the faithful to the poorer Chris-

tians. Tertullian calls these contributions, given voluntarily by Christians in their

assemblies, deposits of piety; because, to cite his words, they were employed in feed-

ing the needy, in burying them, in the support of boys and girls destitute of means

and deprived of their parents, in the care of the aged, and in the relief of the ship-

wrecked*

"We have said that the State must not absorb the individual or the family; both

should be allowed free and untrammeled action as far as is consistent with the

common good and the interests of others. Nevertheless, rulers should anxiously safe-

guard the community and all its parts ; the community, because the conservation of

the community is so emphatically the business of the supreme power, that the safety

of the commonwealth is not only the first law, but it is a Government's whole reason

of existence; and the parts, because both philosophy and the Gospel agree in laying

down that the object of the administration of the State should be, not the advantage
of the ruler, but the benefit of those over whom he rules. The gift of authority is

from God, and is, as it were, a participation of the highest of all sovereignties; and

it should be exercised as the power of God is exercised—with a fatherly solicitude

which not only guides the whole, but reaches to details ag well.

"From this follows the obligation of the cessation of work and labor on Sundays
and certain festivals. This rest from labor is not to be understood as mere idleness;

much less must it be an occasion of spending money and of vicious excess, as many
would desire it to be

;
but it should be rest from labor consecrated by religion.

Repose united with religious observance disposes man to forget for a while the busi-

ness of this daily life, and to turn his thoughts to heavenly things and to the worship
which he strictly owes to the Eternal Deity. It is this, above all, which is the reason;

and motive of the Sunday rest; a rest sanctioned by God's great law of the ancient

covenant, Remember thou keep holy the Sabbath Day.^ and taught to the world by
His own mysterious "rest" after the creation of man: He rested on the se^'cnth day

from all His zvork zvhich He had done.t

"If we turn now to things exterior and corporeal, the first concern of all is to

save the poor workers from the cruelty of grasping speculators, who use human

beings as mere instruments for making money. It is neither justice nor humanity
so to grind men down with excessive labor as to stupefy their minds and wear out

their bodies. Man's powers, like his general nature, are limited, and beyond these

limits he cannot go. His strength is developed and increased by use and exercise,

but only on condition of due intermission and proper rest. Daily labor, therefore,

must be so regulated that it may not be protracted during longer hours than strength

admits. How many and how long the intervals of rest should be, will depend on the

nature of the work, on circumstances of time and place, and on the health and

* "Apologia Secunda," xxxix.

t Exodus XX, 8

t Geuesia il, 2,
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strength of the workman. Those who labor in mines and quarries, and in work within

the bowels of the earth, should have shorter hours in proportion as their labor is more

severe and more trying to health. Then again, the season of the year must be taken

into account ;
for not unfrequently a kind of labor is ea.sy at one time which at

another is intolerable or very difficult. Finally, work which is suitable for a strong

man cannot reasonably be required from a woman or a child. And, in regard to

children, great care should be taken not to place them in workshops and factories

until their bodies and minds are sufficiently mature. For just as rough weather

destroys the buds of spring, so too early an experience of life's hard work blights

the young promise of a child's powers, and makes any real education impossible.

Women, again, are not suited to certain trades; for a woman is by nature fitted for

home work, and it is that which is best adapted at once to preserve her modesty arid

to promote the good bringing up of children and the well-being of the family. As a

general principle it may be laid down that a workman ought to have leisure and rest

in proportion to the wear and tear of his strength ; for the waste of strength must be

repaired by the cessation of work.

"Let it be granted, then, that, as a rule, workman and employer should make free

agreements, and in particular should freely agree as to wages ; nevertheless, there

is a dictate of nature more imperious and more ancient than any bargain between

man and man, that the remuneration must be enough to support the wage earner in

reasonable and frugal comfort. If through necessity or fear of a worse evil the

workman accepts harder conditions because an employer or a contractor will give

him no better, he is the victim of force and injustice. In these and similar questions,

however—such as, for example, the hours of labor in different trades, the sanitary

precautions to be observed in factories and workshops, etc.—in order to supersede

undue interferences on the part of the State, especially as circumstances, times, and

localities differ so widely, it is advisable that recourse be had to societies or boards

such as we shall mention presently, or to some other method of safeguarding the

interests of wage earners, the State to be asked for approval and protection.

"In the last place, employers and workmen may themselves effect much in the

matter of which we treat, by means of those institutions and organizations which

afford opportune assistance to those in need, and which draw the two orders more

closely together. Among these may be enumerated : Societies for mutual help ;

various foundations established by private persons for providing for the workman,
and for his widow or his orphans, in sudden calamity, in sickness, and in the event

of death ; and what are called "patronages" or institutions for the care of boys and

girls, for young people, and al.so for those of more mature age.

"The most important of all are workmen's associations, for these virtually in-

clude all the rest. History attests what excellent results were effected by the arti-

ficers' guilds of a former day. They were the means not only of many advantages to

the workmen, but in no small degree of the advancement of art, as numerous monu-

ments remain to prove. Such associations should be adapted to the requirements of

the age in which we live—an age of greater instruction, of different customs, and of

more numerous requirements in daily life. It is gratifying to know that there are
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actually in existence not a few societies of this nature, consisting either of workmen
alone or of workmen and employers together ; but it were greatly to be desired that

they should multiply and become more effective. We have spoken of them more than

once
;
but it will be well to explain here how much they are needed, to show that they

exist by their own right, and to enter into their organization and their work.

"And here we are reminded of the confraternities, societies and religious

orders which have arisen by the Church's authority and the piety of the Christian

people. The annals of every nation down to our own times testify to what they have

done for the human race. It is indisputable, on grounds of reason alone, that such

associations, being perfectly blameless in their objects, have the sanction of the law

of nature. On their religious side they rightly claim to be responsible to the Church
alone. The administrators of the State, therefore, have no rights over them, nor

can they claim any share in their management ; on the contrary, it is the State's duty
to respect and cherish them, and, if necessary, to defend them from attack. It is

notorious that a very different course has been followed, more especially in our own
times. In many places the State has laid violent hands on these communities, and

committed manifold injustice against them; it has placed them under the civil law,

taken away their rights as corporate bodies, and robbed them of their property. In

such property the Church had her rights, each member of the body had his or her

rights, and there were also the rights of those who had founded or endowed them
for a definite purpose, and of those for whose benefit and assistance they existed.

Wherefore we cannot refrain from complaining of such spoliation as unjust and

fraught with evil results ; and with the more reason because, at the very time when
the law proclaims that association is free to all, we see that Catholic societies, how-
ever peaceable and useful, are hindered in every way, whilst the utmost freedom is

given to men whose objects are at once hurtful to religion and dangerous to the

State.

"Speaking summarily, we may lay it down as a general and perpetual law that

workmen's associations should be so organized and governed as to furnish the best

and most suitable means for attaining what is aimed at, that is to say, for helping
each individual member to better his condition to the utmost in body, mind and

property. It is clear that they must pay special and principal attention to piety and

morality, and that their internal discipline must be directed precisely by these con-

siderations; otherwise they entirely lose their special character, and come to be very

little better than those societies which take no account of religion at all. What

advantage can it be to a workman to obtain by means of a society all that he

requires, and to endanger his soul for want of spiritual food? What doth it profit

a man if he gain the wJiole world and suffer the loss of his o«'« soul?* This, as

our Lord teaches, is the note or character that distinguishes the Christian from the

heathen. After all these things doth the heathen seek. . . . Seek ye first the

Kingdom of God and His justice, and all these things shall be added unto you-i Let

* St. Matthew xvi, 26.

t St. Matthew >i, 32.33.
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our associations, then, look first and before all to God ; let religious instruction have
therein a foremost place, each one being carefully taught what is his duty to God,
what to believe, what to hope for, and how to work out his salvation

; and let all be

warned and fortified with especial solicitude against wrong opinions and false teach-

ing. Let the workingnian be urged and led to the worship of God. to the earnest

practice of religion, and, among other things, to the sanctification of Sundays and
festivals. Let him learn to reverence and love Holy Church, the common Mother of

us all ; and so to obey the precepts and to frequent the Sacraments of the Church,
those Sacraments being the means ordained by God for obtaining forgiveness of sin/

and for leading a holy life.

"As far as regards the Church, its assistance will never be wanting, be the time

or the occasion what it may ; and it will intervene with the greater effect in propor-
tion as its liberty of action is the more unfettered ; let this be carefully noted by
those whose office it is to provide for the public welfare. Every minister of holy

religion must throw into the conflict all the energy of his mind and all the strength
of his endurance

; with your authority, Venerable Brethren, and by your example,
they must never cease to urge upon all men of every class, upon the high as well

as the lowly, the Gospel doctrines of Christian life
; by every means in their power

they must strive for the good of the people; and above all they must earnestly
cherish in themselves, and try to arouse in others, charity, the mistress and queen
of virtues. For the happy results we all long for must be chiefly brought about by
the plenteous outpouring of charity; of that true Christian charity which is the

fulfilling of the whole Gospel law, which is always ready to sacrifice itself for others'

sake, and which is man's surest antidote against worldly pride and immoderate love

of self; that charity, whose office is described and whose Godlike features are drawn

by the Apostle St. Paul in these words: Charity is patient, is kind . . . scekcth

not her own . . . suffereth all things . . . endurcth all things,*

During the year 1891 the Sacred College of Cardinals lost by death

five Cardinals : Cardinal James Simor, who died on January 23d ; Car-

dinal Charles Christofori, who died on January 30th ; Cardinal Joseph
Mihalovitch, who died on February 19th ; Cardinal Cajeta Alimonda,
who died on May 24th ; Cardinal Louis Haynold, who died July 5th, and

Cardinal Rotelli, who died suddenly at Paris on September 15th, before

he had received his insignia.

The immensity of the ecclesiastical property which had been seized

under the Kulturkampf during Bismarck's administration can be par-

tially judged from the fact that the interest on it amounted to 16,000,000

marks. The ground gained by the statesmanship of Leo XIII towards

reparation is signalized this year, 1891, by the German Government

* I Corinthians xiii, 4-7.
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returning this sum. That great Catholic layman, Herr Von Wind-

horst, after the elections, went into the legislature with one hundred

Catholic members and held the balance of power between the Conserva-

tives and the Government, and controlled the legislation of the Empire.
The death of the great and honored man, on March 14th, was an irrep-

arable loss, the payment of the 16,000,000 marks was already gained. Leo
XIII gave the Emperor to understand that not political but religious

considerations alone could solve existing difficulties, and that he would

ever struggle for the restoration of the Religious Orders. In the following

year, 1892, the Center or Catholic party in Germany numbered one hun-

dred and seven in the legislature.

The universal collections for Africa, which commenced in 1891,

resulted in a great increase in the African missions in 1891 and 1892,

and in succeeding years. In 1891 alone, seven hundred priests were

serving arduously in the Catholic Missions of Africa, and Cardinal

Lavigerie was constantly increasing their numbers. Nearly half a mil-

lion Catholic Africans received their ministrations. Nineteen Cardinals

died during the year 1892, leaving the Sacred College reduced to forty-

nine members, seventy being its full complement.
The great and increasing labors of Leo XIII have interested us by

their importance and amazed us by their magnitude. The Roman cor-

respondent of a secular journal in the spring of the year 1891 said : "The

great age and diminishing strength of His Holiness the Pope have at last

forced him to follow the advice given him by his physicians, to change
his mode of living. Now, instead of rising at four, as he used, he remains

in bed until two hours later. Then he says Mass and takes a cup of

cofifee made with milk, after which he reads the Roman clerical papers.

At eight o'clock the palace officials come to him and make their reports,

and at nine Cardinal Rampolla visits him in order to transact the business

relating to the Holy See. At ten His Holiness receives the Cardinals

and heads of the congregations. At noon he walks in the gardens of the

Vatican, and after this exercise he receives the foreign Bishops and

grants other audiences. He dines at two, and the meal is very simple
but sumptuous, in comparison to liis former habit. It generally consists

of a little bouillon in which the yolk of an egg is added, followed by a

dish of baked meat or a roasted chicken. Sometimes a course of fish is

added to this, and the meal finishes with some fruit. The Pope's drink

at dinner consists of a little old claret. After the meal he takes a

nap and sleeps until four o'clock. As soon as he awakes the foreign
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papers are brought to him, and he either reads or has them read to him.

At the Angelus he receives the Cardinals again, and at nine o'clock he

takes his last meal. This consists of two boiled eggs, followed by a scrap

of roasted meat, and he drinks a glass of champagne, to which a little

maraschino has been added. When his physicians first advised him to give

up receiving any one in audience, His Holiness laughed and said : "But

then the Papal seat will be vacant. In my position one must work till the

death struggle comes to stop it. If I could but resign !"

In 1891 Leo XIII endowed the Gregorian Astronomical Observa-

tory at Rome ; he provided for it a large Equatorial instrument for taking

photographic images of the heavenly bodies, instituted rules for its gov-
ernment and provided a liberal capital for its future support.

The year 1892 was signalized by the most active measures tending

to the union of the Christian Churches of the East with Rome, by the

conversion of the Nestorian Patriarch, Monsignor Chisnoun, and the

call for the Eucharistic Congress of Jerusalem in 1893. On February

15, 1892, the Holy Father issued to the Bishops and Catholics of France

a profound and stirring letter, Inter Gravissinias, which pointed out

to all Catholics the duty of supporting the Republic. Many were the

manifestations of cordial response, sympathy and obedience to the Pope's

advice. It was also a remarkable fact that in Germany a bill was formu-

lated for the return of the Jesuits, but in the face of a strong opposition

against it the Government withdrew the measure.

The Encyclical of Leo XIII, on the Condition of Labor, seemed to

convince the Christian nations that the Christian religion, correctly under-

stood and faithfully applied, could furnish a complete solution of the

great social question of labor. In Spain the Encyclical bore immediate

results in the convening of and proceedings of the Catholic Congress of

Seville, whose deliberations worked in harmony with and by the inspira-

tion of the Rerum Novarum. Practical results, such as the commence-

ment of a new era in Catholic literature by the publications bearing upon
faith and morals and the regular and systejnatic distribution among the

people. An Apostolate of the Press was created in that country. Catholic

journals, both dailies and weeklies, established, and the Jesuits founded a

first-class review at Madrid and another at Valencia, the one called

Religious Studies and the other Catholic Solutions. This was a year of

great religious renovation and arousing in Spain, and Leo XIII awarded

the Golden Rose to the Queen Regent of Spain. Among the Roman

documents issued from the Vatican was the Encyclical on the Rosary,

MagncB Dei Matris, which bears date September 8, 1892.
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On July i6, 1892, Pope Leo XIII issued a noble letter in honor of

Christopher Columbus and the celebration of his quarto-centenary of

the discovery of America. Regretting our inability to give this Apostolic

letter in full, we will give only a brief extract: "There are without

doubt many men of hardihood and full of experience who, before

Christopher Columbus and after him, explored with persevering efforts,

unknown lands across the seas still more unknown. Their memory is

celebrated and will be so by the renown and the recollection of their

good deeds, seeing that they have extended the frontiers of science and

of civilization, and that not at the price of slight efforts, but with a very
exalted ardor of spirit, and often through extreme perils. It is not the

less true that there is a very great difference between them and him of

whom we speak. The eminently distinctive point in Columbus is, that

in crossing the immense expanses of the ocean, he followed an object

more grand and more elevated than the others. This does not, doubt-

less, say that he was not in any way influenced by the very praiseworthy
desire to be master of science, to well deserve the approval of society,

and that he despised the glory whose stimulant is ordinarily more sensi-

tive to elevated minds, or that he was not at all looking to his personal
interests. But above all these human reasons, that of religion was upper-
most by a great deal in him, and it was this without any doubt which

sustained his spirit and his will, and which frequently, in the midst of

extreme difficulties, filled him with consolation. He learned in reality

that his plan, his resolution profoundly carved in his heart, was to open
access to the Gospel on new lands and in new seas."

During the expiring months of 1892 preparations commenced for

an appropriate celebration of Pope Leo's Golden Episcopal Jubilee
—

the celebration of the Jubilee was to be most brilliant, happy and auspi-

cious. On February 19, 1893, the Holy Father celebrated at St. Peter's

the Jubilee Mass in the presence of sixty thousand persons, all loyal in

heart and soul to the successor of St. Peter, and representing almost

every nation in the world. The bells of the churches of Rome, probably
four hundred, had already heralded the arrival of the great day with

joyous notes, and the Prelate of fifty years was in good health and

admirable preservation. The clearness with which his voice was heard

in the vast temple was remarkable. After having performed the Solemn

Pontifical Mass, the Pope spent several hours in receiving the people
assembled in St. Peter's, and more especially in receiving the College
of Cardinals, the various Sacred Congregations attached to the Papal
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Court, and other official bodies, from whom he Hstened to and

received addresses, and to many of which he rephed. While many of

the details resembled the celebrations of the Golden Sacerdotal Jubilee,

which we have already described more minutely, there was a feature

in the Episcopal Jubilee which was unique ;
the great Basalica of St.

Peter's was illuminated on the night of February 19, 1893, for the first

time since 1870. Pope Leo received messages and letters of congratu-

lations from the head of every government, with the exception of the

one which should have been the first, this was King Humbert of Italy.

Countless presents of great value were sent to the Vatican. Pilgrimages
in great numbers came to Rome during the entire year from all the

nations, and especially from France, Spain and Switzerland. Pilgrim-

ages of workingmen formed a distinctive feature in the great demon-

strations of the pilgrimages. There was scarcely a week in the year

that was not enlivened by one or more pilgrimages pouring into Rome
to receive the benediction of the Holy Father. Among the various

pilgrimages those from Hungary, Norway, Jerusalem and Poland

attracted much attention and deeply moved the venerable Pontiff. To
the Poles, whose cause had become united with that of the Catholics

of Germany in their struggle for liberty, and as many thought to the

injury of the German Catholic cause, Leo kindly said : "We have done

and we will do all we can for Poland in spite of the malevolent insinu-

ations which people have spread regarding our intentions. And we

pray God to preserve you in the faith
;
and since God gives to the bless-

ing bestowed on the fathers the gift of bringing happiness to the chil-

dren, we, too, bless you."
On Sunday, April 23d, interesting events occurred at Rome. x\t

the Prussian Legation a royal luncheon was served in honor of the

young German Emperor William by Count Von Bulow, Prussian Min-

ister, and Cardinal Ledochowsky, who had been persecuted by Prince

Bismarck's administration of the German Kulturkampf, and was then

an exile from his country at Rome, sat at the right of the German

Emperor. After the lunch the Emperor and his suite, the Empress and

her suite. Count Von Bulow and other high officials of the German

Empire, repaired to the Vatican and paid their respects to Leo XHI.
The passage of the imperial cortege through the streets of Rome to the

Vatican awakened great enthusiasm. The reception of the Emperor and

his party at the Vatican was most august. It was destitute of political

motives and results, though it sensibly mitigated the relations between
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Germany and the Vatican. The young Emperor bestowed upon Cardinal

Rampolla one of the highest decorations of the German Empire.
The gifts of Peter-Pence received by the Pope during the Jubilee

year amounted to $2,000,000, which came in generous amounts from many
nations. The offering from the United States amounted to $120,000.

The musical composition performed at the Solemn Mass celebrated at

St. Peter's in the feast of St. Joseph was the production of an American

composer, Dr. Frank G. Dossert. The Jubilee year was also signalized

by three beatifications decreed by the Pope: On January 21, 1893, Fran-

cesco Savero Bianchi, a Barnabite Father, was beatified ;
on January

29th was beatified Gerardo Majella, a Redemptorist lay brother, and

on April 15th, was beatified Antonio Baldanucci, a member of the

Society of Jesus.

The King of Italy having chosen to remain the only representative

of any nation that did not send a message of congratulation to Leo XIII

at his Golden Episcopal Jubilee, the feeling at the Quirinal towards

the Vatican was such as to require but a slight occasion to lead to open

misunderstanding. On June 17, 1893, when the Pope by the usual

Papal bull appointed Cardinal Sarto, Bishop of Mantua, to the See of

Venice, the Government claimed that the Republic of Venice had formerly
held the privilege of making this appointment, and that of Italy had suc-

ceeded to it. The fact that the Republic of Venice had ceased

to exist ever since 1797, and the right was co-existent with the recog-

nition of the Pope as the Sovereign of Rome and the Papal States, and

the Government of Italy had violently crushed the government of the

Pope and had appropriated the Papal territories, had changed the whole

subject of rights ; the Pope adhered to his inherent right of appointing
all Bishops, and hence the royal exequatur and the salaries of the Ital-

ian Bishops were then suspended by King Humbert. This caused thirty

Italian dioceses to be without their Bishops. There were other Bishop-
rics to be provided for at the approaching Consistory which would

increase the number of proscribed dioceses. The Concordats of former

times were abrogated by the King and his father by repeated violations,

and the very state of war which resulted in the seizure of Rome ren-

dered the existence of a Concordat impossible
—war abrogates treaties.

The encroachments of the Italian Government on the rights of the Holy
See became and continued an unceasing source of annoyance to the ven-

erable Pontiff. The public press of the world were constantly discussing

the actual peril to the Pope at Rome,
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During the year 1893 there were two important letters which passed
between America and Rome. In May President Cleveland addressed

an autograph letter to Archbishop Francis Satolli, the Papal delegate
to the United States, strongly supporting the course of the delegate.

While the letter covers three pages, we can only refer to the President's

expression of admiration and regard for Monsignor Satolli, both in his

personal and representative character, which is couched in warm terms.

The President said he had closely watched his course, and has recognized
in it a worthy effort to harmonize the relations of Church and State with-

out entrenching upon established American principles, and the Presi-

dent's cordial sympathies were with him in this important and delicate

mission. The letter gave great satisfaction at the Vatican.

So, too, on August 12th, the Holy Father received through Cardinal

Gibbons the following letter from President Cleveland :

"Executive Mansion, Washington, June 9, 1893.

"To His Eminence Cardinal Gibbons.

"Your Eminence:—Please permit me to transmit through you to His Holiness

Leo Xni my sincere congratulations on the occasion of the Golden Jubilee of his

Episcopate.

"The pleasure attending this expression of my felicitation is much enhanced by
the remembrance, that His Holiness has always manifested a lively interest in the

prosperity of the United States and great admiration for our political institutions.

"I am glad to believe that these sentiments are the natural outgrowth of the

Holy Father's solicitude for the welfare and happiness of the masses of humanity,
and his especial sympathy for every efifort made to dignify simple manhood and to

promote the moral and social elevation of those who toil.

"The kindness, with which His Holiness accepted a copy of the Constitution of

the United States, leads me to suggest that, if it does seem presumption, it would

please me exceedingly to place in his hands a book containing the official papers and

documents written by me during my previous term of office.

"Yours very sincerely,

"Grover Cleveland."

A letter from the Shah of Persia, by reason of the contrast of coun-

tries and persons, scarcely proves less interesting than that of the Presi-

dent of the United States:

"To His Holiness the Pope, Most Respected and Honored. May God grant him

His aid:

"On account of the bonds of friendship which unite us to Your Holiness, and

by reason of the sincere attachment which we have for your august person—an

attachment which we are glad to manifest i.. all circ.mstancef —we take occasion
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of the Jubilee of YouF Holiness to present to you our felicitations at a time when
all high spiritual dignitaries are offering you their homage.

"This letter, a pledge of our sincere friendship, will be the bearer to Your
Holiness of the wishes which we have formed with all our heart for the long dura-

tion of your life and your spiritual government which is the cause of happiness to all

nations.

"The Pontificate of Your Holiness is a blessing bestowed by God upon your

august person, and we hope that it will last long. We ask Your Holiness to be

assured of our sincere friendship.

"We ask Your Holiness not to forget us in your prayers, which are ever heard

by God, and to ask him at the same time to draw more close the ties of friendship

that bind us.

"We seize this happy occasion of renewing to Your Holiness the assurances of

our profound respect.

"Given at the royal palace at Teheran, in the month of Chawal, 1310.

"Nacer Ed Dine Chah-Kadjar."

Pope Leo XIII enjoyed the great privilege of celebrating within five

years two Golden Jubilees. Both were years of tribulation as well as

of joy. He was consoled by the growing strength of the Catholic

Center in the German Parliament. Though the Holy See was disposed

to exercise a more conciliatory policy, the Catholic party were resolved

to make the Government, which had oppressed them, feel their power.
First of all they defeated the Army bill, and when the Government

appealed to the people the Catholic Center gained at the elections.

The exhortations of Cardinal Ledochowsky failed to gain the votes of

the Poles for the Government. The Pope remained silent. In December

the vote came to be taken on the Catholic bill for repealing the remnant

that remained of the odious Kulturkampf, and the Catholics, with the

aid of the Social Democrats, the Alsatians, Poles and Liberals, carried

the first and most important clause in the bill by a vote of 173 to 136.

The power of the Catholics was again manifested by throwing the bal-

ance of power in favor of the Conservative bill in favor of Christian

education. With all their struggles, the Jesuits still remained in banish-

ment, and there was but one Catholic representative in the Department of

Worship, thus leaving every question affecting the interests of the Catholic

churches, even down to repairs of churches, in the hands of their enemies.

The hostility of the Russian Government amounted to a persecution.

The Czar's promises were forgotten, churches were closed and flocks dis-

persed for want of the appointment of priests for them, priests were

banished to Siberia, and the Cossacks massacred the Catholic flocks that
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sympathized with their priests, the Czar prohibited any Bishop to write

to Rome except under official inspection, and there were cases in which

priests and nuns were scourged or murdered. Turkey contrasted favor-

ably with Russia. The Mohammedan was more just to Christianity

than the Christian Russian. Christianity was not only tolerated, but

was encouraged in Turkey. Leo had lost little but had gained much,
and he publicly acknowledged the generosity of the Turk, while in vindi-

cating the Poles he rebuked the Prussians.

The Jubilee year of 1893 was signalized by the issue of one of the

most splendid and profound Encyclicals that ever came from the Vati-

can : Providentissimus Dens, on the study of the Holy Scriptures, which

bears date November 18, 1893. It is with regret that we cannot give
our readers more ample extracts from this great letter.

"The God of all Providence, Who in the adorable designs of His love at first

elevated the human race to the participation of the Divine nature, and afterwards

delivered it from universal guilt and ruin, restoring it to its primitive dignity, has,

in consequence, bestowed upon man a splendid gift and safeguard—making known
to him, by supernatural means, the hidden mysteries of His Divinity, His wisdom
and His mercy. For although in Divine revelation there are contained some things

v/hich are not beyond the reach of unassisted reason, and which are made the objects

of such revelation in order 'that all may come to know them with facility, certainty,

and safety from error, yet not on this account can supernatural revelation be said

to be absolutely necessary; it is only necessary because God has ordinated man to a

supernatural end.''* This supernatural revelation, according to the belief of the

universal Church, is contained both in unwritten tradition, and in written books,

which are, therefore, called sacred and canonical because, 'being written under the

inspiration of the Holy Ghost, they have God for their author, and as such have

been delivered to the Church."f This belief has been perpetually held and professed

by the Church in regard to the books of both Testaments
;
and there are well-known

documents of the gravest kind, coming down to us from the earliest times, which

proclaim that God, who spoke first by the Prophets, then by His own mouth, and

lastly by the Apostles, composed also the canonical Scriptures.^ and that these are

His own oracles and words§^—a letter, written by our Heavenly Father, and trans-

mitted by the sacred writers to the human race in its pilgrimage so far from its

heavenly country. ||
H. then, such and so great is the excellence and the dignity of

the Scriptures, that God Himself has composed them, and that they treat of God's

marvelous mysteries, counsels and works, it follows that the branch of sacred

Theology, which is concerned with the defense and elucidation of these divine

Books, must be excellent and useful in the highest degree.

* Cone. Vat. se.ss. iii, cap. ii, de revel.
t Ibid.

j S. Aug. de civ. Dei xi, 3.

§ 9. Clem. Rom. 1 ad. Cor. 45; S. Polycarp. ad. Phil, 7; S. Iren. c. liaer. ii, 28, 2.

y 9. Chrys. in Gen. hom., 2. 2; 9. Aug. in Ps. xxx, serm., 2. 1
;
9. Crreg. M. ad. Theod. ep. iv, 31.
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"It IS in this that the watchful care of the Church shines forth conspicuously.

By admirable laws and regulations, she has always shown herself solicitous that

'the celestial treasure of the Sacred Books, so bountifully bestowed upon man by
the Holy Spirit, should not lie neglected.'* She has prescribed that a considerable

portion of them shall be read and piously reflected upon by all her ministers in the

daily office of the sacred psalmody. She has ordered that in cathedral churches, in

monasteries, and in other convents in which study can conveniently be pursued,

they shall be expounded and interpreted by capable men
;
and she has strictly com-

manded that her children shall be fed with the saving words of the Gospel at least

on Sundays and solemn feasts.f Moreover, it is owing to the wisdom and exertions

of the Church that there has always been continued, from century to century, that

cultivation of Holy Scripture which has been so remarkable and has borne such

ample fruit.

"And here, in order to strengthen our teaching and our exhortations, it is well

to recall how, from the beginning of Christianity, all who have been renowned for

holiness of life and sacred learning, have given their deep and constant attention to

Holy Scripture. If we consider the immediate disciples of the Apostles, St. Clement,
of Rome, St. Ignatius, of Antioch, St. Polycarp—or the apologists, such as St.

Justin and St. Irengeus, we find that in their letters and their books, whether in

defense of the Catholic Faith or in its commendation, they drew faith, strength,

and unction from the Word of God. When there arose, in various Sees, catechetical

and theological schools, of which the most celebrated were those of Alexandria and

of Antioch, there was little taught in those schools but what was contained in the

reading, the interpretation and the defense of the Divine written word. From them
came forth numbers of Fathers and writers whose laborious studies and admirable

writings have justly merited for the three following centuries the appellation of the

golden age of biblical exegesis. In the Eastern Church, the greatest name of all is

Origen—a man remarkable alike for penetration of genius and for persevering labor;

from whose numerous works and his great Hexaf>la almost all have drawn that came
after him. Others who have widened the field of this science may also be named, as

especially eminent; thus, Alexandria could boast of St. Clement and St. Cyril; Pales-

tine, of Eusebius and the other St. Cyril ; Cappadocia, of St. Basil the Great and the

two St. Gregories, of Nazianzus and Nyssa ; Antioch, of St. John Chrysostom, in

whom the science of Scripture was rivaled by the splendor of his eloquence. In the

Western Church there were many names as great : Tertullian, St. Cyprian, St.

Hilary, St. Ambrose, St. Leo the Great, St. Gregory the Great ; most famous of all,

St. Augustine and St. Jerome, of whom the former was so marvelously acute in

penetrating the sense of God's Word and so fertile in the use that he made of it for

the promotion of the Catholic truth, and the latter has received from the Church, by
reason of his pre-eminent knowledge of Scripture and his labors in promoting its use,

the name of the 'great Doctor.'^ From this period down to the eleventh century,

although Biblical studies did not flourish with the same vigor and the same fruitful-

ness as before, yet they did flourish, and principally by the instrumentality of the

clergy. It was their care and solicitude that selected the best and most useful things

* Cone. Trid. sesa , v. decret de reform 1.

t Ibid., 1-2.

t See the Collect on his feast, September 30th.
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that the ancients had left, arranged them in order, and published them with additions

of their own—as did St. Isidore of Seville, Venerable Bede, and Alcuin, among the

most prominent ; it was they who illustrated the sacred pages with 'glosses' or short

commentaries, as we see in Walafrid Strabo and St. Anselm of Laon, or expended
fresh labor in securing their integrity, as did St. Peter Damain and Blessed Lan-

franc. In the twelfth century many took up, with great success, the allegorical ex-

position of Scripture. In this kind, St. Bernard is pre-eminent ;
and his writings, it

may be said, are Scripture all through. With the age of the scholastics came fresh

and welcome progress in the study of the Bible. That the scholastics were solicitous

about the genuineness of the Latin version is evident from the Correctoria Biblica,

or lists of emendations, which they have left. But they expended their labors and

industry chiefly on interpretation and explanation. To them we owe the accurate

and clear distinction, such as had not been given before, of the various senses of the

sacred pervert the credulous and unformed minds of the young to the contempt of

Holy Scripture. Should not these things. Venerable Brethren, stir up and set on fire

the heart of every Pastor, so that to this 'knowledge, falsely so called,'* may be

opposed the ancient and true science which the Church, through the Apostles, has

received from Christ, and that Holy Scripture may find the champions that are

needed in so momentous a battle?

"The professor may now safely pass on to the use of Scripture in matters of

theology. On this head it must be observed that in addition to the usual reasons

which make ancient writings more or less difficult to understand, there are some

which are peculiar to the Bible. For the language of the Bible is employed to ex-

press, under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, many things which are beyond the

power and scope of the reason of man—that is to say, divine mysteries and all that

is related to them. There is sometimes in such passages a fulness and a hidden

depth of meaning which the latter hardly expresses and which the laws of interpre-

tation hardly warrant. Moreover, the literal sense itself frequently admits other

senses, adapted to illustrate dogma or to confirm morality. Wherefore, it must be

recognized that the sacred writings are wrapt in a certain religious obscurity, and

that no one can enter into their interior without a guide; Godf so disposing, as the

holy Fathers commonly teach, in order that men may investigate them with greater

ardor and earnestness, and that what is attained with difficulty may sink more deeply

into the mind and heart; and, most of all, that they may understand that God has

delivered the Holy Scripture to the Church, and that In reading and making use of

His Word, they must follow the Church as their guide and their teacher. St.

Trenaeus long since laid down, that where the charismata of God were, there the

truth was to be learnt, and the Holy Scripture was safely interpreted by those who
had the Apostolic succession.$ His teaching, and that of other holy Fathers, fs

taken up by the Council of the Vatican, which. In renewing the decree of Trent

declares its 'mind' to be this—that 'in things of faith and morals, belonging to the

building up of Christian doctrine, that is to be considered the true sense of Holy

* I Tim vi, 20.

t S. Hier. ad Paulin, de studio Script, ep. liii, 4.

X O. haer. iv, 26, 5.
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Scripture, which has been held and is held by Our Holy Mother the Church, whos%

place it is to judge of the true (,ense and interpretation of the Scriptures; and, there-

fore, that it is permitted to no one to interpret Scripture against such sense or also

against the unanimous agreement of the Fathers.************
"Most desirable is it, and most essential, that the whole teaching of Theology

should be pervaded and animated by the use of the divine Word of God. This is

what the Fathers and the greatest theologians of all ages have desired and reduced

to practice. It was chiefly out of the Sacred Writings that they endeavored to pro-

claim and establish the Articles of Faith and the truths therewith connected, and it

was in them, together with divine Tradition, that they found the refutation of

heretical error, and the mutual relation of the truths of Catholicism.***********
"To prove, to expound, to illustrate Catholic doctrine by the legitimate and

skillful interpretation of the Bible, is much; but there is a sacred part of the subject

of equal importance and equal difficulty
—the maintenance in the strongest possible

way of its full authority. This cannot be done completely or satisfactorily except by
means of the living and proper magistcyhim of the Church. The Church, 'by reason

of her wonderful propagation, her distinguished sanctity and inexhaustible fecundity

in good, her Catholic unity, and her unshaken stability, is herself a great and per-

petual motive of credibility, and an unassailable testimony to her own Divine mis-

sion.'t But since the divine and infallible magisterium of the Church rests also on

the authority of Holy Scripture, the first thing to be done is to vindicate the trust-

worthiness of the sacred records, at least as human documents, from which can be

clearly proved, as from primitive and authentic testimony, the Divinity and the

mission of Christ our Lord, the institution of a hierarchical Church and the primacy
of Peter and his successors. It is most desirable, therefore, that there should be

numerous members of the clergy well prepared to enter upon a contest of this nature,

and to repulse hostile assaults, chiefly trusting in that armor of God recommended

by the Apostle,$ but also not unaccustomed to modern methods of attack. This is

beautifully alluded to by St. John ChrysoFtom, when describing the duties of priests:

'We must use every endeavor that the "Word of God may dwell in us abundantly"!

and not merely for one kind of fight must we be prepared—for the contest is many-
sided and the enemy is of every sort; and they do not all use th<; same weapons nor

make their onset in the same way. Wherefore it is needful that the man who has to

contend against all should be acquainted with the engines and the arts of all—that

he should be at once archer and slinger, commandant and officer, general and private

/soldier, foot-soldier and horseman, skilled in sea-fight and siege; for, unless he

knows every trick and turn of war, the devil is well able, if only a .single door be

left open, to get in his fierce bands and carry off the sheep. '||
The sophisms of the

enemy and his manifold arts of attack we have already touched upon.

* Sess. iii, cap. ii, de revel.; cf. Cone. Trid. sess. iv decret de edit, et usu sacr. libror.

t Cone. Vat. sess. iii, c. iii de fide.

X Eph. vi, 13. seqq.

§ Cfr., Coloss. iii, 16.

H De Saeerdotio iv, 4.
,
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"The principles here laid down will apply to cognate sciences, and especially to

history. It is a lamentable fact that there are many who with great labor carry out

and publish investigations on the monuments of antiquity, the manners and institu-

tions of nations and other illustrative subjects, and whose chief purpose in all this

is too often to find mistakes in the sacred writings and so to shake and weaken their

authority. Some of these writers display not only extreme hostility, but the greatest

unfairness; in their eyes a profane book or ancient document is accepted without

hesitation, whilst the Scripture, if they only find, in it a suspicion of error, is set

down with the slightest possible discussion as quite untrustworthy. It is true, no

doubt, that copyists have made mistakes in the text of the Bible; this question, when

it arises, should be carefully considered on its merits, and the fact not too easily

admitted, but only in those passages where the proof is clear. It may also happen

that the sense of a passage words; the assignment of the value of each 'sense' in

the theology; the division of books into parts, and the summaries of the various

parts; the investigation of the objects of the writers; the demonstration of the con-

nection of sentence with sentence, and clause with clause : all of which are calculated

to throw much light on the more obscure passages of the sacred volume. The valu-

able work of the scholastics in Holy Scripture is 'seen in their theological trea*^'ses

and their Scripture commentaries ; and in this respect the greatest name among them

all is St. Thomas Aquinas.

"We must now, Venerable Brethren, as our purpose demands, impart to you

such counsels as seem best suited for carrying on successfully the study of Biblical

science.

"But first it must be clearly understood whom we have to oppose and contend

against, and what are their tactics and their arms. In earlier times the contest was

chiefly with those who, relying on private judgment and repudiating the divine

traditions and teaching office of the Church, held the Scriptures to be the one source

of revelation and the final appeal in matters of Faith. Now, we have to meet the

Rationalists, true children and inheritors of the older heretics, who, trusting in their

turn to their own way of thinking, have rejected even the scraps and remnants of

Christian belief which had been handed down to them. They deny that there is any

such thing as revelation or inspiration, or Holy Scripture at all ; they see, instead,

only the forgeries and the falsehoods of men
; they set down the Scripture narratives

as stupid fables and lying stories : the prophecies and the oracles of God are to them

either predictions made up after the event or forecasts formed by the light of nature ;

the miracles and the wonders of God's power are not what they are said to be, but

the startling effects of natural law, or else tricks and myths ; and the Apostolic

Gospels and writings are not the work of the Apostles at all. These detestable

errors, whereby they think they destroy the truth of the divine books, are obtruded

on the world as the peremptory pronouncements of a certain newly-invested "free

science;" a science, however, which is so far from final that they are perpetually

modifying and supplementing it. And there are some of them, who, notwithstanding

their impious opinions and utterances about God, and Christ, the Gospel and the rest

of Holy Scripture, would fain be considered both theologians and Christians and
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men of the gospel, and who attempt to disguise by such honorable name their rash-

ness and their pride. To them we must add not a few professors of other sciences

who approve their views and give them assistance, and are urged to attack the Bible

by a similar intolerance of revelation. And it is deplorable to see these attacks grow-

ing every day more numerous and more severe. It is sometimes men of learning

and judgment who are assailed; but these have little difficulty in defending them-

selves from evil consequences. The efforts and the arts of the enemy are chiefly

directed against the more ignorant masses of the people. They diffuse their deadly

poison by means of books, pamphlets, and newspapers ; they spread it by addresses

and by conversation
; they are found everywhere ; and they are in possession of

numerous schools, taken by violence from the Church, in which, by ridicule and
scurrilous jesting, they remain ambiguous, and in this case good hermeneutical

methods will greatly assist in clearing up the obscurity. But it is absolutely wrong
and forbidden, either to narrow inspiration to certain parts only of Holy Scripture,

or to admit that the sacred writer has erred. For the system of those who, in order

to rid themselves of these difficulties, do not hesitate to concede that divine inspira-

tion regards the things of faith and rnorals, and nothing beyond, because (as they

wrongly think) in a question of the truth or falsehood of a passage, we should con-

sider not so much what God has said as the reason and purpose which He had in

mind in saying it—this system cannot be tolerated. For all the books which the

Church receives as sacred and canonical, are written wholly and entirely, with all

their parts, at the dictation of the Holy Ghost ; and so far is it from being possible

that any error can co-exist with inspiration, that inspiration not only is essentially

incompatible with error, but excludes and repects it as absolutely and necessarily as

it is impossible that God Himself, the Supreme Truth, can utter that which is not

true.

"In order that all these endeavors and exertions may really prove advantageous
to the cause of the Bible, let scholars keep steadfastly to the principles which we
have in this letter laid down. Let them loyally hold that God, the Creator and

Ruler of all things, is also the Author of the Scriptures—and that, therefore, nothing
can be proved either by physical science or archaeology which can really contradict

the Scriptures. If, then, apparent contradiction be met with, every effort should be

made to remove it. Judicious theologians and commentators should be consulted

as to what is the true or most probable meaning of the passage in discussion, and

the hostile arguments should be carefully weighed. Even if the difficulty is after all

not cleared up and the discrepancy seems to remain, the contest must not be aban-

doned ; truth cannot contradict truth, and we may be sure that some mistake has

been made either in the interpretation of the sacred words, or in the polemical dis-

cussion itself; and if no such mistake can be detected, we must then suspend judg-
ment for the time being. There have been objections without number perseveringly
directed against the Scripture for many a long year, which have been proved to be

futile and are now never heard of; and not unfrequently interpretations have been

placed on certain passages of Scripture (not belonging to the rule of faith or morals)
which have been rectified by more careful investigations. As time goes on, mistaken

views die and disappear; but 'truth remaineth and groweth stronger forever and
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ever* Wherefore, as no one should be so presumptuous as to think that he under-

stands the whole of the Scripture, in which St. Augustine himself confessed that

there was more that he did not know, than that he knew.t so, if he should come upon
anything that seems incapable of solution, he must take to heart the cautious rule of

the same holy Doctor : 'It is better even to be oppressed by unknown but useful

signs, than to interpret them uselessly and thus to throw off the yoke only to be

caught in the trap of error.' "|

The policy of Leo XIII, in declaring himself in favor of the Catho-

lics of France sustaining the French Republic as the chosen form of

government of the nation, at first surprised many of the French Roy-
alists among the Bishops, the clergy and the laity. But he won most

of them over to his policy, for he never lost an opportunity, whenever

he met eminent Frenchmen at the Vatican, to infuse his views into

their minds and of insisting on their supporting the Republic. These

eminent Prelates and citizens on returning to France repeated these

paternal and constant messages to the French people. The new Cardinal

Archbishop of Paris, Monsignor Richard, was charged by His Holiness

with the express mission of inducing Senator Chesnelong, a staunch

Royalist, to emerge from his political lethargy and to take a position at

once active and brilliant in the ranks of the Catholic party. In speaking
of the "Catholic Party" we do not refer to any suggestion of his that

a Catholic party as such should be formed. On the contrary, he regarded

the great Catholic majority of France as simply constituting a great

aggregate of individual citizens viewing French politics from the same

standpoint. He did not even desire what the Government sneeringly

called the "Clerical Party" as such to triumph, but he desired to see

France under a true Republic guarantee to the Church all her rights.

To the Bishop of Chartres, Monsignor Lagrange, he said, in 1893: "I

know many Catholics are furious against me, but no matter, they will not

make me turn back. My policy is the true one. It will triumph sooner or

later." Again, he said to the Bishop of Nevers : "Those who in France

glory in being Catholics should act in all heart and soul with the Sovereign

Pontifif, and putting aside all human considerations turn towards the

Doctor of Truth, and lend a willing ear to that word, descending from

the heights of the Vatican, as from heaven to earth
;
and as in the dark-

ness and uncertainties of the present time, they enlist without fear in the

* " 3 Esdr "
iv, 38.

t "Ad Jaiiuar." ep. Iv, 21.

X
" De Doctr," chr. iii, 9, 18.

31
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new duties which it opens to them." Again, while writing to Cardinal

Lecot, Archbishop of Bordeaux, and after praising those who faithfully

fulfilled the natural duties of Catholics in France, and reproving others,

who pretended to oppose the Republic in the name of religion, said : "We,
moved by this state of things

—we, whose duty it is to sustain that which

can best insure the safety of religion
—

although all know that it is per-

mitted to no one without temerity to impose limits to the action of Divine

Providence as to what concerns the future of nations, but with no thought

of at any time wounding private sentiments, to which all respect is due,

we nevertheless could not allow some men, led away by the spirit of party,

to don, as it were, the buckler of religion to be armed the better in their

opposition against the power now so long established."

Among the events of Leo's life during the year worthy of at least

a brief mention were, his expediting of the beatification of Joan of Arc,

whose canonization he announced to the French pilgrims ;
his decorating

Mayor Desjardines, of Montreal, for refusing to be the president at a

dinner given there to the officers of the Italian warships then visiting

Montreal, lest it might be regarded as an apparent countenance of the

enem'es and despoilers of the Holy See ;
the bestowal this year of the

Golden Rose of Virtue upon a Belgian Princess, Maria Henriette, Queen
of the Belgians, and the issue of a beautiful Encyclical on the Rosary,
which was dated on September 8, 1893.

In the early part of 1894, Leo XIII appointed Cardinal Rampolla
to the important office of Archpriest of St. Peter's, an act to which the

European press assigned various public and political motives, one of

which was that of signifying his disapproval of the Triple Alliance, which

the Cardinal had signally opposed. The most probable motive was to

signify his appreciation for the long and faithful services of the Cardinal.

The condition of the Polish portion of his flock always awakened

deep sympathy on the part of the Pope, and. his long and successful

negotiations with the Czar of Russia had for one of their objects the

amelioration of their condition. But the Poles themselves felt restive

under the friendly relations thus brought about between the Pope and the

Czar. The Holy Father, in March, 1894, addressed to the Poles, both

in Russia and Austria, an Encyclical recalling their minds and judgments
to a better appreciation of his profound policy, which was directed solely

to their own good, both spiritual and temporal, and the Poles were

exhorted to obey the laws of the countries in which their lot was cast.

The Papal letter breathed a warm affection for this interesting and badly-
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treated people. Near the same time he admitted to audience an Irish

delegation, and in reply to their beautiful presents and words of con-

gratulation, he said : "I love St. Patrick's children, and my blessings go
out this day to my faithful Irish. May their legitimate aspirations be soon

realized." This audience was a part of the Papal Jubilee demonstrations,

and on February i8, 1894, the Holy Father, in the presence of one hundred

thousand people celebrated in St. Peter's the final solemn Mass of the

Jubilee.

Among other important events of the year 1894 was the further

advancement by the Pope of the cause of Joan of Arc, for her canonization,

in relation to which he addressed, on July 30th, a beautiful letter to Rev.

John Baptist Ayroles, of the Society of Jesus. We should also mention

the important Papal decree, issued through the Congregation of Rites,

on the subject of ecclesiastical music, a document replete with the most

salutary regulations and reforms on Catholic Church music. The pro-

found and conciliatory policy of Leo XIII, in his relations with Germany,
came near reaping a final triumph in the restoration of the Jesuits who
had been expelled in 1872. In April, 1894, a bill was introduced into the

Reichstag for the repeal of the law against the Jesuits, and one or two

other religious orders. Every other vestige of the. Kulturkampf legisla-

tion had disappeared before the brilliant diplomacy of Leo XIII. The
bill received in the Reichstag a vote of 168 for it, and 145 against it. But

the Bundesrath vetoed the bill of repeal, which had thus passed the other

House. The same bill again passed the Reichstag, and was again defeated

in the Bundesrath, in 1895. The Redemptorists and the Order of the

Holy Ghost, and all other religious orders, except the Jesuits, were

restored in Germany. It is only a question of time, when the venerable

Pontiff will see the Jesuits also restored to their old seats of learning and

piety, or erecting new ones.

The Holy Father continued to show his characteristic energy and

wonderful strength of body and mind, as was witnessed in the numerous

audiences he gave and delegations he received, and this was particularly

manifested in the visit of the Spanish pilgrims to the Vatican and their

enthusiastic reception in April, 1894. So, too, it was manifest in the

improvements which he undertook to accomplish on the great Basilica of

St. Peter. Another Encyclical to the Church in Brazil, issued in the

summer of 1894, marked the ever-watchful life of this universal pastor,

and the holding of the Eucharistic Congress in Italy, at the city of Turin,

gave evidence of the better condition of liberty attained by the Church
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in that country under his wise administration. But the assembly of a

Catholic Congress in Rome, in February, 1894, with the approval and

under the patronage of the Pope, and presided over by Cardinal Parocchi,

the Pope's Vicar, was still greater evidence of an approach towards a

modus znvendi between the Vatican and the Quirinal. While the Free

Masons were still dominating Italy, the Italian Catholics boldly took occa-

sion to protest against this secret power behind the throne. Seiior Crispi

in his public utterances greatly lowered his tone towards the Church, at

one time claiming to be a Catholic and at another giving out as the

national cry, "God, King and Country." The Crispi government now

gave the official exequatur for the appointment and induction of newly-

appointed Bishops into their Sees ; and free consent was given to the

formal and triumphant installation of Cardinal Sarto as Patriarch of

Venice. In the meantime the Italian Government was industriously labor-

ing for the extension of the Italian colonies in Northwestern Africa.

The Pope reciprocated the concessions of the Government, and gave great

satisfaction to the Cabinet and King, by erecting a Vicariate Apostolic in

that region and appointing Italian ecclesiastics therein.

With France the relations of the Church became more cordial also

during the years 1894 and 1895. The Holy Father granted to France

an extraordinary Jubilee, which extended from Easter to Christmas, 1894,

in honor of the fifteenth centenary of the baptism of King Clovis. The

canonization of Joan of Arc was followed in June, 1894, on the part of

the French Government, by making her feast day a national holiday. On
the occasion of the assassination of President Carnot, the Pope was among
the first and most earnest in expressing his sympathy for the French

nation and Government. He also cemented the friendly relations between

the Church and the French Government, by sending to the Archbishop of

Lyons instructions to comply with the Government's wishes in relation

to the revenues of the Church.

The relations of the Pope with Spain were also greatly benefitted by
the admonition of the Pope to the clergy and people of the Basque Prov-

inces to desist from agitating for the cause of the Carlists, and to sup-

port the existing government of Alfonso XIII under the Queen Regent.

He bestowed special favors upon the Spanish College at Rome, and gave
a distinguished reception to the Spanish pilgrimage.

During the year 1894 Leo XIII, in the Consistory held on May 21st,

appointed as Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church the following eminent

ecclesiastics: Monsignor Sancha y Pervas, Archbishop of Valencia, in
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Spain ; Monsignor FerraH, Archbishop of Milan
; Monsignor Loampa,

Archbishop of Bologna ; Monsignor Mauri, Archbishop of Ferrara, and

Monsignor Segna, a cousin of the Pope, Assessor of the Holy Office

in Italy ; and the distinguished Jesuit of Germany, Father Steinhuber.

On the same day, in secret consistory, he preconized twenty-four Bishops

for various parts of the world. At the beginning of his Pontificate,

Leo XIII, who is well versed in archaeology, created the office of Prefect

of the Christian Museum of the Vatican, expressly to honor the cele-

brated Roman archaeologist, De Rossi, whom he regarded as among his

personal friends, whose works he studied and whom he honored on many
noted occasions. This celebrated scientist died during this period, when

the Pope was harrassed with many cares, but he found time to honor

the memory of so good and great a friend. Among the events of this

period should also be mentioned the Holy Father's earnest disapproval

of the civil marriage law in Hungary. Having won such signal success

as a peace-maker among the nations, he was again chosen as an inter-

national arbitrator in 1894, this time between Chili and Peru, in their

controversy over the nitrate beds. In November, 1894, when Prince

Hohenlohe, the elder brother of Cardinal Hohenlohe, was appointed Chan-

cellor and Premier, the first Catholic to hold those offices in Germany,
the Holy Father openly expressed his pleasure at the event in the most

marked and effective manner, by officially sending Monsignor Angeli,

his private secretary, to Cardinal Hohenlohe, to convey his congratula-

tions at the high position just assumed by his distinguished brother, a

Catholic.

This year, 1894, was signalized by the issue of a beautiful Encyclical

addressed by Pope Leo XIII "To our Venerable Brethren, Patriarchs,

Primates, Archbishops and Bishops of the Catholic World, in Grace and

Communion with the Apostolic See." It was dated on Christmas Eve,

December 24, 1894, and treated' of the great Catholic missions of the

world and of the noble work of propagating the faith. In this splendid

appeal he also alluded strongly to his efforts in behalf of the union of

Christendom, saying, "It would be the fullest realization of our vows

if it should be given to us to hasten the arrival of the time promised by
God when 'there will be but one fold and one shepherd.'

"

Our pages already contain many evidences of the profound ability

of Leo XIII as a statesman and diplomatist. On July 31, 1894, the Papal

Nuncio at Paris, in behalf of the whole diplomatic corps, acting no doubt

under the inspirations of his illustrious sovereign, the Pope, delivered
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such- an address to President Casimir Perier as to draw forth from the

French President a most cordial and far-reaching reply. Another

Encyclical to Brazil also strongly marks the wisdom and depth of the

Papal policy, so benign to that and all other countries. But the most

marked diplomatic incident of the year 1894 was the restoration of diplo-

matic and openly-friendly relation between the Papacy and the Russian

Empire. It was a great triumph for Leo XIII when, in May, 1894, M.

Izvolsky arrived at Rome as the Minister representing the Czar at the

Vatican. And after Nicholas II succeeded his father, Alexander III, in

November, 1894, on December 30th the envoy whom the new Emperor
sent as special ambassador to announce that event and to express the

friendly sentiments of the new Czar towards the Holy Father, expressed

in a splendid public audience his master's most friendly sentiments

towards the Holy Father.

Full of the most important events as is the Pontificate of Leo XIII,

not one of the profound and benign measures of his administration of

the Papacy is more noble or exalted than his earnest and paternal meas-

ures for the reunion of all Christendom, which cast a halo of glory on

the years 1894 and 1895, and of succeeding years, and which seem des-

tined to consecrate his memory and his reign to the end in the hearts of

all Christians. His efforts for Christian unity embraced both the Eastern

churches and the Protestant sects of Europe, or of the West. A complete

history of this great movement would require a space equal to our entire

book. The leading features of it we will give to our readers.

Almost from the beginning of his Pontificate Leo XIII aspired to

the pacification and reunion of Christendom. Many of the acts and

measures of his reign for the past sixteen years,* though not understood

at the time by the world, were in his benignant heart and deep intellect,

aimed at this great end. Many interchanges of courtesy and good will

had taken place between him and the Orientals as well with the Western

Protestant peoples. It took sixteen years to remove the impediments
which stood in the way of his cherished intentions. It is important to

bear in mind the following particulars in regard to the status of the Ori-

ental churches. The most important Oriental churches now separate
from Rome are the Chaldean, under the Patriarch of Babylon, which

has its adherents in Mesopotamia, Persia and the Island of Malabar, and

which separated from the Catholic Church in the fifth century because

of the heresy of Nestorius on the dogma of the incarnation
; the Abyssinian

The date of our present writing ia May, 1895.
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Church, with branches in Egypt, depending on a Patriarch in Cairo, which

separated in the fifth century also, because of the heresy of Diosculo,

Patriarch of Alexandria. There are also other sects from Mesopotamia

and Armenia. The most important of all, however, is the Greek Church,

which extends through Greece, European Turkey, Asia Minor, Syria,

Egypt and Palestine. She has still her four Patriarchs at Constanti-

nople, Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem, each being independent. This

Church was united to Rome until the twelfth century and reunited by

the councils of Lyons and Florence. When Turkey took Constantinople

there was a definite separation. To the Greek faith belongs also the Rus-

sian, the Servian, the Roumanian, the Georgian and the Bulgarian

churches. She has even adherents among the Slavs in Austria.

Accordingly, a number of dignitaries representing the Oriental

Churches, Patriarchs and Archbishops were assembled at Rome, and

five conferences were held, at which the Pope presided, extending from

October nth to the first week in November, 1894. Strange as it may

seem, this benign purpose of the Holy Father met with opposition, not

only in the East and among some of the European powers, but even in

Rome itself. Yet such was the general current of 'sympathy with his

purposes, both in the East and in the West, that the Pope resolved to pro-

ceed. Undaunted by difificulties and opposition, he invited the Eastern

Patriarchs to those now famous conferences at the Vatican. The first

and other conferences were attended by Monsignor Youssefif, the Melchite

Patriarch; Monsignor Benni, the Syriac Patriarch, and by Cardinals

Rampolla, Galimberti, Ledochowski, Vanutelli and Langenieux, Arch-

bishop of Rheims. The programme consisted in the consideration of the

following subjects, viz. : the establishment of a new Commission or Con-

gregation of Cardinals, distinct from the Propaganda ;
for the manage-

ment of the ecclesiastical affairs of the East ;
the study of the ways and

means for carrying out the vast details of the scheme ; to seek financial

resources, for much money was needed ; to establish Catholic schools in

the cities of the East, and finally, to discuss the forthcoming Encyclical

which the Pope intended to address to the Oriental Churches.

We can only give the result of the five conferences held in the Vati-

can, under the presidency of the Pope, as set forth in the Apostolic letter

of November 30, 1894. Knowing the attachment of the Orientals to their

own peculiar rite, the Pope took every care to guarantee this privilege

to them. After mentioning the many efforts he had made for the good

of the Orientals, the colleges he had founded for various Eastern churches,
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and the other benefits he had conferred upon them, the Apostolic letter

decrees as follows, declaring, first, that the famous decrees of Pope Bene-

dict XIV, which were confined to only one of the Oriental churches,

should now extend to the faithful of every Oriental rite.

"I. Every Latin missionary of the regular or secular clergy who, by his counsels

or by his assistance, shall have induced an Oriental to adopt the Latin rite, besides

suspension a divinis which he shall incur ipso facto with the other penalties enacted

by the Constitution Demandatum, shall also be deprived of and excluded from his

charge. In order that this prescription may have its sure and lasting eflfect, we order

that a copy of it be brought to the knowledge of the public in the churches of the

Latins.

"II. Where there is no priest of his own rite to whom the Oriental Patriarch

can intrust the spiritual care of his flock, a priest of a different rite may be charged

therewith and use at celebrations the same species, leavened or unleavened (of which

he habitually makes use) ; preference must be given to the priest who will use it

according to the Oriental rite. The faithful shall have the power of communicating

according to the one or the other rite, not only in the places where there is neither

church nor priest of their rite, as decided by the decree of the Propaganda of August

i8, 1893, but also in the places where in consequence of the distance of their own

church, they could not go thither except with great difficulty; the decision of the

matter continues to rest with the Ordinary. It must be clearly understood that he

who communicates even for a long time according to another rite than his own, will

not be considered as having changed his rite, but as still attached for the rest of his

duties to his own pastor.

"III. The congregation of Latin religious who occupy themselves in the East

with the education of youth, as soon as they have a certain number of pupils of an

Oriental rite in their college, must have for the convenience of their pupils (after

consultation with the Patriarch) a resident priest of the same rite to celebrate Mass,

give the Holy Communion, explain the catechism and the rites in their maternal

tongue; or at any rate they must send for this priest to perform these functions on

Sundays and holidays of obligation. Therefore, we declare abrogated all the privi-

leges, even those particularly specified, obtained by these congregations, allowing
their pupils to follow the Latin rite while they are at college. The masters must pay
attention with scrupulous fairness to the observation of the ritual abstinences. Care

must also be taken that day pupils are taken or brought back to the churches or

pastors of their rite, unless it be thought fit to allow them to attend the offices of the

same rite with the boarders.

"IV. The same prescriptions must be applied as far as possible to the religious

congregations of women, who devote themselves in schools or convents to the edua-

cation of girls. If time or circumstances render some alteration opportune it shall

only be made with the assent of the Patriarch and the permission of the Holy See.

"V. In future no new college or school of the Latin rite for either sex shall be

opened without the authorization of the Apostolic See.

"VI. Priests, whether Latin or Oriental, are forbidden to absolve either in their
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own churches or in those of a foreign rite any cases reserved to their Ordinaries

without having received permission from them, and we absolutely revoke every

privilege accorded (even specially) on this subject.

"VII. Orientals having embraced the Latin rite, even in virtue of a Pontifical

rescript, may return to their former rite with the assent of the Apostolic See.

"VIII. Every woman of the Latin rite who marries a man of an Oriental rite and

every woman of an Oriental rite who marries a man of the Latin rite may either at

the time of contracting marriage, or during the course of her wedded life, embrace

the rite of her husband
;

if she becomes a widow she shall be free to return to her

former rite.

"IX. Every Oriental dwelling outside the territory of the Patriarch shall be

subject to the jurisdiction of the Latin clergy, remaining a member of his own rite;

so that in spite of length of time or any other cause he shall, on returning to the

Patriarch's territory, again come under his jurisdiction.

"X. No order or religious institution of the Latin rite of either sex may receive

among its members any subject of an Oriental rite except he produce letters testi-

monial from his Ordinary.

"XI. If any community, family, or person of a dissident faith return to the

Catholic unity under such conditions that it is necessary, so to speak, for them to

embrace the Latin rite, they or he must remain for the moment attached to that rite,

but with the possibility of returning to their original Catholic rite. If the necessity

supposed above do not exist, but this community, family, or person comes under the

administration of Latin priests through lack of Oriental priests, they must return to

their own rite as soon as an Oriental priest is at hand.

"XII. Whatever the matrimonial and ecclesiastical causes may be in which ap-

peal is made to the Holy See, the hearing must never be confided to the Apostolic

Delegate (without express orders from the Holy See), but they must be entirely

referred to the Propaganda.

"XIII. We attribute to the Melchite Greek Patriarch the jurisdiction over all

the faithful of the same rite in the territory of the Ottoman Empire."

The splendid Encyclical on Christian Unity, the seqttel of the lahors

of the Pope up to this time, but not the termination of them, ends with

the following words : "May God, who is most merciful, and who alone

knows the day and the hour when we may see our hope realized, look

with favor upon our endeavors, and, in His vmfathomable wisdom, grant

that the words of Christ, 'There shall be one fold and one shepherd,' be

fulfilled speedily."

While the Pope addressed his great Encyclical on Christian Unity
to all princes and nations, and while he was taking special measures for

the reunion of the Eastern churches with the See of Rome, the recon-

ciliation of the English Church at the same time was a special object of

liis solicitude and zeal. Cardinal Vaughan, in England, took an active
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part in heraldingf the sentiments of the Encyclical by his pen and his

words, and the subject of reunion became a burning topic in all English

religious circles. The English Cardinal also visited Rome during the

spring of 1895, and had many conferences with the Pope, which no doubt

related to the same subject.

The assembling of the Eucharistic Congress of Jerusalem was an

important step towards the accomplishment of the union of the Eastern

and Western churches, and the laying of the corner-stone of a great

Basilica of the Blessed Virgin, to be erected by the efforts and contribu-

tions of Catholics of all rites, an undertaking inaugurated by the Euchar-

istic Congress, and to which Leo XIII gave the first contribution and

urged Catholics throughout the world to rally to its support, took place

at Patra, in Ochala, not far from ancient Christian communities worship-

ping under Merz's auspices, was laid. This was followed in October by
the annual Encyclical of the Pope on the Rosary, in which he appealed
to all Christendom to offer up the prayers of the Rosary for the union in

one fold of the East and West.

The Encyclical which Leo XIII addressed to the Eastern Churches

exhorting them to union with the Catholic or Latin Church, the Patriarch

and Holy Synod of Constantinople answered it in an address to the

Eastern Churches, in which were assigned twenty-five grounds of sup-

posed Eastern orthodoxy as contrasted with the alleged variations of the

Church of Rome from the common teachings of all Christendom in ancient

times, amongst which was mentioned the definition of procession of the

Holy Ghost from the Son (fHioqne) as well as from the Father in the ninth

century, and they in turn invited the return of the Western Church to

Christianity. Undismayed by these checks to his cherished plan for the

reunion of Christendom, Leo XIII continued to urge and to pray for the

great blessing of Christian union.

It was industriously reported that the Sultan of Turkey was hostile

to the Pope's plans for reuniting the Eastern Churches to Rome, but

the Sultan, in an interview with Monsignor YousseiT, Patriarch of Anti-

och, in February, 1895, refuted this statement, and expressed his approval
of the attempt of the Holy Father to reunite the Eastern Churches with

Rome.

The Pope treated the question of the reunion of the Eastern

Churches and that of the schisms and sects of the West in the same spirit

of active and substantial conciliation and concession.

The expected Encyclical of the Pope on the return of the Anglicans
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accordingly was issued on April 14, 1895, and is addressed to the "English

People Who Seek the Kingdom of Christ in Unity of Faith." A few

brief extracts from this important letter are all that we can present to

our readers for want of greater space. This truly Apostolic letter is free

from controversy, does not touch upon the questions of variance between

the two Churches, nor upon the terms which would be necessary for the

Anglicans to accept or for Rome to prescribe as the conditions for

reunion. All these matters are left to future negotiations. It is an open,

fervid and whole-souled appeal to their Christian sentiments and tradi-

tions, and to their love of truth, unity and religion. To it is appended a

prayer to the Blessed Virgin, Mother of God, to assist by her prayers the

return to Christian unity of that great country, England, which the Holy
Father terms her "dowry." He says, among other noble things:

"Some time since, in Apostolic letter to princes and peoples, we addressed the

English in common with other nations, but we have greatly desired to do this by a

special letter and thus give to the illustrious English race a token of our sincere

affection. This wish has been kept alive by the hearty good will we have always

felt toward your people, whose great deeds in olden times the history of the Church

decla'^es. We were yet more moved by not infrequent conversations with your coun-

trymen, who testified to the kindly feeling of the English toward us personally, and.

above all, to their anxiety for peace and Eternal salvation through unity of Faith.

God is our witness how keen is our wish that some effort of ours might tend to

assist and further the great work of obtaining the reunion of Christendom ; and we

render thanks to God, who has so far prolonged our life, that we may make an

endeavor in this direction. But since, as is but right, we place our confidence of a

happy issue principally and above all in the wonderful power of God's grace, we

have with full consideration determined to invite all Englishmen, who glory in the

Christian name, to this same work, and we exhort them to lift up their hearts to

God with us, to fix their trust in Him, and to seek from Him the help necessary in

such a matter by assiduous diligence in holy prayer.

"Having resolved to address this letter to the English people, we recall at once

these great and glorious events in the annals of the Church, which must surely be

remembered by them with gratitude. Moreover, it is noteworthy that this love and

solicitude of Gregory was inherited by the Pontiffs who succeeded him. This is

shown by their constant interposition in providing worthy pastors and capable teach-

ers in learning, both human and divine, by their helpful counsels, and by their afford-

ing in abundant measure whatever was necessary for establishing and developing

that rising Church. And very soon was such care rewarded, for in no other case,

perhaps, did the Faith take root so quickly, nor was so keen and intense a love mani-

fested towards the See of Peter. That the English race was in those days wholly

dev«ted to this centre of Christian unity divinely constituted in the Roman Bishops
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and that in the course of ages men of all ranks were bound to them by ties of loyalty

are facts too abundantly and plainly testified by the pages of history to admit of

doubt or question.***********
"With loving heart, then, we turn to you all in England, to whatever community

or institution you may belong, desiring to recall you to this holy unity. We beseech

you, as you value your eternal salvation to offer up humble and continuous prayer to

God, our Heavenly Father, the Giver of all Light, Who with gentle power impels
us to the good and the right ; and without ceasing to implore light to know the truth

in all its fulness, and to embrace the designs of His mercy with single and entire

faithfulness, calling upon the glorious name and merits of Jesus Christ, Who is 'the

author and finisher of our faith' (Heb. xii. 2), Who loved the Church and delivered

Himself for it that He might sanctify it and might present it to Himself a glorious
Church. (Eph. v. 25-27.) Difficulties there may be for us to face, but they are not

of a nature which should delay our Apostolic zeal or stay your energy. Ah, no

doubt the many changes that have come about, and the time itself, have caused the

existing divisions to take deeper root. But is that a reason to give up all hope of

remedy, reconciliation, and peace? By no means if God is with us. For we must
not judge of such great issues from a human standpoint only, but rather must we
look lO the power and mercy of God. In great and arduous enterprises, provided

they are undertaken with an earnest and right intent, God stands by man's side, and
it is precisely in these difficulties that the action of His Providence shines forth with

greatest splendor. The time is not far distant when thirteen centuries will have been

completed since the English race welcomed those Apostolic men sent, as we have

said, from this very city of Rome, and, casting aside the pagan deities, dedicated the

first fruits of its faith to Christ our Lord and God. This encourages our hope. It

is, indeed, an event worthy to be remembered with public thanksgiving: would that

this occasion might bring to all reflecting minds the memory of the faith then

preached to your ancestors, the same which is now preached—Jesus Christ yesterday,

to-day, and the same for ever, as the Apostle says (Heb. xiii. 8), who also most

opportunely exhorts you, as he does all, to remember those first preachers 'who have

spoken the word of God,' to you whose faith follow, considering the end of their

conversation."

The return of England to Rome became a burning question. Emi-
nent divines of every creed in England addressed a letter to the Pope in

answer to his appeal, a resolution seconding the Holy Father's desire for

union was adopted by the Anglican Church LInion Conference. I^ord

Halifax, their president, went to Rome and had several friendly interviews

on the subject at the Vatican. Cardinal Vaughan was called to Rome by
his spiritual suprior, and the Abbe Duchesne, Director of the French

School of History at Rome, and Professor Bouquillon, of the American

Catholic University at Washington, published papers strongly and

learnedly advocating the validity of Anglican orders, as this question stood
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as a preliminary point for the solution before the union could be made pos-
sible. The Belgian Benedictines opposed the proposition to condemn these

sentiments, and the Pope manifested his sympathy with the cause of union

by every possible act, such as contributing financial aid to the periodical

published at Paris by some French priests for gratuitous circulation

among Anglican ministers, entitled Revieu Anglais.
The Pope's letter to the English people, after reviewing the former

relations of England to the Holy See, singled out and gratefully recog-

nized, among the good movements in progress in England, the attention

given by the English to the social questions, as manifested in the move-

ments for the benefit of the working classes, in behalf of religious instruc-

tion, temperance, social purity, the defense of religion against rationalism

and materialism, various and many forms of charity, strict public observ-

ance of the Lord's day, and the general spirit of respect for the Scriptures.

Leo XIII, himself a champion of civilization and liberty, graciously recog-

nized the British nation as a civilizing agency and champion of liberty,

and appealed to the spirit of prayer as the vitalizing power in the unifica-

tion of Christendom.

The visit to Rome in April, 1895, o^ the Viscount Halifax, the

president of the English Church Union, was significent. Even conceding
that this English nobleman's visits to the Pope were purely personal and

unofficial, his position as president of the L^nion, an association which in-

cluded in its membership no less than three thousand Anglican clergymen
and thirty Anglican Bishops, must necessarily have had an important

bearing upon the question of the reunion of the Churches, and so it was

generally regarded. The terms upon which the Anglicans would be re-

ceived back into the Catholic Church were no doubt discussed in the

private audience which Lord Plalifax had with the Pope, and he is believed

to have pleaded with the Pope that those terms might be made as lenient

as might be possible, while consistent with the fundamental law of the

Church. Leo XIII, shortly before this, while giving audience to a number

of former ministers of the Church of England, who had become converted

to the Catholic Church, had assured them that he and his successors would

always be prepared to sacrifice all except the sacred deposit of truth.

Among the answers received by Leo XIII to his appeal was one

from the Conference for the Promotion of the Reunion of Christendom,

which assembled at Grindelwald, Switzerland. September I, 1895, which

recognized "Our Lord Jesus Christ Himself as the only possible center of

Christian unity," and gave out their position as this, "that unity must
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be obtained not by the absorption of Christians in any one communion of

the divided CathoUc Church, but by such a union as will conserve all the

elements of Christian truth and practice, which, in the providence of God,

the various Christian communions have severally exhibited and defended."

The president of this conference was not as successful in his visit

as was Lord Halifax, for, while the Holy Father expressed a willingness

to receive him in his private capacity, he would not recognize him as the

president of a religious body outside of the Church.

On Sunday, March 3, 1895, Leo XHI celebrated the seventeenth

anniversary of his coronation, which took place on March 3, 1878, with

all the splendors usual on such occasions, such as we have already de-

scribed fully in these pages. It was on this occasion that the Pope com-

menced the eighteenth year of his Pontificate, and he was now entering

in the eighty-fifth year of his age. Among the congratulations he received

was one by wire from the Emperor of Germany, which expressed the hope

that he would long be spared for the welfare of the Catholic Church

and of all Christendom. Several processes for beatification and canoniza-

tion were advanced, and among them was the beatification of the Vener-

able Bernardo Realini, of the Society of Jesus, on which occasion, in the

presence of the General of the Jesuits, the Holy Father spoke particularly

of the pleasure it afforded him to give another proof of his affection for

the Jesuits through the coming beatification of the Venerable Realini.

As our present chapter will bring the narrative of Leo's life to the

summer of 1895, we cannot close it without special reference, though

necessarily very brief, to some special characteristics of the months of

April and Alay, 1895, though these were in continuation of previously

conceived plans of the venerable Pontiff. Now, more than at any time,

-were realized the benefits of that wise measure of the Pope, already men-

tioned bv us. whereby the treasures and archives of the Vatican were

thrown open to the studies and researches of the world. Through this

measure the governments of Europe were enabled to send scholars and

agents to the Vatican Library and procure invaluable and immense details

concerning the past histories of their respective peoples and nations,

many of these researches extending back to the middle ages. The records

of the Popes consisting of two thousand volumes attracted much attention,

and several new volumes of these records now contain the acts of the

Pontificate of Leo XHL The Pope's love of learning, and his munificent

patronage of and contributions to the literature of the world, have made

his Pontificate brilliant in that department of human gulture. Twelve
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years ago he commenced the great work of having compiled and printed

the complete works of St. Thomas Aquinas ; eight volumes had now been

issued, and the ninth is now iu preparation ; there will probably be eleven

or twelve volumes more, and twenty years will probably be required to

complete the work. It is scarcely equaled by any other work heretofore

issued in grandeur and learning.

Another great work of his Pontificate is the compilation and transla-

tion into Latin of the Divina Comedia of Dante, a magnificent production,

for which the Holy Father has selected the most learned Italian scholars,

Fra Marcellino da Civezza and Fra Domenichelli, both of the Order

of Minor Franciscans. These modern editors of the Dnina Comedia
have dedicated it to "The Great Pontifif, Leo XIII, whose solemn glories

history will recount in all their fulness." It was also announced by the

Academia of Archaeology at Rome that the Holy Father had promised to

give two gold medals to the two best monograms, one to be "A Critical

Commentary on the Inscription of Abercius," and the other "An Essay on

the Secular Celebrations of Rome in the Time of Augustus." They could

be written in either Italian, French or Latin, not accompanied with the

names of the authors, and to be sent in by December, 1895. The decision

was rendered in March, 1896. The Holy Father now also decreed

a gold medal to the best illumination and illustration of the Carmen Secu-.

lare of Horace, which was found inscribed on a marble slab, though
broken in pieces, in September, 1890, on the occasion of digging a sewer

near the bridge of San Angelo, close to a mediaeval wall.

Far more splendid and benign than the Holy Father's munificent

patronage of learning, and of the arts and sciences, were his beneficent

plans for the pacification of Europe, and through this grand result for the

peace of the world. He was a close observer of the current history of the

nations in our times and of the currents of governmental actions. He was
the most profound student of political science.

Leo XIII had not abandoned the hope of closing his Pontificate with

a great act which will immortalize his name in history. His pre-eminenr

desire was to be able to guarantee peace all over Europe, and then dispense

with the necessity of maintaining the enormous armaments which were

oppressing all the Powers. And in the p-resent change of attitude of the

great Powers he saw a favorable opening for the realization of his plan.

When the reconciliation of Russia with Germany and Austria became

an accomplished fact, Englanfl being bound to Italy, the only obstacle to

universal peace would be France, Then the Pope hoped that Russia, as
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the most independent nation, would propose the Pontiff as supreme arbiter

in the Franco-German difficulties. Such were the plans of His Holiness,

who would devote all his energy and capacity to the task of securing their

realization.

In a previous part of our work we have detailed the successive occu-

pations, the daily labors, studies, works and achievements of Leo XHI,
in the earlier years of his Pontificate. At the present time,* he arose at

6 o'clock, in winter and summer, said Mass at 7 o'clock, assisted by two

of his private chaplains, of whom he had six, and he then heard a Mass

of thanksgiving offered up by one of his chaplains or secretaries. Then

came his simple breakfast, consisting of coffee and milk, and a little

bread. Then the work of the day began with his reception of Cardinal

Rampolla, his Secretary of State, which lasted an hour, and was occupied

with a succession of business matters of the most profound and interesting

character, and ended with the signing of important documents. But on

Tuesdays and Fridays, His Holiness, instead of the Secretary of State,

received the Ambassadors and Ministers of foreign Governments, and

on these two days the documents requiring his signature were brought to

him by the under-Secretary of State. The second reception of the day waa

given to Cardinals, the heads of ecclesiastical congregations, the generals

of Religious Orders, and personages or dignitaries having special business

with the Holy See. After this reception, if the season was winter and the

weather happened to be good, the Pope interrupted the course of audiences

in order to take a walk of half an hour in the gardens.

At I o'clock the Pope dined, following in this the custom of the

Romans. This was the ordinary rule, but it happened, especially when

there were many receptions or audiences to be granted, that he remained

till 2 or even 3 o'clock before dining. The severe simplicity which marked

the breakfast was followed in the dinner. This consisted of a soup, nearly

always of some form of maccaroni ; of a plate of meat, with an accompani-
ment of fried potatoes or other vegetables. Then followed fruit, of one

sort, and this completed the meal. The Pope never ate boiled meat or

forced meat, or cheese. He drank a little wine, old Bordeaux, which was

supplied to him from the vineyard of a convent of nuns in the south of

France. As a general rule, the Pope read the newspapers during his

dinner.

Leo XHI ate alone, as etiquette required. When he wished to show

special favor to a Roman Prince or some personage of distinction he

May and June, 1895.
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invited him to a collation, which consisted of coffee and milk taken with

him after Mass. In order besides to obtain this favor it was necessary that

the person might have had the honor of being admitted to the Pope's Mass

and of having received Communion from his hands. This of itself was a

great distinction, but it did not necessarily imply the other, of being

invited to breakfast with him. In the latter case a small table was prepared

for the guest beside that of the Pontiff. When the late Cardinal Pecci,

brother of Leo XIII, lived in the Vatican, he frequently went to the Pope
when dining, but only to keep him company. It was quite touching to

hear the Cardinal speak of Leo XIII. There was a look of veneration in

his face, as, with "bated breath," he referred to "my brother, the Sovereign

Pontiff."

After dinner Leo XIII rested for about an hour in an arm chair. He
did not follow the Roman custom of sleeping in the afternoon ;

his activity

and nervous energy were too great to submit to this. Indeed, even at night

his slumbers were frequently broken. After this rest he took a walk in the

garden, provided the weather was good. These walks were made in com-

pany with a cameriere segreto
—an ecclesiastic and a Lieutenant of the

Noble Guards. When he was tired of walking he entered a carriage and

was driven in the garden. The carriage drive was a little over a mile in

length.

On his return from his walk or drive he again gave audience or

received his secretaries and set to work. About 6 in the evening he

took a cup of broth and a tiny glass of Bordeaux. The audiences con-

tinued in the evening from 8 till lo. This rule of action was liable to be

broken in upon at times, for now and again the Pope retired alone into

his study to prepare his work for the following day. His mode of pre-

paring briefs was special. In late years, since age rendered his hand

unsteady, he wrote little in comparison with what he had been in the habit

of writing. His handwriting was of an unusual neatness and clearness ; it

resembled print more than writing, and it seemed to have been always thus

legible. Letters written by him while Archbishop of Perugia are models

of penmanship. It was his custom during the early years of his Pontifi-

cate to prepare the framework of his briefs or letters and give them over

to a secretary to be filled up. In these abstracts certain words were used

with a special aim, and the Pope always expected that these words should

be retained in the completed amplification of the letter. On one occasion

the completed document had been handed to him, and, reading it, he

missed one of these selected words. The secretary was called and asked
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what had become of the word referred to. His answer was that he had

employed a word which he thought better fitted for the sentence.

The Pope administered a very severe reproof to the secretary, inform-

ing him that the missing word had been selected after very serious

thought, and on no account should be omitted.

In the early years of his Pontificate, also, Leo XIII, was given to

writing far into the night, and one day, at six in the morning, he was

found asleep with his head on the desk, and pen in his hand, after writing

the whole night through.

At lo in the evening he recited the Rosary with Monsignor Marzo-

lini, one of his secretaries, and Pontifical master of ceremonies, whom he

knew as a very young boy in Perugia, and who attended the seminary
in that diocese when Leo was Archbishop. Between half-past lo and

1 1 o'clock he retired to rest, after taking a cup of broth and a small piece

of cold meat. His sleep, as has been said, was occasionally broken, espe-

cially after a fatiguing day, and again at the change of the seasons.

The make-up of the Pope's household varied comparatively little

from what it was centuries ago, and yet there were features of modern and

nineteenth-century progress. Each office, each corps, and every feature

in the Pope's household had its interesting history, but we could not

devote the space necessary to the complete narrative of details of this

nature. We desire, however, to inform our readers at least on the

constituents of this unique and well-regulated regime, and to say that

the Pope's household consisted of a certain number of charges, eccles-

iastical, civil, and military, not very well known to the general public, but

whose origin is ancient and which have been kept up through the vicissi-

tudes of the Church like the Church itself. The ecclesiastical charges are

those of the Cardinal palatine, and the Prelate palatine, and the intimate

Chamberlain. The civil dignities are those of Prince Assistant, the

Marshal of the Holy Roman Church, and Guard of the Cloak and Sword.

The latter fulfill the following functions: Grand Master of the Saint

Hospice, Grand Marshal of the Court, Grand Equerry and Superintendent-

General of Posts.

The military dignities are those of Commandants of the Noble Guard,

of the Swiss Guard, and of the Palatine Guard of Honor. Among those^

charges some are hereditary, such as Prince Assistant, Marshal of the

Church, and Standard Bearer of the Noble Guard. Each different admin-

istration of the Vatican has a sufficiently numerous staff. For instance,

there is an inspector of fine arts, a director of medical services, even
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a judge with magisterial functions, and to execute them the Pontifical

gendarmerie. Some of the dignitaries are exckisively Itahan
;
others are

extended to foreigners, especially the title of Chamberlain of the Cloak

and Sword. These latter must not be confounded with the Private Cham-

berlains, who are laymen, discharging the same offices toward the Holy
Father as gentlemen of the bedchamber with the distinctions characteristic

of the sovereigns in whose service they are engaged. The Private Cham-
berlain of the Cloak and Sword are of three categories ; first, mace di

numero, who are only four, and must be Italian ; next, the supernumer-

aries, and, lastly, the honorary.

The insignia, surroundings and practices of royalty, which had

become traditional, were distasteful to Pope Leo XIII, and before the

close of his administration he had dispensed with many of them, and

reduced the expenses of the Vatican Palace to a basis of strict economy.

^t^
^r^



CHAPTER XXIV.

Encyclicals. France. Peace Congress. "Americanism." College

OF Cardinals. Jubilees. Last Illness. Death. Character.

His Successor.

/•»V F the portentous interests involved in the great social question

JmM greatly engrossed the attention and study of Leo XIII prior to

Wm and at the time he issued those grand Encyclicals, Immortale

Dei and Reriim Novaruiii, he afterwards, and up to the time

of his death, continued to revolve them in his earnest mind and to develop
and elucidate them in his profound studies. In conversation with an

American ecclesiastic in the summer of 1895, he said : "The social

question is the great question of the future." No man of the nine-

teenth century, or perhaps of any previous time, ever contributed so much
to its solution. And yet it still remains "the question of the future."

Leo XIII, with matchless force and learning, combated the false teach-

ings of the School of Manchester and of the general materialistic

philosophy. Not only was this done in his Encyclicals, but also in his

speeches, allocutions and conversations, and in his public and private

letters. These noble teachings of the Mcar of Christ were particularly

set forth in his letters to the Count de Mun, to the Bishop of Grenoble, to

the Bishop of Liege, the Cardinal of Mechlin, to M. Decurtins, the Abbe

Sise and to the Abbe Naudet, as well as to others. He enjoins it upon
the priests of the Catholic Church throughout the world to become apostles

of the true social science and true social reform, and to labor for the

elevation and best improvement of the laboring classes. He counsels

them especially to go to the market places, to visit factories, form societies

for workingmcn, to inaugurate conferences for them, and to propagate

among them and their families the social virtues as the companions of

practical religion. In the midst of his labors in this exalted field he

appeals to historic experiences, reviews the mediaeval ideas of evangelical,

solidarity and the principles upon which were founded the industrial and

protective guilds of the Ages of Faith ; and he adapts these and other

ancient agencies to the needs and circumstances of our times with the skill

of a master. He draws his methods for the solution of the social ques-

(564)
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tion from the life and teachings of Christ and his Apostles, and from the

writings of the fathers of the Church. If all men were truly religious,

according to the precepts of the Gospel and the counsels of the Sermon

on the Mount, there would be no social question to solve, for the human

race would then be a Christian brotherhood, with a common Father in

heaven.

The summer of 1895 brought its consolations and its sorrows to the

heart of the Holy Father. The congratulations which poured in upon the

prisoner of the Vatican, and the fervid personal expressions he received in

his prison-palace on his festival, the feast of St. Joachim, were well-nigh

mingled with the uproar accompanying the ruthless celebration of the

quarto-centenary of the seizure of Rome by the Italian Government. But

his courage was unfailing. It was in the midst of such manifestations

that he said, in a published letter to Cardinal Oreglia di San Stefano, dean

of the Sacred College: "Every day the necessity appears greater for

replacing the Holy See in the position Providence assigned to it. As long

as the difficulties which oppress us endure, we will continue to complain

of the violence done the Papacy and to demand the rights safeguarding

our liberty."

Among the events of this period may be mentioned the issue of a

Pontifical brief, at the instance of Cardinal Gibbons, in favor of the

Eucharistic Congress, which was then in the near future to be held in

America. On June 29, 1895. the Pope issued to the American Cardinal

a most approving letter in relation to the American Catholic University,

in which he said, among other encomiums: "So excellent an undertaking

could not but receive the approval and the best wishes of this Apostolic

See, whose custom it has ever been to promote and in every way foster

all learned studies." In his letter on the Eucharistic Congress, after

approving the holding of Catholic Congresses generally. and now especially

this one, the mind of the good and illustrious Pontiff turned to the desire

of his heart, the return of Christian unity, and said : "lUit what we wish

most of all, however, is that your Congress and your united prayers may
affect the result which, as you know, we have most at heart—that all who

differ from us may be brought back to the unity of faith and charity."

The relations of the Papacy to the Italian Government took an un-

usual turn this year, for scarcely had the universal protest of the Catholic

world against the celebration of the anniversary of Garibaldi's entrance

into Rome been published, when Premier Crispi. in a public address,

praised the spiritual character of the Papacy, while, with affrontery, he
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claimed that its renewed influence in the affairs of nations was due to the

prestige of the ItaHan Government. Immense pressure was brought to

bear on the Pope to induce him to withdraw his prohibition of participa-

tion in the Itahan ParHamentary elections by Catholics, and the partisans

of compromise between the Vatican and Ouimal became active. The

Holy Father put an end to what he regarded as an intrigue of the secret

societies and the enemies of Cardinal Secretary of State RampoUa, by

addressing a letter to the Cardinal, in which he upheld the resolution of

Pius IX, and declared that, "Nothing will ever confer veritable independ-

ence upon the Papacy so long as it does not have temporal jurisdiction."

Leo XIII showed equal firmness in his recognition of the republican

government of France ;
for while the loyalist elements of French society,

who had heretofore contributed three-fifths of the Peter-Pence, which

usually averaged $1,000,000 from all parts of the world, now showed their

discontent by diminishing their contributions, so that the Papal treasury

felt the change severely, yet no change whatever came over the French

policy of the Vatican. The reduction of the expenses of the ecclesiastical

and Papal administration of the Church took place in all the departments

at Rome and in the Papal household. Leo XIII continued to treat the

French Republic as the expression of the will of the French nation.

The Armenian question had contributed to retard the union of the

Eastern churches with the Church of Rome, and the Pope investigated

the causes and extent of the Turkish atrocities against Christians.

Although he discovered that few of the 150.000 Catholic Armenians had

participated in the revolts against Turkish misrule and atrocity, and conse-

quently they had suffered less than the schismatical Catholics and Protest-

ants, nevertheless he expressed the deepest sympathy with the persecuted

Armenians, made their cause the subject of an allocation in the Consistory,

and contributed 70,000 lire to their relief.

Leo XIII showed his great abilities as a statesman in bringing about

good relations between the Vatican and Russia. Now we see in the visit

of Prince Lebanoff to the Pope and the presence in Rome, in the person

of M. Alexander Tswolsky, the first Russian Minister at the Court of

Rome in twenty-eight years, since the breaking off of diplomatic relations

on account of the persecution of Catholics in Poland, the evidences of

success in the diplomatic policy of Leo XIII. These events were followed

by significant acts of cordial friendship between the highest Russian and

Papal dignitaries in Rome. Leo also had occasion to feel and express his

sympathy and protection for the presecuted Catholics in Korea, and in
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Austria the situation became critical over the civil-marriage law, but

greatly improved before the close of 1895. I" Gautemala and Nicaragua
embarrassed conditions yielded under his wise statesmanship to friendly

relations. The most significant administrative act of Leo XIII towards

the Church in America was the elevation of the Most Rev. Francis Satolli,

the Papal Delegate to this country, to the Cardinalate, which was a mani-

festation of approval of his course and the determination to make the

Papal delegation a permanent institution in the United States. In the

following year, after Cardinal Satolli's investiture with the insignia of his

new office, his successor, the Most Rev. Sebastian Martinelli, arrived and

took possession of the Apostolic delegation at Washington, on October 3,

1896, and Cardinal Satolli, whose work was recognized as having been

eminently successful, left America and returned to Rome. The Encyclical

of Leo XIII, of January 6, 1895. addressed to the American Church,

reviewed many important American ecclesiastical interests, including the

subject of the Apostolic delegation. Monsignor Martinelli was after-

wards created a Cardinal.

During the year 1896 the Holy Father continued his active efforts for

the reunion of Christendom, and his Encyclical of 1895 "^^^^s followed by
another on that subject, which was published in America on June 30th.

The Honorable William Gladstone having expressed a deep interest and

sympathy with the Pope's Encyclical of 1895, the present Encyclical

seems to have been intended to meet the English view of the subject as

manifested by Mr. Gladstone, and was regarded as preparing the way for

the forthcoming Papal opinion adverse to the validity of Anglican Orders.

In September, 1896, came the latter decision or bull by which the Pope

gave his decision that Anglican Orders could not be recognized as valid by
the Catholic Church, wherein, after an exhaustive review of the subject,

Leo XIII said: "Wherefore, strictly adhering in this matter to the

decrees of the Pontiffs, our predecessors, and confirming them most fullv,

and, as it were, renewing them by our authority, of our own motion and

certain knowledge, we pronounce and declare that ordinations carried out

according to the Anglican rite have been and are absolutely null and

utterly void." This Encyclical expresses, however, renewed hope that

the drift of Protestant thought towards union would one day end in the

accomplishment of that desired result.

In December, in an audience to the Papal Zouaves, the Holy Father

expresses a strong expectation of recovering the temporal sovereignty of

the Popes.
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Among the incidents in the life of Leo XIII during the year 1896

can be mentioned his intercession with King MeneHk, of Africa, in behalf

of the Italian prisoners in Africa ; his being selected as arbitrator between

San Domingo and Hayti ;
his message to the Copts in behalf of Christian

unity ;
his unification of the Religious Orders respectively of Carmelites,

Augustinians, Franciscans, Dominicans and others ;
his Encyclical on the

Rosary; the commemorative Papal medal of this year representing the

Encyclical on unity ; Leo's censure of Prince Ferdinand of Bulgaria for

consenting to the apostasy of his son, Prince Boris, as the price of his

future right to the Bulgarian throne
;
the sending of a Papal embassy to

Moscow to attend the coronation of the Czar and the bestowal of the most

complimentary attentions there on the Pope's representatives by that ruler

and his Government ; progress made towards the canonization of Mary,

Queen of Scots, and Bishop Newmann, of Philadelphia, and the actual

canonization of several saints. These are but a few of the prominent

events which occurred every day in the untiring, yet calm, life of the

Pontiff.

But in the midst of a daily routine of most important labors and

achievements for the good of mankind, unequaled in the administration of

any sovereign, Leo XIII found time for letters, and preserved his

life-long taste for practical and current literature. In his case the

statesman, diplomatist, Pontiff, theologian, philosopher, philanthropist,

never ceased in his long and eventful life to be and remain what

he had always been, a poet. During the year 1896 he gave to the world

an interesting poem, which at once reflects his culture of the muses and

his own frugal and temperate life. These striking verses are modeled

after Horace's Epistles, and have been translated into good and classical

English of the nineteenth century style by Andrew Lang, of England.

As I have made frequent mention of Pope Leo's Encyclicals and to the

poems of his earlier years, the present verses, written at his advanced age,

are valuable aids in forming a correct estimate of his life and personal

character. It is with this view that I have inserted these effusions of the

aged, but undimmed, muse. The poem reads as follows :•
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SHUN GREED;

BE CONTENT WITH SPARSE AND FRUGAL FARE.

An Epistle to Fabricius Rufus.

What diet lends the strength to hfe and frees

The flower of health from each malign disease

The good Ofellus,* pupil from of old

And follower of Hippocrates, has told.

Rating base gluttonly with anxious air,

He thus laid down the laws of frugal fare :

Neatness comes first. Be thy spare table bright

With shining dishes and with napkins white.

Be thy Chianti unadulterate,

To cheer the heart and raise the spirit's weight.

Yet trust not much the rosy god ;
in fine,

Be sure that you put water to your wine.

Picked be thy grain and pure thy home-made bread.

Thy meats be delicate and dairy fed.

Tender nor highly spiced thy food ; nor tease

Thy taste with sauces from ^gean seas.

Fresh be thine eggs—hard boiled or nearly raw,

Or deftly poached or simply served an plat.

"There's wit in poaching eggs," the proverb says,

And you may do them in a hundred ways.

Nor shun the bowl of foaming milk that feeds

The infant and may serve the senior's needs.

Next on the board be Heaven's gift, honey, placed,

And sparing of Hybl?en nectar taste.

Pulses and salads on thy guests bestow—
Even in suburban gardens salads grow.

Add chosen fruits—whate'er the times afford;

Let rose-red apples crown the rustic board.

Last comes the beverage of the Orient shore—
Mocha, far off, the fragrant berries bore.

Taste the dark fluid with a dainty lip;

Digestion waits on pleasure as you sip.

Such are my precepts for a diet sage

That leads thee safely to a green old age.

But wise Ofellus still would sagely say,

The path of greed lies quite the other way.

That cruel, shameless siren only cares

To trap men's feet and spread her shining snares.
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These are her arts, to bid the table shine

With varied ornament and purple fine.

Embroidered napkins impudently glow ;

The cups are ordered in a gleaming row ;

Goblets and beakers, bronze and silver plate,

And fragrant flowers the table decorate.

With these and seeming hospitable word

She draws her guests incautious to the board;
On couches bids the languid limbs recline,

And brings forth beakers of her choicest wine.

What Chian vineyards or Falernian yield,

And juices of the Amyclaen field.

With such liquors as anxious art distils;

From various juices dainty cups she fills.

Rivals in greed devour the juicy cates,

And guest with guest in drinking emulates.

In oil and spice a boar Lucanian swims;*
Geese lend their livers, hares their tender limbs.

Midst ortolans and doves as white as snow,

Flesh mixed with fish and clams with oysters show.

The mighty plate a huge murena fills.f

Swimming, attended by a shoal of squills,

The gaping guests adore and, feeding fine.

Feast to disgust and soak themselves in wine.

Then, blown with wine and food and angry, all

Arise and fight like furies in the hall.

Of fisticufi^s they take their eager fill ;

At last, with wine and meat o ercome, are still.

Greed laughs triumphant in her cruel glee

And drowns her guests like sailors in the sea;

Fell indigestion now her work begins;

The liver finds the sinners in their sins;

Languid, perspiring, tortured, tumid, they

With limbs that totter take their devious way,
With tongues that stannner and with faces pale.

But greed would yet more potently prevail;

The broken, battered body is her own—
What if the soul herself were overthrown,
And bound to earth in greed's unholy snare?

That we inherit of diviner air.

Then, if it might, the flood of greed would roll

E'en o'er the embers of the immortal soul !

* Horace, Book II, Satire II, verse 53.

t Compare with these two passages their related passages in the second of Horace's second book
of Satires and in his Epistles.
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The year 1897 was an active year in the long and active life of the

Pontiff. Following up his efforts in behalf of Christian unity, the Pope
issued in May a powerful Encyclical on that subject, entitled "The Opera-
tion of the Holy Spirit in the Church." P)Ut now some fruits from his

labors were realized in the return to the Catholic Church and communion
with Rome of several thousand schmismatical Copts in Egypt, and the

Bishop of Diarbekir, in Mesopotamia, surrendered his schismatic orders

and became reconciled with Rome. Some progress was made towards

improving relations with the Arabian Greek Church, and the Greek

College at Rome was placed under the charge of the Benedictines. The
unification of the various branches of the Franciscan Order, except the

Conventuals and the Capuchins, was also accomplished. The renewal of

the rules of the Index relating to prohibited books ; an Encyclical to the

Bishops of Austria, Switzerland and Germany on the tercentenary of the

Jesuit pioneer, the Blessed Peter Canisius
;
an Encyclical to the French

Bishops on the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of their vow
to build the Church of the Sacred Heart at Paris, and one to England on

the celebrating of the thirteenth centenary of the landing of St. Augustine
at Kent

; the decision against celebrating of the nineteenth century of the

Redemption ;
the improvement of ecclesiastical studies in seminaries

;
the

restoration of the works of art in the Borgia apartments, a beautifully-

illustrated copy of which Leo XUI sent to President McKinley ;
the

canonization of two new saints and the creation of four new Cardinals ; a

decided improvement in the relations of the Vatican with Russia, resulting

in the freedom of the Russian Bishops to visit Rome without a special

ukase—were some among the important events of the year 1897. ^^^

these relations were not made as yet satisfactory, for direct intercourse with

the Bishops of Russia by the Vatican was not yet attained, and the Russian

priest Tolstoi was severely punished for his conciliatory intercourse with

the Vatican during his long visit to Rome. Yet it was a vast result that

now the Catholics of Russia were put in the enjoyment of realizing liberty.

During the Turko-Grecian War Pope Leo intervened successfully for the

protection of Catholics and other Greeks of Constantinople. Mention

should also be made of the Holy Father's Encyclical on the Manitoba

school question, in which he decided against the governmental system of

public schools as violative of the constitution and the rights of Catholics ;

and of the annual Encyclical on the devotion of the Holy Rosary.

The Encyclical in honor of the Holy Ghost, which I have mentioned,

was dated on May 9, 1897, and in it the Pope decreed, with special
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spiritual favors, an annual novena for that and every subsequent year

before Whit-Sunday in all parish churches, as well as in other churches

and oratories.

The year 1898 was not the least active, laborious and beneficent of the

twenty distinguished years in the Pontificate of Leo XIII. Though his

health at the exceptional age of eighty-seven years was excellent and his

mental faculties unimpaired by so many years of labor and anxiety, there

were times when serious fears were entertained as to the prolongation of

his useful life. The summer heats of 1898 were severely felt by him, more

especially as he was restricted to the Vatican and its gardens for his exer-

cise, and for the only access he had to the fresh air and to the salutary

warmth and dryness of the sun and the sight of skies above us
;
he seemed

to possess a charmed existence. With the exception of great weakness of

the stomach and bowels during the hot weather, from the effects of which

he suffered somewhat till his death, his health was remarkably good, and

his activity extraordinary. So anxious was he to meet ajll the requirements

of his exalted position, that once at least when too weak to arise he gave
audience in bed. His cheerfulness and sweetness of character accompanied
him to the last. In public affairs his energy, zeal, love of labor and untir-

ing attention to the vast work of his sacred office remained undiminished.

The unification of Christendom continued to engage his ardent efforts,

and during the year 1898 missions among the schismatic Copts of Egypt
were established and increased, and he succeeded in binding the Slavic

populations of Austria, Bulgaria and Roumania still more closely to the

Holy See by the concessions he made to them. To these countries, and all

that were evangelized by St. Cyril, permission was granted to use the

Slavic language in the liturgy, wherever an established custom of thirty

years could be shown and no detriment to the integrity of the sense of

the word was likely to ensue, and in all doubtful cases the Bishops of the

country were to decide. The Slavic races rejoiced in this concession, for

they claimed it as sanctioned for centuries and approved by the early

Popes of the Church.

The strained relations existing between the United States and Spain,

growing out of the Cuban difficulties, greatly affected the paternal heart

of the Pope. He exerted all his influence with both countries to prevent

the outbreak of war. To this end he even offered his own services as

mediator between the two nations. When the war was over, and its most

prominent results were the relinquishment of Spanish rule over Cuba, and

the possession of that island left in the military occupation of the United
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States, and the cession to them of the islands of Porto Rico and the

PhiHppines, the Pope recognized accompUshed facts and adjusted his

action to the traditional policy of the Papacy in harmonizing the ecclesi-

astical with the new civil power. With the fall of Spain's civil power
also ceased the powerful influence, which the ecclesiastical authorities of

Spain had always exerted in the ecclesiastical affairs of her colonies. One
of the first acts of the Pope was, in October, 1898, to appoint an American

Prelate, Archbishop Chapelle, of New Orleans, Apostolic Delegate in

Cuba and Porto Rico, with also an advisory relation to ecclesiastical

affairs in the Philippines. The former Spanish Archbishops, Bishops and

clergy in those islands were not disturbed, but the Delegate and all the

local ecclesiastical authorities there were specifically instructed to reconcile

the ecclesiastical and civil authorities, and to bring the two into harmonious

relation, with the view of reconstruction. In conjunction with these

measures, the islands now reverted to the immediate charge of the Propa-

ganda. All efforts were to be directed towards restoring peace to those

countries and to promoting the civilization of their peoples.

So also in Spain itself, where an uprising of the Carlists was appre-

hended as one of the sequences of the Spanish-American War, Leo XIII

was, as he proved himself to be on all occasions, a peacemaker. He

promptly issued instructions to the hierarchy and clergy of Spain to do

all in their power to prevent such a rising, and in the event of a Carlist

rebellion to give their support to the existing Government and reigning

family of Spain.

Among the prominent acts of the Pope during this year were the

following: The bestowal of a constitution on the College of the Vener-

able Bede at Rome, over which he appointed Cardinal Vaughan protector,

and Monsignor Merry del Val deputy-protector, the college itself having
been his work and its expenses defrayed by him

;
an Encyclical issued to

the hierarchy of Scotland, aimed expressly at correcting the false notions

held in England's established church on the subje'it of the Holy Eucharist ;

also an Encyclical, addressed to the clergy and laity of Italy, and dated

August 5, 1898, in which he arraigns the Italian Government for its sup-

pression of the Catholic societies, and turns the light of reason and truth

upon those responsible for the existing conditions in that country ; the

bestowal of special religious favors on all who would take part in celebrat-

ing the nine-hundredth anniversary of the Commemoration of All Souls

at Cluny. in France ;
his approval of the proposal of the Committee of the

Divine Redeemer and orders for the celebration of a general jubilee at the
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end of the nineteenth century ;
his approval of an Apostolic letter of the

constitution of the Sisters of St. Joseph in the United States, and a con-

firmation and renewal to the Sacred Congregation of Indulgences and

Relics of the exclusive rights and faculties bestowed upon it in 1669 by

Pope Clement IX
; the celebration of the twentieth anniversary of his

election as Pope on February 20th, and the celebration of his eighty-eighth

birthday in March, which two celebrations completed the Pope's Golden

Jubilee ; the receptions of delegations from the officers of the old and

disbanded Pontifical army, of the Mexican, Italian and English pilgrims ;

the completion of the church of St. Joachim, erected by the contributions

of the whole Catholic world as a memorial of his Golden Jubilee, and the

bestowal of the charge of the church upon the Redemptorists ; the

inauguration of the Roman branch of the confraternity of Notre Dame de

la Compassion, for the conversion of England ; the prohibition of carrying

images and statues in processions of the Blessed Sacrament, of the recital

of unauthorized litanies in the public services of the Church, of the carry-

ing of national and other flags of secular societies at religious functions or

funeral processions accompanied by the clergy ; the approval of a litany of

the Sacred Heart ; and among the appointments made of Americans was

the selection of the Rev. George Searle, of the Congregation of the

Paulists, to be director of the Vatican observatorv.

The protectorate of France over the Christians of the East has for

six centuries been a cherished inheritance of that nation. Cardinal

Langenieux, Archbishop of Rheims, addressed a fervid letter on this sub-

ject to the Pope, who replied in equally ardent terms on August 20, 1898,

in a letter in which, among many other generous words, the Holy Father

said : "In the Orient France has a mission all her own, intrusted to her

by Divine Providence—a noble mission, consecrated not only by ancient

practice, but also by international treaties, as our Congregation of the

Propaganda recently recognized in its declaration of May 22, 1888. The

Holy See has no intention of touching the glorious patrimony which

France has received from its ancestors, and which it doubtless purposes to

preserve by showing itself equal to its lofty mission." In October the

French protectorate was confirmed by an Apostolic Brief, the massacre of

French and German priests in China having aroused the warmest sym-

pathy and proved its necessity.

I have already related what Leo XIII had accomplished for the relief

of the Catholics of Germany from the oppressions of the Bismarckian

despotism and the Falk laws. He now, by incessant management, still
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more improved the relations of Germany towards the Vatican. The Ger-

man Emperor was induced to mak^ solid concessions to his Catholic peo-

ple. He restored to the Dominicans their convent at Cologne, from which

they had been expelled towards the end of the eighteenth century
—a con-

vent of ancient and historic note, which had been used by Albert the Great,

by St. Thomas Aquinas and by Blessed Ambrose of Sienna. The Order

of the Red Eagle of the first class was conferred upon Monsignor Piavi,

the Patriarch of Jerusalem. The Ursulines also received a marked atten-

tion in the opening of the monument of St. Ursula in her sanctuary at

Cologne, under the direction of the Cardinal Archbishop, a monument

dating from the sixth century. Thus was discovered the sarcophagus,

upon the stone cover of which was a painting representing the saint, and

within which were found the bones of St. Ursula and her companions,
who were martyred in the fifth century by the Huns.

So also, under the able administration of Leo Xni,the Government of

Russia and the Vatican were brought closer together. Concessions fol-

lowed. Now we see a Minister from Russia accredited to the Holy See in

the person of M. Teharykav, who was sent to present to the Pope the

Czar's programme for the Congress of Disarmament. Heretofore the

Pope had not been permitted to hold direct intercourse with the Catholic

Bishops of Russia, but was obliged to communicate with them through

the Ministry of Worship. Now direct intercourse between the Bishops

and the Pope was established.

The continued occupation of Rome and seizure of the Papal States

left but little opportunity for improving the relations between the Vatican

and Quirnal, beyond the exercise of that high Christian charity which had

already prompted Leo XHI to plead for the release of the Itahan soldiers

held as prisoners in Africa. The Italian Government continued its

aggressions by the suppression of Catholic societies, whether religious or

social, and these unjust acts called forth a protest from the Pope, which,

while it exposed the injustice of the Government, counseled the people

and their clergy to preserve the rules of good order. Catholics, however,

were admonished to refrain from all participation in the usurping Govern^

ment. When the Catholics, toward the end of 1898, requested permission

to take part in municipal elections, it was refused upon the sentiment or

opinion that Catholics should not participate therein, but should rather

keep out of the way.
The Pope's charity and generosity had, during twenty years, given

millions towards works of charity and religion in Italy. So now, when,
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in April, 1898, he received the pilgrims from Perugia, members of his

former flock, he said Mass for them, bestowed the Apostolic benediction,

and presented to the institutions of Perugia 500,000 francs.

The Holy Father's policy towards the Latin countries of America was

admirable. Their relations with the Vatican had not always been such as

their traditions and their Catholic inheritance had rendered desirable.

But under the Pontificate of Leo XIII those relations had greatly

improved. The people of those countries, from Mexico to the Cape, are

essentially Catholic. The Holy Father, on Christmas Day, addressed to

all these Latin republics a brief, in which the proposition was set forth

that at Rome, in the year 1899, a general congress of the South American

republics, including Mexico, should be convened. The motive for this

significant and much-needed measure was the desire of the Pope that in

the twentieth century a new era of prosperity and success for the Latin-

American churches should be thus inaugurated by their Prelates and

clergy, under the benignant smile of the \'icar of Christ.

The reunion of Christendom continued always to be a cherished desire

and effort of the Holy Father. The churches of England and of the

Orient were special objects of his solicitude, for once they are united to the

Catholic and Universal Church those of other Protestant countries would

be more likely to follow. The election of Monsignor Ephraim Rahmani.

Archbishop of Aleppo, to the Patriarchate of Antioch, to succeed the

deceased Patriarch, Cyril Behman Benni, in October, by the Synod of

Mardin was hailed by the Holy Father as another step towards unity.

I have already mentioned that the Czar of Russia sent an ambassador

to Rome to present to Leo XIII the proposed programme of the Peace

Congress which he had announced, and to invite the Pope to be represented

therein, the great object of the call being the attainment of voluntary dis-

armament of the powers. Every gov.ernment in the world approved and

seconded this noble movement in the interests of peace. This auspiciou-.

proposal seemed to awaken throughout the world the long-silent echo?-

of those benign words of the Father in Heaven, heralding the birth an I

advent of the Prince of Peace : "Glory be to God in the highest, aufl

peace to men of good will on earth." This sacred motto and exalted

sentiment sank deeply in the hearts of the peoples of the world, and the

crowned ones of the world, whom history has seen so often making w-^r

from motives of ambition, lust of power or territor^^ and even from

motives of pride, jealousy or hatred, were coerced by the voice of the

peoples to join in the acclaim for peace. It would be impossible to com-
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pute the countless human lives which have thus been sacrificed to the dread

and foul molock of war. It would be impossible to compute the treasures

and the taxes wrung from the peaceful people of the world for the mainte-

nance of the immense armaments of the powers to this very moment

kept up. The "men of good will" throughout the world, inspired by the

words resounding from heaven on the first Christmas Day, have resolved

that this state of things must cease. War is subversive of the best public

interests, as contrary to humanity, as unjust and suicidal, as unworthy of

our civilization, as a betrayal of the Christian religion and as under-

mining public and private morality and virtue. It was meet and just that

the voice of peace should come from the throne from which so many wars

had emanated, but it was to the honor of the kings and princes of the world

that they all hailed the promised pacification of the world with one

acclaim. Our own country was among the first and most ardent of nations

in hailing the advent of peace.

Pope Leo XIII had already approved and encouraged the salutary

movements for the settlement of all international disputes by arbitration

rather than by human war. All men of good will had done the same.

When Archbishop Corrigan, of New York, addressed a letter of sympathy
and approval to a mass meeting held at the Cooper Institute in advocacy
of arbitration in lieu of war, he voiced the sentiments of the American

Catholic hierarchy, clergy and laity, all following the lead of the Vicar

of Christ.

So now, in 1898, when the Czar of Russia invited the nations of the

world to the forthcoming Peace Congress, the Holy Father was among his

most sympathetic supporters. In November he inspired and caused to be

written and published in the Civilta CattoUca, a paper cordially approving
the Czar's invitation for the disarmament of nations, just as he had sup-

ported the purposes of the Peace Congress at Buda-Pesth in 1896. The

article in the Civilta CattoUca appealed to the Catholics of all nations to

sustain by every means in their power the Russian proposal for a Peace

Congress, and he pressed them to promote this noble work by public meet-

ings and demonstrations. At the same time he also instructed all the

representatives of the Holy See at the courts of nations to use all their

efforts with the governments where they were stationed and with the

Catholic people, to promote the cause of disarmament. He expressed the

wish of his heart to a Cardinal at Rome: "I hope God will permit me to

live long enough to see the objects of the Czar realized, and the peace of

Europe established on a firm and definite basis."

83
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The close of 1898 and the beginning of 1899 witnessed the action of

Leo XIII in settlement of a curious controversy, if controversy it could

be called, which particularly relates to our own country. A few years

after the death of Rev. Isaac Thomas Hecker, founder of the Missionary
Priests of the Congregation of St. Paul the Apostle, the Paulists, one of

his community, Rev. Walter Elliott, published a life of the deceased and

distinguished founder, which bore the imprimatur of Archbishop Corri-

gan, and to which Archbishop Ireland wrote an introduction. The original

work of Father Elliott encountered at the time no adverse criticism, either

in America or Europe. The Abbe Klein, of the Institute of Paris, pub-
lished in French what was not confined to a literal translation of the work,

but became what has been rather recognized as an adaptation of the work,

a liberty which no translator has any right to take with another's writings.

The Holy Father himself refers to the publication in these words while

referring to the Abbe Klein's translation : "Especially as interpreted and

translated in a foreign language." This translation, or rather adaptation,

excited a considerable controversy in French ecclesiastical circles. The
Abbe Maignen, in his book entitled "Is Father Hecker a Saint?" attacked

the doctrines attributed to Father Hecker in the French translation as

heretical. The controversy became so prominent that Leo XIII, in order

to put an end to the matter, referred the whole dispute to a special session

of the Sacred Congregation of Rites.

The defense of Father Hecker and the Paulists was ably taken up in

England by the Rev. Dr. Barry, who exposed the unfair methods by which

they had been misrepresented. He pointed out several passages in the

original life by Father Elliott, and by contrast gave the passages in Abbe
Klein's book, which claimed to be translations of them. It requires no

theologian to detect the difference between the two. A few instances will

suffice.

Father Elliott's language on the subject of religious vows was : "It

never entered the minds of the Paulists to question the doctrine and prac-

tice of the Church concerning vows."

The so-called adaptation by the Abbe Klein rendered this paragraph :

"Neither Father Hecker nor any of his companions had the least aversion

for vows."

Dr. Barry, in regard to such passages, justly asks : "Why not have

given the whole of that admirable chapter, and stopped the mouths of

those who, not reading English, must take their views of the PauHst Con-

gregation from the French?"
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Another instance of the manner in wliich the Abbe Klein dealt with

the Life of Father Hecker will now be given. It follows the account given

of the Reformers and of the evils resulting from their mistaken work, and

especially of the exaggerated principle of private judgment which they

adopted and promulgated. What meaning to attach to this passage

greatly perplexed the Vatican, as it did all who perused it. The passage
in the French work reads as follows :

"The influence of the Church was then, by force of circumstances, led

to exert itself in some sort to the detriment of the natural virtues which,

wisely directed, constitute the manliness of the Christian in the world."

Compare this with the corresponding passage as given in Father

Elliott's Life of Father Hecker, and the difference of language and of

thoughts is quite manifest. The language of the latter is as follows :

"The defense of the Church and the salvation of the soul were

(under these circumstances) ordinarily secured at the expense necessarily

of those virtues which properly go to make up the strength of Christian

manhood."

The source from which the Abbe Maignen derived his conceptions of

Father Hecker's views was evidently the adapted translation by the Abbe
Klein. His denunciations were regarded as applying to the contents of

that work rather than to the writings or opinions of Father Hecker or to

Father Elliott's life of him. The terms ''Heckerism" and "Americanism"

were used among the controversialists in Europe, not in America. The
career and sentiments of Father Hecker, and the zealous missionary

labors of the Paulists in all parts of the United States, where they were

frequently invited and always welcomed by the Bishops and clergy and

the Catholic people, had been for over thirty years the subjects of admira-

tion and eulogy. It was therefore a matter of surprise to the Catholics of

America to witness the warm controversy that was waging in Europe over

what was there designated as "Heckerism" and "Americanism," as ele-

ments entering into the religious life and history of the American people.

While there prevailed among American Catholic ecclesiastics and

Religious Orders various methods and means for the prosecution of mis-

sionary work, all suited to the wants of the people and to the peculiar

requirements of localities or of the religious and missionary organizations

themselves, as has been the historic fact in the career of the Catholic

Church in all countries and ages, the Catholics of America were uncon-

scious of any elements in their religious life and history that could be cor-

rectly termed "Heckerism" or "Americanism."
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The European controversy led to the submission of the whole matter

to a special session of the Sacred Congregation of Rites by the Pope, who
desired to end the controversy. No one can read the letter of the Pope, in

which he gives his rulings, without perceiving that Father Hecker and the

Paulists were made the occasion rather than that they were the cause of

the controversy, the submission and the decision.

Leo XIII rendered his decision in a letter addressed to Cardinal Gib-

bons, and dated January 22, 1899. This letter is so important and so

interesting that I prefer giving it at length in these pages rather than

attempt a statement of its contents. Pope Leo's letter is as follows :

"To Our Beloved Son, James Cardinal Gibbons, Cardinal Priest of the Title Sancta

Maria, Beyond the Tiber, Archbishop of Baltimore.

"LEO XIII, POPE.

'

"Beloved Son, Health and Apostolic Blessing:—We send to you by
this letter a renewed e.xpression of that good will which we have not failed

during the course of our Pontificate to manifest frequently to you and to

your colleagues in the Episcopate and to the whole American people, availing our-

selves of every opportunity offered us by the progress of your Church or whatever

you have done for safeguarding and promoting Catholic interests. Moreover, we
have often considered and admired the noble gifts of your nation, which enable

the American people to be alive to every good which promotes the good of humanity
and the splendor of civilization. Although this letter be not intended, as preceding
ones, to repeat the words of praise so often spoken, but rather to call attention to

some things to be avoided and corrected ; still because it is conceived in that same

spirit of Apostolic charity which has inspired all our letters, we shall expect that

you will take it as another proof of our love; the more so because it is intended

to suppress certain contentions which have arisen lately among you to the detriment

of the peace of many souls.

"It is known to you, beloved son, that the life of Isaac Thomas Hecker, espe-

cially as interpreted and translated in a foreign language, has excited not a little

controversy because therein have been voiced certain opinions concerning the way of

leading Christian life.

"We, therefore, on account of our Apostolic office, having to guard the integrity

of the faith and the security of the faithful, are desirous of writing to you more at

length concerning the whole matter.

"the underlying principle.

"The underlying principle of these new opinions is that, in order to more easily

attract those who differ from her, the Church should shape her teachings more
in accord with the spirit of the age and relax some of her ancient seventy and make
some concessions to new opinions. Many think that these concessions should be

made not only in regard to ways of living, but even in regard to doctrines which

belong to the deposit of the faith. They contend that it would be opportune, in
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order to gain those who differ from us, to omit certain points of her teachings which

are of lesser importance and to tone down the meaning which the Church has always
attached to them. It does not need many words, beloved son, to prove the falsity

of these ideas if the nature and origin of the doctrine which the Church proposes
are recalled to mind. The Vatican Council says concerning this point: 'For the

doctrine of faith which God has revealed has not been proposed, like a philosophical

invention, to be perfected by human ingenuity, but has been delivered as a divine

deposit to the Spouse of Christ to be faithfully kept and infallibly declared. Hence
that meaning of the sacred dogmas is perpetually to be retained which our Holy
Mother the Church has once declared, nor is that meaning ever to be departed from

under the pretense or pretext of a deeper comprehension of thtm.'—(Constitutio de

Fide CathoUca, chapter iv.)

"We cannot consider as altogether blameless the silence which purposely leads to

the omission or neglect of some of the principles of Christian doctrine, for all the

principles come from the same Author and Master, 'the Only Begotten Son, who
is in the bosom of the Father' (John i, i8). They are adapted to all times and all

nations, as is clearly seen from the words of our Lord to His Apostles : 'Go ye,

therefore, teach all nations ; teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have

commanded you, and behold, I am with you all days, even to the end of the world'

Matt, xxviii, 19. Concerning this point the Vatican Council says : 'All those things

are to be believed with divine and Catnolic faith which are contained in the Word
of God, written or handed down, and which the Church, either by a solemn judg-

ment or by her ordinary and universal magisterium, proposes for belief as having
been divinely revealed.'—(Const, de fide, chapter iii.)

"Let it be far from any one's mind to suppress for any reason any doctrine that

has been handed down. Such a policy would tend rather to separate Catholics

from the Church than to bring in those who differ. There is nothing closer to our

heart than to have those who are separated from the fold of Christ return to it,

but in no other way than the way pointed out by Christ.

"The rule of life laid down for Catholics is not of such a nature that it cannot

accommodate itself to the exigencies of various times and places. The Church has,

guided by her Divine Master, a kind and merciful spirit, for which reason from the

very beginning she has been what St. Paul said of himself: 'I became all things to

all men that I might save all.'

TEACHING AND GOVERNING.

"History proves clearly that the Apostolic See, to which has been intrusted the

mission not only of teaching, but of governing the whole Church, has continued

'in one and the same doctrine, one and the same sense, and one and the same judg-

ment.'—(Const, de Me, chapter iv.)

"But in regard to ways of living she has been accustomed to so yield that, the

divine principle of morals being kept intact, .she has never neglected to accommodate

herself to the character and genius of the nations which she embraces.

"Who can doubt that she will act in this same spirit again if the salvation of

souls requires it? In this matter the Church must be the judge, not private men,

who are often deceived by the appearance of right. In this, all who wish to escape
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the blame of our predecessor, Pius VI, must concur. He condemned as injurious

to the Church and the spirit of God who guides her the doctrine contained in

proposition Ixxviii of the Synod of Pistoia, 'that the discipline made and approved

by the Church should be submitted to examination," as if the Church could frame

a code of laws useless or heavier than human liberty can bear.

DIFFERENCES POINTED OUT.

"But, beloved son, in this present matter of which we are speaking there is

even a greater danger and a more manifest opposition to Catholic doctrine and dis-

cipline in that opinion of the lovers of novelty, according to which they hold such

liberty should be allowed in the Church, that her supervision and watchfulness

being in some sense lessened, allowance be granted the faithful each one to follow

out more freely the leading of his own mind and the trend of his own proper

activity. They are of opinion that such liberty has its counterpart in the newly-

given civil freedom which is now the right and the foundation of almost every

secular State.

"In the Apostolic letters concerning the constitution of states addressed by us

to the Bishops of the whole Church, we discussed this point at length, and there

set forth the difference existing between the Church, which is a divine society, and

all other social human organizations which depend simply on the free will and

choice of men.

"It is well, then, to particularly direct attention to the opinion which serves

as the argument in behalf of this greater liberty sought for and recommended to

Catholics.

"It is alleged that now the Vatican decree concerning the infallible teaching

authority of the Roman Pontiff having been proclaimed that nothing further on

that score can give any solicitude, and, accordingly, since that has been safeguarded
and put beyond question a wider and freer field, both for thought and action, lies

open to each one. But such reasoning is evidently faulty, since, if we are to come
to any conclusion from the infallible teaching authority of the Church, it should

rather be that no one should wish to depart from it, and moreover that the minds

of all being leavened and directed thereby, greater security from private error would

be enjoyed by all. And, further, those who avail themselves of such a way of

reasoning, seem to depart seriously from the overruling wisdom of the Most High—
which wisdom, since it was pleased to set forth by most solemn decision the

authority and supreme teaching rights of this Apostolic See—willed that decision

precisely in order to safeguard the minds of the Church's children from the dangers
of these present times.

"These dangers, viz., the confounding of license with liberty, the passion for

discussing and pouring contempt upon any possible subject, the assumed right

to hold whatever opinions one pleases upon any subject, and to set them forth in

print to the world, have so wrapped minds in darkness that there is now a greater

need of the Church's teaching office than ever before, lest people become unmindful

both of conscience and of duty.

"We, indeed, have no thought of rejecting everything that modern industry and

study has produced ; so far from it that we welcome to the patrimony of truth and
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to an ever-widening scope of public well being whatsoever helps toward the prog-

ress of learning and virtue. Yet all this, to be of any solid benefit, nay, to have a

real existence and growth, can only be on the condition of recognizing the wisdom

and authority of the Church.

NO THOUGHT OF WRONG OF GUILE.

"Coming now to speak of the conclusions which have been deduced from the

above opinions, and for them we readily believe there was no thought of wrong or

guile, yet the things themselves certainly merit some degree of suspicion. First, all

external guidance is set aside for those souls who are striving after Christian per-

fection as being superfluous or, indeed, not useful in any sense—the contention being

that the Holy Spirit pours richer and more abundant graces than formerly upon the

souls of the faithful, so that without human intervention He teaches and guides

them by some hidden instinct of His own. Yet it is the sign of no small over-

confidence to desire to measure and determine the mode of the Divine communica-

tion to mankind, since it wholly depends upon His own good pleasure, and He is a

most generous dispenser of His own gifts. 'The Spirit breatheth whereso He listeth.'

(John iii, 8.)
" 'And to each one of us grace is given according to the measure of the giving

of Christ.' (Eph. iv, 7-)

LAW OF god's providence.

"And shall anyone who recalls the history of the Apostles, the faith of the

nascent Church, the trials and deaths of the martyrs, and, above all, those olden

times .so fruitful in saints, dare to measure our age with these or affirm that they

received less of the divine outpouring from the Spirit of Holiness? Not to dwell

upon this point, there is no one who calls in question the truth that the Holy Spirit

does work by a secret descent into the souls of the just, and that He stirs them

alike by warnings and impulses, since unless this were the case all outward defense

and authority would be unavailing. 'For if any persuades himself that he can give

assent to saving, that is to Gospel truth when proclaimed without any illumination

of the Holy Spirit, who gives unto all sweetness both to assent and to hold, such

an one is deceived by a heretical spirit.' (From the Second Council of Orange,

Canon 7.)

"Moreover, as experience shows, these monitions and impulses of the Holy

Spirit are for the most part felt through the medium of the aid and light of an

external teaching authority. To quote St. Augustine: 'He (the Holy Spirit)

co-operates to the fruit gathered from the good trees, since He externally waters

and cultivates them by the outward ministry of men, and yet of Himself bestows

the inward increase.' (Dc Gratia Christi, chapter xix.) This, indeed, beloncs to

the ordinary law of God's loving providence that as He has decreed that men for

the most part shall be saved by the ministry also of men, so has He wished that

those whom He calls to the higher planes of holiness should be led thereto by

men ; hence St. Chrysostom declares we are taught of God through the instrumen-

tality of men. (Homily I in Inscrih. Altar.) Of this a striking example is given us

in the very first days of the Church.
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"For though Saul, intent upon blood and slaughter, had heard the voice of our

Lord Himself and had asked: 'What dost Thou wish me to do?' yet he was bidden

to enter Damascus and search for Ananias. (Acts ix.) 'Enter the city and it shall

be there told to thee what thou must do.'

THOSE LIABLE TO STRAY.

"Nor can we leave out of consideration the truth that those who are striving

after perfection, since by that fact they walk in no beaten or well-known path, are

the most likely to stray and hence have greater need than others of a teacher and

guide. Such guidance has ever obtained in the Church ; it has been the universal

teaching of those who throughout the ages have been eminent for wisdom and

sanctity—and hence to reject it would be to commit one's self to a belief at once

rash and dangerous.
"A thorough consideration of this point, in the supposition that no exterior

guide is granted such souls, will make us see the difficulty of locating or determining
the direction and application of that more abundant influx of the holy spirit so

greatly extolled by innovators. To practice virtue there is absolute need of the

assistance of the Holy Spirit, yet we find those who are fond of novelty giving an

unwarranted importance to the natural virtues, as though they better responded
to the customs and necessities of the times, and that having these as his outfit

man becomes both more ready to act and more strenuous in action. It is not easy

to understand how persons possessed of Christian wisdom can either prefer natural

to supernatural, virtues or attribute to them a greater efficacy and fruitfulness. Can
it be that nature conjoined with grace is weaker than when left to herself?

VIRTUE, NATURE AND GRACE.

"Can it be that those men illustrious for sanctity, whom the Church dis-

tinguishes and openly pays homage to, were deficient, came short in the order of

nature and its endowments, because they excelled in Christian strength? And
although it be allowed at times to wonder at acts worthy of admiration which are

the outcome of natural virtue—is there anyone at all endowed simply with an outfit

of natural virtue? Is there anyone not tried by mental anxiety, and this in no light

degree? Yet ever to master such, as also to preserve in its entirety the law of the

natural order, requires an assistance from on high. These single notable acts to

which we have alluded will frequently upon a closer investigation be found to

exhibit the appearance rather than the reality of virtue. Grant that it is virtue,

unless we would 'run in vain' and be unmindful of that eternal bliss which a good
God in His mercy has destined for us, of what avail are natural virtues unless

seconded by the gift of divine grace? Hence St. Augustine well says: 'Wonderful

is the strength and swift the course, but outside the true path.' For as the nature

of man, owing to the primal fault, is inclined to evil and dishonor, yet by the help
of grace is raised up, is borne along with a new greatness and strength, so, too,

virtue, which is not the product of nature alone, but of grace also, is made fruitful

unto everlasting life and takes on a more strong and abiding character.

NO MERELY PASSIVE VIRTUE.

"This overesteem of natural virtue finds a method of expression in assuming
to divide all virtues in active and passive^ and it is alleged that whereas passive
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virtues found better piace in past times our age is to be characteri^ied by the active.

That such a division and distinction cannot be maintained is patent
—for there is

not, nor can there be, merely passive virtue. 'Virtue,' says St. Thomas Aquinas,

'designates the perfection of some faculty, but the end of such faculty is an act,

and an act of virtue is naught else than the good use of free will,' acting, that is

to say, under the grace of God if the act be one of supernatural virtue.

"He alone could wish that some Christian virtues be adapted to certain times

and different ones for other times who is unmindful of the Apostle's words : 'That

those whom he foreknew He predestined to be made comfortable to the image of

His Son.' (Romans viii, 20.) Christ is the teacher and the example of all sanctity,

and to His standard must all those conform who wish for eternal life. Nor does

Christ know any change as the ages pass, 'for He is yesterday and to-day and the

same forever.' (Hebrews xiii, 8.) To the men of all ages was the precept given:

'Learn of Me, because I am meek and humble of heart.' (Matt, xi, 29.)

"To every age has He been made manifest to us as obedient even unto death;

in every age the Apostle's dictum has its force : 'Those who are Christ's have

crucified their flesh with its vices and concupiscences.' Would to God that more

nowadays practiced these virtues in the degree of the saints of past times, who in

humility, obedience and self-restraint were powerful 'in word and in deed'—.to the

great advantage not only of religion, but of the state and the public welfare.

CONTEMPT OF RELIGIOUS LIFE.

"From this disregard of the evangelical virtues, erroneously styled 'passive,'

the step was a short one to a contempt of the religious life which has in some

degree taken hold of minds. That such a value is generally held by the upholders

of new views, we infer from certain statements concerning the vows which Religious

Orders take. They say vows are alien to the spirit of our times, in that they limit

the bounds of human liberty; that they are more suitable to weak than to strong

minds; that so far from making for human perfection and the good of human

organization, they are hurtful to both, but that this is as false as possible from the

practice and the doctrine of the Church is clear, since she has always given the

very highest approval to the religious method of life; nor without good cause,

for those who under the divine call have freely embraced that state of life did not

content themselves with the observance of precepts, but, going forward to the

evangelical counsels, showed themselves ready and valiant soldiers of Christ.

Shall we judge this to be a characteristic of weak minds or shall we say it is use-

less or hurtful to a more perfect state of life?

A FULLER AND FREER LIBERTY.

"Those who so bind themselves by the vows of religion, far from having

suffered a loss of liberty, enjoy that fuller and freer kind, that liberty, namely, by

which Christ hath made us free. And this further view of theirs, namely, that the

religious life is either entirely useless or of little service to the Church, besides

being injurious to the Religious Orders, cannot be the opinion of anyone who has

read the annals of the Church. Did not your country, the United States, derive the

beginnings both of faith and of cuhure from the children of these religious families.
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to one of whom but very lately
—a thing greatly to your praise

—you have decreed

that a state be publicly erected? And even at the present time wherever the

religious families are found how speedy and yet how fruitful a harvest of good
works do they not bring forth ! How very many leave home and seek strange

lands to impart the truth of the Gospel and to widen the bounds of civilization;

and this they do with the greatest cheerfulness amid manifold dangers. Out of

their number not less, indeed, than from the rest of the clergy the Christian world

finds the preachers of God's Word, the directors of consciences, the teachers of

youth and the Church itself the examples of all sanctity.

NO DIFFERENCE OF PRAISE.

"Nor should any difference of praise be made between those who follow the

active state of life from those others who. charmed with solitude, give themselves

to prayer and bodily mortification. And how much, indeed, of good report these

have merited and do merit, is known surely to all who do not forget that the

'continual prayer of the just man' avails to placate and to bring down the blessings

of heaven, when to such prayers bodily mortification is added.

"But if there be those who prefer to form one body without the obligation of

the vows let them pursue such a course. It is not new in the Church nor in any
wise censurable. Let them be careful, however, not to set forth such a state above

that of Religious Orders. But rather, since mankind are more disposed at the

present time to indulge themselves in pleasures, let those be held in greater esteem

'who having left all things have followed Christ.'

LET THEM BE SET APART.

"Finally, not to delay too long, it is stated that the way and method hitherto

in use among Catholics for bringing back those who have fallen away from the

Church should be left aside and another one chosen, in which matter it will suffice

to note that it is not the part of prudence to neglect that which antiquity in its

long experience has approved and which is also taught by Apostolic authority.

The Scriptures teach us that it is the duty of all to be solicitous for the salvation

of one's neighbor, according to the power and position of each. The faithful do

this by religiously discharging the duties of their state of life, by the uprightness

of their conduct, by their works of Christian charity and by earnest and continuous

prayer to God. On the other hand, those who belong to the clergy should do this

by an enlightened fulfillment of their preaching ministry, by the pomp and splendor

of ceremonies especially, by setting forth that sound form of doctrine which St.

Paul inculcated upon Titus and Timothy. But if, among the different ways of

preaching the word of God that one sometimes seems to be preferable, which is

directed to non-Catholics, not in churches, but in some suitable place, in such wise

that controversy is not sought, but friendly conference, such a method is certainly

without fault. But let those who undertake such ministry be set apart by the

authority of the Bishops and let them be men whose science and virtue has been

previously ascertained. For we think that there are many in your country who are

separated from Catholic truth more by ignorance thar> by ill will, who might per-

chance more easily be drawn to the one fold of Christ if this truth be set forth

to them in a friendly and familiar way.
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THE QUESTION OV AMERICANISM.

"From the foregoing it is manifest, beloved son, that we are not able to give

approval to those views which, in their collective sense, are called by some

'Americanism. But if by this name are to be understood certain endowments of

mind which belong to the American people, just as other characteristics belong to

various other nations, and if, moreover, by it is designated your political condition

and the laws and customs by which you are governed, there is no reason to take

exception to the name. But if this is to be so understood that the doctrines which

have been adverted to above are not only indicated, but exalted, there can be no

manner of doubt that our Venerable Brethren, the Bishops of America, would be the

first to repudiate and condemn it a,i being most injurious to themselves and to their

country. For it would give rise to the suspicion that there are among you some

who conceive and would have the Church in America to be different from what

it is in the rest of the world.

"But the true Church is one, as by unity of doctrine, so by unity of govern-

ment, and she is Catholic also. Since God has placed the center and foundation

of unity in the chair of Blessed Peter, she is rightly called the Roman Church, for

'where Peter is, there is the Church.' Wherefore, if anybody wishes to be con-

sidered a real Catholic, he ought to be able to say from his heart the self-same

words which Jerome addressed to Pope Damasus : 'I, acknowledging no other

leader than Christ, am bound in fellowship with your Holiness; that is, with the

chair of Peter. I know that the Church was built upon him as its rock, and that

whosoever gathereth not with you, scattereth.'

COPIES TO THE BISHOPS.

"We have thought it fitting, beloved son, in view of your high office, that this

letter should be addressed specially to you. It will also be our care to see that

copies are sent to the Bishops of the United States, testifying again that love by

which we embrace your whole country, a country which in past times has done

so much for the cause of religion and which will, by the divine assistance, con-

tinue to do still greater things. To you and to all the faithful of America we

grant most lovingly, as a pledge of divine assistance, our Apostolic benediction.

"Given at Rome, from St. Peter's, the 22d day of January. 1899, and the

(wenty-first year of our Pontificate.

"Leo XIII."

)

The PaiiHst Fathers, through Fathc" Deshou, their Superior, imme-

diately sent a cablegram to Cardinal Rampolla : "The Paulist Fathers,

about to dispatch a letter of adherence, fully embrace the teachings of Leo

XIII." The letter which they sent to the Pope was as follows:

"As soon as we had read the letter of Your Holiness, regarding the errors

to which the name of 'Americanism' is given, and addressed to his Eminence James

Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of BaUimore. as this letter was given in English in
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the New York daily papers, we immediately, fully and willingly embraced the

doctrine laid down in this Pontifical document ; and we signified this without delay

by telegraph to Your Holiness. And for the letter we cordially thank Your Holi-

ness, because, in the discharge of your office of Supreme Doctor and Infallible

Teacher, you lead us in the way of truth and keep far from us the darkness of

error; and in the same spirit Father Hecker, if he were still living, would, with

filial veneration, have received the Pontifical decree.

"But the reading of the letter of Your Holiness gave us no little comfort,

because therein it is stated that the errors reproved by the Holy See are rather to

be ascribed to the interpretation of the opinions of Father Hecker. than to those

opinions themselves. But if there be anything, either in the doctrine of the 'Life'

of this Father, which is ordered by the wise judgment of Your Holiness to be

corrected, we willingly acquiesce in the sentence of the Holy See, both because

the Roman Church is the pillar and ground of the truth, and because it is com-

manded as follows in the rule of our institute : 'Let a prompt and cheerful religious

submission to the Holy Church, and to every lawfully constituted authority in it,

and to all the ordinances established by its authority, be a principal and evident

characteristic of our society and of all its associates. First of all, let this obedience

be shown to the Vicar of Jesus Christ, and the Holy Roman Church, and to all the

decrees and instructions of the Holy See, whether relating to doctrine or to dis-

cipline.' This manner of obedience is deeply imprinted in our hearts, so that we
have never tliought of departing from the integrity and strictness of Catholic

loctrine. But if, according to the judgment of Your Holiness, we have either

had this tendency, or have appeared to have it, or by our way of acting have given

any favor in any way to such a tendency, we gratefully receive the paternal cor-

rection of Your Holiness.

"The constitutions of our Institute strictly require us to aim at perfect

orthodoxy, and to have for our standard not only the definitions of the Church,
but also its instructions, and the writings of approved authors concerning the spirit-

\ial life, and to promote the devotions which the Church fosters and recommends.
And in these constitutions the following declaration is to be found: 'To all, includ-

ing the priests, it is prescribed to use spiritual direction according to the principles
laid down by approved writers.' In these and in all matters we declare that we
shall follow the instructions laid down in the letter of Your Holiness, and we
likewise profess full obedience and faithful adherence to Your Holiness and to the

Holy Roman See."

Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop Ireland and the several European
ecclesiastics immediately sent to Rome by cable or telegram the assurances

of their acceptance of the Pope's decision. Archbishop Corrigan and the

Bishops of the New York Province sent a similar letter, from which I

make the following extract :

"The Bishops received and accepted such letter, word for word, sentence for

sentence, and in the sense intended by the Holy Father, which is no other than

the sense of the Universal Church of all ages. Henceforth we will regard thes^
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questions as settled. Thanks to his Holiness, the hybrid theories to which the

name of Americanism has been given died ahnost at tlieir birth.

"This misconception being removed, true Americanism is for us a subject of

pride and glory. We glory in it because our nation is great in its institutions,
in its enterprises, in its development, in its untiring energy, but when we come
to speak of religion, of dogma, of discipline, of Christian morality and perfection,
we take equal pride in being the faithful followers of the Holy See."

The letter concluded with the wish that His Holiness may be spared
for many years to see with his own eyes the happy results of his watchful

care and Apostolic benevolence.

By direction of the Holy Father, Cardinal Rampolla, Secretary of

State, wrote to Archbishop Corrigan, under date of March 14th, to

acknowledge the receipt of the dutiful address which the Paulist Fathers

forwarded to Rome on February 28th through his hands, and to express
the special pleasure and satisfaction which this document has ^afforded His

Holiness.

In his letter to Father Deshon, the Archbishop of New York says :

"I have the pleasure of saying that Cardinal Rampolla writes me that

immediately on the receipt of my letter inclosing yours to Leo XHI, the

Cardinal hastened to present the document to the Holy Father, who mani-

fested his special satisfaction and pleasure, and charged the Cardinal to

thank the Fathers for their respectful (ossequiosa) protest, and to add that

he gives to all of them, with all his heart, the Apostolic benediction."

The decision of the Holy Father, so far as it condemned any errone-

ous views, applied, as he himself wrote, "more especially to the work of

those who have undertaken its (Life of Father Hecker) translation and

editing in a foreign language." All sides, however, accepted the P^pal

decision. Cardinal Richard issued a pastoral letter to the French Bishops

and clergy, calling upon them to study and recognize the errors it men-

tioned as contained in the French translation of Father Elliott's Life of

Father Hecker. The Abbe Klein, who wrote the preface of the French

version, the only work which contained what might be called the false

Americanism, sent in his declaration of submission, and regretted the

errors mentioned, if he had inadvertantly fallen into them.

In 1902 the entire hierarchy of the Catholic Church in the United

States, through Cardinal Gibbons, on the occasion of the Pope's Jubilee,

addressed a letter to Leo XIII, dated March 3d, breathing such true and

unmistakably orthodox sentiments as to convince His Holiness that if any

such thing as "Americanism" existed, it did not exist in America. The
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Pope's answer shows clearly that the Holy Father now realized this truth,

for it shows that there was in the American Church nothing but what was

signally worthy of the most exalted praise. Having given above the

Pope's letter on "x^mericanism," so called, I now present his answer as a

final disposition of this singular episode, which would show that his letter

on "Americanism" was not so much aimed at anything in America as it

was intended for sentiments held elsewhere. I now present his answer, as

a final disposition of this singular episode :

POPE LEO'S RESPONSE TO THE AMERICAN BISHOPS.

"To our Beloved Son James, of the Title of Sancta Maria in Trastevere, Cardinal

Priest of the Holy Roman Church, Gibbons, and to the other Archbishops and

Bishops of the United States of America.

"Beloved Son and Venerable Brothers, Health and Benediction —Cer-

tainly we have reason to rejoice, and the CathoHc world, through reverence for

the Apostolic See, has reason to rejoice at the extraordinary fact that we are to

be reckoned as the third in the long line of Roman Pontiffs to whom it has been

happily given to enter upon the twenty-fifth year of the Supreme Priesthood. But

in this circle of congratulations, while the voices of all are welcome to us, that

of the Bishops and faithful of the United States of North America bring us special

joy, both on account of the prominent merit of your country and of the special love

we entertain for you.

"You have been pleased, beloved son and Venerable Brothers, in your joint

letter to us to mention in detail what we have done for your churches, prompted

by charity, during the course of our Pontificate. We, on the other hand, are glad

to call to mind the many and various ways in which you have ministered to our

consolation throughout this period. If we found pleasure in the state of

things which prevailed among you when we first entered upon the charge
of the Supreme Apostolate, now that we have advanced beyond twenty-four years
in the same charge, we are constrained to confess that our first pleas-ure has never

been diminished, but, on the contrary, has increased from day to day by reason

of the increase of Catholicity among you. The cause of this increase, although
first of all to be attributed to the providence of God, must also be ascribed to your

energy and activity. You have, in your prudent policy, promoted every kind of

Catholic organization with such wisdom as to provide for all necessities and all

contingencies, in harmony with the remarkable character of the people of your

country.

"Your chief praise is that you have promoted and sedulously continue to foster

the union of your churches with this chief of churches, and with the Vicar of Christ

on earth. Herein, as you rightly confess, is the apex and center of governmen.t,

teaching and priesthood; the source oi that unity which Christ destined for His

Church, and which is one of the most powerful notes distinguishing it from ail

human sects. The fruitful exercise of this government and teaching has never been
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left wanting to any nation by us, and we have never permitted that you or your

people should suffer the lack of it. For we have gladly availed ourself of every

opportunity to testify the constancy of our solicitude for you and for the interests

of religion among you. And our daily experience obliges us to confess that we
have found your people, through your influence, endowed with perfect docility of

mind and alacrity of heart. Therefore, while the changes and the tendencies of

nearly all the nations which have for long ages been in possession of Catholicism

give cause for sorrow, the state of your churches, in their flourishing youthfulness,
cheers our mind and fills us with gladness. True, you are shown no special favor

by the law of the land
; but, on the other hand, your lawgivers are certainly

entitled to praise for the fact that they do nothing to restrain you in your just

liberty. You must, therefore, and with you the Catholic host behind, make strenu-

ous use of the favorable time for action which is now at your disposal by spreading
abroad as far as possible the light of truth against the errors that prevail and the

sects of absurd opinions that continue to spring up.

"We are not unaware. Venerable Brothers, of all that has been done by every
one of you for the establishment and the success of schools and academies for the

proper education of children. By your zeal in this respect you have clearly acted

in conformity with the exhortations of the Apostolic See and the prescriptions of

the Council of Baltimore. Your magnificent work on behalf of ecclesiastical

seminaries has assuredly been calculated to increase the prospects of good to be

done by the clergy and to add to their dignity. Nor is this all. You have wisely
taken measures to enlighten dissidents and to draw them to the truth by appointing
learned and worthy members of the clergy to go about from district to district to

address them in public in familiar style, in temples and other buildings, and to

solve the difficulties that may be advanced. An excellent plan, and one which we
know has already borne abundant fruit. Nor has your charity been unmindful of

the sad lot of the Negro and the Indian : you have sent them teachers, helped
them liberally, and you are most zealously providing for their eternal salvation.

We are glad to add a stimulus, if such be necessary to enable you to continue these

undertakings with full confidence that your work is worthy of commendation.

"Finally, not to omit the expression of our gratitude, we would have you know
what satisfaction you have caused us by the liberality with which your people are

endeavoring to contribute by their offerings to relieve the penury of the Holy See.

Many indeed and great are the necessities for which the Vicar of Christ as

Supreme Pastor and Father of the Church is bound to provide in order to avert

injury and to promote the faith. Hence your generosity becomes an exercise and a

testimony of your faith.

"For all these reasons we wish to declare to you again and again our affection

for you. Let the Apostolic blessing, which we bestow most lovingly in the Lord

upon you all and upon the flocks intrusted to each one of you, be taken as a token

of this affection and an augury of divine gifts.

"Given at Rome, at St. Peter's, on the fifteenth day of April, in the year 1892,

the twenty-fifth year of our Pontificate.

"Leo Xin, Pope."

In the first days of March, 1899, Pope Leo was taken ill, passed
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throug-h a prolonged fainting fit, which was followed by a fever and a

general chill. After several days spent in bed, the doctors determined to

operate upon and remove from his side a cyst as large as an orange. The

Pope having consented, the operation was successfully performed without

the use of chloroform, which the patient refused to take, and he bore the

pains most heroically. While the physicians also decided against the use

of chloroform, a liquid anaesthetic, consisting of cocaine, chloride and

morphia, was used. The Pontiff's courage and patience under the severest

pain inspired all present with courage. At his request, his private chap-
lain said Mass during the severe operation. He was even cheerful, and,

with a smile, he said to the surgeons : "Do you want to play such tricks

on me at my age?" After the operation was over he mirthfully expressed

regret at parting from the cyst, which he said had been his constant com-

panion for thirty years. When he observed that those present were weep-

ing, he asked if this was because of his dangerous condition. "No," said

Dr. Mazzoni, "they weep because they love your Holiness." Such was

the universal sympathy for the Venerable Pontiff that twenty-eight thou-

sand telegrams were received from all parts of the world. So grave was

his condition that Dr. Laponi, his faithful medical friend, remained during
several nights at his beside.

It was marvelous how soon he began to convalesce. He could not be

prevented from thinking and speaking on the great interests of religion

and of the Church, nor from reading dispatches. He even gave an audi-

ence in bed. His conversations were most lively and interesting. His

physicians were amazed when, on the evening of the perilous operation, he

recited the entire last portion of the seventh canto of Dante's "Paradise,"

and commented luminously as he proceeded on its various passages. The

physicians could not refrain from exclaiming: "What a wonderful per-

formance this." Yet the Holy Father had an impression that his end

could not be far off. His energies, however, were undiminished, and on

Sunday, April i6th, he took part in the Mass and public celebration of the

anniversary of his coronation.

In accordance with an ancient custom, which commenced in the Pon-

tificate of Pope Boniface VIII, the Pope issued, on May it, 1898, his

bull for the observance of the year 1900, the last year of the nineteenth

century, as the holy year, and announcing the Jubilee, which commenced
on Christmas Day, 1899, and extended to Christmas, 1900. The usual

indulgences were granted, and by subsequent bulls the Jubilee was

extended and its performance permitted by the faithful throughout the
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world in their respective cities, instead of requiring, as formerly, a pilgrim-

age to Rome, and the celebration of midnight Mass was permitted through-

out the world on the evening of December 31st of the years 1899 and 1900.

On Christmas Day, 1899, the Jubilee was solemnly inaugurated by the

Pope by an ancient ceremony, which originated in the year 1500, in the

Pontificate of Alexander VI, and known as the opening of the Holy Door.

Immense preparations were made for the celebration of this ceremony.

The four principal Basilicas of Rome, St. Peter's, St. Paul's, St. John

Lateran's and St. Mary Major's, have each five great doors, one of which

is called the porta aurca or porta sancta, is kept closed by a wall of solid

masonry, and is opened only at the celebration of the Jubilee. It is a

symbolical ceremony, indicating the opening of the treasury of the Church

for the dispensation of the graces of the Jubilee. There is an altar inside

of the Holy Door, on which Mass is celebrated after the Pope has struck

the closing wall three times with a golden mallet and the workmen within

have removed the wall. The Pope on Christmas Day, 1899, opened the

Holy Door in St. Peter's with the golden mallet with great ceremony.

Four Cardinals opened the Holy Doors in the four other great Basilicas

on the same day. Then the Jubilee was dramatically inaugurated.

Among the events of this year was the exclusion of the Pope's envoy

from the Hague Peace Congress of Nations, at the instance of Italy, sup-

ported by Germany, even after His Holiness had taken a leading part in

the initiatory steps towards this important move for the preservation of the

peace of nations ;
also the issue of documents in commemoration of the

fiftieth anniversary of the Civilta CattoUca, a journal edited by the Jesuits

at Rome, and the granting of indulgences, which acts were regarded as

evidences of his high appreciation of the methods and teachings of the

Society of Jesus ; also the consecration of the human race to the Sacred

Heart of Jesus ;
the introduction of electric lights, by which the Vatican

was. lighted with six thousand electric lamps; the decision of the Pope

confirming the order of the Superior of the Christian Brothers, forbidding

the Brothers to teach the classics in their schools ; declarations of the Pope

in favor of sustaining the established republican form of government in

France, an Encyclical letter to the Bishops of France and a FVench pil-

grimage to Rome ; his protest on the suppression of the Asseratore Romano

for publishing an article on the claims of the Vatican to the sovereignty of

the late States of the Church ;
and an Encyclical letter to the Bishops of

Brazil on the religious revival in that country ;
the letter on the Rosary,

now become an annual recommendation of that devotion
;
and the sending,
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through Cardinal RampoUa to the Papal Nuncios abroad, a note of pro-

test against the exclusion of the Pope's representatives from the Hague
Peace Conference. "This unworthy spectacle will be severely judged by

history," says the Pope, "while the Papacy will lose nothing by the

exclusion."

The year 1900 brought from all Catholic countries triumphant evi-

dences of the ever-increasing popularity of and sympathy for the aged and

venerable Pontiff, and of the increasing influence of the Papacy so grandly

represented in his person. He responded to every pulsation of the Catholic

world, and the Catholic world responded to his. The extension of the

holy year, with its spiritual favors, for six months longer was followed by
the presentation in a single month to the Pope of the handsome sum of

2,400,000 lire in Peter-Pence. The Quirnal was saddened by the

plaudits of 50,000 pilgrims in honor of Leo XHI, and, in order to offset the

great enthusiasm every day manifested for the Father of the Faithful, the

Ministry proclaimed a grand celebration of the founding of pagan Rome.

Does modern Italy hope to reconvert the world from Christianity to

paganism? The answer to this question was found in the Christian

acclaim of a larger number of pilgrims visiting Christian Rome, saluting

the Vicar of Christ and praying at the tombs of the Apostles and Christian

martyrs and saints, than Rome had ever before received within its walls,

even in the days of her triumphs as the spiritual conqueror of the world.

These pilgrims numbered at least 10,000 a week at all times, and in pro-

pitious weather the number reached 30,000 a day.

On April 7th the officers and crew of the American training ship

"Dixie" were received by the Pope in the Sistine Chapel, when seventy-five

American sailors waved the American flag and gave repeated cheers in the

American style to the Holy Father.

The beautiful and impressive ceremony of blessing the Agnus Dei, a

Jubilee celebration, took place on June 17th, and was accompanied by the

closing of the Holy Door, the erection of twenty monuments on twenty
different mountains, in honor of the twenty centuries of Christian propa-

ganda, and the celebration of midnight Masses, with which the last year of

the nineteenth century was inaugurated. The ceremony of blessing the

Agnus Dei was performed at the Vatican in person by the Pope, with his

assistant Cardinals and Prelates.

This year was signalized by the great Encyclical, Jesus Christ, the

Redeemer, one of whose most fervid topics is the much-prayed-for unifi-

cation of Christendom.
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The Pope's ninetieth birthday was celebrated on March 2, 1900, and
was the occasion for a most enthusiastic outburst of admiration, love and

loyalty from all parts of the world. In the throne room the Cardinals and
Roman Prelates assembled and congratulated him on the happy occasion,

and to their address his answer, which was read by Monsignor Alisciatelli,

was full of gratitude for the divine mercy "which," as he said, "sometimes

makes use of the weakest to guide during many years the Bark of Peter."

He referred also most feelingly to the war in South Africa, "where two

peoples, although brothers, are slaughtering each other." And he

expressed the hope that they would soon meet and embrace with the kiss

of peace.

Among the countless congratulatory messages he received from

sovereigns and peoples of every nation was the following telegram from

the Kaiser William of Germany: "I beg Your Holiness to accept my sin-

cere congratulations on the ninetieth anniversary of your birth. I enter-

tain the most sincere wishes for your health and happiness, and pray that

God will pour down all His blessings on Your Holiness." And the Pope

replied: "In the congratulations which Your Majesty was good enough
to address to us on the ninetieth anniversary of our birth, we see with

pleasure fresh testimony of your friendly sentiments. Will Your Majesty

accept our thanks as well as the prayers which we, in our turn, oflfer up
for the prosperity of Your Majesty and all the imperial family?"

The Holy Father canonized two saints during this year, St. Jean

Baptiste de la Salle, the illustrious founder of the Order of the Christian

Brothers, and St. Rita of Cascia. who, having been beatified in 1627, pre-

sents a remarkable instance of the judicial deliberation with which the

causes of the candidates for canonization were tried by the Court of Rome.

The Benedictines were highly honored by the Pope. He bestowed

upon that illustrious Order an international abbey, which he plannerl and

paid for himself, the Abbatical Church of St. Anselm, on the Aventine Hill.

Cardinal Rampolla, Delegate of the Pope, a latere, was the consecrator.

and the ceremony, after a vigil of the entire preceding night, was attended

by more than fifty Benedictine Abbots from all parts of the world. The

Capuchins also received a special consideration. This venerable Order

assembled its branches at Rome in response to an invitation of Leo XIIT,

and the various subdivisions, such as Friars Minor Capuchin, Friars Minor

Conventual, Friars Minor and Third Order of Regulars, assembled in

religious congress, 10,000 in number, comprising the Third Order of St.

Francis and the four Orders were unified under the sanction of Leo XIII,
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and one Superior General elected, and such will be the union of the whole

Order of Ursulines in future. The object that brought the Capuchins

together at Rome was sublime, and has been always dear to the heart of

Leo XIII. They may be summarized as follows: "The social regenera-

tion of the world, especially by means of the re-establishment of social life

among the poor, the raising of wages, the equalization of taxation, and

opposition alike to socialism and the tyranny of capital."

On July 29, 1900, the King of Italy, Humbert I, was assassinated at

JMonza by an anarchist. The Pope was deeply moved at this dreadful

crime, and in an informal manner sent to Queen Margherita the expression

of his sympathy in her bereavement and regret at the death of her husband.

The work of rehabilitating the Church and the faith in Spanish America,

which he inaugurated by the holding of a Plenary Council of the Bishops
of Latin America, in 1899, at Rome, was continued by Leo XIII, and

especially by many salutary flfecrees and regulations.

The Holy Father continued with unabated zeal and solicitude to keep
in touch with the Catholic flock in every part of the world, and many
salutary measures for their guidance and edification had their source in his

paternal heart and vigorous mind. The Holy Year of the Jubilee was

extended for six months additional, and, as the Catholic people throughout
the world were allowed to celebrate it at their own homes and gain the

indulgences, the cities of the world, wherever there were Catholics, wit-

nessed visits paid to the churches, and, wherever convenient, proces-

sions formed in honor of the occasion. The end of the Holy Year was

signalized on January 12th by the Major-Domo's causing the Holy Door

to be closed with heavy masonry and a marble slab, in which was imbedded

a bronze casket containing twelve medals of gold, thirty of silver and sixty

of bronze.

The following description of the person of Pope Leo XTII will be

read with interest by all. It will be recognized for its correctness espe-

cially by the favored one who have personally seen him :

"Like that of Pio Nono, it was a countenance that won at once and imme-

diately the way to the scrutinizer's heart. At the. same time it was stronger in its

intellectual quality than was that of Pio Nono, and it was particularly^ conspicuous

in the manifestation of sound sense and clear judgment. Leo XIII was a tall man,

rather spare in build, but nevertheless of .strong, wiry physique. His presence

was most commanding. His head was very large and thoroughly Italian. It

differed from the good-natured roundness of Pio Nono's by its great length and

the sharper outlines which reached toward the chin. The forehead was massive,
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high and rather straight, and was especially striking from its great width, indica-

tive of intellectual strength. The thin hair that streaked it was of silver hue. The

eyebrows were dark and heavy and of perfect arch, and the eyes were singularly

mild and soft and, at the same time penetrating and searching. The large, well-

de^ned nose was characteristic of firmness and will power, decidedly Roman in

shape, but with wide nostrils that were credited by physiognomists with bold

leonine qualities.

"His handwriting is peculiar enough to excite interest even if it were not

that of the Pope. It is exceedingly small and of very careful, laborious con-

struction, as if each of the infinitesimal characters was formed with the most pains-

taking care. In its airy delicacy it resembles a lady's hand, but the mosaic elabora-

tion of every stroke has something highly scholastic about it. Under his diminutive

signature the Pope left half an inch of vacant space, and then completed it by five

dashes, growing successively smaller and smaller."

When in France, to the stability of whose Government Leo XIII had

so greatly contributed by advising the French hierarchy and people to sup-

port the established republic, that Government enacted a law of the severest

and most unjust character against the religious congregations, the Pope
made a vigorous protest against such a flagrant wrong. The protest was

intrusted to the French Ambassador to the Holy See. He also expressed

his sorrow in letters to Cardinal Richard and to the heads of the congre-

gations. In the absence of instructions therein as to the course to be pur-

sued in a crisis, which could never have occurred in a true republic, the

congregations were left free.

A singular incident occurred when, in December, 1900, the Duke of

Norfolk, who accompanied the English pilgrimage to Rome and was their

orator, expressed to the Pope the hope that he might recover his temporal

dominions, socialists in England took exception to the address, alleging

that it was an insult to Italy and the Quirinal, a friendly power. It was

even made the occasion for a Parliamentary interpolation, but the subject

was not pressed.

In addition to the Encyclical extending the Jubilee, the Holy Father

showed his great energy and live sympathy with every movement of the

age, and created occasions of his own for the benefit of the human race.

On January i8th he accordingly issued his great Encyclical on the Social

Question, a subject which he, more than any living man. had mastered.

The citizens of Como received a letter from hiin encouraging them in the

honors they were paying to Alessandro Volta, the great electrician and

discoverer of the voltaic current. Among other important acts of the

Pope during this year were : A letter of praise to the charitable lay Society
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of St. Vincent de Paul
;
one to the University of Glasgow in answer to

their invitation to unite in the celebration of that institution's jubilee; an

Apostolic letter regulating the management of the Religious Oriers which

profess simple vows
;
his annual Apostolic letter applaudmg the devotion

of the Rosary ;
an Apostolic letter to the hierarchy of England, condemn-

ing the errors of liberal Catholicity and rationalism ;
a brief of praise for

the Benedictines of Solesmes for their labors towards the restoration of the

Gregorian, the real music of the Church ; a brief in favor of St. Bernard's

Seminary, at Rochester, enabling it to confer the doctorate and other

degrees in philosophy and theology. In the allocution delivered at the

Consistory of April 15th he strenuously urged all Italian priests and

Bishops to work for the defeat of the divorce law in the Italian Parliament.

Regarding the sacred Scriptures as the touchstone of Christian doctrine,

he appointed in December a commission to investigate all questions grow-

ing out of Biblical studies, and he appointed three Cardinals, Parocchi.

Segna and Vives, and nine consvdtors, selected from the various nations,

including one of the professors of the Catholic University of America.

He obtained the translation of the relics of St. Edmund, English king and

martyr, from Toulouse, in France, to the Cathedral at Westminster.

The Catholic Church alone is full of religious sentiment. Thus, while

we see so dignified a body as the Sacred Congregation of Rites formulat-

ing a new form of blessing the lillies in honor of St. Anthony of Padua, we
find that Congregation preparing the way for revoking the authorization of

the Ratisbon edition heretofore published by Pustet, and the aforesaid

brief to the Benedictines for a sole authorized revision of the Gregorian
chant. The Dalmatian and Croatian College at Rome became the singular

cause of open disturbance, arising out of the attempted reorganization by
the Pope as an ecclesiastical seminary for the benefit of the Croats. The

college buildings were invaded and the Pope's bull resisted by the Dalma-

tians. The Italian Government intervened with no better motive by the

appointment of an administrator, and it was only on the strong demand of

Austria, under whose patronage the Girolamite College had always been,

that the Italians and Dalmatians were made to withdraw, and the institu-

tion was turned over again to the Pope. The Holy Father, ever alive to

the importance of every means of education, also, in July, addressed a

letter to Cardinal Gibbons, praising the American Catholic University, and

recommending measures for increasing its efficiency and usefulness. Ever

thoughtful of his countrymen in America, in August he sent Monsignor

Scalabrina, Bishop of Piacenza, to this country to study the religious status
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of the Italians, and Scalabrina soon after sent twenty-five nuns for the

ItaHan schools in the United States. In the same month the Pope erected

the new Diocese of Altoona, in Pennsylvania, and Rev. Eugene Jarvey was

appointed and consecrated its first Bishop.
The appointment of twelve new Cardinals by the Pope at the Con-

sistory held on April 15th was a noted event of this year. The entire

College of Cardinals consists of a maximum number of seventy, composed
of three orders. Cardinal-Bishops, of whom there are six, are the incum-

bents of the suburban Episcopal Sees around Rome, viz. : Ostia and

Vellatri, Ponto and Santo Rufino, Albano, Frascati, Palestina, Sabina.

Cardinal-Priests are fifty-six, and they take their titles from that number
of "titular churches" in Rome to which they are appointed, and, though

designated as Cardinal-Priests, they are uniformly in fact Bishops or Arch-

bishops. There are eight Cardinal-Deacons, who are usually deacons, and

are appointed to eight other churches of Rome, designated as "deaconries."

Of the twelve new Cardinals created on April 15, 1901, twelve were

Italians, thus making the number of Italians in the Sacred College forty

out of sixty-seven, or forty Italians to twenty-seven of alt other nationali-

ties represented in the College. So also in the Consistory held in the latter

part of June, 1903, there were seven Cardinals created, and of these four

out of the seven were Italians, one German, one Austrian and one

Spaniard. The Cardinals are the electors of the Pope in case of a vacancy,

and with such a majority of Italians in the Sacred College the Papacy can

readily be kept permanently in the hands of that nation.

The subject of the appointment of Cardinals, in its relation to the

nations of the Catholic world, and their representation in the Sacred Col-

lege, was regulated by the Council of Trent, 1545- 1563, by the following

important decree in Section 24 De Reformatione, Chapter I :

"And the Synod ordains, that all and singular the particulars which have heen

elsewhere ordained, in the same Synod, touching the life, age, learning, and other

qualifications of those who are to be appointed Bishops, the same are also to be

required in the creation of Cardinals—even though they be deacons—of the Holy

Roman Church ;
whom the most Holy Roman Pontiff shall, as far as it can be

conveniently done, select out of all the nations of Christendom, as he shall find

persons suitable."*

The following allusion to the same subject is from the article entitled

"Cardinals," and for the writing of which a distinguished Catholic was

* "The Canons and Decrees of the Second and Ecumenical Council of Trent," translated by Rev.

J. Waterworth. London, Burns & Gates, Ltd. New York, Catholic Pub See. (1848 is the date given in

tlie preface), p. 207. '
'
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selected by the editors of Appleton's "American Cyclopaedia:" "The

Decrees of the Council of Trent and the Constitutions of Pope Sixtus V
direct that the Cardinals should be selected as far as possible from all

nations. The reasons for this direction are evident, for as the Pope exer-

cises supreme authority over so many national churches in dififerent parts

oi the world, he needs the advice of wise and learned men from all civil-

ized countries in order to give a truly Catholic character to his administra-

tion."

The reasons here assigned for the Decree of the Council of Trent and

the Constitution of Pope Sixtus V relate apparently to the exigencies of a

wise and Catholic administration. The importance or necessity for giving

to the College of Cardinals also a representative character in reference to

the voice of Christendom in the election of new Popes was not so much
held in view in 1545 and 1563, before the invention and introduction of

steamships, telegraphs and ocean cables, and when the Cardinals of but few

countries outside of Italy could be notified to repair to Rome in time to

take part in the conclave of election. But now, more especially as the

election cannot take place until nine days have passed since the death of

a Pope, it would be a rare exception if any Cardinal could not reach the

conclave in time to participate in the election after receiving news of the

Pope's death.

A powerful Catholic voice has made the following allusion in the

nineteenth century to the expected representative character of the College
of Cardinals :

"If, as many think, democracy will soon assume control of public affairs in the

Old World, the question is. What kind of a democracy will it be ; what influence

will be powerful enough to guide it morally aright? No sectarian form of Chris-

tianity can be the guide of mighty human forces. So far as men are sectarians,

so far do they deviate from the universal truth ; and only the universal principles

of reason and revelation, grasped and wielded by such an organic world-power
as the Catholic Church, can guide aright the tumultuous masses of mankind when
the transition from one phase of civilization to another has begun. The power that

could tame the barbarian ancestors of the civilized world exhibits in such men
and such utterances as have been herein considered a force competent to guide to

its proper destiny the baptized democracy of our day. And we may say in passing
that it is difficult to exaggerate the majority and power, which a body of men

representing the whole Catholic Church, as the Council of Trent intended the

Cardinals to do, would possess and exert the world over; the decision of such a

body, with the Pope at its head, could not fail to be final,"*

*"Tbe Church aad the Agre," by Rev. Isaac Thomas Hecker, p. 114.
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As the Cardinals are the constitutional electors of the Popes in case

of vacancies, the importance of the injunction of the Council of Trent is

manifest. In past ages emperors, kings and princes took more or less

part, or exerted more or less influence, in the choice of the Popes. The
three leading Catholic powers, France, Austria and Spain, had even a veto

power, as I have already mentioned, over the Papal elections. By virtue

of this concession, probably one of the fruits of Concordats, either of these

powers could prevent the election of a Pope distasteful to it. But this veto

could only be exercised once in any election, and had to be exercised before

a Pope was selected by a two-thirds vote, as required. The last time this

privilege was exercised was by Spain, in 1830, when Pope Gregory XVI '

was elected, after Cardinal Ginstiniani had received nearly the requisite

vote, and had to withdraw under objections made by Spain to his election.

At the elections of Piux IX and Leo XIII no claim was made to this veto,

and the sentiment of modern times is such that if the veto had been

claimed the claim most probably would not have been recognized. Nor is

there a likelihood of such veto ever being claimed again, or, if claimed,

allowed. The existence of this veto in the past and the struggles of rival

and often warring nations for the control of the Papal elections were

among the causes which then led to the establishment of the peculiar form

of election known as the Conclave, which literally means shut up with one

key, and consequently with but one door or entrance.

The subject of apportioning the distribution of Cardinals among
nations according to their respective Catholic populations was discussed

during the last illness and after the death of Leo XIII from Rome to every

part of the civilized world. A cablegram from Rome giving the views of

a Roman Prelate on this subject has among its headings, alluding to the

approaching Conclave and new Pope, the following words : "May result

in demand for number of Cardinals in proportion to population." The

cablegram then quotes the language of the same Prelate as follows, refer-

ring to a Cardinal : "He will prove to them that the LTnited States has the

right to be no longer considered as a simple colony, with a single Cardinal.

It has a right to have proportionately as many Cardinals as Spain. If this

right was admitted, there would be twelve American Cardinals." This

estimate probably has reference to the United States, Porto Rico. Canada

and the Philippine Islands, with a Catholic population nearly, if not quite,

34,000,000. It is the province of the historian to record the current fact

that such discussions had commenced to take place in various parts of the

Christian world and at Rome itself. It remains alone with the successor,
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or successors in time, of Leo XIII to decide how far they will conform his

appointments of Cardinals with the decree of the Council of Trent, and

with contemporaneous sentiment supporting that decree. Leo XIII com-

menced to do so.

The Conclave itself may possibly, if not probably, come to be regarded

by the Popes and the Church as an institution of the past. The participa-

tion of emperors, kings and prii^ces in past ages in the election of Popes,
and the intrigues to which this led rendered the Conclave, which means

an election under lock and key, a necessity, or at least a wise arrangement
for those days. But now have not the historic causes for the Conclave

ceased? Would it not promote the best interests of the Church and

religion if the elections of the Popes were held hereafter, under that pre-

eminent wisdom and divine guidance which the Church posssses, in execu-

tive session, without the cumbersome machinery of the Conclave?

On February 20, 1902, the Pope entered upon the twenty-fifth year of

his actual Pontificate, but it is the custom to regard the day of a Pope's
coronation as the beginning of his Pontificate, which in the case of Leo
XIII was March 3, 1878. It would therefore be necessary for him to live

until February 20, 1903, to complete his twenty-fifth Pontifical year. St.

Peter reigned as Pope from his thirty-third to his sixty-seventh year,

thirty-four years and six months, and it has become a customary ceremony
or admonition in the Papal coronations for one of the Cardinals to

admonish the new Pope : "Thou wilt not reach the years of Peter." Leo's

immediate predecessor, Pius IX, came nearest to the years of Peter, for

he was Pope from 1848 to 1878, thirty-one years seven months and twenty-
two days. Pius Vl reigned from 1775 to 1798, twenty-four years six

months and fourteen days. Adrian I reigned from 771 to 795, twenty-
three years ten months and twenty-seven days. Sylvester I reigned from

314 to 337, twenty-three years ten months and twenty-four days.

Preparations for celebrating this interesting event, the Papal Jubilee,

began late in the year 1901, but the actual celebration began on March 3,

1902, the anniversary of his coronation, though on February 20th the

celebration had been commenced, but without the presence of the Pope.

The celebration of March 3d was grand and enthusiastic, beyond descrip-

tion, and was participated in by thirty Cardinals, the ambassadors from

many nations, numerous Archbishops, Bishops and priests, the Pontifical

Court, and countless members of the laity. At the age of ninety-two Leo

XIII went through the fatigues of the day with energy and vigor. Several

American ecclesiastics were present, among whom were the Right Rev
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John M. Farley, now Archbishop of New York; Right Rev. John J.

Kennedy, rector of the American CoUege at Rome; Right Rev. James

Ryan, Bishop of Alton, Illinois. Simultaneously with the Roman pageant

there were held in this country sympathetic celebrations in the cathedral

churches of many American dioceses. By eight o'clock in the morning
the piazza of St. Peter's at Rome was besieged by a mass of eighty thou-

sand people, of whom fifty thousand were admitted
;
and it required four

hours for these to enter through four doors. At the end of this exhaust-

ing celebration the Holy Father said to one of the Cardinals near him :

"I really never expected to live to see this day. I am deeply touched by

this manifestation of the loyalty of so many of the faithful." Leo XIII is

the two hundred and sixty-second occupant of the chair of St. Peter.

Leo XIII lived to complete the twenty-fifth year of his Pontificate,

and this entire year was pre-eminently a year of jubilee. The closing

pageants and ceremonies in honor of the Holy Father far exceeded any

such events in centuries. At Rome and in every part of the Christian

world the celebrations, which commenced in February and March, 1902,

closed at the end of the Jubilee year, 1903, with unparalleled tributes of

praise, loyalty, admiration and generosity towards the aged and venerable

Pontiff. He took an active part himself in the celebrations which occurred

in St. Peter's and the Vatican. In answer to the remonstrances of his

physician at his undergoing such great fatigues in these ceremonies and

in the numerous receptions and audiences he gave, the Holy Father said

that the excitement of them did him good. The fact is that he enjoyed

them. Loyalty is ever a grateful tribute.

Some of the other leading or interesting events of the year 1902 may
be mentioned, and among these were the appointment of a Pontifical Com-

mission on the Holy Scriptures, of which he made an American, Rev. Dr.

Gannon, of the American Catholic University, a member
;
the founding of

a Greek ecclesiastical seminary for the education of young Greek candi-

dates for the priesthood ;
the appointment of Cardinal Gotti as Prefect of

the Propaganda in the place of Cardinal Ledochowski, deceased ; the gift

of a new reference library at the Vatican ;
the appointment of Monsignor

Guidi as Archbishop of Manila; works manifesting great interest in

Catholic Congresses ; protest addressed to the Spanish Ministry against

their projects against the Religious Orders; the Holy Father's Jubilee

Encyclical and his Easter Encyclical ; his decision on request that his god-

son, King Alfonso of Spain, w^as fit for coronation; his prayers for both

Briton and Boer; and the sending of envoys to the coronation of King
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Edward VII of England, but, in consequence of the anti-Catholic clause

in the coronation oath, it was so managed that the Papal envoys did not

arrive until after the religious part of the ceremonies were over.

The year 1903 was ushered in amidst the joyous acclamations of the

Holy Father's Jubilee. He completed, with unparalleled applause and

glory, the quarter of a century of his distinguished Pontificate. It was

generally noticed, with alarm and affectionate solicitude, that the long and

splendid ceremonials and frequent public and private audiences left the

Pontiff afterwards a sufferer from evident fatigue. His vitality was so

great, his energy so untiring, his will so indomitable, his love of the

Church and of his people so cordial that nothing could induce him to

forego these accustomed exertions and celebrations. The holding of the

private, and afterwards the public, Consistory of June, 1903, and the

fatigues and excitement accompanying it, though he went through with

his leading parts therein with energy and courage, were particularly try-

ing to his evidently declining strength. It was noticeable that his face

and hands were more usually pale and wax-like, and his voice much more

feeble than formerly. Yet, though the members and officers of the Papal
administration anxiously spared him all possible details of labor and

fatigue, he continued, with undiminished ability, intelligence and thought,

to give his thorough attention to the essential works and duties of his

exalted station.

Among the many tributes received by Leo XIII in the first half of

the year 1903 were visits from King Edward of England* and Emperor
William of Germany, which were accompanied with many proofs of the

moral influence of the Papacy, even now that it is stripped of its temporal

power. He also received from President Roosevelt a handsome set of

the Messages of the American Presidents, bound in vellum, which he most

graciously acknowledged. He ordered in return that a handsomely-bound
set of his own Encyclicals, of which he had ordered a superb edition to be

printed, bound and issued from the Vatican presses, should be sent to the

President. Arrangements had been made for the King of Italy to pay a

visit to France and to the French President, and this visit was to be fol-

lowed by a visit of President Loubet to Rome. But serious complications

arose in consequence of the unwillingness of the Pope, on whom President

Loubet was desirous also of calling while in Rome, to receive the Chief

Magistrate of a nation which was at that very time persecuting and

expelling the Catholic Religious Orders of France, closing the Catholic

schools and confiscating their property. The President considered it
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more prudent to delay or postpone his visit indefinitely. So, also, King
Victor Emanuel of Italy, who was preparing for his return visit to Paris

when the serious illness of the Pope occurred in the first days of July,

decided not to carry into effect the intended visit, which was to have

occurred first.

The unfortunate and disastrous policy of France against the Catholic

congregations, teachers and Religious Orders of France, a previous

legacy to France from twelve centuries of Catholic faith, which had won

for France the proud title of Eldest Son of the Church, while it awakened

the strongest tones of condemnation throughout the world, and especially

in free countries, like England and the United States, cast a deep sadness

over the last and declining years of Leo XIII. Not content with sup-

pressing the great and most benign Religious Congregations or Orders

of France, there were five hundred of them who applied to the Govern-

ment under the law for authorization, and they were refused. Not con-

tent with this, many individual members of suppressed congregations, who

had secularized themselves as individuals and became laics, and had

obtained employment as teachers in authorized and legal schools, were

prohibited from thus making a living, a right under God of every man.

Minister Waldeck-Rousseau first championed and got enacted this

iniquitous legislation. He retired from ofiice and left his mantle to fall

on M. Combes, his successor, who, in his evil zeal, outdid his preceptor in

the malice and mischief of his measures and achievements. Such events

could not have happened in America or England, or in any free land. It

might well be asked. Has France a constitution ?

Pope Leo XIII, wdth prophetic eye, saw long ago the danger in which

the best interests of religion, education and conservative policy were

involved in France. Thus, in 1893, on the occasion of a general election

in France, he took steps for the prevention of the threatened evils, in

which, if he had been supported by the Conservative elements of the

French Commonwealth, which were composed almost entirely of Catholics,

and whose policy was controlled by the Catholics of the country, he might

have prevented the present evils of the country. This Conservative party

was composed of Legitimists, Orleanists, Bonapartists and Nationalists.

Each of these sections sought only the triumph or success of its owm

cause and the acquisition of power in the State for its own leaders.

There was no union amongst them. In opposition to this divided and

often hostilely discordant mass, there stood in solid ranks the united

Republican party.
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It was under such circumstances as these that Pope Leo XIII

addressed to the Conservatives of the Frencli RepubUc his famous letter

of August 36, 1893, which was sent to the Archbishop of Bordeaux. It

was pubhshed, and reached every Conservative voter. In this message of

peace and wisdom the Holy Father urged the Catholics of France, lay and

clerical, and all Conservatives, to recognize the form of government estab-

lished in France ; to support the Republic, or, as it has been expressed, "to

enter into the arena of the constitution."

The following extracts on this subject are taken from an article

pubHshed in The Cittadino of Genoa, as subsequently republished in the

official paper of the Vatican, Osservatore Romano:

"The events of the day in France, painful as they are, not only to every good

Catholic, but to everybody who feels and is animated with generous sentiments,

and whose mind is not warped by factional bigotry, are another proof of the

profound wisdom and prudence of what is known as the Vatican policy
—which is,

after all, but another name for the policy of honesty and utility.

"In 1893 the Pope, on the occasion of the general elections, saw that the danger
for the Conservative party in that important contest consisted in the divisions and

schisms produced in it by tho conflicting ideals fostered by the different sections

of the Conservative masses. Legitimists, Orleanists, Bonapartists, Nationalists, all

wanted to see the triumph of their own respective ideas and the return to power
of the men who incarnated these ideas and gave the best guarantees of putting them

into practice. In the face of this heterogeneous body rose the solid phalanx of

the Republicans, controlled now by Freemasonry and by political anticlericalism

of the venomous, audacious and furious type. The Pope set himself to the task of

bringing home to the Conservatives the full gravity of the peril which he foresaw

and estimated at its true value, and in a memorable letter to the Archbishop of

Bordeaux, a few weeks before the general elections of August 20, 1893, advised

all the factions of the Conservative party, desirous of the preservation of order

and of religious peace, to unite on a ground on which they could claim the support

of the great majority of good Republicans—that is, a sincere recognition of the

new political order of things, brought about by the stern logic of events, and now

existing for a considerable length of time."

The Holy Father saw with sorrow that the Conservatives, far from

discarding and silencing all their intestine feuds and quarrels, continued

to make strife among themselves, while not ceasing to quarrel with the

Republican Government of France. The result has been not only the

destruction of the Religious Congregations and the suppression of Catholic

education in France, but the Catholic Church of France is now threatened

also with the confiscation of the compensation granted by Napoleon Bona-

parte in return for the confiscation and plunder of church property by the
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French Revolutions, including the salaries of the Bishops and clergy, but

is also threatened with denunciation or repudiation of the Concordat, by

which the Catholic religion is the recognized religion of the French nation.

M. Combes, the Premier, succeeding Waldeck-Rousseau in April, 1903,

made a speech in the French Senate in which he expressly threatened the

denunciation of the Concordat and the suppression of all appropriations

for religious worship.

Having in a previous part of my history mentioned the auspicious

appointments made by Pope Leo XIII in the American hierarchy, I won d

state further that, after mentioning the appointment of His Excellency

the Most Rev. Diomede Falconio as Apostolic Delegate, Leo XIII has

appointed Right Rev. John Brady, Auxiliary Bishop of Boston ; Right

Rev. Peter J. Muldoon, Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago; Most Rev. John J.

Keane to be Archbishop of Dubuque ; Most Rev. Placide Louis Chapelle

to be Archbishop of New Orleans ; Right Rev. Gustav A. Rouxel, Auxil-

iary Bishop of that See ;
Most Rev. Alexander Christie to be Archbishop

of Oregon City ; Right Rev. Edmund J. Prendergast, Auxiliary Bishop of

Philadelphia; Most Rev. George Montgomery, Coadjutor Archbishop of

San Francisco
;
Most Rev. Peter Bourgade to be Archbishop of Santa Fe

;

Right Rev. Eugene A. Garvey to be Bishop of Altoona ; Right Rev.

Charles H. Colton to be Bishop of Buffalo; Most Rev. James Edward

Quigley to be Archbishop of Chicago ; Right Rev. James J. Keane to be

Bishop of Cheyenne; Right Rev. Henry Moeller to be Bishop of Colum-

bus ; Right Rev. John Francis Cunningham to be Bishop of Concordia ;

Right Rev. John E. Fitz-Maurice to be Bishop of Erie ; Right Rev. Her-

man Joseph Alerding to be Bishop of Fort Wayne ; Right Rev. John W.

Shanahan to be Bishop of Harrisburg ; Right Rev. John N. Stariha to be

Bishop of Lead; Right Rev. Frederick Eis to be Bishop of Marquette;

Right Rev. Edward P. Allen to be Bishop of Mobile ; Right Rev. Edward

John O'Day to be Bishop of Nesqually ; Right Rev. John Joseph O'Connor

to be Bishop of Newark ; Right Rev. Peter J. O'Reilly to be Auxiliary

Bishop of Peoria ; Right Rev. William H. O'Connell to be Bishop of Port-

land ; Right Rev. Thomas Grace to be Bishop of Sacramento ; Right Rev.

William John Kinney to be Bishop of St. Augustine ; Right Rev. James
Trobec to be Bishop of St. Cloud ; Right Rev. John Anthony Forest to be

Bishop of San Antonio; Right Rev. Benjamin J. Keiley to be Bishop of

Savannah ; Right Rev. Michael John Hoban to be Bishop of Scranton ;

Right Rev. Philip Joseph Garrigan to be Bishop of Sioux City ; Right

Rev. Thomas O'Gorman to be Bishop of Sioux Falls; Right Rev. Henry
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Gran
j
on to be Bishop of Tucson ; Right Rev. Bertram Orth to be Bishop

of Vancouver; Right Rev. John James Monaghan to be Bishop of Wil-

mington ; Right Rev. John B. Rene to be Prefect ApostoHc of Alaska
;

Most Rev. Henry Moeller, promoted, to be Coadjutor Archbishop of Cin-

cinnati ; Most Rev. John J. Glennon to be Coadjutor Archbishop of St.

Louis; Right Rev. Denis J. Dougherty to be Bishop Nueva Segovia in the

Philippine Islands ; Right Rev. F. Z. Rooker to be Bishop of Nueva

Caceses in the Philippine Islands; Most Rev. Jeremiah J. Harty to be

Archbishop of Manila. He also appointed that distinguished Prelate, Dr

John M. Farley, to succeed Archbishop Corrigan as Archbishop of New
York, and Monsignor Robert Seton, now resident at Rome, to the Archi-

episcopal rank as titular Archbishop of Heliopolis.

Pope Leo XIII, though not relieved of the noticed fatigue which

followed the holding of the Consistory in the last of June, became suffi-

ciently refreshed by rest, to take a ride in the \^atican gardens on June

30th, which he enjoyed exceedingly. There seemed nothing in his state of

health to diminish the hope of his friends for a long life, perhaps even a

hundred years. He enjoyed the fresh air exceedingly, observed the

changes in the garden since last year, the growth of the vines planted by
himself and inquired as to the prospects for the vintage. This was the

more surprising inasmuch as he had been compelled the day before, 29th,

to omit, for the first time during his Pontificate, his annual visit to the

crypt under the high altar of St. Peter's, in which repose the relics of

Saints Peter and Paul. But on that day he celebrated Mass, it being St,

Peter's day, in the private chapel adjoining his bedroom. But his ride

in the gardens resulted in his taking a severe cold, which immediately

developed most serious symptoms and caused the illustrious patient to

take to his bed. From this time Dr. Lapponi, and afterwards Drs. Lapponi
and Mazzoni together, were in constant attendance. His sufferings and

pains were intense, but he bore them with heroic i)atience, and even cheer-

fulness. His disease was diagnosed at first as senile pneumonia in a

torpid stage. He once or twice sat in his arm chair ; transacted some

business at times
;
saw the members of the Pecci family, his nephews,

and arranged his private aflfairs. His conversations were cheerful, full

of thought and clearness, witty and good humored.

On his birthday, March 2. while receiving the Cardinals, he had

presented to each a copy of a richly-bound pamphlet reviewing the prin-

cipal events of his Pontificate, and copies of a Latin poem he had just

composed. It was a prophesy of his death, and was as follows, as

translated :
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LEo's LAST PRAYER.

Leo, now sets thy sun; pale in its dying ray;

Black night succeeds the day.

Black night for thee; wasted thy frame; life's flood sustains

No more thy shrunken veins.

Death casts his fatal dart; robed for the grave thy bones

Lie under the cold stones.

But thy freed soul escapes her chains and longs in flight

To reach the realms of light.

That is the goal she seeks; thither her journey fares;

Cirant, Lord, my anxious prayers.

That with the citizens of heaven. God's face and light

May ever thrill my sight;

That I mav see Thy face, heaven's queen, whose mother love

Has brought me home above.

To Thee, saved through the tangles of a perilous way,

I lift my grateful lay.

It was thtis that his exalted sentiments, ever dtiring liis long life, found

expression in classic verse. In his last illness he dictated to a secretary

a short poem, giving an ideal expression of his dying sentiments :

AT NIGHTFALL—THE MEDITATION OF A TROUBLED SPIRIT.

Leo. the destined hour! Now must thou hence

And. as thy merits, take the endless way.

What lot awaits thee? Heavenly joy, thy gifts

Which God had freely given, bade thee hope—

But the great Keys ! A trust of mighty weight

And borne so long—thou groanest at the thought ;

For he who leads in honor all the rest

Must, if he fail, the keener suffering bear.

Amid thy fears, there comes a gentle face,

A gentler voice speaks comfort to the heart :

"Why does fear shake thee? Why. on gazing back

O'er thy long past, should sadness stir thy soul?

"The pitying Christ is here : He gives his grace

To those that seek. Have faith—He beareth all."

On Sunday evening, Jidy 5, the solemn and soul-ahsorbing ceremony

of administering to the Pope the Holy Viaticum, the Lord's Supper, and
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the Sacrament of Extreme Unction for the dying, took place. It was

decided to hold now these august rites in consequence of the extreme

weakness and exhaustion of the Pontiff, whose life was feebly prolonged
from hour to hour by the administration of stimulants.

The solemn, yet gorgeous, ceremony of administering the last sacra-

ment took place at the bedside of Pope Leo. The central figure was the

dying Pontiff, whose long life's journey was nearly over, calmly preparing
to enter the dark valley. His pale and emaciated face, almost as white

as the pillows on which it rested, showed little sign of life, except the

keen, glittering eyes, always his most striking feature.

Around the bed were grouped the Xoble Guards, in their resplendent

uniforms
;
the Knights of the Cloak and Sword, in their picturesque

mediaeval costumes of black, with white ruffs ; twenty-five Cardinals, all

the members of the Sacred College who are present in Rome, stately and

venerable figures in their sweeping crimson robes, the whole forming a

scene of rich, yet subdued, coloring, a fit subject for the pencil of Rem-
brandt. The whole of what is called the Pontifical family, headed by
Cardinal Rampolla and including all the private chamberlains, was there.

Nearest to the bed stood the imposing, tall figure of the Cardinal Grand

Penitentiary, Serafino Vannutelli. with the Pope's confessor, to hear the

last confession of the departing Pontiff.

The Priest Apostolic approached, bearing the viaticum, to give the

last communion and administer the extreme unction, assisted by the Grand

Penitentiary. Pope I^eo feebly recited the Confession of Faith, as formu-

lated by the Council of Trent, and finally the words of absolution and the

formula of indulgence in arfjciilo tiwrti's were solemnly pronounced by

the Grand Penitentiary. The heads of the great Religious Orders who

were present granted the Pope the special indulgences which they have

the privilege of conferring. Then came the touching prayers for a passing

soul and part of the Gospel, the Lord's passion.

As the last words died awav. all fell on their knees. The Pontiff,

raising his almost transparent fingers with a feeble effort, pronounced
in scarcely audible words his benediction on the Sacred College and on

all present and then sank back on the pillows.

On Monday, July 6. Cardinal Oreglia di Santo Stephano, the Dean

of the Sacred College and holding the important ofifice of Camerlengo or

Chamberlain, and in that capacity the administrator of the Papal Office

during the interregnum caused by the Pope's death, moved from his

own residence in the city to the Vatican palace, and made his residence
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in the apartments just over those of the Pope. It is his function also to

ascertain with certainty the fact of the death of the Pope before it can

be announced to the world. For this purpose he possesses the traditional

little silver mallet with which, after solemnly approaching- the bier con-

taining the Pope's remains, he strikes the deceased gently three times

with the mallet, on the forehead, at the same time calling the dead Pontiff

by his name. If no response is returned the Chamberlain then orders

the death of the Pope to be announced orally from the Vatican to the

populace, and by the ringing of all the church bells of Rome.
A peculiar interest attached to this eminent ecclesiastical prince,

Cardinal Oreglia. He was the only member of the Sacred College then

alive, who took part in the Conclave that elected Pope Leo XIII, besides

the Pope himself. He is now the only Cardinal not created by Pope Leo,
who himself survived all except Cardinal Oreglia, survived the greater
number of the Cardinals of his own creation, and renewed the Sacred

College nearly twice.

The illness of Lep XIII aroused intense interest throughout the

world. Cardinals and Prelates from all parts of the Catholic world

flocked to Rome, in order to show their sympathy for their suffering

Father and Chief. The American Cardinal Gibbons, among others,

started about July nth for Rome from the same motive, and in order to

attend the Conclave which must follow the Pope's death. Telegrams from

all parts of the world, amounting to or exceeding six thousand in fifteen

days, were received, and a special clerical force was kept busy in answer-

ing them.

The Holy Father's illness was finally and definitely pronounced to

be pleuro-pneumonia. His weakness and his sufferings were so great,

that it was only by frequent administrations of stimulants that .he was

saved from utter collapse and death. In the meantime the Holy Father

made the bravest and most determined struggle with death, of which

we have any record in history. His intellect was unclouded and his spirits

were buoyant, and at times he was even witty and mirthful. He attended

to some matters of business, appointed an assistant to Monsignor V'alpini,

his friend, who had already suddenly fallen dead in the Vatican, and of

whose death the Pope had not heard. He made some changes in his

will ; read the' newspapers, and was intelligently alive to all the interests

of the Church and to the current events of the world.

In one of the moments of relief from great suffering he said with

determination, "I want to see RampoUa." Upon that Cardinal coming
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to him the Holy Father, with grand complacency and paternal recognition
and justice, said to him: "I want to assure you, in this supreme moment,
that you possess my entire confidence and appreciation."

From July ist to 14th the Holy Father's strength was gradually failing,

and new complications in his illness were constantly arising. About July

13th and 14th he commenced to have transient and temporary hallucina-

tions, and these were succeeded by short periods of delirium. These indi-

cations showed that his nerves were wasted away, and that the brain was
now in danger. Hitherto his great mind had held the mastery, and to such

a marvelous extent as to elicit the wonder and admiration of the physicians,

attendants, visitors, and of the world. There never was a more valiant

struggle by mortal man with death. His vitality was most extraordinary ;

almost, if not quite, unprecedented, at least so far as recorded in history.

It was sad to see the impregnable fortresses of so lofty and grand an

intellect thus assaulted by the grim monster, death. His case shows what

a man can do for himself by studying well his own case, and practicing

every method and making every sacrifice and self-denial, by frugality and

intelligent management, that might in any way conserve vitality, repair

the daily waste, and prolong life. He was satisfied with repairing his

daily waste, and in this struggle a cheerful mind and clear head were

powerful auxiliaries. When it is considered that Cardinal Pecci was

elected Pope when in his sixty-eighth year, and in delicate, if not feeble,

health, and that since that he had accomplished an administration of the

Sovereign Pontificate of twenty-five years, one of the most active, vigor-

ous, important and eventful Pontificates in the history of the Papacy, it

is no wonder that the world stood as an amazed, admiring and reverent

spectator.

Twice during his illness the physicians performed the operation of

penetrating his chest and lungs with instruments and drawing ofif the

bloody matter from the pleura; in each operation relieving his sufferings

from the pleuro-pneumonia. So brave a fight did the Holy leather make

for his life that hopes were thereby inspired that he might recover. Yet

it was evident that his strength was failing. His weakness became ex-

cessive. On Sunday, July 18, the illustrious patient sank into a state of

coma. He rallied but little from this, and then only in response to

external appeals. From that time to the afternoon of Monday his death

was momentarily expected. His disease appeared to have yielded to

medical treatment and to his own indomitable will and wonderful consti-

tution. But from long and painful exhaustion and extreme age, the
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revered and noble patient was finally forced to succumb. After receiving

the last sacraments he several times asked for and received the Sacra-

ment of the Holy Eucharist.

Pope Leo Xlli, the \'icar of Christ and Father of the Faithful, died

at 4.04 in the afternoon of Monday, July 20, 1903, in the ninety-fourth

year of his eventful and useful life, and in the twenty-sixth year of his

brilliant and illustrious Pontificate.

There never occurred a death that elicited from the whole world such

inimixed and universal admiration, reverence, hope and love.

During the last five or six days of Pope Leo's illness, while his

strength was almost wholly exhausted, and to the very last his struggle

with death valiantly continued. At several times again it seemed that he

might be the victor, and recover. He had rallying moments, when he

would receive several Cardinals at a time, or his relatives, or others. He
exhibited in these intervals of improvement his accustomed. strength and

clearness of intellect and memory, and the fulness of his gentle and

affectionate nature returned to him
; and above all, his paternal solicitude

for the Church and for religion. To these noble sentiments are due his

last interview with Cardinal Oreglia, the Chamberlain, and what he then

said to him, in what might be called a lucid interval : "To Your Eminence,

who will so soon seize the reigns of supreme power, I confide the Church

in these difficult times." To Monsignor Bisleti, Master of the Chamber,
who asked for and received Leo's benediction, the Holy Pontiff said : "Be

this my last greeting." With a noble and paternal appreciation of the

untiring ministrations, day and night, of his faithful valet, Pio Centra,

he said : "Thanks, my son."

On the second day succeeding the death of the Pope, in accordance

with an ancient and quaint custom, the physicians conducting the autopsy,

removed the viscera from his body, and these were disinfected and placed

in a splendid urn, and sealed by the ]Major-Domo, and by him placed in

charge of the Noble Guard ;
and at night these relics of Leo XUI were

solemnly but quietly conveyed to the Church of Saints Anastasius and

\'incent, the parish church of the Quirinal, and these deposited perma-
nentlv with similar urns containing the viscera of his predecessors. Those

of Pius IX still remain at St. Peters, but now the rector of Saints Anas-

tasius and Vincent will ask that these also be removed thither.

Within an hour or two the Pope's death was known, by the aid of

telegraph and cable, throughout the world. The death of no man, living

or dead, ever produced so profound a sensation. The flags in all the
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principal cities of the civilized world were immediately placed at half-

mast
;
a hundred thousand churches were draped in mourning, and many

public and private buildings ; and Solemn Requiem Masses were offered

for the repose of his soul for nine days, throughout the world. Messages
of sympathy were sent to the Vatican from monarchs and governments,
and from Chrigtians of every creed and from Mohammedan Turkey, and

all the countries of that sect. The King of England, Emperor of Ger-

many, King of Spain, President of France, Queen of Holland, King of

Denmark, Sweden and Norway, and the heads of the Protestants of all

Sects united in the electric expression of profound sympathy. I append

only a very few from our own country, selected from among a collection

of many thousands.

That from President Roosevelt was as follows, from his summer
residence at Oyster Bay, New York :

"The President expressed his profound regret at the death of the venerable

Pontiff, whose long career, no less than his exahed character, has commanded
the respect of all Christendom. The President said that in uttering these senti-

ments he was giving expression to the feeling of all the people in the United States,

wholly without regard to their religious faiths."

And another message was sent from Washington :

"Washington, July 20.

"To Cardinal Rampolla, The Vatican, Rome:
"The President desires me to express his profound sense of the loss which

the Christian world has sustained in the death of His Holiness, Leo XHI. By his

lofty character, his great learning and his comp^rehensive charity, he adorned his

txa!ted station and made his reign one of the most illustrious, as it has been one

oi the longest, in the history of the Catholic Church.

"John Hay."

Ex-President Cleveland sent the following:

"Although, of course, not unexpected, the news of the death of this dis-

ting-iished man cannot fail to awaken regret in the minds of all those who are

sincerely solicitous for the betterment of humanity. I have regarded Pope Leo
XHI as a most important factor in the advance of civilization and man's im-

provement.

"Though at the head of a church to whose interests he was constantly devoted,

he seems never to forget that all mankind is akin when manhood's development
and the promotion of universal brotherhood is in the balance. Not only his Church,

but the cause of humanity has lost a strong advocate and a sincere friend."

Mayor Low, of New York, also sent out the following appropriate

message from his office to the American public, as a testimony of his
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admiration for Pope Leo XIII. He also led the body of laymen in the

procession at the Cathedral, on the occasion of the Solemn Requiem Mass.
therein celebrated by Archbishop Farley and the ecclesiastical dignitaries
of the Archdiocese of New York, on July 30th :

"The death of the Pope will bring sorrow to many hundreds of thousands of

the citizens of New York, and those whom it does not directly affect will respond
with fraternal sympathy for their fellow-citizens who feel his death as a personal
loss. Every one must have been moved by his calm and brave bearing in the

presence of approaching death. It is too early to attempt to consider Leo XIII's

place in history, but one may safely say that he has filled the great position with

dignity and authority, and as one who has understood thoroughly the movements
of his time.

"I have ordered the flags to be placed at half-mast upon the City Hall in

recognition of the universal sorrow caused by the Pope's death."

These messages are but types of the countless expressions of respect

and admiration for Leo XIII, to which America gave expression, and were

duplicated in the American cities, and in the principal cities of the civilized

world. Requiem Masses most solemnly celebrated were held by the Arch-

bishops and Bishops of all the American dioceses and in all the cities of

the Catholic world.

Among the memorable words uttered at different times and occasions

by Leo XIII during the last illness, which were many, I will mention a

few only ;
and these illustrate his fortitude, his patience, his love, his faith,

his piety, his wit, his humanity, his strength of mind, his great memory,
his clearness of intellect, his goodness and charity :

"I thank God that He has vouchsafed to me the boon of being able

to say good-by to all. I love you all, bttt I am tired and glad to go."
"I have no illtisions and am resigned."

"I feel the moment approaching when I must leave you. Say our

last good-by. I am about to enter eternal life. But do not grieve for

me. I am about to enter my last happiness."

When told that preparations were made for performing an opera-
tion on the pleura to extract the fluid therein, he said to the doctors : "Do
whatever you think best ;" and when told that it was over he said : "Bravo,
Professor ! I congratulate you. Although I have become so light, I mtist

still be very heavy." Asking to see the instrument used in the operation,

he said : "It is a most ingenious instrument, but your hand is also verv

clever. That is why the operation waa so successful in not giving me

any pain." After calmly discussing the cause of his illness, he expressed
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surprise at its coming', as he said he had always followed Dr. Lapponi's

advise. "Not always, Your Holiness," replied the doctor; then he said:

"Well, you could not expect to remedy my old age."

Again, on another occasion, when observing the doctors with their

heads together, he playfully asked, "What are they plotting?" When the

doctor replied, "We were preparing bulletins regarding the operation,

saying it was successful in all respects. We must inform the public, which

is waiting with such anxiety, especially as it is so easy to have incorrect

news spread." Then the Holy Father said, "Very well, I wish to see

myself these bulletins in their exact text. I have already seen and medi-

tated on that last night."

When Cardinal Macchi said to him, "Prayers are going up every-

where that the Lord may preserve for the benefit of the Church the

precious life of Your Holiness." The Pope replied, "I thank Your
Eminence. It will be as God wishes. We must submit amiably to His

will."

"Tell me when the time really comes."

To his nephew, "Take courage."
To Cardinal Mathieu, the French Cardinal, "I greet France. She

has caused me much pain ; but has also given me much consolation and

joy."

"I shall die happier in thinking that something will remain of me
that I have done at the very last moment."

"I shall not die in bed."

"I shall die in harness."

When recommended by Dr. Lapponi not to converse, or notice what

was going on, he said : "I know you say this because of your affection for

me
; but either my last day is rapidly approaching, in which case I must

employ all the time which is left to me so far as I can, or else I shall

recover, again postponing the end. If this is the will of the Almighty,

nothing can change it."

Having had his chair carried over near the window, he said : "The

piazza (of St. Peter's) looks as it does when I am about to perform some

public function."

"Now I am ready to depart, having settled all my affairs. I feel I

have done all in my power for the good of the Church and of humanity."
"I am now near my end. I do not know if all I have done has been

good, but I certainly obeyed my conscience and our faith."

"The Americans have always shown me more affection than any
other people. I love them."
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"I was better last night. I am now weaker. T am sorry, because to-

day should be a day of great work." "Surely," said Dr. Lapponi, "Your
Holiness does not intend to work?" "Certainly," said the Pope, "I have

so many things to do. But I am afraid I have not the strength."
"There is one thing you doctors cannot accomplish

—to diminish my
ninety-three years."

"I am conscious of having endeavored to discharge my duty for the

good of the Church and humanity. I know not how the world will judge
my deeds, but Almighty God knows my motives and has given me a

tranquil conscience on the threshold of eternity."

"Pray leave me in peace. I feel that the end is coming."
"I have no longer any hope of life. I have a presentiment that this

very day the Most High will summon me to appear in His presence. I

feel no regret at quitting life."

"I am so weak I cannot last much longer and I must leave undone

things which I desired to arrange before my departure for eternitv."

"To-day finishes a week since I was taken ill. I am thanking God
for having given me strength to still pray to Him."

"I have not ceased for one moment to pray God to protect France

and have the men now governing her repent and stop the persecution of

the Church."

Centra, his valet, who was most reluctant to leave the room, asked in

the morning if the Pontiff did not think it better to have some one always
to keep him company. Pope Leo tranquilly replied, "I am in good com-

pany," pointing to the large crucifix.

When Monsignor Angeli, one of the Pope's secretaries, described to

His Holiness the burst of enthusiasm called forth by his illness, declaring

that it had produced a revival favorable to the Catholic Church unex-

ampled in its history, the Pontiff exclaimed, "Blessed illness!"

The Pope during a lucid interval said to Pio Centra, his valet, who

had ever been most untiring in his attention of His Holiness, "My hour

has come; farewell," and "Thanks, my son."

On one occasion when the valet had been particularly attentive, the

Prelate stroked his hand, saying: "My Pio, what should I do without

you?" Pio broke into sobs, and replied: "If we are separated it will not

be for long. I shall follow you."

He then rushed from the room with tears streaming down his cheeks.

The scene was most pathetic and those in the room at the time were moved

to tears.
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When Lapponi went to see his ilhistrious patient the latter said : "Is

it you or I who will die?" On Lapponi asking why, the Pope said: "Be-

cause you never sleep and never eat, while I do both abundantly. But I

am tired, I am tired. Oh, what must heavenly rest be !"

After the Pope's body had been embalmed, it was appropriately

dressed in the splendid and jeweled robes of his exalted office, the same

vestments worn by him recently when he appointed several Cardinals

and the new American Bishops, including Archbishop Farley, and it was

laid in state in the throne room. Here the Cardinals, Prelates and mem-
bers of the Roman Court, the relatives of the deceased, the Roman nobility

including the ladies of their families all dressed in deep black, came and

viewed and paid reverence to their departed chief. On the night of the

same day, Wednesday, July 22, the remains were removed in solemn and

grand procession to St. Peter's, and placed upon a magnificent catafalque

in the chapel of the Blessed Sacrament. The insignia of the Supreme
Pontifif, such as the tiara and other emblems of power and jurisdiction,

were placed upon and around the catafalque. This august procession

was headed by the Papal Cross and was accompanied by the Cardinals,

Papal Court, relatives, nobility and Prelates, and escorted by the several

military guards of the Vatican. Here in this beautiful chapel, guarded
off from the body of the Basilica by a high bronze railing, the public were

admitted to come, view and venerate the mortal remains of the deceased

Pontiff. During this solemn and reverential process there were eighty

thousand people of Rome, Italy and of the whole civilized world, that

passed with awe, admiration and tearful eyes before the venerated corpse.

At intervals in the evenings, when the closed doors excluded the public,

the solemn tread of Cardinals, Prelates and nobles, again and again was

seen, but not heard, to pass around the catafalque. Fervent prayers were

mingled with the sighs and tears of all.

There was one unique, interesting and significant feature in this

august visitation of the people to the grand temple of the Popes. It was

an event of historic import ;
and never before has the historian recorded

such an event. This was the presence of several bodies of Italian soldiers,

stationed in the temple, to guard it and its precious treasure, to preserve
order and discipline among the coming and going crowds, and to venerate

in common with the populace. Prior to this gratifying event there had

been no intercourse between the Vatican and the Ouirinal. Prior to 1870
the Papal military were the only soldiers in Rome. Now this auspicious

feature, in the august pageant, was hailed by the world as a sign of the
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precedence of better relations between Papacy and the Italian Govern-

ment. Cardinal Oreglia said : "It is an unexpected tribute, which no

one would have imagined twenty-five years ago."
On Saturday, July 25, the great doors of St. Peter's were closed

to the public, and immediate preparations were made for depositing the

remains of Leo XIII in their temporary resting place in St. Peter's, there

to await their removal, at some convenient and suitable time, to their final

resting place in the IJasilica of St. John Lateran. The interment took

place in the evening of Saturday, July 25. at 8.30. The assemblage of

the Cardinals and other dignitaries and specially invited guests in the

chapel of the Blessed Sacrament was at once brilliant and solemn. The

diplomatic corps of ambassadors accredited to the Holy See, in full uni-

form attended on this, as they had done at all the other solemn stages of

the Pope's obsequies, and took a prominent part. The body of the Pope
was encased in three coffins, the aggregate weight of which was 1.322

pounds. The immediate coffin, in which the body was placed, was of

cypress wood, lined with red satin, and bearing on the lid an inlaid cross.

This was encased in a lead coffin, on the lid of which was a cross, just

below which were a skull and crossed bones, and below these the arms

of the late Pope in the triple crown. The keys were not shown on the

lid of the coffin or elsewhere, because these are the insignia of the author-

ity of only a living Pope. At the bottom of this coffin was a plate bearing

the following inscription ;

CORPUS LEONI P. M. VIXIT AN XCHI. M. IV. D. XVUI.

ECCLES UNIVERS PREFUIT AN XXV. MENSIS 5 OBUT DIE XX. JULH AN MCMHI.

The translation of this is as follows : ''The body of Leo, Sovereign

Pontifif. He lived ninety-three years, four months and eighteen days.

Governed the Lniversal Church twenty-five years, five months. Died

July 20, in the year 1903." The simple Latin inscription on the marble

sarcophagus, in gold, is ;

LEO Xni, PONT. MAX.

The grand processions escorting the remains of Leo XITT from the

Throne Room to the Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament, and from the Chapel

to its temporary resting place in St. Peter's were participated in by only the

Cardinals, Diplomatic Corps, members of the Curia, relatives, attendants

and Roman nobility faithful to the Holy See, the Papal Guard, and about
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one thousand noble oi* distinguished persons. The subhme music of the

Sistine Chapel and of St. Peter's was most inspiring, and continued

throughout, regulated, as were all the ceremonies, rigidly according to the

strictest observance of the ritual appropriate to the burial of a Pope, until

the sad strains of the Miserere gave way to the more happy notes of the

In Paradisum.

The will of the Pope as an individual, and so far as it related to his

patrimony and exclusive of the more solemn testament he left as Pontiff,

disposing of the properties vested in him as Pope, and which alone was

made public shortly after his death, was as follows :

"In the name of the Father, the Son and the Hoij' Ghost, as the end of our

mortal career is approaching we put in this holograph will our last desires. Before

all, we humbly supplicate the infinite bounty and charity of the Blessed Lord to

condone the faults of our life and receive benignantly our spirit in beatific eternity,

which we specially hope through the merits of Jesus the Redeemer, trusting to

His very Sacred Heart, an ardent furnace of charity and fount of spiritual life

and humanity. We also implore as mediators the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mother

of Ciod, and our own much beloved mother, and that legion of saints whom in

our own life we venerate in a special way.

"Now, coming to dispose of the family patrimony which is ours according to

the deed of division drawn up by the notary Curzio Franchi, Dec. 17, 1882, we

appoint as heir of this patrimony our nephew, Count Ludovico Pecci, son of

Giovanni Battista, our deceased brother. From this property must be deducted

that already denoted to Count Ricardo, another nephew, on the occasion of his

marriage, according to a deed of Feb. 13, 1886, by the notary Franchi. Equally
from this property must be deducted all the estate in the Carpineto Romano
belonging to the Holy See, according to the declaration in our chirograph of Feb.

8, 1900.

"In this our testamentary disposition we have not thought of our other

nephew, Camillo, and our nieces, Anna and Maria, son and daughters of our

brother Giovanni Battista. For them we have in life properly provided decorous

maintenance on the occasion of their marriages. We declare that no one of our

family can claim any right in anything not contemplated in the present document,
because all the other belongings of whatever nature which have come to us as

Pontiff consequently are, and in any case we wish to be, the property of the Holy
See.

"We confide the exact execution of this, our deposition, to Cardinals Mariano

Rampolla, our Secretary of State; Mario Mocenni and Serafino Cretoni. This

declaration is to be our last will.

"The Vatican, Rome, this eighth day of July, 1900.

"GioACCHiNo Pecci, Leo P. P. XIII."

This will, in effect, merely confirms his previous distribution of the;
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Pecci family patrimony, which, as herein elsewhere mentioned, he had

made amongst his nephews, and which Was estimated at $120,000. All the

gifts and treasures, countless in numbers and values, which he had other-

wise acquired and chiefly as presents, though legally his own, he regarded

as the property of the Church, and he disposed of them accordingly, in

such a way as to make them the property of his successors in the Papacy.

The funeral services in honor of Leo XIII, like those performed for

his predecessors, consisted of a Novena, or nine days' services, called

Novendiales. Each day had its appropriate service, and there were three

grand Requiem Masses, in which, by previous invitation, certain selected

Cardinals and ecclesiastics were the immediate celebrants. They were

attended by the Cardinals and dignitaries of the Papal Court, the relatives,

diplomatic corps, the Roman nobility faithful to the Holy See and certain

distinguished guests invited. While these most solemn ceremonies were

held in the Sistine Chapel, there were other grand and solemn Masses held

in nearly, if not all, of the churches of Rome, and notably in the Basilica of

St. John Lateran. On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, July 28th,

29th and 30th, three great Requiem Masses, above mentioned, were cele-

brated in the Sistine Chapel, which were conducted with a degree of

splendor and gorgeousness which can never be seen outside of Rome, and

before audiences of unsurpassed distinction. The funeral rites over a

deceased Pope are continued for nine days, and those of Leo XIII were

only ended on Friday, July 31st. On the evening of that day, as was

announced by Cardinal Oreglia, the Camerlengo, the Cardinals had

accepted their apartments in the Conclave, but the Conclave was not closed

for the election until Saturday, August ist.

Lender God, the men who on earth fill high, active and responsible

positions, especially for long periods of time and in momentous and

hazardous periods, arc their own greatest educators in the highest spheres

of labor and usefulness ; are the makers of their own careers ; the

developers of their own characters. Almost universally such historic men

have in their earliest years and opportunities shown little or no signs or

prophetic promise of their future greatness. The seeds of greatness are

no doubt implanted in the tender youth, but many such throw away their

opportunities, while the truly great make and multiply their opportunities.

Such was the case with Joachim Pecci, a delicate and shrinking youth,

who at his early years, and even especially when near attaim'ng age, he

seemed to have stared early death in the face, and to have almost chanted

in youthful verse his own requiem, By his own efforts he saved and pro-
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longed his life to the rare age of near a hundred years, and by his study
and practice of the rigid laws of health made his life, name and public ser-

vices brilliant landmarks in the panorama of the Church's and world's

history. The example which Leo XIII has shown of a frugal, temperate
and regular course of living as the means of prolonging life and rendering
it useful to his fellow-men, brilliant in historic grandeur, radiant with

virtues and good deeds, and acceptable to his Creator, is one worthy of the

study and imitation of men.

First and chiefly Leo XIII was a good and holy man ; a sincere

Christian, and one who always responded to the admonitions of conscience

and corresponded with every supernatural grace. No one can read his

history without feeling a conviction that he never lost his baptismal inno-

cence. A Catholic under the first influences of family tradition and home

education, his riper years and studies made him a firm believer of all the

Holy Catholic Church believes and teaches. He went far beyond this, as

he became, and continued throughout his prolonged life to be, an able,

learned and undaunted exponent and defender of that faith. To him it

was only the faith of his fathers ; it was pre-eminently the faith of his

convictions.

As an ecclesiastic he was learned and priestly, both in his attainments

and in his practices. He was learned in every branch of theology, and a

master of the Canon Law. In ecclesiastical, as well as in profane, history

few were his equal, as is constantly shown in his pastoral letters and in

his grand Encyclicals. Indeed, so pre-eminently distinguished was his

administration for those masterly Encyclical letters, on almost every

question in relation to human life and moral duties, to time and to eternity,

that he might well be called the Pope of the Encyclicals.

As a scholar he. had few, if any, superiors. In the classics he was

intimately at home, using the Latin as freely as his native Italian tongue.

In the intervals of his great labors he read the ancient Latin and Greek

classics with intense pleasure, and in his severe illness of July, 1903, he

read Horace's Ars Poctica, when he was apparently in extremis. He

could recite from memory entire chapters from Dante. From his boy-

hood to his last hours he gave expression to his sublime thoughts in

classic and beautiful verses. Leo XITI was Pontiff and Sacred Poet.

He was Apollo and the muses combined.

The profound policy of Leo XIII towards the Italian Government

was further discussed by a well-informed writer, as follows ;
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"Toward the Italian Government the attitude of Leo XIII v:&^ tuVi ef reserve

and dignity. He was anxious to settle the conflict concerning the taking posses-
sion of their Sees by the Bishops and the due notification demanded by the Gov-
ernment. Leo XIII prudently pointed out the urgent necessity of ending this

dispute. On the other hand, he abstained from all puerile provocation and took

no heed of interested representations, addresses, speeches fired witn political allu-

sions, or other incidents likely to embitter or prolong the contest. It was more
a matter of interest with him to consider the modus vivendi with the Italian Gov-
ernment than to discuss the problem of the permanence of the Pontifical Court

at Rome or its emigration from the Peninsula, "supposing that circumstances should

require this momentous estrangement.
"Leo X.III gained for the Catholic Church a proud position in the world, nal

only as prince of the Church, but as prince of peace. Europe acknowledgv-d that

for many decades no such far-seeing head as Leo XIII has won the triple cown,
and that, excepting Prince Bismarck, no layman in Europe has shown suUi skill

in the most delicate diplomatic negotiations as the late Pope. See all thai he has

done. His successes in his negotiations with the German Chancellor, and the

remarkable foresight shown in his dealings with Spain, and in putting the Holy
See into friendly relations with the republican France, showed his skillfuiness and

rare diplomatic sense. As prince of peace, he was called upon to settle the most

difficult problems. Under his guidance the bitter Kuiturkampf, that raged in Ger-

many since the year 1870, was ended.

"As prince of peace he was called upon to decide in a question that at one

time threatened to bring Germany and Spain into difficulties —that of the Caroline

Islands—and the world knows with what tact he arbitrated to the satisfaction of

both countries.

After King Emanuel's entry into Rome in 1870, all tru« Catholics were pro-

hibited by the Vatican from availing themselves in any way of their electoral

franchise, and were consequently debarred from taking a«y part in either Par-

liamentary or municipal life. Some years ago. however, iKt Pope issued an order

withdrawing his predecessor's injunctions concerning the non-participation of the

faithful in political contests, and instructed the priests throughout the country

to encoBrage their flocks to take part in the municipal ana Parliamentary elections.

The result was .soon apparent. When an important municipal election took place'

soon afterward in Rome, and twenty-four seats in the Municipal Council had tol

be balloted for, it was found that in every case the candidates of the Vatican had'

been victorious, and that not a single liberal or radical had been elected.

This result was all the more significant, inasmuch as the latter had adopted

rhe words "Roma intangibile" (no surrender of Rome to the Pope) as their war

cry. Similar municipal elections followed shortly afterward at Naples, Salerno,

Milan, Genoa and Venice, with the same results—a victory all along the line for

the Vatican nominees. Having thus at the most propitious rnoment laid the foun-

dation of a powerful clerical party in Parliamentary and municipal life, it became

necessary to provide them with a programme and to furnish them with a policy.

With this object in view, the Pope, in his allocution to the assembled Cardinals, for

the first time gave public utterance to his earnest desire for a reconciliation betwee»

the Vatican and the Quirinal,"
•

- ]
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There never was a Pope or other ruler more free from, or more

opposed to, nepotism than Leo XIII. Yet his affection for his nieces and

nephews, and theirs for him, was exceedingly great. In the will he made,

or altered, during his last illness, he left nothing to his kindred. Regard-

ing all he had left after distributing his patrimony in 1881 amongst them,

and by the will herein given in confirmation thereof, he gave to the Church

and his successors. On receiving his nephews during his last illness,

he said to them : "As Pope I do not possess anything, as I live by the

alms of the faithful. It would be a great detriment to the Church if I

should destine to my family even the smallest part of what the people

send me by denying themselves. As to my personal property" (by which

he meant his private ownership, which was not great), "I divided that

among you long ago."

An anecdote is related of Leo XIII which illustrates both his intimate

relations with his kindred, his abstinence from nepotism and his native

wit, even in his declining years. Not long before his death a very near

young lady relative is said to have called upon His Holiness and said :

"Holy Father, I wish to consult you about a delicate matter of my own, as

it may concern Your Holiness as well as myself. I have a proposition for

musical engagement on the stage in opera, and, while I need the employ-

ment, I hesitate about accepting it for fear it might not be agreeable to

Your Holiness for so near a relative to sing upon the stage. What shall

I do?" The Pope immediately replied: "Yes, my dear, I advise you to

accept it, and if my own situation as Pope were not such as to prevent me

from going to such entertainments, I would certainly attend your first

performance."

Pope Leo XIII, as his predecessor, Pius IX, had done, would not

accept any portion of the $600,000 which, under the so-called Italian Law
of the Guarantees, was offered by the Italian Government for the support

of the Papacy. This course was deemed indispensable in order to main-

tain the Papacy's independence of the Italian Government. He was

entirely dependent upon the voluntary offerings of Catholics throughout

the world. These have proved amply sufficient, as they have amounted

to about 7,500.000 lire, which, in American money, was equal to about

$1,425,000. The generous disposition which Leo XIII made of this fund

will be mentioned hereafter.

The following intelligent discussion of the relations of the Holy See

with the Italian Government, by a person well versed in ecclesiastico-

diplomatic matters, will be read with interest by all, if not with entire

approval :
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"To many it is a source of amazeinent that a Pontiff so enlightened and pro-

gressive, who directs the French clergy to give their loyal allegiance to the Republic
as the duly constituted government of the nation and to abstain from all royalist

movements to bring about its overthrow, and who in Spain has identified himself

with the liberalism of the Queen Regent and of Sagasta, should persist in what

is generally regarded as a useless war against the Italian Government. Some
ascribe his attitude in the matter to the fact that he is not a free agent in the

matter, that his hands are tied by the irreconcilable element of the Roman Curia.

It has been asserted that were it not for the intransigent influences by which he

is surrounded, and which is opposed to any reconciliation with the Italian Gov-

ernment, he would long ere this have made peace between Church and State ;
and

in 1888 the London Times, in one of its weighty editorial articles, went so far

as to re-echo publicly the rumors current at the time, which attributed a severe

illness, from which was then suffering, to poison administered by members of

the intransigent element at the Vatican, who were described as in mortal dread of

his coming to a permanent understanding with King Humbert."

There is no foundation whatsoever for all these stories, and the

obstacles in the way of an agreement between the Papal See and the

Quirinal are of an entirely different character.

"They are of such a nature that Leo, who has repeatedly given evidence of

great political sagacity and foresight, is among the first to perceive that they are

altogether insurmountable. The Catholic Church is, as its name implies, inter-

national, and not identified with any one race more than another. Any reconcilia-

tion between the Italian Government and the Papacy would imply a subordination

of the latter to the former, no matter what the terms of the agreement. The

influence of the Italian Government would become paramount at the Vaticaiv,

where Italian clergy—that is, Italian citizens—necessarily are in a numerical

majority. So convinced are the French authorities of this that, determined to

avoid at all costs the danger of seeing the Pope exercise his spiritual power
over French Catholics for the advancement of the purely political interests of the

Italian Government, they have repeatedly informed the Pontiff that any reconcilia-

tion between the Vatican and the Quirinal would be immediately followed by an

annulment of the Concordat or treaty governing the relations between the Papacy
and the French Church, and that the latter would not only renounce its spiritual

allegiance to the Holy See, but also declared itself .schismatic and entirely inde-

pendent of the Catholic Church at Rome. There is every reason to believe that

the governments of Austria-Hungary, of Spain, of Portugal, of Belgium and even

of Germany, have made similar representations to the Pope. Indeed not even could

the ruling powers in the United States and Great Britain contemplate with equa-

nimity the possibility of a Pope entirely subject to the Italian Government for the

time being, exercising his spiritual influence over the large Catholic population in

this country and in the British Empire for the political advantage and the further-

ance of the entirely secular aims of the statesmen who control the destinies of the

kingdom of Italy. A reconciliation between the Vatican and the Quirinal is there*
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fore an eventuality to which all foreign governments are necessarily opposed, and
there is no doubt that were any understandings between Pope and King to become
an accomplished fact it would result in a disruption of the Catholic Church as now
constituted, in the establishment of a number of schismatic churches, and in the

disappearance of that now dominant characteristic of the denomination governed

spiritually by the Pope, namely, its internationalism.

"It may be doubted whether even the Italian Government itself is anxious for

a reconciliation. For I recall a speech delivered by Signor Spaventa, one of the

most famous of Italian statesmen, some years ago on the occasion of the anni-

versary of the capture of Rome. 'A perfect understanding,' he declared, 'between

Church and State would have been inconvenient both to the one and to the other.

On the one hand, it would have hampered the development of young Italy, imbued,

as she is, with the notions of liberty and democracy; while, on the other hand,

the attitude, if not of open hostility, at any rate of constant protest, of the Vatican,

has tended to reassure the Catholics of the whole world as to the perfect inde-

pendence and internationality of the Holy See. A complete reconciliation would

always render the Pope liable to be suspected abroad of having become a subject

of the King of Italy.'

"It is owing to this necessity of remaining completely independent of the Ital-

ian Government that the Pope has refrained from drawing a single cent of the

annuity of $600,000, which the Italian Government bound itself by the law of Papal

Guarantees, enacted in 1871, to pay to the Pontiff as a small return for the vast

amount of Papal property and sources of revenue which it had confiscated. Pius

IX always declined to avail himself of this source of income, deeming that his

acceptance thereof would involve a quasi acknowledgement of Italian supremacy,
and Leo XIII has taken the same view. The Papacy, therefore, including the

central administration of the Catholic Church throughout the world, is maintained

partly by the interest of a fund derived from savings effected since 1870. but

mainly by the contributions of the Catholics in foreign—that is to say, non-

Italian—countries, in the shape of what is known as Peter's Pence, and it is worthy
of note that the largest and most generous subscriptions have always come from

this country. Great Britain and France following next in line. It is upon the con-

tinuance of these contributions that the independence of the Holy See may be

said to a great extent to rest, and that the revenues thus procured are wisely

administered may be gathered from the fact that the one fault with which people
at Rome are accustomed to reproach Leo XIII is his excessive economy, which has

led him to cut down every unnecessary expense, to abolish all sinecures, to reduce

salaries and pensions and to run both the Vatican and the central administration

of the Church on the most economical lines possible. Nor need it be imagined
for one moment that he is saving for the purpose of benefiting his relatives, as

some of his predecessors in the chair of St. Peter have been charged with doing.

His will, long since made, bequeaths to his nephews and nieces less than half of

the property which he possessed at the time when he was crowned Pope. Every-

thing else, including the remainder of his personal fortune, is left in trust for the

Papacy.
"In addition to the obstacles above described that stand in the way of any

reconciliation between the Church and State in Italy, there is one other which it
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is necessary to take into consideration. What assurance has the Papacy of the

stability of the present form of government in Italy, or of its power to fulfill in

the future its obligations toward the head of the Catholic Church? During the

many centuries that have elapsed since the first establishment of the Papacy the

latter has witnessed innumerable changes of government in Italy and at Rome,
and it has no guarantee whatsoever that the present one is likely to be more endur-

ing than any of those that have gone before, and of which nothing but the dimmest

kind of memory remains. In no country of Europe have the doctrines of socialism

made such headway as in the Italian peninsula. Nowhere is radicalism of the most

advanced type more widespread, while it is not too much to assert that anarchy

has established a stronger foothold in Italy than anywhere else in the world.

Under the wise and liberal rule of the present King the existence of the present

dynasty may be prolonged. But there are few statesmen in Europe who believe

that the present form of government in Italy is established upon solid foundations,

or that it will last.

"By identifying itself therewith the Papacy would therefore likewise involve

itself in any disaster by which the Government may be overtaken, and how little

the Pope can rely upon foreign assistance in such an eventuality was strikingly

demonstrated in 1870, when not a hand was raised or even a protest offered by

any European power against the deprivation of the Papacy of its temporal inde-

pendence and possessions. France alone has never to this day given any written

acknowledgement or taken official note of the dispatch by means of which King

Victor Emanuel in 1870 informed foreign governments of his capture of Rome

and of his acquisition of the temporalities of the Holy See. Finally the Italian

Parliament, which in 1871 voted the so-called 'Law of Guarantees.' assuring ex-ter-

ritorial privileges to the Pontiff, can to-morrow repeal that statute, and place the

Pope, legally speaking, upon the same level as every other Italian citizen. Indeed,

there have been numerous infractions of the Law of Guarantees since 1871. That

is why the Papacy cannot afford to identify itself with the present Italian regime,

and why so liberal minded, democratic and progressive a Pontiff as Leo XIII is

debarred from concluding peace between Church and State in Italy."

Pope Leo XIIT was, as we have demonstrated, a master of diplomacy.

The diplomacy, which he mastered in so brilliant and mastcrfid a manner,

M'as not of the school of Machiavelli : it was diplomacy of a high, honor-

able, truthful and direct character. His thorough education, his com-

mand of languages, his graceful and dignified bearing:, his exquisite tact,

his vast and varied knowledge and his clear and sound judgment, all

added to the natural trend of his mind from youth, for affairs made him.

both prior to his elevation to the Papal chair and during his leng^thened

Pontificate, an unsurpassed, if equaled, diplomatist. His education at the

college, expressly intended for the education of yoimg noblemen destined

for the diplomatic service and for the civil service of the Papal States, and

his early selection of the diplomatic career, bore great fruits in that highest
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and most difficult branch of the public service. These pages delineate his

successes and triumphs as a diplomatist. As Governor of Benevento, as

Delegate of Spoleto and as Apostolic Nuncio at Brussels, he won vast

experiences and achieved great successes. Not only did he gain great

results for religion and the Church in his struggles with Bismarck over

the Kulturkampf , but he won the confidence of his great adversary ;
so

greatly that when the controversy over the possession of the Caroline

Islands arose between Germany and Spain, he was selected as the

mediator by both Governments, and on his deciding against Germany, the

"Iron Chancellor" cordially accepted the decision, and said that Leo was

the "Prince of Peace." So, too, in the many difficult questions that arose,

for example, with Russia, France, Turkey, South America, China, Japan
and other lands wherever there were Catholics in peril or distress, he

handled them with great wisdom and success. He always succeeded in

making friends of his opponents. He was the first to think of and sug-

gest the great project of the Peace Congress and International Tribunal

of Arbitration, from which he was afterwards excluded by the interven-

tion of the King of Italy. As Sovereign Pontiff he was his own Secretary
of State.

As a patron of the fine arts. I.eo XIII will rank with Macenas and

the Medici. He breathed the atmosphere of art from his childhood in the

classic land of Italy. Besides the grand works of art which he so sedu-

ously conserved in St. Peter's, at the \ atican and in all the Basilicas of

Rome, he gave frequent commissions to living artists for works of their

own brush and chisel. His renovation of the Borgia Galleries, the col-

leges he founded, renovated and decorated, the donation he made to the

rebuilding of the celebrated Campanile at \^enice, the beautiful tomb or

sarcophagus which he had made for himself, the work of Giuseppe

Luchetti, costing $60,000, embellished with life-sized statues of St.

Thomas and St. Frances, the Blessed \"irgin and two marble angels, are a

few of his acts in patronage of art. Chartran, the artist, who painted

one of the best and most recent portraits of Leo XIII, has given the fol-

lowing interesting description of His Holiness' person as the Pope

appeared to him in his sittings for his portrait, a description which reflects

from the physical to the spiritual man, and conforms to and confirms our

description of his character: "His tall stature, the supreme distinction of

his whole person
—his features good and energetic, at the same time his

forehead large and full of nobleness, his mouth with the spiritual and fine

lips, his hands so perfectly aristocratic, his voice harmonious and pro-
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found, and, above all, his eyes full of youthfulness of life and of will, all

contributed to make of this admirable figure the most completely interest-

ing model that it has ever been given to the artist to have before his eyes."
With such a picture before our eyes, it is not surprising that he was

both great and generous. His income from the voluntary contributions of

the faithful throughout the world, usually called Peter-Pence, and from
other sources was about $1,425,000, out of which he reserved for his own
use and expenses $200,000 only, and the remaining million he gave to

ecclesiastical and charitable purposes. The following statement of his

income and how he disposed of it, stated in Italian money, throws much

light upon his generous and munificent character : ''The Pope enjoyed a

yearly income of about 7,500,000 lire, of which he kept for his own

expenses only 1,000,000. Of the balance, 700,000 lire were at the disposal
of the Cardinals, being given to those who live in Rome, each Cardinal

drawing a yearly income of 25,000 lire; 460,000 lire were distributed

among the poor dioceses; 1,800,000 lire went to the Prefecture of the

Apostolic Palace; 1,000,000 lire went to the office of the Secretary of

State for foreign business; 1,500,000 lire were spent on salaries to the

Vatican personnel, and 1,040,000 lire went to schools and charity. The
million which the Pope reserved for himself was used not only for his

personal expenses, but also for his private charities and for purchasing
art treasures and the presents that he made to sovereigns and other rulers."

The universal esteem and admiration manifested during his last ill-

ness for Leo XIII were splendid evidences of the all-around excellence of

his character, of the purity and loftiness of his life, and of the pre-eminent

benefits he conferred upon mankind. The life and character of such a

Sovereign Pontifif, Vicar of Christ, is forcibly suggestive to all Christians

that there should be a united Christendom.

It seemed like a preliminary approach towards Christian unity when,

during his illness, nearly all, if not all, the religious denominations of the

world offered fervent prayers for the recovery of Leo XIII. On one day

the cable announced that the Protestant Emperor of Germany, and on

another that the Protestants of the United States, were praying for him.

On July 1 2th Cardinal Rampolla received a telegram informing him that

the Protestants of the United States, in their churches, were oflFering

prayers for his recovery, and when the Cardinal showed the message to

the Holy Father he expressed great pleasure at such evidences of Christian

charity. The Papal Secretary of State replied to the telegram by the

following letter :
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"Dear Sir:—The communication forwarded by you has been most gratifying

to the Cardinal Secretary of State, my master. His Eminence hopes that the Holy
Father's health will allow him, when the opportune moment comes, to inform His

Holiness of the contents of the telegram.

"The very great desire always felt by His Holiness for the reunion of the

dissident churches will certainly render this demonstration of the interest of the

American Protestant churches most acceptable. With true sentiments of esteem,

I remain your devoted servant, Giacomo Della Chiesa,

"Substitute Secretary of State.

"Rome, July i6. 1903."

The tributes paid to the memory, character and services of Leo XIII

were grand and countless. I have selected two from Protestant sources

of distinction, which are so able and broad-minded that they are well

calculated, while doing him homage, to also promote one of his greatest

aspirations, the union of Christendom. They were published in the

columns of the New York Freeman's Journal:

BY NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS

Successor of Henry Ward Beecher and Lyman Abbott as Pastor of Plymouth Church,

Brooklyn.

"Among those men who are the glory of their time the world has already

made a large place for Leo the Pontiff.

"By reason of the majesty and beauty of his character he was revered by
Protestant and Catholic alike during his life, and now that he is dying the

Protestant world mourns for him as it has lamented no prelate since the death of

Cardinal Newman. From every viewpoint Leo appeals to the sense of universal

admiration.

"He is the spiritual ruler of millions of men, and yet power never made him

proud nor arrogant.

"He is a great scholar, wise toward all books and libraries, but he is neither

impractical nor a dreamer, for he is known as one of the most practical of men.

"He is annually in receipt of treasures of gold so vast as to make the income

of princes contemptible, yet to the end he lived in three rooms furnished to the

point of bareness and poverty.

"He is held in universal reverence because he stands for the great simplicities,

those universals of Christianity, called Love, Peace and Good Will.

"His ambition was one of the noblest possible to the mind of man, viz., to

so spiritualize his Church as to make it worthy to control the destiny of the mil-

lions who followed him. Above all else, to use the expression of the prophets,

'He was a man who feared God.' being of goodness all compact.

WE CAN SAY OF LEO : "\VE THANK THEE, LORD. THAT THOU HAST COUNTED THE WORLD
WORTHY TO HAVE HIM SO LONG."

"And now that his career is ended the world beholds Leo standing forth in the

form of a man without admixture of meanness or vice or crime, but clothed with
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Justice and virtue and goodness as with garments. We can say of Left as was said

of Bernard : 'We thank Thee, Lord, that thou has counted the world worthy to

have had him so long.'

"Because of his achievements for the Church all scholars have already given

Leo a place among the greatest of the Popes.

THE POPES THE PATRONS OF LEARNING AND THE ARTS.

"Then came Gregory—the Missionary Pope—who, in 590, sent his teachers to

the inhospitable shores of England, where they won over the savage ancestors of

Shakespeare and conquered King Ethelbert by their plea of immortality. Later

came Hildebrand, that Gregory who was not content that the Pope should be

the equal of kings and princes. It was his ambition to exalt the spiritual power
above all temporal power. Emperors, kings and queens must be subject to the

world's spiritual ruler. He denied to Henry the Fourth of Germany the right of

investiture of Bishops, and when Henry insisted Gregory promptly excommuni-

cated him, forbade any of his subjects to serve him. In that hour Hildebrand

proved that the Pope was the king over all emperors, ruler of all temporal

monarchs, and from that day Gregory was master and Henry subject. All the

servants in Henry's palace fled. The monarch had coal, but no one to kindle a

fire; flour, but no one to make a loaf; horses, but no man to tend them. When
the King appeared on the streets all men fled, and every shop door was locked in

his face. At last Henry took a stafT and made his way to Italy, but the Pope

refused to see him. For three days and three nights, barefooted and bareheaded,

amid the blasts of winter, Henry stood knocking at the door before he received

audience and pardon. Then, for centuries, the Pope was sovereign.

"Then the great Popes of the De Medici period built the cathedrals, were the

patrons of men like Bramante, Michael Angelo, Raphael. Titian and Da Vinci,

and that great company of immortal artists. In that era came the Reformation

that rent the Church in twain ;
and last of all came Leo the Good, who accom-

plished the impossible even in Luther's own country.

LEO ACCOMPLISHED THE SEEMINGLY IMPOSSIBLE, EVEN IN LUTHER'S OWN COUNTRY.

"If any man doubts, let him ask this question:

"Which churches are the more crowded—the Lutheran churches in Berlin or

the Catholic Churches? And in New York City itself, what shall we more say

than that under Leo's direction the churches where the faith he holds is taught

are full to the doors?

"Wonderful, indeed, this great organization, with its centuries of history.

"What cathedrals it has built! What Madonnas and Transfigurations it has

painted! What solemn Te Deums it has written! What saints named Fenelon

and Thomas a Kempis! What philanthropists like Francis and Assisi ! What

heroes like Bernard! Little wonder that it has ruled princes and peasants alike!

That it has controlled political institutions and shaped the destiny of states!

"Take it all in all, the Catholic has been the most marvelous political force

of the last 1,500 years; has survived empires, states and civilizations. And the

new position and influence that the Catholic Church now holds is largely due to

the wisdom and noble character of Leo the Pontiff,
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"He was a great Bishop, like Ambrose, who ruled by love. He was a great

propagandist, like Gregory, sending his missionaries into the uttermost parts of

the earth. He was a great statesman, who proved himself a match for the most

astute diplomats. He held himself to be a sovereign and spoke of himself as a

prisoner in the Vatican, and he was the equal of the princes and ambassadors

whom he met.

GREAT AS HE WAS, WE FORGET HIS GREATNESS WHEN WE REMEMBER HIS GOODNESS.

"But, great as he was, we forget his greatness when we remember his good-
ness.

"The English Cardinal who wrote for the world his 'Lead, Kindly Light,' was

not more venerated for the purity and simplicity of his character.

"In the noblest sense of the word Leo was a man whose interests were world-

wide. In reading his letters and addresses we are impressed with the univer-

sality of his themes. He writes and speaks not from the viewpoint of an Italian

biit from the viewpoint of the citizens of all countries.

"Always he strikes the universal note that appeals to all people. The most

important of his Encyclicals deal with the condition of the working classes, chief

duties of Christians as citizens, on marriage and divorce, on socialism and anarchy,

on workingmen's clubs and trades unions. In these noble papers he speaks not

from the viewpoint of the Prelate, but from the viewpoint of the Christian.

"He always pleads the cause of the poor; his heart was knitted in with the

interests of his kind.

"He has made his name a shield for the weak, and his influence a bulwark for

their defense.

"In condemning the oppressor he spoke no soft words; he descended upon the

strong man's sins and crimes with the might of an avalanche. His words burn like

a flame of fire against every form of iniquity. He came forth, and lo ! the scourge
was in his hand.

WHAT A MINE OE WISDOM IS FOUND IN THESE ADDRESSES (ENCYCLICALS) TO THE

WORKING CLASSES.

"What a mine of wisdom is found in these addresses to the working classes!

He points out for the people the paths that lead to prosperity and peace.

"It has often been said that the strength and wisdom of these letters were

traceable to the College of Cardinals and to the representatives of foreign coun-

tries who .stood around about the Pope for counsel and direction.

"But if Lincoln read his state papers to his Cabinet, does that mean that his

inaugurals represent any genius save the genius of Abraham Lincoln?

"And whoever reads the Pope's addresses to the people will finish his reading

with the full conviction that Leo's intellect was clear and powerful, like the sun-

beam boring its way through the mists of error and ignorance; and that his voice

is his own voice, always ringing true.

"He was a man of great genius, of great goodness, of great simplicity, and

above all, of great piety and trust in God,
"
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The other tribute aims directly at Christian union :

"WE WERE ONE, YEARS AGO."

"Catholics and Protestants Drawn Closer Together than they Have Been

IN Four Hundred Years.

[By Rev. Dr. H. G. Mendcnhall, in the Presbyterian Church, Perth Amboy, N. J.]

"The life and record of Pope Leo XHI was the subject of Rev. Dr. H. O.

Mendenhall's sermon in the Presbyterian Church at Perth Amboy, N. J. It is as

follows :

"The eyes of the universe have been turned toward tlie Vatican in Rome, as

that distinguished man who is the earthly spiritual father of millions of worship-

ers has made his long battle against death ; and anxiously have men of all faiths,

and of no religious creeds, read the bulletins which have told of the eclipse creeping

nearer and nearer to his sunset.

what a wonderful man he has been!

"What a wonderful man he has been ! Only seven years more and he would

reach the century mark—ninety-three years of age and yet holding a sceptre of

power which kings and emperors would gladly grasp. His old age has been as

full of surprises as the sunset above the Albanian hills is full of beautiful colors.

His mind clear and alert, his natural force unabated, his heart full of love, his

bright eye sparkling with the fire of his genius, with indomitable will, he moves

on serenely to that home whence no traveler returns, and. bravely as the .young

knight who contended in ancient tournament, this ancient ruler of a great Church

grows young as he goes out into the 'dim unknown.'

his public career has been full of surprises.

"Not only is he remarkable as regards his vitality, but his public career has

been one which has crowded itself full of surprises to the world itself. The

Church, of which Leo XHI is the honored head, under his predecessor, Pius IX.

had become narrow and restrictive in policy and in personal seclusion. He drew

back from contact with the great political powers of the world that were hostile

to the Church, and awaited for God's times to fulfill his hopes. Leo has pursued

a very different course and went himself boldly out to measure intellectual and

political swords with the rulers of Christendom. He has sought not to create, but

to allay antagonisms. He has striven not to widen religious breaches, but to heal

them ; not to stir up strife, but to allay it.

"What has been the result? The Roman Catholic and the Protestant churches

are closer together than they have ever been since the separation four hundred years

ago. The differences which were so marked then have almost vanished. This

new century has witnessed a union for moral power which we trust will increase

in glory until we can all see face to face in those questions which have to do with

man's uplifting and happiness.
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LEO HAS SHOWN PRODIGIOUS POWER AS A STATESMAN.

"Leo has shown prodigious power as a statesman. His contest with Germany,

the citadel of Protestant belief, has brought that nation to terms. Bismarck and

Pius were bitter enemies—the German Chancellor seeking to crush the Church

and making the laws of the empire more drastic against the Catholic subjects.

'Priests and Bishops were subjected to heavy fines and penalties. . . . They
were forbidden to read Papal Encyclicals in the churches.' There was an earnest

protest against the enforcement of the laws from Protestants as well as Catholics.

"Leo took a different tack from his predecessor. He wrote an autograph letter

to Emperor William, grandfather of the present emperor, appealing to his sense of

justice to right these wrongs. The latter had the desired effect. The laws were

allowed to lapse, and now the emperor must depend upon the votes of the Catholic

deputies in the Parliament to overcome the socialistic tendencies of the people, and

Bismarck took off his iron hand when he said : 'No real statesman desires to make

combat with a permanent institution.'

"Other briefs from his hand to the Cliurch at large have done much to break

down the wall which divided that part of believers from the rest of the world. He

gave no uncertain sound upon the questions of Communism, Socialism, and Nihilism
—a trio of monsters threatening democratic as well as monarchial government. He
has spoken on the dangers to the home from lax morals and appealed for its stability

from the law of God. One of the most important documents coming from his hand

has had to do with labor and capital. In it he says that 'the Gospel is the only

code in which are found the principles of true justice, the maxims of that mutual

charity which ought to unite all men as the sons of one father, and the members

of the same family.' Our own President was filled with admiration at its tone.

HE ENTERED INTO THE LIFE OF THE WHOLE WORLD.

"In this way he has entered into the life of the whole world—its social relations

and its political developments—and the impress has been marvelous. Indeed,

Crispi, the Prime Minister of Italy, who always opposed the Papacy, and in his

religious views a radical free thinker, admitted in a speech to Parliament : 'We
must not forget, gentlemen, that we are dealing with a man who commands the

respect and admiration- of the civilized world.' He certainly in these hours when
darkness has come upon his life, has developed through his Church new channels

of activity and hope for the world ; and, while no doctrines have been changed
nor policy ignored, with more open ways and winning manners, the Church has

gone on to possess a larger hold upon the activities of the world.

HE HAS ENABLED US PROTESTANTS TO LOOK WITH MORE TOLERANCE AND GOOD WILL

UPON. THE CATHOLIC CHURCH.

"Much as we may differ on points of religious controversy, we all must admire

the glorious public record of this man who has done so much for the advancement

of his people throughout the world. To them he has. indeed, become the Holy
Father. W^ith an astute mind, with far-reaching purposes, with a searching vision,

he has been the equal of all the statesmen with whom he has come in contact and

to the advantage of his Church. He has enabled us Protestants to look with more

tolerance and good will upon this Church and to see in its members brothers like
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ourselves who are reaching out for the best and highest and truest aims in life.

After all we are one. The Christ which is the hope of our lives is the inspiration

of theirs, and the blood that cleanses our souls from sin is the same precious blood

which saves them.

THK CATHOI,IC CHURCH AND THlv BIBLE.

"We do not know but that in the clashing of interests in the world this great

Church may come to our aid to help us save the land which we love so much.

This we do know that in regard for this old Book Leo has given us to know that

his Church believes in the infallible Bible as the Word of God—and allows no

unholy hand to tamper with its truths. In the sanctity and purity of the home he

has allowed no bending from rigid laws of the New Testament times, and we honor

and revere him for it.

THf: r.RKAT MEN, THK WORLD'S RULERS, LIFT THEIR HATS AS HE PASSES, AND THE

WORLD WALKS WITH SLOW AND MEASURED TREAD.

"Thus as the Pope of a mighty Church, which high position he has filled so

grandly for a quarter of a century, he is coming to the grave in a full age, like

as a shock of corn that cometh in in his season. The world walks with slow and

measured tread about his sickbed, and waters with its tears his worn and wasted

body. The great men, the noble men, who are the world's rulers, lift their hats

as he passes on to the house of sepulchre, and he will take his place in history as

one of the greatest leaders the Church has had.

"We would rather, however, come to look at him as a man—pure and spotless

in his life of unblemished character, beloved by those who knew him best—he

is, indeed, sinking to rest behind the western hills hke the sun in yonder sky,

leaving behind him the glow of a holy life which sheds its radiance far out upon

the world.

WE WERE IN CHURCH LIFE ALL ONE, YEARS AGO.

"Upon the sickbed of the Pope may I put my flowers, and to the Catholics of

this city, who have' been burdened with the grief at the illness of their Holy

Father, may I extend my sincerest sympathy and mingle my tears with theirs.

In business, in social life, we are one. May we not come closer in those high

religious ideals which benefit the race and seem to uplift our city. Differ as we

may in doctrine and in practice, in belief and in worship, there is one thing makes

us one—we are children of one common Father—and we were in church life all

one, years ago. Who knows but that we may see in clearer vision the dear Christ

in coming years, and the devout Catholic and Protestant will cling to the same

Christ?"

Scarcely had the echoes of the solemn and majestic music of the

Sistine Choir at the three grand Requiem Masses for the venerable and

illustrious Leo XIII ceased to reverberate through the Vatican when the

intense interest of the nations became centered upon the coming Conclave

that was to elect his successor. In a previous part of our history I have
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told and described what constitutes a Cardinalatial Conclave. While

none can doubt its appropriateness for mediaeval times, and whatever may
be the views now entertained in and out of the Church, and even among
the princely members of this august electoral college, as these views as

expressed have been various and divergent, all must regard the Conclave

as a venerable and sublime tradition, and as a splendid landmark in

ecclesiastical history. While many distinguished and devout churchmen,

Cardinals, Prelates and priests think that in the future the Conclave must

yield to some more convenient and modern method, all would regret a

hasty or inconsiderate action on so important an interest as the method of

electing the Supreme Pontiff of the Church. Ample time during the next

Pontificate and the most conscientious and reverent consideration must be

given before the traditions will be swept away or even modified, which

have clung to the elections of Gregory VII, Innocent III, Pius IX, Leo

X^III and Piux X.

As was customary of old, the Mass of the Holy Ghost was celebrated,

the eulogy of Leo XIII was pronounced, the Conclave was opened for the

entry of Cardinals and their Conclavists on Friday afternoon, July 31st,

and on August ist, in the morning, the Conclave was closed, and the

princely electors, to the exclusion of all other persons, entered and took

their assigned places by numbers in the Sistine Chapel. Sixty-two Cardi-

nals took part in the election, a larger number than ever before voting at

the election of a successor of St. Peter. The entire college consisted of

sixty-four Cardinals, but Cardinal Moran, of Australia, though on his

way, had not reached Rome, and Cardinal Celesia, of Palermo, was

excused from attending on account of his age and infirmities of health.

There were six vacancies. It is of historical interest, as well as a fact

bearing upon the question now more than ever before discussed, as to how
far the present constitution of that august body is representative of the

Catholic world proportionately to the respective Catholic populations of

the nations, to state that of the sixty-four Cardinals living at Leo's death,

thirty-nine were Italians, seven Frenchmen, five Austrians, five Spaniards,
three Germans, two British, one American, one Portuguese and one Bel-

gian. Now, for the first time in the history of Papal elections, there was

present in the Conclave an American Cardinal, His Eminence James
Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop of Baltimore.

The following table shows, as far as it goes, the estimated Catholic

populations of the various nations at this date, together with the number of

Cardinals in each ;
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Countries Catholic Population Cardinals

Australia 739,122 i

Austria-Hungary 27,754,977 5

Germany 17,674,921 3
France 40,990,923 7
Great Britain 1,500,000 O

Ireland 3,310,028 I

Italy 32,449.754 39

Spain 18,059,500 5

United States 9,239,166 I

This table is obviously very incomplete. The Catholic population of

the United States should be increased in the estimate, so as to include the

Catholics of the Philippines and of Porto Rico. The South American

countries, Mexico, Central America and Cuba are not included or men-

tioned, although their Catholic populations are exceedingly great, and yet

they have no representation in the Sacred College. Great Britain is

without a representative in consequence of the recent death of Cardinal

Vaughan, and there are also many Catholics in her colonial possessions in

both hemispheres of whom no estimate is made. And Canada, a Catholic

country, is wholly omitted, though she was not long ago represented in the

Sacred College by a Canadian Cardinal, the late Cardinal Tachereau. In

order to conform the personal constitution of the College of Cardinals, in

respect to its national representative character, to the decrees of the Coun-

cil of Trent and the constitution of Pope Sixtus V, a complete census of

the Catholic populations of the nations would be necessary, and this could

be readily accomplished at convenient periods under Papal decrees and

regulations issued from Rome.
A more minute analysis of the present constitution of the Sacred

College will prove of interest to students of current ecclesiastical history,

and the names, ages, nationalities, residences and dates of creation as

Cardinals of the sixty-four members of the present College of Cardinals is

given, as follows :

THE SACRED COLLEGE

CARDINAI, BISHOPS

Name Age Nationality Res. Created

Dean, Camerlengo
Oreglia, Louis 75. .Italian. . . .Rome, . .1873

Grand Penitentiary
Vannutelli, Sera'fino 66 . . Italian. . . . Rome. . . 1887
Moccuni, Mario 80 . . Italian .... Rome. . . 1893 ,

Agliardi, Anthony 7*^ • • Italian. . . Rome. . . 1896
Vannutelli, Vincent ..,..,. 66 . . Italian .... Rome . . . 1889
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Name

Netto, Joseph ....
Celesia, Peter ....
Capelelatro, Alphonsus
Moran, Patrick ....

Lang^nieux, Benedict

Gibbons, James . .

RampoUa, Mariano.
Richard, Francis . .

Goossens, Peter . .

Gruscha, Anthony .

Di Pietro, Angelo .

Logue, Michael . .

Vaszary, Claudius ,

Kopp, George . . .

Perraud, Adolphe .

Lecot, Victor. . . .

Sarto. Joseph. . . .

Sancha y Hervas, Cyriocus
Svampa, Dominic .

Ferrari, Andreas . .

Satolli, Francis. . .

Gotti, Jerome . . .

Cassanasy, Pages. .

Manara, Achilles . .

Ferrata, Dominic . .

Cretoni, Serapio . ,

Prisco, Joseph . . .

De Herrera y de la Iglesia, Joseph
Coulli^, Peter . . .

Lalouve, William. .

Casali del Drago, John
Cassetta, Francis . .

Portanova, Januarius
Di Bontif^, Joseph .

Mathiew, Francis . .

Repighi, Peter . .

Richelmy, Augustinus
Zabarella, Alexander
Martinelli, Sebastian

Gennari, Cassimir .

Skoberisky, L,eo . .

Boschi, Julius . . .

Puzyna, John. . . .

Bacilieri, Bartholomew

CARDINAI, PRIESTS

Age Nationality

62 .

89.
79
7-J •

78.
69.
57 •

84.
76

82

75
62

73
66

75

72
68

65
52
52
64
69
68

73
56
69
66

67
74
61

65
57

57
57

64
59
52
62

54
63
40
65
60
61

. Portuguese
. Italian . .

. Italian . .

. British . .

. French.

. American

. Italian .

. French.

Belgian

. Austrian.

. Italian ,

. British .

. Hungarian

. German

. French.

. French.

. Italian .

. Spanish

. Italian .

. Italian .

Italian .

. Italian .

. Spanish

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

Spanish
. French.
. French.
. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

. French.

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Italian .

. Bohemian

. Italian .

. Pole . .

. Italian .

CARDINAI. DEACONS

Macchi, Ivouis 71 • • Italian .

Steinhuber, And 77 • • Austrian

Segna, Francis 66 . . Italian .

Pierotti, Raphael 67 . . Italian .

Vives y Tuto, Joseph 69 . . Spanish
Delia Volpe, Francis 58 . . Italian .

Tripepi, Aloysius 67 . . Italian.

Cavaguis, Felix 62 . . Italian .

Res.

Lisbon .

Palermo

Capua. .

Sydney,
N S. W.
Rheims .

Baltimore
Rome. .

Paris . .

Mechelen,
Belgium
Vienna .

Rome . .

Armagh .

Hungary
Breslau .

Autun .

Bordeaux
Venice .

Toledo .

Bologna .

,
Milan . .

Rome . .

Rome . .

, Spain . .

Bologna .

. Rome . .

Rome. .

. Naples .

. Santiago
, Lyons . .

. Rennes .

, Rome . .

. Rome. .

. Italy . .

. Catania .

. Toulouse

. Rome . .

. Turin . .

. Rome, .

. Rome . .

Rome . .

Prague .

. Ferrara .

. Cracow .

. Verona .

Created

1884
1884

1885

1885
1886

1 88b

1887

1889

1889
1891
1 891
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1893
1894
1894
1894
1895
1895
1895
1895
1896
1896
1896
1897
1897
1897
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1901

1901

1901
1901
1901
1 901

1901

Rome.
Rome .

Rome.
Rome.
Rome.
Italy .

Rome.
Italy .

. 1889

. 1894

. 1894

.•1896

. 1899
• 1899
. 1901
. 190I
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Name Age Nationality Res. Created

Nocella, —
. . Italian . . . Rome . . . 1903

Cairchioni, —
. . Italian .... Rome . . . 1903

Taliani, —
. . Italian .... Vienna . . 1903

Ajute,
—

. . Italian .... Lisbon . . 1903
Katschthaler, —

. . Austrian . . . Salzburg . 1903
Fischer, —

. . German . . . Coblentz . 1903
Herrero y Espinosa —

. . Spanish . . . Valencia . 1903

The balloting for the election of a new Pope commenced in solemn

and close Conclave on Saturday, August i, 1903, and continued for three

and a half days. Two ballots were taken each day, and no election was

reached until Tuesday, August 4th, when, on the seventh ballot. His

Eminence Giuseppe Sarto, Cardinal Archbishop Patriarch of Venice, was

elected the Supreme Pontifif of the Catholic Church, \'icar of Christ and

successor of Pope Leo XIII.

Giuseppe Sarto was born on June 2, 1835. at Riego, in the Diocese of

Treviso, only a few miles from the beautiful and ocean-pierced city whose

Archbishop and P^riarch he was destined to become. He was not of

noble family. His ecclesiastical studies were made in the Seminaries of

Trevito and Padua. He was ordained in the priesthood on September 18,

1858. For seventeen years he served with fidelity and zeal as a parish

priest in his native diocese of Treviso and in that of Venice. By these

faithful services, humble but exalted, the future Pope received, as he had

won, the approbation of his superiors. His promotions became as rapid

as they were merited. He was elected Episcopal Chancellor, and in suc-

cession became spiritual director of the Seminary Prosynodel Examiner, a

member of the Ecclesiastical Tribunal and Vicar of the Chapter of Treviso.

On November 10, 1884, he was appointed by Pope Leo XHI Bishop of

Mantua, and on June 12, 1893, he was created by Pope Leo XIH a Cardi-

nal Priest of the titular Church of San Bernardino Alle Terme. Thiee

days afterwards, in the Consistory of June 15, 1893, Pope Leo XHI pre-

conized him as Patriarch of Venice. As he had been a zealous priest, so

he proved a most arduous laborer as Bishop, reforming all abuses and

irregularities, insisting upon strictest observance of liturgical rules, and

revived the Gregorian of the Church in the Archdiocese of Venice.

L^^pon his election as Pope he gave the Apostolic benediction to the

people crowding around St. Peter's, and he assumed the name of Pius X.

In addition to the exalted ecclesiastical offices so ably and wisely filled

bv him at Venice, Pope Pius X has, with equal ability, and even greater

experience, discharged most important positions and responsibilities in

the Papal administration under Leo XHI, such as being a valuable mem-
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ber of the following ecclesiastical congregations, viz. : of Bishops and

Regulars, Sacred Rites, Indulgences and Sacred Relics. He was always
known for his purity of character and uprightness of life. He is a man of

broad and enlightened views, of great learning. He was presented to the

King and Queen of Italy on the occasion of their visit to Venice. He has

never taken part in the political life of the Church at Rome, or in the

political questions which have from time to time agitated the Roman
Curia. He has devoted himself to the best administration of the diocese

over which he has presided, to study and to learning, and to what is best

of all, good works. He was devoted to the Holy See, and was a valued

friend of Leo XIII, who is said to have alluded to him on one occasion as

his probable successor.

Pope Pius X is a man of learning and of affairs. He has observed,

historically throughout the nineteenth century, and personally throughout
his own active life and wide experience, that during that century great

losses have been pressed upon the visible Church in- the Latin countrie?!,

while the Catholic religion has made great gains among the English-

speaking races of the world
;
and he knows the strong religious trend of

their character, accompanied, as it is, with great ability for enlightened

administration, fairness, justice, love of liberty and maintenance of order

and civic virtue. As Leo XIII commenced the policy, so it is a promise
of the enlightened career of Pius X that he will give to the English-speak-

ing races a larger representation in the College of Cardinals. There is

every prospect, also, that he will continue wisely to interpret, expand,

broaden, heighten, deepen and liberally develop the wise and successful

policies of his great and lamented predecessor, Pope Leo XIII.

[the end]
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